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THE REVENUE ACT OF 1971

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 o'clock a.m., in room

2221, New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (Chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators Long (presiding), Anderson, Talmadge, Hartke,
Fulbright, Ribicoff, Harris, Byrd, Jr. of Va., Nelson, Bennett, Curtis,
Jordan, Fannin, Hansen and Griffin.

The CHAImAN. Today the Committee on Finance begins an analysis
of the President's program for economic recovery. The heart of the
economic plan, as embodied in H.R. 10947, is the restoration of the
investment tax credit, a benefit to business associated with purchases
of new plants and equipment.

As we proceed through these hearings and on into executive sessions
to mark up the bill, it would be well for us to consider how this legis-
lation will fit into the so-called phase II program of economic controls.

I hope we can learn the extent to which wages and prices will con-
tinue to be controlled after November 15, when the current freeze
ends. Only if we have a clear picture of phase II can we be sure that
the goals sought by this bill will not be thwarted by administrative
actions beyond the control of Congress.

H.R. 10947 has been heralded as a measure providing tax cuts of
more than $15 billion over the next 3 years. Of this, individuals are
reported to receive "a substantial share."

My own analysis shows a rather different situation. In large meas-
ure, the personal income tax reductions under this bill are illusory-
illusory in the sense that they involve nothing more substantial than
a speed up of the tax cuts already enacted by Congress. The increase
in the low-income allowance, which was not recommended by the
President, is the lone exception. It provides new tax cuts in 1973 of
$1.1 billion for our poorest taxpayers.

The business community on the other hand would receive permanent
new income tax reductions by the bill, totaling $6.5 billion in 1973.

As I see it, the bill is that simple---$7.6 billion of new tax cuts, only
one-seventh of which go to individuals. In my judgment, that can
hardly be characterized as a "substantial share." It certainly cannot be
characterized as a fair share.

(1)
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I should think the Senate would want to redress such an imbalance
in the bill and provide a tax cut for every taxpaying American in this
country. Economic recovery, however it is adlhieved, is going to require
the cooperation of all Americans, and this bill should be a bill for all
Americans. In its present form, the )ill appears to be too much of a
"trickle down" operation, with too little of it ever getting down.

We can make it a better bill and still be fiscally responsible in the
Senate, if we scale down the business tax benefits contained in the
depreciation speed-ups 'and the investment tax credit.

The revenue thus st ,ed could be used to provide across-the-board
personal tax cuts, possible by increasing the personal exemption or
by reducing tax rates.

Such a restructuring of the bill, in my opinion, would make it more
responsive to what I Perceive to be the mood of the Senate.

The principal feature of this bill is the restoration of the 7 percent
investment tax credit. I recall, for the record, that Congress has twice
terminated this business tax credit for its role in overheating a pros-
perous economy and contribution to money crises and high interest
rates.

No doubt its restoration now will encourage business investments in
new labor-saving machines and equipment. History attests to that.
But we should be cautious lest restoration of this business tax subsidy
start another round of undesirable interest rate hikes.

Interest rates remain free of the President's wage-price freeze. For
the life of me, I cannot understand why bankers should be so favored
when everyone else is asked to lnake a sacrifice in the name of economic
recovery.

At this point, I think Congress and tihe American people are en-
titled to some assurance that the tax-credit is not. going to drive up
interest rates and prevent hard-working Americans from fin ding the
credit they need to buy houses, automobiles, and other costly items.

In the last analysis, it is axiomatic that if people can't buy, business
can't sel-and economic recovery, which we all want so badly, will
continue to elude us.

I would hope the Secretary would help us to find a way to provide
this assurance.

If prices are to be stabilized then the public is entitled to more than
a freeze on interest rates. There Should be a major rollback.

We will include in the record at this point the connittee's press
release announcing these hearings and a copy of the bill as it passed
the House and was referred to the Committee on Finance.

(The material referred to follows. Hearing continues on p. 5.)



PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Monday, October 4, 1971 UNITED STATES SENATE

Z227 New Senate Office Bldg.

REVENUE ACT OF 1971 HEARINGS
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

The House of Representatives is expected to pass the Revenue Act of 1971
tomorrow. This bill deals with the legislative proposals of the President's recent
economic message.

The principal features of this measure involve the reinstitution of the
investment tax credit, the repeal of the Federal excise tax on automobiles, the
acceleration of certain individual income tax reductions, and the enlargement of
the low income allowance.

In keeping with previous announcements that the Committee would expe-
dite action on this legislation when it reaches the Senate, the Honorable Russell B.
Long, (D., La.), Chairman of the Committee on Finance, announced today that on
Thursday, October 7, 1971, the Committee would begin public hearings on H. R.
10947, the Revenue Act of 1971. The hearing will begin at 10:00 a. m., on Thurs-
day, October 7, in Room 2221, New Senate Office Building.

A administration Witnes s . -- The Chairman stated that the lead- off witnes s
would be the Honorable John B. Connally, Secretary of the Treasury, who would
testify on Thursday, October 7.

Public VJ itnesses . -- The Chairman stated that public witnesses testi-
fying on the proposed Revenue Act of 1971 would be scheduled beginning on Tuesday,
October lZ. Following the conclusion of the public hearings, the Committee will
begin closed door mark-up sessions on the bill.

Senator Long noted that because of the broad interest in the legislative
proposals of the President's recent economic message, and the need to expedite
action on the bill, it will be necessary that oral presentations not exceed ten
minutes.

Requests to Testify . -- Senator Long advised that witnesses desiring to
testify during this hearing must make their request to testify to Tom Vail, Chief
Counsel, Committee on Finance, 2227 New Senate Office Building, V'ashington,
D. C., not later than Friday, Cctober 8, 1971. Witnesses will be notified as soon
as possible after this cutoff date as to when they are scheduled to appear. Cnce
the witness has been advised of his date of appearance, it will not be possible for
this date to be changed. If for some reason the witness is unable to appear on the
date scheduled, he may file a written statement for the record of the hearing in
lieu of a personal appearance.



Consolidated Testimony . _- The Chairman also stated that the Com-
mittee urges all witnesses who have a common position or with the same general
interest to consolidate their testimony and designate a single spokesman to
present their common viewpoint orally to the Committee. This procedure will
enable the Committee to receive a wider expression of views on the total bill than
it might otherwise obtain. The Chairman praised witnesses who in the past have
combined their statements in order to conserve the time of the Committee. And
he urged very strongly that all witnesses exert a maximum effort, taking into
account the limited advance notice, to consolidate and coordinate their
statements.

Legisative R'eorganization Act . -- In this respect, the Chairman
observed that che I egi nativee 'eorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires
all witnesses appearing before the Committees of Congress --

"to file in advance written statements of their proposed
testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief
summaries of their argument. "

The statute also directs the staff of each Committee to prepare digests of all
testimony for the use of Committee members.

Senator Long stated that in light of this statute and in view of the large
number of witnesses who desire to appear before the Committee in the limited
time available for the hearing, all witnesses who are scheduled to testify must
comply with the following rules:

(1) All statements must be filed with the Committee at least one
day in advance of the day on which the witness is to appear. If a
witness is scheduled to testify on a Monday or a Tuesday, he must
file his written statement with the Committee by the Friday pre-
ceding his appearance.

(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement a
summary of the principal points included in the statement.

(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper
(not legal size) and at least 100 copies must be submitted to
the Committee.

(4) Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the
Committee, but are to confine their ten minute oral presenta-
tions to a summary of the points included in the statement.

Witnesses who fail to comply with these rules will forfeit their privilege to
te stify.
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The CHAIRTMAN. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENxNETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just this one thing.

Since the. President is going to announce phase II of the program
tonight, I imagine the Secretary has a very busy day ahead of him
so I appreciate the fact. that you will give him the advantage of the
time that might have been used to read your prepared statement and
I will not make any further comment at this time.

The CHAIRTIT\N. Then if there is no further comment I recognize
the Secretary of the Treasury.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN B. CONNALLY, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY SOHN PETTY, ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS; AND JOHN S. NOLAN,
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR TAX POLICY

Secretary CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members
of the committee: I aln very grateful for the opportunity to appear
here this morning, and I want to apologize at the outset for the length
of my statement. It is frankly much longer than I would like to make
but I feel in fairness to the many issues involved that this length is
required.

I will try to get through it as quickly as I possibly can but before
1 do I would like to introduce again to the committee the two gentle-
men accolm)anying me. On my right is Mr. John Petty, Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury for International Affairs, and on my left,
Mi. John Nolan, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy.

If I may now proceed with reading my statement: I appear before
you today to urge the earliest possible enactment of H.R. 10947 (the
Revenue Act of 1971). These tax proposals are an integral part
of the comprehensive economic program announced by President
Nixon on August 15.

The success of the new economic policy is gratifying, and I expect
this success to continue. )omestically, confidence is rising, inflationary
expectations are diminishing, and the outlook for strong growth in
employment progress in our efforts to improve our foreign trade and
financial position. Steps are being made to create a viable and effective
international monetary system.

Briefly stated, Mr. Chairman, H.1. 10947 would:
Establish a 7-percent job development credit;
Reduce individual income taxes for 1971 and 'the years there-

after;
Repeal the 7-percent excise, tax on passenger automobiles, and

the 10-percent tax on small trucks;
Permit deferral of taxes for export income of Domestic Inter-

national Sales Corp. (DISC's);
Provide for creation of a new depreciation system containing

elements of the asset depreciation range (ADR) system adopted
by the Treasury Department in June, 1971, except the special first
year convention (which resulted in a major part of the revenue
loss) ; and



Make a number of structural improvements in the tax law, in-
cluding some which are clari fixations of existing law.

Mr. Chairman, with two exceptions the administration is prepared
to accept IIR. 10947 as passed by the House. First, we object to the
action of the House in applying the )ISC proposal on an incremental
basis.

We earnestly believe that all qualified export income should be eligi-
ble for the deferral. I shall discuss our reasons for this view later.

We also object to the rejection by the House of the President's re-
quest for a two-stage investment credit. In order to stimulate equip-
ment purchasing and employment in tlie months ahead, President
Nixon asked for a credit of 10 percent until August 15, 1972, and 5
percent thereafter. In authorizing a flat 7-percent credit, the House
has eliminated some portion of the short-run stimulative effects of the
President's program. Businessmen faced with the opportunity to ob-
tain a 10-percent credit rather than a lower amount for increasing
their level of activity in the short run would take advantage of it.
Employment would 'be increased much more quickly.

Mr. Chairman, an objective analysis of the comments made in the
House Ways and Means public hearings and the discussions in the
executive sessions must conclude that this Nation needs a job develop-
ment credit at a permanent rate of at least. 7 percent in the years
ahead.

Experience with earlier investment credits demonstrates that the
domestic benefits will be great.. Such a credit will provide jobs and
income for workers and will foster the greater productivity that pro-
motes price stability and rising living standards for all Xmericans.

However, the really clinching argument for a long-run credit of at
least 7 percent, coupled with the depreciation changes approved by
the Rouse, stems from the .well-recognized need for the United States
to enhance its competitive position in world trade. All of us are
familiar with the remarkable progress made by Japan and the indus-
trial nations of Western Europe-with, I might add, considerable help
from us-in rebuilding their war-torn economies.

But what is not generally recognized is that many of these nations
tailor their tax systems to encourage capital investment. After the
war, these countries had to encourage savings and investment in their
economies. Their economic survival was at stake. Our own country
has never previously been so challenged. As a result, our tax system
is to a considerable extent biased in the opposite direction.

For example, other industrial nations are relying increasingly on
the value-added tax as a major source of revenue. As generally applied
abroad, purchases of new capital equipment are exempt from the tax.
To the extent these countries rely on the value-added tax instead of
income taxes, the effect is the same as if the cost of capital equipment



were allowed to be deducted in full in the year purchased, rather than
being depreciated over a period of years as we require under our
income tax system. Further, a value-added tax affects only spending,
in contrast with an income tax, which hits the saver just as hard as the
spender.

There are several ways in which tax structures in industrial nations
can be analyzed to estimate their impact on new productive invest-
ment. The most informative analysis is the comparison of capital costs
of manufacturing machinery and equipment, from country to coun-
try, when adjustment is made for income tax provisions.

Thesetax provisions include the level of the corporate tax, deprecia-
tion allowances, and investment allowances and credits. Stated simply,
we must ask how the total tax systems affect the cost of acquiring
and using new manufacturing equipment in the various countries.

In this respect, the American tax system compared poorly with
those of our major competitors. In table I the cost of acquiring and
using machinery and equipment in the United States in 1970 is equated
to an index of one full dollar. As illustrated, businesses abroad enjoy
tax provisions that lower their costs to:

79 cents in the United Kingdom;
81 cents in Japan;
82 cents in Italy; and
83 cents in Western Germany.

Will the 7 percent Job Development Credit and the new depreciation
system put U.S. business on an equal footing with its competitors
abroad?

The answer is no. Even taken together they will lower cost only to
87 cents in the United States. It would take a long-term credit of at
least 10 percelt-l)lus the depreciation changes-to bring us into
their range of capital costs.

Clearly, Mr. Chairman, if our producers are to be able in the years
ahead to compete more effectively in an increasingly competitive world
protecting the American working ruan's job and income, we must enact
an effective Job Development Credit and retain the features of the
depreciation system approved 1)y the House.

Indeed, the case for both the short-run stimulation of a two-stage
credit and the benefit to our competitive capacity of a permanent 7
percent credit is so strong that we urge the committee to adopt an
amendment that would effectively serve both goals-the establishment
of a 10 percent Job Development Credit until August 15, 1972, falling
to only 7 percent thereafter.



(A table follows:)

Table 1.-Comparative capital costs of manufacturing machinery and equipment
as influenced by income tax policies: Corporation income tax rates, depreciation
allowances, and investment allovwa ces and credits; major industrial countries,
1971

[United States, 1970=100]
Comparative

Country: co8t of capital
United Kingdom -------------------------------------------- 79.1
Japan ----------------------------------------------------- 81.1
Italy ------------------------------------------------------ 81.9
West Germany ---------------------------------------------- 82. 8
Sweden ---------------------------------------------------- 83.0
Belgium --------------------------------------------------- 84.7
France ---------------------------------------------------- 89. 7
The Netherlands -------------------------------------------- 94. 1
Canada ---------------------------------------------------- 97. 2
United States (1970) --------------------------------------- 100.0

United States with ADR ---------------------------------- 95. 6
plus 5 percent investment credit ------------------------ 88. 9
plus 7 percent investment credit ----------- 86.2
plus 10 percent investment credit' ----------------------- 82.1

United States with ADR, less modified 1st-year convention ------- 96. 6
plus 5 percent investment credit ------------------------- 89.8
plus 7 percent investment credit ------------------------- 87. 1
plus 10 percent investment credit ------------------------ 83. 0

United States without ADR
but with 5 percent investment credit --------------------- 93.2
but with 7 percent investment credit --------------------- 90. 5
but with 10 percent investment credit -------------------- 86.4

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury: Office of Tax Analysis.
'Effective credit assumed to be unaffected by income limitation for purposes of

international comparisons.

Secretary CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, H.R. 10947 has been criticized
as favoring business over individuals. In this respect, I think any f air-
minded person would agree that neither the House bill nor the resi-
dent's proposals on which it is based should be judged alone. All of
the recent and prospective changes in the income tax laws should be
considered. As you know, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 granted a mas-
sive tax cut for individuals, spread over a 4-year period, while it
sharply raised taxes on corporations. In fairness, therefore, any judg-
ment about the relative tax impact between corporations and indi-
viduals should cover the 5-year period beginning in 1969. It should
also include the impact of the new depreciation system as well as the
other provisions in the House bill.

When this tally is made, as set forth in table II, you will find that
tax )ayments in this 5-year period by individuals (mainly in the low-
and middle-income brackets) will have been reduced by $36.4 billion.
Trax payments of corporations in the same period will have actually
increased by $3.2 billion.

(Table II referred to follows:)



TABLE 1.-ESTIMATED EFFECT OF 1969 TAX REFORM ACT, ADR AND WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE ACTION ON CALENDAR YEAR LIABILITIES DIVIDED BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS AND
CORPORATIONS

[In billions of dollars]

1969 act

Termina-
tion of

Reform invest-
Calendar and ment
year relief credit ADR

Individual

Committee actioR

Eliminate
ADR

Y year
conven-

tion

I ncome
tax

reduc-
tion

New
Excise invest-

tax ment
relief I credit

1969 act

Termina-
tion of

Reform invest-
and ment

Total relief credit

Corporations

Committee action

Eliminate
ADR
year

conven-
ADR tion

New
invest-

ment
credit

Excise
tax

DISC relief I

1969 -----------------
1970 ------- -- 1.4
1971 ------- -- 5.2
1972 ------- -- 8.1
1973 ------- -10.8

+0.4
+.6
+.6
+.6
+.6

-0.6
-. 7

-0.8

+0.4
-. 3
+.3

+1.4 -0.8 -0.3
-3.2 -2.3 -.7
-1. 1 -2.0 -. 8

+0.4
-. 8

-7.3
+14.1
-14.6

+0.5
+1.0 +1.9
+1.1 +2.5
+1.2 +2.7
+1.3 +2.9

-2.2 +1.7 -1.2 ---------- -- 0.1
-2.7 +1.4 -2.9 -0.1 -. 3
-2.2 +1.2 -3.1 -.2 -.2

Total --- -25.5 +2.8 -2.1 +1.1 -5.7 -5.1 -1.8 -36.4 +4.6 +10.5 -8.1 +4.2 -7.2 -. 3 -. 6 +3.2 -33.2

I Split as per committee report. Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis.

Total
I ndi-

viduals
and
cor-

pora- co
tionTotal

+0.5 +0.9
+2.9 +2.1
+1.8 -5.5
-. 7 -14.8

-1.4 -16.0



Secretary CONNALLY. These figures indicate that rather than pro-
viding a "bonanza for business", we have if anything gone too far in
cutting individual income taxes at the cost of productivity, growth
and international competitiveness.

But the fact is, Mr. Chairman, that constructive discussion of tax
policies in this country has been hampered for years by the old dogma
which )its individuals against business. A corporation is not an
entity that stands separate and apart from indivi duals. A corporation
is simply a type of arrangement that every free nation has found
exceedingly useful in serving the ends of any economic system-the
creation of jobs and a, rising standard of living.

Moreover, the task of "allocating" income tax cuts or increases to
individuals versus corporations is greatly complicated by the fact
that, by and large, an income tax levied on an individual cannot be
passed on; he must bear the brunt of it.

However, taxes borne by corporations inevitably affect individuals.
If a tax cut is passed on in the form of lower prices, consumers bene-
fit. If passed on in the form of dividends, stockholders benefit. And if
reinvested in new and better equipment, jobs will increase in the in-
dustries that supply the equipment, future pressure on prices will
be reduced, as productivity rises, and our trade position should im-
prove as a result of increased competitiveness in world markets.

However, my purpose today is not, to explain the fundamental
aspects of our free enterprise systeni, but rather to illustrate the need
for ,a little realism in dealing with tax policy.

Before turning to the specific provisions of H.R. 10947, I should like
to emphasize the need for maintaining the fiscal balance in President
Nixon's New Economic Policy. Although a small deficit in the full
employment budget may be unavoidable in the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1972, we shall run grave risks if we unduly enlarge that deficit.

It is, therefore, gratifying to note that H.R. 10947, together with the
administration's planned outlay reductions, will actually reduce the
full employment deficit for fiscal year 1972. 1 would hope that your
committee and the Senate as a whole would guard carefully against
increasing that deficit. This means that additional tax relief to indi-
viduals which is already huge in the 5 years since 1969 could not be
granted unless offset with appropriate revenue increases from other
sources. With the pressing need for cutting business taxes to stimulate
investment, I know of no source from which such revenues could be
drawn.

Let me now turn to the specific provisions of H.R. 10947, beginning
with the job development credit.

A. ,JOB I)EVEA)PMENT CREDIT

The President reconunended enactment of a job development credit,
similar in many respects to tie old investment credit, except that it
would initially be at the rate of 10 percent, and would later drop to 5
percent as the permanent rate. The two-level credit was designed to
achieve an immediate response in order to reduce unemployment and
improve productivity quickly.



The reward of a higher credit for immediate purchases of capital
goods, and the prospect of a much lower credit, if capital spending
plans were not accelerated, would have had the effect of inducing a
quick response.

After public hearings, the House Ways and Means Committee con-
cluded that there were serious difficulties in a two-level credit. The
committee expressed concern over the transitional problems in drop-
ping from one level to another, the inequities to producers of some
long leadtime equipment, and the danger of accelerating too much
of the normal capital spending that would occur in 1973 and 1974
into 1,971 and 1972. This led the House to adopt a flat 7-percent credit.

Nevertheless, we remain convinced that a two-stage credit is prefer-
able. As noted earlier, however, the case for a 7-percent figure on a
continuing basis is very strong. Consequently we urge the committee
to adopt a 10-percent credit for property acquired in the period August
16, 1971, through August 15, 1972, or property ordered by August 15,
1972, and acquired by February 15, 1973. The credit should be at the
permanent rate of 7 percent thereafter.

The other major difference of the job development credit from
the old investment credit is the exclusion of foreign-produced property
from the benefits of the credit for as long as the temporary import
surcharge remains in effect. The Iouse improved upon our original
recommendation by giving the President authority to allow the credit
during this period for aniy article or class of articles if he determines
that the disallowance of the credit is not in the public interest.

This will permit the credit to be allowed, for example, in cases where
there are no 1T.S. producers of the equipment, or where there is only
one 'U.S. producer and allowance of the credit for that producer's
equipment and no others would tend to create a monopoly. We recom-
mend that the provision excluding foreign-produced property during
the period of the temporary import surcharge, subject to this Presi-
dential authority, be adopted by the Senate.

We also accept other actions by the House in revising the applica-
tion of the credit-

in increasing the credit for property of regulated public utili-
ties from 3 to 4 percent;

in allowing the credit in part (one-third) for property with
a life of 3 or 4 years, in greater part (two-thirds) 5 or 6 years,
and in full for property with a life of 7 years or more, rather
than the longer lives required under the 1962 credit;

in extending the credit to livestock so that farmers will benefit
to a greater extent;

in limiting the credit for used property by offsetting against
the new $65,000 limit the cost of new property acquired by the
taxpayer so as to limit this allowance to small business for whom
it wqs intended; and

in making other structural improvements in the credit,
We strongly endorse the action of the House in approving a new

depreciation system which incorporates the major administrative ad-
vantages and simplifications of the ADR System adopted by the
Treasury Department in June 1971. The House bill l)rovides that the
Treasury Department has authority to permit depreciation lives to



be taken from a range which varies up to 20 percent from the antici-
pated industry wide levels for the particular classes of assets. The
House bill rejects the so-called three-quarter-year convention, which
was an element of the AI)R System resulting in a major revenue loss
($2.1 billion of a total revenue effect of the AI)R System of $2.8 billion
in 1971 and somewhat lesser amounts in subsequent years.) This
special first-year convention was desiglied, within the limits of the
adm inistrative authority of the Treasury department , to provide
more uniform benefits to long- and short-lived equipment. In general,
the shortening of lives benefits long-life equipment more than short-
life equipment, and the three-quarter-year convention served to re-
store much of the balance.

The authority to prescribe a range of lives which varies up to 20
percent from anticil)ated in(lustrywide levels is essential, in conjunc-
tion with the Job I)evelopment( Credit, as 1 have previously shown, to
provide allowances in any way coml)arable to those granted by other
major industrialized countries. We must provide comparable allow-
ances if we expect our companies to continue producing in the United
States for foreign markets rather than building factories abroad.
The 20-percent variance is also essential to make all the major admin-
istrative reforms in the new depreciation system work effectively; to
do equity I)etween competing taxpayers, some of whom could establish
their individual right to shorter lives within this range in any event;
and to recognize the sul)stantial degree of obsolescence which has oc-
curred since 1962-when the industrywide guideline lives were
adopted-as a result of technological clmange, increasingly severe en-
vironmental control requirements, increase competition from new
highly efficient foreign )lants, and other factors.

ks was recognized by Congress in 1962 in enacting the investment
credit in conjunction With a shortening of depreciation lives by ad-
ministrative action at that. time, the two provisions work hand in hand
to encourage modern ization of plant and equipment. The combination
of the Job I)evelopment( Credit and the new del)reciation system inl the
limited form adopted by the House will be a highly effective incentive
for investment in new productive facilities, enabling us to expand our
productive capacity and our output of goods and services. The bene-
fits will be shared by workers, consumers and investors. Thus:

Workers will 1)enefit because the nmnber of jobs will thereby be in-
creased, reducing unemployment. Permanent )enefits from increased

productivityy as a result, of giving workers the most modern machinery
mnd equipment available will provide the basis for wage increases
which are not eroded by higher prices.

Consumers will Ibenefit )ecause greater efficiency and productivity
will hell) stabilize prices, and greater output will encourage develop-
ment of new l)roducts and services. U.S. industry will become more
competitive with foreign l)roducers, with ol)vious resulting benefits to
consumers.

Investors will benefit because the changes will help restore a reason-
able level of corporate profits, providing adequate incentive to sustain
investment for a conltinuinlg high level of economic activity and future
growth in the United States.rThis growth is essential if we are to achieve the goals we seek as a
nation today. We seek a higher standard of living-higher wages with-



out higher prices. We seek as a society to deal more effectively with
poverty, inadequate health and educational facilities, undesirable liv-
ing and working conditions in our congested cities, the deteriorating
quality of our environment, and other pressing human problems. To
achieve these objectives, we must increase productivity and thereby
growth in our real output. The resulting increase in national wealt 1
will 1)rovide revenues for wage increases, an adequate return on in-
vestment, and increased taxes in the long run to enable government to
provide for the needs of all our citizens.

B. TAX REDUCTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS

The House bill follows the President's recommendation to accelerate
the individual income tax reductions scheduled for January 1, 1973, to
January 1, 1972. As i result, the 1)ersonal exemption will be increased
to $750'and t;he standard deduction will be increased to 15 percent with
a, $2,000 maximuln effective that date, resulting in additional tax relief
for individuals in 1972 of $2.2 billion.

The House bill grants much greater tax relief for individuals by also
increasing the l)ersonal exemption for 1971 from $650 to $700 effective
July 1, 1971, resulting in additional relief of $900 million; by eliminat-
ing the 1)hase-out of the low income allowance for 1971, thus provid-
ing anl additional $400 million in )enefits in 1971 to low and middle
income taxpayers; and by increasing the low income allowance for
1972 and subsequent years from $1,000 to $1,300, resulting in tax re-
ductions of $1.0 billion per year. The latter change will insure that no
person or family with an income at or below 1972 poverty levels will
be required to pay any tax or file a return; it will also provide sub-
stantial tax relief for personss and families with incomes above the
poverty levels.

These changes would be implemented in part by changes in with-
holding taxes to take effect November 15, 1971, underscoring the great
importance of early action on this bill by the Senate. The withholding
tax changes on November 15, 1971, anid on January 1, 1973, will also
resolve in large part the problem of underwithholding which have
occurred as a result of the increase in the low-income allowance in the
1969 act, and which would be accentuated by the increases in tha
allowance in the House bill.

The additional tax relief for individuals without important revenue
loss in the bill was made possible by the reduction in the benefits of the
liberalized depreciation system by the House. Ve consider these
changes to be reasonable. The combination of these changes and the
benefits accruing to individuals from repeal of the automobile and
small truck excise taxes will mean reductions in taxes of individuals
of $2.1 billion in 1971, $5.9 billion in 1972, and $3.6 billion in 1973. If
the reductions already scheduled for 1972 and 1973 under the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 are also taken into account, the additional tax
reduction for individuals from preexisting 1971 levels will be $8.6
billion per year.

The resulting increase in consumer purchasing power at the rate of
$8.6 billion per year beginning January 1, 1971, will provide a, power-
ful stimulus to business activity. It wil I operate hand-in-hand with the
job development credit and the depreciation changes to increase the



number of jobs, the level of output of goods and services, and hence
the level of Government revenues in the future. They will thereby
help finance a better society for all our people.

C. REPEAL OF THE AUTOMOBILE EXCISE TAX

The House adopted the Pisident's recommendation for repeal of
the 7-percent automobile excise tax effective August 16 1971, and also
reea ed the 10 percent excise tax on small trucks, efective Septem-
ber 23, 1971. ihese trucks, primarily pickup trucks, are extensively
used for pleasure and recreational purposes or are used by farmers
and small businessmen and to a very large extent they are sold in direct
competition with private automobiles. While the truck tax goes to
the highway trust fund, the truck tax on these small trucks generates
more tax thani is appropriate in light of their cost responsibility for the
highway system. We endorse this additional action in the House bill.

The repeal will result in refunds to persons who purchased cars or
small trucks on or after these effective dates and prior to this bill
becoming law. Purchasers after the date of actual repeal will pay re-
duced prices for their automobiles or small trucks. The average reduc-
tion per automobile buyer is $200 per car, and the four major U.S.
automobile manufacturers have given assurance that the entire beie-
fit of the repeal will be passed on to the consumers. T he distribution
of automobile purchases is roughly a constant proportion of income,
so this reduction amounts -to a fairly uniform benefit among all income
groups. While a higher proportion of used cars are purchased by lower-
income groups, the repeal of the tax on new automobiles will result
in a reduction in the price of used cars, so the lower-income groups will
obtain proportional benefits.

Lower prices will mean a substantial increase in the demand for
automobiles and small trucks. When coupled with the temporary im-
port surcharge and the denial of the job development credit during
this saime temporary period for forei gn-produced items, there will
be an even larger growth in the sales of domestic cars and small trucks.

D. 1)ISC

Our fourth recommendation was for adoption of our prior pro-
posal for tax deferral for export income of )omestic, Internatioual
Sales Corporations (DISC) if such income is used in export-related
activities. Our original DISC proposal was favorably reported by the
House Ways and Means Committee and adopted by the House in
1970. We recommend adoption of that same proposal now except that
it should be fully effective on Jammuary 1, 1972, rather than being
iiplhased in" graciually over several years as the 1970 House bill
provided.

In the current bill, the House has substantially crippled the effec-
tiveness of the DISC proposall in serving its main objective of keep-
ing jobs in the United States by applying the DISC proposal largely
only to increased or incremental export sales. We strongly urge the
Senate at this time to restore DISC to the form in which we recom-
mended it so that it will be fully effective in encouraging our com-
panies to produce in the United States for export sale in foreign



markets, rather than to move their factories abroad to take advantage
of more favorable tax treatment for manufacturing abroad.

Under existing law U.S. companies may obtain deferral of U.S.
tax by manufacturing abroad through foreign subsidiaries for sale
in foreign markets. The I)ISC proposal would provide the same tax
treatment for income up to 50 percent of profits attributable to the
manufacture and sale of goods for export if the manufacturing occurs
in the United States. The other 50 percent. of the profits would be
deemed to be the manufacturing portion of the total profits attribu-
table to the manufacturing activity in the United States rather than
the portion attributable to sale outside the United States, and such
50 percent would be taxable currently by the United States.

The income from export sales which receives the deferral treatment
must be used either to increase the export sales activities of the DISC
or it may be lent, to a U.S. )roducer, usually the parent company, to
finance increases in inventories, machinery, and equipment and other
fixed assets, or research and development expenditures. The amount
of suoh loans could not exceed the portion of the total expenditures
for these purposes which the borrower's exl)ort sales bear to its total
sales. Thus, the deferral of tax on DISC income is available only so
long as the income is, in effect, used for export-related activities. When
the amounts are paid as dividends to the DISC shareholders, or when
the DISC ceases to qualify as such for atny reason, the income ,is fully
taxed as ordinary income to the U.S. shareholders.

The DISC proposal is obviously designed to induce companies to
continue manufacturing in the Ifnited States for sale abroad, thus
keeping jobs at home, rather than exporting their manufacturing
activities and know-how to foreign countries.

This purpose will be largely frustrated by the incremental concept.
More than one-third of our top 100 exporters showed a declining
or level export trend for the period 1964-67, and it is fair to assume
that this downward trend has worsened since 1967 as foreign competi-
tion has grown stronger. These companies will have no incentive to
continue manufacturing in the United States for foreign markets. In
the case of other companies, the incremental DISC concept at best pro-
vides only partial deferral treatment, so the effectiveness of the DISC
in keeping jobs at home will be greatly reduced.

The original form of the DISC, as adopted by the House of Repre-
sentatives in 1970, would be extremely effective in inducing U.S. com-
panies to continue manufacturing in'this country. Detailed presenta-
tions of the effect, of the full DISC concept on their planning submitted
by Union Carbide, Hewlett-Packard, and other companies made this
clear.

Furthermore, the "incremental" limitation misconceives the iin-
1)ortance the DISC would play in helping to resolve our balance of
payments difficulties. A DISC on an incremental basis will not pro-
vide an incentive to help arrest the decline in export sales of so many
of our companies. From a balance-of-payments standpoint, it is as
important to maintain a dollar of existing export sales against loss as
it is to increase export sales by $1.

The incremental approach gives rise to very serious inequities. It
penalizes those corporations who made substantial efforts to main-
tain or boost their exports in the base period years, while favoring those



who did not do so, thus creating disparities between companies directly
competing with one another, some of which will get the benefits of tax
deferral and some of which will not. Unless very complex adjustments
are made, the approach takes no account of unusual business conditions
which may have resulted in either abnormally high or low exports
during the base period. Moreover, it favors new entities, who have
borne no risks in developing new markets abroad, and discriminates
against the exporters who have heretofore made the greatest effort.
In a very real sense it betrays those businesses which acted responsibly
by participating in the Commerce Department's voluntary export ex-
pansion programs. These companies are prejudiced in direct pro-
portion to the extent they increased their export sales in the 1968-70
period at the Government's request.

Finally, the incremental concept poses extraordinary technical prob-
lems. This complexity greatly reduces the utility of the concept to
smaller businesses.

The House Ways and Means Committee in 1961 considered in detail
the possibility of adopting the investment credit on an incremental
basis in an effort to respond to similar allegations of windfall benefits
for investments in capital goods that would have been made anyway
even without the credit. That committee finally abandoned the idea
as inherently inequitable and unworkable. The Senate should reject
the incremental DISC concept as equally unworkable, inequitable, and
damaging to the basic purpose of DISC to retain jobs in the United
States.

In addition to serving the interests of labor by creating more jobs in
the United States, the DISC proposal serves the interests of business
and consumers as well. The interests of business are served because our
present tax laws and those of other countries tend to favor overseas
productions; many U.S. businessmen would prefer to continue pro-
ducing in the United States for foreign markets if the tax treatment for
U.S. production could be equalized. The interests of consumers are
served because a higher level of exports is needed to support continued
expansion in imports.

The DISC proposal, when fully effective, even without the incremen-
tal concept, would result in a revenue deferral of only approximately
$600 million annually before allowing for the effect of increased reve-
nues from the feedback benefits to the economy. This amount might be
only $300 million in the first full year of its operation while exporters
arrange to take full advantage of its provisions. We estimate that with-
out the incremental limitation, it will result in an increase in annual
export sales of $1.5 billion or more, which will mean more gross na-
tional product--more tax base in the United States and more tax
revenues.

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
The CHAIRIrAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
In order to accord all members an opportunity to ask those questions

that come to them first and participate in this morning's session, the
Chair will impose a 10-minute rule, if there is no objection to it, on all
Senators, on the first round of interrogation. On this occasion I believe
it would be appropriate to let the junior members begin the interroga-
tion. I will first call on the Senator from Wisconsin, Mr. Nelson.

Senator NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



Mr. Secretary, I would like to pursue the question of the DISC a
little more. Last Friday I read some excerpts, you may recall, from a
strong criticism made of DISC by Prof. Stanley Surrey. At that time
your response was:

I think much of the difference of philosophy between Mr. Surrey and Mr. Cohen
and Mr. Nolan and I would certainly include myself on the side of Mr. Cohen and
Mr. Nolan.

On September 30, several days ago, the Wall Street Journal wrote a
strong editorial criticism of DISC and they came out on the philosophi-
cal si de of Stanley Surrey.

They state:

Professor Surrey's objections are persuasive and can be augmented. The use of
special tax incentives to further public policy is a doubtful technique in principle
to begin with. It soon gets the entire tax structure out of kilter creating loopholes
for some taxpayers and transferring to others the burdens that had been lifted
from the fortunate. The result is a sense of unfairness and ill will among tax-
payers which is the first step toward wide scale efforts at evasion.

I would like to ask you about that part of your statement, Mr. Secre-
tary, in which you say:

The income from export sales which receives the deferral treatment must be
used either to increase the export sales activities of the DISC or it may be lent to
the U.S. producer, usually the parent company, to finance increases in inventories,
machinery and equipment and the other fixed assets or research and development
expenditures.

On that point, Professor Surrey states:
The Treasury stres-'es that the Profits of a DISC, freed from taxes, will be

used to promote export activities. But the tax experts who study the technical
details know that these tax-free funds can be used for activities that have
nothing to do with exports. Thus the funds can be used by large manufacturing
companies, who are presently exporters, for purely domestic activities where
the favored cQmpanies are able to compete with tax-free DISC money against
companies not so favored.

They can be used even to build manufacturing plants abroad and thus reduce
the export trade of the United States. The DISC money is simply made avail-
able to the companies and the Treasury will ask no questions on how it is used.

Would you like to comment on that, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, if you will permit it, I would prefer

that Mr. Nolan comment on it for a number of reasons.
First, because I think he is, perhaps more knowledgeable about it

and, secondly. I did allude to him the other day in placing myself on
his side in regard to the p)hilosol)hical ditferences we have with Mr.
Surrey, I think he might actually provide a letter answer to you than
I could.

Mr. NoLAN. Senator, the thrust of Professor Surrey's comments is
that if we are to have tLe )ISC proposal we should have a rule which
traces the use of the tax benefits that are available to the DISC into
some particular form of investment.

We have been generally unsuccessful, however, over a long period
of years in applying rules which try to trace dollars to specific kinds
of investments. What we have tried to do in the DISC proposal there-
fore is to set up a carefully limited system so that the DISC tax bene-
fits can only be effectively used for certain purposes which we think
basically confine them to export-related functions without actually
tracing dollars.
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In the first place, the moneys retained by the, DISC can only be used
by it in one of two ways; first, by the DISC to increase its own export
activities because if it accumulates dollars itself for other purposes
then it loses its qualification as a DISC.

The second way is to use moneys to make loans to domestic producers
of export property. If the money is loaned back under the producer
loan rules for example, to a DISC's parent company those loans will
qualify only if the parent iicrea-es its investment in the year in which
the loan is made in lixed assets, It. &. 1). expenses, or inventories and
we have limited the extent to which these parent company loans can
be made to that proportion of the parent company's investment in
those categories of assets which its export sales bear to its total sales-
in other words, that. portion of the producer's total assets which may
reasonably be (henLed to be related to its export productions.

Now, it is true that we do not attempt to trace the dollars into par-
ticular export-related investments, we have, however, imposed the lim-
itation which I just described.

Any U.S. manufacturer has funds coming in to it from a variety
of sources--from its current income, from its borrowings, from all
sorts of sources-and it, is simply not practical to say that this dollar
went. into this )arti(ular investnwnt or that one went into another.

The important thing is to limit the extent to which the DISC profits
can be used by the parent company, and we have limited the loans to
producers to the proportion of the total investment in these kinds of
manufacturing assets which the producer's export sales bear to its total
sales, and we have required that there be an investment by the borrower
in its U.S. assets in the amount of the borrowed funds in the year the
loan is made.

We think thi" is a reasonable and fair limitation. We further provide
that the loans can be made for only a 5-year period so that this testing
for any loan has to be redone every 5 years. We think this will insure
that the company is maintaining or increasing its level of export sales
or increasing its U.S. investment in order to continue to enjoy these
benefits.

I can only say that overall we think that we have achieved a reason-
able and workable limitation without getting into the dificulty of trac-
ing dollars.

Senator NELSON. But it seems to me that you are creating the follow-
ing situation, the parent company can create a DISC company and
then can borrow from DISC profits on which no taxes are 1), id,to in-
vest, in inventory. machinery. equipment, fixed asset,.

It seems to me that this is a device for giving a domestic company a
cheap loan. It thus puts itself in a much better comn-etitive situation
vis-a-vis any company that does not establish a DISC.

Mr. NOLAN. I understand the argument, but any viable American
company is also going to have funds flowing into the company from its
current. profits on its transactions, from its-borrowings, from a variety
of sormces, ond it is impossible to say which dollars are being used for
which purposes. We feel that if we limit the total amount of these
borrowings which are permissible to that portion of the assets of the
company which are really devoted to export activities and if we require
that this testing be redone every 5 years, we have achieved a reasonable
limitation on the use of these profits. To the extent a company ties up



its productive capacity for export activities financed out of DISC
loans it is not competing with a company selling solely in the domestic
market. We would certainly hope, however, that the proposal would
encourage competitors to compete in the world market as well.

Senator Ni:LSON. Maybe you can explain something to me. The
Secretary listed among the purposes for which the loan may be spent,
research and development expenditures. But any big corporation is
doing all kinds of 1. & 1). Anything they do they claim as being related
to export activities.

Th at is just wholesale evasion it seems to me.
Mr. NOLAN. The amount of loans that the DISC can make to the com-

pany to finance research and (levelollent expenditures is limited to
the portion of its total research and development expenditures which
its export sales bear to its total sales so that we are simply adopting a
straight propcftion and if the coirpany is doing a substantial amount
of research and development and is also engaged in export sales, we will
view a portion of its research and development as being done for
export related purposes in the same ratio that its export sales bear to its
total sales.

That seems to us to be a reasonable 1i station on tlie amnii piii of
loans tht the hDISC can make back to the parent company for this
1)U l)ose.

Senator NELsON. I see my 10 min,,tes are tip.
The C ri.\ r.+x. Senate: Grimfl n.
Senator GiviuN'. Mr. ( haiiman, I thlianl y' for according (he

mnst * jitilio lile'ul',eis anI olppotill ity to begin thel questioning.
Mr. Secretary, I think you )resented an excellent statement, one

which I am going to insert in the Congressional Record because I
want to be sme it is widely available in its entirety.

George Meany and others, needless to say, have criticized the lresi-
dent's package, particul early the investment tax credit, characterizing
it as a bonanza for big business.

Your answer, as I understand it, is that the benefits will be :hared
by workers, consumers and investors, and your answer, it seems to me,
ought to be entitled to as imunlt prolninence anld attention as Mrh'.
Mea nys charge.

One of the things that disturbed me a little bit as I was sitting here
listening to your testimony was that when you were saying workers
will benefit because the number of new jobs will thereby be increased,
reducing unemployment, and I quote:

"Permanent benefits from increased productivity as a result of giv-
ing workers the most modern machinery and equipment available
will provide the basis for wage increases which are not eroded by
higher prices," there was dead silence from the TV cameras behind

When you were saying, "Consumers will benefit because greater effi-
ciency and productivity will help stabilize prices, and greater output
will encourage the development of new products and services; U.S.
industry will become more competitive, with obvious resulting benefit
to consumers," there was not a sound back here.

But when you said, "Investors will benefit because the changes will
help restore a reasonable level of corporate profits," the cameras were
humming.



They got that on film. And I suspect that we probably will hear
that tonight when we turn our TV sets on. Instead of your full
answer to George Meany, only that part of it which tends to sub-
stantiate his charge will be played as the news.

I hope that I am wrong, and that this does not represent a typical
report of your testimony.

Secretary CONN ALLY. Thank you, sir.
The CTAIRMAN. Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, I would

like to take the 10 minutes allotted to me to try to understand some
of the figures.

Now, if the House bill is approved by the Senate and by the Con-
gress as a whole what will be the total revenue reduction for fiscal
1972?

Secretary CONNALLY. The net effect will be that there will be a re-
duction in the deficit by $2 billion. The revenue effect in 1972 as a
result of the House approved version will be a revenue loss of $5
billion but because of the decreases in the expenditures as a result of
the President's Executive actions, l)lus the estimated revenue to be
derived from the temlporary import. surcharge of $2 billion, that will
total $7 billion reduced expenditures and increased revenues-

Senator Bzi. With your perilission what I would like to do is first
get an understanding of what the revenue reduction would be.

Now, the House version would bring about a reduction in revenues
of $5 billion, is hat correct?

Secretary CON NALLY. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Now what about fiscal 1970?
Secretary CONNALLY. Let me get the table on it, Senator. I want to

say at that time that is not net reductions. The House bill does reduce
revenues by $5 billion but as a result of executive action and the House
bill, there will be a deferral or reduction in expenditures or $5 billion
plus an estimated $2 billion of additional revenue in the import sur-
charge which total $7 billion of either increased revenues or decreased
expenditures to offset the $5 billion loss of revenue from the House bill.

The 1973 figure which you asked for is a loss of $6.1 billion.
Senator BYRD. What I would like -
Secretary CONNALLY. As opposed to $5 billion in 1972.
Senator BYRD. I would like to deal with either apples or oranges but

not both. I would like to try to get an understanding of what will be
the net reduction in revenue leaving out whatever might be expendi-
tures, that is a separate case. What will be the reduction in revenues
resulting in the changes in the tax code that has been recommended?

Secretary CONNALLY. $5 billion in fiscal year 1972, $6.1 billion in
fiscal vear 1973.

Senator BYRD. And do you have it for 1974?
Secretary CON-NALLY. $6 billion in fiscal 1974, Senator.
Senator BYRD. $6 billion in-
Secretary CoNNALLY. $600,010 million.
Senator BYRD. Now, if we could go to the elimination of the excise

taxes on automobiles. The elimination of that tax will reduce the reve-
nues by how much in fiscal 1972 and by how much in fiscal 1973?



Secretary CON.NALLY. $2.5 billion in 1972 and $2.4 billion in 1973 and
$2.2 billion again in 1974.

Senator BYRD. Well, now, $2.2 billion in 1974?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir; we are rounding these figures. Ac-

tually it would be-
Senator BYRD. That is all right.
Secretary CONNALLY. $2.160 billion in 1974.
Senator BYRD. rhen you will have a reduction in revenues as a result

of changes in the tax code of around $6 billion per year.
I refer to page 6 of your statement in which you say you will find

that tax payments in this 5-year period by individuals will have been
reduced by $36.4 billion?

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Tax payments of corporations in the same period

will have actually increased by $3.2 billion, which as I under-
stand it, would give you a net reduction in revenues during that period
of time of $33.2 billion. Am I interpreting the figures correctly?

Secretary CONNALLY. That is right.
Senator 'BYRD. Roughly a little over $6 billion per year that we will

be reducing the revenues?
Secretary CONNALLY. That is right.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CITAlRMAN. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
M r. Secretary, I want to compliment you on your extremely lucid

and clear explanation of what is intended by the'President and by the
Treasury Department in making the proposals which are now b fore
the Finance Committee.

I, too, share Senator Griffin's dismay that sometimes not everyone
is equally objective in trying to present the facts to the American
people.

There has been a lot of criticism of the investment tax credit. I think
you said in your statement that the proposal first became a fact back
in 1962, is that correct?

Secretary CONNALLY. That is correct, sir.
Senator HANSEN. DO you recall who was President of the United

States at that time?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir; I do.
Senator HANSEN. I think I do, too.
Secretary CONNALLY. May I add that the depreciation liberalization

changes in the tax code were made at that same time.
Senator HANSEN. In 1969, with the Tax Reform Act, is it not a fact

that the tax reform bill did accomplish some rather massive tax cuts
for individuals in this country ?

Secretary CONNALLY. No question about it.
Senator HANsFN. And is it not also true that corporations generally,

across the board, were subjected to far heavier tax treatment than had
formerly been the case?

Secretary CONNALLY. That is true.



Senator HANSEX. Do you not then find some equity in the present
thrust of this proposal to recognize, as you point ouit in your testi-
mony, that not only in America but throughout the rest of the world
,as well, civilized people have found it to their great advantage to
organize corporations. What they really amount to, as we know so

well in this country, is an increase in jobs, to permit people to live
better, and to act in concert one with another so as to expand ol)portu-
nities for everyone.

While you are looking, Mr. Secretary, I just might observe that I
think anyone who is interested, and I suspect that includes most Amer-
icans, can't help but observe that there has been a, steady erosion of
jobs in this country because of a number of factors to which you have
forcefully and effectively, I think, addressed yourself in recent days.

It occurs to me that the thrust of the initiative taken by this ad-
ministration is to attain several objectives; one, to control inflation,
which we know strikes those least able to bear it. Inflation falls most
heavily upon older people, people on social security, people who must
depend on welfare or people who are trying to live on what may have
been laid aside by them during their productive years.

Also, and I think equally as important perhaps'if not more so is
the fact that, we are concerned about jobs in this country, we are con-
cerned about returning veterans, we are concerned about an unemploy-
ment figures that has edged up to an amount that most Americans
find unacceptable.

Don't you believe that these steps which you have, recommended will
get twin handles on inflation; No. 1, anl No. 22 will certainly he
-moving in the direction of assuring that there will he jobs for re-
turninog veterans, that. there will he jobs for those persons now unem-
ploved who want to go to work, that there will 1)e opportunities for
business in this country from which jobs will come thereby assuring
-more people than are now working an opportunity to work at good
jobs so as to protect the high standard of living of which we are all
so very proud?

Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, I do indeed agree with that. rhat is
the thrust of the entire manner in which we have tried to present
this tax bill to the Congress-to do precisely the things that. you
'outline.

If I may, I would like to respond to part of what. you were com-
menting on by simply sayinc in 1970. for every dollar of goods and
services produced by the" corporate sector, 10 cents were allocated to
depreciation on the "plant and equipment required to produce the out-
put. another 10 cents went to interest payments to property and other
indirect taxes, and 68 cents went to wages and salaries and other
employee benefits.

This left only 13 cents for corporate before tax profits. Of this latter
figure, about one-half was taken as corporate income taxes. That is
the share the Federal and State and local governments got.

Senator HANSEN. Would that be about 6 and a half percent?
SecretarY CONNALLY. That is right. It runs about 6 and a half per-

cent. Six and a half percent is what is left.
Senator HANSEN. May I ask if you would be kind enough to put the

whole thing in the record?
Secretary CONNALLY. All right.



Senator HANSEN. I don't know how much time I have taken, but I
suspect I have used my time. Thank you.

(The document referred to follows:)

ALLOCATION OF THE GROSS CORPORATE PRODUCT, 1970

Billions of
dollars Percent

Gross corporate product --------------------------------------------------------- 541.6 100.0
Capital consumption allowances -------------------------------------------------- 56.2 10.4
Indirect business taxes plus transfer payments less subsidies ---------- ------------ 52.2 9.6
Net interest ---------------------.------------------------------------------- 1.1 .2
Compensation of employees ----------------------------------------------------- 366.0 67.6
Corporate profits and inventory valuation adjustment ------------------------------- 66.0 12.2

Corporate profits before tax ------------------------------------------------- 70.6 13.0
Profits tax liability ----------------------------------------------------- 34.1 6.3
Profits after tax -------------------------------------------------------- 36.4 6.7

Source: Survey of Current Business, July 1971.

The Ci[AIRxIAN. Senator Harris.
Senator HAR1R1s. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, the late'Rube Goldberg was a genius, dreaming up

ahnost infinitely indirect and rather absurdly complex ways o ac-
complishing a given goal.

I understand that the investment of job development credit which
you propose is designed to encourage business to spend for machines
so that more people will be hired to make the machines so that these
people with new jobs will spend more money on business products so
that business profits can go up.

That appears to me to be kind of a Rube Goldberg way to go about
creating new jobs.

Why not take the $6 billion or so subsidy for business, that is the
accelerated depreciation and the investment credit-together it would
be even more than that-and substitute a $6 billion tax cut for people
earning less than $13,000 a year.

Wouldn't their spending create new jobs directly, rather than indi-
rectly, by increasing the demand for business products?

Secretary CONNALLY. Well, Senator, obviously consumer spending
does indeed increase demand for products and stimulates the economy.

The $36.4 billion in individual tax cuts over the 5-year period be-
ginning in 1969 was designed to do precisely that and part of the $36.4
billion is contained in the bill that we are talking about.

But we don't, think that is wise to expect that all of the stimulation
should come by means of consumer spending from tax cuts for in-
dividuals.

We think that it should be a balanced program along the lines that
we have suggested.

Senator ITARRIIs. Well, our chairman pointed out, I think correctly,
Mr. Secretary, that the new tax cuts are primarily business oriented
here, and I believe that under your proposals and'under this bill, in-
dividuals would receive $9.7 billion in tax relief over 3 years but cor-
porations and other business would get more than $16 b illion during
th same period, calculating in the accelerated depreciation.

Now I think, first of all, that is unfair. If you can remember those
Democratic speeches many of us used to make, we did use to talk about
the trickle down. Remember the trickle down Hoover speech that



was a rather standard Democratic speech some of us used to make?
It seems to me that it would be a lot better to put some money directly

in the hands of the consumer. That would not only be fair but it is
best economics because you have 28 percent idle plant capacity now.

It is not idle plant capacity that has caused this recession, it is too
little money in the hands of the average consumer.

Wouldn't you agree with that?
Secretary CONNALLY. Obviously, as I said a moment ago, when you

put money in the hands of the consumer and they spend it, this is ob-
viously going to have an effect of stimulating the economy.

In connection with that, let me read a statement that I think
clarifies it very well.

"Additional expenditures," (and I am quoting) "Additional expen-
ditures on plant and equipment will immediately create more jobs in
the construction, lumber, steel, cement, machinery, and other related
capital goods industries. The staffing of these newN plants and filling
the orders for new export markets will require additional employees.
Additional wages of these working will help create more jobs. The
increase in jobs resulting from a, full year's operation of such an in-
centive is estimated at half a. million dollars." Those are the words
of President Kennedy when ie proposed the investment credit to
the Congress.

Senator IXRRTs. I think that we were wise to repeal the investment
credit before and unwise to put it into effect when we did. I-low do
you answer, Mr. Secretary, the fact that there is already 28 percent
idle plant capacity?

Do you agree that that is an accurate figure, and if so, how do you
think we would create so many more jobs by adding to plant capacity?

Secretary CONN1 -ALLY. I wouldn't agi about the 28 percent.
Senator HArmTs. May I say that 28 percent did not exist, that figure

was about half that, I believe, when President Kennedy proposed the
investment credit.

Secretary CONNALLY. In terms of the GNP the productive capacity
was about'what it is today. Unemployment was about the same. The
conditions were remarkably similar in 1962 to what they are today.

I wouldn't argue about the 28 percent. I think that about 25 percent
is the figure we commonly use in ternis of excess plant capacity.

Buc I am not sure that anyone knows precisely what this excess
plant capacity is. Unquestionably a large part of it is plant that is
obsolete.

It is a question of obsolescence and of having a high percentage of
uneconomical facilities that are available for productive use only in
a boom period. In anything like normal times you don't use thcse
uneconomical and obsolete facilities so you theoretically have an ex-
cess capacity in the manufacturing plant.

It is very clear if you go back and study the average age of the
plant and equipment in the United States, that in times of economic
expansion--in so called good times-that in times when the invest-
ment tax credit was in effect, the credit had a very marked effect upon
plant and equipment purchases thus on and the average life, of plant
and equipment in this country.

In the middle 1930's, the middle of the Depression, producer's dur-
able equipment in the United States had an average age of approxi-
mately 10 years.



During the war, as a result of the war and the activity attendant
to it, the average plant age in the United States on the average went
down to around 6 years as I recall.

It built back up in the late 1950's and at about the time the invest-
ment tax credit originally went into effect it was building up again.
When the investment credit went into elfect, new plant, new facilities,
new equipment was bought, and average life went down again. So
the fluctuations are very clear.

In 1961-63 it was up, a mean average of 7 years-and that was the
highest it had been in many, niany years. So there is a direct correla-
tion. There is no question in my mind about it.

Senator HARRIS. Well, my assistant just handed me the percentages
and my recollection was roughly correct, whereas idle plant capacity
today is 27 or 28 percent, in 1962 it was 15 percent, roughly one-half
what it is now.

And so I think your case 01) the econiolnic grounds, that the way to
get jobs and get theo economy moving and get millions of people back
to work in the1 private sector of the econoniy is by stimulating invest-
ment, is sim-ply unproved.

I also think it is unfair to the average taxpayer to bmrden him more
by additional tax breaks for corporations, but let me take, off oil an-
other point you have, just made about the average age and obsolescence
of a lot of machinery and equipment in tile country.

I think that is because 35 percent of the industries in this country
are not competitive with each other, they are dominated by shared
monopolies. There was at Murray Weidenbaum who was Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policy under this adminis-
tration, miavbe it is because of saying things like this he is now gone,
but in December of 1970 he said this: "The Nation could not soon
reach the twin goals of full employment and less inflation without
reducing the concentration of l)rivate. economic power."

Do you think, Mr. Secretary, that we can have a modern steel in-
dustry and so forth really compete, bringing down our artificially
high prices which are exl)orting these jobs to other countries-can we
have a good economy' without permanent wage and price controls so
long as we allow these shared monopolies to dominate so much of our
in(ldustrv ? How can 'oN have, a freeze now, how can you have state-
munts like that by Mr. Weidenb'aum about the private economic power
being concentrated and vet during this freeze have the Attorney Gen-
eral under this a(linistration approve a merger of National-Granite
City Steel Co., the fourth and 11th largest in the country, so that now
that company becomes the third largest?

Aren't you goiiigi to have to do something about these concentrations
of economic power, to milake this economy work?

Secretary CoN-.xmIY. Well, Senator, may I first comment on the
Oplenin ifg sentence that vou used when you said, "Now, let me take off
on another matter."

I shuddered when you said that, because I know what happens when
vou take off on something. You are a very articulate and persuasive
advocate.

Senator tTAmis. Do you agree with Mr. Weidenbaum ?
Secretary CONNALLY. Not always; no. I want to comment on that,

however. Murray Weidenbaum got a distinguished professorship at



Washington University in St. Louis and reluctantly left the Treasury.
I assure you it was not because of any disagreement with respect to'
philosophy or recommendations which we have made to the Congress.
He is indeed a very able man, and I am sorry he left. I wish we had
him back.

But you touch on a number of things, Senator. First, none of us are
here advocating monopoly. Far from it. We are here advocating re-
vitalization of our economy and creation of jobs for American
workers.

Now, when you get into things like National and Granite City Steel
mergers, this, as you know, is a very complex subject. I am not tin
authority on it, but I think it is fair to say that there has beien no
diminution of effort on the part of the Department of Justice. Mr.
Richard McLaren is about as aggressive an antitrust buster as there
is in the country, or that has beenl in thme counmitiy in the last several
years.

As you know, sometimes a merger of two smaller companies can
indeed result in greater competition and less monopoly, and I think
that we should perhaps view the Granite City-National merger in this
context.

But to answer your question in another way, no, I don't think we
have to break up every big lbusiness in this country in order to have
prosperity.

Senator IT.ARRTS. I believe you restated the question a little; I didn't
say break up every big business in America. I said break up these
shared monopolies.

Secretary CONNALLY. I have difficulty responding to that because
I don't believe we have monopolies to that extent.

Senator HARRIS. Do you believe the statement by Mr. Weidenbaum:
"The Nation could not soon reach the goals of full employment and
lessened inflation without reducing the concentration of private eco-
nomic power"?

Secretary CONNALLY. I am not sure in what context he made the
statement. But on the bare reading of it, I don't agree with it.

Senator HARRIS. I agree with Mr. Weidenbaum.
The ChAIRMTARN. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNiN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I commend you for an excellent statement and one

that I think means a great deal to this Nation. I assume from what
you have said today, that the goal you have is to increase employment
in this country, and to make our Nation, to the greatest extent possible,,
competitive with the other countries of the world.

I think that you have pointed out the way this would be done.
Of course, that depends on whether they are buying American-

made products or foreign products, as to wilat that really means as
far as increasing jobs in America. Isn't that true?

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes. I must constantly, I think, remind the
committee that we don't here have a choice. We are not advocating
one against the other.

What we are saying is that we are asking for a balanced program
that if you take the 5-year period, great reductions in taxes have gone
to individuals-$36.4 billion-and corporate taxes have been increased
by more than $3 billion.



So we are then not talking about either vint s ethin to corpora-
tions or giving it to individuals. That isn e point. wen if you"
analyze only this limited area about which we are now talking, that
isn't true; it is a very balanced program.

Senator FANNIN. I agree with you and certainly agree with the 7-
percent investment tax credit and the DISC proposition, too, if it is
handled properly.

I want to comment on what it means to the country when we talk
about consumer spending and jobs, and the consumer must have a job
if he is going to have anything to spend, unless we have a welfare
program passing it out to everybody.

But, as I say, for a 1-percent increase in the automobile imports,
it takes about 22,000 jobs, as I understand it; is that the figure?

Secretary CONNALLY. That is right.
Senator FANNIN. Auto imports are increasing so rapidly--in fact,

here we have on the Pacific coast since the first of the year, somewhere
in the neighborhood of 30 to 35, maybe 40, percent of the new car sales
have been foreign cars.

So what we have to look at is how can we help our manufacturers to
be competitive so we will have more jobs in America. Isn't that
true?

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. And this is going to pass right on down through

the ranks if there are jobs, and I feel that we must look at it on that
basis, and this committee has heard testimony pointing out the many
advantages foreign trading partners have over domestic producers.

We are not just talking about whether or not they are producing
for the world market in which we compete; we are talking about their
competing in the American market.

We have been very lenient in letting these count tries, foreign coun-
tries, into our markets. Adoption by your Department of the new de-
preciation system was a step in the right direction.

However, the action by the other body in narrowing the first-year
convention was puzzling to me, what they have done from the stand-
point of the depreciation schedules.

The President's Task Force on Business Taxation reported that
U.S. rules permitted a cost recovery allowance of 7.7 percent in the
first year against a first-year writeoff of 6.5 for Germany, West Ger-
many; 20 percent for Italy; 21.5 for France; 34.5 for Japan; 57.8 for
United Kingdom; so you are really not asking in your overall program
for a base that would compete with those foreign countries. Isn't that
true ?

Secretary CONNALLY. That is true. We are trying to get a little closer
to them, but we don't get even.

Senator FANNIN. Well, this certainly undermines our attempt to put
our companies on a competitive basis. I commend you for what you are
doing to try to change the picture, because it must be if we are going
to be able to maintain the jobs we are all talking about and to pass that
money back down through to the people that are so much in need in
this country.

Mr. Secretary, opponents of the DISC have stated the proposal will
reward large corporations engaged in exporting without increasing
our exports.



Isn't this a two-way street? We have a great problem today in even
maintaining our exports. So isn't your program also pointed in that
direction as well as for increasing exports?

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes; and you have to look at it in terms of the
alternative, Senator.

In my statement, I tried to point out that by advocating DISC, we
are basically trying to say that we will give an American company the
same tax breaks at home' that we oive it if it goes overseas and builds
a plant and operates overseas. This is what happens today. It is not a
new and different concept in the method of operation. What we are
trying to do is devise a plan and a system that will provide an incen-
tive for American companies to keep their plant facilities at home.

Senator FANNIN. I certainly agree with that, and I think that you
are headed in the right direction. One of the great problems we have
is to get our own people to realize when we talk about management and
labor, your goal is to get cooperation of one as the other.

You are asking both to make sacrifices in trying to bring about
a revival of our whole economic program, isn't that true?

Secretary CONNALLY. That is right.
Senator FANNIN. I think George Meany has been very narrow from

a standpoint of benefits. The benefits will accrue to the worker more
than to anyone else, and so I am really disappointed with the atti-
tude he has taken in biting the hand that feeds him, is the way I look
at it.

Is that what you think in this respect?
Secretary ON('0NNALLY. Senator, I just have to believe he does not

fully understand the real implications of the DISC proposal. Obvi-
ously you can take a view and you can make an argument if you look
at just one side of the proposal or one side of an action, and make it
sound as if indeed there is an attempt to give something away. But
I don't think that that is a fair objective evaluation of the problem.

I think if he understood the entire problem that his attitude unques-
tionably would be different.

Senator F.ANN N. I agree with you, Mr. Secretary, and I think we
can refer to our records when Mr. George Meany was here and was
being questioned and I asked him whether he would support this
DISC and his answer to me was "What do you want us to do, com-
pete with slave labor?" it was an answer so foreign to the question
I couldn't understand it. So I agree with you, he at that time did not
know what was intended by the DISC program and I hope that he
knows by now or at least is giving some thought to it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRTMAN. Senator Ribicoff.
Senator RimIcoF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, you

keel) nmentioning that your basic objective is a balanced program.
And to get as many jobs as we possibly can. Personally, I think a

lot of the liberal criticism of the Investment Credit and DISC is
based on fuzzy thinking. I disagree and I go along with many of these
administration proposals bit there is one part that has been ne-
glected here, if we are thinking of being balanced.

Is the President still committed to welfare reform in this country?
Secretary CONN-ALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBicorF. Ilow hard does he want to fight for it?



Secretary CONNALLY. Well, I think certainly the welfare reform
program is a matter of very high priority in this administration,
Senator Ribicoff.

Senator RiBICOFF. Is it high lriority with you, too, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir; although it is not. as you know, my

primary responsibility and I am not as knowledgeable about this
certainly as many other people including yourself. It is a matter that
Secretary Richardson handles in the Department of HEW.

But it certainly is a matter of very high priority in the Adminis-
tration and we are going to fight for it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Now, on September 15, Secretary Richardson
sent this telegram to each of the 50 Governors.

The President has asked me to communicate personally to each Governor his
undiminished commitment to prompt passage of welfare reform legislation.

The administration is exerting every possible effort to achieve pas-
sage of I.R. 1 before Congress goes home this fall.

Now the ]"resident's program for welfare reform would place $51/,
billion a. year in the lowest economic strata of our Nation.
It is aimedl to eliminate poverty and the people who would get
this $51/, billion would really be ,ronsumners who would be spending
every dime of it. They have not enough money to keep body and soul
together, they are going to have to spend it, isn't that Corect?

Secretary CONNALLY. That is correct.
Senator RIBICOFF. SO, therefore, if we are talking about giving

something to business and the President is interested in welfare reform
eliminating poverty, how do you react to putting tlis $ billion into
the hands of the neediest of our people ?

Secretary CONNALLY. Well, Senator, my attitude al)out it is that
welfare reform is badly needed in this country. Secondly that the
President's proposal on welfare reform is indeed a matter of highest
priority in this administration and nothing that I can say should be
interpreted to diminish that in any respect.

Senator Rnucovv. If that is the ease -
Secretary CONNALLY. I would not want to take dollars out of this

program though if you are indeed suggesting we put it in this particu-
lar tax bill.

I think the welfare program should be considered as an entity, as
a package, 'as an entire measure within itself.

Senator RimcorF. Now, we have a very practical l)rolemfl. The iPres-
ident and you and Secretary Richardson say we should have it this
fall. My hunch is that that bill is the last train upon which we can pos-
sibly have a major piece of legislation before Congress goes home this

fall.
My guess is, as I survey the committee here, that there is not too

much sympathy for welfare reform in the finance committee. So if the
President is committed to welfare reform and the country needs it
and $511, billion will help our economy, what would your reaction be
if I put the welfare reform package on as an amendment to this tax
bill?

Secretary CONNALLY. Probably my first reaction wold be conster-
nation. [Laughter.]



Let me answer it more seriously this way: I ,start without really
'knowing all that I should know perhaps about the welfare reform
package. In don't know what it contains, all of the aspects of it.

But I know that it is the administration position that it should be
considered as a whole. I know that it is a matter of high priority with
.this administration but so far as I am concerned this tax bill is a mat-
ter of the very highest priority.

I can't answer the question which you asked, really. I wouldn't
presume to judge the temper of this coiiimittee nor the time that would
have to be required by this committee to fully consider all of the
ramifications of the welfare reform bill.

If indeed they could do it in a, very short period of time then I would
certainly have no objection to the course which you propose. On the
,other hand, if it would be a time consuming undertaking and if it
-would delay the prompt consideration of these tax proposals, then
-frankly I would hope it would not occur.

But whether or not it would do that I don't, know, that is a judg-
ment for the committee itself rather than for me to make and that is
the only answer I can give you.

Senator RIBICOIFF. The committee spent months considering it, it
was debated on the' floor, the Iouse has passed it. I tink I would
be willing to have a limitation of time, just a few hours, to let the,
Senate vote up and down the problem of wel fare reform.

My time is up and I am sorry that I don't have a chance to pursue
,this further with you.

The CHAIR[MAN. Did you care to comment on that, Mr. Secretary ?
-Secretary CONNALLY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Jordan?
Senator JORDAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I want to talk a little

:bit with you about the 7-percent job development credit. When the
President talked to the country on August 15, I believe at that time
he recommended 10 percent the first year and 5 percent thereafter.

Isn't that the original?
SecretaryCON NALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator JORDAN. My understanding is that the House passed bill

:allows a flat 7 percent. Is that correct?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator JORDAIN. From listening to your presentation this morning

you have gone back to the President's original 10 percent for the first
year but you have raised him 2 percent for the remainder. Is that

',"hat I understand?
Secretary CONNALLY. I said in effect that if the committee felt

that the 7 percent was the right figure, which the House did, that
we would accept the 7-percent level but that we would like to come
back and have this committee very seriously consider tle 10-percent
figure for the first year.

Senator JORDAN. For the first year. Then you presemited a very inter-
esting table, table I, where you say in order to be competitive in the
world market we ought to be reasonably on the same basis of cost
for the use of machinery and equipment as our competing neighbors
abroa(1.

And you presented a very interesting table here showing that when
you take all things into account, and when you equate the acquiring
and using of machinery and equipment in the United States, in 1970,



to an index of one dollar you have in comparison 79 cents in the United
Kingdom, 81 cents in Japan, 82 cents in Italy, 83 cents in Western
Germany.

Then you ask a question and I would like you to expand on it a
little bit.

Will the 7-percent job development credit and new depreciation
system put U.S. business on equal footing with its competitors abroad?
The answer is "No." Even taken together they will lower the cost only 7
cents in the United States.

And here is the thin" I want you to talk about. It would take a
long term credit of at least 10 percent plus the depreciation changes
to bring us into their range of capital costs. The President says 10
and 51 the House says straight, 7 percent, you are talking 'about this
morning 10 percent the first years than 7. but you say that isnLt
enough, we i.eed a 10 percent indefinitely to put us on a competitive
basis.

If that is true, why don't you go for the 16 percent straight down
the. line?

Secretary CONNALLY. Well, frankly these matters always result in
the question of judgment of what reas,.,_:.bly can be expected both
from the Congress and from the count ry in terms of understanding
the need for it.

Now, I have this table in here2 not to say that we are ia', (oing
enough, I think under all of the circumstances we probably are doing
enough at, this moment.. At. this time we don't have any investment tax
,redit and we are recommending 10 percent for I year and 7 percent
thereafter, and that is a pretty big step, but I am trying to make
the point that even if we get this 10 -lfl 7, we still are not going to
be on a comparable basis with other countries.

Now, if your comments or criticisms, w [iatever they might be termed,
are asking why don't you really equalize us, maybe we are timid.

I guess that would be the only answer I can give you.
Senator JORDAN. This leads me up to another question. If we went to

10 percent across the board what would be the response of our com-
petitors abroad? Would it not be likely that this would develop into a
kind of race to see who could give their industrial people the best break
in the world market?

Secretary CONNALLY. The race. is on and it has been on for q1 i to sl me
time. We just haven't been in it. We didn't start it. We wouldn't be
starting anything new. We are just now joining the pack.

Senator JORDAN. It is your recommendation that we need 10 per-
cent the first year and the 7 percent which the House took thereafter?

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator JOVDAN. You made a very-
Secretary CONALLY. Let me point out. Senator Jordan, that the

House took some actions with respect to the standard deduction and
personal exemption that will become a part of the permanent structure
of the tax laws of the country and produce significant tax losses, so at
this point in time, I would not recommend that 10 percent across the
board, for instance, because we at some point-and Senator Byrd will
be delighted to hear this-we are indeed concerned about the loss of
revenue.



Scnator JORDAN. Yes; getting to another matter in the brief minute
or two I have left, I think it needs to be emphasized again and again.
I have not been very high on this DISC proposal, but I am beginning
to get your idea. It came out when Senator Fannin was interrogating
you and on page 14 of your statement where you say:

We strongly urge the Senate at this time to restore DISC to the form in which
we recommended it so that it will be fully effective and encourage our companies
to produce in the United States for export sale In foreign markets, rather than
move their factories abroad to take advantage of more favorable tax treatment
for manufacturing abroad.

Isn't that the thing that we are trying to do here?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator JORDAN. That is the thing we want to do?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator JORDAN. You think it takes the full implementation of the.

DISC program to achieve that rather than the watered-down version
the House passed?

Secretary CONNALLY. I don't think there is any question about it.
I think if we are going to do it all, we should have the full implementa-
tion of it.

Senator JORDA N. It makes sense to me.
Secretary CONNALLY. Furthermore, I would like to furnish if I

may, a. little memo to the committee that outlines basically how other
countries work in this regard.

Other countries will say, we don't like this DISC proposal, it does
this or it violates GATT, or it does somethin, else, but the truth of the
matter is in all of our conversations and our negotiations vith a. great
many of these countries at the Treasury Department and in connec-
tion with international tax treaties thee do at least this and more, ad-
ministratively. No country in the worl-d puts their tax programs and
their policies out on top of the table like the United States does. None of
them.

Now they do more in one day administratively than we can do in
6 months trying to get statutory authority to do something. And I
would like to give you a memorandum that I think will shed a little
light on the conversations that we have with individuals of various
nations around the world.

Senator JORDAN. I wish vou would.
Secretary CONNALLY. Because it has a direct bearing on whether or

not we are going to indeed look at our business and look at the tax
structure relating to our businesses in order to try to make them coin-
petitive in the world markets.

Senator ,JORDAN.. Whether we are going to export the jobs or put the
manufacturing )lants in this country?

Secretary CONN-ALLY. That is right.
Senator JORDAN. And employ our domestic labor and export the

merchandise?
Secretary CONNALLY. That is right.
And, Senator, this is getting to be a very big problem for this coun-try. In my judgment, this country is going to have to recognize that we

can't go back to the old ways in which we have done things. We are
going to have to accommodate ourselves, we are going to have to ad-
just in our way of doing business around the world.



Now Senator Harris--I am sorry he isn't here-a moment ago
alluded to the concentration of power and in some industries in the
United States there is no question there is a concentration of power.

This is true when you talk about four companies making all of the
automobiles in the United States. There are a, limited number of steel
companies. But compare it to what exists elsewhere in the world and
in many, many areas of the, world, steel production is very tightly
controled by governments, if not owned by governments.

Generally speaking, the first thing a nation wants to do to achieve
independence and economic viability is to own a national airline and
to own a steel mill and they build one if they don't have one.

Now so that we are going to have to take a look at how we structure
the tax laws and I frankly think that we are o-oing to have to provide
the type of incentive, the type of encouragement that DISC attempts
to provide.

It is going to be subject to criticism and as Senator Nelson coin-
mented ,a moment ago. there were some criticisms. He can ask how (1o
you know you aro going to produce a billion and a half of new exports)

We don't know, we can't prove it, and we can't tell you precisely
what the reduction in revenue will be. We think it will be about $300
million. But we can't be absolutely sure. If we waited until we were
absolutely sure of everything we would do nothing, and every day that
passes we would be in worse shape.

Senator JORDAN. Will you provide for the record such memoranda,
as you think supports the case you are making for DISC here today?

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
(The documents referred to follow. Hearing continues on p. 47.)

SUM-MARY EXPLANATION OF DISC AND FOREIGN COUNTRY PRACTICES

The DISC proposal provides for tax deferral only on the income deemed allo-
cable to the selling of U.S. products abroad. The amount deemed allocable to the
foreign selling activity may be an amount up to 50%o of the combined income from
the manufacture of the product in the U.S. and the sale abroad. Thus, 50% of
su('h combined income is deemed allocable to the U.S. manufacturing activity
and would ie currently taxed in full in the United States.

The DISC Is proposed In the form of a domestic corporation, incorporated
under the laws of the United States. As will be explained, the same tax deferral
benefit may l)e obtained in many cases under present law by using a foreign
subsidiary. If such benefits are to be available, there is no good reason to require
that they be obtained by using a foreign corporation rather than a domestic
corporation, with all the attendant added legal and accounting costs. However,
the availability of the benefit through use of a domestic corporation is not es-
sential to the proposal.

An understanding of the background of the DISC proposal requires some his-
torical perspective. In 1961, the United States, alone among developed countries
of the world, enacted legislation seeking to tax foreign sales companies currently
on their income. No developed country has adopted comparable taxing provisions
within the 10 years that have passed since that legislation. Ironically, even the
United States law provided escape mechanisms for (1) certain United St'ites ex-
l)orts sold through foreign based companies under severe limitations, and (2)
a major escape mechanism known as "minimum distributions" which has the
effect of permitting deferral in foreign sales subsidiaries where the United Stat:s
corporate investor has substantial manufacturing activities outside of the
United States.

For some years a policy has been advocated that the United States should Ne
a model for other countries by fully taxing its export income. This position De-
comes increasingly more difficult to maintain when its effect is the erosion of
production in the United States and the transfer of jobs to foreign manufacture.
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ing in those cases in which tax factors influence decisions on the source of pro-

duction. After a decade the United States as a model of leadership has no fol-

lowers. Developments within the last two years are instructive. During this

period foreign sales company legislation was proposed in the Canadian White

Paper on tax reform and in "tax haven" legislation proposed by the German
Government.

J. Canadian proposal
The White Paper proposed that shareholders of controlled foreign subsidiaries

,wu!d be subject to tax oin the holding company investment income of the sub-

si(li'ry and on illconle from the "tran-shipment" of products in sales trans-
action-'. This appeared to include base company sales income. The final Canadian
Uoverment proposal eliminated the "trans-shipment" income from the income
subject to tax.
. Ge'ran legislation
The German legislation as originally proposed in 1970, included passive

investment income and base company sales income. The rule had an objective
test L:ased upon the amount of sales company income. The revised proposal is-
sued in the spring of 1971 substantially eliminates the tax haven sales company
Income provision. It provides that the income is taxable to the shareholders
only if it is not earned in a commercial activity of I-lie sales company. The Ger-
man reasoning has been as follows: they are imposing, for the first time, a strict
Inter-company pricing rule on sales income. It is possible that some income would
always be attributable to the wholesale function, even if the base company had
no substance. Therefore, they have included in their tax haven rule a rule of
substance requiring that the base company must perform a normal commercial
activity. Clearly, this permits the continued us6 of intermediary subsidiaries in
low tax countries where there is a significant sales function actually being ren-
(JerV.(L. In addition, the German rule has no application to sales by base coml)anies
put behalf of manufacturing companies controlled by Germans but producing in
countries other than Germany.

In the world today, there is no effective limitation ott sales by domestic manu-
facturers through low tax countries in Australia, Belgium, Canada, France,
Germany, Japan, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden. or any other
Oiveloped country. If the DISC were a foreign sales subsidiary, it would corre-
spond to foreign sales subsidiaries owned by shareholders in any of those
countries.

In administrative practice, no other country exercises the surveillance on
allocation of income between a manufacturing company and a related selling
affiliate to the extent this surveillance is exercised by the United States. No
other country has had the tendency to restrict exports by complicated inter-
company pricing rules. Because of lack of manpower and/or conscious decisions
to promote export acti ,:ities, general rules of thumb permit allocations of income
comparable to the DISC rules for allocating income between a manfUfacturer
and its related subsidiary. For example:

"Incentive Exception For Exports. The exemption from the French corpora-
tion income tax of the income of a foreign branch, when earned and when
remitted (11/2.5c), and of the income of a foreign subsidiary until remitted
(11/2.5d), may put a great strain on the definition of foreign income, especially
in the case of export sales. It may be to the fiscal advantage of a French exporter
to make sales to a foreign branch or subsidiary at low prices in order to divert
income abroad, but this diversion may run afoul of Code article 57.

The French government has had to weigh its interest in the proper allocation
of income against its growing desire to increase exports (10/9.3). The interest
in exports has won out. In 1959, the tax administration announced that "too
strict" an application of Code article 57 might interfere with the establishment
and operation of foreign sales branches or subsidiaries that might develop
French exports "'to the maximum." As a result, the administration announced
that it would take into consideration all commercial conditions surrounding the
operation of such overseas enterprises before it decided to apply ihe realloca-
tion-of-incomne rules: especially in the case of a French firm whose volume of
exports qualified it for an "exporter's card" (7/3.3e, 10/9.3c), the administra-
tion would not apply the relocation rules if the French firm could demonstrate
that it had made export sales to an affiliated foreign enterprise at "prices close
to cost" out of commercial necessity rather than out of a desire to transfer
profits beyond the r ;, h of the French tax system." Source: Taxation--France,



'Harvard Law School Interhatilonal Tax Program, CominercO leaningg House,
Inc., p. 787 (1966).

Other illustrative cases abound, such as a reported instance in which the sub-
sidiary of a U.S. corporation in a developed country sold to its foreign affiliates
at such low inter-company prices that It impaired the capital of the sub-
sidiary, without being subject to questioning by the local tax authorities.
It is possible that mutli-lateral agreement on principles of taxation applicable
to foreign sales affiliates could I)ermit uniform treatment of such income. Such
agreement should also cover situations where tax holidays are granted by couli-
tries to induce the location Of foreign manufacturers who will export from the
,country granting the tax ]oldiday or other financial and tax in(ucements to locate
in the country. Such inducements may include reduced tariffs on the import of
raw materials, government loa as on favorable terms, development of industrial
zones, etc. When faced with a critical problemm of exporting from the United
States, it is not )ossille to act. as if the rest of the (leveloi)ed countries do not
create a stimulus for their exports and in many cases for the implantation of
,production in their countries l)y American companies.

PRESENT IMBALANCE FAVORING THE USE OF FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES

The DISC proposal has been criticized as an incentive provision distorting
• economic activity. On the contrary, this l)rol)osal is intended to overcome a dis-
a(lvantage for production in the United States and the export of United States
l)ro(lucts. The present tax structure favors international activity by our largest
corporations. but even in this case depends upon foreign manufacturing and
sales subsidiaries. This fact emerges from a complex web of taxing rules ihat are
literally manipul'mted by large corporations with foreign subsidiaries and sophis-
ticated tax coml)uter planning. A simmllary of our rules throws considerable
light on what in fact is happening.

U.S. TAXATION OF INCOME FROM I)IREC'T EXPORTS FROM THE UNITE) STATES

A cor)orationi incorlorated under the laws of the United States, other than a
Western Hemislphere Trade Corporation, and corporation subject to section 931
-of the Internal Revenue ('ode, is subject to full current U.S. corporate income
taxes on all of it, income from the manufacture and sale or purchase and sale of
property produced in the United States and sold by such corporation abroad.

U.S. TAXATION OF INCOME FROM FOREIGN OPERATIONS

A United States corporation is not subject to current UT.S. income tax on in-
come realized In the following circumstances:

1. Foreign imnef(icluring.-If the U.S. corporation creates a foreign manu-
facturing subsidiary, the income realized by that subsidiary on its sales, wherever
they are made, is ordinarily not subject to current U.S. income tax on its non-
U.S. source income, either directly or on the basis of a deemed distribution. See
IRC sections 881, 882, and 951 ff. Only when such income is distributed as a
dividendd by the subsidiary to the U.S. corl)oration does the U.S. corporation have
taxable income. At the time of distributionn, a foreign tax credit is given by the
United States (up to the full amount of the U.S. income tax on the dividend)
for tany foreign income taxes imposed on the income of the subsidiary out of
which the dividend is paid and for the foreign withholding taxes imposed on the
dividend itself.

2. Foreign sales in Crmc(liary.-If the United States corporation creates a
foreign subsidiary, which handles the sales of products or commodities that
were manufactured or produced by a related company in the United States
or in a foreign country, the sales income received by such subsidiary on such
products is not taxed currently by the United States if any of the following
rules apply:

A. the sales are made in the country of incorporation of the subsidiary
(IRC Section 954(d))
B. the manufacturing or production occurredl in the country of ncor-

poration of the sales subsidiary (IRC Section 954 (d))
C. the sales of such products are made out of the country of incorpora-

tion of the subsidiary and the gross income from such sales (and other
foreign base company income) is less than 30 percent of the subsidiary's
gross income (lRC Section 954(b) (3y (A)) ;



I). the subsidiary qualifies as a foreign Export Trade Corporation with,
75 percent or more of its gross income ffrom the sale of property grown,
extracted, produced or manufactured in the United States, and the de-
ferred income, does not exceed the lesser of 1]/_ times the export promotion
expenses of the export trade corporation, o 10 percent of its gross receipts
for the year, to the extent the Income is Invested in "export trade assets"
(IRC Section 970).

3. Minimnurn dlstributions-combininig foreign manufacturing and a foreign
sales interim ediary.-If a U.S. corporation establishes a manufacturing subsidiary
or subsidiaries in one or more countries with relatively high foreign tax rates,
the products of such corporations and those of ,the U.S. parent corporation,
may be sold through a foreign sales intermediary based in a jurisdiction with,
minimal local income taxe,. If the rate of foreign taxes on the combined manu-
facturing and sales operations approximates 90 percent of the U.S. tax rate,
U.S. corporate tax on the sales company income Is deferred until its ultimate
distribution. IRC Section 963. The considerable utility of this provision was:
summarized by corporate tax counsel In a professional tax publication as
follows:

"U.S. companies that at present do not have foreign subsidiaries operating
in low-tax-rate countries can now consider creating such companies, certain in
the knowledge that they will lbe shielded from current U.S. tax, even if these
companies earn substantial Subpart F Income, so long as the requirements of
this section are met. U.S. companies which presently have foreign companies of
this nature can now consider creating additional companies of this type." "How
to Determine Eligibility and Claim ExemIption for Minimum Distributions," in
Practical Problems of P'iration of Foreign Income, published by the Jonrnal of
Taxation Inc. p. 1 2 0 (1905).

4. Inter-company priein!.-Regulaiions under section 482 of the Internal
Revenue Code apply a strict standard for arm's length inter-company pricing on
sales by United States exporters to foreign affiliates, thus limiting the advantages
of a foreign sales intermediary used for the distribution of U.S. exports. In com-
parison, inter-company sales between foreign manufacturing affiliates and re-
lated foreign sales companies are subject to foreign inter-comapany pricing rules
which are often less strict than the U.S. section 482 regulations. The compara-
tively lenient foreign rules, in combination with the rules discussed above, and
the possibility of organizing a sales company in a low tax country, provide an
additional impetus for foreign manufacture by U.S. companies.

Sium mary-Effect of DISC
The DISC proposal Is simply an effort to cut through all this maze of com-

plexity and provide, in forthright fashion, the opportunity for tax deferral by
use of a domestic corporation, rather than a foreign subsidiary. A firm inter-
company transfer pricing rule is provided comparable to that applied in other
countries (the prices may be established so that DISC earnings may amount to
a maximum of 4% of Its export sales or 50% of the combined income from manu-
facture and sale of the products (as previously explained), whichever is higher,
plus 10% of its export promotion expenses). This is entirely reasonable, straight-
forward tax referrall treatment for export income, not unlike tax deferral bene-
fits for export income granted by other countries.

Proposals to impose higher taxes on U.S. affiliates abroad, or to deny foreign
tax credits for foreign taxes imposed on such affiliates, do not affect the problem
of U.S. producers competing in foreign markets with producers controlled by
foreign owners and who are able to take advantage of policies of their countries
favoring export activity. Higher current U.S. taxation would have the practical
effect of foreign countries obtaining the revenues, either by increasing their
taxes to match the U.S. rate, or through withholding taxes, since U.S. companies
would tend to distribute the income to obtain tax credits and reinvest it by way
of capital contributions. Moreover, indiscriminate, punitive tax measures, such
as denying tax credits and creating double taxation, could result in U.S. com-
panies abandoning foreign markets altogether.

Tax factors are by no means the sole reason for foreign investment. There is
a wide range of factors affecting a decision to Invest abroad. In some cases local
trade barriers may effectively prevent exporting to the country; in other cases
shipping costs are a barrier to exporting. To eliminate foreign investment by
indiscriminatory tax measures is too blunt an instrument of policy. The DIS('
proposal is merely intended to eliminate preferential tax treatment of produc-
tion abroad relative to production In the U.S.



Practices in other countries
The following material describes certain prov'isions in foreign tax systems

that affect export transactions in various countries of the world:

PROVISIONS IN FOREIGN DIRECT TAXATIO.N LAWS AiLFEcTING ExPORT ACTIVITIES

On May 12, 1970, during the Treasury Department's presentation of its pro-
posal for the Domestic International Sales Corporation to the House Ways and
Means Committee, the Treasury departmentt was requested to submit informa-
tion regarding the income tax lws and practices of other nations which operate
to the advantage of export activities. The following description of foreign
income tax law and practices Is confined largely to other industrialized coun-
tries. It should be noted that in many foreign countries tax treatment favorable
to export activities is frequently accorded on an informal, administrative basis
and may, therefore, be difficult to identify.

This memorandum is intended to suggest some of the income tax provisions
and administrative practices that can affect the export of products from
various s foreign countries. Some of the most significant provisions that would
affect tax planning for export sales were not intended as export incentives when
adopted but evolved from traditional theories of tax jurisdiction and taxation
-of foreign source income.

Devices having the effect of export incentives range well beyond income tax
measures, including, among others, direct grants, government credit facilities,
interest subsidies, insurance, guarantees, internal shipping subsidies, exchange
,control privileges, and tax measures other than those affecting income taxes.
Some forms of government assistance may l)e available ostensibly for domestic
as well as export activities, making it difficult to classify them solely as export
Incentives.

Rebates of value-added and other turnover taxes provide an export induce-
ment to exporters in countries having such sales tax systems.

The following summary is not exhaustive nior has it been verified by counsel
in each of the countries. It is nevertheless believed to be accurate an(1, except
where specifically indicated, current. The summary consists of a lit, of seven
specific types of provisions. Attached to the list are individual country sum-
maries for 17 countries. It should be recognized that numerous I .S. corporations
have established foreign subsidiaries which have lbenefited from the favorable
treatment discussed in many of these countries.

The various laws and practices are as follows:
1. Taxation. of Foreign Sourcc Income. Unlike the Vail ed States, many in-

'dustrialized countries impose income taxes on a territorial basis, which means
that foreign source income is often wholly or partially tax exempt. Such exemp-
tion may apply not only to income from directt investments abr. ad, but also to
foreign sales of domestically-pro(duced products either through a foreign sub-
sidiary or through a branch or dependent or independent agent.

In the case of most developed countries, exports -n a be made through con-
trolled sales companies organized in low tax jurisdictions with a consequent tx
shelter for the sales profits. For example, a manufacturing corporation, A, in
country X, which may or may not be a subsidiary of a U.S. corporation may
make its export sales through a related sales corporation, B, located in country
Y where corporate taxes are minimal. To the extent Corporation B makes part
,of the profit that Corporation A would have made in direct sales, the tax burden
is reduced.

While most countries have protective provisions in their tax laws that permit
the local tax authorities to reallocate income between related entities, different
countries have different rules as to such allocations, 'nd considerable flexibility
is often found in intercompany pricing. In at least some cases (as indicated
below) it is understood that no reallocation would result from the prices charged
1iy Corporation A to B as long as Corl'oration A earned at least one-half of the
combined profits.

In some cases foreign sales corporations, can establish purchasing and coordi-
nating branches In the manufacturer's home country without affecting the in-
.come tax exemption of the foreign sales corporation, while facilitating exports
through the sales corporation.

2. Specific Export Income Exemptions. Some countries, such as Ireland, have
Income tax exemptions for export sales. Such exemptions are sometimes limited
to products produced in free-trade zones or depressed areas. As indicated below
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some countries extend income tax exemptions or other benefits to companies
locating In depressed areas, but in practice the benefits are offered largely to
companies with a high export or import substitution potential.

3. Accelerated Depreciationi. Several countries (e.g., Japan, France) permit
or have permitted accelerated depreciation allowances for assets used in export
production.

4. Special Reserves (Market Decelopment, Bad Debt). Several countries,
(e.g., Australia. France, Japan, Spain) have permitted special deductions for
export market development or special bad debt reserves in connection -with ex-
port credits.

5. Special Deductions, Rate Reductions or Credits Related to Exports. Aus-
tralia reduces payroll taxes by an amount related to export increases. New
Zealand permits a deduction from income taxes of 15 percent of increased export
receipts. France permits deductions for the expenses of establishing foreign sales-
offices although income from such offices may subsequently be exempt.

6. Favorable Inter-company Pricing Rules. Either express rules or adminis-
trative practices frequently provide an additional incentive for export trans-
actions through related foreign subsidiaries. In some countries, administrative-
practice permits considerable flexibility in inter-company pricing rules. In some
jurisdictions, rule-of-thumb allocations permit 50-50 divisions of taxable income,
even in cases when the foreign subsidiaries perform minimal functions.

7. Discriminatory Allocation of Benefits Based on Export Production. In
addition to provisions related formally or informally to exports, there are often.
benefit (tax holidays, capital grants, investment allowances, interest subsidies,
etc.) designed to attract new investments which are not always tied to exports-
in the legislative enactments, but potential exports are an important factor in the
granting of such benefits. In some cases, the import substitution effect is also of
importance in granting such benefits.

Not only are each of the devices listed above employed by one or more foreign
countries, but the cumulative effect of these devices used by certain individual
countries should not be overlooked. Thus, for example, Japan uses the following
in combination:

1. Accelerated del)reciation based upon export performance;
2. A deductible reserve for the development of overseas markets;
3. Special deductions for a variety of activities producing foreign ex-

change;
4. Liberal entertainment expenses to promote export sales.

AUSTRALIA

Foreign source income
Income derived by a resident Australian company from foreign sources is

exempt from Australian income tax provided that it is not exempt from tax in
the country of origin. The income earned by a foreign sales subsidiary of an
Australian company is not subject to Australian income tax until distribution to
Australian shareholders.

Export market development rebate
Australian law provides a tax rebate (credit) of 42.5 percent of an expenditure

incurred for export market development and also permits the full deduction of
the expenditure incurred. The combined effect, as computed under the tax laws.
permits a total tax saving of 87.5 cents for each dollar of expenditure. Qualified
expenditures include among others: market research, overseas advertising
certain travel expenses, labels and packaging for export, protection of prol)erty
rights, the preparation of tenders or quotations, and the supplying of technical
data.

Payroll tax
A refund of payroll taxes is made in the event of an increase in export sales

over a base period.
nEIC.IT'[

Foreign establish-ments and subsidiaries
Income from a foreign establishment of a Belgian company is taxed at a

reduced income tax rate equal to one-fourth of the ordinary rate; provided
the income was generated and taxed abroad.

The income of a foreign sales subsidiary Is not taxed until dividends are
distributed. Upon distribution, the net dividends received (after deduction of



foreign tax) are subject to a 10% tax withheld by the 1)ayfng ggeit in Belgium,
The amount remaining after the foreign tax and 10% Belgium tax is entitled to,
a 95 percent exemption in determining the Belgian company tax. The company
income tax therefore applies to an amount equal to 5% of the net foreign source'
dividends.

Development subsidies
The Belgian government provides incentives for investment in certain areas

of Belgium. The current provisions have a termination date of June 30, 1970.
However, a new law to extend the provisions has been proposed. The incentives,
currently offered consist of interest subsidies, loan guarantees, capital, allow-
ances (with tax exemption for such alowances), and exemption from the regis-
tration tax. It is understood that export projections are included in the criteria
for determining the granting of such incentives.

CANADA
Foreign su bsidiaries

Canada does not l)resently tax currently the undistributed earnings of foreign
sales subsidiaries. Dividends from a nonresident foreign corporation acting as a
foriegn sales subsidiary are exempt from Canadian income tax if more than
25 percent of the share capital is owned by the Canadian corporation receiving
such dividends. A tentatively proposed Canadian tax reform would limit such
exemption to foreign corporations in countries with which Canada has entered
into the tax treaties.

Grants
Canada offers grants to companies, domestic or foreign, to locate in slow

growth areas. These incentives are not expressly tied to export sales or import
substitution. Most of the provinces also offer grants and loans to achieve the
same desired objectives. The Province of Quebec has, however, an incentive
program which is designed to aid companies who use "advanced technology" and'
"who are in position to supply world markets." Grants are also available to
Canadian companies to encourage scientific research and development in Canada.
To qualify for such assistance, recent amendments have rcq- hired Canadian.
companies to be prepared to exploit the results of such research in Canada's
export markets as well as in Canada. The grants are not available to companies,
excluded from selling to major export markets.

DENMARK

Foreign Permanent Establisl mnt, Sales Subsidiaries
Where a resident Danish company has income from a foreign establishment,.

the proportion of total Danish tax payable with respect to such income is reduced.
The reduction amounts to 50 percent of the Danish income tax applicable to the
before tax net income of the foreign branch or other establishment.

A foreign sales subsidiary is not taxed currently on its sales profits. Dividends
paid to a Danish corporation owning 25 percent or more of the shares of the
subsidiary are taxed at a reduced rate of application for a refund with the
reduction being computed in a manner comparable to the reduction for foreign
branch income above.

FRANCE
Export Sales

Profits on sales of goods which are manufactured in France and shipped
abroad by a French company are taxed only to the extent that they are realized
through the allocable operations in France ("enterprise exploitde en France").
Profits are treated as foreign source income and not subject to current French
income tax where they are:

derived from establishments abroad (Conseil d'Etat, March 9, 1960)
derived from operations abroad of dependent agents (Conseil d'Etat,

June 5, 1937);
derived from operations abroad which constitute a complete commercial

cycle ("cycle commercial complet") (Conseil d'Etat, February 14, 1944).
The territorial exemption applies to the foreign source profits when earned

and when remitted to the French company.
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Foreign Sales Siubsidiary
Profits earned by a foreign sales subsidiary of a French company are not

taxed currently in France. Upon distribution of a dividend from a foreign sub-
sidiary to a French company, there is a 95% inter-company dividends received
deduction. To obtain such deduction the parent must hold a minimum of 10%
in the equity capital of the subsidiary or the cost acquisition of the participa-
tion must have been at least 10 million francs.

The 5 percent taxable portion of the dividends represents a lump sum deduc-
tion to cover business expenses attributable to the exempt dividends.

Distribution of Foreign, Source Income to French Shareholders
The tax exempt foreign source income of a French corporation, Including

income exempt under the territorial rules or under the 93 percent inter-com)any
dividends received deduction is not taxed until a distribution to shareholders.
Upon distribution a French company must make a supplementary tax I)ayment
(prdcompte) equal to one-half of the dividend to the French Treasury with
respect to profits that did not bear the normal 50 percent French corporate
tax rate.

At the shareholder level, the shareholder is entitled to a credit equal to one-
half the dividend, which is applied against his personal tax on the dividend
grossed up by the credit.

Inter-company Pricing
Article 57 of the Code General des Inpots provides that profits indirectly

tranferred to controlled enterprises outside of France through Inter-company
pricing are to be reallocated and that such adjustments may be based on com-
pa rison with the operations of similar enterprises operating norm ally. However,
it is understood that, under administrative interpretation, Article 57 is not
employed where exporting enterprises can establish that sales made by a parent
French corporation to foreign subsidiaries at prices approximating cost do not
have as their objective the shifting of income but are due to "commercial
re'quirenents."

Specific Export Incentive Provisions
1. A 1957 ministerial decision, amen(led in 1959, provided that depteciable

assets (other than immovables) purchased or manufactured between January
1960 and .anuary 1965, were entitled to special ,accelerated depreciation in the
case of "exporting enterprises." The accelerated depreciation is equal to the
straight-line depreciation multiplied by 150 percent of a fraction, the numerator
of which is the export production and the denominator of which is total produc-
tion. (Article 39A Code General des rmpots).

2. French enterprises are allowed a special deductible reserve for middle
let-in (2-5 years) loans extended to foreign customers (Article 39-1-5 Code
General des Imipots). The reserve allowance is more generous than normal bad
debt reserves.

3. Expenses for establishing and operating foreign sales offices during their
first three years of ol)eration may be deducted against domestic income, even
though future profits may be tax exempt. (See Article 39 Code General des
Iipots.- Article 34 of the Law of July 12, 1965).

GERfANY

A resident German corporation is taxed on its worldwide income.
When business profits are derived through a foreign "business esqtablishment"

they are deemed to he from a foreign source. This rule is applied to any fixed
installation or facility which serves the business activity of the German enter-
prise. A pernmanent representative (whether dependent or independent) is in-
eluded in this concel)t whether physical facilities are present or not. Broadly
Sl)eakinZ. a foreign business. connection is generally suffial-ent to create foreign
source income.' Some German commentators have stated that domestic source
income is limited to profits derived from deliveries of goods to foreign countries
by German enterprises which have no business connection whatsoever in the
foreign country concerned.

I Whore there is no foreign connection, fit]] German tax rates (without foreign tax
credit-,) apply.



Foreign 'ax Credit or Reduced. Rate
Where a German company has foreign source income under the above rule,

a tax credit is available for foreign income taxes imposed upon such income.
As an alternative, German law authorizes the tax authorities to grant reduc-
tions of the German corporate tax with respect to foreign source income. A
decree promulgated in 1959 provides for a flat rate of 25 percent on qualifying
foreign source income. (Decree of July 9, 1959; BStB1 1959 11 132.) Sales
profits derived through a foreign establishment qualify as foreign source income
under this rule. This relief measure is applicable on request of the taxpayer and
may be elected for specific foreign countries.

Exemption
Under its tax treaties, Germany ordinarily exempts the foreign source income

allocable to a foreign permanent establishment as defined in the applicable
treaty. Presumably such establishments have borne local corporate taxes. Recent
amendments of the regulations pemnit foreign losses to be deductible from tax-
able income despite the potential exemption of future profits.

Foreign Subsidiaries
A German corporation may establish a foreign sales subsidiary and may not

be subject to current taxation on the income of the foreign sales subsidiary,
whether incorporated in a high or low tax juribsdiction. Dividends received from
the foreign subsidiary are includable in the taxable profits of the German parent
corporation. The parent may elect to have the dividends taxed at a flat 25
percent rate. Under certain circumstances, losses in foreign subsidiaries may be
deducted by the German parent corporation.

Where a tax treaty is applicable, (4ermany ordinarily exempts the dividend
income received by the German parent corporation from German tax. A 25 per-
cent stock ownership is ordinarily required for such exemption.

IRELAND
Export Exception

A corporation, whether or not incorporated in or managed in Ireland, having
a manufacturing operation in Ireland can obtain a 15-year exemption from
Irish corporate taxes on all export .,ales. )his a reduced rate of tax for a further
5 years. Dividend distributions out of such profits are themselves exempt from
all Irish income taxes. Cash grants of up to 50% of capital costs of plant and
machinery are also available.

There is a separate scheme for the Shannon Airport area, including tax
exemptions for the importing, handling, and reexporting of goods.

ITALY

Foreign Branches and Sitbsidiarics

Foreign source income of an Italian company is exempt where allocable tQ
a foreign branch having sepa rate management and accounting.

A foreign sales subsidiary of an Italian company is not subject to current
income taxation in Italy. A ranch of such a corporation may be maintained in
Italy if it does not sell in Italy. The non-Italian source profits of such a branch
would not be subject to Italian income taxation.

JAPAN

Direct income tax incentives relating to exports fall under four general
categories:

1. Accelerated depreciation
2. Reserve for development of overseas market
3. Export allowances, and
4. Entertainment expenses.

Accelerated depreciation in case of export sales

A. A corporation Is allowed a tax deduction for accelerated depreciation based,
on export sales made In the immediately preceding year. The amount of addi-
tIonal depreciation Is computed by applying the ratio of export sales over total
sales to maximum ordinary depreciation available. In other words, if export



sales are 30% of total sales, ordinary depreciation is increased by 30%. Ordinary
depreciation is at generous rates in the first place.

B. The aforementioned increase in ordinary depreciation is further increased
by 80% if the company is recognized as a type "A" export contributing cor-
poration or 30% if a corporation is recognized as a type "B" export contributing
corporation.

If ,V corporation satisfies 'both of the following two conditions, such a cor-
poration will be recognized as an "A" export contributing corporation if con-
dition (1) is satisfied, but (2) is not, the corporation will Ie recognized as a
"B" export contributing corporation:

(1) The first condition is that export sales for the immediately preceding
year increased 1% or more over export sales for the year immediately
prior to that year.

(2) The second condition is that the ratio of export sales to total revenue
for the immediately preceding year exceeds such ratio for the year ha-
mediately prior to that year, or the increase in exports as a percentage
exceeds 2/ of the nation's increase in exports, also stated as a percentage.

In other words, the factor used to establish whether or not a company is
entitled to the extra depreciation over and above that provided by merely hav-
ing exports includes consideration for both the amount of the increase in
exports and the ratio of exports to total sales.

For example: Assuming a percentage of export sales against total revenue
of the preceding year of 80%.

Rank of corporation

(A) (B) Other

Maximum ordinary depreciation ------------------------------------ 100, 000 100, 000 100, 000
Rate of accelerated depreciation (percent) ------------------ ------------. - 104 80
Accelerated depreciation ------------------------------------- 12,, 000 2 104,000 80, 000

Total ----------------------------------------------- 228, 000 204,000 180, 000

1160 percent multiplied by 80 percent.
2 130 percent multiplied by 80 percent.

The "special depreciation reserve" must be restored to taxable income in each
of the next succeeding ten years at a minimum rate of 10% of the amount
credit to the reserve. Thus, the relief is a deferral of taxes and increased cash flow.

Reserve for development of overseas markets
A. A corporation is allowd a tax deduction for a reserve for development of

overseas markets to the extent of 1.5% (in case export of goods purchased from
other, 1.1% if capital is more than Y100 million) of export sales in the immedi-
ate preceding year. The rates are increased from 1.5% to 2.4% for a type "A"
export contributing corporation, and to 1.95% for a type "B". The same condi-
tions as those mentioned previously govern the type "A" or "B" classification.

There is a decrease in these rates if the export is of goods purchased from
others and an increase if the corporation is capitalized at less than Y100 million.

B. The reserve is required to be restored to income, for tax purposes, at the
rate of 20% of the amount originally provided, in each of the next succeeding
five years. Thus. this provision represents a tax deferral mechanism. This reserve
is not deductible for enterprise tax purposes.

Export allowance
A corporation may take an income deduction to the extent of the amount

coml)uted by applying various percentages to certain consideration earned in
foreign currency during each qualified current accounting period. In most cases,
the maximum deduction is 50/- of taxable income for tjme period.

A. 20% of the consideration for rendering services regarding survey, and/or
research, planning, advice, drawings, supervision or inspection for construction
of manufacturing facilities, etc., which require scientific technical knowledge.

B. 30% of the consideration for transfer of motion picture films, copyrights
and 30% of motion picture distribution revenue earned abroad.

C. 70% of the consideration for transfer and/or supplying of industrial tech-
nology, know-how, etc., created by a corporation.
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D. 3% of the consideration for freight revenue on certain overseas export
ship operations and repairing, processing or construction services.

Although deduction is not allowed for enterprise tax purposes, this item
represents a permanent tax savings.

Export Related Entertainmdent Expenses
There is a generally severe limitation on the deductibility of entertainment

expenses for tax purposes in Japan. Ordinarily a deduction is limited to about
$11,000 per corporation plus 1 of 1% of capital. The deduction for entertain-
ment expenses in excess of this is limited to 40% of the expenditure. However, a
reas-nable amount of overseas and/or domestic travel and hotel expenses in
Japan, paid for non-resident visitors and entertainment expenses incurred abroad
in connction with export transactions are not treated as entertainment expenses
for purposes of determining the deductible amount of entertainment expenses,
and are fully deductible for corporate income tax purposes.

TlE NETHERLANDS

Foreign Establishments al Subsidiaries
Tax relief is g-anted to Dutch companies for certain foreign source income,

including income derived through foreign branches and dependent agents and
subject to foreign ta,,xes. No minimum functions or payroll is required for the
foreign establishment and the rate of foreign tax on such income is immaterial.

The undistributed income of a foreign sales subsidiary is not subject to Dutch
tax currently. Dividends received from such subsidiaries are exempt in the
N(therlands where the Dutch company owns at least 25 percent of the paid-in.
capital of the foreign subsidiary.

NEW ZEALAND
Special Export Deductions

Certain expenditures incurred in promoting the export of goods and services,
rights in patents, trademarks and copyrights, in addition to being an ordinary
business deduction, qualify in ceiftain circumstances for a further deduction of
50 percent additional to the actual cost.

In addition, 15 percent of the increase in a firm's exports of manufactured
goods over a previous base period can be deducted from gross revenue for cor-
porate tax purposes.

NORWAY

Foreign Branches anid Simbsidiaries
Income from operation of a permanent establishment abroad is reduced by 50

percent for purposes of Norway's income tax. The income of a foreign sales sub-
sidiary is not taxed until distributed to Norwegian shareholders. A special elec-
tion provision permits Norwegian shareholders to be taxed currently on 50 per-
cent of the earnings of a foreign subsidiary with the dividends from such sub-
sidiary being exempt from Norwegian tax.

Export Market Development Reserre
A tax-free reserve of up to 20 percent of taxable income each year may be

established for purposes of future market development abroad to assist Nor-
wegian exports. No similar reserve is allowable for domestic market development.
The taxpayer must show evidence to the authorities that the allocated amount has
been used for approved measures within 5 years from the date of allocation.

SOUTH AFRICA

Foreign Source Income
Foreign Source Income from a foreign permanent establishment or foreign

subsidiary is exempt when received by a South Africa corporation.

Exporters Allowance
An extra deduction from income of a percentage of market development ex-

penditures is permitted for exporters. The percentage varies from 50 percent to
75 percent. Qualifying expenditures Include market research, advertising, solicita-
tion of orders, providing samples and technical information, preparing tenders
and quotations and to certain sales commissions and fees. The foregoing ex-
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penditures are entitled to deduction as ordinary expenses and the additional per-
centage is also pernmtted as a deduction whether or not there were any exports;
if the current year's exports exceed those of the preceding year, the percentage
is increased.

EXPORTERS' ALLOWANCE PERCENTAGES

fin percent

If current year's export turnover
exceeds preceding year's turnover-

By more than 10
If no increase but not more than By more than

Tax year in turnover 25 percent 25 percent

1963-67 --------------------------------------------- 25 37 50
1968 ------------------------------------------- 37 50 62%.
1969 ----------------------- .-- -- _ -----.--....- -- 50 62 2 751970 ------------------------------------------------- 50 62Y 75

SPAIN
Export reserve

Spain permits the creation of an export reserve to which between 30 percent
and 50 percent of the profits derived from exports may be transferred. Income
taxes on such reserve are deferred as long as the amount is invested in mach-
inery and equipment and other assets and activities related to exports.

SWITZERLAND

Foreign subsidiaries and establishment
The earnings of foreign subsidiaries of Swiss companies are not subject to

current income taxation and dividend distributions are exempt from Swiss
Federal income tax and from most cantonal and local income taxes.

A foreign branch of a Swiss company is al1.o exempt from Swiss Federal in-
come taxation on income allocable to such branch, although the rate of tax is
determined on the basis of the total profits of the company including its foreign
branches.

Cantonal arrangements
Certain cantons offer export incentives under their cantonal tax laws and

certain cantons offer export trading companies reduced tax rates on a nego-
tiated basis. Intercompany pricing arrangements are also subject to agreement
on a basis favorable to exporters. As a result, Switzerland has become a leading
center for export sales companies which are subject to nominal taxes on export
income.

UNITED KINGDOM
Foreign sales subsidiaries

The income of foreign sales subsidiaries of U.K. companies is not taxed until
distribution to a resident U.K. shareholder.

Investment grants
Under the Industrial Development Act of 1966 cash grants are made in

respect of captal expenditure on new plant or machinery for use in Great Bri-
tain in the manufacturing, extractive and construction industries. The rate of
grant is 20 percent. If the investment is in a "development area" the rate be-
comes 40 percent. The investment grant scheme is administered by the Board
of Trade, which may accord additional incentives for industry in the designated
"development areas." Tax exempt grants have been received by U.K. manufac-
turing affiliates of U.S. coml)anies presumably manufacturing for sale not only
in the U.K. but in the EFTA trade area and elsewhere.

Overseas trade corporation (1958-1966)
In 1958, the U.K. adopted an Overseas Trade Corporation provision in its

tax laws which exempted qualifying corporations, incorporated in and managed
from the U.K. from tax on their retained "trading profits," as distinguished
from investment profits. Essentially, this provision was intended to defer the
tax on earnings arising principally from export sales. Upon distribution to
British shareholders, the profits were taxed in the same manner as other div-
idend profits. This legislation was repeated in 1966 as part of a general tax
reform.



VENEZUELA

Exemption of foreign source and export income
Foreign source Income of a Venezuelan corporation is ordinarily exempt from

income tax in Venezuela. Export sales of Venezuelan manufactured products
may be exempted by agreement for a period of 10 years. To obtain such agree-
ment, the exporter may be required to reinvest profits on such exports in
Venezuela.

Rate reduction in exports of extractive industries
A special provision provides for a reduction of .25 percent of taxable income

for each one-percent increase in gross income from the exportation of minerals
or hydrocarbons and related products over the average of the preceding two
years. This reduction is limited to a maximum of two percent of taxable income
in any year, with a three-year carry forward.

Qums'r.toNS REGARDING TimlE DISC PROPOSAL

I. Does DISC involve a permanent tax deferral?
While deferral may be for a substantial period of time, it cannot be permanent

The proposal is in fact a form of deferral with ultimate taxation on dividend
distributions just as in the case of the income of foreign subsidiaries. The DISC
proposal merely provides that the cori)oration that has the deferred income may
be a domestic corporation rather than a foreign corporation. The DISC is
distinguishable, however, since it limits the use of the DISC funds to export.
related investments, while foreign subsidiaries are free to invest in anything.

The prinuiry objective of tie proposal is to put the export trade of U.S. cor-
porations on a more competitive footing with manufacturing through overseas
subsidiaries, thereby helping to keep jobs at home and strengthen our trade
position.

2. How, when and by what amount will DISC stimplate U.S. exports?
In some of our major markets, and for some broad categories of products, price

elasticities for U.S. exports are estimated to be quite high. A reduction in U.S.
prices in such markets and for such products could be expected to raise export
proceeds substantially more than the revenue cost of DISC.2

For many products, however, U.S. companies could be expected to use other
means for expanding their exports under the inducement of DISC. Such meas-
ures might include-

Increased promotional effort;
Technological improvement;
More attractive financial terms;
Delivery schedules;
Servicing facilities;
Quality control; and
Pro~luct tailoring.

One company, after an analysis of its major export lines and markets, con-
eluded that 55% of its total exports could be increased through DISC benefits.
It suggested the expansion could be achieved through-

Price reduction in the case of 13% of its exports;
Increased promotion effort in the case of 10% of its exports;
Combinations of price reduction and increased promotion effort, depending

on the market, in the case of 23% of its exports; and
Capacity expansion in the case of 9% of its exports.

There is little quantitative information about the effect of non-price ineas-
ures, such as those mentioned above, In expanding exports. But the fact that
nmany U.S. business firms continue to use such measures energetically in an effort

to expand or defend their domestic market suggests their belief in the effective-
ness of these measures. Unfortunately, many U.S. firms do not seem to have
pursued them with the same vigor in creating or expanding export markets as
in expanding their domestic market.

21Iouthakker-Magee estimate% of a -1.5 price elasticity of foreign demand for U.S.
exports have been cited. Subsequent to the Houthakker-Magee study. Magee did a revised
study (October, 1970) which resulted in a foreign average price elasticity for all U.S.
exports of -2.0 as compared with the -1.5 of the earlier study. He also estimated price
elasticities of certain of the major customers for U.S. exports. These range from -1.0 to
-4.0. In the case of Japan, the elasticity was -3.0.



This failure is due, in part, to greater uncertainties connected with selling
In a foreign country where language, laws, regulations, consumer tastes, etc.,
may differ considerably from those in the U.S. These uncertainties may make
business firins hesitate to undertake extensive promotional measures (or make
price reductions) to achieve a potential, but uncertain, expansion of export sales
and profits. DISC will encourage the firm in this direction. Even if a firm should
not immediately seek increased profits by making additional exports, as a result
of DISC benefits, the increase in profitability of its current export business will
induce a shift in the tirn's allocation of resources as between production for the
domestic market, production for export, and-if the firm has a foreign manufac-
turing affiliate-production abroad. More new firms will also be attracted into
the export business.

Letters from several firms suggest that an expansion of exports mnay be rather
prompt when DISC becomes effective. One firm figures that its exports affected
by DISC will grow in the first year by 10.5% as compared with a normal growth
rate of 7.5%. Another figures its annual export growth rate over a live-year period
will jump from 15% to almost 22% as a result of DISC.

These projections do not seem unrealistic if DISC inspires a vigorous export
drive. For example, one electronics firm which engaged in such a drive reached
in average annual export level in the first two years 80% above Its average level
in the three preceding years.

On the basis of such examples, experience under the 1962 investment tax
credit, experience in trade fairs and the reaction of tie business community we
estimate that the growth of U.S. exports, as a result of DISC, will be close to
one percent higher on the average over the next few years than it otherwise
would be, resulting by 1974, and thereafter in at least $1.5 billion of additional
exports per year-two and a half times the revenue cost (excluding any allowance
for additional revenues from DISC-generated income).

3. What is the expected employment effect of DISC?
The DISC-induced stimulus to U.S. production, besides generating additional

revenues, will maintain and increase employment in our export industries by a
substantial amount. With the $1.5 billion of incremental exports estimated for the
third year of DISC, the employment effect on the basis of output per worker
ratios will be In the neighborhood of 80,000 jobs. The respending of the income
generated by DISC in the export industries will contribute further to U.S
employment

4. Shouldn't DISC benefits be limited to incremental exports?
The Treasury after very careful consideration of tax deferral only for in-

cremental exports found serious difficulties in this approach.
In an incremental system there is no way to identify firms that are struggling

to maintain even their existing export level in the face of increased foreign com-
petition Yet, continuation of existing export levels by these firms are quan-
titatively important, as indicated by the fact that over 20% of US exports showed
declining or level trends in the period 1965-69. In recent years, one-third of our
hundred largest exporters have had a declining or indefinite export trend
Preserving a dollar of proceeds from existing exports is as important from a
balance of payments viewpoint as achieving an additional dollar's worth of
export proceeds.

A major purpose of DISC is to overcome the disincentive under existing law
to devote resources to exporting as compared with manufacturing investment
abroad. We want to remove that disincentive for all exporters, or potential ex-
porters. even though some of them may not be able to show actual increases in
exports-at least for a time. But if the latter are induced to do more to prevent
further erosion of our existing export base, a real benefit for the balance of
payments will result. Hence, considerations of both equity and effectiveness favor
the Treasury approach.

Apart from these considerations are the administrative difficulties inherent
in an incremental approach. Examples are the selection of an appropriate base
from which to measure Incremental performance, and the treatment of increases
in exports of particular firms due to reorganizations, mergers, or changes in ex-
port channels. The incremental aspect was eliminated from the Initial investment
tax credit proposal in 1961 on the basis of Its complexity, as well as its unfair-
ness to struggling Industries.

5. Are DISC benefits likely to be confined to large companies?
No. Many large companies are already shielding export earnings from T.5.

tax because the breadth of their foreign operations enables them to use excess



foreign tax credits to achieve this result. While all companies will have greater
incentive to manufacture here and sell abroad, the lprincipal beneficiaries are
likely to be companies in a middle range which have not concentrated on
export sales because of greater uncertainties and complexities in selling abroad.

But the proposal should also encourage smaller companies to enter the export
market. The first act of business of the newly created National Export Expan-
sion Council Comnntittee on Sinall Business was to adopt on September 17, 1970,
a resolution urging enactment of the DISC "as a matter of pressing importance
and urgency."

6. Can DISC provide parent corporations with tax-free money for domestic
use-or foreign Investment--having nothing to do with exports?

A DISC may loan its tax deferred income, within a prescribed limit, for up
to 5 years to domestic producers, including its parent firm, which ara engaged
in exporting, provided the borrower makes at least an equivalent addition to
his plant and equipment plus research expenditures. The ceiling on loans from
a DISC to a U.S. producer equals the value of the producer's U.S. plant, equip-
ment and inventory, plus rese-arch and development expenditures, times the
percentage that its exports are of total sales. Once the borrowing limit of a
producer is reached, there can be no additional loans from a DISC unless the
borrower either expands his percent of export sales or increases his U.S. plant,
equipment and inventory, or his research and development expenditures. To the
extent that the borrower neglects export expansion or invests abroad rather
than at home, he limits his borrowing capacity from a DISC and this, in turn,
reduces the possibility of continued use of DISC income in ways which qualify
for tax deferral. When this possibility is exhausted the DISC is forced to dis-
tribute fully taxable dividends to its I)aront. This is a much simpler self-
regulating system than the illusory attempt to determine whether or not specific
funds have been utilized in a desired manner.

Proposal is inconsistent with our other tax rulcs and does n ot find any par(illel
in thu tax rules of other countries

1. Foreign manufacturing subsidiaries tend to pay foreign taxes at a rate
significantly below the marginal rate at which U.S. exports are taxed. In addi-
tion, a substantial number of countries offer tax holidays or other incentives
for local production and export. The DISC may clearly be more favorable than
operations under the laws of certain other foreign countries. We have Innounced
our willingness to agree upon general rules for the treatment of exports under
domestic tax laws. We believe that the United States should not be the only
country pursuing a tax policy that places its exporters in a disadvantageous
position.

2. No other foreign country taxes the undistributed income of foreign sales
subsidiaries. Most developed countries do not tax the foreign branch earnings
of sales subsidiaries. This is true regardless of the tax rate in the country of
the foreign subsidiary or branch. The 1)ISC provides comparable treatment, with
the additional feature that the DISC will be established as a domestic corpora-
tion to assure greater facility and use, to make it available to smaller companies,
and to permit the inspection of books and records In this country.

3. The inter-company pricing rule between DISC's and related manufacturing
companies is more comparable to administrative practices in other countries
than are our present regulations.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fulbright.
Senator FULBRIGILT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry I did

not get to hear your statement; I have read part of it, but I had to con-
duct another committee meeting.

I have just a question or two. Mr. Secretary, you start out by saying
you are very gratified with the success of the new economic policy.
Have you already cited some specific examples supporting this op-
timism about the new policies?

Secretary CONNALLY. No, I have not, but I think it is fair to say
that the thing that is most encouraging of all to me is the state of
mind, Senator Fulbright, of the American people.

I think the American people accepted the wage and price freeze at
all levels and in all sectors with amazing understanding-



Senator FULBRIGIrT. I was thinking of specific economic matters, not
the psychology, not the psychological aspects.

Secretary CONNALY. "Ihe wholesale price index released this morn-
ing for all commodities is down 0.3, not seasonally adjusted. Sea-
sonally adjusted it is down 0.4. And industrial commodities-this is
the first time in several years that the industrial commodities have
been down-and not seasonally adjusted, the industrial commodities,
which are part of this wholesale price index, are down 0.1.

I think that is the first time in 31/2 years. Let me confirm that.
About 31/ years is correct, Senator. Another matter of great sig-

nificance that we can point to at this point is the decrease in interest
rates which are down in every single category; 3-month Treasury
bills-6 months, 12 months; Treasury coupons-i, 3, 7, and 10 years:
Federal funds; Federal agency securities-1 year and 3 years. Every
one of them is down.

Senator FULBRIGIIT. )own from a pretty high level?
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, they are, nevertheless, down and they

are down in very substantial amounts. Corporate bonds are down. I
agree that they are down from a high level.

Municipal bonds are down from 6.03 to 5.24, that is down 79 basis
points. That is a tremendous drop.

Double A corporate bonds are down 25 basis points. Three-year
Federal agency financing is down from 7.32 to 6.23. That is 109 basis
points.

One-year Treasury coupons from 6.09 down to 5.13, down 96 basis
points and so forth. So I think there is every reason to believe that
the program has worked and worked extremely well.

Senator FULBiRIGIIT. There is another matter that bothers me very
much not only in this connection but in dealing with the foreign aid
legislation in the Foreign Relations Committee and elsewhere.

The usual criterion against which the Government measures our
economic position is the gross national product. Do you consider that
the gross national product is the best measure of our fundamental
strength and economic health?

Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, I would not want to say that it is
the best. It obviously is one of the factors.

Senator FULBRIGHT. It is the one usually used.
Secretary CONNALLY. That is correct.
Senator FULGRIOHT. It is more commonly used than anything else?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator FULBRTIorr. If I suggest that we are not as rich as we ought

to be in order to sustain either the excessive expenditures for either
the Military Establishment or foreign aid, I am always met with,
"Look at our gross national product, a country with a thousand
billion dollars, it is just in the greatest shape possible." It has occurred
to me there is something wrong with this as a measure of the state of
our economic health.

I wonder if you would be willing to have your staff supply for the
committee, especially for my purpose, and I think it is useful in other
connections, a detailed breakdown by categories of the components of
the gross national products.

I have inquiried elsewhere and had some difficulty obtaining this
information and I thought with your very competent, experienced staff
that you would be able to do this with greater alacrity and ease than



anyone else. I would be very interested to know how much of the gross
national product is attributable to such categories as education, how
much to public welfare, how much to the tobacco industry, to steel
production, how much to soft drinks and alcoholic beverages, road
construction, to cosmetics, to advertising, to garbage and sewage
disposal.

I am under the impression that one of the very great. contributions
to our gross national product is the cost of disposing of our sewage
and our garbage and it never occurs to me this is a sign of great strength
of an economy.

I think it would be a great public service if your responsible staff
would give the detailed analysis of just how significant the gross
national product is as a measurement of the economic health of the
country.

Woluld you do that?
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, your flattery undoubtedly will get

you some figures from my staff.
Senator FULBRIGIT. I would appreciate that.
(Material furnished by the Department follows:)

TiiE GNP AS A 'MEASURING ROD

Conceptually, gross national product (or expenditures) has as its objective a
measure of the value of newly produced final goods and services over a specified
Interval of time. As such, the GNP should not be regarded necessarily as a meas-
ure or index of general welfare or "economic health", but simply as the total of
dollars spent by consumers, business, and government. Accordingly, the GNP
represents a measure of the preferences of consumers and businesses as expressed
in market prices, while in the government sector, expenditures measure the out-
come of decisions made in the political process. (Tables 1 and 2 show broad cate-
gories of expenditures made by these sectors. Table 3 shows some special cate-
gories which relate to so-called "welfare" aspects of measurements.)

On the basis of this official definition, the transactions (aside from some Impu-
tations) which are generated in the production and exchange of newly produced
goods and services are summed In value terms, that Is to say by prices. These
provide the weights by which all the physical units are summed for a specified
time period. Indeed, prices represent the only means by which the physical units
of a nation's output can be valued and totaled in order to obtain a measure of
GNP.

These prices reflect the demand and supply Influences in the market place, the
degree of competition, and the adaptability of the economy to respond to consumer
or business preferences-all these are involved In calculating the value of GNP.
Accordingly, prices represent a means by which consumer and business prefer-
ences are expressed and they explain why more or less of a particular good or
service is produced. (The concept of "real" gross national product, I.e., gross
national product deflated for price changes, also uses prices as weights.)

GNP AS A MEASURE OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Gross national product may not be Ideal as a measure of social welfare. Along
with economic growth, there may be increased air and water pollution and other
environmental hazards, Increasing generation of garbage and other such Items,
congestion in the cities, depletion of natural resources, and similar apparently
detrimental factors affecting Individuals and social welfare.

POSSIBLE DEDUCTIONS FROM THE ONP TOTAL

Accordingly, It has been urged by some that such costs be deducted from the
gross national product to obtain an Improved measure of economic growth, as
adjusted for social welfare loss. The criterion would be that they represent
"costs" rather than adding to the health and welfare of a country. However, If
that position were taken, it would bring a host of uncertainties to the computa-
tion of the GNP. Among the items which would also fall into this category of
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costs to be deducted from GNP might be: physicians' services and other medical
care; much of governmental activities, including police and fire protection, as
well as sanitation; perhaps legal services and all repair services. In a certain
sense, it has been pointed out that even food might be considered a regrettable
necessity. In short, it would be most difficult to draw a line between what are
allowable deductions from the GNP as against those expenditures which surely
provide satisfaction and add to social welfare.

POSSIBLE ADDITIONS TO TIE GNP TOTAL

On the other hand, if social welfare is the criterion, it is clear that much would
need to be added to the calculation of the GNP dollar total. As progress in eco-
nomic growth is made, more has been produced with fewer people, thereby creat-
ing for most people increased leisure, as compared with former years. The valu-
ation of such leisure as a benefit of economic growth would be very difficult and,
indeed, that is one reason why they do not show up in the national accounts. Its
quantification would present a most difficult problem, because It does not bear a
price tag upon which such a valuation could be made.

Another example of benefits which are not measured by the GNP are those
provided in the development of public parks and other recreational areas, which
surely adds more to social satisfaction than their costs of production. But, there
is no easy way to measure this. Again, a greater selection of products which be-
come available to consumers through increased economic growth surely is of
great social benefit, but equally unmeasurable.

SOME ALTERNATIVES

The gross national product is not a very good measure of social welfare, but It
is difficult to determine how an alternative and comprehensive aggregate in-
tended for this purpose could be developed. Perhaps an index could be constructed
of some specifications such as expenditures for environmental protection, em-
ployee protection, and the like. This would be useful in the interpretation of the
growth of the GNP aggregates and productivity, as well as in its own right in
knowing the trend in these expenditures.

TABLE 1.-MAJOR CATEGORIES OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

Amount, 1970 Parcent
(billions) of GNP

Total GNP --------------------------------------------------------------------- $974.1 100.0

Personal consumption expenditures ------------------------------------------ 615.8 63. 2

Durable goods --------------------------------------------------------- 88.6 9.1
Nondurable goods ------------------------------------------------------ 264.7 27.2
Services --------------------------------------------------------------- 262.5 26.9

Gross private domestic Investment ------------------------------------------- 135. 3 13.9
Fixed investment ------------------------------------------------------- 132. 5 13.6

Nonresidential -...... .....------------------------------------------ 102.1 10.5

Structures --- -------------------------------------------- 36.8 3.8
Producers' durable equipment ----------------------------------- 65.4 6.7

Residential structures ----------------------------------------------- 30.4 3.1

Nonfarm ------------------------------------------------------ 29.7 3.0
Farm ------------ T ---------------------------------------------. 6 .1

Change In business inventories ---------------------------------- ------- 2. 8 .3

Nonfarm ........................................................... 2.5 .3
Farm ----------------------------------------------------------- -. 3 (1)

Net exports of goods and services ............ ................................ 3.6 .4
Exports ------------------------------------------------- 62.9 6.5
Im ports- .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 59.3 6.1

Government purchases of goods and services ---------------------------------- 219. 4 22. 5

Federal ---------------------------------------------------------------- 97.2 10.0

National defense ------------ ----------------------------- 75. 4 7.7
Other .............................................................. 21.9 2.2

State and local ------. . . . . . . ..-----------.----------------------------- 122. 2 12.5

Less than 0.1 percent.
Source: Calculated from data of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.



TABLE 2.--MAJOR CATEGORIES OF CONSUMER EXPENDITURES

Amount
1970 Percent

(millions) of GNP

Personal consumption: Expenditures ---------------. ..-------------------- -- $615,840 63.2

Food --------------------------------------------------------------- 131.757 13.5
Tobacco products --------------------- .------- . ..... ..... ..... .... 11,188 1. 1
Clothing. accessories, and jewelry -------- -- - ----------------------- - --- 62, 278 6.4
Personal care ------ .--- .... ..............---------------------------- - - - - - 10,101 1.0
Housing__ 91,224 9.4
Household operation ------ -------------------------------------------- 85,618 8.8
Medical care expenses ----------------- .--- .---- ... .......... .......---- 47, 268 4.9
Personal business ---------------------.----------.------------------------ 35, 497 3.6
Transportation -------------.-------------.---------------------------- 77,871 8. 0
Recreation -----------------------------.------------------------------ 39,049 4. 0
Religious and welfare activities -----------.-------------------------------- 8, 826 .9
Foreign travel and other, net- .-------------------------------------------- 4, 810 .5
Private education ----------------.-------------------------------------- 10, 353 1. 1

Source: Calculated from data of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.

TABLE 3.-SELECTED CATEGORIES OF EXPENDITURES IN THE GNP

1970 (millions) Percent of GNP

Consumer expenditures:
Alcoholic beverages -----------------------.------------------------------ 17, 714 1.8
Tobacco ------------------------.--------------------------------------- 11,188 1.1
Toilet articles and preparations --------------------------------------------- 6, 059 .6

Education:
Public -------------------------------------------------------------------- 54,131 5.6
Private ------..----------------------------------------------------------- 10,353 1.1

Sanitation:
Public .................................................................... 2,696 .3
Private ----------------.------------------------------------------------- 2,362 .2

Highways --------------------------------------------------------------------- 16,418 1.7
Government expenditures on welfare and social security:

Public assistance and relief -------------------------------------------------- 16,646 1.7
Unemployment benefits --------------------------------------------------- 3, 930 .4
Old age and retirement benefits ------------ .------------------------------ 41, 235 4.2
Other --------------------------------------------------------------------- 4,048 .4

Source: Calculated from data of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.

Secretary CONNALLY. In the meantime I don't want to defend the
GNP as a barometer of anything, in light of your comments.

Senator FULBRIGHT. I am not sure my picture is correct. This is what
I suspect and I have tried to get it. I have written to several places,
but it occurs to me that the Treasury is the best place of all to get this
sort of thing, because it is used constantly by the President in his
speeches and by all kinds of people. It is especially used against me as
an argument that we can afford to do just anything we want to do.

We can give an unlimited amount to any country, X, Y, Z, because
we have this great gross national product, -and as I say I suspect it is
a very flimsy criteria of our health and our capacity to do the things
that we are expected to do.

I think it is a very poor measure -by which to judge whether or not
we can sustain 300,000 troops in Germany indefinitely. This is one
example.

When we make the argument in the Senate that this is beyond our
reasonable expectations we are confronted with this enormous gross
national product and I don't think it is a good argument. I think it is
quite relevant to what we are talking about here and I am very much
in favor of doing something to increase what I consider the funda-
mental productivity of this country.



The column in the morning paper by Novak and Evans was very
revealing. It concerned the steel strike ini Japan. I don't know whether
you had a chance to read it.

Secretary CONNALLY. No, sir; I did not.
Senator FULBRIOT. But it is very discouraging, as to the coinpeti-

tiveness of their industry vis-a-vis ours and I know that is what you
:are trying to correct here.

Secretary CONNALLY. That is right.
Senator FuLBmio.Ir. In order to get our ideas a little more in line

with what we were able to do in other lines I think this gross national
product ought to be explored. If it is sound well and good. I don't
,think it is and I think we ought to have a better measurement of how
,well we are doing than the GNP.

That is the real point. I think it would be a real service to every-
body if you would do it in a really expert manner.

:Secretary CONNALLY. All right.
Senator FULBRTOHT. Thank you.
Senator HANSEN. Could I interrupt for a moment to be sure I heard

the distinguished Senator from Arkansas?
I am not sure that I did. There was a little noise.
Was the thrust of your question that the cost of sewage disposal

would indicate that our economy is going down the drain, Senator?
[Laughter].

Senator FLBuj( Ii'. WVe don't understand how well off we are or
how badly off we might be. We should be taking that into considera-
tion in making our decisions on these other matters which I have men-
tioned such as the expenditilres for arms and military affairs, or for
foreign aid. I have been arguing in my committee trying to bring what
I consider a little more restraint upon the enthusiasm of some of the
members to give a much larger foreign aid program than I think our
economy justifies.

This is the immediate question before me and it does not occur to
me that this kind of program is a good index of just how well off we
are to service this kind of a program.

You are quite right. In a way you are right about that.
The Ci [Al MAN. Senator Ilartke.
Senator TRITKLE. Mr. Secretary, before I ask you a question I might

make a comment. You know there was some conversations here today
concerning the amount of time that, was being given in this committee
to a certain media, over on our left. I am always glad the media is
on my left. But I wonder would you make a recommnendation to the
media tonight that Mr. Meany be given equal time to respond to the
three-network coverage that Mr. Nixon is going to receive?

Secretary CONNALLY. When he is President of the United States, I
think he will be entitled to it, yes, sir.

Senator HARTKE. Yes, I think that is fair. No question about that.
But let me ask you, what surprises does he have in store for us tonight ?

Secretary CONNALLY. I really wouldn't characterize his anticipated
appearance as an attempt on his part to surprise anyone.

Senator HARTKE. He is going to surprise me because ie hasn't con-
sulted me about it or even asked me my advice and I am not anticipat-
ing he ever will.



Senator CONNALLY. I am sure that is his loss, Senator. [Laughter.]
But I know that you, as a politician, Senator, know full well that he

can't talk to everybody. You and I both have been through this. As
you know, he has talked to the leadership of the Congress, the biparti-
san leadership of the Congress about this program. le is asking for
their suggestions, and from your position on this committee you are
going to be in a position in not too many years when you are going to
be in that group.

Senator HLArITE. Not with the President's help I am not.
Let me say are we going to have a long-term extension of wage and

price controls? Is that what he is going to recommend?
Secretary CONNALLY. I would be presumptuous indeed in all serious-

ness if I tried to anticipate what he is going to say.
Senator HARTKE. Hle has not consulted you?
Secretary CONNALLY. I think it is fair to say that I have had some

input in what he is going to say. I am not saying I am without knowl-
edge or without any inkling of what he is going to say. I would say
I would be presumptuous to reveal it.

Senator HIARTKE. What about controls, some type of ceiling on in-
terest payments? Will we have that? Would you be in favor of that?

Secretary CONNALLY. I have indicated all along, Senator, that I
have no hesistancy whatever with respect to having both the power
and using the power to control interest rates as well as other

Senator HARTKE. In other words, if we put in a ceiling on interest
rates in this bill you would agree to that, is that right?

Secretary CONNALLY. It depends on what it is.
Senator ILAirrKE. I mean some type of freeze similar to that which

has been slapped on the work ingmal.
Secretary CONNALLY. If you get into that and write a controlled

bill here, I am not sure that I would not want to enter some objections
because I think if you get to that point you're going to be in a long
discussion of it and delay the actions on this bill.

Let me point out, I responded to Senator Fulbright a moment ago
by pointing out interest rates have gone down during the freeze; inter-
est is the only thing I know of that has.

Wages have not gone down.
Senator IJARTKE. Aluminum and copper prices have gone down?
Secretary CONNALLY. I don't recall.
Senator HARTKE. But I can say they have. Would you be willing to

have a. ceiling on excess profits control?
Secretary CONNALLY. Depending on what the base period is.
Senator HArITKE. If we come to an acceptable base period would you

be willing to agree then to some type of interest ceiling and some type
of profits?

Secretary CONNALLY. I think whatever program we have must apply
equally to all segments of the economy and must be administered in
very fair and objective manner.

Senator HARTKE. I am not assuming we are going to be unfair. You
know I am in favor of the investment tax credit, I have been for a long
time, and it is not a new policy. I have been for it since 1962. But in
good conscience I don't believe we can go for AI)R and tax credit
at the same time, do you?

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir; I sure do and I sure hope you will1.



Senator IAlRTKE. I won't.
Secretary CONNALLY. I think it makes a great deal of sense. The

House knocked out the first year convention.
Senator HA1TKE. I understand what they did. I am not interested in

goin into that at the moment, I am interested in asking you since
July 22, can you tell me how many jobs AI)R has provided, make
that June 22?

Secretary CONNALLY. No; I can't give you a categorical answer.
Senator HARTKE. Can you tcll me how many jobs would be created

by the 10-percent investment credit which I advocate?
Secretary CONNALLY. No. I wouldn't want to quantify that.
Senator HARTKE. Here you are telling the American people it is

going to create jobs and you have no idea how many jobs it is going
to create?

Secretary CONNALLY. I think beyond any question it will, I think--
Senator HARTKE. But you have no estimates whatsoever?
Secretary CONNALLY. Oh, sure, we can and we will be delighted to

give you all of the testimony you want dating back to 1962, Senator
Hartke, when it was passed.

Senator IIARTKE. I am not asking al)out 1962, 1 am asking about
this proposal. I am asking for your judgment, I am not-

Secretary CONNALLY. You have my judgment. My judgment is-
Senator IETKE. It will create some jobs?
Secretary CONNALLY. A great many jobs.
Senator IIArrKE. Many jobs? How m-any? Ten thousand?
Secretary CONNALLY. We estimate that the program which we are

recommen(ling to the Congress will-Dr. McCracken testified before
the Joint Economic Committee thai it would increase GNP by ap-
proximately $15 billion next year and depending upon the makeup and
reaction in the industrial sector of the economy that it would produce
between 500,000 and 1 million new jobs.

Senator J-TAizTKE. How much of that is attributable to the investment
tax credit?

Secretary CONNALLY. I don't have a breakdown.
Senator ItAR'rKE. Don't you think you should have?
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, this gets 'back, Senator Hartke, to what

we said a moment ago, that a great many of these things are not sub-
ject to quantitative proof, you just must rely on past experience.

Senator IJARTKE. Let's see whether it is or not. Wage and price
controls went into effect on August 15, right?

Secretary CONNALLY. Right.
Senator T INirrKE. What is the shortfall revenue estimate of taxes

that are going to have to be refunded as a result of that since August
15? What is the estimate? Mr. Nolan I have high regard for; he
ought to be able to give you that answer.

secretary CONNALLY. Mr. Nolan informs me he has no figures on it
and neither do I.

Senator HArKE. Don't you estimate it will be a substantial short-
fall?

Secretary CONNALLY. There will be-
Senator HAiTKE. For refmds since August 15?
Secretary CONNALLY. There will be some because during the 90-

day freeze-
Senator IIARTKE. Is it going to be in the neighborhood of $5 billion?



Secretary CONNALLY. I wouldn't think so.
Senator HARTKE. I think Mr. Nolan would think so.
Secretary CONNALLY. I cannot give you a quantitative answer on

that, Senator. We have to study it and supply some figures for the
record but I doubt that it

Senator IlARTKE. Would you do that for me?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
(Material furnished by the Department follows:)

REVENUE IMPACT OF THE WAGE-PRICE FREEZE

The revenue loss resulting from the 90-day wage-price freeze is estimated to be
$800 to $900 million. This estimate should be regarded as an upper limit since
part of the loss will be offset by the increased economic activity generated by the
freeze.

S' -10' HARTKE. In other words, what I am saying to you since
,.igust 15 has there been a shortfall in revenue due to decrease in
export taxes?

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. That indicates quite conclusively that the opti-

mistic statement you made has no justification in fact?
Secretary CONNALLY. What optimistic statement?
Senator I[TARTKE. The observation that this system is working, the

so-called NEP.
I refer to NEP as Nixon economicpropaganda and I expect we will

have more of it tonight and I don't think it is going to work and I
think this is concrete evidence that it is not working.

Now, you go ahead.
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, if you judge the entire success or

failure. of 'the, President's program on the basis of whether or not
there is going to be a shortfall in revenues (luring the 90-day freeze
period, which you apparently have just done, then there is no question
it, will he a failure, because everyone knows that the export profits will
be less; revenues from export profits will be less and taxes from in-
dividuals will be less bemuause the freeze that applies to wages and
salaries will have, in the short run, an adverse impact on revenues.

No question about, that. But I don't think that indicates that the
program is a failure. This is only one small element.

Senator HARTRE. What about jobs? How many new jobs have been
created since August 15?

Secretary COxNALLY. Well, Senator, I could not quantify the num-
ber of jobs created in the short time period. I do know tht again we
have approximately 79 million people fully employed in this country
at the highest wages in the history of the United States and at a very
high personal savings rate-at a rate of 8.2 percent.

Personal savings is running at the rate of $60 billion a year on an
annualized basis. I do know a great many things are happening in the
economy that gives us reason to believe that the President's program
will work and is working, and obviously you can't expect an economy
of this size, and you know this, Senator, to react and turn around in
a matter of 90 days or a matter of 6 months.

Senator TI.kRArI1E. I could have expected it to turn around in 21/2,
years.



Secretary CONNALLY. Now if you were to judge it all on the basis
of how much revenue we are going to get, what we would want is
inflation; the more inflation we get the more revenue the Treasury gets.

If you are going to base it on that, we are indeed going in the wrong
direction because we are trying to stop inflation and this means in the
shot run we will have a shortfall of revenues.

Senator IIARTKE. I understand that and I understand you have the
biggest, deficit facing you in our history. Even with the full employ-
mnent budget you are going to have an $8 to $10 billion deficit with an
estimated $30 billion deficit for this fiscal year, isn't that true, com-
pounded on top of the $25, $231/2 billion deficit, which would have
been $301/ billion if you had not taken $7 billion from the social se-
curity fund and treated it as revenue which you have to pay back,
isn't that true?

Secretary CONNALLY. I would say the-
Senator HARTKE. Isn't that true? Didn't you take $7 billion from

the social security
Secretary CONNALLY. You want me to answer or not? You asked

me if it is true. I would say, sir, no; it is not true.
Senator HARTKE. Would you be in favor of a $1,000 deduction for

each individual?
Secretary CONNALLY. No.
The CHAIMNAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Secretary, your statement had clarity and force

and I commend you for it. I w:ill try to be brief. Referring to your
statement, on page 14, the last sentence there, I have a question. I want
to make sure I understand it. It is in reference to DISC.

In the last sentence on that page when the amounts are paid, and
I am assuming this is the part that has been deferred-

Secretary CONNALLY. That is right.
Senator 'CURTIS. When the amounts are paid as dividends to DISC

shareholders or when the DISC ceases to qualify as such for any rea-
son, the income is fully taxed as ordinary income to the U.S. share-
holders. Is there a tax consequence on the export entity at that point?

Mr. NOLAxN. No, Senator; the tax is applied to the shareholder. Now
frequently the shareholder of the DISC will be the parent company
and so the tax will be paid by the parent company as the shareholder.
The DISC will not have any tax liability.

Senator CURTIS. The parent company?
Mr. NOLAN. The parent company will pay full ordinary income

tax on the DISC earnings when they are paid out as dividends.
Senator CURTIS. That clears it up. I wasn't sure about that. That

answers my question.
Mr. NOLAN. Well, let me make this clear: The DISC itself will ordi-

narily be a subsidiary of a U.S. parent. company which is doing the
manufacturing. When the DISC earnings are paid out from the DISC
subsidiary to the U.S. parent corporation. the U.S. parent company
will pay full U.S. tax on that, income.

,Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. NOLAN. There is no intercorporate dividend deduction. The tax

is paid in full at that time.
Senator CURTIS. I got the impression there that perhaps the expres-

sion might have meant just that, it was the ultimate individual share-
holders.



Secretary CONNALLY. We used the term "shareholder" and to that
extent it might be confusing, but we use that term realizing that most
often the parent will be the' sole owner of the DISC.

Senator CURTIS. Now, not too long ago, the Federal Communications
Commission ruled that a building for instance, whether it be a, hotel
and/or an industrial building or what not, could install its own com-
munications system, such as a telephone system, and the telephone com-
pany would have to connect them up.

Now as this relates to the job-producing credit, under the I-louse bill
if a nonregulated utility, such as a hotel corporation or industrial
plant, would buy and install its own telephone equipment, what rate
of credit would it receive?

Mr. NOLAN. Assuming that they used that equipment only for their
own purposes, for supplying their own telephone service they would
get the full 7-percent credit.

Senator CURTIS. Now, if a regulated utility bought the same iden-
tical equipment and stacked and installed it in the same hotel, indus-
trial plant or what-have-you, at what rate of credit would they pay?

Mr. NOLAN. Under the House bill they would get 4 percent.
Senator CURTIS. I am not pressing for a solution at this point but I

want to make sure that our record is clear on that.
Secretary CO.ALL. That is right.
Senator CITRTIS. Mr. Chairman, I will not take any more time.

Thank you very much.
Senator ANDFRSON (presiding). Senator Bennett?
Senator BENNE'rW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and as you know, Mr.

Secretary, I am in support of the program, the President's program,
so I have no questions to ask which might generate activity on the
part of the television cameras on my left.

I have a little housekeeping question to ask for the record. The tax
bill before us contains provisions to encourage employers to initiate
on-the-job training and )uild child-care centers for their employees.

We have before us already a bill which is going to deal oi a
broader scale with this problem. This bill deals only with the question
of depression areas. Would the administration be badly upset if we
should leave that out and put it in H.R. 1?

Secretary CONNALLY. No, sir: we would not. This was a meazlnrr
that was added in the House to which we acceded. It was not part. of
the original proposal which we made to the Congress and it might
more properly be considered as a part of HI.R. 1.

Senator BENNETT. And I am going to tell you a story and use it
as a background for an observation and a question.

When the depression began. my father, who was the head of a small
family-owned business, and f made a basic policy decision that we
would not lay anybody off but as our income was reduced we would
expect the employees t'o accept reduced compensation.

We reduced our own compensation to start with far below any-
thing we expected to happen to them. We had a half dozen union
members among our group of 70 or 75 employees and the morning
after we had that meeting the union manager was in our office and
he made a statement to me which I have never forgotten and which
I think is involved in the discussion we have had here about te s;o-
called trickle down theory.



He said to us, "AVe don't care what, happens to the men, if you
haven't any work lay them off, but don't cut the rate."

Now, here we have a situation where the President is saying to
labor we want to increase the number of jobs, and the only way we
can do it is by making it possible for industry through New equip-
ment and through a better opportunity to penetrate the foreign ex-
port market, and yet there are those and we have heard it suggested
this morning, don't give industry an opportunity to increase the num-
ber of jobs through tax adjustments, give the money to the employee
directly.

Do you recognize that there is a similarity between those two, these
two points of view?

Secretary CONNALLY. Well, Senator, again I try to respond when
this point was made earlier this morning by simply saying that we
felt that the President had recommended a very balanced program.
If you view the actions of the Congress over the 5-year period since
1969, because many of the actions that were taken in 1969 have not yet
gone into effect, they had a delayed beginning, if you take that then
probably the results are unbalanced in favor of individuals as op-
posed to companies and businesses in the country which basically
have to provide the jobs in this free enterprise system. This was part
of the thrust of my statement this morning, as you well know. Senator
Bennett, to try to get out on top of the table a lot of this discussion
where people for one reason or another or for one purpose or another
attempt to divide the peoples' minds in terms of their thoughts re-
lating to individuals and to corporations.

The Morporation is nothing except an entity through which individ-
uals transact commerce and business. That is all. The only conceivable
beneficiaries of any corporation are individuals, if there are -benefits.

If there are detriments only, those who are done damage are in-
dividuals. A corporation is a legal entity on paper. The entity itself
could not care less whether it makes a profit or loss.

The workers ought to be concerned and I just would point out
again that 68 cents of every dollar goes to wages and salaries.

Senator BENNET. Which is 10 times as much as goes to dividends.
Secretary CONNALLY. To the investor.
He gets about 6 percent if he is lucky.
Senator BENNF'Pr. That is right.
Secretary CONNALLY. So I think the worst thing that can happen

to the country is for us to be divisive in the type of comments that we
make with respect to the entities through which we do business.

You can't separate them that way. We ought not to separate, them
that way. What we ought to be looking at is the overall prosperity,
the, overall well-being of this country and its economic strength and
its economic viability because that is what we are up against.

Senator BENNEFrr. Mr. Chairman, my time-Ihave 15 seconds left
and I am going to use it to read a couple of sentences from the Evans
and Novak column in the Post this morning.

It is a chilling experience to hear a top government economist, lie is talking
about Japan, say with a broad smile, "I am sorry to tell you this, but I think
the United States is beginning its economic decline just as Great Bri;ain began
theirs twenty years ago," the delinquency is irreversible.

I think it is reversible and I think the President's program is an
important step in reversing it.



My time is gone, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, there

was mention of a memorandum that you were going to submit for the
record. I look forward to reading it, and I might say you made a ood
statement this morning.

Secretary CONNALLY. Thank you. We are going to produce some
additional data and a memorandum on our conversations with vari-
ous representatives of other nations with respect to their treatment,
the administrative treatment of tax policies. We told Senator Ful-
bright we would try to get him a breakdown on what goes into the
GNP and I believe Senator Jordan asked us to bring some additional
information to the committee.

We are also extremely grateful, Senator, for the kindness which this
committee has extended to the Treasury Department and for the dis-
patch with which this committee works.

Senator ANDERSON. This bill has several interesting phases of it.
There was an article saying tax cuts are

Secretary CONNALLY. senator, the bill provides that there will be
at change in the withholding tax on November 15th of this year, 1971.
so there will be an immediate impact of the bill if the committee can
act and if the Senate itself can act on it with promptness.

Senator ANDIRSON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary I am for what you are trying to

achieve with this program and what you are trying to achieve in the
foreign trade area. I believe the same thing is true of every member of
this committee. I believe that we are unanimous in being for what you
are trying to do to offset our unfavorable balance of trade and to stop
inflation.
I ami very much at loggerheads with you, however, when we come

to one particular phase of this program and that has to do with
interest rates.

Now, if we are going to have 6-percent inflation as we had last year
and were in prospect of having for this year, the moneylenders of this
country might be entitled to have an additional 6 points on the interest
rate they charge.

On the other hand, if we are not going to have inflation, if we are
going to have level prices for a year, then high interest works out, to
a tremendous windfall for the moneylenders. Quick calctilatioii- in-
dicate that a, person weid not be charging too much at 12 )er('(elt oil :1
housing loan if half of that were to be eaten u ) by a 6-percent inflation
factor. But, if you are going to have level prices then 12 percent would
be extortion.

Now, the mere difference of 4 points in interest rates, and I think we
are entitled to expect that much on the average loan, against a public
and private debt of $1,800 billion, would work out to $72 billion Lrross
windfall for somebody.

So far it looks like'the administration wants to pretend that. is not
happening or that is something where nature should take its course.

You say interest rates have gone (lown by almost 1 percent. They
ought to be down by 4 percent if we are going to have stable prices.Now, this committee can do something about it-we can tax those large
items of interest income if we cannot find a better way to handle it.
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Frankly, if I were George Meany I would be screaming to high
heaven about this matter-my workers are being called upon to do
without the pay raises that their contract requires while bankers are
being permitted to have this big windfall and while the insurance
companies are getting a big windfall and every loan shark in America
is getting rich out of this thing.

Why can't we have an effective rolback on interest rates? I am not
talking about, a freeze, I am talking about a, rollback to take into
account the fact that the woneylenders are not going to have to
sustain a further 6-percent erosion in their principal this year--the
money will be worth as much next year as it is now.

Secretary CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, we have indeed had a rollback,
not a mandatory rollback but the net effect has certainly been a roll-
back in the last few months or last few weeks for that matter.

And I would like to insert into the record a tabulation on the major
interest rate swings in 1969 through 1971 which very clearly points
out what has happened in the last month and a hal f.

The CHAIRMVIAN. Will you give us a comparison, Mr. Secretary, in
those same categories of what those interest rates were the last time we
had controls? When Truman was President and Roosevelt was Presi-
dent we had a President who was fighting for the little fellow, as far
as interest rates were concerned. He certainly was and he saw to it that
the moneylenders had to make their share of the sacrifice. Now, that
would show interest rates are far below the level you are talking about.

Would you mind providing that for the record?
Secretary CONNALLY. In that connection I would like to also in the

same table show what the wages are that were being paid during the
Truman administration and Roosevelt administration and other com-
parable costs of the Consumer Price Index.

(Material furnished by the Department follows:)

INTEREST RATES, WAGES, AND PRICES DURING WAGE-PRICE CONTROL PERIODS, ROOSEVELT AND TRUMAN
ADMINISTRATIONS

Beginnin
of control 2 months 6 months

period later later

Roosevelt administration (general controls between Apr. 28, 1942, to
Nov. 10, 1946):

Interest rates (percent):
Taxable Treasury bonds --------------------------------- 2.44 2.43 2.45
High grade corporates ------------------------------------- 2. 77 2. 75 2.76

Wages of production and nonsupervisory workers in manufacturing
industries:

Weekly -------------------------------------------------- $34. 89 $36. 04 $38. 81
Hourly -----------.---------------.--------------------- $0. 817 $0.84 $0. 888

Consumer price index (1967=100) ----------------------------- 48.2 48.8 49.9
Wholesale price index (1967= 100) -------------------- ---------- 59.9 59.9 51.6

Truman administration (general controls began Jan. 26, 1951. Wage
controls eliminated Feb. 6, 1953, and the last of price controls elimi-
nated Mar. 17, 1953):

Interest rates (percent):
Taxable Treasury bonds ------------------------------------ 2.39 2.47 2.63
High grade corporates ------------------------------- 2. 64 2. 78 2.93

'Wages of production and nonsupervisory workers in manufacturing
industries:

Weekly --------.--------------------------------------- $62. 58 $63. 14 $63.11
Hourly ------------------------------------------------- $1.53 $1.54 $1.57

Consumer price index (1967=100) --------- ----------.......... 76. 1 77.3 77.7
Wholesale price index (1967=100) --------------------------- 91.2 92. 5 90.7

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Debt Analysis.



MAJOR INTEREST RATE SWINGS IN 1969 THROUGH 1971

1969 yield range

High Low

Date Yield Date Yield

1970 yield range

High Low

Date Yield Date Yield

1971 yield range Recent rates

High Low
- -Aug. 13, Oct. 6,

Date Yield Date Yield 1971 1971 Change

Treasury bills:
3-month -------------------------------------------- Dec. 29
6-month .............................................. d....
12-month ------------------------------------------ Nov. 24

Treasury coupons:
1-year------------------------------- -------- Dec. 29
3 -y e a r ............................. ..................d o ----
7-year ------------------------------------------------ do --
10-year ---------------------------------------------- do ----

Federal fu nds I ----- ----------------------------------- -A ug. 8
Federal agency:

1-year ------------------------------------------ Dec. 30
3 -yea r ------- -- ----- ---------------- ---- -- ---- ---- -D ec. 3 1

New Aa Corporation bonds: (Teasury series) 2 ----------- Dec. 5
New Municipal bonds: (bond buyer series) ---------------- Dec. 18
New home conventional (FHA series)- - Dec.

8.08 Apr. 30 5. 87 Jan. 6 7. 93 Dec. 17 4. 74 July 19 5.53 Mar. 11 3.22
8.09 ._.do....- 5.96 Jan. 5 7.99 ___do---- 4. 78 July 27 5.84 --- do-... 3.35
7.86 Jan. 16 5.86 Jan. 30 7.62 Dec. 31 4. 74 July 28 6.01 ___do-- -- 3.45

8.40 Jan. 20
8.51 ---do..-
7.77 Jan. 16
8.05 Jan. 20

6.61
6.02
6.09
5.95

Jan. 2
Jan. 7
May 26
--do - -

8.28 Dec. 18
8. 42 Dec. 4
8.12 -._do --
8.22 - do...

Aug. 10
July 28
Aug. 10
July 28

6.28 --- do-...
6.91 Mar. 22
7. 11 Mar. 23
6.95 .--do----

10.50 Dec. 31 5.00 Jan. 5 9.75 Dec. 31 3.00 --------- 5.75 Feb. 24 2.25 5N 5/ -3

8.76
8.55
9.29
6.90
8.36

Jan. 20
Jan. 28
Jan. 24
Jan. 23
Jan.

6.33
6.53
7.27
4.82
7.53

Jan. 2
- do . -
June 19
May 28
July

8. 75 Dec. 24
8.54 Dec. 21
9.90 Dec. 31
7.12 Dec. 10
8.61 Dec.

-- do.--
Aug. 12
May 21
June 24
Jan.

6.56 Mar. 16
7.33 Mar. 24
8.42 Feb. 11
6.23 Mar. 18
7.96 Apr.

I Effective daily rate.
2Series based on issues with no call protection, for 5 year call protected issues deduct (at present

time) approximately 15 basis points.
3 July.

August.

5 Preliminary

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury-Office of Debt Analysis.

-0.61
--. 79
-. 83

-. 96
-. 86
--. 77
-. 70

6.52
7.32
8.22
6.03
7.82

5.67
6.23
7.97
5.24

47.83

-. 85
-1.09
-. 25
-. 79
+.01



Thel Cu RAnIMAN. I am in favor of having it all in the record Mr.
Secretary. But, back in the days when you used to work up on the
-ill, you had a point of view that was about the same as mine--

while asking everybody else to make a sacrifice, you shouldn't do
business in such a way that money lending doesn't have to, and I don't
think we can count on the Federal Reserve Board to do that for a
mlomnent.

In 23 years I have concluded that the large banks ought to pay the
salary of the Federal Reserve Board because it looks like that is who
they are working for. If someone is going to get the little people of this
country their share out of what they expect out of the stabilization
program, interest rates must come down by a lot more than 1 point.

Aren't you aware of the fact, this investment tax credit goes into
effect, every major corporation in America, will be lined up at those
banks and those insurance companies offices to get their shares of this
money for capital expansion programs and that has overheated the
economy on two occasions so much so that President Johnson had
to recommend that Investment Tmx Credit l)e repealed? And so did
President Nixon.

Now these large concerns, and I am not against them making a big
profit, I want them to do well, but they have their people on those
boards of directors, and telephone and telegraph companies seeking
to borrow money. They have a director on the bank board to get them
a good share of the credit. and again the same thing is true of General
Motors and General Electric. But a fellow trying to build a home does
not have anybody in there representing him on that bank board, to
guarantee hle gets his share of the credit.. It seems to me that we might
not even need the Investment Tax Credit if we could drop interest
rates to where they ought to be with stable. prices and then have the
controls that you are asking for. I am one of the fellows going to the
Senate floor later today to give the President the right to freeze that
pay raise for my own employees.

Some of us strictly among southern Democrats-are needed to up-
hold your hand on that or you probably would lose that vote today.
I think we have a right, to call on you to do what I am not reluctant
to do, and that is call on the money lenders to make their sacrifice.
Why can't we, get a program that puts the interest rates where they
ought to be with a stable price level ?

Secreta, ry CONNALLY. I think I might have, mislead you a moment
ago when I was talking about this basic point. I did not intend to
convey the idea that interest rates had gone down only 1 percent and
I misled you I am sure.

I think in that connection I was talking about the effect of various
Federal agencies 3-year securities. They dropped from August 13 when
they were running at the rate of 7.32 percent.

They dropped to 6.23 percent or a change of 1.09 in absolute terms.
But that is not percentage. It dropped from 7.32 to 6.23, about 15
percent. So we have had a very substantial decline in interest rates
but I grant your point and please let me associate myself with your
basic view.

I assure you my views have not changed very much since I worked
up here on the Hill many years ago. I don't want any misinterpreta-
tions of what my views are now. Obviously the rate that was in
existence prior to the freeze was a high rate.



I think it was too high. I have said so. Now, part of it was attributa-
ble to the expectation of inflation that existed in the country. And
this is one of the reasons why the President did what he did.

Now, I grant you that if we can break this back of inflation, if we
can halt the inflation psychology, that has just permeated every aspect
of American society, I think you will begin to see interest rates coming
down and I think if you are going to control prices, if you are going
to control wages and salaries and rent, then I certainly am not going
to argue against some control of interest rates.

I do think then in fairness that we ought to point out that there has
been a substantial drop in all of these categories, ranging from 10
to 15 percent in about 45 days.

The CHAIRM, N. Well, that is all fine, Mr. Secretary, but I must
say the first time I raised this point down at the White House I gained
the imI)ression that the people were about ready to ask around the
room, "Who let this fellow in here, to ask such a question about the
interest rates."

This is a very big item and it is something that the average Ameri-
can, all these, people who have done without this pay raise, 1re entitled
to expect. I am for controls, provided that it is a fair program, and
it applies across-the-board to everyone, but I don't think it is right
for us to come in here and ask labor to go without a pay raise that
was in a, contract and then proceed to pretend that that loan shark
does not. exist, over there and that we would know nothing about. the
tremendous windfall lie is getting on all of this.

So much as I like to get along with the banks, goodness knows I
am as vulnerable to what they can do as anybody in the room, at the
same time I feel it is my duty to raise this issue.

The program I think should be across the board. I would be willing
to negotiate with your administration on this basis: let's get a bunch
of economists in here who don't belong to the banks and don't belong to
labor, who claim to be independent and can show some credentials
along that. line. Let them suggest, what a proper level of interest rates
ought to be and try to bring this aboutas a part of the overall program
and if we can I think I will be enthused. But without that it won't
seem to me to be an equitable program. I am encouraged at least you
are willing to indicate, you are willing to consider it.

Secretary CONNALLY. No question about it, and I think the only
response I have to your comments is that money like many other
things is a commodity in the open market, and1 the value of it is
determined by the use to which it is put and the need for it.

Again, it is affected probably more directly and more instantly by
this inflation situation than anything you can think of.

Take your example of a moment ago. If a banker or insurance
company or whoever the lender is, if he thinks we are going to have
6-percent inflation, then he is going to ask 12 ierc~nt for his money
because lie thinks he has to get a 6-percent return.

And he is going to do it, unless you can control him. He is going
to do it because he just believes in his heart that he is going to loan
this money for a year or 5 years or in many cases, such as with
the insurance companies for 20 years, and if he thinks we are on a
treadmill of inflation, then it is really almost impossible for him to
ask enough to make up for what he thinks inflation might do to him



in the next 20 years. If you can indeed stabilize, if you can get into
people's minds that we have some future other than a runaway infla-
tion in this economy, then perhaps the lender will get down to a realistic
6-percent figure wiich you used in your illustration and I could not
agree witi you more.

The CIRM1AN. Of course what I object to thus far about, the
program is that, it proceeds upon the theory apparently that it is per-
fectly alright to let nature take its course where the money lenders
are concerned, but, where everybody else is concerned it is not alright
to let nature take its course, we are going to freeze their wages, freeze
their price.

In one case we have some people in my State who because of the way
the thing works out, would appear to be stuck with a 1-year roll-
back where all of their costs have gone up and the way it works out
they are being expected to roll their prices back for a year which they
cannot afford to do.

So while we are looking at the details of all of this, I would think
we ought to put those who are well able as anybody to make their
share of the sacrifice-and I have in my mind the money lenders-
they ought to be part of the package and we can agree what is fair
for them. I think that will iuake labor feel more concerned and more
kindly about the overall package, perhaps more likely to cooperate
which I would like to see.

Now, you are aware of the fact I 1)ersonally feel that these tax
cuts so far are structured to where they do go too far, all together
too far, in favoring business as compared to individuals.

Most of these tax reductions you have involving individuals are
merely a mater of moving forward tax reductions that would go into
effect anyway.

While on the other hand the reductions in taxes for business are new
reductions that were not scheduled to go into effect. My analysis in-
dictates that out of $7.6 billion in new tax cuts only one-seventh would
go to individuals.

One-seventh. It would seem to me that is not a substantial share for
the individuals and I might suggest to you that we ought to amend this
bill in a fashion that individuals would get a larger share of this tax
reduction.

Secretary CONNALLY. Well, again, Mr. Chairman, I think it is fair to
say that many of the provisions of the 1969 act have not yet taken
effect,. Admittedly part of what the President recommended was mov-
ing from January 1973 to January 1, 1972, the increase in the personal
exemption, but that is still money which is moved forward a year. I
think it is fair to say that the figures which I have given you, the $36
billion, the $36.4 billion that you provided in 1969, and since then,
for individuals, is a correct figure and what you have increased cor-
poration's taxes by $3.2 billion.

You say the relief for individuals is only one-seventh. Obviously
you are leaving out, these actions, and you are also leaving out the
repeal of the auto and truck excise tax.

The CHIIMAN. That was scheduled to be phased out.
Secretary CONNALLY. But over a long period of time. For 1981, I

believe, was the last year-in other words over the next 12 years. What
we are doing is doing it immediately so this action means'$200 on the



-average to everybody that buys a car in the United States. There will
be 10 million ot them bought next year, and that is not people, that is
automobiles, so ou are affecting probably 35 million people.

And if you look at the incomes of those who buy automobiles,
strangely enough it fits the pattern. You are going to have a reduction,
like that which you have had over the past several years, to the lower-
income groups, to the middle-income groups, they are the ones that are
going to get the benefit of the $200 decrease in the price of the auto-
mobile. It works out that way.

The CHAIRMAN. You are assuming all of the benefits are going to be
passed on.

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir, we have commitments.
The CHAIRMTAN. Commitments?
Secretary CONNALLY. We have commitments from the companies

that the reduction absolutely will be passed on to the consumers.
The CHAIRMAN. That will be fine if it works out that way, but some-

times it works out contrarily and then over a period of time they phase
into a new price structure.

But you have suggested also, Mr. Secretary, that we on this corn-
mnittee should not further increase the deficit by putting in additional
tax cuts of our own. On the other hand, I notice that you have recoin-
mended here this morning that we provide a 10-percent investment tax
credit compared to 7 percent with regard to what the bill provides,
and also to apply the DISC rules to all export income. How much
would those items increase the deficit?

Secretary CONNALLY. The first year, I think a very liberal estimate
of the cost of the DISC program would be $300 million.

This is already in the budget; for budgetary purposes it would be
no increase. The difference 'between the 7 and the 10 percent would be
an additional $500 million in 1971.

The CHAIRM-AN. Of course, you know with the House, they took
some things out and they put other things in so the bill contained sub-
stantially the same balance, if 'we are going to put the item back in that
would increase the deficit over the things they put into it.

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
There is a reduction in the deficit by $2 billion as a result of the

House action, the way the bill stands at the present moment.
The CH\RTMNAN. Again let me say that while I very much differ with

you on some items, I heartily applaud the objective in what you are
trying to do on the whole. I think you are doing a great job for us in
the national interest.

I think in fairness I should say that we applaud your efforts to get
this country moving and restore at least some balance to what is a very
unsatisfactory situation with regard to our international payments and
international trade.

Any other Senators want to ask additional questions at this time?
Senator NELSON. I had a couple.
I wonder, Mr. Secretary, concerning the DISC program, why

wouldn't it be a better approach to simply tax the U.S. corporations'
subsidiaries overseas in the same way we tax the domestic corpora-
tions, here, that is to say, tax them as they make their profits, currently,
rather than after they are repatriated? Is there any special reason why
that wouldn't work?
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Secretary CONNALLY. Let me answer simply that this indeed Nould
involve a major change in the tax policies of this country but I would
like for Mr. Nol an to respond to it in more specific fashion.

Mr. NOLAN. The Congress considered this at some length in 1962 and
decided to tax American companies on the operations of their foreign
subsidiaries only in so-called tax haven operations and decided not to
go further than that.

Essentially, in the case of foreign subsidiaries, we are talking about
income that is basically foreign source income, income which the for-
eign countries in which the operations are located have the primary
right to tax.

We have always been concerned that if the United States extended
its tax to income of that nature-to income that is essentially foreign
source income-that the foreign countries would simply increase their
rates of tax and soak up the additional U.S. tax and so that all we
would have accomplished is to increase the taxes collected by for-
eign governments from our own companies.

We have not felt that that was a desirable way to proceed. Instead
we feel that we must recognize as I say that the essential nature of
this income is foreign source income, that the foreign countries, by
and large, provide benefits to attract American companies into their
countries and that under these circumstances the only real practical
alternative from our standpoint is to provide in the case of export
operations which we want to encourage-that is keeping the manu-
facturing here for sale abroad, rather than having the manufacturing
activities go abroad-the only real practical alternative is to recog-

nize as we have in the DISC proposal, that tax deferral should be
granted as long as that income which is paid in is used in connection
with the expoi activity.

Senator NErSoN. I understand from reading the report prepared last
year by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Reveiue Taxa-
tion, that the loss of revenue under the DISC proposal would be about
$600 million, when the exports got to a, billion or a billion and a half.

Secretary CONNALLY. I think their figures were higher than that.
The $600 million figure was our figure of what the revenue loss was.

Senator NILsoIN. I thought that was other figure. In any event,
doesn't this mean that for every dollar increase of exports there is a
revenue loss of 45 to 60 cents?

Isn't, that an unduly expensive way to increase exports?
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, those figures do not take into ac-

count the feedback benefits to the economy. That is the increased tax
revenues that we will get from increased business activity, we do
not attempt to estimate those feedback benefits because they are specu-
lative and it is difficult to fix a number.

So we have not estimated that. But we really feel that the in-
crease in exports from the DISC proposal will be at least a billion
and a half dollars a year, maybe considerably more than that. But a
billion and a half is our firm estimate, and we feel, taking into account
the fact there that there will be a feedback benefit to the economy that
it is a good trade off, it is a worth while thing to do. And it has to be
considered to be a deferral, not a loss, it is a deferral and not a loss.

Senator NELSON. Thank you.



Senator BYRD. Mr. Secretary, I am inclined to the administration's
position and I want uo support the administration's position on this
matter.

I have not yet been able to convince myself that it is logical or wise
to reduce taxes at a time when we are at a $30 billion general, Federal
fund deficit last year, and $30 billion Federal fund deficit in the cur-
rent fiscal year, but I want to try to understand the figures a little bit
better than I do.

It was part of my question this morning as to the reduction in taxes
that will take place if this bill is enacted as it was enacted by the
Iouse. You replied that therewould be a reduction over $6 billion in
taxes.

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. As I, and I am not sure that I am correctly reading

tle table on page 7 of your statement, but it appears to me that the
reduction would be substantially larger than that, I take it from the
figures I got the amount would-be reduced under the 1969 act, but I
assume all of the other figures should be included in the pluses and
minuses, after you leave out the figures pertaining to the 1969 Tax
Reform Act; is my understanding correct in that regard?

Secretary CONNALLY. This is a 5-year table, Senator, that I was
using.

Senator BYRD. If we would take the year 1972 just for example, if I
could get clear as to how read that table, would not the reduction,
total reduction that would take place during 1972 be the addition of
all of the figures plus or minus with the exception of the four figures
1969 act under "for individuals," and the 1969 act, "for corporations?"

Leaving those figures out, I assume you would add the rest of the
figures, and add and subtract the rest of the figures to get the total
reduction; would you not?

Secretary CONNALLY. I think that is correct and I think the table
we are now% talking about, table II (see page 9) includes the 1969 Tax
Reform Act, the XDR and the Ways and Means Committee action in
total, as opposed to the table on page 11 of the House committee report
that deals only with the estimated effect of the Revenue Act of 1971
on calendar tax liability for 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1974.

And, the $6 billion that I alluded to in my remarks this morning,
was the effect it. was going to have in fiscal year 1973. As I recall you
asked me about fiscal year 1973 and fiscal year 1974, this morning, and
the effect of the 1971 Revenue Act as passed by the House is a loss of
reveme of about $6 billion in each of those years.

Now when you go back it will be more than that, when you go back
to 1969 and take the 5-year average.

Senator BYRD. But you actually refer only to the line marked 1972?
AMr. NOLAN. In the line marked "1972," there is also the effect of the

depreciation system that was adopted by the administration in June of
1971 and against those figures you have to net out the elimination of
part of this depreciation system in the House bill, so that you have
there figures representing revenue losses from the administration
action which have been partially reversed by the actions in the House
bill.

Senator BYRD. That would not amount to a great deal.



Secretary CONNALLY. The first-year convention amounts to $2.1
billion this year.

Senator BYRD. Does the total that, I get for a reduction for the 1972
is $11.2 billion, as compared to $6 billion which you gave before, but
even if you take out the $2.1 billion you still substantially are above
the $6 billion figure.

I am merely trying to understand these figures on table 2.
Mr. NOLAN. Also these are calendar year figures which vary some-

what from the fiscal year figures we were giving you earlier. The loss
from the bill, from the I-louse bill on a calendar basis for calendar 1972
is $7.8 billion.

The figure of $6 billion that we gave you is the effect in fiscal years
1973 and 1974.

Senator BYRD. Anyway, you are convinced yourself that $6 billion
figure is the actual reduction in taxes that would occur under this
proposal?

Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir. Specifically, in 1972 on a calendar
basis, it will be $7.8 billion; in calendar 1973, it will be $5.9 billion, or
roughly $6 billion. On a fiscal year basis in 1972 it will be $4.9 billion,
about $5 billion; in fiscal year 1973, it will be $6 billion; and in 1974
it will be $6 billion.

Senator BYRD. What, then, I assume we should do is discard this
table II, is it out of date?

Secretary CONNALLY. No, the point is, you can't reconcile the totals
in table II in my statement with the table on page 1 is of the House
committee report, because table II has too many other items in it,
including the effect of the 1969 act over a 5-year period, and that is
not reflected in table

Senator BYRD. Now, neither is it reflected in the figures I have been
adding and subtracting, you get $11.2 billion but I don't want to take
the committee's time or your time.

Secretary CONNALLY. We will be glad to sit down with you and
reconcile these figures.

Senator BYRD. If someone would reconcile the figures for me and
send it to the office I would appreciate it.

Secretary CONNALLY. We would be delighted,
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(The following letter was subsequently received for the record:)
TIE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,

lVash igton, D.C., October 13, 1971.
HoU. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
U.S. Senate,
IVashington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRi: At the public hearing of the Senate Finance Committee
on October 7, 1971, I was unable to reconcile the revenue loss from H.R. 10947
shown on page 11 of the House Ways and Means Committee Report (net revenue
loss for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973, of $6.1 billion) with the amounts
shown in Table II of the Secretary's statement to the Finance Committee
(calendar 1972 revenue effect of $-14.8 billion, and calendar 1973 $-16.0 billion).
As I noted at that time, Table II of the Secretary's statement includes the effects
of 1969 Tax Reform Act provisions and the ADR System as well as the effects
of H.R. 10947. Further, one set of amounts is on a fiscal year basis and one is on a
calendar year basis.

The amounts are reconcilable as follows:

Calendar year

1972 1973

1969 Reform Act:
Individuals ......---------------------------------.----------------------- -$7.5 -$10.2
Corporations ------------------------------------------- + 3.9 + 4.0

Net effect, 1969 act -------------------------------------------------- ----- 3.6 -6.2

ADR regulations (before change by H.R. 10947):
Individuals s---------------------------------------------------------- -- -. 7 -. 8
Corporations ---------------------------.-.--...................--------- -2.7 -3.2

Net effect, ADR ------ . ..------------------------------ ----------------- -3.4 -4.0

H.R, 10947:
Individuals ------------------------------------------------------- --- 5.9 -3.6
Corporations --------------.----------------.-----------.------------ --- -1.9 -2.3

Net effect, H.R. 10947 ----------------------------------------------------- -7.8 -5.9

Total ---------------------------------------------------------------- -14.8 -16.0

The calendar year effects of H.R. 10947 (revenue loss of $7.8 billion in 1972
and $5.9 billion in 1973 as set forth above) differ from the fiscal year effects
(revenue loss of $5.0 in fiscal 1972 and $6.1 In fiscal year 1973) because some of
the provisions of the bill correct the effect of other provisions after the close
of the taxable year. Thus, increasing the minimum standard deduction increases
the degree of underwithholding for calendar year 1972 which is corrected by
April 15, 1973; accordingly, the revenue loss on a calendar year basis is over-
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stated for 1972, and Is correctly reflected only by reference to fiscal year 1973
amounts. (The underwithholding problem Is cured for the most part on a long-
term basis by other provisions of the bill taking effect on January 1, 1973.)

The ADR amounts in the Table above are somewhat misleading. 11.1t. 10947
reverses part of the revenue loss from ADR to the extent of $1.7 billion in 1972
and $1.5 billion in 1973, so that the net loss from the new depreciation system
Is now only $1.7 billion in 1972 and $2.5 billion In 1973.

A more detailed reconciliation table Is attached. If you have any further
questions about this matter, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN S. NOLAN,

Deputy As8istant Secretary.
Enclosure.

ESTIMATED EFFECT OF 1969 TAX REFORM ACT, ADR AND H.R. 10947 AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE ON CALENDAR
YEAR LIABILITIES DIVIDED BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS AND CORPORATIONS

[In billions of dollars]

Calendar Year

Total
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1969-73

Individual:
1969 act:

Reform and relief -------------------------------- -1.4 -5.2 -8.1 -10.8 -25.5
Termination of Investment credit --------- 0.4 +. 6 +. 6 +. 6 -. 6 +2.8
Subtotal -------------_--------------- +.4 -.8 -4.6 -7.5 -10.2 -22.7

ADR -------------------------------------------- ------- --- -.6 -. 7 -.8 -2.1

House bill:
Eliminate ADR Y4-year convention ------------------------- +. 5 +. 3 +. 3 +1. 1
Income tax reduction ----------.-------------------------- -1.4 -3.2 -1.1 -5.7
Excise tax relief I ---------------------------------------- -.8 -2.3 -2.0 -5.1
New investment credit ------------------------------------- -.3 -.7 -.8 -1.8

Subtotal ------------------------------------------------- +2.1 -5.9 -3.6 -11.6

Total individual ----------------------- +.4 -.8 -7.3 -14.1 -14.6 -36.4

Corporations:
1969 act:

Reform and relief ------------.----------------- -+1.0 +1. 1 +1.2 +1.3 4-4.6
Termination of investment credit ---------- -+. 4-1.9 +2. 5 +2. 7 +2.9 +10. 5

Subtotal -------------_--------------+. 5 +2.9 +3.6 +3.9 +4.2 +15.1
ADR ----------------------------------------- --------------- -2.2 -2.7 -3.2 -- 8.1

House bill:
Eliminate ADR 3-year convention ----------------------------- +1.7 +1.4 +1.2 -4.2
New investment credit --------.---------------------------- -1.2 -2.9 -3.1 -7.2
DISC -------------------------------------------------------------- -.1 --. 2 -.3
Excise tax relief I -------------.----------.--------------- -.1 -.3 --. 2 -.6

Subtotal ---------------------------.--.-------------- +.4 - 1.9 -2.4 -3.8

Total corporation ------------------- +. 5 +2.9 +1.8 -,7 -1.4 +3.1

Total individual and corporation -------- -+. 9 +2. 1 -5.5 -14.8 -16.0 -33.2

Split as per Committee report.

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis.

Note: Figuies are rounded and may not add to totals.

Senator HARTKE. 11r. Secretary, when I ran out of time awhile ago
I left an unanswered question. In the last fiscal year we had a deficit
which was reported as $235 billion; is that correct?

Secretary CONNALLY. I believe that is correct; $23.2 as I recall.
Senator I-IARTKE. $23.2 billion. In that of course and I am not say-

ing that there anything was done illegally or wrong, that if you had
used the over accounting system, not used the combined budget, isn't



it true there was $7 billion borrowed from the social security trust
fund which in fact was treated as revenue and in fact must be repaid
with interest?

Secretary CONNALLY. There was a $6.9 billion surplus for the trust
funds in total.

Senator HATKE. I apologize for the $100,000 mistake.
Secretary CONNALLY. Call it $7 billion counted as trust fund surplus.
Senator HARTIrE. And treated as revenue?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator RIARTKE. With interest?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir; I am sure it will. Yes, I don't know

at what rate, but it will have to be paid back with interest.
Senator HARTKE. What we did we took the money which had been

accumulating for the benefit of old people to pay off the other ex-
penses of Government, isn't that true?

Secretary CONNALLY. No.
Senator HARTKE. I am not saying that the trust fund had been in-

vaded in the normal sense but it has been invaded to the extent that
$37 billion surplus which we have accumulated was reduced by $6.9
billion, roughly $7 billion in order to reduce the actual amount of the
companion budget deficit from total of over $30 billion to a little over
$23 billion.

Isn't that true?
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, Senator, there was no invasion of the

trust fund, obviously we have had to borrow more money. We bor-
rowed from the trust fund as we do all the time and we pay interest
because we don't want the trust fund money to sit there not bearing
interest. Social security trust fund assets were $44 billion at the end
of fiscal year 1971.

Senator HARTKE. But it was treated as revenue.
Secretary CONNALLY. That is right, in the unified budget.
Senator HAlRTKE. That is a proper legal procedure but I think all

people who are complaining to Social Security about the inadequacy
of their payments today, ought to know that there is a. $44 billion
surplus in that fund at the present tim". that $7 billion of this tbat
was utilized by the Treasury, in a fashion in which they were able
to reduce the actual stated :amount of the budget deficit from $30 bil-
lion deficit down to $23 billion.

Isn't that true?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator IIARTKE. NOW, ai'other question which when you were here

testifying on the trade bill we went into very short colloquy and very
short question and answer statement about the effect of investing in
the United States and investing overseas, in which you ended up with
the conclusion that under the present tax laws there was the tax ad-
vantage investing overseas which was not in the same fashion avail-
able to domestic corporations investing here at home.

I gave you the specific example that under the situation that if
you, at the present time, invest overseas you're entitled to a tax credit
for foreign taxes paid aid if you invest in Italy and pay foreign taxes
to Italy you would be entitled to those credits: ,if you invest in India,
you would not be entitled to a tax credit. for the taxes paid but, would
be only entitled to tax deduction for tax paid as a result of the state



tax levied which made it more advantageous to invest in Italy than it
did in India; is that, a fair summary of our little colloquy, when we
had the hearings on the t rade bill ?

Secretary CONNALLY. I would certainly say that was my memory of
it yes.

Senator IARTKE. Then why wouldn't you be in favor of adopting
the policies in the trade bill which I introduced here in the Trade and
Investment Act of 1971, which would really perform the functions
which you claim are partially accomplished by DISC, by repealing
all tax credit for foreign taxes paid?

Secretary CO.N.NLLv. No; sir.
Senator IIAuRKE. Why I1ot?0
Secretary CONNALLY. Again we get into a question I think Mr.

Nolan responded to a moment ago. If we repeal all foreign tax credits,
we endanger our best interests overseas and subject them undoubtedly
to different tax treatment by foreign governments and it would wind
up merely with a result, of punishing American investors overseas and
really help us not at all in terms of our revenue.

Senator HA\RTKE. Would it even damage the American investor to
put his money back here, would it not ?

Secretary CONNALLY. Not necessarily.
Senator HARTKE. If you take away the advantage of investing over-

seas you create an incentive to invest at home, do you not?
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, you do if you can successfully do it,

Senator Hartke.
Senator HARTKE. Why wouldn't you also end tax-free treatment

which is presently given which provides for no tax on the export of
license and patents which is an exportation of our technology; why
would you eliminate that tax bonanza. for those people?

Secretary COxxALv. I did not, know, I would have to study that.
Senator ITARTKE. 'Al[I. Nolan, would you care to comment?
Mr. NOLAN. We do have limitations in the ta.x system on the extent

to Which patents and other taxable assets can be transferred abroad
without recognizing gain. We. have a provision in the tax law that I
think vou are aware of, section 367. which permits some transfers
of assets to foreign corporations without recognizing gain, but we
have generally not permitted transfers of patents and trademarks
except where they go abroad connected with manufacturing activities
of ,the company abroad.

I point out to you that for many IT.S. companies, factors quite apart
from taxes make it necessary to produce abroad if they are going to
compete in the world markets.

Thev simply cannot compete with foreign producers in many cases
with fho differences in wage rates unless thev have factories abroad
and if we were going to deny the foreign tax credit, we would be
effectively aban doning the foreign markets to foreign competitors.

Senator IARmKE. How does DISC help in this regard?
Mir. NOLAN. The DISC proposal favors U.S. production over foreign

production under our tax laws; it reverses the present tax inducement
to go abroad without handicapping foreign investment that is gov-
erned by factors other than tax factors. It will help in a large number
of marginal cases wliere taxes make the difference, not, in all of the
cases but in a. substantial number of cases,; DISC will affect the mar-
ginal cases and make it, worthwhile for the company to manufacture
here for sale abroad where tax factors are the dividing line.



Senator IHARTKE. That is debatable but I want to come to one other
point, where, why didn't you repeal the special benefit to a person
who lives overseas and is employed by a domestic corporation, if lie
lives overseas 17 out of 18 months, giving him that special break;
w hy don't you take those three proposals in the tax credit for the
foreign corporation in the special trea tent in regard to patents and
royalties in the special treatment for personnel who live overseas,
wouldn't that really be effective deterrent to accomplish the end result
which you have advocated in DISC?

Mr. NOLAN. I think it would be more than an effective deterrent.
I think it would force most U.S. companies out of many world markets
and I do not think that is advisable.

Senaitor HARTKE. It would encourage them to come to the United
States to do their business, would it not?

Mr. NOLAN. Eliminating all U.S. controlled production abroad
would have no effect on the difficulty of U.S. companies ex-
porting in competition with foreign-owned companies which would
continue to benefit from the tax policies of other countries thaft favor
their exporters. It would force U.S. companies to give up their foreign
operations in many cases. They would just simply lose the opportunity
to continue selling in those markets.

Secretary CONNALLY. In the long run that has to be adverse to the
interests of the United States.

Senator HARTKE. Well, I mean it is hard to square thit with your
stated purpose on DISC but let me say to you I am not willing to
pursue that at the moment.

Mr. Secretary, now, I am for the tax credit; when you go into ADR
on top of tax credit, you are adding an average of $2.7 billion a year
additional in. What is the ADR cost?*

Mr. NOLAN. Over an average basis over 10 years, after the action
of the House in cutting out the first year convention the net cost
would be something like an average of $2.7 to $2.8 billion a year.

Senator I-ARTKE. That means in 10 years about over $20, $25"billion
cut expense?

Mr. NOLAN. I have a hard time calling it a cut. In many cases--
Senator HARTKE. Let me
Mr. NOLAN. The ADR recognizes in many cases that lives are indeed

shorter than we have been allowing and companies are entitled to an
allowance that will be allowed to everybody, not just some of the
companies.

Senator IJARmE. But a total loss of reveme of $2.8 billion, right?
I think you ought to make a choice. You ought to make an election,
which case you want to pursue.

Now the advantage of a tax credit is simply that it does require
an actual new investment whereas ADR does not, isn't that true?

Mr. NOLAN. No. You only get the benefit of the increased deduc-
tions of depreciation with respect to new assets you buy, ADR does not
apply to old assets.

Senator HARTRE. "T'lip, forcing of the action in this case is more
effective on the tax credit than it is on the ADR, you do not agree
with that?

*The ADR system is discussed more fully In a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury
to the chairman, pp. 755.



Mr. NOLA-;. We do jot. We think both of the items operate to re-
duce the cost of capital. They do it in different ways but they do have
the same effect, they make it more profitable to buy the asset.

Senator IIARTICE. What is the estimated cost of the tax credit on
the 7 percent across the board?

Mr. NOLAN. On an annual basis it is something between $31/2 or
$4 billion a year.

Senator HARTKE. Iin other words, if it is $31/2 that is in excess of
close to $61/2 billion revenue?

Mr. NOLAN. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. On an annual basis?
Mr. NOLAN. Yes, sir.
Senator IIAWTKE. Now, why wouldn't you on a tax credit, inasmuch

as you want to go back to August 15-I do not believe anyone has
really taken this Congress that it necessarily is going to put that tax
credit into effect-why wouldn't you make it prospective as you al-
ways advocate in our tax laws instead of making it retroactive and
make it prospective from the date that the actual bill becomes law?

Secretary CONNALLY. I think part of the problem stems from state-
ments that the chairman of this committee made, and the chairman
o f the Ways and Means Committee made. and statements that I made
)ack earlier in the year if indeed there was a request the investment

tax credit be passed and if the Congress passed it, that it would be
retroactive to April 1.

Senator txir'rKiE. Do you think people really made investments on
the basis of the commitments of yours, and inasmuch as I recommend
that and Senator Long and Con-gressman Mills?

Secretary CON-NALLY. We had not originally recommended it.
Senator ITARTKE. But I knew that vou recommended not you. when

you were Secretary. Secretary Kennedy came in here and told me
about. tme great evil of the investment tax credit. I can tell you ie
said it was absolutely no good, did not encourage investment, had
nothing to do with investment and I asume that it is so much talk
and it is gone.

Secretary CONNALLV. It means we can all be wrong at times. What
I am referring to is that we had not this year recommended that we
go back to April 1. The administration recommended that beginning
date of August 15.

The House Ways and Means Committee moved the date back. made
it retroactive.
Th4- CiikrMz-Nx. If I might get into the act because I would like

ihe record to reflect the situation as I understand it. You wanted to
make a speech to some people, M'r. Secretary, urging them to go
ahead and invest their monev and not hold up waiting for the in-
vestment t,-,x credit. You waited to say to them that if it goes into
effect orders placed after April I ought to get the investment tax
credit and you informed the chairman of the tax writing committees
that you wanted to make that statement.

Secretary CONNALLY. Th-at is right.
The CHAtR.N.fA You were not recommending it at that time but it

went into effect. They ought to get the benefit of it because they
knew vou didn't want them to delay making contracts that they
wanted to niako. while waiting for something to happen that might
nevor u'7pen. Ye went a1on, with you.



\hen you made your recolwuendation you had an August date
but the August date was based on deliveries rather than on orders.

Secretary CoNNALtY. That is right.
The CnAIrItAN. Chairman Mills and I both felt that all three of

us should stand on just exactly what you said and what we agreed
to go along with you on sayig, that if we reinstated the credit, it
ought to be effective with regard to orders made in April.

So it is a matter of one is date of order and the other is date of
delivery, but in any event, everyone agreed we shouldn't encourage
blusinessmen to hold up making investments, waiting for something
to happen that might never happen.

Secretary CONNALLY. You are absolutely correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me, I wanted to get it sti'aight for the

record.
Senator HARTKE. I endorse your policy on interest rates so much

I could not be upset by anything you said at this moment. I don't think
this policy is going to work. And it reminds me too much of March
1931, when President -loover made the same type of miscalculation
as to how to put this country on its feet.

He did advocate the Reconstruction Finance Corp. and I would
imagine that is what we are going to be doing again now, we are.
going to become some type of corporate structure that is to bail out
failing businesses which I anticipate is going to continue in the future.

I wish that you had a policy which really would address itself to
general consumption in the manner in which the chairman of this
committee had indicated, and that is frankly you have to bring the
interest, rates down, you have to expand that pie, bigger than you have
calculated and you can't do it merely by dealing with just the business
side of the community.

That won't do the job. I would hope that you would come forward
with substantial increases in Social Security, as a matter of fact, as
much as 20 percent immediately would not be out of line; I think you
ought to come with at least a thousand dollar deduction for individuals
who are concerned, even on top of what you have. There is no question
you were going to talk about cost, this country is in rough shape and
you can talk all about. the great economic condition that exists and
Imber of people employed at higher wages but President Nixon did

not make this statement to the Nation because he thought. the country
was heading in the right direction; he said "we are faced with a, great
crisis, and it. is high time we recognize and deal with the crisis' pro-
portions and not just with partial steps."

And I would hope that welfare reform as Mr. Ribicoff indicated
he is interested in doing would come forward. But I don't know what
you are, going to do for an encore because after you buried yourself
once there is not much living left, and I am afraid there are not many
morM television stations going to be able to convince the Americal
people. going to repeat what happened, I know you are not going to

like this. I don't ask you. I know the President is not going to like it,
but after his Augrust 15th speech I talked to a young lady at a hotel at
the desk, I said what did you think of the President's speech? She
said. "I didn't hear it and I hadn't read about it in the paper, but I
know it is good for him and bad for me and I think this way ; I think

the American people feel and you are going" to have to correct tiat with



something meaningful for these peol)le, if yoU could have a tou-,'anl
dollar deduction in 1939, for people with families, they would under-
stand what you are talking about.

But if you give. 20-perent. increase in social security, they would
understand what you are talking about, but since I mdorse the tax
credit, thev don't understand why that means jobs to them, and I think
thev are right.

Senator BENN 'rrT. I am tempted to ask for one more bit, of informa-
tiom based on the Senator's last statement. By how much would you
increase the deficit if you raised the deductim immediately to a tlou
sand dollars and increased social security by 20 percent, assuming
that, you are not prepared to ask for additional taxes to cover the 20-
percent increase in social security ?

Secretary CONN,\x y. That would be an interesting figure if we can
get that.

Senator BENNETr. I realize that you could not be expected to have
it at the tip of your tongue, but I would like to have it in the record.

Secretary CONNALLY. We think the personal exemption increase to
$1.000 alone, would run in the range of $81/ to $9 billion, over the pro-
posed $750 figure.

Senator HARTKE. I think closer to $10. That would be over $700 for
1972 under present law.

Secretary CoNN.,,IY. Ten ? Thank vou, Senator.
Senator BENNE'r'r. And the other figure would be interesting for the

record. That is all I have.
(The Department subsequently informed the committee that a 20-percent

increase in social security benefit payments would increase expenditures by
approximately $9 billion.)

Senator fLkmK,. Let me say to vou. I can give you those answers
if they don't have it: it is 1iO, closer to $10 billion if you go to at
thousand dollars.

That is if you operate from the present base . No question about
that.. I am not dlenving that. On the social security, let. me say to you,
if vou take the present tax recommendations, which Mr. Burns has
recommended in the House. vou can give a 20-percent increase without
invding the fund whatsoever, and vou can give almost immediately
between 9- and 10-percent increase without taking an additional penny
out of the wage earner's pocket, due to the present overcharge be-
callFe of the system we have been following, so long as that is why we
could give the 15-percent increase which the chairman put onto the
bill if you recall, without taking an additional penny out, and reduced
the anticipated surplus from $50 billion to $37 billion, and that is
nothing wrong with that.

I ask M,. Nolan to verify that, or Mr. Woodward. that there was
not , penny taken out, and there would have been a $50 billion surplus
in the social Fecuritv fund otherwise.

The CHIRIM:Ax. We will ret the figures on that for those who want
it. I would like to just touch )riefly on another matter. because that
ha, been raised. but I don't think adequately covered.

Last year, we passed this social security, public welfare bill that.
had something for all of the aged. disabled, and the, blind. It had a
lot to do with medicare and medicaid, ac well as a big social security
increase. After we passed it 83 to 0, the House wouldn't go to con-



ference with us because they were trying to use that social security
increase as a, leverage to try to get the family assistance plan on the
statute books. Now, we finally got the 10-percent social security bill
through this spring, but it took almost to August for the House to get
that so-called welfare reform package to us. There would be no prob-
lem in passing something to provide more money for the aged, the dis-abled, and the blind. I don't think we would have much dit culty pass-
ing something in short order to Provide more money for the States in
)roviding benefits for family categories.

But I am frank to tell you, Mr. Secretary, that some of us plan to
give you the fight of your life if you try to add an amendment to this
bill to put another T or 9 million more people on welfare, paying
them to do nothing.

We are willing to pay $5 billion for people to do something, but
to do zero, we are not for it. And we expect to fight on that. We will
offer a, snpile alternative where we pay people to work, but we are
tired of paying money for more and more people to not work, and we
are tired of people making money on welfare. We are going to give
you a real fight on that, and I think we will win.

I regret to say that. the administration has been trying to force us
to take their views for 2 years on that, and they have not succeeded.
If you want the family assistance plan put on as an amendment to
the bill, you ought to be anticipating that we will be fighting on that
measure while you're up to your nose in snow climbing Capitol Hill
to get your bill. We might ;e on it in the spring. When we gYet down
to the question of whether we are going' to pay for people not to work,
and double up the welfare rolls, or whether we are going to pay tihe
money for people to work, that is going to be one knokl-down, drag-out
fight, the way it lines up this moment. And I don't think that you can
count on getting your bill through in time to do what. you hope to
achieve if you are going to wait until we get through fighting about the
family assistance ph.

The administration says that even if they get their way about that,
it will take 18 months to mail out the first -check under the family
assistance plan. I hope for your sake it does not take you 18 months to
get your program into effect.

Senator BENNETT. I applaud your statement. It is the right state.-
ment but the wrong Secretary.

Secretary CONNALLY. Let me make it abundantly clear, I (lid not
bring this subject up, as I remember. As I recall, a member of the
committee brought it up, and I merely responded by saying the welfare
reform was a matter of high priority. I would hope they would not
attempt to tack it to this particular tax measure, if indeed the com-
mittee was going to get into a hassle about it, and I gather you have
answered that question.

The CHARMAN. Mr. Secretary, in Senator Ribicoff's statements, if
you want to put that family assistance plan on the bill, I hope lie will
give me time to go home aid put my fighting clothes on; I came down
in my best suit today.

Th ank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
(-Whereupon, at 1: 10 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject. to call

of the Chair.)





THE REVENUE ACT OF 1971

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
COmMNjITTLEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Wallace F. Bennett, presiding.
Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Talmadge, Hartke, Ribicoif,

Nelson, Bennett, Curtis, Miller, Jordan of Idaho, Hansen, and Griffin.
Senator BENNETT. Ladies and gentlemen, the chairman will be a

minute or two late but we have such a long list that he has asked me
to begin the hearings.

I will open the hearings by reading the statement that was prepared
for the chairman.

This morning the committee begins hearing public witnesses on the
President's proposals to spur the economy. On each day this week and
continuing through Monday of next week, the committee will hear 12
to 15 witnesses a day on various aspects of H.R. 10947. All witnesses
have been advised to restrict their presentations to not more than 10
minutes. Those who can finish their statements in less time are urged
to do so, and those whose statements go beyond the 10 minutes will be
politely reminded and requested to put the balance of their statement
in the record without using time to read it.

For the benefit of persons choosing to submit a written statement to
the committee in lieu of a personal appearance, let me suggest that five
copies of the written statement be delivered to the committee office not
later than noon, Monday, October 18.

Our first witness today will be Senator Magnuson, so we will be very
happy to hear you.

STATEMENT OF HON. WARREN G. MAGNUSON, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

Senator MAGNuSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I took note of your
warning about 10 minutes. I have two amendments so I will take 20,
but one I will dispose of very quickly.

Senator Jackson and I, and some other Senators, have suggested an
amendment to this committee which deals with the electric utility in-
dustry. It will retain the currently proposed 4-percent investment
credit on eligible public utility property, but at the same time would
impose a research and development fee upon the utility companies.
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Most of these companies have been expanding regardless-they
have to-and this would merely suggest that those who are eligible
to take the tax credit would use it for R. & D. programs. These
States ware listed as eligible for the Emergency Extended Unemploy-
ment Compensation Act. I will submit my statement for the record on
that particular amendment.

Senator BENNEW. Without objection, it will be received.*
Senator MAGNUSON. Now, of great importance to not only me but

many Members of the Congress and others is the serious question of
unemployment, not necessarily nationwide but certain pockets of un-
employment that are so serious that we cannot afford tG wait for an
upturn of the general economic condition before acting.

I happen to come from a State that has over-well, on the western
side, my last figures last week were 16.5 percent. That is serious. That
comes close to the 22 percent in the 1930's. This is not true all over
Washington State. The statewide unemployment is 13 percent but
that is not good-it is bad enough as it is, but it is 16 and 17 percent
in certain areas, pockets, where higher unemployment exists.

There are other States in the country that are also involved, and so
we proposed an amendment that we think needs to be enacted as an
emergency unemployment act. I know that this committee has got to
act quickly on II.R. 10947, on the House bill, the Revenue Act of 1971,
because of the enormous significance to the entire Nation.

The committee's hearings on the Revenue Act may present the only
opportunity this year for the Finance Committee to consider the need
fo'r an Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act.

Your distinguished chairman has asked me to come here this morn-
ing to present my case to the committee so that you can consider this
matter before reporting the act to the floor.

Chairman Long realizes the significance of the measure to not only
the State of Washington but also to other places in the Nation that
are well above the 7.5 percent unemployment figure.

As the committee knows, we introduced this billW, S. 2311, on July
21 of this year. The bill was introduced 'because of the critical situation
which faces us now, and I got these figures last week-,784,332 work-
ing Americans exhausted all unemployment benefits during fiscal year
1971. Several hundred thousand more workers have exhausted all their
benefits since July 1, 1971, which'brings the total over 2 million in the
last 16 months.

This number compares with 954,000 workers who exhausted all bene-
fits during fiscal 1970.

Mr. Chairman, this represents an increase of almost 90 percent and
comes at a, time when the. rate of unelnployment nationwide runs
around 6 percent and when the prospect for unemployed workers find-
ing new jobs is very, very bleak.

In my own State, now experiencing the Nation's highest rate of
unemployment at 13 percent, except for Alaska, 99,564 workers ex-
hausted all benefits during fiscal 1971 as compared with 16,000 during
fiscal 1970. This is over a 500-percent increase in 1 year.

On October 2 of this year the State of Washington's emergency
extended benefits program ended because the expiration date set in the

*ee letter, p. 84.



original act had been reached; and another 10,000 workers were cut
off benefits on that one day alone.

Washington State will exhaust its entire unemployment compensa-
tion trust fund next March unless something is don e by the Federal
Government. This fund totaled $322 million only 2 years ago and it
will be all gone by March 1; I have talked with responsible officials
in Washington State and they all agree that a Federal Emergency
Extended Unemployment Act like I have offered presents the best

So I want to take this opportunity to briefly outline the major pro-
shortrun solution.
visions: (1) All States that have enacted an extended compensation
law pursuant to the Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compen-
sation Act are eligible for this emergency measure. Individuals are
eligible who have exhausted under State law both their regular and
all extended Federal and State unemployment compensation benefits.

An unemployment rate of, say, 7.5 percent, insured unemployment,
plus total exhaustions, would trigger the emergency benefits in partici-
pating States.

Now, 7.5 is not necessarily a figure that I think is-I just don't know
whether 7.5 is the right figure or whether we should make it, because
of the cost involved, over 10 percent unemployment. The Federal
Government would pay 100 percent of the emergency compensation
paid by the State prior to July 1, 1972, and 80 percent of the compen-
sation after June 30, 1973. This allows the States a period of time to
enact a matching requirement of the 20 percent in order to maintain
their eligibility.

A tax increase of 0.05 percent from employers will be levied to
finance the act, an increase from 3.2 to 3.25 per centum.

Mr. Chairman, I must emphasize to the committee that Washington
State is suffering a regional depression. The churches in Seattle will
feed 8,000 hungry people a week. They all got together and have check-
points where food is handed out; that is how bad it is getting. Twelve
thousand hungry citizens have been turned away because there is
simply not enough donated food available; and yet the Department
of Agriculture-and I have discussed this with the distinguished Sen-
ator from Georgia-will not allow surplus commodities to be dis-
tributed to these people because Washington State has an existing
food stamp program. They say that is sufficient.

Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Chairman, will the distinguished Senator
yield at this point?

Senator MAGNUSON. Yes.
Senator TALMADGE. The law, as the distingiushed Senator knows,

authorizes the food stamp program and a commodity program to
* operate in the same State simultaneously under extreme hardship

conditions subject to the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture.
It would seem to me that figures cited by the distinguished senior

Senator from Washington would warrant a dual operation in such
program; and I am at a loss to understand why the Secretary of
Agriculture won't permit it.

Senator MAGNUSON. Well, all I want to do is to have him work it
out. But the Department of Agriculture contends that the food stamp
program is sufficient. Now, this is not correct and no one will testify
to that effect, because you take a person on social security-
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Senator TALMfADGE. The food stamp program, if the Senator will
yield again, would probably be sufficient for a family. that had some
minimum income but unfortunately the stamps require a minimum
investment.

Senator MAGNUSoN. That's right.
Senator TALMADGE. And for a family that has no minimum income,

they cannot make a minimum investment.
Senator MAGNUSON. That's right.
Senator TALMADGE. Th at was the reason for the commodity program.
Senator MAGNUSON. Well, I point this out to point out the problem

that we have, and even though this Senate agreed and the House
agreed and the President signed a bill for $20 million in emergency
funds to be used in the hardest hit areas, the Office of Management and
Budget callously states they will not do it.

Anyway, I point this out, and I appreciate what the Senator from
Georgia said because I do hope something will be done. Twelve thou-
sand people are turned away each week and this is only in the King
County geographical area. There is no problem of distribution; the
churches and the Goodwill and the Community Chest people-all
these people-will distribute the food; and there is food in the ware-
houses.

The Senator from South Carolina and I went out there about 6
weeks ago, out to the Navy installation at 'Sand Point. where they have
huge warehouses and they are just stacked full with food, and three
blocks away people were standing in line because of the bureaucratic
problems. And I think the Department of Agriculture has been very
callous about this.

I point this out to show what the problem is. This policy regarding
commodity distribution certainly will not help those in need who have
exhausted all unemployment compensation benefits and are employ-
able. These people do not qualify for welfare benefits in Washington
State.

Now, let's say you get a person who exhausts all of his benefits; he
can't find a job. I suppose the State legislature is going to allow him
to go on welfare. That is the only place he can go.

I handled the big appropriation for HEW and I will submit the
figures to this committee; I am having them worked on this morning.

You take a person off unemployment compensation and put him on
welfare-it is not only the loss of dignity that he suffers, the humilia-
tion within his neighborhood, but it costs you almost twice as much
to keep him on welfare. And I will submit those figures and the funds
come right out of the Treasury. 'So, when you talk about the cost of
extended unemployment compensation benefits you are saving the
Treasury money.

I will use a round figure; it is between $3,000 and $3,500 per year
per family for people on welfare considering the whole thing, par-
ticularly if they have two or three children. So it, seems to me that in
the long run we are going to save a great deal of money with this.

So I urge the Finance Committee to consider adding an Emergency
Extended Unemployment Compensation Act to the bill presently being
considered. I know of no other way to do it. If the committee in its
wisdom figures they cannot add it to this bill, I am going to have to
put an amendment on the floor; and I cannot guarantee what would



happen to it on the floor, but I think it would pass. I think it would
pass t)ut I would rather have it be done the right way, the regular way.

So I submit this and I hope the committee will take a look at it.
Somthing has to be done because we just cannot wnit for the upturn
of this economy; and I don't know what these people are going to do.

I hate to see-I have a neighbor who is a pretty good engineer, not a
professional, not a college grad tuate, but he has worked his way up in
his field. Fle has l)een unemployed for a year; lie will exhaust his
benefits next month and he is a fine person. I don't want to see him on
welfare. I think it will break his spirit; but he figures that lie is
justified in talking unemployment compensation when he is looking
for a job every (lay lie caii, because he hell)ed pay for it since it is a
fringe benefit and therefore he is justified, but he doesn't feel in this
country he should )e on wel fare.

So f don't see any reasonm-may I put in the record certain docu-
ments, State by State statistics on this matter, Mr. Chairman?

The CHAIIM AN (now presiding). By all means.*
Senator MAGNUSON. 1 have listened to critics over the past few days

and the past few weeks since the tax bill was submitted that it leans
heavily toward business. All of you have heard that and it does; and
that is what it 'will do if you are going to have this investment credit.
But I thiik you are justified in doing something for these people,
too, who are unemployed, and are trying to find jobs in aras where
the unemployment rates are highest.

You get unemployed workers on welfare and you will break their
spirit and they get tsed to it and some don't go back, do they? I know
that. I know ie cost.. We have got a $29 billion bill on HEW right
now-this last one-and supplonientals that are going to run around
$1.5 billion. It seems to ine you could save some money from the
Treasury until these leol)le can lined jobs rather than push them off
into a welfare program with all its bureaucratic red tape.

I thank you.
The CITAIIIM1AN. Thank you very mucdl, Senator Magnuson.
Senator MAGNUSON. I will put these in the record. 'It shows, State

by State what is happening. I want to add, before I leave, if you do
consider this, I used the figure of 7.5.

Now, that would cost, a great deal of money originally but you
would also sl)end it, on welfare ; von would 'have to take it out of the
Treasury; I will tell you that.

A billion dollars down there, is nothing on welfare; it comes up in
every supplemental we have and mayl)e you might want to use the
figure where the thing is so serious, like 10 percent. That would help
these pockets of high unemployment.

The Senator from Connecticut has a. couple of pockets up in his
State-pockets of unemployment-where they are exhausting their
benefits.

Senator RimICOFF. May I ask one question?
Don't you find in the State of Washington that many self-respect-

ing people who have worked hard all their lives and never thought
fhey would ever see, the day that they would go on welfare now just
to keep body and soul together, are on welfare in the State of
Washingtoni?

Senator MAGNUSON. Sure. As I said, I happen to have a neighbor
who is a good, hard worker, you know; he is-lie isn't a graduate
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engineer but he is all engineer; and it is almost heartbreaking to see
people who want to work and help build America and have some
talent who have to be relegated to welfare. I just think some of them-
it is going to break their spirit and their faith iii this country.

I thank tle committee.
Senator MILER. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question ?
Senator MAGNISON. YCs.
Senator Mmmoi. I believe you made the comment that this situa-

tion out in your State was tantamount to a regional disasterr, and I am
wondering if the west coast dock strike hasn't seriously aggravated
this.

Senator MAGNUSON. Would you repeat that?
Senator MILLE. You miade a comment tlat this situation in youlr

State amounted to a regional disasterr, and I can understand that. Now,
my question is, has not the west coast (lock strike seriously aggravate(l
that condition?

Senator MAGNUSON. Oh, it added to it.
Senator MILE. All right; I am just going to pass this on to you.
I think all of us are sympathetic with the problem such as vyou have.

f have introduced and testified on a bill before Selator WYillias*
committee which would extend tie authority of the 1Iesi(lent under
the T aft-IHarthy law to cover regional emergencies as well as national
emergencies; and I believe that if you would speak to Senator Wil-
liams it would be helpful in this connection because I was thinking
precisely of situations such as you have.

Senator MAGNUSON. Such as the west coast strike?
Senator MILTJI. In connection with that.
One further question: You made tie commentt that thlis neighbor

of yours had paid into the un(ml)loynelnt, compensation trllst fund.
W1,3 that under State law that he (lid this? )o you know ? Generally
it is my understanding that the employer is the one who doe's this
rather ihan the employee.

Senator M,\oNUSON. You're correct; tile eic)lo a tax but
it certainly is considered as a "fringe benefit" anl is something the
workers believes he has earned.

Senator MIL,,Em. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator MAGNUSON. W11e are faced with a situation and I jist want

to repeat. I don't think anyone knows any )etter than Senator Cotton
and how much it costs to keep a person on welfare. Ihe funds come
right out of tile Treasury. I thank you very much.

The CHAiIir,\N. Than~k you, Senator.
(Senator Magnuson's prepared statement aid enclosures follow.

Hearing continues on p. 103.)

U.S. SENATE,
Washington, D.C., October 8, 1071.

Hon. RuSSBELL B. LoN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONo: Section 106 of the Revenue Act of 1971, as passed by the
House, would extend a 4 percent investment credit to eligible public utility prop-
erty. As we understand it, this credit is designed to create additional jobs by



encouraging expenditures for equipment and to assist utilities in raising the
necessary capital for system expansion. We would invite you to consider all
amendment to these provisions that is intended to better achieve important
national goals in the electric utility industry and to improve the quality of the
environment.

The amenment would keep electric utilities eligible for the investment credit
as now contemplated under the Revenue Bill. But it would, at the same time,
impose a research and development fee upon electric utilities in all amount equal
to 90 percent of the investment credits received on public utility property used in
electric operations. The purpose is to raise revenue for an innovative reseiirch
and development program directed toward increasing effieiencies of existing
equipment, encouraging basic examination into new means of producing reliable
energy and discovering methods of reducing environmental impacts of present
and future energy generation and transmission systems. Another possible option,
if additional stimulation of the electric utility is desired, is to increase the in-
vestment credit available on electric utility property up to 7 percent while re-
taining the research and development fee at; 4 percent.

The fund would be administered by a five member Federal Power Research
and Development Board appointed by the President to staggered five year terms
with the advice and consent of the Senate. After ten years the Board would
cease to exist unless Congress renews its mandate.

The Board is to develop an overall program after annual hearings. It is antici-
pated that this process will enable the Board to benefit from the counsel and
advice of environmentalists, consumers, public interest advocates, members of
the scientific and technical community and the affected industries. Also required
is a detailed annual report which is to include a description and appraisal of
research and development activities funded during the preccding year, an evalu-
ation of future funding needs, and all assessment of the impact of emerging
technologies on the demand for electricity, the economy and the environment. A
newsletter is to be l)ublished at least twice a month to provide basic and con-
tinuing information on the Board's activities to the scientific community, Con-
gress, industry and the general public. The funds collected, while limited to use
by the Board, will be suoject to the appropriation process so that Congress will
be able to assure that funds allocated to the Board serve the objectives of the
act. All of these provisions 0 r, designed to me1l11, tie Board highly viable and
guarantee that its activities are in the public interest.

We are recommending this approach for several reasons: The electric untility
industry has not been suffering from a sluggish investment program as has
plagued much of American industry. To the contrary, to meet rising demands for
power, utilities have had to construct new facilities at record rates. The problem
in the electric industry is not merely one of increasing investment, but it is one
of making )lants more compatible with a quality environment and acceptable to
the people.

The industry alone cannot undertake the broad scale R&D program necessary
to meet these needs. Adequate research efforts are prevented by unsympathetic
utility commissions that have not encouraged R&D expenditures, by the noi-
existence of a )rofit motive because a regulated industry must pass any savings
on to customers, and by the fact that many promising devleol)ments require
expenditures far beyond the resources of a single company or group of companies.

Voluntary industry-wide efforts are doomed to failure because non-contribu-
tors will benefit equally with those wiho finance industry activities. Thus a man-
datory government program is required.

But the benefits of this proposal are not conflned to the utility industry. In-
creased R&D expenditures will not only stimulate general employment. but it will
also provide jobs for highly skilled scleitife and technical personnel. It. could lead
to the creation of a whole new industry concerned with promoting efficient use of
existing energy resources and improving pollution control.

The mechanism of anl investment credit combined with a fee of all equal
amount I)resents a unique opportunity for Congress to increase energy R&D activi-
ties without increasing electricity rates for tin' consumer or increasing costs to
the industry. It would substitute random uncoordiated investment activities
of Individual utility companies with a comprehensive R&D program under pub-
lic control that would operate to assist the industry, increase employment and
improve the quality of life.
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Because of the special requirements of the electric utility industry, we hope
that you will favorably consider this amendment.

Sincerely yours,
WARREN G. MAGNUSON, U.S.S.
HENRY M. JACKSON, U.S.S.

AMINDMENT Intended to be proposed by Mr. Magnuson to IMR. 10047, an Act to
provide a Job development investment credit, to reduce individual income taxes, to
reduce certain excise taxes, and for other purposes, viz: At the end of the bill, add
the following new section:

SEc. 18. The Federal Power Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new title:

"TITLE IV-FEDERAL POWER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMiENT BOARD ESTABJISlIEI)

"SEC. 401. (a) There is hereby established the Federal Power Research and
Development Board (hereinafter referred to as the 'Board'). The Board shall
consist of five members oppointed by the President, by and with the advIc,
and consent of the Senate, one of whom shall be so appointed as Chairman of
the Board. The members first appointed under this section, as amended, shall
continue in office for terms of one, two, three, four, and five years, respectively,
from the date this section, as amended, takes effect, the term of each to be
designated by the President at the time of nomination. Their successors shall
be appointed each for a term of five years from the date of the expiration of the
term for which his predecessor was appointed and until his successor is appointed
and has qualified, except that he shall not so continue to serve beyond the
expiration of the next session of Congress subsequent to the expiration of said
fixed term of office, and except that any person appointed to fill a vacancy
occurring prior to the expiration of tile term for which his predecessor was
appointed shall be ajppointed only for the unexpired term. Not more than three
of the members shall be appointed from the same political party. No person In
the employ of or holding any official relation to any licensee or to any person,
firm, association, or corporation engaged in the generation, transmission, distri-
bution, or sale of power, or owning stock or bonds thereof, or who Is in any
manner pecuniarily interested therein, shall enter upon the duties of or hold
the office of member. Said member shall not engage in any other business, voca-
tion, or employment. No vacancy in the Board shall Impair the right of the
remaining members to exercise all the powers of the Board. Three members
of the Board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, find the
Board shall have an official seal of which Judicial notice shall be taken. The
Board shall annually elect a Vice Chairman to act in case of the absence or
disability of the Chairman or in case of a vacancy in tie office of Chairman.
The members shall he appointed from among those )ersons with experience and
competence in the following areas: the environment and its protection; electric
power reliability; and scientific and technical research -and development. The
Chairman shall be compensated at the rate provided for hy level III of the
Executive Salary Schedule under section 5316 of title 5, United States Code.
The remaining members shall be compensated at the rate provided for IS-18
under section 5332 of such title.

il) The authority under this title shall terminate ten years from the date
of enactment of this Act.

"FEE ASSESSED

"SEC. 402. The Federal Power Commission shall assess and collect a fee from
every person generating electric energy in an amount equal to 90 percent of all
Job Development Investment Credits on public utility property received by that
person in electric generation, transmission and distribution operations under
the Revenue Act of 1971.

"TRUST FUND ESTALISIIED

"SEC. 403. Revenues collected by the Commission from such fees and interest
oi such revenues shall be deposited in a trust fund, to be known as the Federal
Power Research and Development Trust Fund (hereinafter referred to as tile
'fund') which is in thr. Treasury of the United States to be available through
the appropriation process only to the Board for use in carrying out all the
revisionss including administrative expenses of section 404 and other provisions
of this title. Separate appropriations requests shall be submitted by the Board
to the President for transmittal to Congress.
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RESEARCHH PROGRAM AUTHORIZED

"SEC. 404. (A) The Board is authorized to conduct either directly or by way
of contract, grant, or other arrangement, a program of research and development
for the improved means of production, transmission, distribution, and con-
sumption of electric energy with minimum impact on the environment. Payments
under this section shall not exceed the amount of tile fees collected pursuant to
this Act. Such program shall be coordinated with and shmll supplement research
and development programs conducted or assisted by other Federal agencies,
universities, electric power companies or other companies or individuals. Funds
appropriated pursuant to this Act shall be allocated on the basis of their con-
tribution to the attainment of the following goals-

"(1) increasing the efficiencies of energy generation, transmission, distri-
bution, and consuinl)tion processes;

"(2) decreasing the adverse environmental impact of present and future
energy generation, transmissloi, onn( (list ribution proc('sses;

"(3) achieving basic innovations for new means of reliably generating
energy while protect Ing t lie environment;

"(4) making increasedl efllcten(cles wnd improved technology directly
available to all electric utilities, regardless of size or nature of ownership;

"(5) other areas which the Board deems to be within the broad objec-
tives of tills title; and

"(6) in allocating the stlis of the Fund under this title, the Board shall
reserve not h-ss than 5 per ((entui of such sums for projects whieh make
a deliberate effort to search for adverse social, environmental, or economic
effects of proposed present technologies. Reports on such projects by
the principal investigators shall be compiled and furnished to the Congress
and the public annually.

"Al)I N ADIISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

"Sc. 405. (a) In carrying out its functions under this title, the Board is
authorized to-

"(1) pres(riibe such regulations its it doeils necessary governing the
manner tit which suelh fun 1ions shall be carrie(l out;

"(2) a)point such officers and employees as may )e necessary, and super-
vise and direct their activities;

"(3) utilize from time to tline, as appropriate, experts and consultants,
including panels of experts, who may be employed as authorized by section
3109 of title V of the United States Code;

"(4) accept and utilize ti services of voluntary and uncompensated
personnel and reiliburse theim for travel expenses, including per diem, as
authorized by law for persons in the Government service employed without
compensation;

"(5) rent ofllce space; and
"(6) make other necessa my expen(lit tires.

"(b) If, in carrying out its fun('tions inider this section, the Board from time
to time should require the services of perso(niel engage(l ti the generation,
transmission, and distribution of electric energy, it should seek such personnel
from all segilents of tile electric i)ower Industry including Investor owned,
State and local public agencies, cooperatives, and Federal agencies.

",REPORT

"Si'c. 406. Tile Board shall prepare ind sul)mit to the President for trans-
mittal to le (!ongres not more than six months after the passage of this Act
an1d oil the saille day annually after that, t (omI)rehensive report on the
administration of thiis title for the l)re('ce(ling calendar year. Whenever possible,
judgments contained in the report shall Include a clear statement of the assump-
tions and data used. Such report shall includ('--

"(1) a thorough analysis and evaluation of research and development
act ivities funded under this title;

"(2) a comprehensive evaluation of tile areas most in need of research
and deN elopment funding In the future;

"(3) nil amialysis of the possible aild probable impact of emerging tech-
nologies oil the present and future aspects of the following:
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"(A) both the supply of and the demand for electrical energy;
"(B) the economy ; and
"(0) the environment.

"(4) the extent of cooperation with other Federal agencies mid public
and private institutions, indicating the difficulties and the Board's plans
for improvement, including proposals for legislation if needed.

NEWSLETTERR

"SEC. 407. (a) Not less than twice each month, the Board shall publish at
newsletter (hereinafter referred to as the 'Nowsletter'), whill slall be made
available to all intereste(l persons an(l include--

$(1) abstracts of ill apl)roved grants, Incliding a statement oil tile gen-
eral nature of tie work;

''(2) ainouncements of hearings;
"(3) summaries of promising developments; and
"(4) the information required elsewliere in this title.

"(b) Ti Board shall give notice by publication in tle Federal Regist er awd
In tile Newsletter it least ninety (lays before approval of any grant of $5,009,O(X)
or more and shall provide an opportunity for any Interested party to (ommeit
oil iny such grant prior to approval. No grants may ,be approved until thirty
(lays after ('ompletion of the time allowed for tit(, (,oinent of interested persons,

' 'PROCEI)U BE'

"SEc. 408. At least once each year the Board shall conduct a hearing on its
proposed budget for the following liscal year. Notice shall be given by lpblicat ion
in the Federal Register and In ,the Newsletter at least sixty (ays prior it) its
occurrence, the scheduled date, time, and place of said hearing. In addition, at
least forty-five (lays before the hearing (late, the Board shall pubillh In tIh(
Newsletter a complete statement of proposed )rograms in tlie 1(eXt fs('al year.
All interested parties should be granted an opportunity to testify. The Boaird
('an deny the request to testify only on the basis of good cause plblishing the
reasons 'therefor. A record shall be made of all bearings, and sail(d re('or(
shall be available for public inspection. All reasonable and germane inquiries
made at the hearing of the Board, or of the principal Investigators where possible.
must be fairly responded to on the re((ord. Thi Board shall walt at least thirty
(lays after the coml)letion of the hearings to allow for the (comnint of interes('(1
parties before submitting its budget to the President.

"PATENTS

"SEC. 409. Each contract, grant, or other arrangement for any resear(.h or
developmentt activity supported by this title shall contaii provisions effective
to insure that all information, uses, processes, l)atents, till(] other (levelopments
resulting fronm that activity will be made freely 11id fully available to Ile
general publi('. Nothing herein shall be construed to deprive the owner of an.v
background patent of any right which he may have thereunder.

"CIVIL PENALTY

''SEc. 410. Any person who violates any regulation establislhed pursuant to tlhis
title shall be subject to a civil penalty of not more than $10,000 for each violation
or for each day of a continuing violation. Tim penalty shall be recoverable in
a civil suit brought by the Attorney General on behalf of the United States ill
the United States district court for the district in which the (hfend(nnt is lo(lted
or for the District of Columbia."

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. WARREN G. MAONUSON, A ,.S. SENATOR FRoM iHi:

STATE OF WASHINGTON

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the Senate
Finance Committee on the need for enactment of an Energency Unemployment
Compensatiozi Act. I realize that the Committee must act quickly on H.R. 10947.
the Revenue Act of 1971, because of Its enormous economic significance to the
entire Nation. I will comment briefly on a further amendment to the Revenue
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Act, suggested by Senator Jackson and me dealing with regulated companies that
generate or supply electricity. First, let me discuss the question of unemployment
compensation.

Mr. Chairman, I am concerned because of the Committee's schedule that the
hearings on the Revenue Act may l)resent the only opportunity this year for the
Finance Committee to consider the need for an Emergency Unemployment Com-
pensation Act. Your distinguished Chairman has asked me this morning to )resent
my case to the Committee so that you can consider this matter before reporting
the Revenue Act to the Senate floor. Chairman Long realizes the signilllcance of
this measure to the State of Washington and knows how st rongly I feel about ti
need for such an emergency measure.

As the Committee knows, Senator Jackson and I Intro(luced S. 2321, the
Emergency Unemployment Compen at ion Act of 1971, on July 21, 1971. This bill
was Intro(luced because of the critical situation facing 1,784,332 working Amerl-
cans who exhausted till unemployment benefit s during F'. Y. 1971. Several hundred
thousand more work(rs have exhausted all tielr benelIts since July 1, 1971, the
end of F.Y. 71. This mmumber compares wit 95.4,191 workers who exhausted all
benefits (luring F.Y. 1970. Mr. Chairman, this represents an increase of almost
niety percent and conies at I illne when tile rate of Ulnemploymlent, six percent,
makes the lrospuect. very bleak for unemployed workers to find new jobs.

In the State of Washington, now experiencing the Nation's highest rate of
unemployment (except for Alaska) at 13 percent, 99,5-t1 workers exhausted all
benefits during F.Y. 71 as coml)ared with 16,413 during F.Y. 70. That is over a 500
percent increase in one year. On October 2nd, 1971. the State of Washington's
emergency extended benefits program ended because the expiration date set in
tlie original act had been reached; another 10,(00 workers were cut-off from
benefits on that (late.

Mr. Chairman, Washington State will exhaust its entire ITneuldoymemit Com-
pensation Trust Fund next NMarch unless something is (loll(, by the Federal
Governmentt; this fund totaled 322 million dollars only two years ago. I have
talked with the responsible officials In Washington State and they agree that a
I1 ederal Enmergency Extended Unemployment Act like I have offer red presents tile
best short-run solution.

Let me take this opportunity to briefly outline the major provisions of S. 2321.
All states that have ena(ted an ext enc( .oumpensation law pursuant to ti

Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation agreement are eligible for
this emergency measure. Individuals are eligible who have exhausted, under
State law, both their regular andt all exten(led federal and state unemlployment.
compensationn benefits;

An unemployment rate of 7.5 percent (insured unemployed plus total exhaus-
lions) would trigger the emergency benefits in participating states;

Tile Federal Government shall pay 100 per centunm of the emergency comlensa-
tion pa1d by the State l)rior to July 1, 1973 and 80 per (.eniun of tih (oml'nsation
after June 30, 1973. This allows the States a period of tline to enat a miiatchuing
requirement of 20 per centum in order to maintain their eligibility.

A tax Inicrease of .05 percent from employers will be levied to finance tih(,
"'Emergency Untm mlloyment Compensation Act of 1)71"; an increase from 3.2
per cent to 3.25 per cent.

Mr. Chairman, I must emphasize to the Committee that Washington State is
suffering a regional depression. Tle chur-ches In Seattle feed 8,000 hungry peo-
pie a veek. 12,000 hungry (itizens are turne(l away because there simply is not
enough donated food available. The Department of Agriculture will not allow sur-
plus commodities to be (listril uted to these l)eolple leause Washington State
has an existing food stamp )program. Agriculture officials callously state that
these hungry peoIple have an "Income maintenance" problem that cannot be solved
by giving them free food.

This policy certainly will not help those in need who have exhausted all un-
employment compensation l eneffits and are employable; these people do not
qualify for welfare benefits in Washington State.

Mr. CliaIrman, I urge the Senate Finance Committee to consider adding an
Emergency Extende(l Compelnsation Act to the 1ill presently being considered.
I believe that it will provide a relief measure to those hardest. lilt by recent
economic policies. Some economists have critilcze(l the proposed economies in-
centives as being too heavily weighted in favor of business. Adding an
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Emergency Extended Compensa:tion Amendment would certainly help to bal-

ance these incentives and at the same time provide additional purchasing power

to several hundred thousand workers. Mr. Chairman, I urge the Committee to

adopt this measure which would bring immediate assistance to workers who

have already exhausted all unemployment benefits, live in states with the high-

est rate of unemployment and face the bleakest prospects for finding a job.

On a second matter, Senator Jackson and I would also like to propose a fur-

tier amendment to the Revenue Act dealing with regulated companies that gen-

erate or supply electricity. This amendment would retain the electric utilities'

eligibility for a 4 percent investment credit as contemplated under Section 106
of the Revenue Bill. But It would, at the same time, impose a research and devel-

opment fee upon electric utilities In an amount equal to 90 percent of the invest-

ment credits received on public utility property used in electric operations. If

additional stimulation of tle electric utility industry is desired, another possible
option would be to grant up to a 7 percent investment credit to electric utilities

that are subject to the research and development fee.
The R & 1) fee would go into a fund to be administered by a 5 member Federal

Power Research and Development Board, appointed by the President with the
advice and consent of tihe Senate. Many provisions, such as public hearings, a
bi-weekly newsletter, and congressional appropriation of funds are all designed
to make the Board highly visible and guarantee that its activities are in the
public interest.

The Board is to conduct an innovative research and development program
directed toward In('masing effliten('les of exiting equipment, encouragihg basic
examination Into new means of reducingg reliable energy and discovering methods
of reducing adverse environmental Impacts of present and future energy genera-
tion and transmission systems.

I am recommending this approach for several reasons: The electric utility in-
dustry has not been suffering from a sluggish investment program as has plagued
much of American industry. To the contrary, to meet rising demands for power,
utilities have had to construct new facilities at record rates. The problem in
the electric industry is not merely one of Increasing investment, but it is one of
making plants more comlatible with a quality environment and acceptable to
tile people.

The industry alone cannot undertake the broad scale R & D program necessary
to meet these needs. Adequate research efforts are l)revented by unsympathetic
utility commissions that have not encouraged R & D expenditures, by the non-
existence of profit motive because a regulated industry must pass any savings on
to customeris, and by the fact that many promising develol)ments require expendi-
tures far beyond the resources of a single company or group of companies.

Voluntary industry-wide efforts are doomed to failure because non-contributors
will benefit equally with those who finance industry activities. Thus a mandatory
government program Is required.

But the benefits of this proposal tare not confined to tile utility industry. In-
creased R & D expenditures will not only stimulate employment and the economy
but it will also provide Jobs for highly skilled scientific and teclinical personnel.
It could lead to the creation of a whole new industry concerned with promoting
efficient use of existing energy resources and improving pollution control.

The mechanism of an investment credit combined with a fee )resents a unique
opportunity for Congress to increase energy R & D activitle. without increasing
electricity rates for tile consumer or increasing costs to the industry. It would
substitute random, uncoordimate(l Investment activities of individual utility
companies with a comprehensive R & D program under public control that would
operate to assist the industry, increase employment and improve the quality of
life.

It is for this reason, Mr. Chairman, that I welcome the opportunity to propose
this second amendment.

In closing, I want to again thank the Chairman for giving me this opportunity
to discuss these two amendments.

Mr. Chairman, I ask permission to insert several documents for the record at
this point.

STATES ELIGIBLE UNDER MAONUSON PROPOSAL-AALASKA, CALIFORNIA, CONNEcTI-
CUT, MAINE, MASSACHUSETTS, MICHIGAN, NEW JERSEY, ORiiON, PUERTO Rico,
RiHODE ISLAND, WASHINGTON
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TIlE WASHINGTON
LABOR MARKET

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DEPARTMENT
STATE OF WASHINGTON

Olympia, Washington

AUGUST 1971

Total employment changed little between June amd
July In Washington State, Fam employment rose 24,400
due to the raspberry and strawberry harvests; but this
galts was mostly offset by a loss In state and local govern-
ment employment, attributed to normal summer layoffs
by public schools, and an Increase In the number of
workers Involved in labor-management disputes. Mid-
July payrolls totaled 1,285,800, represetting a gain of
3,400 from June but a loss of 40,500 from July 1970.

The number of Individuals involved in labor disputes
increased from 4,000 at mid-Jur to 11,100 at mid-July.
longshoremen went ni strike on July I with 3,600 In-
volved in Washington State, A continuation of the dis-
pute threatens to curtail logging employment since log
shipments to Japan have been stopped. Involvement of
construction workers In work stoppages increased from
1,600 at mid-June to 4.500 at mid-July. Other major dis-
putes under way at mid-July Included Wuyerhaeuser
pulp and paper workers and employees of the American
Smelting and Reflinig Company in Tacoma.

Unemployment Falls to 170,400
The number of unemployed workers In the state de.-

creased from 181,600 and 12.4 percent of tlie labor force
Itn June to 170,400 and 11. percent in July. The decline

was mainly attributed to the temporary employment of
thousands of youth In th' western Washington berry
harvests and the withdrawal of other youth from the
labor force after unsuccessful attemripts to fhd employ-
ment. The sudden drop In the seasonally adjusted tnem-
ployment rate form 12,5 to 11.8 percent between May
asd Ji( proved only temporary as it Increased to 12.4
percent In July.

Farm Employment Iligh
The raspberry and strawberry harvests boosted farm

employment to its annual peak In July. Gains In western
Washington associated with the berry harvests more
than offset a drop In seasonal farm activity in eastern
Washington, which resulted from the completion of the
asparagus harvest Over 36,000 workers were employed
in the berry harvests alone; most were school-aged youth
arid housewives. Seasonat farm activity cast of the Cas-
cades In July included the apricot, cherry, early peach,
and green pea harvests; sugar beet weeding; and apple
and pear thinning.

Agricultural employment can be expected to fall in
August because of the completion of the strawberry
harvest and the near completion of the raspberry har-
vest but farm work will still be in high gear. Major ac-
tivities In eastern Washington will Include the peach,
sweet corn, early potato, and Bartlett pear harvests. In

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT AND MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT, WASHINGTON STATE
ANNUAL AVERAGES, 1964-1970 MONTHLY DATA, 1970-1971
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western Washington major activity will center around
the completion of the raspberry harvest and the blue-
berry, cucumber, and pole bean harvests. Blackberry
picking will start it late August and run into September.

Nonfarm Employment Trends

In contrast to tie trend i total employment, non-
Odricultuxal wage, and saatry emlloyment fell 22,100
between June ar7d July. State find local government fell
19 JOll as nornal summer terminations of noncertflfcated
tersonne'. by public schools outweilgl1ed gains associited
with th', hiring of disadvantaged youth it special sumoo-
mer 000k iprtollrams. Contstruction t0ntlloylnent (lil)pid
igtlan Ill July (die to Incea.sed Involve'lent In labor ',-

Iputes. TO asess tile comleh7tt iffect otf tit dipllutes ol tile
inlusiy it Is ,cct7ssary it) take Into a tunt riot only
those wh1o were Involved bttt to tVtlnIIate tit(. Ilutn)efr of
addItionlal jobs wlhicl would have de, veloped 1ad tiltre
not I)(en it d (is)ut(,, A rough estioo te is aivailable front,
l(,t004nrinft till' year-to year diffetlnce li7 construction
entlloynent before tile dipultt1es begin an( t1he year-to-
year difference it July. In A1 7ri 1971, tilted last normal

month in the building trades, construction employment
wogs 3,700 lower than one-y(ar earlier. By July tile year-
to-year deficit wos 10,900. Thus, th7e disputes have lowered
July employment approximately 7,200-4,500 by direct
involvement and 2,700 jobs by foregone expansion.

1i other nonnalufactllrlng Industies, a loss of 3,000
occurred In transportation, conitlications, and utilities.
All of the loss resulted from tile lonigshoreren's stlke.
The industry total wis still affected Iby the Western
Union dlisp1ute but not affected by the7 tail strite; 1oth of
these disputes have sine been settled, Trade emplo1y-
7nitt 7idvttnced 1,200 between J77e and777 July oi t170
strengthll of seasonal gai ttt wlllt,sal lirns p0ackig
fruit find vegetabllithe, nutnbet tof retail triide workers
invlvtoled lit lblr disliuhcs declined filoii 1,100 In Julle tot
200 it July but cutlbaceks associtel wlih the usual sum-
tiler slowdown il l cnsumer buying 1ti lhe overall gain
0in retail trade to 100.

EmlUiploynment In tile service antli misctllan(7us group
wits little calinged over the month but wide se7777l771
changes were noled it te itndultry. Hotel anti motel
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payrolls rose sharply in response to tourist business as
did employment in health services, but the expansions
were more than offset by typical seasonal cutbacks by
private colleges and schools.

Manufacturing Employment Low
Manufacturing payrolls remained relatively stable be-

tween June and July, adding 300 to total 212,000 il the
hitter month. The total for basic industry was 2,600 lower
than It would have been except for labor disputes, but
even so, it was an extremely low level for July. After
adjustment for the labor disputes, it was tile lowest July
total for manufacturing since 1055-16 years ago. In
July 1968, manufacturing employment totaled 202,000.

Food and kindred products added 500 workers in July
for the largest gain in the primary industries. The i-
crease was basically file to the procKessing of western
Washington berry crops although alight gains were also
repotted by beverage firms, neat packing Iorises, dairy
product plants, and in other food manufacturing estab-
lishlents. Lumber alnd worod prodctcs continued its re-
covery, adding 400 in July, At midnonth the Industry
total was 1,200 higher than one year ago. A few clostrlV8
were reported by logging firms for the duration of the
longshoremen's strike due to tile stoppage of log exports
to Japan. Additional shutdowns can be expected If the
dispute continues. Fire hazard closures occurred In early
August. Other than these two factors, tin outlook for the
ltmber industry remains bright. Prices of nearby con-

tracts (September delivery) for both plywood and lum-
ber on the nation's commodity markets are higher than
most more distant contracts (November and January);
this Inverse relationship occurs only when current de-
mand exeds supply.

Pulp and paper employnset was also ol tile tiup side
In July, adding 400 workers, although the industry total

continued to I- affected by the dispute at Weyerhaeuser
mills. A gain of 200 was noted at apparel firms and sev-
eral industries reported gains (f 100 eacb.

Nonferrous metals and aerospace were tie only mtanu-
factoring Industries to show significant losses between
June and July. Nonfcrrots metals dropped 900 because
of a labor dispute while aerospace fell 600. Tite July loss
in aerospace was relatively small compared with most
earlier months of this year, hut the July level for the
Industry was 68,100 below that of July 1068--thc record
high for aerospace.

Weekly Earnngs Average $169.09

Average weekly earnings of imalufacturing produc-
tion workers in Washillttoo State roe $2.35 from May
to tiverag(, $169.09 in ,lne. 'liht, average workweek was
319. hours in the latter rvith anm tile hourly rate sf pay
averaged $4.27 Several indlustries posted stibstantial
gaiiis in sW',ekly pay 1lsstweests May ansi J1ne i spite of
tle 8s1a11 galil fo" nlainufitstirinsg as a1 whole.

Weekly Callilisgs ill cheintclls and allied products
droplIel over $10, but tosrrs aind earlisgs averages were
high it) May because of an exceptional antilnt osf over-
tine work. Weekly hours averigetd 42.1 it May compared
with 40s.1 il June, Earnrints hit cansirg lind preserving
fell $0,36 over tle irloth becatlse of tile approachilg
vind of ;,rocessbig activity for the asparagus crop in
eastern Washingtin, Work lit potato plants also slowed
seasoially.

'Ibe roost promising development it Jise occurred
hi tile lumber an wood products Idustry which employs
over on-fourth of tile production workers in the state.
Weekly hours i ill segments orf tile industry averaged
ovrr 40 hours with tiei average for tile industry as a
whole Increasihg fiui 39. to 40.7 hours. Sirce June
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1970, working hours in the lumber industry expanded
2.2 hours because of the resurgence of the homebuilding
industry which is the major user of lumber products.
Earnings of lumber workers rose $9.53 weekly from May
to average $179.08 in June.

Unemployment Benefits Total $304 Million
Nearly one-quarter of a million workers received one

or more unemployment bertlt cheeks during the fiscal
year which ended June 30, 1971. Payments under Wash-
ington Slate programs totaling $275.9 million were patd
to 203,415 workers while federal benefits of $28,2 million
were paid to 5,230 former federal employees and 15,752
ex-servicemen. The fiscal 1171 outlay for unemployment
compensation was more than three times as great as
during fiscal 1970 when payments totaled $97.4 million.
Legislation raising maximum benefits aid the addition
of extended benefit programs as well as a higher Incienee
of unemployment were responsible for the increase.

A comparison of benefits pahl by Industry under state
programs Indicates workers from te aerospace, trade,
and construction Industries received the bulk of the pay-
ments. Former aerospace workers received $67.5 million
to account for over 24 percent of the total. Workers last
employed by wholesale and retail trade outlets were
paid $54.7 million, or 19.8 percent of all state benefits;
while construction workers received state unemployment
checks amounting to $35.5 million, or 12.0 percent of the
total.

The importance of unemployment benefits in main-
taining purchasing power during the present economic
crisis Is pointed up by a comparison between benefits
and wages earned in covered employment. The $304 mil-
lion In state and federal benefits equaled 5 percent of
total covered earnings reported in calendar 1970. (Data
on covered earnings in fiscal 1971 tre not yet available.)
Moreover, fiscal 1971 statewide benefits exceeded calen-
dar 1970 wages for covered employment in any of the

state's 39 counties except King, Snohomish, Pierce, and
Spokane. And aside from King County, the $304 million
in benefits rivaled calendar 1970 earnings in Spokane
County ($425 million), Snohomish County ($479 million),
and Pierce County ($516 million), Fiscal 1971 benefits
also exceeded 1970 covered earnings in several major
Indtstries such as pulp and paper, primary metals, Ina-
chinery, or shipbuilding. In comparison with larger In-
(tuStris, benefits paid equaled 78 percent of the 1970
payroll in lumber and wood products or 55 percent of
wages paid in contract construction.
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(From the Congressional Record, July 21, 1971]
By Mr. MAGNUSON (for himself and Mr. JACKSON):

S. 2321. A bill to assist States having an unemployment rate of 7.5 percent
or more to provide up to 26 weeks of emergency compensation to unemployed
workers who have exhausted their entitlement to both regular unemployment
compensation and extended unemployment compensation. Referred to the Com-
mittee on Finance.

EMERGENCY UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION ACT OF 1971

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I am introducing today, along with my
distinguished colleague from Washington (Mr. JACKSON), the Emergency Un-
employment Compensation Act of 1971. This bill is offered because of the critical
situation facing hundreds of thousands of A aerican working people. This bill
creates a program of emergency compensation to assist States having an unem-
ployment rate of 7.5 percent or higher. The emergency period will begin after an
individual has exhausted his regular and extended benefits and will last for
26 weeks. The program will be 100 percent federally financed until June 30,
1973. By that date, the States will have to enact legislation proving a 20-percent
matching fund in order to maintain its eligibility after July 1, 1973.

Mr. President, there is no greater tragedy than an American workingman
or workingwoman who has lost a job, who wants to find new employment, and
discovers, after weeks of pounding the pavement and answering ads, that a new
Job simply does not exist. The individual caught in this (ilemma first must
consider providing for his family and must therefore apply for unemployment
compensation. After a period of time, if the same individual has not found new
employment, those unemployment benefits will be exhausted. If this worker's
State has enacted an extended unemployment compensation l)rogram, lie will be
eligible for another short period of unemployment compensation benefits while
continuing to look for a new job.

Mr. President, after the worker has exhausted both the regular and the ex-
tended unemployment compensation benefits, no other option exists except to
a)ply for welfare.

This is a tragic situation and Is usually one that the individual has little
control over. This Nation has a greater responsibility to its working people and
I believe that the responsibility includes providing "emergency unemployment
compensation benefits" in those areas of the country where the rate of unemn-
ployment is the highest and the l)otential for finding new employment Is the
lowest.

Secretary John Connally recently stated that 4 percent unemployment Is a
goal which this Nation's economy cannot meet except when engaged in a war.
Mr. President, if this is the case, then it is our duty to provide aid to those
unable to find work.

The Congress has enacted S. 31, the Emergency Employment Act, which will
create approximately 200,000 public service employment opportunities. This is
certainly an important step but it will not help the other 5,200,000 workers who
are still unemployed.

Incidentally, In the early part of this week, the Office of Management and
Budget sent to my Committee on Labor, HIEW Appropriations' a request for a
billion dollars to implement the Emergency Employment Act. The committee
will act promptly on this budget amendment, probal)ly within the next week.

Mr. President, I would also like to inform Members of the Senate about the
situation which exists in Washington State. This problem is not necessarily
typical, but does apply to other areas.

Since January 1, 1971, over 25,000 citizens in Washington State have ex-
hausted their extended unemployment compensation benefits. In the month of
March, 34,000 workers across the Nation exhausted their extended benefits; 7,700
of those workers reside in Washington Sta'te. About 40 percent of these workers
will qualify for welfare. the rest have no further source of income, except, in
most cases, a few personal assets.

In 1970, 59,600 workers in Washington exhausted their regular benefits--
13,400 in the first 4 months. In the first ,4 months of 1971. 39.300 workers have
exhausted their regular benefits, and as mentioned above, nearly 25,000 workers
have already exhausted their extended benefits, which extends the benefits to 52
weeks. This is a very serious situation evidenced by the fact that Washingto!n
State officials have now found real poelets of serious hunger and malnutrition
existing throughout the State among a citizenry that has never before faced
this problem.
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Nationally, 495,200 workers have exhausted regular unemployment benefits
Ili the first 4 months of 1971 as compared with 253,300 during tile same period ili
1970. This illustrates tli seriousness of the national problemm find the need for
this emergency measure.

Recently, Senator Jackson and I introduced the "Economic Disaster Relief
Act of 1971" (S. 1832). 1 am very hopeful that. this measure will be enacted in
the very near future. I also believe that it Is imperative that Congress enacts
this "Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act of 1971" as i relief measure
,'or those areas hardest hit by current economic conditions.

Mr. President, I introduce, for appropriate reference, for myself and Mr.
J,.!kson, "The Emnergency Utnemployment. Compensation Act of 171" and ask
unanimous consent that. the hill be printed il full Il the Record, together with
a statement of purpose of the hill.

Mr. President , 1 also msk umanimms consent to imisert In the Record two fact
sheet regarding the current umemlploymment situation in WashIngton State and
an arttele from the Seattle Times.

There being no objection, the bill and material were ordered to be l)rinted in
the Recora, ats follows:

"S. 2321

"A bill to assist States litivltig an unemployment r'a te of 7.5 per centum or more to
provi(le il) to 2(6 weeks of ('nergeli('y ('ompil)Vlsation [) to miemloyed workers who
have exhausted their et it illemnit to bothI( regmla r unemIl)hioyment compenisisation
11n1d extended niuemplovymemit omnlpensat loll

"Be It ci(eted b(y th( ,Sciatc (id House of Representatives of the 170ited States
of America in Coigress assom bled,

"SHORT TITLE

"SECTION 1. This Act many be cited as the 'Emergency Unemployment Compen-
sation Act of 1971'.

"FE'MERAI,-STATE AGREEMENTS

"SE. 2. (a) Amiy State which desires to (o so may enter Into all agreement
with the Secretary of Labor (hereinafter referred to as the "'Secretary") under
this Act, if the State law of such St.ite cont ains (as of the date such agreement
is entered into) a requl'imvint thal, exte(led ('omlensation he plyable there-
mnder i1s provided by the Federal State Extiended Unemployment Compensation
Act of 1970.

"(b) Any such agreement shall provide that the State Agency of the State
will make payments of emergency compensation-

"(1) to inldividuils who-
"(A) have exhausted all rights to compensation (including both regular coin-

pemsation alnd extended ('cale('isat lol) under the State lav ;
"(40) have no rights to compeusatlion includingg both regular compensation

find extended (coml(peisittlo) wlii respect to i week under such law or any other
State unempllloyment Collui)euilsa t loll law or to (oml)ensation lnder any other
Federal law; and

"(C) are not re('celvlig comiiesaition with respect to such week under the
uulemml)loymnent cOmlpeiisation lw of tle Virgin Islands or Canada

"(2) for any Nveek of unemployment which begins in-
"(A) anl emerge('y exten(ded beneilt. period (as deflned in subsection (e) (8)

and
"(B) the indivjdal's period of eligibility (as defined in section 5(b)
"(c) (1) For l)urposes of sulmection (b) (1) (A), a n individual shall be deemed

to have exhausted IN rights to regular compensation under a State law when-
"(A) no mayment4 of regular comimens tion (.ani be made under such law be-

cause such individual has re('eived all regular compensation available to him
based oil emllloymit or wages during his base period ; or

"(1) his rights to such (omlnsation have been terminated by reason of the
expiration of the benefit year with respect to which such rights existed.

"(2) For purlos(s of subset loll (h) (1) (B). an individual shall be deemed
to have exhausted his rights to extended compensation under a State law iwhen
1o )paylmlents of extelnded ('miplisa thlol unIder i State law cal be mlade tinder
such law because such individual has received :Ill tle extended Co omlmsatloil
available to him from his exteinde(d comolusation account (as establishe(t under
state law iii accordance with section 202(b) (1) of the Federal-State Extended
Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970).
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"(3) (A) For purposes of subsection (b) (2) (A), in the case of any State, an
emergency extended benefit period.

"(i) shall begin with the third week after a week for which there is a State
"on" indicator; and

"(ii) shall end with the third week after the first week for which there is a
State "off" indicator.

"(B) (i) For purposes of subparagraph (A), there is a State "on" indicator
for a week if the rate of unemployment (including both insured and uninsured
unemployment) in the State (as determined by data published monthly by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the I)epartment of Labor) for the period consist-
ing of such week and the Immediately preceding 12 weeks equaled or exceeded
7.5 per centun, and if ti)ere is a State or National "on" indicator for such week
(as determined under subsections (d) and (e) of section 203 of the Federal.
State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970).

"(ii) For purposes of subparagraph (A), there is a State "off" indicator for
a week if, for the period consisting of such week and the immaedlately preceding
12 weeks, the rate of unemployment (including both insured and uninsured
unemployment) in the State (as determined by data published monthly by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the )epartment of Labor) is less than 7.5 per
centum.

"(d) For purposes of any agreement under this Apt-
"(1) the amount of the emergency compensation which shall be payable to

any individual for any week of total unemployment shall be equal to the amount
of the regular compensation (including dependents' allowances) which would
have been payable to him under the State law if he had not exhausted his rights
to regular compensation under such law; and

"(2) the terms and conditions of the State law which apply to claims for
regular compensation and to the payment thereof shall (except where Inconsis-
tent with the provisions of this Act or regulations of the Secretary promulgated
to carry out this Act) apply to claims for emergency compensation and the
payment thereof.

"(e) Payments of emergency compensation under an agreement entered into
under this Act may not be paid to any individual for more than 26 weeks.

"(f) No emergency compensation shall be payable to any Individual under
an agreement entered into under this Act for any week prior to the week after
the week such agreement is entered into, or if later, the week after the week in
which such agreement becomes effective.

"PAYMENTS TO STATES HAVING AGREEMENTS UNDER TIIS ACT

"SEC. 3. (a) (1) There shall be paid to each State which has entered Into
an agreement under this Act an amount equal to-

"(A) 100 per centum of the emergency compensation paid prior to July 1,
1973, to individuals by the St.te pursuant to such agreement; and

"(B) 80 per centum of the emergency compensation paid after June 90, 1973,
to Individuals by the State pursuant to such agreement.

"(b) No payment shall be made to a~ny State under this section in respect
of compensation for which the State is entitled to reimbursement under the
provisions of any Federal law other than this Act.

"(c) Sums payable to any State by reason of such State having an agreement
under this Act shall be payable, dither in advance or by way of reimbursement
(as may be determined by the Secretary), in such amounts as the Secretary
estimates the State will be entitled to receive under this Act for each calendar
month, reduced or Increased, as the case may be, by any amount by which the
Secretary finds that his estimates for any prior calendar month were greater
or less than the amounts which should have been paid to the State. Such esti-
mates may be made on the basis of such statistical, sampling, or other method
as may be agreed upon by the Secretary and the State agency of the State
involved.

"FINANCING PROVISIONS

"SEC. 4. (a) Funds in ,the extended unemployment compensation account (as
established by section 905 of tMe Social Security Act) of the Unemployment
Trust Fund shall be used by the Secretary for the making of playments to
States having agreements entered into under this Act.

"(b) Section 3301 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended-
"(1) by Inserting '(except as otherwise provided in the succeeding sentence)'

Immediately after 'equal'; and
68-333 0-71-pt. 1-8
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"(2) 'by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: 'In applying
the preceding sentence for the calendar year 1972 and the calendar year 1973,
the rate of tax shall, in lieu of 3.2 percent, be 3.25 percent.'

"(c) The first sentence of section 905(b) (1) of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking out 'and in the case of any month after March 1972, to
one-tenth,' and inserting in lieu thereof 'in the case of any month after March
1972 and before April 1974, to three-twentieths, and 'in the case of any month
after March 1974, to one-tenth,'.

"DEFINITIONS

"SEC. 5. FOR PURPOSES OF TIHIS ACT-
"(a) The terms 'compen.wsation', 'regular compensation', 'extended compensa-

tion', 'base period', 'benefit year', 'State', 'Staite agency', 'State law', and 'week'
shall have the meanings assigned to them under section 205 of the Federal-
State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970;

"(b) the term 'period of eligibility' means, in the case of any Individual,
the weeks In his benefit year which begin In an extended benefit period or an
emergency extended benefit period and, if his benefit year ends within such
extended benefit iwrIod, any weeks thereafter which begin in such extended
benefit period or in such emergency extended benefit period; and

"(c) the term 'extended benefit period' shall have the meaning assigned to
such term under section 203 of the Federal-State Extended Unemployment Com-
peusation Act of 1970.

"PURPOSE

"Ths bill assists States having an unemployment rate of 7.5 per centum or
more to provide up to 26 weeks of emergency compensation to unemployed
workers who have exhausted their entitlement to both regular unemployment
compensation and extended unemployment compensation.

"SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

"Section 1. Short title.
"Section 2. Federal-State Agreements.
"All states that have enacted an extended compensation law pursuant to the

Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation are eligible for this emer-
gency measure. Individuals are eligible who have exhausted, under State law,
both regular and extended unemployment compensation benefits. The emergency
extended benefit period sloll begin with the third week after a week for which
there is a State "on" indicator (an unemployment rate of 7.5 per centum or
above) ; and shall end with the third week after the first week for which there
is a State "off" indicator (an unemployment rate of below 7.5 per centum).

"The amount of the emergency compensation shall be the same if the individual
has not exhausted his rights to regular compensation under State law. Such
benefits shall not be paid to any individual for more than 26 weeks.

"Section 3. Payments to States Having Agreements Under This Act:
"The Federal Government shall pay 100 per centum of the emergency compen-

sation paid by the State prior to July 1, 1973 and 80 per centum of the compensa-
tion after June 30, 1973. This allows the States a period of time to enact a match-
ing fund of 20 per centum in order to maintain eligibility for this program after
June 30, 1973.

"Section 4. Financing Provisions:
"A tax increase of .05 per cent from employers will be levied to finance the

"Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act of 1971".
"The existing tax, Section 3301 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, is

Increased from 3.2 per cent to 3.25 per cent.
"Section 5. Definitions.

STATE'S UNEMPLOYMENT HEADED FOR RED

(By Richard W. Larsen)

"The flow of payments to the jobless is shriveling the state's once-ample un-
employment-coml)ensation reserve fund. The fund is heading into a deficit next
year.

"The fund, paid for by employers, contained about $318 million in early 1970.
It was down to about $122 million at the end of last month.
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"Carl G. Westine, assistant commissioner of employment security, said the pro-
jected payout of jobless benefits will take the fund into the red sometime next
year.

"But Westine explained the fund's deficit will not affect continued payment
of unemployment checks. Federal loans, interest free, are available when the
state fund runs out.

"Westine noted that as eml)loyers begin paying a new, higher tax next year
the fund is expected to begin rebuilding.

"Now employers in covered industries pay a 1.8 per cent tax on the first $4,200
earned by a worker in the year. That will increase to 3 per cent on the first
$4,800 next year and climb to 3 per cent on the first $5,400 In 1973.

"Meanwhile, political sparring continued over one segment of the unemploy-
ment-pay program which expires October 2.

"That Is the cutoff date for an emergency extended-benefit program approved
l)y the Legislature earlier this year. It provides an added maximum of 13 weeks
of unemployment paychecks for most recipients, boosting the total maximum
eligibility for any one recipient to 52 weeks.
"The maximum weekly unemployment paycheck now is $75.
"Joe Davis, chief of the United Labor Lobby, and other labor leaders favor a

special session of the Legislature to extend that October 2 cutoff date.
"They estimate 20,000 to 25,000 people now receiving unemployment compen-

sation could lose all or part of that up-to-13-weeks benefit because of the October
2 cutoff.

"The State Labor Council convention In Spokane next month Is expected to
formally announce support for an Immediate special session of the Legislature.

"Gov. Dan Evans said a special session was not the answer. He cited the
sagging state fund and said any further unemployment-pay assistance program
should come from the federal government.

Representative Sid Morrison, Zillah Republican, said today the October 2 cut-
off date was considered "a realistic cutoff point."

"Morrison said there was consideration of removing that deadline from the
law, but he added. 'The fund in no way could stand a continuing state emergency.'

"'The state has a beautiful program, perhaps the best In the nation.' Morrison
said. But he said it operates on an insurance principle, calculating payments
against probable claims. 'We had no way of knowing we were going to face this
sort of thing.' he said.

"The state's most recent report indicated that, including persons filing for
extended benefits, the number of unemployment-compensation claimants was
102,400.

"The Legislature in January expanded the program.
"But the sagging fund is expected to provide an argument against further

expansion.
"Carl Swenson, a businessman member of the Employment Security Advisory

Board, said the board has been studying the problem. But he added that people
who have been out of a job for a year probably cease to be a responsibility of
the employer fund. Other programs with a broader public-fund base are more
appropriate to help those people, Swenson said."

Mr. M'AGINUSON. Mr. President, I am also extremely pleased that the distin-
guitshed chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, Mr. Long, has taken time
out of his busy schedule to be here on the Senate floor to express his interest in
this measure. Senator Long is chairman of the committee to which this measure
will be sent. I am pleased that he could be here to participate ia this colloquy. I
know that he cannot determine in advance the fate of any measure, but I am
confident tha t the able ehaiman will see to it that this meamro is given very
thorough consideration by the Finance Committee.

As chairman of b)oth the Senate Comumere Committee and the Labor, Health.
Education, and Welfare, OEO,. and Related Agencies Appropriation Subcom-
mittee. I am well aware of the busy schedule that every congressional committee
faces. No committee has mire significant matters pending before it today than
does the Senate Finance Committee. So it is with that in mind that I wish to
express my deep al)reciation to the Senator from Louisiana.

Ir. JACKSON. Mr. President. my statement is in support of the EmergencyUnemployment Compensation Act which my distingufished colleague, SenaItor
1Ulngnuson. and I Introduced today.
Tis bill is both simple td essential. I urge my colleagiies to support it and

l)ass it l)roml)tly, for it holds out a lifeline to thousands of men and women who
have no job, and no hope.
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It is hard to find words and statistics that fully describe the human tragedy
now prevailing in many parts of this Nation, and my own State of Washington.

The tragedy can perhaps best be measured tils way: The director of Seattle's
manpower programs has given up trying to find jobs for peolAe who apply. In-
stead, he and his staff spend the4r time locating food, housing, clothing, and
waivers from utility charges and mortgages for the jobless

In Seattle, as elsewhere in the country, citizens and their officials have been
relegated to a search for basic necessities.

For the real tragedy is that some 60 percent of the people whose unemployment
compensation has expired do not qualify for any other form of relief. They are
not eligible for welfare; food staml) program. are Mharply restricted; savings,
friends, relatives-these resources are quickly exhausted.

This situation leads to social despair, family disintegration, mental illness, acts
of desperation. It cripples an individual's spirit, and a community's livelihood.
It shoul not be tolerated in America-the richest country in the world.

The Emergency Unemlloyment Compensation Act is a good bill. It is a mean-
ingful bill. It would provide help immediately to several hundred thousand per-
sons across the country, and to at least 25,000 persons in Washington State, who
have already exhausted their regular and extended benefits. It is the most effec-
tive way to inject some money, some basic necessities of life, and some sense of
confidence into these families and their communities.

Unemployment compensation is a tried and proven form of Federal aid. Un-
fortunately, in this recession, it is becoming a way of life for some rather than a
temporary adjustment between jobs.

Unemployment compensation is already too big a business. In Washington State
it became the biggest "employer" in the State somehow last year. Tens of thou-
sands of people in my own State and elsewhere have used their basic 39 weeks
of relief, 1)lus an additional 12 weeks. In the first 4 months of 1971 nearly half
a million Americans exhausted their regular benefits. Some have been on un-
employment compensation assistance for a solid year. Now, in growing mumilbers,
their eligibility is expiring. They are losing even this form of help and minimum
income.

In my judgment, the Emergency Unemployment Ascistance Act is a vital exten-
sion of a successful Federal program-that is desperately needed by thousands of
American citizens. It is an interim measure. It is no solution-but is a lifeline
to those in need.

Congress should pass promptly, and the President should sign quickly, this
extension. With it enacted, we should then move to enact an economic disaster
relief bill which Senator Magnuson and I have introduced, S. 1779.

We must continue, beyond the emergency uneml)loyment compensation bill, to
hell) the administration understand the true nature of unemployment and eco-
nomic recession in this country. I fear the administration lacks not only the
knowledge to lead, but also the will to take effective action.

This emergency unemployment compensation bill would not be necessary if
the administration had learned the lessons of postwar economics. The admin-
istration's success at throttling the American economy will only be measured
in the despair of thousands of jobless men and women.

The Emergency Unemployment Assistance Act is a key form of assistance
to Americans without jobs or income.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, will my distinguished colleague yield to me?
Mr. JACKSON. I am happy to yield.
Mr. MAGNIUSON. The real tragedy here is that when existing unemployment

benefits are exhausted, there is only one place to go and that is on welfare, which
is the most degrading thing that can happen to an individual who has skills and
wants to work.

The distinguished occupant of the chair, the Senator from California (Mr.
Cranston), knows that that applies in his State as well.

Actually, it costs more to keep a person on welfare--and no one knows hat
better than I do, after chairing ti welfare portion of the fiscal year 1972 budget
hearings. It is much less expensive to extend the unemployment compensation
where the individual has the dignity of being under unemployment compensa-
tion-at least the individual is not on welfare lie has helped pay for unemploy-
ment compensation benefits himself.

It costs 50 percent more to put a person on welfare than it does to keep that
Individual worker on unemployment compensation, with all the tragedy, the
degradation and humiliation that goes with being on welfare.

That is why this bill should be passed promptly.
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Mr. JACKSON. My colleague has made a very important point. The humiliation
that goes with welfare is something that we in America should not countenance
for those people who have the ability to make an important contribution at this
point in our history. I am referring not just to the unskilled workers. I am re-
ferring to the tens of thousands of people with advanced degrees, Ph. D.'s and
masters degrees, as well as special degrees in a particular discipline-these
workers, together with the blue collar workers, who are highly skilled, whether
that work be of a machinist, a toolmaker or a diemaker.

I mention this because we always have a certain percentage of unskilled work-
ers out of work. But the real tragedy goes beyond the unskilled worker because it
brings home this new factor of what I like to call, or best describe, as qualita-
tive unemployment.

Never in the history of the country have we had so many people, as a percent-
age of the total labor force, with such outstanding skills who are unemployed.
That is unique in our society, I believe.

It is of special concern in the Northwest, as it is in southern California, as it
is in Boston, Mass.-the Route 28, MIT complex area, and as it is in the Cape
Kennedy area in Florida. We could go on down the line and list the areas which
are in truth, and in fact, not suffering from a recession but are suffering from
regional depressions. We have a recession throughout the country, but within
that context, we do have regional depressions.

That is what my senior colleague had in mind when he spoke about the deep
concern which we have for the people 'who have no place to go because this
recession, that was supposed to come to an end, has not come to an end. It is
being extended.

It is about time that we extended the unemployment compensation benefits to
cover that period of hardship which these people now suffer.

Mr. 'MAGNUSON. Mr. President, when we first passed the Unemployed Compen-
sation Act, we used the figure of 39 weeks. Then we extended It. There is no
magic in the number of weeks, for no one even thought, then, that It would
take over a year for people who wanted to work and had skills to find jobs.

This, tragically, has not been the case and the economic outlook is still very
blMoak.

There is no reason why we should not extend emergency benefits. When we
considered this measure before we did not believe that it would take over a
year for a person who had a skill and wanted to work to find employment.

That is not true today. It does not look as though it will be true in the future.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, I yield the floor.
MUr. LONG. Mr. President, I want to compliment the Senators from Washing-

ton (Messr.4. Magnuson and Jackson), on their diligence In searching for a solu-
tion to the very difficult problem of chronic high unemployment, which they, of
course, are not responsible for creating. It is unfortunate that, through no fault
of theirs, the State of Washington enjoys the very unenvialble distinction of
having the highest rate of Insured unemployment In any State in the Union. May
I say that if the majority of the Senators had voted as the Senator from Lou-
isiana and the two Senators from Washington had voted, this deplorable situa-
tion might not have existed.

Last year, the Committee on Finance and the Senate thoroughly reviewed the
unemployment Insurance system and concluded that it was desirable to set up
a program of an additional 3 months of benefits for unemployed persons In
times of national or statewide economic recession. The extended benefit program
that became law had been recommended by the Johnson administration and the
Nixon administration, by business and labor.

As the Seinators know, the extended benefit provisions of the 1970 law will
not become effective nationally until next January. It seoms to me that legis-
lating now to add an additional period of benefits, before last year's provisions
become effective nationally, will require the most careful consideration by the
Congress and by the executive branch. I want to assure may colleagues that as
soon as this proposall is referred to the Committee on Finance, we will seek the
views of the appropriate executive agencies on the merits of the bill.

I want to compliment the sponsors of this measure for the fiscal responsi-
bility they have incorporated in it. They have included financing provisions to
raise the revenues needed to pay for the additional benefits. I mention this
because Senators will recall that earlier this year an amendment was offered
on the Senate floor proposing additional Federal expenditureN for unemployment
insurance while omitting any provision for raising the money to pay these addi-
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tional costs. Fortunately, that amendment was defeated. So let me again com-
pliment the sponsors of this bill for offering it as a serious legislative pro-
iosal, one that is fl.'cally responsible.

Mr. MAGNISON. MIr. President, I want publicly to thank the Senator from
Louisiana (Mr. Long) for giving uis the encouragement that the Finance Com-
nmittee will take this matter up just as soon as is l)ossible.

ES-213 REPORT CLAIMS AND PAYMENTS ACTIVITIES, STATE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, NUMBER OF
FINAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL UNEMPLOYMENT

[Period ending June 19711

Cumulative to date 12-month cumulative

Calendar year Fiscal yearPercent ---- Percent
Year ago, change Year ago, change

Current, 1971 1970 year ago Current, 1971 1970 year ago

Alabama ----_-------- 12,599 8110 55.4 23,421 14,283 64.0
Alaska ----------------- 2,595 1,457 78.1 4,063 2,258 79.9
Arizona ---------------- 5,551 2, 304 100.0 9,351 3,975 100.0
Arkansas --------------- 8, 525 6,067 40. 5 14, 734 9,467 55.6
California----------------195, 103 105, 715 84.6 326, 773 173,794 88.0
Colorado ------------ 2, 762 1, 802 53.3 4, 805 2, 782 72. 7
Connecticut ------------- 22,639 10, 750 100.0 139, 622 18,614 100.0
Delaware _--------_---- - 2,409 1,383 74.2 3,918 2,293 70.9
District of Columbia ..... 2, 801 1,663 68.4 5,061 2,991 69.2
Florida----------------- 18, 774 10, 107 85.8 38, 670 22, 925 68. 7
Georgia ------ ---------- 15,123 8,668 74.5 27, 619 14,972 84.5
Hawaii ----------------- 3,671 1,496 100.0 6,056 2,688 100.0
Idaho ------------------ 3,564 3,193 11.6 5, 575 4,457 25.1
Illinois-.--.----------- - 49, 898 26,167 90. 7 84, 762 42,921 97.5
Indiana ................ 29, 523 17, 327 70.4 48, 055 25, 469 88.7
Iowa ------------------ 10,933 6,573 66.3 17, 613 9,819 79.4
Kansas --------------- 11,093 4,974 100.0 20,367 8,162 100.0
Kentucky -------------- 9, 576 7, 723 24.0 16, 705 12, 411 34.6
Louisiana -------------- 16,635 13, 853 20.1 32,059 24, 284 32.0
Maine -----.----------- 8,763 4 713 85.9 13, 479 7,393 82.3
Maryland -------------- 11,311 5,550 100.0 19, 599 9,414 100.0
Massachusetts ---------- 45, 781 18,852 100.0 76,173 35, 094 100.0
Michigan --------------- 64, 303 35, 272 b?. 3 105,046 52, 343 100.0
Minnesota -------------- 23,777 11,221 100 0 35,836 15,092 100.0
Mississippi -------------- 4,856 3,539 37.2 8, 509 5, 790 47.0
Missouri --------------- 20,013 11, 317 76.8 33,580 ,7,501 91.9
Montana ---------------- 3055 2,530 20.8 5,015 3,755 33.5
Nebraska -------------- 4,418 2 435 81.4 6,991 3 617 93.3
Nevada ------------------ 4,138 2378 74.0 6,935 3,808 82.1
New Hampshire --------- 1,162 125 100.0 1,665 158 100.0
New Jersey ------------- 23,129 32,377 -28.6 153,346 57,834 -7.8
New Mexico ------------- 2,807 1,628 72.4 5,295 2,772 91.0
New York ------------- 96, 334 43,857 100. 0 163,805 80, 852 100. 0
North Carolina ---------- 12,186 7,923 53.8 21 422 12, 709 68.6
North Dakota ----------- 1,191 795 49.8 1,'608 1,075 49.6
Ohio ----------------- 33, 248 11,788 100.0 53,231 18 094 100. 0
Oklahoma -------------- 10,626 5,039 100.0 18, 173 8,893 100. 0
Oregon --------------- 12,167 7,114 71.0 21,866 10,703 100.0
Pennsylvania ----------- 38, 135 16,426 100.0 64, 316 29, 449 100.0
Rhode Island ....------ 10,099 4,831 100.0 16,921 8,457 100. 0
South Carolina ---------- 10, 486 6,659 57. 5 17 736 11,616 52. 7
South Dakota ------------ 1,189 901 32.0 1, 894 1.246 52.0
Tennessee ------------ 20, 232 12,318 64.2 35, 320 21, 173 66.8
Texas ------------------ 30, 641 14,931 100. 0 51,540 24, 346 100. 0
Utah ------------------- 4,274 3, 457 23.6 7, 024 5, 432 29.3
Vermont --------------- 2,217 598 100. 0 3 384 1, 096 100. 0
Virginia ---------------- 6,700 4, 567 46.7 11, 184 7,034 59. 0
Washington ----- 54, 294 14,359 100. 0 99, 564 16, 413 100. 0
West Virginia .......... 3, 516 2,862 22.9 7,035 5,208 35. 1
Wisconsin --- ---------- 16,638 9,008 84.7 25, 444 12, 876 97.6
Wyoming --------------- 648 460 40.9 916 686 33.3
Puerto Rico-_ --------- 20, 616 21,528 -4.2 38, 272 39, 849 -4.0

Do ----------------- 5,862 5, 570 5.2 22,979 23,868 -3. 7
Do ---------------- 26, 478 27, 098 -2.3 61, 251 63, 717 -3.9

Virgin Islands ...... . 0 0 0 0 0 0

U.S. total 2----- 1,026, 724 560, 690 83.1 11,761,353 930, 323 89. 3
U.S. total 2-.. - -. - 1,032, 586 566, 260 82.4 t 1, 784,332 954, 191 87.0

I Excl. Apr.-June Conb. May-June N.J.

2 The 1st PU under regular State program excluding data for sugar cane workers; 2d totals sugar cane workers only.

Note: Preliminary total 1,797,061.
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The CHAIRMAN. Rather than call on Senators in their turn, in view
of the fact that we are trying to hear 15 prominent witnesses today, I
would urge Senators to withhold questions if they can, and, if it is not
possible, to submit their questions for the record if they can do it that
way. I am not going to call on Senators in turn but if they want to ask
a question let me kiow and I will recognize you.

The next witness is Hon. Alan Cranston, U.S. Senator from Cali-
fornia.

We are very happy to have you today.

STATEMENT OF HON. ALAN CRANSTON, A U.S. SENATOR YROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. I appreciate the chance to be with you. I will be quite brief.

I would first very strongly endorse the suggestions Senator Magna-
son just made for extending emergency unemployment compensation
to States where they have a 7.5 employment rate. I think it is very
important to do that.

I would like to suggest one modification that the aid be extended to
standard metropolitan statistical areas with the 7.5 rate of unemploy-
ment. Much of the worst unemployment exists in cities with a high
unemployment rate which will be lost in the State's statistics. These
cities, therefore, cannot get the help they need. I think this would be
a very helpful revision.

I would like to call your attention also to a proposal for an employ-
ment tax credit which was developed by two economists at the Univer-
sity of California. I placed the text of their proposal in the Congres-
sional Record on October 5,1971, page S15829.

Without making any statement on the merits of their proposal, I
think it deserves the attention of the committee to take a look at it.

The point I wanted to make today is in regard to an amendment that
I will introduce today to the Revenue Act of 1971 that would suspeDd
the automobile excise tax for I year instead of repealing it outright as
proposed by President Nixon. At the same time I will introduce a sec-
ond piece of legislation that would create a Federal trust fund for
mass transportation similar to the one that has been used to finance the
Nation's highway system.

The primary revenue source for the rapid transit fund would be the
7-percent excise tax on new cars which the President wants lifted to
stimulate late 1972 model sales. The excise tax produced $2.2 billion
in revenues in 1970. This trust fund, which would take effect on Janu-
ary 1, 1973, would more than double the amount of Federal money
available for urban mass transit in fiscal 1974 and 1975. It would also
require substantially less local matching funds than the present pro-
gram. If instituted, the trust would create upward of 140,000 new jobs.

The President's proposed repeal of the excise tax is a deplorable
step that will worsen traffic congestion and air pollution in our cities.
At a time when our cities are pleading for Federal help, the administra-
tion is proposing a multibillion-dollar Federal tax loss that will make
things tougher for people living and working in our metropolitan
areas.
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Income from the excise tax should go instead into -a form of rele-
vant revenue sharing that will help our cities meet their high priority
mass transit needs. Under normal circumstance, I would not advocate
even a 1-year suspension of the tax. But the President has, in effect,
boxed us in. Some 8 million people may well think that he guaranteed
them that they will get $200 off their 1972 cars retroactive to August 15.
Many families are counting on that guarantee; the automobile industry
has based sales campaigns on it. Congress cannot reverse history at this
late date, I fear. All we can do is to try to set things aright for the
future.

The President declared in a nationwide radio and television speech
on August 15 in which he announced his new economic program:

I will propose to repeat the 7 percent excise tax on automobiles, effective today.
This will mean a reduction in price of about $200 per car. I shall insist that the
American auto industry pass this tax reduction on to tie nearly 8 million cus-
tomers who are buying automobiles this year.

Two other bills have been introduced in the Sewite calling for crea-
tion of a general trust fund for all forms of transportation, one by
Senator Edward M. Kennedy and another by Senator Charles H.
Percy.

Representative Edward Koch has introduced a similar proposal in
the House. The excise tax is proposed as a source of revenue in ea-ch of
these bills. The Senate Commerce Committee already has begun hear-
ings on the Kennedy and Percy bills. Precipitous White House action
should not be permitted to cut short congressional consideration of
these proposals.

The mass transit trust fund proposal I am introducing today was
originally introduced by Representative Koch in 1969.

Only $2.31 billion at the very most will be available for mass transit
the next 3 fiscal years-1973-75under the administration's plan of
financing through general appropriations. In contrast, reinstituting
the excise tax and earmarking the income for mass transit could mean
$4.4 billion for fiscal 1974 and 1975 at the present level of revenue.

The automobile is the Nation's No. 1 polluter. Even if new cars are
less polluting than old ones, the increase in numbers will more than
offset the difference. While the Federal Government pours $5 billion
a year into highways, our cities are being starved for mass transit funds.

Although the President recognized that even a minimal mass tran-
sit program would require a Federal commitment of at least $10 billion
over a 12-year period, the President asked for and Congress approved
a total authorization of only $3.1 billion, spread over 5 years begin-
ning in fiscal 1971.

The inadequacy of this merger funding is underlined by the fact
that the Urban Mass Transit Administration of the Department of
Transportation itself estimates that mass transit plans already on
the drawing boards will call for the Federal expenditure of 10 times
that amount-$32.8 billion, in 1969 dollars, over the next 10 years.
Clearly, neither property taxes, the most unfair tax of all, I think, nor
fares can meet the monumental cost of modern rapid transit.

The administration estimates that with the stimulus of a tax cut,
Detroit could increase its projected sales of 1972 cars by 600,000, for
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total annual sales of 8.6 million new automobiles. Since American
motorists junk about 6.5 million old cars annually, the result will be
a net increase of more than 2 million cars on the road.

More than 101 million new and used cars already are clogging up
America's highways, 12.4 million of them in California alone. Cali-
fornia normally accounts for 12 percent of all new cars sales. What
are we going to do with 2 million more?

One-fourth of the Nation's population, which includes many elderly,
young, handicapped, and poor people, do not drive cars and must de-
pend entirely on the availability of buses, trains, and subways. But
they aren't the only ones who need better mass transit systems. Inex-
pensive and convenient rapid transit service is essential if innercity
residents are to get jobs, especially now that more and more companies
are moving to the suburbs. By the same token, suburbanites also are
looking for more sensible alternatives to fighting traffic jams twice
a day, 5 days a week, to get to their jobs in the city.

Those who keep on driving to work for one reason or the other
would benefit from the excise tax for mass transportation for it would
surely lead to less congestion in the rush hours.

Only the financial stability of regular revenue income which a trust
fund provides will enable our cities to conduct the long-range planning
and construction that mass transit systems necessitate. A trust fund
assured this Nation it would have the ability to build the highways
the people wanted; we have no similar assurance that we can now
build the mass transit system the people need.

More than 41,000 miles of Federal highways have been constructed
since the trust fund was created in 1956. Some $5 billion is deposited
into the fund annually, mainly through the 4 cents a gallon Federal
tax on motor fuel.

The revenue from the automobile excise tax should go into the mass
transit trust fund, but the fund should not be limited to that single
source. Congress would appropriate additional money to the fund
to meet rising city needs. The mass transit matching formula would
be the same as for highway funds: 90 percent Federal to 10 percent
local. The present administrative ratio for mass transit grants is 67
percent Federal to 33 percent local money.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I do have a couple of questions if

the Senator would be kind enough.
Senator Cranston, were you in here when the senior Senator from

Washington, Mr. Magnuson, testified?
Senator CRANSTON. Yes, during the latter part of his testimony.
Senator tANSEN. Do you support his proposal?
Senator CRANSTON. I support his proposal for the extension of un-

employment compensation for jobless workers in the seven-State area,
plus, I suggest we extend unemployment compensation to cities with a
7.5 ratio-because some of those cities that need help would be lost in
the State averages and not get help.

Senator 1hANSEN. Did the unemployment in Washington result, in
your opinion, primarily from the depression in the aircraft, industry?

Senator CRANSTON. That would be one of the major factors.
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Of course, we have had a recession generally that has caused un-
em)loyment everywhere.

senator HANSEN. I happen to be one who voted against the SST.
I was wondering how-

Senator CRANSTON. I voted against it also.
Senator -IANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I do believe you made a powerful case for assistance to mass transit.

I must tell you I have a reservation about using the automobile excise
tax as a means of financing it. My understanding is that by taking
the excise tax off, it would amount to roughly $200 per automobile,
and that one very major effect of this would be to enable our own
domestic producers to better meet the competition from imported
automobiles; and I understand your State has an awful lot of them.

Senator CRANSTON. Yes, we have.
Senator HANSEN. Have you thought about that competitive situa-

tion which this should greatly improve?
Senator CRANSTON. I have thought about that, but I think that we

have an incredibly great need to develop rapid transit. We need to
relieve congestion on our highways for those who drive and provide
decent transportation for those who don't drive. I think that point
puts the balance in favor of what I am suggesting here.

Senator HANSEN. Well, if you can get this money out of the gen-
eral fund of the Treasury, wouldn't that be better than to-

Senator CRANSTON. I beg your pardon?
Senator HANSEN. If you could get this money out of the general

fund of the Treasury, wouldn't that be a better approach than to
diminish the competitive position of our own domestic manufacturers?

Senator CRA-STON. Actually, I question whether we get that ad.
vantage against foreign competitors because I believe the excise tax
apl)lies to imported cars also.

Senator HANSEN. My understanding is it doesn't.
Senator CRANSTON. Well, I guess that would depend on how this

committee writes it. My understanding was that the proposal would
apply to all new car, regardless of where they are produced. I don't
think we are going to get the money for rapid transit unless we come
up with an assured formula such as the one I am suggesting, and I
think the car drivers would benefit by the lesser congestion that will
come if we do have an assured form of revenue that will guarantee we
start producing rapid transit.

Senator HANSEN. I take it you would not want. to detract from our
competitive position from imported automobiles?

Senator CRANsroN. No, I do not. wish to do that. I am not at all
convinced that price is the entire reason for the very stiff competition.
I think there are other factors at work.

Senator HANSEN. Thank you.
The CrAMrAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much.
The CII,\MArAIN. The next witness is Mr. Melvin C. IHolm, chairman

of the National Association of Manufacturers. Ie will be accompanied
by EdwNmard A. Sprague, vice president-Governiment Finance.
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STATEMENT OF MELVIN C. HOLM, DIRECTOR, BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS; ACCOM-
PANIED BY EDWARD A. SPRAGUE, VICE PRESIDENT-GOVERN-
MENT FINANCE, NAM

Mr. -IoLr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apparently have been given
an undeserved prontion. I am not chairman of the National As-
sociation of Manufacturers, although it so indicates on the list.

The CHIMAN. Would you mind getting me straight. That memo
says you are chairman.

Mr. HoLMN. I am chairman of the board of Carrier Corp., and a di-
rector of the National Association of Manufacturers. Mr. Dwyer, who
is chairman, might be upset, if I usurped his position this morning. I
do appear here on behalf of the National Association of Manufac-
turers as a members of its board of directors and chairman of its
taxation committee.

I am accompanied Ly Mr. Edward A. Sprague, vice president, Gov-
ernment Finance, of the NAM.

The. association is a voluntary association of industrial business
firms, large and small, with members located in every state and repre-
senting the major part of the manufacturing output of this country.

Because of our common interest, a number of organizations which
are listed in mv full statement-incidentally, my remarks will be brief
as we have filed a full statement--a number of our organizations which
are listed in my full statement has asked to be associated with it.

We sport. most of the major provisions of H.R. 10947, including
the job development investment credit legislation of major elements
of the ADR system, the repeal of the 7-percent auto excise tax and
individual income tax deductions.

As to the modification of the DISC proposals, I will have more to
say about that later.

We have detailed comments on some of these provisions in our state-
ment for the record. But I would like to cover two aspects of the
investment situation which we feel were not developed sufficiently in
previous hearings and public consideration of the tax program.

They are: (1) The need for a longer term focus and (2) the in-
terdependencv of the investment credit and the Asset Depreciation
Range or ADR system.

First, with respect to the longer term focus, in evaluating both the
proposed job development credit and ADR, we feel that too much
attention has been paid to strictly short-term implications. Detailed
comparisons have been made with the mid-1962 period as to how
many months it took for the effect of the original 7-percent credit to
show up in machinery and equipment orders, as to the curve of the
monthly unemployment rate, the wiggles of the capacity utilization
rate, at cetera. In our view, this concentration on the short term need-
lessly complicates policy formulation.

In part, of course, these complications stem directly from the
administration's own proposal to split the rate of the investment credit,
I 0-percent short-term and 5-percent permanent. The provision in H.R.
10947 for a flat 7-percent rate now facilitates a better perspective over
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the longer term. In view of both the investment credit's past history
and capital formation requirements over the future, this is exactly
what is needed, in our opinion.

Now, I would like to turn to investment credit and ADR.
We do not believe that the ADR system should be considered as a

tradeoff for the investment credit, that if one is adopted the other
should be dropped or drastically curtailed. This would be completely
counterproductive of the intent to reduce the tax bias against capital
formation. As over a period of years the tax relief value of the ADR
system, as adopted by final regulations last June, is approximately
the same as the 7-percent credit, it makes no sense to take away with
one move what is provided by another one.

H.R. 10947, in fact, woild eliminate a significant portion of the
ADR system which is the liberalization of the first-year convention.

Fortunately, the Ilouse bill has preserved what we consider the most
important elements of ADR: the 20-percent range within the new class
life system and repeal of the reserve ratio test. In addition to the
stimulative effect on investment, this will help avoid many time-con-
suming audit problems and disputes between taxpayers and the
Internal Revenue Service. In addition, congressional action on the
issue will serve to dispel uncertainties as to the legal status of ADR
and business' ability to utilize the system.
We respectfully and strongly urge your committee to restore the

liberalization of the first year convention to the ADR system so that
the economy may obtain the full benefits of a modernized cost-recovery
system. But in any even the proposed new credit should be considered
a natural complement to, and definitely not a substitute for, the ADR
system.

Our industrialized foreign competitors now employ very modern
and productive plant and equipment facilities, encouraged by generous
tax treatment, far more generous than ours in some cases. This was
well documented in the "Report of the President's Task Force on
Business Taxation" as well as in other independent. studies.

Although this is one of the dominant factors in our international
trade position today, it has been virtually ignored in the formulation
of tax policy until this year. It is noteworthy from the ADR system,
as now in effect, and a permanent 7-percent investment credit, with
the two of them together, our cost recovery position would be just about
even with the average of 11 leading industrialized foreign competi-
tors. Without the first-year convention liberalization, it would be
somewhat, less favorable.

Now, I would like to turn to DISC, if I may.
The NAM and other business associations have supported the DISC

tax regime proposal since it was unveiled in early 1970. As our trade
balance has completely deteriorated since then, there is all the more
reason for implementing it as a means to encourage U.S. exports and
combat the tax advantages our foreign competitors now enjoy.

Previously, on behalf of the NAM, we have submitted material on
DISC to your Subcommittee on International Trade. We take note
of some criticism of the DISC proposal and estimates of revenue losses
from it as high as $1 billion annually. We feel the Treasury Depart-
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ment has presented ample material to refute this claim and we strong-
ly concur with its judgment that there would be a substantial increase
in exports due to DISC of $1.5 to $2.5 billion per year.

Unfortunately, by restricting the tax deferral benefits of DISC to
export income increments on the 1968-1970 base, the House has, in
effect, gutted the measure. The incremental provision raises questions
of equity of tax treatment with respect to those firms who have been
making substantial export efforts over the years and certainly would
greatly diminish the effectiveness of the proposal.. We recognize there
would be some marginal benefit in export stimulation, particularly
for firms developing export markets or engaging in export business for
the first time, under the House bill, but strongly urge elimination of
the incremental limitation and restoration of the original provisions.
Mr. Chairman, that is the end of my remarks. I will be glad to answer
any questions if I can, sir.

The ChAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Holm.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am just curious, sir. Do you have plants over-

seas?
Mr. HOLM. Yes, we do. Yes, Mr. Senator. You are talking about the

company with which I am associated?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes; and many of your manufacturers who are

members of the association are part of a multinational complex with
factories in various countries?

Mr. HoLTA. That is correct.
Senator RIBICOFF. DISC, of course, would help local manufacturers,

American manufacturers who export; is that correct?
Mr. HoM. That is correct.
Senator RIBICOFF. What do you do about the American manufac-

turer who has a plant in the United States, plants in different places
in the world ? Who moves the production of his American plant to one
of his European or Asian plants and then sends the merchandise that
he manufacturers back to the United States? How do we stop that?

Mr. HOLAM. Well, first, because you started off by asking a question
with respect to my company, we do not practice that procedure.

Senator RIBICOFiF. I know. I am talking generally. First, I want to
get the background whether you have plants abroad?

Mr. HJo,.r. Yes.
Well, I think how do we stop 1)ringing products back to this

country-
Senator RiBICOFF. How do we discourage it? Do we tax those manu-

facturers as their income is earned abroad before it is repatriated and
brought back here? 1-low do we discourage a manufacturer from doing
that?

Mr. Hot-i. I really cannot answer your question, Senator. I would
think that most, if not all American manufacturers have as their first
objective and their first desire-that is the case oi our part, certainly-
are exports from this country; and we need every tool and aid we can
to promote and increase exports from this country, to provide jobs in
this country. There are some companies obviously, in order to be able
to compete in this country either with other American manufacturers
or with foreign manufacturers, who have to make parts and bring
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them back and assemble the products here. I don't know how you
"discourage that, practice."

Senator RInICOFF. I am just curious. Personally, I am going to sup-
port most of the proposals that you suggest, but I would like a proposal
from the manufacturers' association that you represent as to how we
should treat the American manufacturer who moves his plant to a
foreign country and then places many Americans out of work and
then exports the same goods back to the United States. You must
have-your organization must have some ideas on it.

Mr. Jlom~t. Do you want to comment, Ed?
Mr. SPRAGUE. Senator, I might just mention the extent to which

this is a common practice. There is some question. I notice there has
been some comment that it is widespread; but just the figures we see
from the Commerce Department as to sales of U.S. affiliates that are
directed back to this country have been fairly small.

Now, the figures, most recent figures, I think, are 1968, so there was
some lapse.

Senator RIBICOFF. You see, it may be small in the country at large
but it may be a fantastic blow to the community that is on the receiving
end of the situation.

Mr. SPRAGUE. That is possible.
Senator RIBICOFF. I have a question like that in Hartford, Conn.,

where a 65-year-old manufacturing company called the Royal Type-
writer Co. was taken over by Litton Industries and now they -ire talk-
ing about taking that plant and moving it to Ilull, England, and plac-
ing 1,900 blue-collar workers and some 800 white-collar workers out
of a job.

Now, I know Royal intended to sell their typewriters in the United
States.

How do we discourage Litton Industries from moving the Royal
Typewriter Co. to England and sending those typewriters back to the
United States?

Mr. HOLMr. Perhaps another way to put your question, Senator, is,
how do we encourage them not to do it?

Senator RIICOFF. No, I am willing to do that; but I want the stick
as well as the carrot.

Mr. HOM. Yes.
Senator RlucOrF. I think what you are driving at here and what

the President proposes is sound and it will have r1y support; but
how about the opposite? I think during the hearings questions like
this have been raised by the Senator from Arizona, the Senator from
Wyoming. They have raised that question, and I think it is becoming
a major concern.

Mr. HOLA. Well, I am sorry, Senator; I am not able to give you a
more specific answer.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have some sug-
gestions on that from the Manufacturers Association.

Mr. HOLMr. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. ITOLI. And thank you very much.
(Mr. Holm's prepared statement and a further response to Senator

Ribicoff follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MELVIN C. HOLM REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF MANUFACTURERS-ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY OF NEW
MEXICO, CONNECTICUT BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, ILLINOIS MANU-
FACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, MANUFACTURERS ASSN. OF BERKS COUNTY, PA., IANU-
FACTURERS ASSN. OF THE CITY OF BRIDGEPORT, CONN., THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF HOSIERY MANUFACTURERS, NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIA-
TION, NATIONAL KNITWEAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, NAUGATUCK VALLEY
INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL, AND STEEL PLATE FABRICATORS ASSOCIATION

SUM MARY

1. The business community strongly supports H.R. 10947. The major provi-
sions of this bill will act to revitalize the economy by reducing the adverse cf-
feet of both past inflation and the bias in the tax structure against capital for-
mation and productive investment.

2. The proper focus for considering and evaluating the likely effect of the job
development tax credit on Investment and employment is not the next two
or three quarters, but the next five years. Comparisons of experience with the
previous 7 percent credit should be drawn for the 1962-1968 period as a whole.

3. Greatly intensified foreign competition is the dominant factor in necessitat-
Ing better domestic productivity performance. To modernize our cost recovery
system for productive investment both the investment credit and the AD)? sys.
tem are required. The Senate Finance Committee is urged to restore the liberali-
zation of the first year convention to the ADR system.

4. Stiffening and very expensive standards for air and water pollution con-
trol, which divert funds from other investments providing a financial return,
heighten the need for a modernized cost recovery system. The Senate Finance
Committee should provide that both the 7 percent investment credit and the
five-year amortization under the 1969 Act should be allowed on qualified pol-
lution control facilities.

5. The DISC proposal, gutted in the House bill, should be made whole to pro-
vide an effective stimulus for U.S. exports.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee: My name is
Melvin C. Holm, and I am Chairman of the Board of Carrier Corporation of
Syracuse, New York.

I appear here on behalf of the National Association of Manufacturers as a
member of its Board of Directors and Chairman of Its Taxation Committee. I
am accompanied by Edward A. Sprague, Vice President-Government Finance
of the NAM. The Association is a voluntary organziation of industrial and busi-
ness firms, large and small, with members located in every state and represent-
ing the major part of the manufacturing output in the country.

Because of our common interest, the following organizations, all affiliated with
the National Industrial Council, have asked to be associated with the statement
I am presenting: Association of Commerce and Industry of New Mexico; Con-
necticut Business and Industry Association; Illinois Manufacturers' Association;
'Manufacturers Association of Berks County, Pennsylvania; Manufacturers Asso-
ciation of the City of Bridgeport, Connecticut; The National Association of
Hosiery Manufacturers; National Electrical Manufacturers Association; Na-
tional Knitwear Manufacturers Association: Naugatuck Valley Industrial Coun-
cil; and the Steel Plate Fabricators Association.

We support H.R. 10947, the Revenue Act of 1971, which we believe will help
revitalize the economy, not by tomorrow, but over a reasonable period of time
during which its investment incentives can be expected to work. We support all
the major provisions of H.R. 10947 including the job development investment
credit, "legislation" of major elements of the ADR system, the repeal of the
7 percent auto excise tax, the individual income tax reductions, and what is
left of the DISC proposal.

We have detailed comments on some of these provisions, but I would like to
cover first three aspects of the investment situation which we feel were not devel-
oped sufficiently in previous hearings and public consideration of the tax program.
These are:

(1) The extent of inflation's impact on the investment sector.
(2) The need for a longer-term focus.
(3) The interdependency of the investment credit and the Asset Depre-

ciation Range (ADR) system.
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INFLATION AND INVESTMENT

Much material has been put into the record concerning the depressed state of
corporate profits-botl the level and in relation to other economic indicators
such as my personal Income, wage and salary payments, etc. Our own testimony
,before the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Joint Economic Com-
mittee dealt In some detail on the profit Impairment over the last five years, and
I see no reason to repeat it here.

Holvever, more than a few opponents of the tax program have down-played
the importance of the profits trend claiming that since corporate depreciation
allowances are large and rising, sufficient investment would be financed any-
way, without regard to profitability. The question is important because in fact
cash flow of corporate enterprise-retained earnings and depreciation allow-
ances-is the direct source for approximately two-thirds of its funds available
for capital and other Investments.

It's true that capital consumption allowances have been steadily increasing
and comprise an Increasing share of the funds available for capital Investment.
But while it Is seldom measured, the Impact of inflation since the mid-1960's
has had a particularly devastating effect on the corporate sector. Table I attached
to this statement shows total cash flow of the corporate sector, that is, depreciaion
and retained earnings, deflated for the change in prices of fixed Investments to
which that cash flow Is directed. The trend Is down sharply, not just over the
past recession but since early 1966 when inflation became much more of a
problem In general.

No official government publication or statistical source keeps track of inflation's
Impact on corporations and It tends to be obscured In the welter of statistics and
concern over other price measures, particularly the consumer price Index. But
the message Is clear. Under-depreciation from inflation and profit squeeze have
seriously crippled the business sector's ability to finance job-oreating productive
investment over the last several years.

This should be a far more important consideration In the formulation of tax
policies for overall economic performance than a somewhat artificial dividing up
of what sector gets what In the way of tax reductions or adjustments. If such
accounting Is necessary, however, the Administration has demonstrated con-
vincingly that Individuals as taxpayers have "fared" much better than the cor-
porate sector, particularly as a result of the 1969 Tax Reform Act. Further-
more, of course, the House has adjusted the mix of the tax reduction in H.R.
10947 to give further benefits to individuals at the expense of part of the ADR
system.

LONGER TERM FOCUS NEEDED

In evaluating both the proposed job development credit and ADR, we feel
that too much attention has been paid to strictly short-term Implications. Detailed
comparisons have been made with the mid-1962 period as to how many months it
took for the effect of the original 7 percent credit to show up In machinery and
equipment orders, as to the curve of the monthly unemployment rate, the wiggles
of the capacity utilization rate, etc. Il our view, this concentration on the short-
term needlessly complicates policy formulation.

In part, of course,, these complications stem directly from the Administration's
own proposal to split the rate of the Investment credit, 10 percent short-term
and 5 percent permanent. The provision in H.R. 10947 for a fiat 7 percent rate
now facilitates a better perspective over the longer-term. In view of both the
investment credit's past history and capital formation requirements over the
future, this is exactly what is needed.

Essentially, the 7 percent investment credit Is a reduction of the existing
Income tax structure's bias against capital formation and Investment In producers
durables. Much the sane result could obtain by reducing the corporate income
tax rate, and in that form relief would be more diffused throughout the economy.
However, IRS data Indicate that the impact of the prc-vious 7 percent credit was
widespread throughout the economy and by no means limited to capital-intensive
Industries.

As numerous people knowledgeable in corporate capital planning have Indi-
cated, the credit by itself will not cause new investment in anything. Its effect
is at the margin-to qualify as go-ahead investments those that might not other-
wise. As such, it is quite understandable that its impact is gradual-some im-
mediately, but more over time.
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Clearly, the previous 7 percent credit was successful in encouraging capital
investment, employment and increased productivity over its lifetime in the 1960's.
While other factors were Involved, it was not just coincidental that from 1962 to
1968 investment in producers durables increased 101/2 percent per year, output
per manhour in manufacturing industries rose at better than 3 percent per year,
and employment in manufacturing went up by 2.8 million. Currently employment
In manufacturing Is over 1 million below its 1968 average. Part of this loss can
be attributed directly to the loss of the investment credit and the slackening of
capital spending.

Today It takes well over $25,000 In capital investment to create one new indus-
trial job. The total labor force is expected to grow by some 15 million during the
1970's and it will require at least $30 billion annually in new expenditures just
to employ this net addition to the work force. A more favorable public policy
climate to enable the corporate sector to provide such investment flows Is cer-
taifnly needed now and throughout the 1970's.

INVESTMENT CREDIT AND ADD

There Is a tendency in public discussions of the Administration tax program
to consider the ADR system as a "trade-off" for the investment credit-and If
one is adopted, the other should be dropped or drastically curtailed. This would
be completely counterproductive of the intent to reduce the tax 'bias against
capital formation. As over a I)erlo(1 of years the tax relief "va.iue" of the ADR
system, as adopted by final regulations last Jne, is approximately the same as
the 7 percent credit, it makes no sense to take away with one move what is pro-
vided by another.

H.R. 10947 in fact would eliminate a significant portion of the ADR system,
the liberalization of the first year convention. Fortunately, the House bill has
preserved what we consider the most Important elements of ADR-the 20 percent
range within the new class life system and repeal of the reserve ratio test. In
addition to the stimulative effect on investment, this will help avoid many time-
consuming audit problems and disputes between taxpayers and the Internal
Revenue Service. In addition. Congressional action on the issue will serve to dis-
pel uncertainties as to the legal status of ADR and business' ability to utilize the
system.

We strongly urge your Committee to restore the liberalization of the first year
convention to the ADR system so that the economy may .obtain the full benefits
of a modernized cost recovery system. But in any event, the proposed new credit
should be considered a natural complement to, and definitely not a substitute for,
the ADR system.

Our Industrialized foreign competitors now employ very modern and produc-
tive plant and equipment facilities, encouraged by generous tax treatment, far
more generous than ours in some cases. This was well documented in the Report
of the President's Task Force on Business Taxation as well as in other inde-
pendent studies. Although this is one of the dominant factors In our Interna-
tional trade position today, it has been virtually Ignored In the formulation of
tax policy until this year. It is noteworthy from the ADR system, as now In effect,
and a permanent 7 percent Investment credit, our cost recovery position would be
just about even with the average of eleven leading industrialized foreign com-
petitors. Without the first year convention liberalization, it would be somewhat
less favorable.

Another critical reason for an effective cost recovery system was not so evi-
dent back In 1962. The rules of the game for controlling air and water pollution
have changed drastically over the last ten years. Industry now must spend bil-
lions of dollars--an estimated $3.6 billion In 1971 alone-to comply with new air
and water quality standards which are getting stiffer all the time. Industry will
not shirk Its responsibilities to reduce pollution levels but there is no denying
that the huge sums required are diverting funds from other investment providing
a financial return. It is obviously that much harder to finance new machinery
and equipment to increase overall productivity, at the same time meeting these
pollution control commitments.

Congress gave some recognition to this problem in the five-year amortization
provision for pollution control equipment under the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
This is a constructive, albeit limited, measure. Unfortunately Section 104 of
H.R. 10947 would deny most of the benefit of the investment credit on otherwise

68-.333 0-71-pt. 1- 9
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qualified property if the five-year amortization is elected, thus vitiating the 1969
relief provision. The Ways and Means Committee report indicates that the
intent of the special amortization provision was to serv.3 as a substitute for the
7 percent credit repealed in 1969 and an "additional" incentive should not be
allowed now. We contend that the case for more significant tax relief for pollution
control investment is controlling, and strongly recommenid that both the five-year
write-offs and the 7 percent credit be allowed for qualified pollution control
facilities.

REPEAL OF THE 7-PERCENT AUTOMOBILE EXCISE TAX

Repealing the auto excise tax will provide over $2 billion of tax relief to con-
sumers in fiscal 1972, and encourage increased production and employment in the
automobile industry. In addition to these immediate benefits, it will remove one
of the few remaining selective Federal excise taxes--permanently, we now hope.
Such excises are Inherently discriminatory and inappropriate when designed for
general revenue purposes. The proposal to remove the auto excise tax, which was
scheduled to be phased out anyway, is consistent with a broadly-based tax struc-
ture and fair distribution of tax burdens.

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION (DISC)

The NAM and other business associations have supported the DISC tax regime
proposal since it was unveiled in early 1970. As our trade balance has completely
deteriorated since then, there is all the more reason for implementing it as a
means to encourage U.S. exports and combat the tax advantages our foreign
competitors now enjoy.

-Previously, on behalf of the NAM, we have submitted material on DISC to your
Subcommittee on International Trade. We take note of some criticism of tile
DISC I)roposal and estimates of revenue "losses" from it as high as $1 billion
annually. We feel the Treasury Department has presented ample material to
refute this claim and. we strongly concur with its Judgment that there would be
a substantial increase in exports due to DISC of $11/2 to $21/2 billion per year.

Unfortunately, by restricting the tax deferral benefits of DISC to export in-
come increments on the 1968-1970 base, the House has gutted the measure. Tie
incremental provision raises questions of equity of tax treatment with respect to
those firms who have been making substantial export efforts over the years and
certainly would greatly diminish the effectiveness of the proposal. We recognize
there would be some marginal benefit in export stimulation. particularly for firms
developing export markets or engaging in export business for the first time, under
the House bill, but strongly urge elimination of the incremental limitation and
restoration of the original provisions.

OTHER PROVISIONS-JOB DEELOPMENT INVESTMENT CREDIT RELATIONSHIP

TO THE MINIMUM TAX

To Implement the full investment incentive effort of the new investment credit.
we recommend that tile income tax liability used in the minimum tax calculation
should be applied before reduction by the credit, and that the minimum tax
should be taken into account in applying 'the 50 percent of tax liability limitation.

Under present law, the taxable base for minimum tax purposes is the sum of
the taxpayer's tax preference imicome over $30.000 reduced by the taxpayer's
regular income tax liability remaining after credits. If this same formula is re-
tained with the institution of the new investment credit, the intended benefit will
be partially offset by an increase in minimum tax liability. This would occur
because in computing the taxpayer's minimum tax base under the formula, the
total of tax l)reference income woul( only be offset by regular income tax lia-
bIility aft(-,' such liability is reduced by the investment credit. The credit should
be fully effective without being impaired by the minimum tax and should reduce
the total of regular income tax and. minimum tax liabilities.

Also, present law excludes the minimum tax from the tax base to which is
applied the 50 percent limitation in determining the amount of credit allowed in
a year. But precedent for including 'the minimum tax in the tax base can ine
found in the fact that the recently expired Income tax surcharge was allowed as
an add-in for the purpose of the limitation.
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OTIER SPECIAL AMORTIZATION

Again, with respect to Section 104 of 1.1R. 10947, the bill denies the investment
credit on property for which a special five-year write-off has been elected for
railroad rolling stock, low income housing, coal nine safety equipiiient, job train-
ing and day care facilities (a special amorftization proposed under the new bill)
as well as for pollution control facilities referred to earlier.

We recognize that some additional tax relief may be obtained by having the
option of electing a five-year write-off or the credit, depending mostly on the life
of the particular asset. However, without at-tempting to asses, the merits of these
special write-offs, it still seems somewhat inconsistent to offer such tax relief and
then largely cancel it out, particularly when some of these assets were eligible
for carryovers of the investment credit repealed in 1969.

TABLE I.-CORPORATE CASH FLOW

Deflator I
Current 1963-
dollars 65=100

38.2 96.1
39.7 96.5
46.1 97.5
48.3 98.5
54.5 100.0
63.1 101.6

lin billions of dollars

Constant Deflator I Constant
1963-65 Current 1963- 1963-65
dollars dollars 65=100 dollars

39.8 1966 ---------- 68.6 103.9 66.0
41.7 1967- - .--------- 68.3 107.7 63.4
47.3 1968 ------------ 71.0 111.3 63.4
49.0 1969 ------------ 71.3 117.5 60.7
54.5 1970 ------- 72.4 123.2 58.8
G2. I

I Index of fixed investment prices.

Source: Department of Commerce, Conference Board.

COST RECOVERY ALLOWANCES FOR MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT IN LEADING INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

Aggregate cost recovery allowances
Representative (percentage of cost of asset)

cost recovery
period First tax- First 3 tax- First 7 tax-

(years) able year able years able years

Belgium ---------------------------------- 10 20.0 48.8 89.0
Canada ------------------------------------------- 10 20.0 48.8 79.0
France ...........-------------------------- - 8 31.3 67.5 94.9
Italy -------------.------------------............. 6 20.0 65.0 100.0
Japan ------------- _.-------- --------- ___ 11 34.5 56.9 81.4
Luxembourg---..-...... .................... ------- 10 28.0 60.4 101.9
Netherlands .-------------- ------------- 5 10.0 42.4 77. 1
Sweden ---------------- ------------------- 5 30.0 65.7 100.0
Switzerland ----------------------........ .... 63 15.0 58.4 90.0
United Kingdom I ----------------------------------- 12 57.8 78.1 102. 1
Western Germany ------------.-------------------- 9 16.7 49.6 88.8

Average percentage -- - --------.---------------- --- -25. 7 58.3 91.3

United States:
Without ADR or investment credit -----------.... 13 7. 7 33.9 66.1
W ith A DR only --------------------- -------------..... ... 14.0 44.0 76.0
With investment 2 credit only:

10 percent ------------------ ----------...... 27.7 53.9 86. 1
7 percent -----------.------------- __ .--------------- 21.7 47.9 80.1
5 percent ----- _------- --------------- --------- 17.7 43.9 76.1

With ADR and investment credit of:
10 percent ---------------- ---- _----------------------- 34.0 64.0 96.0
7 percent ----. ..----------.--------.--------------------- 28.0 58.0 90.0
5 percent -----------------.---------------- _ --------- 24.0 54.0 86.0

1 Does not reflect changes in United Kingdom as of October, 1970.
2 Includes 20 percent, 14 percent and 10 percent allowance equivalent to 10 percent, 7 percent and 5 percent invest-

ment credits, respectively, at effective 50 percent income tax rate. Credit does not reduce recoverable base cost.
Source: Report of the President's Task Force on business taxation and U.S. Department of Treasury.

1960 ...........
1961 ...........
1962 ...........
1963 ............
1964 ...........
1965 ...........
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF IANUFACTURFUS,
October 20, 1971.

Hon. ABRAHAM A. RIBICOFF,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR RinicoFr: At the Senate Finance Committee Hearings on H.R.
10947 last week you asked for our suggestions as to how to deal with the "run-
away plant" problem-i.e. the UJ.8. firm which establishes manufacturing facili-
ties abroad for the specific purpose of iml)orting to U.S. markets formerly
saiiplied by domestic operations. This letter attempts to augment our conmments
at the time with a more complete statement of views.

We indicated that the Incidence of this type of operation, while periml)s in-
creasing, Is still quite small. The last available figure on sales of U.S. affiliates
abroad to U.S. markets was only about 8%, half of which represented the special
case of transportation equipment manufactured In Canada. Also included in
these sales would be a significant volume of parts and finished goods which serve
only 'to complacent, and not to compete with, product lines of doinestic mann-
facture. In many cases these items are imported only because sales volume is too
low to justify local production.

We stress the )oint because we feel that national policies, particularly tax
policies, should be formulated on the basis of the overall economic and other
conditions. As you know, there has beeni a tendency in some quarters to call for
sweeping "solutions" that would )enalize all business with overseas operations.

You asked what could be done for the individual communities, such as Hart-
ford, which may be adversely affected by this type of import competition. As you
know, the Administration has asked for a liberalization of adjustment assistance
provisions under the Trade Expansion Act, which, by breaking the nexus be-
tween assistance and tariff concessions, could be apl)lied to employees displaced
by imports regardless of the specific cause of the increase in such imports. Tpliese
l)rovislons were included in the Trade Act of 1970 which was not enacted.

,From our viewpoint the real solution to this problem has several dimensions
rather than a single legislative one. Among these dimensions are:

1. Quick enactment of 'the provisions of H.,R. 10947 with its incentives for in-
vestment in new productive equipment domestically-and hence Its encourage-
ment to U.S. employment across the board-and restoration of the original DISC
proposal also to increase domestic employment.

2. Realignment of foreign exchange rates to reflect actual International con-
ditions and eliminate trade 'advantages enjoyed in particular 'by Japan. This is
now in process.

3. Winding down of our domestic inflation so that we can regain control over
our costs of production.

4. 'Finally, a step-up in domestic productivity, as outlined by the first report of
the National Commission on Productivity.

Any progress on these fronts would help improve our trade position and the
progress that is reasonable to expect, in combination, should minimize the "run-
away plant" problem as well.

We appreciate the opportunity to expand our views on this matter and suggest
that this letter be included in 'the record of the hearings.

Very truly yours,
MELVIN 'C. HOLM,

Chairman, Taxation Committee.

Senator GRIFFIrN. Mr. Chairman, I have asked for the privilege of
introducing the next witness because lie happens to be a very distin-
guished citizen from my State. There are those who come before the
committees of Congress who need no introduction, and Mr. Arthur
Summerfield is one of them. He has been before this committee and
other committees in various capacities in the past, most notably as a
cabinet member in the Eisenhower Administration. You will recall
that then ie was Postnaster General Arthur Summerfield.

He is now-and has been for some years-an automobile dealer
in Flint, Mich., and has been working for many years to convince Con-
gress that the discriminatory auto excise tax ought to be repealed.
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I think he is particularly well qualified, and I am pleased to present
him and his son to the committee.

The ChIAIINAN. We will be very pleased to hear from you, Mr.
Summerfield.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR E. SUMMERFIELD, SR., CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD, SUMMERFIELD CHEVROLET CO., FLINT, MICH.,
ACCOMPANIED BY ARTHUR E. SUMMERFIELD, JR., PRESIDENT,
SUMMERFIELD CHEVROLET .00.

Mr. SUMMERFIELD Sr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Griffin
and members of the committee.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of this committee: My name
is Arthur E. Summerfield, Senior, and I have been an automobile and
truck dealer for 42 years in the (ity of Flint, Mich. With me today
is my son, Arthur E. Summerfield, Jr., who has been a motor vehicle
dealer and my partner for 25 years in Flint, and for the last 11 years
in Gary, Ind.

We are here today representing ourselves, our employees-2-75 men
and women--and our customers, to urge the repeal of the 7-percent
excise tax on new automobiles and light trucks, as esentially pro Posed
by Senator Robert Griffin of Michigan, and joined by Senator 1hilip
Hart and the entire Michigan delegation and now embodied in the bi l
before you today, II.R. 10947.

We appeared before the WNays and Means Committee of thee House on
September 16 in sulypol, of the repeal of the excise ,taxes and are in-
deed grateful for the opportunity to appear before this committee,
and congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, for the dispatch with which you
have called these hearings.

The motor vehicle industry has long been a bellweather of the na-
tional economy; a drop in vehicle sales generally is the first indica-
tion of economic decline, while renewed sales volume usually heralds
the beginning of a recovery period.

The importance of the economic activity generated throughout the
Nation by the manufacture of motor vehicles cannot be overeml)ha-
sized. This industry purchases goods and se, rvices from sonm 50,000
supplier firms and "is the greatest single consumer of the products of
other great industries such as steel, rubber, coal, iron, aluminum, petro-
leuni products, and many others.

It is estimated that more than 13 million persons holding one of
every six jobs in the Nation are employed in highway transport indus-
tries. Over 800,000 businesses. are direct)ly dependent upon motor
vehicles for their continued existence.

When S. 2285 was introduced 12 weeks ago, the economic situa-
tion facing our Nation gave cause for grave concern. Inflation was
gathering momentum at a time of rising unemployment, a balance-of-
payments deficit, heavy overseas spending, and 'Wide discounting of
our currency. The economy was faltering and consumer confidence
was low.

We could ill afford then, nor can we, now, to have the motor vehicle
industry, a prime creator of jobs and of spendable income, also falter.
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Yet on July 7, unsold new 1971 automobiles in dealers' hands-
domestic cars only-reached an alltime record high of more than
1,800,000 cars, in a declining market. Many dealers already stretched
financially, certainly were in no position to order and arrange pay-
ment for additional new cars.

In September, the unsold national inventory was still over 1,600,000
cars, with over 1 million of these 1971 models, not 1972 models. On
October 10 it had fallen slightly to approximately 1,500,000 cars,
based on preliminary figures.

Sales, however, have picked up somewhat-mainly, we feel, because
of the public's expectation that the excise, tax will indeed be removed
and partially because of the confidence generated by all aspects of the
President's economic program.

The domestic vehicle industry was clearly reaching the very limit
within which we could even hope to maintain the present levels of pro-
duction and employment in this country.

Increased competition from abroad, which is still growing, coupled
with mounting costs of labor and materials, and mandatory safety and
ecology requirements presented and sill present an ominous set of cir-
cumstances, truly indicating a crisis in the automobile industry and
casts serious doubts about the industry's ability to continue without
help as an economic nucleus of this Nation. ]Repeal of the excise tax will
partially provide this assistance.

The impact and problems of our present situation are beyond the
control of the business community alone.

During the past year sales of cars from abroad rose to 14 percent of
total sales in this country-16 percent for the first 6 months of 1971,
18 percent in July, 22 percent in August and are still going up. On a
basis of a 10-million-car year, this means a foreign car sales rate of 2
million.

Mr. Henry Ford II has estimated that for every 1 percent increase
in foreign car penetration it has meant and st{ll means a loss of
20,000 jobs hi this country. To be realistic, without help from you the
aggressive distribution plans of foreign car manufacturers could well
cause them to dominate the American car market.

Import sales are running 40 percent and higher on the west coast
of the United States and the Japanese cars as a group are the No. 1
seller in the Los Angeles area today Import sales are running 20
percent on the east coast and all foreign companies are now greatly
expanding their distribution in the greatest car market of all, the
great Middle West of the United States.

As dealers of domestic cars and trucks, we must compete against
vehicles built in Japan where labor scales are reported to be one-
quarter of the wage scales that exist in this country. We must also
compete with vehicles built in 1Vest Germany where wages are ap-
proximately one-half of the wages paid in'this country. And we
must remember that today we are faced with new labor contracts with
large built-in annual increases plus cost-of-living increases in many
basic industries, including the auto industry.

This, of course, results in unequal competition and is reflected in
the automotive employment trend in each of these countries. For
exafnple, according to the U.S. Department of Labor, direct employ-
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ment in the manufacturing of motor vehicles in this country declined
by 91,000 jobs last year, 1970, but in West Germany jobs in the motor
vehicle industry climbed from 560,000 in 1969 to 731,000 in 1970.

Current Japanese employment figures are not available, but it is
noted that from 1960 to 1969 the number of jobs in Japan's trans-
portation industry rose from 514,000 to 754,000. We do not think
that this Nation and its jobholders can stand to have this exporting
of jobs continue.

Fair, spirited competition is always welcome and so is a true recip-
rocal trade policy, such as envisioned by the late ai-A revered Secretary
of State Cordell Hull who first saw tie vital necessity for reciprocal
world trade.

But we ask you to consider these startling figures that show how
one-sided the trade picture really is:

Germany: a 13.2-percent tariff, plus an 11 percent added value tax,
plus a so-called road tax that l)enalizes larger cars. A $3,860 Chevrolet
Impala in this country sells for $8.164 over there.

Japan: a 10-percent tariff, plus a commodity tax ranging from
15 percent to 40 percent, depending on size and an annual road tax
from $50 to $250 depending on size. A $2,200 Chevrolet Vega here
would sell in Japan for $4,000.

United Kingdom: a 14-percent tariff, plus a 36.6 percent purchase
tax. A $3,860 Chevrolet Impala would sell for about $8,000 over there.

France: a 13.2 percent tariff plus a 33% percent value added tax,
plus a 2-percent duty stamp.

So, what have been the results of their version of reciprocal trade
in 1970? West Germany exported 674,945 cars to the United States,
but we only exported 2,476 to Germany; Japan exported 381,338 cars
to the United States but we only exported 159 cars into Japan; the
United Kingdom exported 76,257 cars to the United States but we
only exported 434 into the United Kingdom; France exported 37,114
cars to the United States but we only exported 394 into France.

Dealers of domestic cars and our employees have been among the
first to feel the thrust of this competitive disadvantage.

During 1970 and early 1971 approximately 850 domestic automobile
outlets have been lost.

An average dealer employs 25 people and has an annual payroll of
$175,000, so this decline ini dealerships has meant the loss of some
21,000 job opportunities and $148 million in employee income.

You have already heard estimates on the favorable impact on new
jobs from Secretary Connally resulting from the increased manufac-
ture of more cars. To this should be added, at the very least, two em-
ployees per dealer, or 56,000 more jobs.

For these reasons we urge a favorable report from this committee
and immediate enactment of legislation to eliminate the excise tax on
automobiles and light trucks. We also respectfully suggest that Con-
gress consider seriously and auicklv granting the executive branch the
right to raise import, duties beyond the 10-percent limit so that true
reciprocity on automotive and perhaps other products in the genuine
meaning of the word can be implemented. So, indeed, if Japan, Ger-
many. France, and other strong, affluent automotive-producing coun-
tries wish to continue to tax our products at rates from 20 percent to
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50 percent, that we be afforded the same treatment and protection.
It is clear that the continuing exporting of American capital, cou-

led with the free flow of foreign goods into America, and continuing
oreign restrictions on our products abroad is courting a disastrous

loss of jobs and economic health.
The time for subsidizing these nations at the expense of American

workers' jobs is past and it must be ended.
The automobile excise tax was first enacted in 1917 and has remained

with us almost continuously ever since as a so-called luxury tax and/or
war tax. Other consumer durable goods such as radios, television sets,
washers, refrigerators, et cetera, have been cleared of this 'outdated
tax, but despite the welcome action for relief by this committee, in 1965,
it still remains to discriminate unjustly against every new car buyer
in the average amount of $200. Passage of this bill retroactive to
August 15, 1971, would return to purc hasers of new vehicles since that
time an average of $200 in cash.

We emphasize the rebate would be to the car buyer not to the auto-
mobile dealer and not to the manufacturer and it would not be in-
flationary.

Any question as to whether this tax saving will be passed on to new
car buyers should be answered by the record. A Federal study ordered
by President Johnson in 1965, after the tax on automobiles was re-
duced from 10 percent to 7 percent, showed that the tax reduction was
indeed passed on to the purchaser. The Bureau of Labor Statistics also
showed at that time a similar reduction in used car prices benefiting
the consumer who generally needs economic help the most. I also un-
derstand that the presidents of the major domestic manufacturers have
w1eitten to Congressman 'Chamberlain and probably to many others
committing their companies to passing this tax reduction on.

As we view it, removal of this tax would have a twofold impact:
it would help create and maintain new jobs through increased motor
vehicle production and it would make available additional noninfla-
tionary funds for consumer use.

Repeal of this tax also would in some measure improve the competi-
tive position of domestic car dealers despite the fact that imported
products would share in the excise tax elimination. With our vehicles
costing more to build the tax is presently levied on a higher figure than
it is for imports.

We feel that it is logical and safe to say that reduced prices 'on auto-
mobiles will have a lowering effect on the consumer price index and
that this will tend to reduce the pressure of the wage-price spiral.

At this time we also would urge this committee to take action for
the repeal of excise taxes on light-duty trucks. The popularity of these
vehicles continues to grow annually 'because primarily of their use for
personal transportation and for recreational purposes . A recent study
shows that 10 percent of the Nation's households own one or more
trucks with two-thirds of these used for nonbusiness reasons. For
many families, particularly those in rural areas, these light-duty trucks
provide the sole means of transportation.

Here again lcwer production costs in other countries have led to the
importation of more and more vehicles seeking to capture even this
expanding market. The same arguments for tax relief made earlier for
automobiles are equally applicable for light trucks.
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In summing up, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee,
we strongly feel that repeal of these automotive excise taxes in total
would have the greatest all-around benefits of any single action to
stimulate our economy. The effect on new job opportunities in vehicle
manufacturing, auto dealerships and supplier industries on creation
of more favorable balance of payments, on reduction of trade deficits,
on consumer price indexes and on spendable income would extend to
every corner of this Nation and, in our opinion, would have no infla-
tionary impact.

As mentioned earlier, we also urge that the executive branch be
given authority to more closely realine import duties in line with the
duties levied on our products as a part of the rebuilding of our
economy.

We stand ready as citizens and as businessmen to support this
committee in any way we can to advance this program to restore the
economic health of the Nation. We recognize that the responsibility of
this committee and of Congress is indeed great, and we are confident,
based on your record and experience, you will prove equal to the task
of providing the leadership so urgently needed to help steer our Na-
tion on a constructive and realistic 'course, a course designed to
eliminate inflation, provide full employment and restore confidence
and stability in our economy both home and abroad.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee for a
courteous hearing. If my son and I can answer any questions, we
would be glad to try to. Thank you very much.

The Chairman. Thank you very much.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Summerfield, let me first con-

gratulate you on your excellent statement. Let me ask you just one
question.

You observe that Germany, Japan and France, among other coun-
tries tax our products at a rate of 50 percent. In your summary you
say you strongly feel that repeal of these auto excise taxes in total
would have the greatest benefit of any single action to stimulate our
economy.

Would you feel, if the excise tax might be left on foreign made
cars it would approach more nearly the sort of balance and fairness
that you think is indicated?

Mr. SUALMIEIFIELD SR. Senator, I don't think that is quite enough.
Senator HANSEN. iBut you don't go that far, do you? I mean, I was

wondering-here you say to repeal these automotive excise taxes in
total-are, you talking about on all cars or domestically made cars?

Mr. SU MEMERFIELD SR. We have advocated repeal of the tax for all
cars. However, we respectfully suggest that this committee and the
Congress seriously consider making it possible for the executive
branch of the Government to proceed where we can be over and above
the 10 percent import surcharge now invoked, up to the point where
we can be competitive with the foreign countries.

If other countries are going to charge us 50 percent and absolutely
prohibit, in effect, the exporting of automobiles produced by American
workmen to those countries, then I think it is time that we get on a
dry track; we need true reciprocity. And, gentlemen, if I might be
permitted to make a further comment, right at this moment, this
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Government of ours is in the process of very delicate negotiations on
the matters of foreign trade and all of these related problems; but the
people who are speaking for us and doing the negotiating are doing it
on the basis of a 10 percent, so-called border tax, while the other nego-
tiators are sitting there with 50 percent. Our people have got a pair of
deuces to negotiate against a full house on the other side.

We need to strengthen the hand of the people who are negotiating
for this Government.

Let's look at the record for a moment: We have given those countries
over there, gladly and willingly, something reported to be about $140
billion since the end of World War II to rehabilitate their industries.
As a result they have the most modern equipment and plants that you
can buy today, as against what we have in this country. We have ex-
ported the genius of America, our know-how and we have let others
set up trade barriers against us while leaving the gates wide open
for them.

I am not one of those who fails to recognize that we are literally
on a collision course, an economic collision course, with the countries
that I have mentioned earlier in this statement, and Mr. Chairman,
I recall what happened when this country back in the late 1930's got
on an economic collision course with other countries. I remember very
well, and I am not one of those who feels that we can afford to permit
the Japanese and the Germans to dominate the automobile industry
of this country. I do not want to see the automobile dealers of this
country being only service stations 'to provide service for automobiles
built in other countries. What we are principally interested in here
are jobs for American workers.

Senator BENNEr. Mr. Chairman, I hate to do this but I am afraid
our witness has had 20 minutes and we have got a lot of others
behind us.

Mr. SUmmF, RFIELD. SR. Thank you very much.
The ChAIR MAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HARTKE. Can I ask a question or is it against the rules?
The CHAIRMTA\N. Go ahead.
Senator HARTKE. Let me ask you, are you as much interested in

keeping the 10-percent duty? Wouldn't it be better to have a quota
system, let them share in our abundance; if we have an abundance of
sales here, and if we have depression here at home, the sales drop
off, they share also in our depression? Wouldn't that be a better
system?

Mr. SUMM RFIELD, Smi. Senator Hartke, I would leave that to the
discretion of Congress.

Senator TIARTKE. You would not be opposed to such a system?
Mr. SUMMERFIELD, SR. I am not opposed to any system that restores

equality of competitive forces of this country with every other nation
on the face of this earth. But we need a chance. This thing has gone
far enough, and we cannot permit it to go any further.

Senator IARTKE. He is one of my constituents now, from Gary.
The ChAIRMAN. I would like to ask just one question: How much

of a tariff do you think it is going to take if we try to maintain our
position, just to maintain it now? Let them kee l) what they have got but
maintain our position on a competitive basis. How high a tariff wall
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will we need to maintain the position of the American automobile
manufacturing industry in its own market?

Mr. SUMJMEiIELD, R. Just as high as others impose against us,
whether that is 10 percent or whether it is 50 percent or nothing at all.

The CHAIRufAN. You think that is high enough in view of the iact
they have wage rates far below ours? You think if we had the same
tariff rate they had that, we could hold our own?

Mr.. SUMMEIIFIELD, S,. That is a subject that I am deeply concerned
about. As I mentioned in my prepared statement, despite the situation
which we face today with labor costs in Japan 25 percent of those in
the United States, we have a 10-percent wage increase coming this next
year and another 10 percent the following year. I don't know what it
is based on, but it certainly isn't based on the needs of our economy.

Mr. "Chairman, at least we shouldn't 'be compelled to compete
against a 50-percent barrier with only a 10-percent surtax.

The CHAIR4MAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. SUMrIEIFIELI), SnR.Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. George Strichman, chair-

man of the Ad Hoc Committee for an Effective Investment Tax Credit.
Senator BENNEi'7. Mr. Chairman, the suggestion has been made to

me that those who stay within 10 minutes will have their requests con-
sidered; those who exceed the 10 minutes, we save our time by ignoring
their request. [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. STRICHMAN, REPRESENTING THE AD
HOC COMMITTEE FOR AN EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT TAX
CREDIT

Mr. STRICHMAN. Mr. Chairman, under those circumstances I guar-
antee I will stay within 10 minutes.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the committee, my
name is George Strichman and I am chairman of the board of direc-
tors and chief executive officer of Colt Industries.

I appear today on 'behalf of the Ad Hoc Committee for an Effective
Investment Tax 'Credit. The committee is a voluntary group of over
80 firms representing a broad cross-section of U.S. industry and busi-
ness and the menibership list as of October 6th is included in the ap-
pendix presented to your committee. Prior to the closing of your hear-
ing record, I would appreciate permission to include a list of com-
panies that have joined that list since that date.

This Ad Hoc Committee was formed out of our shared belief that an
effective investment tax credit is an essential component of a program
for the problems that now face our economy.

The basic objective of the Ad Hoc Committee has been the speedy
enactment of a permanent tax credit at a rate sufficient to accomplish
national objectives and with equitable rules for implementation.

More specifically, I would like to comment on H.R. 10947.
Basically, we feel that it deserves support and favorable action by

the Finance Committee and the Senate. However, I would like to take
some time today to address four points and offer some suggestions with
relationship to that bill.
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If you do not, mind at this point I will depart. from my formal oraltestimony.
I think the first thing that is of extreme importance and which must

be recognized is that speed of enactment. is 1)aramount.. Conditions in
the marketplace, particularly in the heavy equipment. type market-
place, are far worse than is realized. To give vou a. for instance, I will
put it in terms that I can speak of directly *from my own company.

In 1968 we had 28,000 employees. Two years later at the beginning
of 1971 we had 24,000 employees. As of the l)eginning of last, month we
had 22,000 employees. Now, this has been aggravated by this very legis-
lation which is being considered today because as of ,the moment it ap-
peared to be considered or it appeared that, it, would be considered we
and many members of our committee receive hold orders and cancella-
tions from companies that immediately saidl, "Let us wait and see what
this legislation will be before we continue and tboy the equi)melt that
has been ordered."

The not, result of this, gentlemen, is that between now and the end of
the year we will probably drop betweenn 1,000 and 2,000 more em-
ifloyees, and this is not onlv us; a lot of the members of our commit-
tee who are facing tho same type of p)blem. So speed is )aramount to
stop this type of thing from h happening.

-In addition, the timaelng of this bill in taking effect is considerable.
My understanding is when it was done under the Kennedy adminis-

tration it took almost two years to have full effect. Based on our own
leadtimes, if it were passed today it would be approximately 1 year be-
fore it began to show a significant effect, that would continue for an-
other year before it became fully effective. So the sooner this legisla-
tion starts the. better, because that will get rid of that. timelag at
the earliest possible date. It will also get rid of the holdups that have
been placed on orders because of the pending legislation.

The second iteim I would like to talk 'about is the size of the credit..
As a background, you know better than I, of course, that this credit

has been like a yoyo for the past 7 or 8 year, and each time it. has aone
off it has had deleterious effects; and this time the economy has delib-
erately been slowed down and I think it has been slowed down to the
point where it is beyond wha t most, leople truly recognize is ha.iiening
in the marketplace. Order iniut is at an alltime low from 1968 when
it was at an alltime high ; and in case you don't know it, since the fir
of August it has been decreasing at an accelerated pace again.

Under these circumstances we believe that Secretary Connallys sug-
gestion of a 10-percent credit to help change this course that. we are
going on is required for two reasons:

The first reason is the state that, business has already reached. In
some cases it. has gone beyond recession; it is a depression.

Let's take the machine tool business. for example. As of right now,
not on a dollar basis but on a unit-shipped basis, the total machine-
tool business is not shipping anv more machines than it was shipping
in the mid-1930's. Now, dollarwise, of course, it is much higher because
of inflation since that time, but they are not in a state of recession; they
are in a state of depression.

The other reason that is involved is that we must be, following what
we just heard from Mr. Summerfield, in some kind of competitive
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position with those countries with which we must complete. An analysis
of the kind of credit they get to encourage them to have up-to-date,
modern, productive equipment that improves employment and im-
proves, moreover, productivity indicates that with all ADR's prornul-
gated by the Treasury Department and a 10-percent credit, we would
still be behind three of the countries that are our biggest competitors,
namely, ,Jal)an, Great Britain, and Italy; and we would just about
become equal with Germany, West Germany.

I think it is absolutely incumbent upon us to be in the same position
of encouraging our own organizations here as our competitors abroad
if we are to truly face up to making the balance of payments come out
even.

Let, me repeat that even with a full unmodified ADR, as adopted by
the Treasury, and with a 10-percent tax credit, the package is less than
the Japanese and British incentives and only about equal to West
Germany.

There is a third area, that of pollution control, in which I think a
serious error has been made. The TIousa bill, as reported out and as
you well know-you have passed before a bill in which pollution
equipment can be written off in a years-the House bill allows either
the 5-year writeoff or the tax investment credit, the incentive credit.
The amount of money that must be spent on pollution-control equip-
ment out of the cash that we can generate in our businesses during the
next 5 years is sizable. In the case of our own company, it will be about
20 percent per year. Other companies are higher; it runs about 25 per-
cent per year; some are perhaps lower, but in total it is a large amount.
So here, on the one hand, we have a nation which I believe seriously
is trying to improve its ecology, which is going to take a lot of money
available for equipment; at the same tine it wants to improve its
productivity.

Now, obviously, every penny that goes into the ecology for the buy-
ing company does nothing to improve their productivity or the em-
1loyment. So it is important that this cash be turned around as fast
as possible so that it can get back into the stream of buying equipment
that is necessary for productivity and employment; and we would
suggest that 1)oth be available, both the 5-yea' write-off, and the tax
credit, and we would suggest if you really wanted to improve the
ecology fast and the other end fast, productivity, that whatever you
arrive at as being a proper incentive tax credit be double for the
spending of money on equipment for antipollution devices.

Last, but not least, we would like to address the effective date.
As I said before, tle time consumed in getting this total package so

that it really does turn the economy around is quite long. The real prob-
lem, of course, is cash formation because although 7 or 10 percent or
whatever may be granted by tax relief, the other 90 or 93 percent has
to be put up by the buying company.

In order to get the thing goina, the name of the game is order input,
because those orders have to 'be placed to get things started and that is
what is lacking in the economic marketplace today.

So we would suggest that as the bill is now written it applies to equip-
ment ordered after April 1 or acquired or constructed after August 15,
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we believe it would give a real shot into the arm to getting the market-
place moving if the total package were simplified by making it all
effective as of the first of April 1971.

So, Mr. 'Chairman, if we are, in fact, to lick inflation, if we are in
fact going to produce jobs for those who are now unemployed and for
those who are coming into the labor market in increasing numbers, if
we are in fact going to restore this Nation's competitive position in
the world economy, then we have no alternative but to enact truly
effective investment incentives in our tax structure the same as our
foreign counterparts have done for years.

Sweden, for example, has had a 10-percent credit, to the best of my
knowledge, since 1936.

We urge your consideration of the suggestions of the ad hoc com-
mittee for an effective investment tpx credit as I have outlined them
here and as explained in greater detail in our prepared statement.

We commend this committee and its prompt action on the House bill,
and we hope that your good example will prevail throughout the con-
sideration by the rest of the Senate.

Thank you.
The CHAIRTNAN. Thank you very much.
Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the witness a

question just as a matter of theory.
If in a given case the one who would otherwise be able to obtain

an investment tax credit were to lay off 100 employees as the result of
putting in some new, modern equipment and if it could be shown that
probably only 10 employees had to be hired to produce that equip-
ment, so you'have a net loss of 90 jobs as a result of that particular
plant situation, would you support the investment tax credit in that
situation?

Mr. STRIC-1M AN. Senator Miller, one of the bugaboos that has hap-
pened ever since 1850 when the industrial revolution started was that
if vou have better equipment its displaces manpower, that everything is
going to go to rack and ruin.

As a matter of fact, exactly the opposite has happened. There is a
problem of dislocation of labor wheni that type of thing happens but
the net result has been and will continue to be that the higher pro-
ductivity equipment that we can put in place the more jobs are
totally created eventually.

Now, there is always a Iagtime and there is always a leadtime on these
kinds of things, but that has been the history of what has happened
in the past and there is no reason to believe it will be different in the
future.

Senator MILLER. I am very familiar with that history but my ques-
tion relates to a specific case and I would like your answer as to that
specific case.

Mr. S'rRICIHMAN. All right, in that specific case, I would say yes,
because there can be many, many of those specific cases and if you were
to say we wouldn't do it in every case you in effect would have to say
we would have to sit here stagnating in productive capability while.
those around us in the world are not, and truly we would not be com-
petitive.

Senator MILLER. All right.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. STRICGIMAN. Thank you, gentlemen.
(Mr. Strichman's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. STRICHMAN, REPRESENTING THE AD Ho

COMMITTEE FOR AN EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

INTRODUCTION

My name is George A. Strichman. I am Chairman of the Board of Directors
and Chief Executive Officer of Colt Industries, Inc. I appear on behalf' of the
Ad Hoe Committee for an Effective Investment Tax Credit. The Committee is a
voluntary group of industrial firms which share the belief that an effective
investment tax credit is a necessary part of the United States tax system. The
current members of the Committee are listed on 'the attached appendix.

We are grateful to you for providing us an opportunity to testify on the pro-
posals In the House Bill (H.R. 10947). We will limit ourselves to comments on
the proposed Job Development Credit and Asset Depreciation Range ("ADR")
System.

The Ad Hoc Committee was formed because of the belief of its members in
the importance of improving the rate of U.S. domestic capital formation through
enactment of an effective investment tax credit and through adoption of realistic
depreciation policies. These actions would arrest unemployment and would in-
crease both employment and productivity. They would permit greater price
stability with less reliance on economic controls; and they would have other
beneficial economic consequences. Experience has proven that an effective in-
vestment credit and liberalized depreciation are appropriate methods for achiev-
ing such objectives.

The immediate effects of the enactment of an effective credit, coupled with
adequate depreciation policies, will be to stimulate orders for machinery and
equipment, thereby creating new jobs in the machinery and equipment industries
and new demands for raw materials. These effects will, in turn, generate in-
creased employment in other industries. They will contribute directly to in-
creased productivity through modernization of plant and equipment. As a con-
sequence, wage Increases will become relatively noninflationary and our ability
to complete against foreign producers, here and abroad, will be improved.

SUMMARY OF VIEWS

We have encouraged by the prompt passage of H.R. 10947 by the House. We
are particularly pleased that the credit adopted by the House is permanent in
its form. However, we respectfully suggest that the need for aggressive invest-
ment stimulus is so great that the minimum credit level should be 10% rather
than the 7% in the House Bill.

We support the absence of any scheduled reduction in credit level. Moreover,
a predetermined reduction in credit level would almost assure a reduction in
business activity in the period following the scheduled reduction since the
natural tendency would be to bunch activity into the preceding period.

Although we recommend below certain modifications in the House Bill, the
features of it which we particularly support in addition to a level, nonreducing
credit, are:

1. The April 1, 1971 effective date.
2. The denial of the credit for foreign-produced goods, subject to Presi-

dential discretion, as long as the 10% surtax on imports is in effect.
3. The reduction (from 4-8 to 3-7) in the minimum useful life for eligible

property.
4. The increase (from 3% to 4%) in credit level for public utility

property.
5. The lengthened life for carryovers and their application prior to newly

generated credit.
i. The statutory approval of major features of the ADR System.

We cannot stress too much the need for prompt Senate action. Merely because
this legislation is pending, many orders for goods are being deferred out of
caution, to insure eligibility for credit. This unquestionably aggravates an al-
ready bleak economic and employment picture. Your immediate action Is essen-
tial to arrest further deterioration of this situation.
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DISCUSSION

1. The American Economy Is Lagging, and Facilities Obsolescence Is Increasing
The United States invests a substantially smaller proportion of its gross na-

tional product in business-fixed investments annually than do its principal for-
eign competitors. The percentage of GNP represented by gross private invest-
ment in the years 1968 through 1970 averaged 13.7%. This compares with the
18.3% for the U.K. and 30% for Japan. In Western Germany, while the only
years available were 1968 and 1969, the average is 28.7%. [See Exhibit 1 at-
tached].

In considering these figures, It should be recognized that, although the per-
centage of U.S. GNP so invested is low, it would be still lower but for the lib-
eralization of depreciation rules and the enactment of the investment tax credit
in 1962. [See Exhibit 2].

Not only is our investment-to-GNP ratio not improving anywhere near rapidly
enough when compared to foreign countries, our absolute dollar levels of invest-
ment are also discouraging. The annual dollar outlay for manufacturing plant and
equipment was about $28 billion from 1966 to 1968. It moved up to just over $31
billion from 1969 to 1970, and planned 1971 expenditures have fallen to $30.1
billion. However, after adjusting for price inflation since 1966, the real manufac-
turing capital expenditures planned for 1971 are $22.5 billion, or 12% below the
1966 level.

Similarly, obsolescence, as measured by the average age of equipment installed
in the United States, indicates a need for greater stimulus for replacement ac-
tivity. [See Exhibit 3]. The upward trend in the average age of equipment, which
reversed itself soon after the changes in depreciation and the enactment of the
investment tax credit in 1962, has again shown signs of a reversion toward a
higher average age of equipment. One survey undertaken in the last quarter of
1970 showed that U.S. business considers 12% of its facilities technologically
obsolete, and estimates that it would have to spend $144.5 billion for their replace-
ment by the best available new plant and equipment*.

It is true that a portion of U. S. plant and equipment is currently idle. But, as
indicated above, a large part of this is obsolete and becoming more so. Critics
have said that this so-called "excess capacity" shows a lack of need for the credit.
In our view, in the present circumstances it shows the opposite. Only recently
have I seen tools and equipment brought into this country that were superior to
the U.S. models. Not until we again achieve leadership in productivity will we
be able to Increase output and employment and thus absorb the capacity that we
have the power to employ for the benefit of the consuming sector of the economy.
Past experience Indicates that when production of equipment increases, jobs also
increase. For example, in the 1960's producers durable equipment Increased by
over 10% per year and employment in the economy as a whole increased by 2.8
million. The Administration now estimates that employment will rise by over
500,000 jobs in the first year the credit is enacted. In today's climate these jobs
are sorely needed.

It is clear that the rate at which American business will get rid of its high
cost, marginally competitive factories and machines will be strongly influenced
by the terms of the proposed 1971 investment tax credit legislation.

2. An Effective Investment Tax Credit Can Contribute Importantly to Achieve-
ment of Economic goals

Corporate net cash flow (retained earnings plus depreciation and depletion
charges) is a major source of funds for new plant and equipment investment. In
the late 1960's and in 1970, when corporations had to resort increasingly to
external sources to meet their financing requirements, the growth rate of capital
spending slackened considerably. [See Exhibits 4 and 5]. Inasmuch as the invest-
ment tax credit expands internal funds available for capital expenditures, it
directly contributes to increased machinery and equipment investments.

It has been estimated that with each additional dollar spent on equipment, the
gross national product expands about $3.50 within a year and a half. Thus,
employment in industries across the board benefits by capital intensive invest-
ment of the type stimulated by the investment credit.

The availability of incentives such as the investment credit directly stimu-
lates spending on plant and equipment. This is evident from statistics of the

*Source: Rinfret-Boston Associates, Inc.
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machine tool industry, a bellwether of industrial activity. The rate of produc-
tion in the machine tool industry in January 1971, measured on a dollar basis,
fell to the lowest rate experienced in the past 13 years. The rate of production,
measured on a unit basis, was only 6% above the level of the mid-1930's. The
resulting severe reductions in cash flow have forced the entire industry in turn
to cut back vital research and development. The decline has fed unemployment;
the machine tool work force throughout the nation has undergone a series of
cuts. Many plants throughout the industry have been closed. This sort of machine
tool depression prevents the developments of -the new machining techniques vital
to productivity and technological advance.

On the other hand, prior enactment of investment incentives has had a direct
stimulative effect in ,this industry, as is evident from 'the following chart, which
was Included in our testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee
and which was reproduced by that Committee in its report (Source: National
Machine Tool Builders Association).

MACHINE TOOLS

Domestic New Orders
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These figures establish the effectiveness of the credit in achieving the intended

economic goals.

3. The Legislation Under Consideration Does Not Unduly Favor Business Inter-
ests, Rather It provides a Strong Job-Creating Economic Stimulus

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 included many needed reforms. However, the
structural changes included in that legislation, including termination of the
investment credit, heavily favored consumption over investment. The ensuing
decline in capital formation and the current inflation problems are a consequence
of this deemphasis on investment incentives.

Prompt action must be taken to reestablish incentives for capital investment.
If new jobs are to be created, if productivity is to be increased, and if our
high standard of living is to be extended to all citizens without inflationary
results, American business must be encouraged constantly to improve and
modernize its plant and equipment. New jobs result only from greater productive
activity. Higher wages result only from (1) reduced profits, (2) higher selling
prices, and (3) increased productivity. Profits are already at unusually low
levels. Higher prices can compound inflation. Thus, the only acceptable route
to higher wages is through greater productivity, and the key to this is new
investment.

If individual citizens are to have the benefits of economic prosperity on a
sustained basis, the proposed incentives must be enacted. However, even the
direct tax relief in the bill is heavily weighted In favor of non-corporate tax-
payers. Based on data from the Office of Tax Anralysis, the combined tax effect
of the 1969 Reform Act, ADR (as originally proposed) and the House Bill
(including ADR modifications) strongly favors individual taxpayers. (See Ex-
hibit 6). The cuninlative effect of these provisions over the 1969-1973 period
will result in a tax decrease of $36.4 billion for individuals versus a tax increase
of $3.2 billion for corporations. Leaving out the 1969 Reform Act, the net effect
of the House Bill and ADR in the calendar year 1972 would be a tax reduction
of $6.6 billion for individuals and $4.6 billion for corporations.

These figures, coupled with the clear necessity for investment stimulus to
create jobs and improve productivity, establish that the House Bill does not
favor business interests at the expense of individual interests. On the contrary,
it wisely benefits the entire interrelated complex of national interests.

1j. The ADR System Sholid Be Retained
The ADR system is a logical cullmination of the guideline system of deprecia.

tion initiated in 1962. The guidelines were adopted to provide flexibility, to bring
depreciation lives closer to reaJity, and to reduce the area for taxpayer/IRS
dissention.

These objectives continue to be served by the ADR system. The optional 20%
shortening or lengthening of lives gives added flexibility, makes the system suita-
ble to a greater range of taxpayers, and provides a useful incentive to tax pay.
ers to elect to use the systems. The elimination of the reserve ratio test removes an
unnecessary and highly complex hazard to use of this depreciation system. The
test was unnecessary because excessive depreciation is recoverable under Section
1245 when sale occurs, and its complexity challenged even the most sophisticated
tax experts. The "repair allowance" concept of ADR is highly significant in nhr-
rowing the area of dispute between taxpayers and IRS in distinguishing capital
expenditures from deductible repairs. It is clearly uneconomic for both industry
and the Government to have protracted disputes over such matters, which gen-
erally involve difficult conceptual questions but are productive of little revenue.
The first-year averaging convention should be retained at 75% rather than being
reduced to 50% since it constitutes an additional investment incentive.

5. The Combined Investment Credit/ADR Incentive Package Still Leaves the
U.S. Behind Competing Nations

In terms of export capability and our ability to compete against imports, the
investment incentives offered by other industrialized nations are highly sig.
nificant. We have been behind for some time. We will continue to be behind
even if the investment credit and ADR provisions as proposed by the House
are enacted.

If the capital cost of manufacturing machinery and equipment in the U.S. in
1970, as influenced by income tax policies, Is expressed as 100%, the comparative
cost in other countries is as follows [Exhibit 7]:
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Country Percent Country: Percent

United Kingdom ----------- 79. 1 Belgium -------------------- 84. 7
Japan -------------------- 81.1 France ------------------ 89. 7
Italy --------------------- 81.9 The Netherlands ------------ 94.1
West Germany ------------- 82. 8 Canada ------------------- 97. 2
Sweden ------------------- 83. 0

Thus, without ADR, we were behind every other industrialized nation. With
ADR (as modified by the House Bill) and the level 7% credit proposed by the
House, the U.S. figure would be 87.1, placing it behind six nations and ahead of
only France, The Netherlands, and Canada. If ADR were not modified, the
U.S. figure with a 7% credit would be 86.2, which is still lower than, six major
nations. Only with the full ADR system and a 10% credit do we move to 82.1
and fourth place.

We must take action, but equally Important, we must take sufficient action to
move production forward aggressivcly. We are already late--we should not
also be timid.
6. Need for greater incentives in the case of pollution control "facilities

In recent years the need for special incentives to encourage the construction of
and in part defray the enormous costs of pollution control facilities has been
recognized. For this reason, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 included a provision
for special five-year amortization of such facilities.

The House Bill, however, denies investment credit for thc'ue facilities which
the taxpayer elects to amortize under the five-year provision. This effectively
removes any special incentive for investment In these facilities by placing them
on a par wvith all of the property eligible for the credit. This is not the time,
considering mounting concern with time environment, for us to take a backward
step in this area.

The need to sitmulate investment in pollution control facilities is certainly
as great today as it was in 1969. Yet these expenditures do not directly increase
the marketability of products. They do divert capital from other uses which
might directly increase productivity and create jobs. For these reasons, a very
high rate of capital recovery for these expenditures is clearly warranted. As an
example of the magnitude of this problem, it is estimated by members of the
Committee that planned 1972 capital expenditures for pollution control facilities
in the paper industry will approach 25% of total capital expenditures. Therefore,
we recommend that five-year amortization be allowed in the case of pollution
control facilities and that an investment credit be allowed on such facilities at a
rate higher than that applicable to other types of property. Further, the five-year
amortization of pollution control facilities should not constitute preference
income.
7. The Credit Should Not Contain Built-In Future Disincentives

The House Bill recognizes the disincentive which results where a taxpayer
has unused carryovers of credit which will expire if additional credit is gen-
erated in the current year. The House Bill solves this problem with respect to
carryovers existing before 1971 by giving them a ten-year life and by providing
for their application prior to credits generated by current year investments.

However, the House Bill does not go far enough because a similar disincentive
will exist in the future with respect to credits generated under the new law.
Accordingly, the rule that carryovers are used prior to current-year credits should
be adopted on a permanent basis.
8. Future Studfes

The House report instructs the Joint Committee and Treasury staffs to study
and deevlop a mechanism for adjusting basis to reflect the credit, and also to
study the advisability of retaining the useful life eligibility limitations and the
percent-of-tax .limit a tions. We oppose the concept of basis reduction without other
substantial adjustments in the credit itself.' However, we support studies which
have as their objective finding ways to make the credit more effective.

The study should include the problem of investment Incentives for taxpayers
suffering losses or who have low levels of income. These taxpayers today receive
little benefit from the credit because of the 50%-of-tax ceiling. It is not unlikely
that these are the taxpayers who are most in need of plant and equipment modern-
ization and yet, ironically, the principal stimulative tool for such activity Is
available to them only through leasing transactions.

I In order to achieve the same economic effect, the level of the credit would have to be
at least doubled if basis reduction were required. (9ee Exhibit 8.)
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9. Effective Date of Credit
The House Bill provides a dual effective date for the credit. The credit is

made applicable to property acquired or constructed after August 15, 1971. In
addition, it applies to property acquired or constructed after March 31, 1971,
provided such property was ordered (or construction was commenced) after
March 31, 1971. Thees dual effective dates result in unnecessary confusion and
complexity., The credit should apply to all property acquired or to the portion
of property constructed after March 31, 1971. The cash flow benefits to taxpayers
from this change would make additional funds available for further investment
and thus Increase the effect eness of the credit.

10. Conclusion
Few legislative enactments can have as telling an effect upon the two major

economic problems facing us today-inflation accompanied by relative economic
stagnation-as the enactment of the House bill with the suggested modifications.
This legislation is a practical proven means of creating jobs and fighting Infla-
tion through improved productivity.

It is respectfully submitted that present economic circumstances in light of the
experience of the Sixties indicate that an effective investment credit and the
complete ADR system should be enacted at the earliest practical time. The credit
should be in an amount of at least 10% with the features suggested.

CURRENT LIST

AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR AN EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

ACF Industries, Inc.
AMF, Inc.
AMP, Inc.
A. E. Staley Manufacturing Co.
Air Products Chemical Inc.
Allis Chalmers Corporation
Amerace Esna Corporation
American Can Company
American Metal C limax, Inc.
American National Insurance Company

of Galveston
American Standard, Inc.
Bekins Company
Burroughs Corporation
CPC International, Inc.
Carpenter Technology Corporation
Collins Radio Company
Colt Industries Inc.
Conagra
Consolidated Foods Corporation
Control Data Corporation
Crowell Collier & Macmillan, Inc.
Dana Corporation
De Soto, Inc.
1)iamond International Corporation
Eaton Corporation
Emerson Electric Company
The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Company
Fruehauf Finance Company
Gardner-Denver Company
Georgia-Pacific Corporation
Giddings & Lewis, Inc.
Gould, Inc.
Great Western United Corporation
Guardian Life Insurance Company of

America
Handy & Hlarman
Hoover Ball & Bearing Company
Ioudaille Industries, Inc.
I-T-13 Imperial Corporation
Ingersoll-Rand Corporation
Insilco Corporation
Joy Manufacturing Company
Libbey-Owens-Ford Company

McGraw-Hill, Inc.
Martin Marietta Corporation
Mellon National Bank & Trust Co.
Midland-Ross Corporation
Miles Laboratories, Inc.
Monsanto Company
National Gypsum Company
National Life Insurance Company
National Presto, Inc.
Nekoosa Edwards Paper Co., Inc.
Norton Company
Norton Simon Company
Outboard Marine
PPG Industries
Peter Eckrich & Sons, Inc.
Phelps Dodge Corporation
Philip Morris, Inc.
Revere Copper & Brass, Inc.
Riegel Paper Corporation
Rohm & Haas Company
Roper Corporation
Ryan Aeronautical Company (Tele-

dyne Ryan Aeronautical)
Seaboard Coast Line RR. Co.
Seattle First National Bank
Signal Companies, Inc.
Sheller-Globe, Inc.
Smith, Kline & French Laboratories
Spencer Foods
Studebaker-Worthington, Inc.
Sundstrand Corporation
Tecumseh Products Company
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Thiokol Chemical Corporation
Todd Shipyards Corporation
Trane Company
United Merchants & 'Manufacturers, Inc.
United Utilities Incorporated
U.S. Plywood Champion Papers, Inc.
Valley National Bank of Arizona
Wallace-Murray Corporation
Warner & Swasey
Western Union Corporation
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EXHIBIT I

GROSS PRIVATE INVESTMENT AS PERCENTAGE OF
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

WESTERN
JAPAN

29.1
30.4
30.7

FRANCE

25.0
25.3
N.A.

UNITED UNITED
GERMANY ITAL Y KINGDOM

23.1 20.5 17.3
24.3 19.4 21.7
N.A. N.A. 16.3

STA TES

13.5
14.1
13.7

Source: Rinfret-Boston Associates, Inc.

EXHIBIT 2

BUSINESS FIXED INVESTMENT
AS PERCENTAGE OF GNP

Percent

'55 '57 159 '61 '63 '65 '67 '69 '71

Source: Rinfret-Boston Associates, Inc.

1968
1969
1970
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EXHIBI'r 3

Years
8.0 E

AVERAGE AGE OF EQUIPMENT
GROSS STOCKS

1947 '49 '51 '53 '55 '57 '59 '61 '63 '65 '67 '69

Source: Rinfret-Boston Associates, Inc.

EXHIBIT 4

CORPORATE CASH FLOW
AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
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EXHIBIT 5

SOURCES OF CORPORATE FUNDS
MANUFACTURING

57 '58 '59 '60 '61 '62 '63 '64 65 '66 '67 '68 '69 '70 '71

Source: Rinfret-Boston Associates, Inc.



Estimated Effect of 1969 Tax Reform Act, ADR and Ways and Means Committee Action
on Calendar Year Liabilities Divided Between Individuals end Corporations

(. billions)

Individual Corpurations :Tote
1969 Act : : Committee Action : 19 Act : Committee Action : Tdi-

• T r-irz- : :Elimin- : :Termina-: :Eiimin-: New : : :
.Inco:Excise: New Noo te :Excise : and

Ceandar:Reforn:ticn of :A :ate AD.' :Reorm:ric of - :ate ADR: :Ex.se tand
S : n invest-: A tax invest-. Total and invest-: ADR :3/est- tax :Totl:cor

year : an4 reuc- . ment : ad3/4 y ear nt :DISC
:relief: ment • :conven- relieff t : :relief: ment : :conven-:credit : :relief: :pore-. .. ton ion credit cei

credit : : tion : " : : credit : : tion : : : : :tions

1969 -- +0.4 --. 4 +0.5 .. .. .. .. .. +0.5 +0.9

1970 -1.4 +0.6 .. .. .. .. .. -0.8 +1.0 +1.9 .. .. .. .. ..- +2.9 +2.1

1971 -5.2 +0.6 -0.6 +0.4 -1.4 -0.8 -0.3 -7.3 +1.1 +2.5 -2.2 +1.7 -1.2 -- -0.1 +1.8 -5.5

1(72 -. i +0.6 -0.7 +0.3 -3.2 -2.3 -0.7 -14.1. +1.2 +2.7 -2.7 +1.4 -2.9 -0.1 -0.3 -0.7 -14.8

!',173 -10.8 +o.6 -0.8 -0.3 -1.1 -2.0 -0.8 -14.6 +1.3. +2.9 -3.2 +1.2 -3.1 -0.2 -o.2 -1.4 -16.o

:ctal -25.5 +2.8 -2.1 +1.1 -5.7 -5.1 -1.8 -36.4 +4., --. , -8.1 +4.2 -7.2 -0.3 -0.6 +3.2 -33.2

Office of t-e Secretary of tne Treasury September 30, 1971
Cffice of Tax Analysis

3; Split as per Committee Report.

WA

O-4
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EXHIBIT 7

Comparative Capital Costs of Manufacturing Ms
and Equipment as Influenced by Income Tax Po

Corporation Income Tax Rates, Depreciation All
and Investment Allowances and Credits;

Major Industrial Countries, 1971

Country

United Kingdom ........................................

Japan .................................................

Italy .................................................

West Germany ..........................................

Sweden ................................................

Belgium ...............................................

France ................................................

The Netherlands .......................................

Canada ................................................

U . S . (1970) ..........................................

U. S. with ADR ...................................

plus 5% investment credit l/ ................

plus 7% investment credit 1/ ................

plus 10% investment credit 1/ ...............
U. S. with ADR less modified first-year

convention .....................................
plus 5% investment credit ...................

plus 7% investment credit ...................

plus 10% investment credit ..................

U. S. without ADR
but with 5% investment credit ...............

but with 7% investment credit ...............
but with 10% investment credit ..............

Office of the Secretary of the Tr-isury

Office of Tax Analysis

1/ Effective credit assumed to be unaffected by income
purposes of international comparisons.

chinery
licies:
owances,

Comparative Cost
of Capital

(U. S., 1970 = 100)

79.1

81.1

81.9

82.8

83.0

84.7

89.7

94. 1

97.2

100.0

95.6
88.9
86.2
82.1

96.6
89.8
87. 1
83.0

93.2
90.5
86.4

October 6, 1971

limitation for



EXHIBIT 8

Comparison of Alternate Proposal (10% Credit and 5-Year Accelerated Depreciation
on Entire Basis) With Task Force Recommendation (20% Credit and

5-Year Accelerated Depreciation on 80% of Basis)

10% Credit
With 5-Year Double-
Declining-Balance
Depreciation(x)

on Entire Basis

Year of Investment
Life Credit Depreciation

10,000 20,000*

32,000

19,200

11,520

11,520

5,760

Total 10,000 100,000

20% Credit
With 5-Year Double-
Declining Balance
Depreciation(x) Interest on

on Remaining 80% of Basis Tax Savings Ending Funds
at 50% Rate Compounded

Investment Col (1) Over at 12% Cumulative
Credit Depreciation (Under) Col(2) Before Taxes Ending Funds

20,000

20,000

16,000*

25,600

15,360

9,216

9,216

4,608

80,000

(8,000)

3,200

1,920

1,152

1,152

576

-0-

480)

317)

221)

165)

106)

(1,289)

(8,000)

(5,280)

(3,677)

(2,746)

(1,759)

(1,289)

(1,289) or
S3)%

*Assumes $100,000 asset placed in service in the middle of the first year.

**Assumes funds available at the end of the year.

(X)Assumes switch to straight line depreciation at appropriate time.
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The CHAIRMAN. Next we will hear from Mr. Warren J. McEleney,
president of the National Automobile Dealers Association, accom-
panied by Frank McCarthy, executive vice president.

Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this opportunity
to state that Mr. McEleney comes from my home State of Iowa and
more particularly Clinton, Iowa. I believe he is the first Iowan so
honored to be the president of the National Automobile Dealers Asso-
ciation and I just want to make sure that the committee understood
we have an Iowan testifying before us at this time.

The CHAIRIMAN. We are happy to see that Iowa is well represented
in more places than in the U.S. Senate. We are glad to have you.

STATEMENT OF WARREN J. McELENEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK
McCARTHY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NADA

Mr. McELENEY. Thank you, Senator Miller and Senator Long.
As Senator Miller indicated, I am Warren J. McEleney, a Chevrolet,

Oldsmobile, and Cadillac dealer in Clinton, Iowa, and president of
the National Automobile Dealers Association.

On behalf of over 20,000 franchised new car and truck dealers who
are members of NADA, I welcome the opportunity to express our view
on the subject of the automobile and truck excise tax.

With me this morning is Frank McCarthy, executive vice president
of NADA.

We wholeheartedly support provisions of H.R. 10947 to repeal the
7 percent automobile excise tax retroactive to August 16 on domestic
and imported cars and the 10 percent excise tax on light-duty trucks,
those having gross vehicle weights of 10,000 pounds and under, retro-
active to September 23.

Repeal of these taxes will result in a substantial reduction in the
price of new and used vehicles. This will increase sales, stimulate pro-
duction and generate desperately needed new jobs throughout the
country. Equally important, repeal of these excise taxes will be non-
inflationary.

The American people will benefit directly from the elimination of
the Federal excise tax on automobiles and light-duty trucks at this
time. Removal of these taxes will stimulate sales in an industry that
exerts an immediate impact on the entire American economy.

Treasury Secretary John Connally has predicted that the resulting
increase in new car sales alone would be on the order of 600,000 new
units, generating 150,000 new jobs, not including dealer employees.
While many of these new jobs will be created in the automobile manu-
facturing industry, a large number will also come in key industries
such as rubber, steel, zinc, and aluminum.

The total impact of elimination of the excise taxes on passenger cars
and light trucks will be far greater when its effect is transmitted
throughout the economy. The retail automobile industry is a very
important element in the Nation's economy. In 1970 there were 740,000
people employed in dealerships with an annual payroll of $5.3 billion.
Sales by dealers totaled over $50 billion in the same period.
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As sales increase, thousands of dealers throughout the country will
certainly employ additional people. More employees mean more pay-
checks and increased prosperity in every town in America.

Excise tax repeal will put money in car buyers' pockets, create
tremendously expanding consumer purchasing power and generate
additional jobs. Tax repeal will mean a cut of roughly $125 on small
cars to approximately $300 on large cars, an average of $200 per car.

The price cut will'be passed on to customers. Dealers will furnish
manufacturers with the names of all buyers between August 16 for new
cars and September 23 for light trucks and the date of repeal by Con-
gress so that refund checks can be sent directly from the manufacturers
to the buyers.

Dealers will pass the reduction on to their customers when the excise
tax is repealed. They did this in 1965, as Government studies show,
when the tax on new cars was reduced from 10 to 7 percent and ve
pledge they will do it again.

In its July 29, 1965, release, the Bureau of Labor Statistics provided
in its Consumer Price Index data regarding the cost to the consumer
of new passenger cars. This data was significant despite the very short
period of time which had elapsed since the excise tax cut was in effect
since it provided identical data for June of 1964 as well as for May
and June of 1965. In May of 1965 the Consumer Price Index for new
cars was 100.2. In June the figure was 97.4-a month later. This
represented a reduction of 2.8 percent, clearly illustrating that the
excise tax reduction was passed through to the benefit of the purchaser.

President Nixon proposed that repeal of the automobile excise tax
be effective August 16. Since that date, new car buyers have counted on
a tax refund as one of the deciding factors in their decision to buy.
It is essential, therefore, that Congress make repeal retroactive to this
date.

Dealers know from experience that there is a direct relationship
between new and used car prices. Price reductions on new cars as a
result of excise tax repeal will quickly result in lower prices for used
cars, as noted by Secretary Connally in his appearance before this com-
mittee last week. This is particularlv important to a large proportion
of the American population that depends on used cars for economical
and dependable transportation. Not, only will 9 million new car buyers
benefit from excise tax repeal, an additional 14 million used car buyers
will equally benefit.

Additionally, the effect of repeal on new and used car prices will
contribute to highway safety by hastening the removal of older cars
from the highways and replacing them with newer cars incorporating
recent engineering and safety innovations. Furthermore, vehicles man-
ufactured since 1966 have also been equipped with increasingly more
efficient emission controls that make a substantial contribution to reduc-
ing air pollution.

Excise tax relief on automobiles should be extended to light-duty
trucks of 10,000 pounds or less gross vehicle weight, which are pri-
marily passenger-oriented vehicles. Repeal should be retroactive to
September 23, the date set in H.R. 10947.

Light trucks should no longer be classified and treated differently
than passenger cars. Government census figures demonstrate that over
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two-thirds of the light-duty trucks registered in the United States are
used for personal transportation, both on the farm and in the city, and
for countless recreational pursuits. Additionally, as Secretary Con-
nally noted in his testimony before this committee last week, the truck
tax on these vehicles, which is allocated to the highway trust fund,
generates more tax than is appropriate in light of their cost respon-
sibility for the highway system.

Secretary Connally has recommended that dealers receive excise tax
refunds on all new automobiles in stock on the date of enactment of
repeal by Congress. This is essential if all customers who buy such cars
are to realize price reductions on purchases made after the date of
repeal.

We also strongly support Secretary Connally's recommendation
that demonstrator cars be eligible for excise tax refunds, as they were
in 1965 when the tax was reduced by 3 percent. To eliminate consumer
confusion in this area, it is important that customers be assured they
will receive the benefits of tax repeal on demonstrator cars. However,
the tests for qualification of demonstrators set forth in the Ways and
Means Committee's report on the bill raise certain technical problems
which may preclude most purchasers of demonstrators from receiving
a refund.

We believe a slight change in these tests would make it possible for
most of these purchases to receive the benefit of excise tax relief. We
have discussed this matter with Treasury officials and the staff of
your committee and we do request permission to submit a brief memo
on this point for the record.

We also urge the excise tax relief be extended to driver education
cars made available by dealers at no cost to local school districts.
This voluntary program is a major dealer contribution to community
highway and traffic safety. Last year dealers made over 58,000 new
cars available to school driver education programs. Presently an es-
timated 25.000 cars would qualify for the tax relief.

I would just like to digress from my statement for 'a moment.
It is true manufacturers do give dealers assistance on these cars in

the forms of rebate to take care of the installation of controls, the
wear and usage by the school district and sometimes this is consider-
able. Like ise, the interest on the investment, because there has to be a
minimum of 90 days that the car has to be used by the school to qualify
for this assistance, and the thing that we are so concerned about in this
area is that while dealers have voluntarily donated these cars over
the years in increasing amounts, that failure to give the dealers relief
on the excise tax on these cars could jeopardize the voluntary partici-
pation of dealers in the future on this program.

I would also like to add that these cars were sold in the same fashion
as demonstrators and new cars and do carry a good portion of the
new car warranty remaining on these vehicles that the purchaser of
these cars does receive.

So, in conclusion, repeal of the Federal excise tax on automobiles
and light-duty trucks will contribute immeasurably to a noninflation-
ary increase in national employment.

Excise tax repeal will provide the greatest possible economic impact
in the shortest possible time; it will immediately reduce prices on new
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and used vehicles; it will stimulate sales; it will generate increased
production in many key industries; it will create thousands of new
jobs throughout the economy ,and the total impact of excise tax repeal
will be a massive and immediate stimulus to the American economy.

Thank you, Senator Long.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. McEleney. We appreciate your

statement very much here today, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be-

Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, could I ask whether or not they
plan to submit to the committee their proposed change relating to
the dealer.

Mr. MCELENEY. I would ask Frank McCarthy to answer the
question.

Mr. MCCARTHY. That is correct, Senator Miller.
Senator MILLER. Provide it for the record so our staff would have

the benefit of it.
Mr. MCCARTHY. We would like to submit it for the record before

the end of the week and we have discussed it with your staff. Thank
you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
(Supplementary memoranda submitted by the NADR follow. A

subsequent letter received by the committee from Mr. McEleney ap-
pears at page 899.)

SUPPLEMENTARY MEMOLANDUM OF NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS AsSOCIATION

In his appearance before the Senate Finance Committee on October 12, Warren
J. McEleney, President of NADA, requested permission, which was granted, to
submit a memorandum for the record on certain problems raised for dealers and
customers alike as a result of the excise tax treatment of automobile and light-
duty truck demonstrators by the House Ways and Means Committee in its Report
on the bill.

This memorandum is submitted to explain the nature of the problem and to
suggest a modification by the Senate Finance Committee of the tests for excise
tax relief on such demonstrators as set forth by the Ways and Means -Ccmmittee.

NADA feels that consumer confusion and dissatisfaction will be widespread if
excise tax relief is provided only for automobile demonstrators placed in service
prior to August 16 and light-duty truck demonstrators placed in service prior to
September 23 which meet the rigid requirements set forth by the Ways and Means
Committee (H. Rept. 92-533, pp. 55, 56). Since the President recommended the
elimination of the automobile excise tax on August 15, thousands of purchasers
of demonstrators are under the impression that they will receive a refund of the
tax if Congress approves its repeal. These purchasers have assumed that they
would receive the refund whether they bought a car off the showroom floor or a
demonstrator.

The Committee Report states that a "demonstrator" (including passenger car
demonstrators and light-duty truck demonstrators of 10,000 pounds gross vehicle
weight or less) will be treated as " new" and eligible for consumer or floor stocks
refunds if intended to be sold as a new vehicle rather than a used one. This intent,
in the case of automobile demonstrators, is evidenced by the dealer showing that
the price label was on the vehicle at the time of sale (or in his inventory on the tax
repeal date) and was sold or was to be sold either under a "full written or ex-
press warranty" or by showing "newness" by other evidence acceptable to the
Internal Revenue Service (emphasis supplied). The Committee then notes that
it is anticipated that IRS "will provide that a written or express warranty will
not be considered to be a full warranty unless more than 80 percent of the mileage
and time-period coverage is unexpired on the date the vehicle is sold (or Is held
for sale in the dealer's inventory on the tax repeal date)."

In the case of light-duty trucks used by the dealer as demonstrators, there is
no statutory requirement for a price label. Otherwise, the tests for light-duty
truck demonstrators are the same as for automobile demonstrators.
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Since new cars now customarily carry a 12-month and 12,000-mile manufac-
turer's warranty, this means that any demonstrator placed in service prior to
August 16 with more than 2,399 miles or 2.39 months usage at the time of sale
would not qualify. Furthermore, no demonstrator placed in service prior to
August 16 and held in dealer inventory on the date of repeal would be eligible for
tax relief regardless of mileage, if, as appears likely, the actual date of repeal of
the tax occurs after the last week of October. This is so because the retroactive
period from August 16 to the date of repeal will have exceeded 2.39 months.

NADA representatives have called this matter to the attention of Treasury
Department officials who have advised us that they would be willing to support a
modification of the 80 percent unexpired warranty test. We recommended, and the
Treasury Department indicated that it would accept, a provision that, so long as
the demonstrator has more than 50 Vercent of the mileage and time-period cover-
age of the warranty remaining on the date of sale (or In the dealer's inventory
on the tax repeal date), the demonstrator would be assumed to carry a full war-
ranty and excise tax relief would therefore be available. This modification would
insure that more purchasers of demonstrators would reap the benefits of excise
tax repeal and thereby serve to reduce what we feel may be considerable con-
fusion and misunderstanding on the part of customers if the 80 percent test Is
retained.

SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM OF THE NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIA-
TION IN SUPPORT OF THE EXTENSION OF ExcISE TAX RELIEF TO DRIVER EDUCATION

CARS

In its statement before the Senate Finance Committee on October 12, NADA
urged that excise tax relief be extended to driver education cars made available
by dealers at no cost to local school districts. In the interest of conserving the
Committee's time, we made no attempt to explain in any detail the justification
for such relief but merely pointed out that in 19T0 dealers provided over 58,000
new cars to high school driver education programs on a free loan basis.

The purpose of this memorandum is to offer some of the more important rea-
sons to support the extension of excise tax relief to such driver education cars
placed in service before August 16, 1971. We estimate that approximately 25,000
driver education cars placed in service by dealers prior to August 16 would be
eligible for excise tax relief-a revenue loss to the Government of only $5
million. (The House Ways and Means Committee Report on H.R. 10.947 indicates
that the dealer will be treated as the "ultimate purchaser" of a driver training
car placed in service after August 16 where he retains ownership [House Report
92-533, p. 54].)

The driver education program was initiated in 1935. Since 1947, when such
records were first kept, dealers have made available on a free loan basis for high
school driver education courses more than 262,000 new cars, with an estimated
value of nearly $700 million. In 1970 alone, as we noted in our testimony, over
58,000 new cars worth over $184 million were provided without charge to driver
education programs. This has enabled more than 2.2 million students to receive
driver education training.

While manufacturers provide some financial assistance to dealers in making
driver training cars available to schools, the cost to the dealers of these pro-
grams generally exceeds this assistance. NADA feels that the Federal Govern-
ment, which is vitally interested in all aspects of automobile safety, would give
strong impetus to even greater participation by dealers in driver educatica pro-
grams by extending the 7 percent excise tax repeal to driver education cars placed
in service prior ,to August 16, at a relatively small amount of revenue loss 'o the
Government.

Dealers who have participated in driver education programs would be unfairly
penalized if the excise tax refund is not made applicable to driver education cars.
It would add approximately $200 to the cost of driver education cars purchased
by customers, making these unit. more difficult ,to sell in competition with other
new cars.

Attached is a state-by-state list of the number of students completing driver
education programs during the 1969--1970 school year. Also attached is a list
showing the number of cars loaned by dealers In each state for use in high school
driver education programs during the same period, -as compiled by 'the National
Safety Council.
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Student participation in driver education

[Number of students completing driver Education program]

State:
Alabam a ---------------
Alaska_ -
Arizona-
Arkansas -------------
California -------------
Colorado-------------
Connecticut_
D elaware ---------------
District of Columbia .....
Florida ----------------
Georgia-
Hawaii ----------------
Id ah o ------------------
Illinois ---------------
Indiana ----------------
Iowa ------------------
Kansas---------------
Kentucky------------
Louisiana -------------
Maine ----------------
Maryland------------
Massachusetts ---------
Michigan --------------
Minnesota -------------
Mississippi -------------
M issouri ---------------
Montana-------------

NOTE-10th to 12th grade figures.

28 514
1, 707

12 010
12, 022

314, 411
32 251
21, 499

8, 474
3, 542

86 253
34, 302

4, 700
15, 639

111 471
NR.

52, 101
34 848
20, 000
35 208
13 000
54, 145
70, 000

162, 564
54, 380
23, 000
33, 681

9, 558

State-Continued
Nebraska --------------- 20, 500
Nevada ----------------- 3,742
New Hampshire --------- 12, 205
New Jersey ------------- 61, 000
New Mexico ------------ 13, 598
New York --------------- 170, 000
North Carolina ---------- 95, 105
North Dakota ----------- NA.
Ohio ------------------- 114, 683
Oklahoma --------------- 40, 366
Oregon ----- ------------- NA.
Pennsylvania ------------ 105, 000
Rhode Island ----------- 15, 000
South Carolina ---------- 17, 045
South Dakota ----------- 8, 723
Tennessee --------------- NR.
Texas ------------------ 122 110
Utah ------------------ 23, 275
Vermont --------------- 7,039
Virginia ---------------- 54, 715
Washington ------------ 70, 000
West Virginia ----------- -11, 212
Wisconsin -------------- 64, 123
Wyoming -------------- 4,573

Total ---------------- 2, 283, 294

Cars used in high school driver education-School year 1969-70

(Loaned by auto dealers]

State:
Alabama----------------
Alaska------------------
Arizona-----------------
Arkansas-
C alifornia -----------------
Colorado----------------
Connecticut--------------
Delaware .....
Florida -------------------
Georgia -----------------
Hawaii------------------
Idaho------------------
Illinois -------------------
Indiana-----------------
Iowa ---------------------
Kansas -------------------
Kentucky---------------
Louisiana ---------------
Maine -------------------
Maryland---------------
Massachusetts------------
Michigan -----------------
Minnesota ----------------
Mississippi-
Missouri -
Montana----------------
Nebraska ----------------

246
12

246
281

2, 117
345
306

73
940
475

48
325

1, 328
1, 060
1, 041

669
341
623

85
668
582

2, 518
1, 221

373
626
237
380

State-Continued
Nevada* ------------------ 45
New Hampshire ------------- 76
New Jersey ---------------- 520
New Mexico ---------------- 179
New York ----------------- 929
North Carolina ------------ 1, 159
North Dakota -------------- 192
Ohio ---------------------- 1,440
Oklahoma ------------------ 698
Oregon -------------------- 260
Pennsylvania -------------- 923
Rhode Island --------------- 7
South Carolina ------------- 274
South Dakota -------------- 302
Tennessee ----------------- 432
Texas --------------------- 1,920
Utah --------------------- 365
Vermont ------------------ 145
Virginia -------------------- 860
Washington --------------- 805
West Virginia --------------- 244
Wisconsin ----------------- 1,748
Wyoming ----------------- 94
District of Columbia -------- 30

Total ------------------ 30, 813

*168-89 figures-1969-70 figures not available.
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The CIIA RMTAN. The next witness will be Mr. Michael L. Mc-
Williams, president, National Office Machine Dealers Association.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL L. McWILLIAMS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
OFFICE MACHINE DEALERS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
ROBERT M. WOLETZ, PRESIDENT, BOLEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

Mr. McWTAI.Niv s. Gentlemen, it is a pleasure to be invited to speak
before you this morning. I would like to say, in addition to being
president of the National Office Machine Dealers Association, I am
also a dealer myself in Little Rock, Ark., handling both imported and
domestically manufactured machines.

I do have in my company Mr. Woletz, who is also a past president
of our association and he himself is an office machine dealer in New
Jersey.

Our testimony is being offered on behalf of the National Office
Machine I)ealers Association, which represents over 10,000 independent
office machine dealers throughout the United States. Without excep-
tion, these dealers fall into the category of small business. They are
businessmen who got their start in the office machine industry by
either servicing or selling office, machines for one of the major manu-
facturers of office machines or another office machine dealer.

Since a successful office machine dealer must sell a wide range of
merchandise, he did have to search and work very hard to get the
financing for opening his business in the first place.

For many years our dealers were able to offer only used equipment
for sale. The American manufacturers for the most part offered their
products for sale only through their own direct sales organizations,
refusing to sell higher volume items through the independent dealer
in the Targer market areas. During those days, our average dealer
employed four people and his volume was approximately $100,000.

In recent years the dealer has been able to offer his customers new
equipment, b)- selling imported office machines. It has now become his
means of livelihood in that over 80 percent of the products sold and
serviced by the independent dealer are manufactured abroad. Some
of these imported products carry old-line American office machine
company names such as Royal and Remington, Smith-Corona, while
others bear brands that are relatively new to our business community.
Nevertheless, they are all manufactured abroad.

However', those American manufacturers who marketed their ma-
chines through their own direct sales organizations have continued
to do so; therefore, domestically manufactured machines are still un-
available for the independent dealer to market.

Even though these facts be true, through the sale, service and supply-
ing of iml)orted office machines, our dealers have been able to grow
to an average of eight employees and will do an annual volume slightly
in excess of $200,000. Thus, more than 320,000 Americans derive their
livelihood through the 10,000 independent office machine dealers
throughout the United States. In addition thereto we estimate there
are probably another 100,000 Americans that get their income through
the distribution of this dealer network.

68-323-71-pt. 1- 11
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Now, on August 15, 1971, the President of the United States pro-
claimed a surtax of 10 percent on all dutiable articles imported into
the United States. Ile also at that time released the controls on the
dollar to cause foreign currencies to be more realistic in their values
as compared to the dollar.

His steps i ere vitally necessary to our overall economy. However,
it will cause a hardship on our dealers by virtue of increased inventory
values, which will be impossible for the dealer to recover. He can
charge his customer the amount of the surtax, but he will be unable
to charge for those additional costs that lie will have by virtue of
handling the increased value of his inventory. What we are saying is,
he won't be able to get that percentage of markup on those additional
costs but as good Americans and believing in the American way of
life we are willing and do accept this challenge in our marketplace.

Additionally, the President proposed that a tax credit be extended
to all purchases of domestically manufactured capital goods and equip-
ment in the amount of 10 percent; and, of course, the Revenue Act
of 1971 has reduced this tax credit to 7 percent. However, the com-
bined effect of the surtax, the reevaluation of foreign currencies and
the tax credit allowance will remove the independent office machine
dealer from the market as a viable competitor. lie would be at a
minimum price disadvantage of 27 percent in competition with the
products of domestic manufacturers. We arrive at that percentage by
virtue of taking the 7-percent investment credit which really amounts
to a 14-percent credit whenever you consider it before taxes, 10-percent
surtax which brings us up to 24 percent, and finally most of the
currencies have now been reevaluated to at least an 8-percent differ-
ential so as a result we are at the 32-percent level at this point.

The National Office Machine Dealers Association feels very strongly
that placing our dealers at such a disadvantage in comparison with
direct selling organizations may result in tremendously weakening
thousands o in dependent machine dealers, thus strengthening these
direct selling organizations, who already can be classified as large,
vertically integrated monopolies.

Just two examples are the National Cash Register-NCR-which
presently has far more than 70 percent of the U.S. cash register
market and the International Business Machines-IB3M-which has
well over 70 percent of the electric typewriter market and over 55
percent of the dictating machine market.

Only in recent years has the independent dealer been capable of re-
ducing their monopolies to these percentages. The story las been much
the same in the calculator field. In fact, only in the last 5 years has
the dealer had a nonprinting calculator to sell to his customer.

The passage of the investment tax credit, as proposed, can only
result in the independent dealers' sales suffering a drastic reduction
and these domestic monopolies acquiring more of the market. The end
result would also drastically limit the choices available to the consumer
in the future.

Cash registers, dictating machines,, and electric typewriters repre-
sent the higher volume items for the office machine dealers. Both
IBM and NCR flatly refuse to market these products through the
independent dealer. One hundred percent of their new cash registers,
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new dictating machines, and new electric typewriters are sold through
their wholly owned branches, in direct contrast to the automobile
industry where we also have giants but they do market through
dealers.

The dollar revenue for repair service and supplies furnished by
our dealers during the useful life of a business machine will be ap-
proximately the same as the original selling price of the machine itself.
f the independent dealers are deprived oT the original sale of an im-

ported machine because the investment tax credit is not extended to
purchasers for business use, then the dealers will not only have lost
the volume of the original sale but also an equal volume of the repair
service and supplies. This can only result in the layoff of employees
by the 10,000 independent dealers, thus contributing to a greater per-
centage of nationwide unemployment rather than decreasing unem-
ployment as was the President's goal.

A survey recently run in our association indicates that we can
expect as much as a 30 percent layoff plus reduction in plans of
expansion.

Our dealers feel that they can survive the competitive disadvantage
imposed by the surtax and the increased values of foreign currencies;
however, the additional pressures created by the investment tax credit
covering only domestic equipment purchases would prove to be too
much for the independent dealer.

Since the tax credit is a very important factor toward accelerating
our economy and decreasing unemployment, the national Office Ma-
chine Dealers Association humbly requests that your votes be cast in
favor of a motion that would extend the 7 percent investment tax
credit to all purchases of business equipment, whether domestically
of foreign manufactured, and thereby preserve the independent dealer
and the people who rely upon him for sustenance.

We certainly appreciate the opportunity to be able to speak before
your group this morning and I would be happy to field any questions
that you might happen to have.

The CHAIRAN. If I might just say first I had a question that Sen-
ator Fulbright wanted to submit and ask of the witness and I would
suggest-I will submit it and you answer it for the record, if you
would, please.

Mr. MCWILIA s. All right.
(Material referred to follows:)
Question: Would the independent office machine dealer derive any relief from

the problems we have explained by virtue of the authority granted to the Presi-
dent in the Revenue Act of 1071 to exercise exceptions for the investment tax
credit to be extended to certain imported machines where a domestic manufa-
turer has a monopoly?

Answer: It would possibly help our dealers and customers in the cash register,
dictating, and electric typewriter markets. However, I say "Possibly" because
there are a number of danger areas in the House bill:

The revenue act of 1971 leaves the possibility of no relief being granted to
our dealers. If the imported business machines are not eligible for the tax
credit, then our dealers will be forced to reduce their staffs or possibly be
forced out of business.

Let me assure you that sitice the President presented his message on Au-
gust 15th, the domestic monopolistic giants have been telling our customers
they are paying a premium of as much as 32% by buying imported machines.
This is just one example of the huge disadvantage we are experiencing.
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'There is another situation which could restrict our country's ability to create
jobs, and stimulate the economy. Although, there is a limited number of doniesti
manufacturers of figuring machines who market through the independent dealer,
.there are justified reasons to believe that the domestic manufacturers will be un-
able to supply the market demand for adding machines and calculators. Most of
.these domestic manufacturers have consistently run four to six weeks behind on
deliveries, a greater increase in the sales of domestic business machines woulh

,only further complicate this delivery situation. Therefore, the consumer would
,be forced to purchase imported equipment in order to expand. However, these
-consumers should not be forced to give up their investment tax credit to buy an
.imported machine in order to expand their operations.

The National Office Machine Dealers Association respectfully asks that your
legislationn include a provision that all office machines, both domestically pro-
,uced idn imported, be eligible for seven (7) per cent investment tax credit
,retroactive to April 1st, 1971.

Senator CuRrIs. It is my understanding that the bill reported out by
:the House Ways and Means Committee did do something about some
foreign manufactured machines and the investment credit. Are you
familiar with that?

Mr. McIVIIATIs. Yes, sir, we surely are, and I guess possibly it call
help our dealers and customers in the cash register, dictating and the
electric tyl)evriter area where the giants are.

;Senlator CuiTiS. Wlat did they (1o as you basically understand it?
Mr. M(\V1LLLAs. 1What they did was to provide the President can

make a determination as to where the problem may exist and grant the
7-percent investment credit. However, there may be an element of
doubt there. Decision may be illade after the bill is passed and we
stand in fear of the fact tlat it, may nict cole either at all or it may
,come too late to save the dealer.

Tho give you one examilple, we are already runming into situations
where the domestic giants who are marketing through their own direct
sales operations have been out on the street saying they are paying a
,premium as much as 32 percent by buying imported equipmentt'

The other l)art of the 1)roblem, too, tlat exist, is the fact that ourdomestic manufacturers of figuring, machines iay not be able to take

,care of the market that we have. We have justified reasons for believ-
ing this. Most of these doniestic manufacturers consistently run 4 to 6
weeks behind on their deliveries, as it stands right now, on figuring
machines. A greater increase in the sales of domestic business machines
,would only further complicate this delivery situation; therefore, the
industrial consumer could be forced to purchase imported equipment
in order to expand and, of course, we would be denied the investment
credit during this period of time because, as the bill now stands out of
the House, the investment credit would only be applied as of the date
of the approval of the extension, so if it took 3 or 4 months from now
for the extension to be approved, then anybody who has purchased
equipment during this time then he would lose his 7-percent invest-
ment credit.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. McWILLIAlkJS. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be John A. Creedy, president

of the Water Transport Association, accompanied by Mr. Jesse J.
Friedman, economist.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN A. CREEDY, WATER TRANSPORT ASSOCIA-
TION OF NEW YORK; ACCOMPANIED BY J. W. HERSHEY, BOARD
CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN COMMERCIAL BARGE LINE CO., HOUS-
TON, TEX., AND JEFFERSONVILLE, IND., AND JESSE 1. FRIEDMAN,
ECONOMIC CONSULTANT

'r. C(,IIu. \,[r. Chairman. I 1n thle lre ident of thl AVater lrans-

port Association of New York. a trade association of ICC-certificated
inland barre operators;, and( T ',I acoonpanie(d here by Tr. J. W.
hTershey, board chairman, American Commercial Bara'e Line Co.,
Houston, Tex., an(d Jeff'ersonvi e Ind., wlho is the leading operator
in the barge industry, and r. Jesse J. Friedman, our economic,
consultant.

If I may, I would like to file our brief statement and then Mr. Ther-
shey and myself will cover the material orally.

We are an organization that has been studying the question of re-
vitalization and improvement of efficiency in surface transportation
for some time. Ve 'alne early to the conclusion that of first importance
was the need to stimulate investment in order to improve efficiency
and, of course, as a result of our improved efficiency there would be

an increase in employment to meet the needs of our economic growth.
In order to stimulate efficiency, stimulate investment, we also con-

cluded very quickly that the restoration of the 7-percent tax credit
was a key factor, would be a key factor: and we also concluded that
a 5-year amortization for barge equipment would be very helpful and
in the mublic interest.

As the bill came over from the house, the Revenue Act of 1971
came over from the Ilouse. it provides the tax credit, of course, and
for railroad rolling stock in the alternative of the tax credit a 5-year
amortization Program with certain restrictions.

We believe that it would be in the public interest for the inland
barge lines and the railroads to have the-both the investment tax
credit and the 5-year writeoff, but in any event that both the rail-
roads and ourselves should have the alternative of the investment tax
credit or the 5-year writeof'.

We have some proposed language that would accomplish the addi-
tion of the inland barge lines to the privilege of the 5-year writeoff.
and which would also a-complish both for the railroad and for the
island barge, lines the removal of certain restrictions.

I would like to introduce Mr. Hershey at this point to discuss the
public interest reasons for this proposal.

Mr. ITERSiIY. Well, gentlemen, I know that Senator Long and
Senator Hfartke. in particular, don't need any description of the barge
line industry. The large Port of New Orleans and Jeffersonville, Ind..
have got a lot to do with the industry. But we are, by all odds, the
cheapest type of carrier in the United States of general commodities.
In the field of transportation we are probably-this industry is prob-
ably the most anti-inflationary force that exists in the United States.

We move, commodities for'about one-third of a cent per ton-mile
which is undoubtedly the cheapest form of interior transportation that
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exists, not only in the United States but any place in the world. Our
freight rates are about that-one-fourth that, on the average, of any
competing mode.

Our industry is a growing industry. Projecting its growth in the
future; on about the same basis as it has in the past, we are looking
for about a 5-percent increase, and we made a study of what the
capital requirements would be. on that, basis for six of the largest
principal public for-hire carriers.

We have ascertained that if the funds were available these six car-
riers would expect to spend about $336 million over the next 5 years;
and in attempting to finance this we find that about $175 million could
he financed internally from cash flow, about $89 million externally
from the issuance of securities and borrowing, leaving about $72 mil-
lion to come from some other source if it were available.

Now, projecting these figures nationwide, if all of the fore-hire
carriers would have the same experience, and there is no reason to
believe that it would depart particularly from this, we would have to
multiply that figure, those figures, in fact, by about four; and if we
included the private carriers we would havee to multiply them by about
five.

From practical experience a:s an operator of a barge line, I can
definitely say that the application of the investment credit would not
only aid statistically in eliminating or partially eliminating this capi-
tal deficit, but it would also very definitely stimulate the construction
of new equipment.

I do believe, however, that some of the restrictions which exist in
the House bill tend to frustrate this benefit, particularly the restric-
tion which limits the application of the investment tax credit to one-
half of the profit.

The investment tax credit would supply for just these six companies
$29 million of additional investment funds. If all the fore-hire carriers
are included, which we certainly would recommend, it would sul)yl
$116 million additional investment funds; and if all, including the
private carriers, were included, the figure would be about $145 million.

Now, most of the other surface transportation modes do have, in
effect, the right to write off their capital assets in 5 years. The motor
carriers, of course, turn over their capital or their rolling stock ,,en-
erally in about 5 years; and the railroads under the House bill 10947
have the right to select either the existing 5-year writeoff or the invest-
ment tax credit.

I believe that there is such a requirement for new equipment in the
transportation field, and there is so much obsolescence, that this com-
mittee might well give serious consideration to granting both the
investment credit and the 5-year write off to the surface transportation
modes.

Finally, let Ine point out that projecting the study of the six large
carriers to the entire fore-hire shallow-draft carrier industry for the
next 5 years, there is an indicated deficit of capital funds of about
$360 million which can be reduced by $1-47 million if the investment
tax credit were granted to all and if it could be fully used. This does
leave, however, over $200 million of additional funds which should be
spent to optimize the condition 'ind the size of the fleet.
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This brings me to one last subject: The inland water carriers are
the only water carriers not now included in the tax shelter construction
reserve provisions of existing law. I would like to respectfully suggest
that this committee might seriously consider extending the tax reserve
provision to the inland water carriers just as it now applies to the Great
Lakes carriers and to the coastwise deep-draft industry.

Thank you very much.
The C1IAT1Mt,\N. Thank you very much.
Senator HA\1r-E I might just'say T (10 feel this is probably a dis-

crimination against~ one form of car rier which may not niecesgarily be
intended and -probably should be corrected somewhere aloig the line.

The C hAIRMAN. Thank you gentlemen.
Mfr. HE-RsEY. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Creedy's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF JO11N A. CREEDY, PRESIDENT, WATER TRANSPORT AsSOCIATTON

My name is John A. Creedy, president of the Water Transport Association of
New York. WTA is a non-profit trade association representing I.C.C. certificated
Inland barge operators on the Inland rivers and canals. Our membership also In-
cludes I.C.O. certificated operators on the Great Lakes and in the coastwise and
intercoastal trades.

We are here to suggest that H.R. 10947 be amended to include inland barge
operators in the five-year tax depreciation privilege so that barge operators will
have the option of taking either the seven percent investment tax credit or the
five-year write-off. This privilege has been accorded to our competitors, the rail-
roads. In addition, other transport modes have write-off privileges which are
analagous to the five-year tax depreciation privilege. Thus, the barge lines have
been the only segment of the transportation industry not to have available an
Investment incentive privilege. In the water carrier industry itself, the construc-
tion reserve is available to Great Lakes, coastwise and intercoastal operators
under the Merchant Marine Act of 1970. Only the Inland barge lines of the entire
transportation industry are left out of any tax incentive program. Our proposal
provides an opportunity to repair what probably is a simple legislative oversight.

Adequate and efficient transportation service is Indispensable to national
economic growth and productivity. Transportation costs are a significant factor
In total production costs, particularly in the case of basic industrial and agri-
cultural commodities, and substantially affect not only the total burden of costs
borne by American consumers but the ability of the U.S. economy to compete on
a cost basis in world markets.

The for hire barging fleet is a vital component of the nation's transportation
capacity, and its inherent efficiency enables it to carry substantial volumes of
such commodities over the country's great network of navigable rivers and inland
waterways at extremely low rates. Despite the heavy pressure of increased wage,
fuel, equipment, capital and other costs, average barging rates per ton mile are
less than they were in 1960. The record of lower rates in the face of increasing
costs in a period of rapidly expanding demand has been made possible only by
investment in modernization and improvement of barges and towboats and in
expansion of capacity on a scale which has strained the financial resources of
the barge lines to their limit.

The present investment plans of the bargelines fall short of providing the
expanded and improved service which the nation's growing economy requires
and which advanced technology permits. Optimum economic performance re-
quires that on the average equipment be replaced after 15 years of service. En-
gineering studies demonstrate that repair and maintenance costs, which ael-
erate with vessel age, rise sharply after 10 years, and operation becomes highly
and increasingly uneconomic after 15 years. Despite heavy past investment, ap-
proximately one-half of the barges now in service are either already overage or
will become so before 1975. In addition, a substantial portion of the fleet is now
obsolete technologically and needs replacement with the most modern equipment
available in order to facilitate the larger tows and higher speeds required to
hold down operating costs and shipping rates.
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Borrowing capacity is already stretched as far as it can safely go, and capital
funds in prospect are insufficient to finance the needed outlays. The privilege of
depreciating equipment on a 5-year basis for tax purposes would provide an im-
portant supplement to such funds and would contribute significantly to the at-
tainment of investment objectives.

Although the bargelines must meet vigorous railroad competition in which
relatively small differences in rates can be decisive, the present revenue law per-
mits accelerated depreciation on a 5-year basis for freight cars and locomotives
but not for barges and towboats. Liberalizing depreciation allowances in a man-
ner paralleling that enjoyed by railroads would directly increase the flow of
funds available to finance the acquisition of needed barging equipment and, at a
minor cost in revenue, make an important contribution, both directly and indi-
rectly, in the battle to control the cost-price inflation spiral. Advancing the effi-
ciency of water transportation ii(t only serves to hold down the costs borne by
those moving goods by water but, as attested by the long history of vigorous
water-rail competition, exerts healthy pressures upon rail transportation for
technological innovation and operating efficiency which produce lower cost for
movements by rail as well. Thus, extending this type of tax treatment to the
barge lines would be justified not only for compelling reasons of competitive
equity but also because it would serve the public interest well.

Granting the barge lines the 5-year tax depreciation privilege now enjoyed
by the railroads would not open the door to loss of revenues contributed by
other froms of transportation. Airlines are already permitted to depreciate
their equipment for tax purposes in 5 years or less. Many trucking companies
do the same. The Great Lakes and ocean carriers already receive a substantial
analogous benefit under the construction reserve provisions of the recently
passed Merchant Marine Act.

The tax guideline life :pplicable to barging equipmcar is 18 years. Under the
"asset depreciation range" system recently announced, the economic life of such
equipment for tax purposes will be reduced to 14/2 years. This will be helpful to
some carirers, but not to other's which were already depreciating on the basis of
15 years or less in conformance with demonstrable economic life.

A special survey conducted by he Water Transport Association shows the
magnitude of barging equipment acquisition requirements during the five-year
period 1971-75. This survey covered the six largest barging companies, and is
based upon a projection of traffic growth at the rate of 5 per cent annually,
which is conservative in relation to recent levels of demand, and replacement of
equipment at a rate to maintain the fleet at a 15-year age.

In the 5-year period 1966-70, these six companies acquired 998 barges and 28
towboats at a total cost of about $95 million. During the 1971-75 period, by con-
trast, the projected requirements are for acquisition of 2,410 barges and 61 tow-
boats at an aggregate cost of $354 million. After allowing for proceeds from sale
of equipment, the net cost is $336 million. Over this 5-year period, cash flow (de-
fined as net income after taxes plus depreciation and other noncash expenses) is
expected to total about $175 million, assuming no changes in levels of rates or of
wages and other items of expense. Of this $175 million, the change to ADR
depreciation is expected to provide about $7 million. The total external financing
required to acquire the needed equipment totals $161 million.

Given the limitations imposed by prudent financial management upon the
debt-equity structure of these companies, however, their independent estimates
indicate that only about $89 million of this requirement is expected to be availahle
from external capital funds, leaving a deficit of about $72 million to be financed.
If 5-year tax depreciation were approved, the effect would be to reduce this
indicated deficit by about 40 percent, or apl)roxnmatoly $29 million.

Attached as exhibit one is the financial data for the six major barge lines
surveyed.

Exhibit two represents proposed language to implement the proposed. This
proposal is already before the Senate as part of S. 2362, the Surface Trans-
portation Act of 1971. As such it has the support of the Association of American
Railroads and the American Trucking Associations.

The attached proposal, if adopted, would remove for the railroads certain
present restrictions. The rationale for doing that is simply that iIlie investment
tax credit proposal has no such restrictions and if the five-year amortization is
to be an alternative it should not have restrictions either.

The legislation an. proposed offers to the Committee a method of limiting the
privilege Io jiblic "for hire" carriers end excluding the so-called private carriers,
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those carriers wholly owned by a shipper. In order to qualify a carrier must be
doing 90 percent of his business on a "for hire" basis. We would not, however,
oppose having the privilege extended to the so-called private carriers.

To provide the Committee with a measure of the impact of the proposal, we
have relied on the vessel inventory of the Corps of Engineer., Transportation
Series, Volumes 3, 4 and 5, published in New Orleans. The latest publication
which provides information as of January 1, 1970 shows non self-propelled
vessels (barges and scows) totalling 19,377 with a total carrying capacity of
24,028,024 net tons.

The six companies surveyed own a total of 3,861 barges with a carrying
capacity of 5,378,426 net tons. Thus, based on carrying capacity, tle six com-
panies represent slightly less than a fifth of the carrying capacity of the nation.
Hence the potential tax impact calculated for the six companies should be multi-
plied by five to get the total for the nation. Although l) government statistics
exist for the proportion of private carriers, a survey of the listed companies
in the Corps of Engineers vessel inventory, makes possible an informed estimate.
In our opinions, the private companies represent about one fifth of the entire
fleet of non-self-propelled barges and scows. Restricting the five-year amortiza-
tion to the public "for hire" carriers would thus reduce the tax impact by
about one fifth.

In closing, may we say that we are greatly encouraged by the prompt action
of the House of Representatives on the President's proposal for restoration of tile
investment tax credit. This is a well tested method of stimulating investment
and creating jobs. We sincerely hope that the Revenue Act of 1971 will get
favorable action from the Senate.

EXHIBIT 1.-COMBINED FINANCIAL DATA FOR 6 MAJOR BARGE COMPANIES

[Dollars in thousands]

Cost Total

Book value of transport equipment, Dec. 31, 1970:
Acquisition cost ---------------------------- ------------------------ $229, 657 -.-.-----
Reserve for depreciation --------------------- -------- ---------------------- 119, 339 $180, 318

Acquisition
Type Number cost Total

Total equipment outlays, 1966-70:
Barges ---------------------------.----------.-------------- 998 $74,950 -------------
Towboats --------------------------------.. .-------------- --- 28 20,870 $95,820

Projections, 1971-75: 1
Gross cost of equipment acquisition requirements:

Barges ....................... 2,410 268,678 --------------
Tow boats -----------. -. ------------......- --------------- 61 84, 345 $353,023
Proceeds from sale o! equipment ---------- I -- ------------------------------- _ 17, 002
Net cost of equipmr.nt acquisition requirement . ..........................................- 336, 021

Total cash flow, using ADR tax depreciatln:
Cash flovi using old tax depreciation-.. .. ............ ............. 167,651 ---------
Increas(;d cash flow due to ADR ------- ------------------------- - 7,290 174,941

Total external financing required ----------.---------------------------------------- 161,080
External capital funds prudently available -------------------------------------------- 89, 083
Indicated deficit in equipment outlays using ADR depreciation ------------------------------ 71,997
Reduction o' indicated deficit by use of 5-year t-x depreciation ----------------------------- 29,426

I Basic assumptions: annual traffic growth rate, 5 percent; equipment replacement at 15 years; no change in rate levels;
projected equipment prices and capital funds prudently available estimated independently by each company.

EXHIBIT Two

SEC. 503. EXPANSION OF 5-YEAR AMORTIZATION OF ROLLING STOCK TO SURFACE
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT

(a) IN GENERAL.-Part VI of subchapter B of chapter 1 (relating to itemized
deductions for individuals and corporations) is amended by striking out section
184 and inserting in lieu thereof the following new section:
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"SEC. IS4. AMORTIZATION OF CERTAIN TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT

"(a) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION.-Every person, at his election, shall be
entitled to a deduction with respect to the amortization of the adjusted basis (for
determining gain) of any qualified transportation equipment (as defined in sub-
section (d)), based on a period of 60 months. Such amortization deduction shall
be an amount, with respect to each month of such period within the taxable year.
equal to the adjusted basis of the qualified transportation equipment at the end of
such month divided by the number of months (including the month for which
the deduction is computed) remaining in tihe period. Such adjusted basis at the
end of the month shall be computed without regard to the amortization deduction
for such month. The amortization deduction provided by this section with respect
to any qualified transportation equipment for any month shall be in lieu of the
depreciation deduction with respect to such transportation equipment for such
month provided by section 107. The 60-month period shall begin as to any qual-
ified transportation equipment, at the election of the taxpayer, with the month
following the month in which such transportation equipment was placed in
service or with the succeeding taxable year.

"(b) ELECTION OF AMORTIZATION.-The election of the taxpayer to take the
amortization deduction and to begin the 60-month period with the month fol-
lowing the month in which the qualified transportation equipment was placed
in service, or with the taxable year succeeding the taxable year in which such
transportation equipment is )!aced in service, shall be made by filing with the
Secretary or his delegate, in such meinner, in suieh form, and within such time, as
the Secretary or his delegate may by regulations prescribe, a statement otf sil
election.

"(c) TEIMINATTOIN O1 AMO z'IONOF~ Di)UcT1ON.----A taxpayer whichli has
elected under subsection (b) to take the amortization deduction provided by
subsection (a) may, at any time after making such election, discontinue the
amortization deduction with respect to the remainder of the amortization period.
such discontinuance to begin as of the beginning of any month specified by the
taxpayer in a notice in writing filed with the Secretary or his delegate before
the beginning of such month. The depreciation deduction provided under section
167 shall be allowed, beginning with the first month as to which the amortization
deduction does not apply, and the taxpayer shall not be entitled to any further
amortization deduction under this section with respect to such transportation
equipment.

"(d) QUALIFIED TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMfEN'r.--The term 'qualified transpor-
tation equipment' means, for purposes of this section:

"(1) rolling stock of the type used by a common carrier engaged in the
furnishing or sale of transportation by railroad and subject to the juris-
diction of the Interstate Commerce Commission if-

"(A) such rolling stock is-
"(I) used by a domestic common carrier by railroad on a full-

time basis, or on a part-time lasis if its only additional use is an
Incidental use by a Canadian or Mexican common carrier by rail-
road on a per diem basis, or

"(ii) owned and use(] by a switching or terminal company all of
whose stock is owned by one or more domestic common carriers by

railroad, and
"(B) the original use of such rolling stock commences with the tax-

payer after December 31, 1968,
"(2) any water vessel of the type used for the transportation of property

on the navigable rivers and Inland waterways of the United States (iri-
eluding tugs, towboats and barges, whether or not self-propelled) if-

"/A) such vessel is used on a full-time basis by common carrier of
property by water, or

"(B) at least 90 percent of the use of such vessel is to transport prop.
erty by water for compensation,

"(3) trucks (including tractors. trailers, and semitrailers) of the type
used on a full-time basis for transportation of property by a common or
contract carrier subject to the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

"(e) SPECIAL RULES.-
"(1) PLACED IN SERVICE IN 1969.-If any qualified railroad rolling stock

Is placed in service In 1969--
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"(A) the month as to which the amortization period shall begin with
respect to such rolling stock shall be determined as if such rolling stock
were placed in service on December 31, 1969, and

"(B) subsections (a) and (b) shall be applied by substituting '48'
for '60' each place that it appears in such subsections. This section shall
not apply to any qualified railroad rolling stock placed in service In
1969 and owned by any person who is not a domestic common carrier
by railroad, or a corporation at least 95 percent of the stock of which Is
owned by one or more such common carriers.

"(2) PLACED IN SERVICE IN 1970.-If any qualified railroad rolling stock
is placed in service in 1970 by a domestic carrier by railroad or by a cor-
poration at least 95 )ercent of the stock of which is owned by one or more
such common carriers, then subsection (a) shall be applied, without regard
to paragraph (2), as if such rolling stock were placed in service on Decem-
ber 31, 1969.

'(3) ADJUSTED BASIS.-
"(A) The adjusted lbasis of any qualified transportation equipment

with respect to which an election has been made uider this section,
shalll not be in(,rease(l, for purposes of this sect ion, for amounts clarge-
aide to capital account for addition or improvements after the amortiza-
tion perij)d hr1s bgin.

"(B) Costs incurred *n connection with a used unit of qualified trans-
portation equipment. which are properly chargeable to capital account
shall he treated as a separate unit of transportation equipment for
purposes of this section.

"(C) The depreciation deduction provided by section 167 shall, despite
the provisions of subsection (a), ibe allowed with respect to the portion
of the adjusted basis which is not taken into account in applying this
section.

"(4) CONSTRUCTIVE TERMINATION.---If at any time during the amiortiza-
tion period any qualified transportatimi equipment ceases to nieet the re-
(uiremluents of subsection (d), 'he to xpayer shall ie deeme(I to have termi-
nated under sbsection (c) his election un der this section. Such termination
shall be effective beginning with the month following the month in which
such cessation occurs.

"(5) METHOD OF ACCOUNTING FOR DATE PLACED IN sERViICE.-For purposes
of subsections (a) and (b), in the case of qualified transportation equipment
placed in service after December 31, 1970, thfe taxpayer may elect to begin
the 60-month period withl the (late when such transportation equipment is
treated as having been placed in service under a method of accounting for
acquisitions and retirements of property which--

"(A) prescribes a date when property is placed in service, and
"(B) is consistently followed by the taxpayer.

"(6) TRANSPORTATION FOR COMPENSATION.-For purposes of subsection (d)
(2) of section 184, transportation of property for a comIonent member of
a controlled group of corporal tions (ais defined in section 1563) which in-
cludes the owner or lessee of a vessel shall not be treated as transportation
for compensation.

"(f) LIFE TENANT AND REMAINI)ERMAN.-In the case of qualified transporta-
tion equipment leased to a carrier, and held by one person for life with remainder
to another person, tihe deduction under this section shall be computed as if the
life tenant were the absolute owner of the property and shall be allowable to
the life tenant.

"(g) CRoss REFERENCE.-
"For treatment of certain gain derived from the disposition of property,

the adjusted basis of which is (leterlined with regard to this s(,(,tion.. se
section 1245".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-The table of sections for part VI of subchap-
ter B of chapter 1 is amended by striking "Sec. 184. Amortization of Certain
Rolling Stock" and inserting in lieu thereof "See. 184. Amortization of Certain
Transportation Equipment."

(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply with
respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1970, and shall apply with
respect to property placed in service in taxable years beginning after December
31, 1970.
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SEC. 504. ELIMINATION OF MINIMUM TAX ON FIVE-YEAR AMORTIZA-
TION.

(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 57 relatingg to items of tax preference) is amended-
(1) by striking out paragraph (5) of subsection (a) and
(2) by renumbering paragraphs (6), (7), (8), and (9) of subsection (a)

as paragraphs (5), (6), (7), and (8).
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-Amendments made by subsection (a) of this section

shall apply to taxable years ending after December 31, 1969.

Tile CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Theodore F. Brophy,

counsel of the U.S. Independent Telephone Association.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE F. BROPHY, ESQ., COUNSEL, U.S.
INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION

Mr. I3 ROPHY. Chairman Long, honorable members of the Senate
Finance Committee, my name is Theodore F. Brophy. I am executive
vice president and general counsel of the General Telephone & Elec-
tronics Corp. and I am appearing here on behalf of the U.S. Inde-
pendent Telephone Association.

We are seeking no special privileges for the telephone industry but
we are seeking to avoid discrimination against the telephone industry.

H.R. 10947 as passed by the House limits telephone companies
to a 4-percent investment tax credit as against the 7 percent given to
their ' competitors.

As Chairman Long well knows, from the debates on the 1964 act,
and parficularly section 203(e), at that time the distinction between
the 7-percent credit utilities and the 3-1)et'cent credit utilties under the
1962 act. was based upon the c(once1)t that certain utilities were more
subject to competitive pressures than others.

Since 1962 there have been strong new competitive pressures deve1-
'oped in the telephone communications industry. These competitive
pressures fall into two classes: competition in the provision of service
and competition for the raising of capital.

Since 1962 in the competition for the provision of service there are
various forces which are new. Private microwave systems are today
competing with the systems provided by telephone companies. For
example, ARINC, Aeronautical Radio, Inc., recently announced a
proposed $250 million private communications system to serve the
airline industry. This business would, of course, be taken away from
the telephone industry.

CuAtomers may now, after the decision of the FCC recently in the
:Carterfone case,, own their own telephone equipment and attach it or
-connect it to the telephone system. The equipment may be in terms of
a major system or it may be a small, individual item of equipment.

Special purpose common carriers may be licensed by the Federal
,Communications Commission to provide long distance voice or data
communications over microwave systems in competition with the tele-
phone companies; and the administration has recommended the licens-
ing of satellite systems in competition with communications systems
of the telephone industry.

In short, since 1962 a whole nev competitive e atmosphere has
develolpeI.
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In our testimony before the House W vays and Means Committee we
emphasized this service competition, and we believe that we were suc-
cessful at least in bringing this matter to their attention and they at-
tempted to remedy the diserimination which we suggested would exist
if telephone companies were not, given the same credit as other indus-
trial companies.

They attempted to remedy it by, first. of all, increasing the invest-
mnent tax credit from 3 percent to 4 percent and also by changing the
definition of public utility property.

The definition, however, is not l)loald enough to protect the telephone
companies from discrimination in favor of other modes; of communi-
cation service; but in addition the 4 percent credit obviously was
discrimina'toiy as compared to the 7 percent credit and no relief was
provided for the competition in the money market.

Telephone companies are capital-intensive and by this I mean tele-
phone companies cannot conceivably raise from their own earnings the
amount of money that they need to provide service. In my own com-
pany, General Telephone & Electronics Corp., over the next 5 years
our estimated construction budget will run $6.3 billion. Of that amount
only $2.7 billion can be internally generated whereas the. balance of
$3.6 billion will have to lbe raised through the sale of securities to the
public.

For these funds we will be in competition with other companies,
companies which are getting the 7 percent investment tax credit.

telephone companies, perhaps, beyond all other industries have been
the victims of, rather than the cause of inflation. We have been victims
in terms of high costs of capital and higher costs of equipment.

In preparing for this testimony I ran across some rather shocking
fi gu res.

In 1960 our average investment in plant in our company for each
new telephone main station was $477.

In 1970, it cost us $3,313 to put in each new main station. This meant
that our average investment in telephones from 1960 to 1970, went
from $455 per station to $1,036 per station, while at the same time our
imbedded cost of capital was going from 4.46 percent in 1965 to 6.10
percent in June of 1971, with the current cost of bonds in June of-
cost of money on the sale of bonds in June of 1971, at 8.45 percent.

Now the result of these ravages of inflation upon the telephone in-
dustry has been that the market for our securities has recognized the
problems that are being created by inflation. Our interest coverage in

our company, for instance, since 1966 when it was 3.74 times earnings
of interest, i other words, the earnings before taxes were 3.74 times
the interest requirenut, had dropped to 2.5 times earnings interest
requirements in 1970. That is a reduction of 9.6 percent a. year and
trending that on we would reach at point in the first quarter of 1973,
where wee would no longer be able to finance construction through the
sale of debt security having fallen below the 2.5 times coverage re-
qui ied by our indentures.

The same phenomenon, of course, is being experienced by all other
telephone companies; we are not unique in this respect. Our ability to
raise capital in the future and the health of the telephone industry
depends on our ability to compete with other industry. It is imperative
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that we not be saddled with taxes that are unfairly weighted against
the telephone industry.

Telephone companies have a competitive disadvantage in providing
service by reason of the-or would have a competitive disadvantage of
providing service by reason of the 4-percent credit provided in the
Ilohse bill as against the 7-percent credit available to our competition.
The fact that we would have this disadvantage would also be reflected
in the market's evaluation of our securities.

The effect of the 4-percent credit versus the 7-percent credit, of
course, would be that larger users of communications services would
elect to provide their own services, and the burden would therefore
be shifted to the smaller user. As the cost of communication service in-
creased in this manner there would be a snowballing effect with smaller
and smaller users able to afford their own equipment, and the ultimate
burden remaining on those people, tl homeowner who could least
afford to bear the burden.

The marketplace has already recognized the effect of inflation on the
telephone industry in the devaluation of their view of the utilities'
securities value. In 1963, utilities, as a, whole, commanded a premium
over industrials, and their price/earaings ratios were 113 percent of
the average price/earnings ratios of industrials. In this year that
percentage has dropped to 65 percent so that utilities' price/earnings
ratios are approximately 65 percent of the price/earnings ratios of
indtistrials.

We believe communications services are vital to this country. We be-
lieve that the telephone company common carriers, if permitted a fair
opportunity to compete, can provide that service in the most economical
manner to the people of the United States, and all we ask is that fair
opportunity to compete.

If the Government's concern is, as we expect it may be, the revenue
effect of granting the 7-percent credit to the telephone companies,
we suggest that it should not solve this problem by discrimination
against the telephone companies but by making whatever adjustment
may be necessary in the rate of the credit so that it may be spread
fairly and equitably over all industry.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If there are any questions I would be
glad to answer them.

Senator CURTIS. Would you give us some illustrations that we can
understand of where business or individuals provide their own com-
munications systems?

Mr. BRorHY. Yes, Senator Curtis. I think probably the most dramatic
one was the one I mentioned of ARINC. That proposes to construct
a $250 million system to serve the airlines rather than take their set'vice
from us.

Senator CURTIS. Will that be radiotelephone?
Mr. BROrHY. That would be microwave, radio, landlines, switching

systems, a complete internal communications system.
Senator CURTIS. Now, that would be the combined airlines or a single

airline would do that?
Mr. BRoiY. ARINC serves as the communications arm for all the

airlines.
Senator Cuwris. As the House bill is written, what investment credit

would they get for that ?
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Mr. BROPiY. They would get a 7-percent credit.
Senator CURTIS. But if the regulated telephone company provided

it, they would come under the 4?
Mr. BROPIHY. They would get a 4-percent credit.
Senator CURTIS. Are there any smaller illustrations that are occur-

ring in most of our communities .
Mr. BRorY. Yes; yes, there is strong competition in the provision

of PABX's, private automatic branch exchanges, the kind of a switch-
board you find in an office or hotel or motel.

There has been a trend in the hotel and motel business of buying
their own switchboards rather than taking the switchboard service
from the telephone company. Under the circumstances if the House
bill were enacted into law the motel or hotel would have an incentive
to l)urchase rather than take from the telephone company since the
purchaser of the switchboard would get the 7-percent credit whereas
tlie telephone company would have only 4-percent credit providing
the same equipment and service.

Senator CuRTris. You use the term "switchboard ;" does that include
telephone instruments and wiring and other things in the building?
What is usually meant by the term?

Mr. BRoPHY. That would include the entire installation within the
building; yes, Senator Curtis, the telephone instruments, the wiring.

Senator CURTIS. Before these recent decisions whereby they could
do that and demand and receive a hookup from a regulated utility,
what was the custom?

Mr. Bizotiiy. Prior to 1968, when the Federal Communications Corn-
mission decided the Carterfone case, there were tariff prohibitions
against the interconnection of customer-owned equipment with the
telephone network and, therefore, it was not practical or possible for
the customer to own his own equipment and interconnect it with the
telephone network; and this is one of the najor changes in the com-
petitive nature of the industry that I mentioned in the beginning of
my testimony.

Senator CURTIS. Prior to 1968, if someone built a new hotel, the
wiring and the telephone instruments, exclusive of the switchboard,
who built that?

Mlr. BROPHY. Prior to 1968, the telephone instruments, wiring, and
switchboard would all be owned by the telephone operating company.
If the hotel elected to own its own switchboard it would not at that
time have been able to get into the outside world, even to the tele-
phone network, so as a practical matter it would not own its own
equipment.

Senator CURTIS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNETT. I have just one question, while we are waiting

for the chairman.
It seems to me about 10 years ago I spent a night in a Las Vegas

hotel and that hotel had these foreign telephones which are activated
when you lift them up. It was the first time I had ever seen them.
You mean to say when they purchased instruments of that kind they
shut themselves off from the outside connection? I am sure they
didn't.

Mr. BROPIHY. I believe those were foreign instruments that were
purchased by an independent telephone company serving in that area,
Senator, and were not owned by the hotel at that time.
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Senator BENNETT. I see.
Mr. BROPHY. There is increasing foreign competition in the sale of

telephone equipment and our competitors the Japanese have been mak-
ing a, market in the sale of telephone equipment in tie United States,
and I think this is another reason why the American manufacturer in
selling- to the telephone company and to the telephone comIpany's corn-
petitors need the 7 percent credit to encourage the purchase of Ameri-
can-made equipment. J a laiwse swict'hl)oa rds ate now being offered and
sold to hotels and motels and even being used by some operating tele-
phone companies because they have an olfligation to the public to pro-
vide equipment at the lowest possible cost.

Senator BENNETT. That satisfies my curiosity. I began these hear-
ings and I might as well close them.

AIr. BROPHY. Thank you.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you, very much.
(Mr. Brophy's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TnEoi)onE F. BROPHY ON BEITALF OF UNITED STATES
INDEPENDENT TELEPIIONE ASSOCIATION

The United States Independent Telephone Associntion has a,*ed to appear
before this Committee because it is vital to the health and (Ievelolment of th,
dependent telephone industry that the proposed job development inlVestmuent
credit not discriminate in rate against telephone companies in favor of their
unregulated competitors. H.R. 10947, as passed by the Housp of Represontatives.
limits telephone companies to 4%, a discrimination that cannot be rationally or
fairly justified in 1971.

(1) In, view of the revolutionary development of competition in the rommu-
nicatfons industry since 1962, telephone companies should receive the job develop-
ment credit at the same full rate applicable to other competitive businesses;

(2) If, however, the full job development credit is not made available to tele-
phone compa4tes, the lesser rate should be made applicable to all property of the
type used by telephone companies in furnishing communications services to the
public so that telephone companies and their competitors, regulated and unreg-
ulated, compete on the same basis; and

(3) No flx'Z1 deadline should be imposed on regulatory commissions for adapt-
ing their ratemaking treatment to the standards required of public utilities in
the bill.

The United States Independent Telephone Association (USITA) is a trade
association representing 95% of the Independent (i.e., non-Bell) segment of the
telephone industry consisting of 1843 companies serving over one-half the geo-
graphical service area of the United States. Its companies, which have 1,380.000
stockholders, employ directly 150,900 employees in telephone service alone. The
entire telephone operating industry, including the Bell System, employs a million
persons, with hundreds of thousands more involved in equipment manufacture.
directory production and distribution, and related activities. The size of USITA's
member companies ranges from General Telephone & Electronics Corporation,
which currently serves nearly 10,000,000 telephones, to members which have as
few as 100 telephones or less in service.

Appearing on behalf of the Association today is Theodore F. Brophy, Execu-
tive Vice President and General Counsel .)f General Telephone & Electronics Cor-
poration, a nationwide telephone company with headquarters in New York City,
who is intimately familiar with the competitive situation facing the telephone
industry today.

Introduction. In testimony before the Ways Means Committee on this bill,
USTTA presented testimony on the rapid growth of competition facing regu-
lated telephone companies in all phases of their activity. Apparently, the Ways
and Means Committee was in agreement with this presentation, for it found
that the telephone companies are encountering ". . . increased competition from
other regulated companies and, in the case of many of their products, from un-
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regulated companies as well." See H. Rep. No. 92-533, ). 24. The Committee on
Ways and Means did not make the full 7% rate applicable to telephone com-
panies, but it attempted to meet the competition problem by providing that the
4% rate would be applicable to others providing regulated "communications serv-
ices". The method, however, does not meet adequately the problem occasioned by
the wide-spread nature of the increased competition, inasmuch as the 7% rate
will be available with respect to competing communications equipment in the
hands of non-regulated companies, and private industrial users.

The Bill as passed by the -louse of Representatives does not impose the 4%o
rate on all regulated utilities, rather it excludes those that were thought to be
competitive back in 1962. (,hgulated transportation complies, for example, were
then (and would now be) given a full credit because they are "not only comlpeti-
tive among themselves at given regulated prices, but also must compete with
private truck fleets, private airplanes, and other transportation facilities oper-
ated by industrial corporations which would be eligible for the [full] credit."
Testimony of former Secretary of the Treasury C. Douglas )illon at Hearings
Before House Committee on Ways & Means on President KeIedy's 19061 Tax
Recommendations. 87th Cong., 1st Sess. (1961), 256-257. The same description
al)plies to the telephone industry in 1971.

The Tclephwne Industry Today is Highly Competitive and Will Become More
coTilptitirc in the Near FIturel. An examination of the facts will show that a
dram:atic clmi.- has taken place since 1962, l)rticularly within the last 3 vears.
that has tr'nsformed the regulatory and competitive environnimnts in which
telephone companies operate. The telephone industry today is faced with sub-
stantial competition front unregulated competitors, competition that is sure to
il(.rea,. o even molre rapidly in the future under a new regulatory philosophy.
Today, unlike 1962, industrial corporations may purchase voi(.e and data equiii-
maient that interconnect with the telephone network, and indeed entire private
communications systems, to replace fa ellities once )rovided ex(lusively by tIele-
ihone companies. Unless these fa(ts are recognized, many telephone companies
will be unable to complete with unregtulated supl)liers of such equipment under a
t.?x structure with a built-in competitive disadvantage against the telephone
industry--and consequent detri ment to the public.

Until recently, it had long been thought that competition in the field of com-
munication services was wasteful and inefficient. Public regulatory agencies were
created to substitute for the market forces that ordinarily govern economic de-
(isionm in a free enterprise economy so that the efficiencies of a monopoly could
be realized while safeguarding the public interest.

The "information explosion" and extraordinary technological progress in the
communications field in recent years have shattered traditional modes of thought
a )out the telcihone industry. Economists and regulatory bodies are no longer so
certain that the public is best served when government rather than open com-
petition determines the price of communications services. As a result, a new
competitive philosophy is emerging which already has placed the telephone com-
panies il competition with unregulated firms in the most rapidly expanding areas
of the communications business.

The new competitive philosophy and its impact on the future of the telephone
business was succinctly put to members, of USITA by the Chief of the Federal
Communication Commission's Common Carrier Bureau at USITA's 72nd Annual
Meetinpr in Washington. D.C. on October 21. 1969:

"You are a vital part of an industry which is going through a period of change
unlike anything that has been experienced in the past. The changes I refer to
affect the basic structure and pattern of communication supply and demand in
this nation. They are changes which tend to have far-reaching and lasting im-
pact upon the future role of the telephone industry and at the same time are
generating a number of basic regulatory and policy issues.

* * * * * * S

"Your industry is being put to the test as to its ability to rise to the challenge
of the new technologies and the customer demands they stimulate for efficient
and economic new services. You must be expected ,to meet these challenges or to
stand aside that others may do so. And it is becoming more apparent every (lay
that in both the areas of local and inter-city services, there are others who are
willing and capable of entering the field and who will contest your claim to
exclusive occu)ancy. I is also apparent that they are prepared to enter and
compete for the new, as well as existing markets."

68-333-71-pt. 1-12
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Events have more than justified the prophecies made to USITA at its 1969
meeting.

Actually, the FCC began to implement the new competitive philosophy in 1968
with its landmark decision in the Carterfone case, 13 F.C.C. 2d 420 (1968), pet.
for recon. denied, 14 F.C.C. 2d 571 (1968). In Carterfone th,. Coin--,dssion sub-
jected regulated telephone companies to competition from outside suppliers of
devices designed to interconnect public telephone systems with privately-owned
systems of communication. This decision has led to increasing and intensive
competitionn on billions of dollars worth of telephone equipment and comniunica-
tion. systems formerly owned and supplied exclusively by regulated telephone
emtpanies. For example, the monthly interconnection reports filed by the Bell
,Systeni with the Federal Communications Commission disclose that as of Feb-
ruary 27, 1969 it suI)l)ied 141 units to ,permit interconnection of customer-owned
e(qui)ment with its system. By May 1971 it Provided 27,776 such units. No doubt.
there has been further increase since May and the phenomenal rate of increase
can be expected to continue over the next few years.

In another revolutionary decision, the FCC has granted an application to con-
struct a radio relay system on the high-volume route between Chicago and St.
Louis for the availability of the general public, even though this route is pres-
ently served by telephone and telegraph companies. Microwave Communications,
Inc., 18 F.C.C. 2d 953 (1969), affirmed 21 F.C.C. 2d 190 (1970), and 27 F.C.C. 2d
380 (1971). As of June 30, 1970, there were 6,280 authorized microwave stations
operated by regulated telephone and telegraph companies. Since the decision in
Microwave Communiceations. Inc., applications have been filed for more that)
1-00 microwave stations on high volume routes to be operated by competitors of
the rezul a ted communications compa nies.

This field was further opened to unbridled competition in a May 1971 FCC
policy decision allowing virtually unlimited entry into the "specialized com-
munications field." See 36 Fed. Reg. 11144 (1971). It is significant that the
Commission stressed in this policy decisionn that existing carriers (i.e., telephone
companies) would he permitted to coml)elte fairly and fully in the sa,le of Spe-
cialized services, and that in directly competitive situations, the Commission
would not oppose departure from uniform nationwi(le pricing practices. The
Commiission stated that there should not be any "protective umbrella" for the
new entrants, nor any "artificial bolstering of operations that cannot succeed
on their owvn merits."

Developments in microwave communications have enabled large companies
to by-pass the existing telephone network by building their own systems. For
example, it has recently come to public attention that the airlines, through Aero-
nautical Radio, Inc., are considering establishing their own nationwide com-
munications network which would require a capital investment on the order of
a quarter of a billion dollars.

Communication by industrial radio (not including aviation and marine) has
increased from 92,713 authorizations on June 30. 1962 to 220,732 on June 30,
1970. Coinpare F.C.C. Annual Report 1962, page 97, with F.C.C. Annual Report
1970, page 262. Since the FCC decided in February 1971 (Preston Trucking Coin-
pony, Inc., Docket No. 19309) that a non-regulated licensee could share its fa-
cilities with other users, this category can be expected to expand further, both
in terms of number of authorizations and volume of business.

The new competitive phLlosophy is also embodied in open competition among
regulated and unregul'zted firms for satellite communications systems. The Eco-
nomic Report of the President transmitted to Congress in February 1970 stated
in this regard ,that:

"Long-distance communications may be entering a new and more competitive
era with the development of satellite communication systems. Economies of scale
in the operation of satellites do not appear to be sufficient to bar competitive
operations. Hence the Administration has recommended to the FCC that multi-
PIle (omestic satellite systems be authorized and that restrictions on entry be
applied only where they are necessary to prevent undue interference. It is the
Administration's hope that increased competition if-,ill evemually make it possi-
ble to let market forces assume more of the role of detailed regulation." (Enm-
phasis added).

It is evident that a discriminatory tax credit for the telephone Industry works
at cross-purposes with the Administration's and the FCC's new competitive phi-
losophy. For, "mn rkpt forces will not be able to assume the role of detailed regu-
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lation" if the telephone companies' unregulated competitors are given an "artifi-
cial bolstering of operations that cannot succeed on their own merits" that the
FCC recently eschewed. Indeed, dual and discriminatory rates will distort the
very purpose underlying the new competitive philosophy.

It is not possible to identify or quantify areas of telephone company services
which are free from the impact of competition. This evolving competition has been
so pervasive that we have been unable, despite earnest effort, to define or segre-
gate the portion of telephone business now open to competition. As we stated in
response to direct questions during the Ways and Means Committee hearings:

"The nature of competition facing telephone companies today is such that it
affects literally the entire telephone network and all its facilities, including trans-
mission equipment, switching equipment and terminal equipment. Recent Fed-
eral Communications Commission decisions and policy statements have enabled
the establishment of communication facilities and networks not owned by the
telephone companies, which can satisfy virtually all the needs of customers
throughout the country in direct competition with the existing telephone
network ...

Further . . .. the loss of the high volume l)usiness presently available to tile
telephone companies from large users of communications services, which would
be accelerated by a discriminatory job development credit, will necessarily make
it more expensive for the telephone companies to serve the small user. Indeed,
for many of the smaller telephone companies which depend upon a few large
users in their areas to support low cost telephone services to the rest of the public,
the loss of large users could have a disastrous impact. For many of these com-
panies, the issue here could well be a question of survival."

It would Be Inconsistent with Past Practice to Establish a Tax Credit that
Favors Unregulated Competitors. Both Treasury and the Congress have been
sensitive to discriminatory application of the tax laws. As pointed out earlier, the
1962 investment credit carefully distinguishedd between regulated utilities that
faced competition from unregulated industries (to whom th- full credit was
available) and the so-called "monopolistic" utilities that, in 1962, did not face
a competitive disadvantage as a result of a smaller investment credit.

In fact, this Committee and the Congress have previously shown concern for
the effect of the tax laws on developing competition between telephone com-
panies and unregulated manufacturers with regard to privately-owned commu-
nications systems which was evident as far back as 1965. In relieving telephone
company subscribers of the 10% telephone excise tax on telephone-company-
provided private communications facilities In the Excise Tax Reduction Act of
1965, the Committee explained that:

"[The 10% excise tax] has presented problems under present law because of
competition from untaxed private equipment performing similar services. The
telephone companies presently are losing intrapremise business (and interprem-
ise business within local areas) to those providing telephone and microwave
equipment which can be purchased and operated by the users themselves. Instal-
lation of equipment in this manner is accompanied by a reduction in the service
from the local telephone company. Businesses installing their own internal com-
munications systems in this manner avoid the tax on the telephone company's
charge for both equipment and services. With the ever-increasing number of
varied services which modern science makes it possible for telephone companies
to provide, the tax on private communications systems represents a severe com-
petitive handicap to the expanded use of these new and varied services." Sen.
Rep. 324, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965) p. 36.

As noted above, the area of competition has expanded greatly since that time
and will expand even more in the near future. Certainly at the time of enact-
ment of a new credit, Congress will wish to make sure that it is not weighting the
scales of competition against the telephone companies by holding them to a lesser
rate.

The Burden of Discrimination Against Telephone Companies Will Fall on
Small Business and Individual Users. If there is discriminatory application of
the investment credit against the telephone companies, the weight will not fall
evenly on all customers. Large business users will be able to get the benefit of
the full credit by using their own telephone equipment or turning to non-
regulated suppliers. Individual and small-business telephone users, who cannot
as a practical matter take such a step, must pay the higher cost.
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In fact, the cost effect on the small users would be magnified. The full invest-
meat cre(lit would sil)holl off the lairge-volume customers and heavy users of
long-distance toll service, leaving the telephone companies to serve the low-
volume customers. By skimming off the cream of telephone users, the competitors
would necessarily force the telephone companies to increase their rates to cover
the higher cost of )roviding service to the balance of the public.

A Fll Job Dve('lopmnCt Credit Will Promote Uwe of Domestic Telephonc
Equipment. The United States telephone equipment manufacturing industry is
facing increasing competition from equipment manufacturers in foreign coun-
tries. United States imports of foreign-made switching equipment and other
telephone equipment has increased dramatically in recent years. The competitive
p position of United States companies manufacturing telephone equipment would
be improved by granting the full investment credit, and telephone operating
companies would be encouraged to purchase equipment manufactured in this
country.

A ,Job Development Credit Will Inerease Telephone Company Investment. One
argument advanced in 1962 for providing a lower tax credit for "monopoly"
utilities was that the growth of utilities was dictated by time demilnd for their
services subject to the guiding hand of the regulatory commissions; thus it was
suggest-ed that the growth would not be affected by a tax stimulus.

It was assumed in 1962 that utilities already had sufficient plant and access
to capital to meet the present and future needs of customers without a full
tax credit. For example, the Treasury memorandum which attempted to justify
(li -criminatory treatment of utilities stated that there were already high levels
,'4 excess capacity in the case of electrical utilities. Senate hearings on 11,11.
10650, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. (1962), 129 (Part 1). The blackouts and brownouts
that have occurred since that time show just how fundamental a misunderstand-
ing that was. While the United States has long been the world leader in standard
of telephone service, we all know that in a number of places in this country,
telephone companies have been unable to make the capital investment necessary
to give customers the quality and volume of service which the companies wish
to provide and to which their customers are entitled.

In theory, the regulatory agencies should be able to set telephone company
rates at a level adequate to enable the companies to receive and attract sufficient
capital to provide for modernization and expansion of service. As a practical
matter, regulatory agencies have recently been no more able to provide an
adequate level of capital for modernization and expansion than have the board
of directors of unregulated industries. The regulatory agencies are faced with
political pressures to keep rates as low as Possible at a time at which Interest
rates have risen to extraordinary heights and the capital needs of the telephone
companies are at unprecedented levels. Even where a regulatory agency attempts
to balance these requirements, there is the inevitable "regulatory lag" between
the time that the need for greater funds arises and the time at which rates to
produce these funds can be put into effect.

As a result, telephone companies are faced with an acute need to raise capital
in competition with unregulated industry. But at the same time we are entering an
era when some telephone companies are encounterIng difficulties in meeting in-
terest coverage requirements because of higher interest rates and lower earnings.
A discriminatory job development credit would compound the problem by enhanc-
ing the attractiveness of non-regulated companies in the eyes of investors and
placing securities of the telephone companies at a competitive disadvantage In
the securities markets.

A full direct tax credit will be of substantial assistance in meeting these prob-
lems by offering a prompt assured source of capital and lessening demands on
the capital market. The response of telephone companies, no less than in the case
of unregulated business, will be to respond with the increased capital investment
that is the objective of the job development credit.

The Prohibition Against Flow-throiigh Embodied in the House Bill Insures
That the Tax Savings from the Credit Will Be Available for Capital Investment.
Another major argument advanced in 1962 to justify discriminatory treatment of
regulated utilities was that the credit would be passed on to consumers in the
ratemaking process and thus would not be available for capital investment as
intended by Congress. But experience has shown that the solution to that problem
is not to discriminate against utilities by denying them benefits offered to other
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taxpayers but rather to limit the "flow-through" of the credit through Congres-
sional action.

When Congress learned in 1964 that some Federal agencies were requiring an
immediate flow-through of the 1962 investment credit to customers of regulated
industries, it responded by prohibiting such action in Section 203(e) of the
Revenue Act of 1964.

A somewhat similar situation arose in 1969. Regulatory agencies were succumb-
ing to the lure of lowering rates by flowing through the tax savings from acceler-
ated depreciation to utilities' customers. Indeed, some agencies had gone so far as
to impute accelerated depreciation to companies that had remained on a straight-
line basis for tax purposes. This undercut the reasons for accelerated deprecia-
tion and had an immediate significant adverse effect on the Federal revenue
because the Government lost not only the tax attributable to the additional
depreciation but also the tax it would have received had the rates not been re-
duced. Initially the Committee on Ways and Means concluded that it would be
necessary to limit public utilities to straight-line depreciation for future prop-
erty acquisitions. Press Release, July 25, 1969, p. 8.

However, on further consideration the Committee concluded that "this would
place regulated utilities at an unfair competitive disadvantage, both in terms of
the sale of their products or services and their attractiveness to equity investors."
H. Rep. No. 91-413, p. 132. Accordingly, the Committee adopted what has now
become Section 167 (1) of the Code which had the effect of "freezing" the then-
existing situation by preventing any further shift to flow-through.

Similarly, when the Treasury announced earlier this year its proposal for an
Asset Depreciation Range system ("ADR"), It was stated that ADR would not
apply to public utility property pending further study. When the utilities made
clear to the Treasury that their capital requirements and depreciation needs
were similar to those of unregulated industries, the Treasury in Its final regula-
tions provided that public utility property would be included In the system if
the tax savings therefrom were not flowed-through to customers.*

The House of Representatives has wisely followed these precedents In H.R.
10947 to adopt provisions which insure that the benefits of the job development
credit are equitably shared by investors and customers. We strongly approve
this approach, but we have an important technical amendment with respect to
the timing of regulatory action which we think is necessary to insure that the
credit not be lost inadvertently due to an omission of a regulatory commission
to act promptly and correctly.

The Proposed April 1, 1972 Date for Conforming Action by Regulatory Bodies
May Become a Trap to Deprive Telephone Companies and Their Customers of
the Credit on Procedural Grounds. The Ways and Means Committee Report
(page 26) gives the reason for the use of the April 1, 1972, date (after which
the ratemaking accounting conditions are to be applicable, but not before) as
follows:

"The wide variety of practices followed among the States and local regulatory
agencies, makes it imperative that some time is allowed for those agencies to
conform their practices to one of the permited options under this bill. In recog-
nition of this matter, your committee had determined that these provisions
are not to apply until April 1, 1972."

While we agree that it Is reasonable to allow the various regulatory agencies
a reasonable time "to conform their practices to one of the permitted options
under this bill," the nature of the regulatory process requires that the regulatory
,agencies have ample time for this purpose without regard to any arbitrary
cut-off date.

Ratemaking Involves the determination of rates to be charged in the future,
based upon the experience of a past test period, with adjustment for known
or reasonably forseeable changed conditions to be experienced in the future,
e.g., wage increases. The application of an arbitrary cut-off date for regulatory
action is entirely inapposite to this process. (It Is not clear, for example, what
regulatory steps would be required to qualify a telephone company now oper-
ating under a test period during which there was no investment credit.) It

*It should be noted that if necessity arises for choosing between ADR and the Job
development credit, telephone companies participate fully in ADR and must participate
fully in the job development credit to make equitable any trade-off between the two
approaches.
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should be sufficient that the company's election of one of the options in the bill
be accepted in the next rate proceeding.

Further, in rate proceedings pending upon enactment of the bill, a deter-
mination of the rate treatment to be accorded the credit would normally not
actually be implemented until final decision. In some pending cases, this could
not be accomplished by April 1, 1972. Where no proceeding is pending, the
danger of delay is even more acute. Even where the regulatory commission
takes interim acton to approve practices conforming to one of the permitted
options under the bill, there may be a question whether such action is truly
effective prior to the final rate decision.

Insertion of an effective (late dependent on formal affirmative action by the
agency may actually have the effect of postponing such rate treatment to a
period beyond that contemplated a-s necessary for the regulatory commissions
to conform their practices to one of the options set forth in the bill, since as
a practical matter, it is difficult to make a telephone rate order truly retro-
active, i.e., to April 1, 1972.

The essence of what is required to protect the public, the tax revenues, and
the telephone companies is that henceforth no regulatory body shall take
affirmative action to use the job development credit to adjust rates, except to the
extent permitted in the bill. We do not believe a cut-off date is necessary to
accomplish this result.

We point out that, although a similar problem existed with respect to ac-
celerated depreciation under Section 167(1) in the 1969 Act, no separate
effective date was included in the law or regulations. The favorable experience
of the telephone industry and the Treasury in this regard under the 1969 Act
indicates that some flexibility is required and there should not be a separate
effective (late or separate ratemaking periods imposed on adoption of necessary
accounting rules.

This is a complicated technical subject which requires a great deal of regula-
tory expertise as well as knowledge of legislative drafting. Our representatives
will make themselves available to the staff of the Committee in an effort to
work out language that will preserve the intent of Congress without setting
unnecessary traps dependent on the vagaries of the regulatory process.

Senator BENNET (now presiding). The last witness is Mr. J. 11.
Van Gorkom, president of the Trans Union Corp.

STATEMENT OF J. W. VAN GORKOM, PRESIDENT, TRANS UNION
CORP., CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. VAN GORKO3. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I am not going to
read my statement but I am here to call attention of the committee
respectfully to an inequity that exists in the law as presently drafted
on the investment tax credit, which tends to discourage rather than
to encourage investment in new equipment.

I have presented a statement which I ask to be received.
I want to amplify that statement because there is a rather peculiar

situation, unique in our industry perhaps that gives rise to this in-
equity and I would like to explain it and also give the committee
members a chance to ask questions if they wish to.

I am the President of Trans ITnion Corp., and our largest subsidiary
is known as Union Tank Car Co. Its business is the manufacture and
leasing of railway tank cars. We lease these to petroleum, chemical.
food, and fertilizer companies.

Our business grows out of the peculiar fact that, the railroads do
not supply tank cars. If you want to ship any product on a railroad
other than a liquid, the railroad will almost invariably supply the car.
In the case of liquids, for historical reasons they have never supplied
these cars, so for over 80 years we have been providing tank cars to
the petroleum, chemical, and other industries that need them.
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Our s upplying of these car,,, I want. to make clear. is on a leasing
basis. We have some 40,000 of them, incidentally, and it is not a fin-
ancing lease. We don't just provide capital. We build these cars. We
have a string of repair shops throughout the United States an:d we
spend over $10 lnillion a year in repairing these cars. We ourselves
have approximately 23 percent of all of the tank cars in the United
States; other leasing companies have most of the rest.

Senator CURTIS. May I ask a question ?
)o you get into the increased depreciation allowance that was

enlacted within the last 2 years?
Mr. VAN GORKOMT. You mean thamt the 5-year depreciation for rail-

Foad equipment ?
Senator CunTIS. Yes.Mr. VAN GoRKoM. No, we do not obtain that benefit. It is re.trieted

to the railroads.
The tank car is an unusual piece of equipmeitA; it has an average

physical life of about 25 to 30 years and probably close to 30 years.
We keep it in full repair so that when it is .0 years old or 25 it is for
all practical purposes as good as a new one and performs the same
function.

Our rents for these cars are based on the assumption that. we will )e
able to keep that car leased over most of its life with short periods of
inactivity.

As the bill is now drafted, and growing out of the same situation
that existed in the prior invest nient tax tre(lit, tlhe lessee can receive the
investment tax cre(lit and he can keel) the entire credit if he uses the
equipment for at least 7 years under the proposed bill.

The philosolhv of letting the lessee have the credit is based on the
assumption that in many cases it is the lessee, the man who leases the
equipment, who provides the. stimulus to industry to build that equip-
ment, anid in many cases that is true. Certainly in the case of a finance
lease, it is the lessee who bears the real burden of ownership.

Unfortunately, that is not true in our case. We have the basic dis-
parity of a 30-year useful life of an asset with rents based on that life,
anl yet a credit earning period of only 7 years.T he problem arises in this way: If one of our lessees leases a car from

us for 7 years he can earn the entire investment tax credit. At. the
end of th~e 7 years lie then wants a new car, even though the old
car is prefectly good, because if he gets a new car he gets a new credit
and we are le-t with the car which hits been used for only 7 years
and which has considerably less value in the marketplace Tor future
leasing. The car, for all practical purposes-, has suffered a substantial
amount of premature and artificial obsolescence.

If we keep the credit, we have reduced the rent: we have, done so
during the entire. existence of the past investment tax credit. When
we were permitted to keep the credit we re(d ,xd the rent.

We still are in favor of the lessee getting the credit if he assumes
enough of the responsibility of the asset, in order to earn it and,
frankly, our proposed correction is merely to require that a lessee
who wants the credit must take a lease tht, co 'ers a substantial portion
of the life of the asset.

We have provided in my statement some propo,,ed language which
we believe woald do that.
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I want to emphasize that I feel so strongly about this inequity and
the problems which it creates in our industry and the disincentive it
creates for investment that I would personally prefer not to have the
investment tax credit at all rather than have it in its present form.

That is all I have to say.
Senator (URTIS. Is the language that you suggest langage that is

frequetly used ?

Mfr. VAN GoIKOm. We have-
Senator CtUrris. The regulations and elsewhere ?
Mr. VAN GORKO1. We have tried to use terms which would be easy

to administer by the Treasury Department; yes, if that is what you
mnean.

Senator BENNETT. Is it contained in your statement .
Mr. VAN Gonrom. It is contained in the statement at the end, the last

page, I believe.
Senator BENNENTr. Any other questions'
Senator CURTIS. iVeil, your recommendation goes to who gets the

credit, the investment credit. It will not add to nor detract from the
revenue picture either way; will it?

MNr. VAN GomK03F. That is correct, sir.
Senator BENNETT. We thank you very much.
Mr. VAN GORKOm. Thank you.
(Mr. Van Gorkom 's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF J. W. VAN GORKOM, PRESIDENT, TRANS UNION

CORPORATION, CHICAGO, ILL.

I am J. W. Van Gorkom. I am President of Trans Union Corporation, Chicago,
Illinois. The problem with which I am dealing in this statement arises in connec-
tion with Trans Union's wholly owned subsidiary, Union Tank Car Company,
and the business of that subsidiary, which is the manufacturing and leasing of
railroad tank cars.

INVESTMENT CREDIT ABUSE IN TILE CASE OF SHORT TERM LEASES OF LONG-LIVED
ASSETS

In the case of a short term lease of long-lived assets-which is the case with
most Union Tank Car leases-permitting the investment credit to pass to the
lessee creates a situation in which the credit operates as a disincentive rather
than incentive to investment.

The situation arises because:
(1) There has been created an artificial situation in which the credit does not

necessarily reside with a party who realistically "creates the demand" for pro-
duetion. In the case, for example, of a 5 year lease of a car which will last 25
years, the lessee may contribute to the demand for production Iut demand is
really created t)y the lessor, who must decide whether to take the economic risk
for the remaining 20 years.

(2) The financial accounting rules relating to the investment credit provide
a major incentive for the short term lessee to insist upon an artificial and un-
economic substitution of new assets for old, which will in turn discourage
investment in new assets by causing leases of new equipment either to carry
higher rentals or be less profitable to the lessor.

The artificial situation described does not exist in lessor-lessee relationships
where the lease is sufficiently long that the lessee is carrying a major part of
the economic risk of ownership. Thus the legislative proposal which is submitted
with this memorandum is intended to deal with short term leases of long lived
assets (whurp the lessee camrries little risk) :a l are signedd to lace all lessors
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and lessees on equal footing--namely, to permit the cre(lit to pass to the h1s.,.e
only where the lessee deserves it by stlsintll jally ".ruat'il:W hlie dvnmai(" foir
production.

LEASES IN TIHE RAILROAD TANK CAR iNI)USTtY

The tank car industry is one in which the economic life of the equipment is
extremely long. The expected physical life of tank ctirs is 25 to 30 years.
Under typical leases the leasing companies keel) the cars continuously up to
date, with the result that there may be little if any economic difference be-
tween a 15 or 20-year old car and a brand new one.

It is the present practice for lessors engaged in the active business of leasing
large numbers of such cars to establish attractive rental rates which reflect
a recovery of the lessor's cost not over the term of the lease, but over the entire
25-30 year physical life of the cars. This is true notwithstanding that each in-
dividual lease negotiated by the tank car leasing company is for a relatively
short period, usually 5 years or less-occasionally as long as 15 years. In order
to successfully operate a leasing business of this type, the leasing company
must be able to count upon obtaining renewed leases from the first lessee or
other leases from a succession of lessees for each car over its long life. If a
new investment credit is enacted as proposed, tank car lessees will have a totally
artificial incentive to turn ears back at the end of the recapture period (7 years
under the House Bill) and insist upon a new car. This will completely disrupt
the basic assumption on which attractive tank car rentals are now based-i.e.,
that leases will normally be renewed and the costs of investment comfortably
recoverable over the long life of the asset. It would make the leasing of new
cars at existing rentals less profitable and lead inevitably to an effort by lessors
to recover a greater portion of the cost over the initial lease period. As a con-
sequence, the economics of tank car leasing would be seriously and adversely
affected by such a provision.

Such a provision would also adversely affect the entire railroad transporta-
tion of liquid commodities. This is because the railroads (1o not own such cars
and must depend upon the private lessors for this equipment. Anything which
results in less favorable leasing arrangements for railroad tank cars will con-
tribute to the competitive advantage of other forms of transportation.

INCENTIVE TO TERMINATE LEASES

An example of the manner in which the proposed new credit would provide
an incentive to terminate leases is as follows:

S (a shipper) leased a tank car in 1964 from T. (a leasing company). The
term of the lease was 7 years. Purchase price of the car was $16,000 and ti. ,
amount of the 7% credit was $1120. L offered to keep the credit and reduce the
rental, but that reduction in rental would have been reflected over the real life
of the car, roughly 30 years. S insisted, however, on having the credit itself,
since it produced an immediate tax benefit of $1120 to S and under financial
accounting practices the entire $1120 was reflected as additional after tax in-
come on S's 1963 financial statements.

In 1971 the 7 year lease term expires and under H.R. 10749. S can turn the
old car back without any recapture of the investment credit. L has maintained
the old car and made all expenditures necessary to keep it completely up to date.
with the result that there is no prati,.al difference between the old car and a
new one. However, if a new 7% credit has been enacted, S could by leasing a
new car again produce an immediate $1120 increase in its financial earnings in
1971. Therefore, S terminates the lease of the old car and insists upon a new
lease of u new car eligible for the credit. Substitution of the new car for the
old one serves no real economic purposes, but it does artificially boost S's 1971
reported financial earnings.

The potential for abuse arises because both the lease term and the 7 year
recapture period are short in comparison to the actual physical life of the tank
car and is accentuated because of financial accounting practices'. The credit
produces a major incentive to replace at a point in time when replacement does
not represent modernization, but is, on the contrary, economically wasteful.
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However, S can ignore the economic waste since it has no further obligations
after the lease term and the economic loss falls on the owner. It Is only the owner
which must balance the economic waste against the benefit of the investment
credit.

REASONS FOR ELIMINATING ABUSE

In summary, the potential abuse described should be eliminated for the fol-
lowing reasons:

(1) The purpose of the investment credit is to speed modernization by making
it l)rofitable at an earlier date. However, it should not operate artificially to
create economic waste.

(2) The lessee for a short term of long lived assets is unjustifiably encouraged
by existing rules to secure an investment credit every 7 years. Because he is a
lessee he can ignore the true economics of whether replacement is desirable.

(3) The investment credit was originally extended to lessees on the assump-
tion that the lessee in fact "generates the demand" for new production. (See Sen.
Rep. No. 1881, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. (1962) pp. 10 ff.) That is undoubtedly the
case where the lease is for most of the life of the asset. However, where the lease
is for a very short term compared to the asset life, it is not the lessee but rather
the owner-the company which is willing to take the risk of purchasing a new
car and of holding it for short term leases-whieh in fact creates the demand for
new production. Thus, the reason for extending the credit to lessees does not
exist in such a case.

(4) In the case, for example, of railroad tank cars. present car rentals reflect
the lessors' exipectation of recovering their costs from the lessee fairly evenly
over the physical life of the car. If lessors are subjected to artificial pressures
to take back new cars after 7 years, they will normally try to recover costs more
rapidly over that initial 7 year period, which will tend to produce artificially
higher rentals on new cars. If su('h higher rentals are I)revented-by competi-
tion. controls or whatever-the lessors who in fact produce or purchase new cars
will find it less profitable to do so. Either way, the result is a disincentive to
l)roduction.

(5) The problem presented will, of course, l)e the subject of negotiatioz he-
tIween lessor and lessee, but those negotiations cannot solve the problem. N(e,.otin-
lions will not center on whether tank car leasing companies will make the credit
available to lessees. for as a competitive matter they will have t, do 0 if tim
law hermits it. Rather, negotiations will center on rentals. The availalhiity of
the credit to the lessee tends to artificially obsolete cars over 7 years of age.
thusi increasing the cast of leasing such cars. Negotiations will center on vliether
the lessor or lessee will bear that cost. WVhatever the outcome, the additional
exl)(nse to one party or the other will be a distinctive to investment.

(6) Pass-through of the credit to lessees in all cases would create, in the case
of short term leases of long iived assets, disadvantages to the lessor and winlfalls
to the lessee which do not exist in other cases.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT

A )rol)osed amendnment is attached. In general, it would change lrior lw i)y
requiring the credit to stay with the lessomr in the case of short term1 leases of
long lived assets. However, where the term of the lease is sufficiently lon,., or
whero the lessee ill reality assmnes the risks of ownersil), the lessee can rev;li:'-
tically he said to "generate the demand" and a pass-through of tile credit would
(olithiue to he allowed.

Lessees tnder financee leases", where the lessee is, in reality, the owner. vould
not he affected.

Leaving the credit with the lessor will maximize the benefit of the credit to the
railroad transportation industry and the public generally. Under existing corn-
Ipelitive practices the value of the credit. where retained by the lessor, is re-
f!ecte d in lower rentals to the shipper over the long life of the shipment. The pIo-
Ised amiedment would continue to permit those lower rental rates to be ex-

tended to 0all essoes (not just the initial lessee) of cars eligible for the credit.
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AMENDMENT To LIMIT AVAILABILITY OF CREIIT TO IucrAIN LESSEES

Amend 11.11. 10947 In the Senate by inserting immediately after stcction 109
thereof the following new section :

"See. 109A. Availability of Credit to Certain Lessees.
"(a) In General.-Section 46(d) (relating to limitations with respect to cer-

tain persons) is amended by revising the second sentence thereof to read as
follows:

'The election provided by the preceding sentence may be made only with re-
spect to property which would be new section 38 property if acquired by the
lessee, and, in the case of assets included in a class for 7ohich the class life pre-
scribed by the Secretary or his delegate pursuant to section 167 (Im) exceeds 1,
years, only if (1) the lease is noncancellable for a term (computed without
regard to options to renew) at least equal to such class life, or (ii) the lessor is
either guaranteed a specified return or is guaranteed in whole or in part against
loss of income.' (New matter underscored,)

"(b) Effective Date.-The amendments made by this section shall apply to
leases entered into after the date of enactment of this Act."

Senator BENNfrT. We will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
The CHAIRMAN. Ten o'clock tomorrow morning. Thank you very

much, Senator Bennett.
(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Wednesday, October 13, 1971.)





THE REVENUE ACT OF 1971

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1971

U. S. SENATE,
CO33ITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
Tie committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (the chairiii)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Talinadge, Byrd, Jr., of Vir-
ginia, Nelson, Bennett, Curtis, Fannin, and Hansen.

The CHAIRPMAN. This hearing will come to order. The first wvitness
we are pleased to have is the Honorable Charles MeC. Mathias, ,Jr.,
senior Senator from Maryland. Senator Mathias. we appreciate your
views on this revenue measure.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR., A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Senator MxnI AS. Mr. Chairmaii, I have a statement prepared anl
I would suggest, in view of ti large number of distinguished wit nesses
who are repairedd to testify before the committee. this morning, I
would request that the committee accel)t my st atenent and let it alpear
in the committee record.

The CALULAmiN. We will print the entire statement.
Senator '[AT IlAS. I will comment very briefly on it.
I think what this committee has in its hands here is something which

is perhaps more than simply a matter of dollars ail cents in finances
and economics.

The Bible has said and I think experience of mankind confirms that
man does not live by bread alone but needs a sense of purpose and a
feeling of community and fumidament-al belief in the justice and failr-
ness of the institutions that, surround him.

And I think that really is the heart and soul of what this committee
must wrestle with as it considers the final structure of our country
which will influence the final financial structure of the world.

The President has said we want prosperity without war and without
inflation and I think we all share that aspirations, but I think it sets in
highlight, some of the goals that we have to look for, the goal of
prosperity without war and without inflation perhaps being the first
of these goals.

(173)
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Another being the achieveinent of iiteiiiational economic harlu)ly
and progre,-s witliut which we can't have any real ecoHonmic press
or stability.

I would suggest that we in the Setiate give qpeedy approval to the
)ills that. are now before the committee whi('h involve acceleration Of

standard personal income tax exemlptions, repeal of the automobile
excise tax, as a first st el).

Secondly, I would hope that we can have soon end to ten percent
imrport surcharge which the administration believes was necessary to
iml)ose as a 1)argaihing tool for the current monetary negotiations.

I think we should direct our attention to that before the interna-
tional repercussions set in and the surtax begins to accelerate and be-
comes a permanent kind of fixture.

Thirdly, I would liope we could give increasing emphasis to economic
conversion in the months ahead. I introduced a hill, Senate 1191, which
would provide aid for retraining workers and for helping commnu-
nities, affected by conversion and I hope that some measure of this
sort which is now pending before the Commerce Committee can be con-
sidered by the whole Senate.

Fortunately, I think that the United States should issue a call dur-
ing the coming months for an international conference on trade which
woukd followup the agreements of the current international monetary
ccnference.

This again is going to be a structure which will affect the success
of work of this committee.

Fifth, I think we must face up to two of our most critical domestic
problems, the growing gap between the revenues and the responsibili-
ties of the State and local government is in the plight of millions of
Americans who through no fault of our own are not able to earn an
adequate income.

And so to this end I hope the committee will soon report favorably
to the Senate the proposals that it is now considering on welfare reform
and revenue sharing.

In this context, Mr. Chairman, I am urging that the investment tax
credit bill, one version of which I introduced on the 7th of July of
this year, Senate 2225, be adopted by this committee.

The details of the bill that I offered differ from the provisions of the
measures that were sent to us by the House but I think the fundamental
thrust of the. bills is identical and I would strongly urge this com-
mittee to endorse and report favorably the provisions of the House
bill involving the investment tax credit.

Thank you very much.
The CIAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Because we are so pressed for'time to try to move this bill on out

we are going to try to hold down our questions and study the state-
ments, so I am not going to interrogate you.

Senator MATIIIAS. I am very happy to cooperate with the committee
and will vacate the chair.

The Ch AIRMAN. Thank you very much.
We appreciate your statement.
(Senator Math'ias' prepared statement follows:)
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STATEMENT OF lION. CHARLES MCC MiATIIIAS. JR., A 1.S. SENATOR FROM TlE SrrE
OF MARYLAND

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. It is always a pleasure to appear
before this distinguished Committee which lms so many vital responsibilities
affecting the aspirations and the means of every American. I consider myself
particularly fortunate to speak to you at this time when you are considering
legislation which is a key element of an economic package perhaps more far-
reaching and ambitious in both its goals and consequences than any series of
economic proposals put forward by the Executive branch in the last generation.

For this reason, I would like to set forth very briefly for your consideration my
views concerning, first, the goals we should strive to achieve, second, the problems
currently facing our economy and third, the steps necessary to surmount these
problems and achieve our goals.

Mr. Chairman, America is today the richest nation on this planet and the
richest nation in the history of our civilization. But, as the Bible says, "Man
does not live by bread alone." Man needs a sense of purpose, a higher meaning in
his life. a feeling of community with his fellow citizens and a fun(liamenmal belief
in the justice and fairness of the economic, political, and social institutions which
surround him.

In structuring economic programs in these times of relative hardship we must
strive to meet, not only the needs of the theorists' "economic man," but these more
fundamental needs of the whole man.

Given this most fundamental goal, I believe the President has quite succinctly
stated a second goal. That is, the achievement of balanced and widespread pros-
perity without war and without inflation. Prosperity alone can be neither equitable
nor just, nor can it respond to the deeper needs of mankind, if it is bought at tile
expense of young soldiers dying in a far-off land or at the expense of elderly and
retired persons whose fixed income is sapped by runaway inflation.

The goal of prosperity without war and without inflation can only be achieve(
if we remain fully cognizant of our international responsibilities. We have be(n
reminded in recent months by many, many citizens that we live on "spaceship
earth". This catch-phrase makes vivid the fact that we are inevitably affected
by the actions---concerning the environment, concerning peace, concerning the
worth of our culture, and concerning the productivity of our economic system-
of peoples on every continent of this planet. Therefore, Mr. Chairman, the third
major goal must be the achievement of international economic harmony and
progress. In this line, I heartily endorse the President's efforts to achieve fair
and free trade.

Given these goals, let me now mention a number of major problems which are
currently confronting our economy. First. there is unacceptably high unemploy-
ment throughout America, now at 6 percent of the potential working force.
Secondly, there is an unaccaptably high rate of inflation. Third, tlere is a depress-
ingly low trade balance, or imbalance. Fourth, there Is a growing obsolescence
of the industrial equipment being used in many of our major industries. Fifth,
there is, on the surface, a decreasing competitiveness of many American goods in
foreign markets and, indeed, in our own domestic market. Sixth, as a result of
several of the above factors, American industry and labor are not working at
their full capacity and American productivity is not increasing as rapidly as we
would want or as rapidly as history would suggest we should expect. Seventh, as
the President continues to wind down the war in Vietnam and decrease our mili-
tary commitments abroad, we are faced with a growing need for economic con-
version of our industries from military to civilian production. Eighth, we see,
around us a loss of pride by many American workmen, a sense of meaninglessness
in their toil, and a questioning of the basic values inherent in our system of
production.

These are some of the major problems which I believe all of us must address
ourselves to in the coming weeks. Let me now discuss some proposals to alleviate
these problems. First, the job development credit. Mr. Chairman, I strongly believe
that a moderate job development credit, or investment tax credit as it is also
called, could help in meeting each of the problems I have mentioned if it is
coupled with the type of broad-based economic program suggested by the Presi-
dent and perhaps including some proposals put forward by the members of thc:
committee.
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It was for this reason that I Introduced into the Senate on July 7 of this year
S. 2225, which would restore the 7% investment tax credit. Some details of my
bill differ from the provisions of the measures sent to us by the House, but the
fundamental thrust of the bills is identical and I would strongly urge this com-
mnittee to endorse and report favorably on the provisions of the House bill involv-
Ing the investment tax credit. I believe this credit will encourage American
industry to overcome the creeping obsolescence in American productive e(luil)-
ment. I believe the credit also will hell) increase American productivity, make
our products more competitive at home and abroad, create new jobs, improve our
balance of payments, and aid industries in converting from military to civilian
production. As it helps accomplish these goals, then I believe the credit will also
help give the American worker more pride in his daily toil and more confidence
in the fundamental soundness of our economic system.

I know that some have expressed doubts about the effectiveness of job develop-
inent credit. For this reason, I went to a number of the economic leaders In the
State of Maryland and discussed with them very seriously and in great depth
whether a credit at this time would be of great benefit to all Marylanders. Their
response was almost unanimously positive.

Moreover, the facts show clearly the need for and the worth of the job develop-
ment credit. American investment in new machinery and equipment has been
sagging badly in recent months. Last year, expenditures for new equipment were
abnormally low. This year. the latest survey indicates expenditures will rise by
only two percent. This means that, in torms of real dollars, expenditures for new
equipment this year will be less than expenditures last year.

America cannot expect a rapid rate of economic growth if it continues to
decrease expenditures in new and improved equipment.

The report of the House Committee contains information which shows very
dramatically that, since 1960, domestic new orders for machine tools have
decreased strikingly every time we have not had a job dei elopmuent credit. On
the other hand, new orders have risen sharply during periods when we have
had the credit. What has been true in the past will, I feel, remain true for the
future.

The question might arise, "If the investment tax credit is so good, why was it
repealed in 1969?" One reason, I think was the widespread belief in the spring
of 1969 that investment in new equipment was already very high and was about
to soar even higher. But the economic situation today is very different than the
situation in 1969. Then, investment in new equipment was very high, now it is
very low. Then we were in a business boom, now we are experiencing an economic
slowdown. While the repeal of the tax credit may have seemed wise in 1969, I
believe restoration of the credit is imperative today.

For all these reasons, I have no hesitation whatsoever in supporting the
measure which I introduced in legislative form to the Senate in July, which the
President recommended to the nation in his message of August 15, and which
the House has agreed to and has sent over this committee for its consideration.

Beyond this one measure, though, there are a number of other steps which I
believe should be taken. First, I hope that we in the Senate can give speedy
approval to the bills now before this committee involving acceleration of the
standard personal income tax exemptions and the repeal of the auto excise tax.
These measures would mean additional money in the pocketbook of every Ameri-
can. It would mean additional buying power for all Americans and additional
demand for American products.

Secondly, I hope that. our country can end very soon the 10 percent import
surcharge which the Administration believed was necessary to impose as a bar-
gaining tool for the current monetary negotiations.

Third. I hope we can give increasing emphasis to economic conversion in the
months ahead. To this end I have introduced a bill, S. 1191, which would provide
aid for retraining workers, and for helping communities affected by conversion,
and would require industries to prepare plans for a smooth transition from mili-
tary production This bill is now pending before the Commerce Committee.

Fourth. I believe the U.S. should issue a call during the coming months for an
international conference on trade which would follow-up on the agreements of
the current International monetary conference.

Fifth, we must face up to two of our most critical domestic problems: the grow-
ing gap between the revenues and the responsibilities of our state and local
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governments and the plight of millions of Americans who, through no fault of
our own, are not able to earn an adequate Income. To this end, I hope that this
committee can soon report favorably to the Senate the proposals it is now con-
sidering on welfare reform and revenue sharing.

Mr. Chairman, these are some of my thoughts as I have been reflecting on our
current economic situation. I want to thank you and the members of this com-
mittee once again for the opportunity to appear before you and present my views
for your consideration.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Andrew J. Biemiller, director of legislation,
AFL-CIO; we are pleased to have you, Mr. Biemiller. I notice you are
accompanied by Nat Goldfinger. We regret we don't have Mr. 'George
Meany here. ife is a very able advocate but I am sure you will represent
him very well in his absence.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW J. BIEMILLER, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLA-
TION, AFL-CIO, ACCOMPANIED BY NATHANIEL GOLDFINGER,
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

.Nir. BIETfILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We welcome this opportunity to present the views of the AFL-CIO

on the proposed Revenue Act of 1971.
When the details of the President's tax proposals were first unveiled,

we saw them as a. shocking example of the doctrine of inequality.
In the name of economic stabilization and ending unemployment, the

President proposed fa radical redistribution of the Nation's tax
resources in favor of the rich, and at the expense of the public interest.

1 fis programs would create few jobs, if any, give no healthy stimulus
to the economy and make the tax burden of all American families even
more inequitable.

In our opinion, then he has proposed a giant raid on the Treasury
that would transfer billions of dollars of badly needed public funds
into the private treasuries of big business. It is geared to the trickle
down economic theory which contends that enriching the already rich
is the way to economic progress.

Unfortunately, the bill that passed the House and is now before the
committee reflets-with minor exceptions-the proposals of the Presi-
dent. Our original indictment still applies.

The bill guts the corporate tax structure.
From 1972 on the corporate tax reductions of this bill would result

in a permanent cut in the effective tax rate of approximately 15 per-
cent.

The annual business tax loss is $2.2 billion in 1971 rising to almost
$10 billion by 1980.

In contrast, an average family of four would receive a tax cut of
about 36 cents per week in 1971, slightly over $1 weekly in 1972, and
no more cuts thereafter. The reductions for individuals in the bill,
with one single exception-the low income allowance-would have
been received in any event under the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Obviously, instead of furthering the tax justice steps that were
begun in 1969, this tax bill would establish new loopholes for corpora-
tions.

The unrelenting needs for increased public investment and the
billions of dollars that escape full taxation through loopholes of

68-333-T71-pt. 1-13
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special tax privilege for wealthy people aid corporations would cou-
tinue to be overlooked.

And the fact that a fair tax structure could contribute enormously
to an immediate strengthening and ft balancing of the Nation's
economy would again be ignored.

The 13.6 million Americans and their families we represent are
taxpayers. They cannot see what sense of priority, wvhat national need,
or what concept of fair play can justify putting $75 billion in public
funds over the next 10 years into the hands of corporations and their
wealthy stockholders.

The y cannot accept the loss of or postponement of the badly needed
public investments that would be the inevitable result of such a
decimation of the Federal budget, and they cannot accept the utterly
inequitable, business rigged manner in which the proposed revenue
act would conduct this raid on the Treasury.

We are here to urge the Senate to recognize that this tax bill is
rigged overwhehiingly in favor of bio- business-and against workers,
taxpayers, and the public interest. AntI to recognize that public inest-
ment and tax justice are precisely what America needs in order to
strengthen the economy and provide millions of much needed jobs.

We hope that the Senate will redress these inequities and reject the
myopic and regressive view that what's good for America is only
what's good for the wealthy.

We believe that firm steps must be taken to preclude any further
erosion in the Federal Government's ability to meet the Nation's pub-
lic investment needs.

We believe tirm steps must be taken to further the goals of tax
justice and pave the way to a healthy balanced economic recovery.

In summary form, our position on the proposed revenue act is as
follows :

1. The AFL-CIO supports the concept of tax reductions for in-
dividuals in the low- and middle-income groups. We, therefore, sup-
port the individual tax relief provisions in the House bill.

However, it is our view that these reductions should come about
as the result of tax reforms that close existing loopholes and abuses
and bring additional, necessary funds into the U.S. Treasury.

2. It is our view that excise taxes are sales taxes-direct levies upon
consumers.

We, therefore, support the elimination of excise taxes on automobiles
and light duty trucks, for this is a long overdue move toward getting
the Federal Government out of the sales tax business.

3. We urge the complete overturning of the Treasury's accelerated
depreciation ruling. By halting this giveaway, Congress could recoup
$700 million in 1971, and $1.7 billion would be saved in 1972. Over the
decade a $27.5 billion business tax bonanza would be avoided.

4. Tile Congress should reject the proposal to reinstitute tile busi-
ness investment tax credit. rhe administration has failed to prove that
this giveaway would create any significant nubrof jobs. Ifrjetd
Congress wNould save the U.S. Treasury $1.5 billion in 1971, $3.6 billion
in 191712, and an estimated $45.1 billIioui between now and 1980.

5. The DISC gimmick should be rejected. The administration has
failed to prove that this giveav, ay would increase exports. By refusing
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to allow corporations to spin off into tax deferral export subsidiaries,
Congress could save the U.S. Treasury some $2.4 billion between nowand 1980.

6. We call for innediate enactment, retroactive to July 1, 1971,
of an excess profits tax which could be modeled after that in effect
during the Korean war period and which raised some $7 billion during
the 31/2 years of its existence. Such a tax would remain in effect during
any period of freeze, controls, or restraints.

7. We urge speedy congressional action toward completion of the
unfinished business of tax reform. The lajor reforms we recommend
are as follows:

(a) Close the capital gains loopholes.
The preferential tax rate which applies to gains on unearned income

from stocks or other property sold at, a profit and the zero tax that
applies to such gains when passed on at death, are the most dis-
ruptive and unfair elements in our tax structure. We believe that
there cannot be tax justice so longz" as unearned income from capital
gains in half taxed 'while earned'income is taxed in full.

Elimination of the capital gains loophole for botli individuals and
corl)orations, and taxing capital gains on property tralisferred at
death, would yield an animal reveme gaini of approxiimately $10 to
$12 billion.

(b) Enact, new tax measures to halt the export of U.S. jobs, remove
the incentive to establish production and assembly facilities abroad,
anid create tax disi neent iyes to urll ,xp;i ded lrdmw ion ,roa l.

Profits earned by the foreigi' operations of 1 .S. corl)oral ions should
be taxed at the time that they are earned. Under present law, corpo-
rations are allowed to defer U.S. taxes until they are repatriated to
the U.S. and distributed, which may never happen. Foreign tax pay-
ments should be allowed a deduction on U.S. taxes, but the present
allowance of a tax credit should be halted.

(c) The tax abuses of the oil, gas, and other mineral industries
should be completely ended. The approximate revenue gain would be
$2.5 billion.

(d) Tile 10-percent minimum rate included in the 1969 Tax Reform
Act should be strengthened. This tax requires some tax payments on
the part of individuals with large amounts of income from certain
tax sheltered sources. For examI)le, doubling the rate would provide
a revenue gain of $600 million.

(e) The maximum tax provisions of the 1969 act should be elimi-
nated, aid this provides an uncalled-for tax bonanza to top corporate
executives and others, whose incomes conm from astronomically high
fees and salaries. The approximate revenue gain would be $200 inillion.

(f) The tax exemption for interest income from State and local
bonds should be disallowed. Such income should be taxed in full,
with the Federal Government guaranteeing the bonds and providing
an interest subsidy to assure that the fiscal powers of the State Ond
local governments are not hampered.

(q) In addition to the reforms in the Federal individual and
corporate income tax, a major overhaul of Federal estate and gift
taxes is a prerequisite to the achievement of tax justice.

Those badly needed tax ref orms could bring into the Federal Treas-
ury as much as $15 to $20 billion annually.
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It is the AFL-CIO's firm belief that America's needs are too critical
to be cutting the Federal Government's income at this time.

America cannot afford huge and ever-enlarging tax windfalls to
big business. The Nation's tax structure must be used in the public
interest.

America cannot tolerate any further postponements in the achieve-
ment of tax justice, nor any further chipping away at the thin margin
of equity that remains in the tax structure.

I ask permission to have my statement and the appendixes included
in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. Biemiller, I think you made your position very clear and

concise. One point does occur to me that perhaps should be added
to what you're saying here. If the purpose of repealing this 7-percent
tax is to provide American jobs, at least protect the jobs of American
automobile workers. What is the point in repealing the 7-percent tax
on the foreign automobiles?

Mr. BIEMILLER. It is a very interesting question, I agree.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it would seem to me, all we would

be doing is helping to put Americans out of work with that tax law,
because I think Mr. Henry Ford said every 1-percent increase in
the sale of foreign automobiiles costs 20,000 American workmen their
jobs.

I noticed, for example, Datsun having had a 67.percent increase
last year, plans to flatten out their increase somewhat and have only
a 25-percent increase per year hereafter.

But even that puts a lot of Americans otit of jobs, doesn't it?
Mr. BI-EMILLER. If we take Mr. Henry Ford's statement, I think

it ought to have some value, at least he must know what he is talking
about, and apply it to the imports that are going on today, including
Canadian imports, it means that about 400,000 jobs for American
workers have gone out the window. There is nearly 20 percent imports
of foreign cars now, including Canadians.

The CHIAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Biemiller. We will
study what you have had to say here, as' well as your supporting
memorandums.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Biemiller, why is that you are so determined

that our industries do not have a tax incentive?
Here every major trading nation in the world allows a manu-

facturer a form of accelerated depreciation, investment credit, or
export incentive. Why are you so opposed to our companies not being
competitive?

Mr. BIEMTILLER. Mr. Goldfinger ?
Mr. GOLDFiNOER. Senator, as we look at the American economy,

we are convinced that the major long-term incentive for business in vest-
ment and for technological improvement and high profit is then not
tax gimmicks but is high rates of capacity utilization and high hewcls
of economic activity.

We think that the whole record of the 1960's shows this, and we
think that the present situation shows it. At present, American industry
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is operating at somethi).g like 73 percent of capacity, according to
the Federal Reserve Board, and this is the crucial problem.

The problem is a lack of enough customers, a lack of enough employ-
inent, a lack of enough purchasing power, a lack of enough orders.

This is the crucial problem an d-this is the incentive in our opinion
as we see it.

Senator FANNIN. Well, you certainly answer your own question by
saying that it can't be done under our present system. In other words,
how can we do all of these things you are talking about?

Here you don't want to give accelerated depreciation, you don't want
ourplailts to be as modern as the other plants.

Mr. 13iE31 ILLEf. That is not true.
Senator FANNIN. Let me finish. And here you say that-I am not

talking about what you say, what Mr. Biemiller says,-he is condemning
everything we are trying to do to help promote jobs in America and
to try" to bring our country, our manufacturers in this country in line
with the manufacturers of other countries of the world.

How can we possibly compete now with the automotive industry as
mentioned ? Until recently we had a three and a half percent tariff on
foreign cars. Until not too long aigo the Japanese hada17 percent to
start in with and then beyond that they had a 15 percent on small cars
and4 0 percent on large cars.

Here we are talking about trying to be competitive so we put on a
10-percent surcharge.

When we take the 7 percent off the foreign cars on the excise tax
there they nre in one-half percent better position than they were be-
fore, but'I don't see how you can say that we should eliminate all of
these incentives to industry and then expect to create jobs, who will
buy the products if we don't have jobs here to buy American products,
if we are going to let all of the foreign products come in promiscuous-
ly, what good is it going to do to dish out this money to buy foreign
products -

Mr. GOLDFINGFII On the latter point we agree with you.
We think that the import, problem and the whole fo-'eign trade and

investment problem is a serious one, but a key factor here once again
is not the tax gimmicks and tax incentives but is the export of Ameri-
cantechnologry, exports of American capital and export of American
jobs but American business.

For example, only a few weeks ago the New York Times reported
about the Chrysler Mitsubishi deal, and which goes along the follow-
ing lines. Within a period of 3 years Chrysler will buy 35 percent in-
terest in the Mitsubishi Motor Corp. of Ja)an. Now, in return. Chrysler
is distributing through its distributorship in the United States the fol-
lowing, the Dodge Colt, which is an American brand name for a Mitsu-
bish Japanese product.

But then the third part of it is that the Mitsubishi Co., will dis-
tribute the Plymouth Valiant not produced in the United States, but
produced by the Chrysler subsidiary in Australia.

Here you have an example of one of the key problems tlat, confronts
us and it is the operations of these U.S.-based multination corpora-
tions.

Senator FANNIN. That's exactly what I am thinking about. I am
very much in agreement with what you are saying. I am opposed to our
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country going abroad and shipping back. The DISC program is one
-of the incentives, I can't understand why you are against giving our
companies incentives.

It seems to me that Mr. Biemiller and his colleagues are more in-
terested in trying to damage the position of business and industry than
they are to help their own workers-

Mr. BIEMILLER. Well, we don't want to damage American business.
We want to give American business a real incentive and in our opinion
the major incentive here is customers and the need to increase capacity
utilization.

Senator FANNIN. Well, of course, the plant utilization, how are you
going to increase if you don't have sales, and if you're not compl)etitive
how are you going to have sales?

Look at the automotive industries, what has happened, what you
were talking about a. few minutes ago ?

Mr. BIFMlLLER. The key to sales ere in the United States is domestic
market and we have to strengthen this domestic market.

Furthermore, Senator, the estimates of the U.S. Department of Com-
merce indicate that nearly 50 percent of manufacturing equipment in
the United States is less than 5 years old.

So that we fail to see the argument-
Senator FANNIN. Would that be true of United States Steel?
Mr. BI.MILLER. This is for industry in general. Now it varies from

industry to industry. The steel industry has been modernizing rapidly
within the past 5 years. However, it is true that over a. period of the
previous 15 to 20 years the steel industry had permitted ii equlipment
to become quite aged.

Senator FANNIN. Well, of course now let's look to the steel industry.
The increase was given to the steelworker here in this country in the
last contract for k,3-year period was apl)roximately $1.80 is tali't right?

Mr. BIE.MILLER.I believe that is true.
Senator FANNTN. And that is within 10 cents of the total pay that is

received by the ,Japanee worker. We admit their plants are more
modern than ours. How are we going to compete unless we can increase
productivity, unless we can give incentives, unless we can do more to
modernize,'because you know many of our steel plants in the United
States are obsolete. We all admit so. I can't understand why you are
coming in here and opposing doing what. is for the best interests of the
American worker.

Mr. BIJMTLLER. Well, we differ with you on this issue because once
again we think that the major incentive for business investment and
major incentive for the good of business, as well as for the good of the
economy is customers and we think that the whole record of tle 1960's
shows that.

That is operation of the accelerated depreciation and the invest-
ment credit put into effect in 1962 had practically no impact whatso-
ever until the 1964 tax cuts and the "Great Society" programs of 1964
and 1965 boosted demand, boosted sales, boosted orders.

Senator FANNIN. When we are talking about boosting sales we want
to try to boost sales of American products, I feel that certainly I
could work with you gentlemen very amicably.

How do 'you feel about the surcharge of 10 percent? Do you feel it
should stay on?
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Mr. BIFMItILER. We feel the 10-percent surcharge is at best a tem-
porary stopgap. It is not an answer to the problem, to the major
problems that we briefly discussed, and the major problems are that
the U.S. position in world trade has deteriorated rapidly during the
sixties, that we are confronted by a flood of imports not simply from
foreign companies but. to a great extent, an increasing extent from
subsidiaries, foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies, from licensees of
U.S. companies patent holders, and other foreign companies with
joint venture agreements, and we don't think that the surcharge gets
at that problem.

Furthermore, the surcharge has an uncertain, uneven, and unlimited
impact product by l)roduct and country by country. So that, as we
say, this is at bet a, temporary stopgap, it is not a policy. We are
looking for a policy, a long-term policy and a permanentpolicy in
the whole area, of foreign trade and foreign investment and we believe
that the. bill that was recently introduced in the Senate by Senator
Hartke on foreign trade and foreign investment addresses itself to the
key problems that we confront in this area., ,

Senator FANNIN. I think your approach is very narrow. I do not
have any sympathy for the multinationals which have plants over-
seas in Taiwan, Korea, and shipping back to this country.

I think this is certainly very damaging to our economy.
Here we shipped into 'Japan in the last year 157 cars. Thev shipped

to our country 357,000 cars and look at the Volkswagen and the cars
that have come in from the European counties, so you are just
scratching the surface when you are talkng about what our com-
panies are doing and I don't like it, but that is scratching the surface.

Do you favor the value added tax?
Mr. BmtNfILRn. No, we do not. A value added tax is a sales tax, and

it is a tax on consumers and it is a price increase.
Senator FANNIN. Well then what are we going to do if the Euro-

pean economic community are talking about stabilizing on a 15-per-
cent value added tax?2

France has had 23.
Mr. BImIILLER. It is our judgment, sir, that we havejo defend our

own national interests, we have to protect the jobs and the industrial
base-of-this economy in our own way and not necessarily copy what
other people are doing, which maybe is good or maybe is bad n their
terms but do not neces-sarily fit our own needs.

Senator FANNIN. But don't you think we must try to compete? If
they give some special privileges to their manufacturers then you
don't think we should try to compete ?

Mr. BIEMILLE11 Oh, I think we have to try, to compete. I think we
have to try to do a lot of things, but we don't necessarily have, to try
to do those things in the exact same way that they, the other countries
are doing. -"

Because what another country does in its regard may be good, may
be bad, in terms of that country, but it ma, make no sense here.

Senator FANNIN. Well, Mrely I agree with you that that could be
true, but at the same time if that gives them an advantage in a manu-
factured product we must do something about it if we are going to
compete.
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Would you be in favor of having the -foreign corporations subject
to our antitrust laws?

In other words, the companies operating in the United States, for-
eign corporations operating in the United States would be under our
antitrust laws.

Mr. BrmiimLER. I would have to look at that.
Senator FANNIN. If you would.
I introduced a bill to bring that about, that feeling that we cer-

tainly should have that.
Mr. BrEMiLLER. We will be glad to look at that bill, Senator.
Senator FANNIN. I would appreciate that. Well, I just hope that

you take another look at the incentive we are trying to give our com-
panies to modernize and be able to compete in the worlc1market and
also to be able to compete in the domestic market because we are los-
ing jobs every day. Have seen several estimates about what the
AFL-CIO thinks as far as job losses.

Do you have an estimate as of 1970 as to how many jobs we lost,
from the standpoint of imports?

Mr. Bnmmrm. No, we do not, Senator, but we agree with you that
there was a continued loss in 1970. From 1966 through 1969, based
on estimates of the Department of Labor, we figure that something
in the area of 500,000 jobs on net were lost, that is after netting out
some small gains as a result of increased exports and very large gains,
very large losses due to the surge of imports, that the net loss was
about 500,000 jobs, job opportunities in those 3 years alone.

So that there must have been another loss of about 100,000 jobs or
so, maybe more.

Senator FANNIN. We have the figure of 700,000, a figure was given
to us of 700,000.

Mr. B1EMILER. 700,000 jobs lost from 1966 through 1969 on the basis
of the surge of imports. The Department of Labor claims that there
was an increase, a job gain of about 200,000 through the small increase
in exports so that on a net basis there was something like 500,000 job
opportunities lost.

But regardless of the precise number, and the numbers are not
precise, I think that we are in absolute agreement that there is a very
serious problem here and that there have been substantial net job
losses.

Senator FANNIN. Well, consider the automotive industry, on the
Pacific coast the sales of foreign cars having gone up now to almost
a third of the total sales. Then I think we have something to be con-
cerned about and I hope you will look at it from the standpoint of
what you can do, management-labor working together to correct
some of these problems.

I am not saying this is all one sided, I am not saying it is all labor's
fault, but I say we are headed for deep trouble if we don't start
cooperating and working together.

We must coordinate our efforts and stop this bickering and fighting
and jealousy as to whether or not the companies are making a little
more profit*than you expect them to or whether the wage rates are a
little bit lower than you expect them to be.

I think we have to look at them from the standpoint of the serious-
ness of this problem of practically bankruptcy for this country if we
keep things going the way they have been going.
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Thank you very much.
The CHAIRAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Biemiller's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANDREW J. BIEMILLER, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF
LEGISLATION, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL
ORGANIZATIONS

We welcome this opportunity to present the views of the AFL-CIO on the
proposed Revenue Act of 1971.

When the details of the President's tax proposals were first unveiled, we
saw them as a shocking example of the doctrine of inequality.

In the name of economic stabilization and ending unemployment, the Presi-
dent proposed a radical redistribution of the nation's tax resources in favor of
the rich, and at the expense of the public interest.

His program would create few jobs, if any; give no healthy stimulus to the
economy and niake the tax burden of all American families even more inequitable.

In our opinion, he has proposed a giant raid on the Treasury that would
transfer billions of dollars of badly needed public funds into the private treasur-
ies of big business. It is geared to the 19th century trickle down theory which
contends that enriching the already rich is the way to economic progress.

Unfortunately, the bill that passed the House and is now before this com-
.anittee reflects-with minor exceptions-the proposals of the President.

Our original indictment still applies.
This bill will create few, if any, jobs at a time when there are over 5 million

persons ready, willing and able to work, but unable to find employment. This
bill ignores the pleas of the great majority of Americans for tax justice and
would hamstring the federal government's ability to fulfill American's needs:

For schools and hospitals, parks and recreation areas.
For a vast expansionkf medical facilities and medical personnel.
For 25 million new housing units.'
For new, efficient, low-cost transit systems in every major city.
For new waste-disposal systems, new technology and new hardware to extract

poisons from the air, the water and the soil.
The 13.6 million Americans and their families we represent are taxpayers.
They cannot see what sense of priority, what national need, or what concept

of fair play can justify putting some $75 billion in public funds over the next
10 years into the hands of corporations and their wealthy stockholders.

They cannot accept the loss of postponement or the badly needed public in-
vestments that would be the inevitable result of such a decimation of the fed-
eral budget, and they cannot accept the utterly inequitable, business-rigged
manner in which the proposed Revenue Act would conduct this raid on the
Treasury.

In terms of hard numbers, the business-rigged bias in this package is reveal-
ing and shocking.

From 1972 on the corporate tax reductions of this bill would result in a perm-
anent cut in the effective tax rate of approximately 15%.

The annual business tax loss is $2.2 billion in 1971 rising to almost $10
billion by 1080.

In contrast, an average family of four would receive a tax cut of about
36 cents per week in 1971, slightly over $1 weekly in 1972, and no more cuts
thereafter. The reductions for individuals in the bill, with one single excep-
tion-the low income allowance-would have been received in any event under
the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Obviously, instead of furthering the tax-justice steps that were begun in
1969, this tax bill would establish new loopholes for corporations.

The unrelenting needs for increased public investment and the billions of
dollars that escape full taxation through loopholes of special ,tax privilege for
wealthy people and corporatidus would continue to be overlooked.

And the fact that a fair tax structure could contribute enormously to an
immediate, as well as permanent, strengthening and balancing of the nation's
.economy would again be ignored.

We are here to urge the Senate to recognize that this tax bill is rigged over-
whelmingly in favor of big business--and against workers, taxpayers and the
public interest. And to recognize that public investment and tax justice is pre-
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cisely wlhat America needs in order to strengthen the economy and provide mil-
lions of much-needed jobs.

We hope that the Senate will redress these inequities and reject the myopic
end regressive view that what's good for America is only what's good for the
nation's weathly.

Our specific comments on the major provisions of the proposed Revenue Act
are as follows:

THE BUSINESS-INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

Under the blatantly deceptive labor "Job development investment credit,"
the House bill would revive a major business-tax loophole which the Congress
wisely repealed In the Tax Reform Act of 1909.

The credit would allow the nation's businessmen to reduce their federal
taxes--dollar for dollar-by 7 percent of the cost of new machinery and equip-
ment placed In service after August 15, 1971. or earlier If orders were placed
after April 1, 1971. Up to $65,000 of used machinery an dequlpment purchases
would also be eligible.

For the first 12 months of Its operation, reopening this loophole would cost
the American taxpayer over $4 billion. Between now and1 980 the revenue loss
would be over $45 billion-$18 billion more than the credit originally proposed
by the Administration.

Importantly, this giveaway is in addition to the $3 billion per year tax bonanza
of the so-called asset depreciation range system (ADR). This system was put
into effect by the Administration retroactive to January 1, 1971, under cover of
the Treasury rulemaking procedure. The House trimmed the rule slightly and as
a result, the revenue loss under the House 1i)1 Is $27.5 billion between 1971 and
1980--compared to the $37 billion that would have been lost under the Treasury's
action.

This proposal is not the remedy for the present economic ills that have pushed
the number of unemployed up to 5.1 million, or 6 percent of the labor force, and
cut industry's operating rate down to 73 percent of productive capacity. And
equally important in the longer run, it presents a serious danger of adding to
the national economy's instability.

Every dollar of taxes given away to business and industry is-a dollar more
that must be paid by someone else, or a dollar's worth of public facilities and
services that are foregone. In the main, that "someone else" is the American
wage and salary earner. He now pays more than his share as a result of an un-
fairly rigged tax system. Increasingly, he finds it difficult to convince himself
that he is getting a fair shake from the government.

Ten years ago the corporate share of the federal income-tax burden was one-
third; individuals paid the balance. In 1968 and 1969, the corporate share was
approximately 29.5 percent. Now the Treasury estimates that only about 28 per.
cent of the federal income-tax burden will be borne by corporations in the year
ending June 30, 1972.

And, of course, passage of the business tax cuts of the House bill would serve
to accelerate this shifting of the nation's tax burden.

Thus, reinstituting the investment credit would add further to the unfair tax
burden that is now borne by middle- and low-income taxpayers. It would not
only add to' the loopholes in the federal tax structure, it would also add to the
regressive flow of income and wealth by increasing the income shares of busi-
ness and major stockholders while reducing the share that goes to the great
majority of Americans.

What the economy and corporations lack at present is customers and jobs-not
labor-saving machinery and equipment.

An attempt to induce businesses to significantly boost outlays for machinery
and equipment, when over one-fourth of productive capacity is currently idle,
and o% half is 5 years old or less, is fantasy. Businessmen don't Invest money
Just fo '"the sake of investing money; they're not going to buy machines merely
for the sake of buying machines. Businessmen Invest money in new machinery
and equipment in the hope that they will be able to use the machinery and
equipment to produce goods more economically.

Because of the lack of customers and purchasing power, business won't be in-
vesting in additional and expansionary new equipment, but will be receiving bIl-
lions of* dollars in tax credit for routine and previously-made machinery and
equipment programs.
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In the short run, therefore, the proposed investment credit will be almost en-
tirely a windfall to business and to major stockholders, with the probability that
part of the tax bonanza will be exported for foreign subsidiary operations, with
the loss of American jobs and displacement of U.S. production. Corporate after-
tax earnings would rise, as would dividend payments and opportunities for capi-
tal gains for wealthy stockholders.

These points were made eminently clear in a survey taken by the Xci York
Tim es, which reported:

"Most coml)anies said they will replace machinery and equipment at about
the same rate they had planned..." ,

The Times also noted: "for the next six months to a year at least its impact
will be more strongly felt on corporate profit-and-loss statement ts... " and "Few
new jobs will be created quickly through plan expansion or in the industries
supplying new machinery." (New York Tim es, September 20, 1971).

In the long run, after capacity utilization improves, the investment credit
presents the serious danger of another lopsided, inflationary capital-goods boom,
as in 1963-69, followed by another recession.

America's recent problems are in no small measure related to the high rate of
capacity accumulation that took place during most of the years between 1963
and 1969--spurred by misguided tax policies such as the investment credit, de-
preciation gimmickry and the failure to enact a corporate tax increase soon
enough and high enough to stem the capital-goods boom.

The Amer'can economy needs greater stability and balanced expansion. It
needs increased revenues for critically important public services and public in-
vestment.s. It does not neud the instability and the eroded tax base that would
result from reinstituting the investment-credit loophole.

Most important of all, there is nothing here that will create the jobs that are
needed to spur a genuine expansion of our economy and put to work the mil-
lions of Americans who are now unemployed or under-employed. There is nothing
in this so-called job development investment credit that will put the Viet Nam
veteran to work. There is nothing here for those Americans who have been laid
off in war-geared industries. There is nothing here to stimulate unused plant
capacity, expand work forces and increase production to meet a newly developed
purchasing power.

The Madison Avenue gimmick of a catchy label-"job development investment
credit"-is false advertising to those Americans who will have to foot the bill.
But worse. It is deceptive and cruelly misleading to those millions of Americans
who are looking to their government for genuine job-creating programs in which
they can return to work, do a day's work and again be a part of the so-called
work ethic of America.

TIlE DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION (DISC)

A DISC tax-giveaway proposal was originally a part of the 1970 trade legis-
lation that failed enactment and though time did not make it more palatable,
the Administration continued it, :attempt to exempt one whole industry from fed-
eral taxation-the export industry.

Under the proposal, corporations could set up a new form of subsidiary through
which all of a company's export operations would flow. The total profits of such
a subsidiary-in other words, all of a company's profits on its exports-would
be free of federal taxes. The only responsibility for federal taxation would come
if the DISC's profits are transferred back to the parent company as dividends,
which may never occur.

Under the Administration's DISC, the tax windfall, according to the Treasury,
would have been some $600 million annually, and other sources estimated the
annual tax loss to be as high as $955 million.

Not only would DISC fail to lessen the serious trade problems that this coun-
try suffers, it would further distort the tax structure by creating a wholly new
tax loophole. In addition, under the DISC proposal companies would receive a
tax windfall for doing what they are doing now.

Time DISC lrovlion in the current bill is somewhat less onerous than the
Administration's proposal-only hecau.e the dollar amount of this tax giveaway
was trimmed a bit. Under the House bill, the tax deferred on export profits is
limited to sales in excess of 75% of average exports for the years 1968 through
1970.
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As a result, corporations will receive somewhat less tax windfall for doing
what they would do anyway. And thus, the revenue loss over the short run
period would be trimmed In comparison to the Administration's original pro-
posal. But, over time, the annual loss will continue to grow-from an estimated
$.1 billion in 1972 to $.4 billion in 1980. Between now and 1980, the revenue los
would be $2.4 billion.

The AFL-CIO commented in detail on the DISC in testimony in 1970 and a
fuller exposition of our opposition to this blatant tax giveaway is included in the
appendix to this statement.

EXCISE TAX REPEAL

Under the House bill, the 7% excise tax on automobiles would be eliminated
on sales that took place after August 15, 1971, and the 10% on light duty trucks
(10,000 lbs. or less) would be repealed effective September 22, 1971.

Under the Tax Reform Act of 1969 the auto excise tax would have dropped to
5% in 1971. It was scheduled to fall to 3% In 1972, 1% in 1973, and to be elimi-
nated in 1974.

This scheduled phase-out was postponed in legislation requested by the Presi-
dent in 1970, and under present law the auto tax would have been phased out
by 1982. It would have dropped from 7% to 6% in 1973. and 5% in 1974. It would
fall by 1% per year from 1978 until 1982, when it would be eliminated.
- The present law 10% tax on trucks, buses, etc., would have dropped to 5% on

October 1, 1977, under present law.
It is our view that excise taxes are sales taxes--direct levies upon consumers.

They increase prices and, to the extent they curtail the consumption of those
who cannot afford to pay the increased price, they contribute to unemployment
and a drop in living standards. Thus, they unfairly burden those who must buy
and they have little effect on those fortunate enough to be able to buy without
regard to price. In short, they are regressive taxes and represent the least desir-
able method to raise needed publice revenues. They do not help to solve the prob-
lems of inflation and unemployment, and they could potentially add to them.

We therefore support this long-overdue move toward getting the federal gov-
ernment out of the sales tax business.

We do, however, urge that the Committee carefully study the provisions in the
bill which seek to assure that the consumer receives the full benefit of the ex-
cise tax elimination. At minimum we urge that the legislation should clearly note
that it is the intent of Congress that there should be no attempts to evade pass-
ing his reduction on to the consumer through subterfuge such as reducing trade-
in allowances, or discounts, or charging for equipment or accessories that were
formerly provided at no extra charge.

REDUCTIONS IN INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAXES

The House bill would speed up the present law's scheduled Increases in per-
sonal exemptions, standard deduction and low-income allowance. In addition,
the low-income allowance would be increased to $1,300 in 1972. Under curent
law, personal exemptions will rise from the present $650 to $700 in 1972 and
$750 in 1973. The standard deduction, under present law, would increase to 14%
(maximum $2,000) in 1972 and 15% (maximum $2000), in 1973. It is currently
18% with a maximum $1,500. The low-income allowance is $1,050 for 1971 re-
duced by a phase-out and $1,000 for 1972 and thereafter with no phase-out.

Under the proposed Act:
In 1971:

(1) Personal exemptions would be increased to $675.
(2) The phase-out of the low-income allowance would be removed.

In 1972:
(1) Personal exemptions would be increased to $750.
(2) Standard deduction would be increaRed to 15% (maximum of $2,000).
(3) The low-income allowance would be $1,300.

In terms of what these actions mean to people:
In 1971:

(1) A family of four earning $10,000 would receive a tax cut of $19.
(2) A family of 4 with income of $8,750 would be removed from the tax

rolls--under present law this family's tax would have been $15.
In 1972:

(1) A family of four earning $10,000 would receive a tax cut of $57.
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(2), A family of 4 with income up to $4,300 would be removed from the
income tax roles--under present law this family would have paid $70 in
income taxes in 1972.

In 1973 and thereafter:
(1) No additional tax reductions would apply to any moderate or middle

income families.
(2) Low income families would continue to receive tax cuts up to a

maximum of $42 over those already scheduled in the 1969 tax act
The effect of these actions would be a revenue loss of about $1.4 billion for

1971. $3.2 billion for 1972 dropping to somewhat over $1 billion per year for
1973 and thereafter.

Cuts in individual income taxes and especially cuts which benefit low and
moderate income individuals are an effective means to add to consumer purchas-
ing power and bolster the economy. The AFL-CIO has fought continuously for a
just tax structure which would provide sufficient revenues to permit a reduction
in the relative tax burdens of low- and middle-income individuals. And we have
always felt that the poor should be removed from the federal income tax roles.

On Aug. 9, 1971, the AFL-CIO Executive Council stated:
We believe that quick and effective achievement of tax justice is essential to

strengthen the performance of the nation's economy and to increase the amount
of federal revenue, needed to eliminate the Ijublic-investment shortages that are
a s ource of many of America's critical social problems.

America needs the added tax revenues and improved public facilities that tax
justice dould provide-rather than continued and expanded windfalls for the
rich. Effective loophole-closing would also raise sufficient additional revenue
to enable a reduction in the relative tax burden of low- and moderate-income
families.'

Thus It has been our position that such tax reductions should not be financed
out of the monies that could and should be used for rebuilding urban areas, ex-
panding mass transit, education, health care, pollution controls and other needed
public, investments. Rather, they should be financed out of the billions of dollars
that presently are beyond the reach of the federal Treasury because of the loop-
holes of special privilege to wealthy individuals and corporations.

The AFL-CIO supports the concept of tax reductions for individuals in the
low- and middle-income groups. And we therefore support the individual tax
relief provisions in the House Bill.

However, it is our view that these reductions should come about as the result
of tax reforms that chose existing loopholes and abuses and bring additional
necessary funds into the U.S. Treasury. This is the sort of personal redistribution
of tax burden that can help spur an economic recovery and boost purchasing
power.

It should also be pointed out that the major relief provisions in the revenue
art are small, one-shot proposals that result in the main from moving up meas-
ures which Congress has already scheduled to become effective by 1973. These
small reductions can in no way, shape or form balance the hugh new giveaways
to corporations. These small cuts must be viewed for what they are-thinly veiled
sops to low- and middle-Income Americans, calculated to obscure the impact of
huge corporate tax giveaways.

THE AFL-CIO PROPOSALS

When all of the tax proposals are examined closely-who will be the recipients,
who will be the losers, who will have to pay out more in taxes, and who will pay
less in taxes--it is clear that the tax bill before this committee is an unconsclon-
able example of tax injustice.

It would reverse the progress made by every prior Administration that has
placed the public good ahead of private gain. More important than greater
corporate wealth are the needs of the nation and its people--and they should
come first, not the corporations

The American people have been told repeatedly by this Administration that
public treasury money cannot be spent in behalf of worthwhile projects that are
badly needed and will create new jobs. Such expenditures would be inflationary,
they are told. Yet public funds diverted or credited to private corporations,
allegedly to spur investment and private spending, are considered by the Ad-
ministration to non-inflationary.

A clear illustration of this is the refusal by this Administration to spend $12
billion of funds appropriated by Congress for public purposes At the end of
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1970, there were about 3,000 applications for federal approval of waste treat-
ment facilities. There were 800 applications for water and sewer projects, 1,500
applications for hospitals txnd public health centers and hundreds of other public
facilities in all 50 states.

All of these public improvements will cost money to build--money that will
pay wages, buy materials, create sound economic expansion. But this Administra-
tion refuses to spend public money for the public good.

America has seen the President veto measures passed by Congress for housing
and urban development; for health, education, welfare and anti-poverty pro-
grams. The President has vetoed manpower programs and public works pro-
grams--job-creating programs of all kinds. All of these programs have been re-
Jected by this Adnini ration. Indeed, the billions of dollars that would fund
the.s programs will go into the corporate coffers as tax credits, tax deferrals on
exports and depreciation allowances that have no relation whatsoever to the
nation's actual needs and are of doubtful economic stimulation.

We believe that firm steps must be taken to preclude any further erosion in
the federal government's ability to meet the nation's public investment needs.
We believe firm steps must be taken to further the goals of tax ju-,tice and pave
the way to a healthy balanced economic recovery. The AFL-CIO, therefore, urges
the Congress to take the following action:

1. Completely overturn the Treasury's accelerated depreciation ruling. Crea-
tion of the so-called asset Depreciation Reserve Sy.tem has speeded up business
depreciation writeoffs by 20 percent and ended the requirement that business
actually replace machines and equipment at about the -ame rate they are written
off. By halting this giveaway, Congress could recoup $700 million in 1971, and
$1.7 billion would be saved in 1972. Over the decade a $27.5 billion business
tax bonanza would be avoided.

2. Completely reject the proposal to reinstitutf- the business investment tax
credit. If rejected, Congress would save the U.S. Treasury $1.5 billion in 1971,
$3.6 billion in 1972 and an estimated $45.1 billion between now and 1980.

3. Completely reject the DISC gimmick. By refusing to allow corporations to
spin off into export subsidiaries and defer taxes, Congress could save the U.S.
Treasury some $2.4 billion between now and 1980.

4. Immediately enact, retroactive to July 1, 1971, an excess-profits tax modeled
after that in effect during the Korean War period which raised some $7.0 billion
during the 31/2 years of its existence. Such a tax should remain in effect during
any period of freeze, controls, or restraints. Tax rates must be high enough
to ensure fair and even-handed application of stabilization policies. Effective
machinery should be established to ensure enforcement.

5. We urge speedy congressional action toward completion of the unfinished
business of tax reform. The major reforms we recommend are as follows:

(a) Close the capital-gains loophole.
The )referential 'half-tax rate which applies to gains on unearned income

from stocks or other property sold at a profit and the zero tax that applies to
such gains when passed on at death are the most disruptive and unfair elements
in our tax structure. We believe that there cannot be tax justice so long as un-
earned income from capital gains is half-taxed while earned income is taxed
in full. Elimination of the capital gains loopholes for both individuals and corpo-
rations and taxing capital gains on property transferred at death would yield
an annual revenue gain of approximately $10 to $12 billion.

(b) Enact new tax measures to halt the export of U.S. jobs, remove the in-
centive to establish production and assembly facilities abroad and create tax
disincentives to curb expanded production abroad.

Profits earned by the foreign operations of U.S. corporations should be taxed
it the time that they are earned. Under preesnt law, corporations are allowed

to defer U.S.,taxes until they are repatriated to the U.S. and distributed, which
may never happen. Foreign tax payments should be allowed a deduction on U.S.
taxes, but the preesnt allowance of a tax credit should be halted.

(c) The tax abuses of the oil, gas and other mineral industries should be
completely ended. The 22% oil depletion allowance and the intangible drilling
allowance are out-and-out abuses hat deserve immediate repeal. The approxt-
mate revenue gain would be $2.5 billion.

(d) The 10% minimum-tax rate Included in the 1969 Tax Reform Act should
be strengthened. This tax requires some tax payments on the part of individuals
with large amounts of income from tax-sheltered source, such as capital gains,
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real estate depreciation, oil depletion, and hobby farms. For example, doubling
the rate would provide a revenue gain of $600 million.

(e) The maximum-tax provisions of the 1969 Act should be eliminated. This
provides an uncalled-for tax bonanza to top corporate executives and others
whose income comes from astronomically high fees and salaries. The approximate
revenue gain would be $200 million.

(f) The tax exemption for interest income from state and local bonds should
be disallowed. Such income should be taxed in full with the federal government
guaranteening the bonds and providing an interest subsidy to assure that the fis-
cal powers of the state and local governments are not hampered.

(g) In addition to the reforms in the federal individual and corporate income
tax, a major overhaul of federal estate and gift taxes is a prerequisite to the
achievement of tax justice. Present law provides a host of opportunities to mini-
mize or entirely avoid these taxes or postpone payment for generations through
devices such as family trusts.

These badly needed tax reforms could bring into the Federal Treasury as much
as $15-20 billion annually.

It is the AFL-CIO's firm belief that America's needs are too critical to be
cutting the federal government's income at this time.

America cannot afford huge and ever-enlarging tax windfalls to big business.
The nation's tax structure must be used in the public interest.

America cannot tolerate any further postponlements in the achievement of tax
justice nor any further chipping away at the thin margin-of equity that remains
in the tax structure.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX TABLE 1.-DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME TAX REVENUE LOSS, REVENUE ACT OF 1971
(H.R. 10947)

lin billions of dollars

Business Individuals

7 percent Low-
Calendar investment Total Personal Standard income Total
year ADR credit DISC business exemptions deductions allowance individuals

1971 ------- 0.7 1.5-------------2.2 0.9------------- 0.4 1.3
1972 ....... 1.7 3.6 0.1 5.4 .9 0.3 1.0 3.2
1973 ....... 2.4 3.9 .2 6.5------------------------ 1.1 1.1
1974 ------- 2.9 4.2 .2 7.3------------------------ 1.1 1.1
1975 ....... 3.5 4.5 .2 8.2.----------------------- 1.2 1.2
1976 ------- 3.7 4.8 .3 8.8.----------------------- 1.2 1.2
1977 ....... 3.4 5.1 .3 8.8.----------------------- 1.3 1.3
1978 ....... 3.1 5.5 .3 8.9------------------------ 1.3 1.3
1979 ....... 3.1 5.8 .4 9.3.----------------------- 1.4 1.4
1980 ....... 3.0 6.2 .4 9.6------------------------ 1.4 1.4

Total .... 2.75 45.1 2.4 75.0 2.8 .3 11.4 14.5

Sources: U.S. Treasury, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, AFL-CIO Research Department.

APPENDIX TABLE 2.-DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE LOSS, REVENUE ACT OF 1971 (H.R. 10947)

[In billions of dollars]

Total Total Total revenue
Calendar year business individuals Excise I loss

1971 -------------------------------------- 2.2 1.3 0.9 4.4
1972 ....................................... 5.4 3.2 2.6 11.2
1973 -------------------------------------- 6.5 1.1 2.3 9.9
1974 -------------------------------------- 7.3 1.1 2.2 10.6
1915 ....................................... 8.2 1.2 2.3 11.7
1976 ....................................... 8.8 1.2 2.4 12.4
1977 ....................................... 8.8 1.3 2.5 12.6
1978 ....................................... 8.9 1.3 2.0 12.2
1979 -------------------------------------- 9.3 1.4 1.6 12.3
1980 ....................................... 9.6 1.4 1.2 12.2

Total................................75.0 14.5 20.0 109.5

1 These estimates reflect revenue changes over those which would have occurred under existing law,
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APPENDIX TABLE 3.-INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX CUTS-IMPACT OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1971 (H.R. 10947)

Family of 4 11

1972 1ncome-
tax liability 1972 Income-

under 1969 tax tax liability 1972 tax
Wage or salary Income " Law H.R. 10947 reduction

,:000 .............................................. $170 .$98 ...
r 000-........................................ ................
7,500............................................... 561 484 77

$10,000 .............................................. 962 905 157
12,500 ............. ............... ............. ... 1,371 1,309 361I15000.............. ........................... .1.864 1,820 2344
20,000.................................................... 3,060 3,010 350
0,000 .................................................... 14,660 14,560 1I00

- AssUmes joint return, standard deduction, or low-income allowance, whichever Is higher.
3 This tax reduction applies only to 1972 tax returns-these same reductions would apply for 1973 and future years under

existing (Tax Reform Act of 1969) !aw.

APPENDIX TABLE 4

Effect of depreciation speedup and 7 percent investment credit oan corporate
Income-tax liability

Purchase of $100,000 worth of machinery and equipment, 10-year life
Under 1970 law:

Purchase of machinery equipment--------------------------$100, 000
Depreciation writeoff (10 years)----------------------------10, 000
Reduction in tax liability due to purchase (48 percent of $10,000) 4, 800

Under ADR plus 7 percent investment tax credit:
Purchase of machinery and equipment-----------------------100, 000
Depreciation writeoff (changed to 8-year life by ADR).---------- 12,500
Reduction in tax liability (48 percent of $12,500)---------------- 6, 000
Plus 7 percent investment credit-----------------------------/, 000

Total reduction in tax liability----------------------------13, 000

APPENDIX 5

THE NEED FOB AN EXCESS-PROFITS TAX

The AFL-CIO calls upon the Congress to enact Immediately an excess-profits
tax. Such a tax could be modeled after the Korean war excess-profits tax. It
should be made retroactive to July 1, 1971, and should remain in effect so long
as the wages and salaries are subject to any form of freeze, controls, or restraints.

The AFI-OIO has emphasized in Executive Council Statements and by Con-
vention Resolutions over the past six years that if economic controls are neces-
sary and are applied equitably and across the board to wages, prices, rents,
profits, dividends and interest rates, we would support such a program.

1. So long as profits are unchecked while wages and salaries are restrained,
the test of equity is not met

Profits are the incomes of corporations; wages and salaries are the incomes of
people. Wage controls or restraints, without accompanying controls on the in-
comes of corporations and stockholders, are grossly inequitable. They result in
a one-sided shift in the nation's income and wealth into the hands of corporations
and shareholders.

2. The only effective way that profits can be restrained is through taxation.
Wages and salaries can be immediately and effectively controlled because every

employer acts as an enforcer. Corporate profits can only be effectively controlled
through the tax structure.

3. Effective restraints on profits, through the tax structure, must accompany
any restraints on wages if there is to be balanced economic growth as well as
equity.

These points were made conclusively by Lawrence R. Klein and V. G. Duggal
in a detailed study of economic stabilization alternatives (Wharton Quarterly,
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Summer 1971). These renowned economists stated that: "Since prices respond
sluggishly to a slower growth in wage rates, corporate profits, calculated resl-
dually, rise. Profits cut into the extra funds taken from wage earners. The addi-
tional profits, except for a small part that goes into dividends, are not spent and
have no impact effect on the system."

They recommend a profit tax formula which would assure that after tax profits
are no greater than they would have been In the absence of wage restraints.

The study concludes by stating that: " * 0 * It is imperative that wage guide-
lines be accompanied by profit guidelines, not only because of implied fairness in
burden sharing among different socioeconomic groups, but because of the need
to return the additional profit to the income stream where it will work most
efficiently to increase economic activity."

4. An excess-profits tax, fairly applied, adds balance to recovery and provides
urgently needed revenues for public investment.

During the Korean period, for example, a 30% tax was applied to excess profits
as part of the stabilization program. At the same time, to avoid hardship situa-
tions alternative methods of calculating excess profits were provided and a ceil-
ing was placed on the total tax burden a corporation could be required to pay.

This tax, in effect between July 1, 1950, and December 31, 1953, raised $2.5
billion in its first full year of operation-equivalent to 11% of total corporate
income tax revenue. The combined corporate income tax revenue was $22 billion.
Over the 3 years of its operation, $7 billion in needed public revenues were
raised.

There is also the probability of a profit windfall in 1971 resulting from the 90
day freeze which has nullified duly negotiated wage increases of millions of Amer-
icans which are already reflected in the pricing structure of American corpora-
tions.

6. During periods of recovery, sharp increases in productivity and plant and
equipment utilization result in sharp and immediate increases in profits.

Again, because of this, stabilization measures which fail to include profit re-
straints result in a one-sided shift in income between workers and owners-even
if prices remain stable.

During all recent periods of recovery, profits rose quicker and faster than any
other major sector. For example, from 1954 to 1955, profits rose 27%---employee
compensation 8%, and from 1958 to 1959, corporation profits increased 26%-
employee compensation only 8%. And during those periods there were no re-
straints on wages or salaries..

Data now appearing for the present period indicate the same phenomenon.
Corporate profits have bounced back to about 1968 peak level while operating
rates are still 27% below capacity and 5.1 million people are unemployed.

The First National City Bank of New York, for example, in its August 1971
"Economic Letter" notes that " * * * virtually all of the 22% decline in manufac-
turing earnings during the recession has been made up during the first two quar-
ters of the recovery."

The Bank goes on to note that reports from 1300 nonfinancial corporations
showed an 11% increase in after tax profits between the second quarter of 1970 -
and 1971 and that "only four quarters in the past two decades have shown a more
widespread advance in profits."

,Uider such circumstances the failure to enact profit restraints while wages
are controlled would inevitably result in a massive profits boom, would add infla-
tionary pressures and pave the way for another and perhaps deeper recession.

CORPORATE TAX ACTIONS--KOREAN STABILIZATION PERIOD

The Korean excess-profits tax was effective between July 1, 1950 and Decem-
ber 31, 1953. The bili (Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950) was signed into law
January 3, 1961, retroactive to July 1, 1950.

The tax was applied as follows:
(1) The excess-profits tax rate was 80 percent.
(2)1 There was a ceiling rate of 62 percent. That isthe total corporate tax

liability could not exceed 62 percent of income.
(S), The base period could be calculated In either of two ways:
,(a) 85 percent of the average profit levels from 1946 to 1949 with one year

allowed to be dropped, or

68-333-71-pt. 1-14
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(b) A rate of return on Investment according tot fhe followln .h1iIhiti:
levss than $5 million, 12 percent; $5-$10 million, 10 percent; over $10 million,
8 lPereibnt.

Investment was equity capital, retained earnings plus borrowed capital.

OVHE CORPORATE TAX ACTION(5

Fromh July 1, 19Wi, to March 31, 1Mi1, the corporate tax rate wits raised to 47
percent from the 45 p-rcent level.

On April 1, 19)51, the rate was raised to 52 percent. Also the tax on corporate
capital-gainn was raised tin Aril 1, 1951, to 26 perent-it was 2.5 pcrent.

The revenue generated by the excess profit tax was s follows:

[In billions of dollsiq

[( cets- p ofts (eo ld r I
Year tax revee atcels prott

1950 ........................................................................15. 9
1951 ..................................................................... ... 1.46 19.6
1952 ......................................................... ...... .. 55 17.6
1953 ....................................................................... 1.61 i 3

AppnHDr 6

CORPORATE PROF'Ts-F R T HA.v, 1971

From the August 1971 issue, Monthly Econon,!, Letter of the First Ntiounl
City Bank of New York:

"lE.arnings in the second quarter rebounded almost to pre-recession jx-ak.
Both .sales and margins improved * * 4."

"Reports from nearly 1,300 nonfinancial corporations tabulated by the first
National Gity Bank's Economics Department siowe'd l lvternge yetr-tt.-ye'ar
increase of 11% in after-tax earnings In the second quarter. In the first quarter,
this same group of firms had a 7% rise in profits * * *

"Only four quarters In the past two decades have shown a oe widespread
advance in profits.

"For the most part, the rise in earnings paralleled the boost fu sales volume
that characterized the recovery. In addition, profit inarglns showel a moderate
but encouraging advance, reflecting the benefits of extensive cost cutting. Profit
margins rose to 5.3 Lnts per dollar of sales, compared with 5 cets in tl first
quarter and 5.1 cents a year ago * *

"Altogether, after-tax profits of manufacturers rose 12% over tl samnei quarter
a year earlier. Compared with the previous quarter, earnings were also 12%
higher * * *.

"After adjustment for seasonal variation * * virtually nil of the 22% d(llitt,
in manufacturing earnings during the recession ias umad ip during th first
two quarters of recovery."

The article in the batik's newsletter also explains why the bank Xtlnllltui
company reports to stockholders, rather than deeK-nd on the ('onnerce hpart-
ment's reports on profits. It explains that the Commerce PI)n.rtMient's tlarts
on profits are essentially based on corporate tax reports to IRS and, therefore,
are less valid descriptions of corporate profltability.-(TIlire art als, o ' i)nwm ques-
tions about the accuracy of the reports to stockholders, but the article states that
these reports "are probably closest to the concept of earning power used explielty
or implicitly by management *

rThe article states:
"The idea of a separate set of books for tile tax collector Is nothing n1w

in human history. This country's complicated corporate tax structure has today
made this almost a necessity. Corpoate management would be derelict in Its
duty to stockholders if it did not utilize every legal means of minhinizing relmrted
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Income and therefore taxes. Yet Just because this method of reporting taxable
profits is hedged about by laws and regulations, that does not mean that it is
the "true" plicturo of what is happening to business and its earning capacity."

'he e are sone of the reasons why the AFL--CIO, as well as some investment
counselors, emphasize the imlx)rtance of changes in the corporate cash-flow
(after-tax profits plus depreciation allowances) as a more accurate indicator of
the financial ability of corporate enterprise.

APPENDIX 7

Time CORPORATE CASH-FLOW SINCE 1960

The inflation problem of recent years started with a profit inflation, which
persisted through most of the past decade.

The cash-flow to corlprations (after-tax profits plus depreciation allowances)
shot up sharply in the l mlucls. nilwh faster than wages and salaries. By the first
half of 1960 before the recession started, the corporate cash-flow had skyrocketed
far out of line with improvements in workers' wage,4.

Between 1460 and the first half of 1I9, before the onset of the recession:
The ca.sh flow to corporations shot up 87%.
But the after-tax personal inv.ome of all Americans was up only 77%--about

one-eighth less than the cor)orate cash flow. And that includes the effects of a
large increase in employment and substantial increases in Income from interest
payments, rent and dividends, as well as the income gains of wage and salary
tan earners.

The after-tax weekly earnings of the average non-supervisory worker in
private, non-farin employment were up merely 34c/o-three-fifths less than the
coriorate cash flow. In terms of buyig power, the gain was only about 10%.

The cash flow to corporations soared from 1960 to 1966 and continued up at
it somewhat slower pace through the first half of 1969. From the latter half of
1900 through the end of 1970. the recession--combined with the sharp rise of
intteest rate. and lhg.ging productivity-brought a decline in the profits of
nonllnancial corporations and their cash flow leveled off.

However. in the late 1960s and particularly in 1969-TO, interest rates shot
ul-rsulting in rising costs and prices and sharply increasing bank profits.
So, while the calt flow of nonfinancial corporations rose more slowly in the
late 1960s and leveled off between the first half of 1969 and the eud of 1970, bank
profits soared.

As a result, the cash flow to corporations generally (including banks) moved
up a bit, even during the recession of 1969-70.

In the first half of 1971. despite sluggish conditions in most parts of the
economy, profits and the cash flow rebounded-imoving up much more rapidly
than the gross 'national product. There has been a widening of profit margins
and a rise In the volmue of sales, as well as a continuing increase of depreciation
allowanlces.

By the first half of 1971-with Industry operating at only 73% of productive
capacity-tthe cash flow to corporations was 108% above 1960.

Corporate cash-flow after tax profits plus depreciation allowances:
(In billions of dollars)

190 ------------------------------------------------------ $51.6
1961---------------------------------------------------------5.
1962 ------------------------------------------------------ 61.3
1963 ----------------------------------------------------- 64.8
1064 ------------------------------------------------------ 72.3
1965 ----------------------------------------------------- 82.9
1966 ----------------------------------------------------- 89.5
1907 ------------------------------------------------------ 89.6
19068 ----------------------------------------------------- 94.6
1969 ----------------------------------------------------- 95.8
First half 19069----------------------------------------------9.4
1970 ------------------------------------------------------ 97.4
First half 1971----------- --------------------------------- 107. 1

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
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APPENDIX TABLE 8.-INTEREST PAID BY. ALL SECTORS OF THE ECONOMY, 1960-70

IDollar amounts In billions]

Percent of GNP
1960 1970 1960 1970

Total Interest paid-........................... $44.9 $135.6 8.9 13.9

Business interest paid-..............................27.8 94.7 5. 5 10.0
Consumer interest paid............................. 7.3 16.9 1.4 1. 7
Government interest paid...........................9. 8 21.3 2.0 2. 2

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.

APPENDIX 8

TIE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

The investment-credit tax privilege-at 7%-was added to the Internal
Revenue Code in 1962, liberalized in 1964, suspended temporarily between
October 1966 and March 1967, and eliminated in December 1969.

When offered in 1962, the rationale was the same as today. That is, such a
scheme would improve our trade position, increase productivity, and promote
jobs and economic growth.

At the time, it was the position of the AFL-CIO that the proposal was "ill
conceived" and it was our view that such incentives set the stage for unsu. tainhble
one-sector capital-goods booms that serve to distort and disrupt the economy.

Our objections proved valid, for the causes of our current inflation, excess
capacity and high unemployment are in no small measure due to the capital-
goods boom of 1963-1969. In almost every year of that period, business outlays for
fixed investment shot up much faster than the gross national product or any
other sector of the private economy. In the six years 1963-69 the real volume
of such outlays soared-almost 56%, close to 9% per year. Spending on machinery
and equipment in real dollars leaped by 67%. Corporate profits increased 33%
and cash-ows (profits and depreciation allowances) shot up 48%. In contrast,
the average weekly take-home pay of non-supervisory workers (over half the
labor force) rose less than 30% and, after adjustment for price changes, the
increase was only 8%.

This unsustainable capital-goods boom generated inflationary pressures in the
economy. It was inevitably building up for a leveling off or decline since it was
adding to the economy's productive capacity at a much faster pace than the de-
mand for goods and services.

The 7% investment credit was first instituted in 1962; yet it was not until
the massive tax cut of 1964 and the increases in public invesments that grew
out of the Great Society programs that any appreciable effect on unemployment
was felt. For example, between 1962 and 1964 the unemployment rate continued
to stick around the 5.5% level and actually rose between 1962 and 1963. It
was not until the end of 1963 that the rate began to ease.

Furthermore, in 1962 industry was operating at 82% of capacity--compared
to today's situation where 27% of capacity lies idle. This same mistake must
not be repeated.

The fact that the real volume of business investment outlays has declined
somewhat since the end of 1969 stems clearly from the existing substantial
excess. capacity.

Though corporate profits are down somewhat from 1968 peak levels, cash-
flows--a much better indicator of the availability of funds for business invest-
ment-have increased substantially despite the recession. In the second quarter
of 1971 corporations were generating cash at an annual rate of $108.6 billion,
15% above even the third-quarter 1968 rate-the peak period of the corporate-
profit boom.

fThe clear relationship between industry's operating rate and the volume of
demand for capital goods was recently indicated in a report in The Wall Street
Journal. According to the April 26 issue of that newspaper, J. T. Bailey, Presi-
dent of Warner & Swasey Co., stated: "Historically, an operating rate of 80%
is required to produce a good level of orders for machine tools." And a good
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level of orders for other types of capital goods may require operating rate of
85% or more.

Obviously, what the economy and corporations lack at present Is customers,
not machinery and equipment.

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT FOR SELECTED CORPORATIONS

(Dollar amounts In millions

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
tax rate tax rate tax rate tax rate tax rate

General reduc- Union reduc- PPG in- reduc- General reduc- U.S. reduc-
Electric tion Carbide tion dushies tion Motors tion Steel tion

1962........ $5.5 2 () () $1.2 2 $16.9 2 $8.2 6
1963........ 7.4 2 (I) (1) 2.5 6 29.1 (1) 12.0 6
1964........ 6.0 4 $12. 1.1 3 35.1 13.4 6
1965........ 9.0 2 13.5 7 1.7 5 39.7 2 13.7 6
1966.:....... 13.9 4 18.1 12 2.1 5 49.8 4 20.8 10
1967........ 14.3 4 19.3 18 2.5 8 31.5 2 33.4 31
1968---------17.6 6 17.7 17 7.2 18 39.4 2 38.6 28
1969---------10.3 4 7.4 9 3.0 5 35.8 4 35.3 35
1970........ 3.0 0 (I).......... 2.0 14 19.9 9 31.3 (1)

Total------87.0----------88.6----------21.3----------291.2.......... 206.7.......

I Not available.
INil.

APPENDIX 9

THE AFL-CIO POSITION IN OPPOSITION TO THn DISC PROVISION OF H.R. 10947

1. The DISC provision would create a new tax loophole whi-Ch in the main
would benefit large corporations.

Under present tax law profits from export sales are subject to U.S. income
taxes in the year earned. U.S. income taxes on profits of foreign subsidiaries are
deft-rred-they do not have to be paid until such time as dividends are brought
back to the U.S.

Through the DISC the existing tax deferral loophole would be widened and
extended to profits from export sales of domestic corporations. The DISC would,
therefore, widen an existing loophole, entrench it further into the law and post-
pone or preclude any opportunity to eliminate this preference.

2. The benefits of DISC tax deferral would flow to all firms exporting goods-
regardless of whether their export sales increase.

3. The DISC proposal would be a windfall tax bonanza to many corporations.
A major beneficiary of the tax provision would be large U.S.-based multi-

national corporations. Those corporations export semifinished goods and comn-
l)onents toforeign plants which in turn compete with U.S. goods.

Similarly a major purpose of the DISC provision, according to the Treasury,
Is to permit smaller firms to enter the export market or expand export sales. In
our view, the rise of huge multicorporations is a major factor in precluding
smaller firms from developing markets abroad. These huge corporations produce
for export as well as operate through foreign subsidiaries. Hence, the opportunity
to establish DISC's would enhance the financial position of these huge, inter-
nationallybased operations. Their ability to control international markets would
be reinforced and smaller firms could not improve their competitive position.

4. The DISC proposal would open opportunities for tax avoidance through
bookkeeping gimmickery between the DISC and its parent corporation. The
Treasury's proposal would permit tax-free reorganizations Into DISCs, provide
additional opportunity for corporations to accumulate tax-free funds, and permit

Ahe DISC to lend these tax-free accumulations to parent corporation or any
other U.S. exporter.

5. The DISC provisions would cost the U.S. Treasury initially about $100 million
according to Treasury estimates. The loss however will increase each year
rising to $400 million by 1980. Losses that will have to be made up by individual
taxpayers and businessmen that do not produce for international markets.

6. The DISC proposal would do nothing to eliminate the basic factors which
have led to the deterioration of the U.S. trade position;_ These factors Include
the spread of managed national economies, with direct and indirect government
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barriers to imports and aid to exports; the internationalization of technology;
the skyrocketing rise of investments by U.S. companies in foreign subsidiaries;
and the spread of U.S.-based multinational corporations.

In sum, it is our judgment that if the DISC provision were enacted, a gaping
new corporate tax loophole would be created and there would be little if any
improvement in our trade position. Moreover, there is a distinct possibility that
this proposal would serve to encourage a further export of U.S. capital, tech-
nology, and jobs and forestall the adoption of the many measures necessary to
rationalize our foreign economics policies.

HOW DISC BENEFITS CORPORATIONS WHETHER EXPORTS INCREASE, DECREASE OR REMAIN STABLE'

Tax Deferral,2 end of year:

1 2 3 4 5

No Increase in exports over base period ........... $120, 000 $120,000 $120,000 $120,000 $120,000
5 percent annual decrease from base period........ 96, 000 72.000 49, 000 24.000 0
5 percent annual increase from base period........ 144, 000 168, 003 192, 000 216, 000 240, 000

I Example: Corporation with average of $1,000,000 in export income during base period (1968-70).
2 Assumes income tax rate of 48 percent.

APPENDIX 10

POSTPONEMENT OF INCREASES IN SOCIAL SECURITY PAYROLL TAX AND VAGE ]1ASE

The AFL-CIO believes postponement of the increase in the wage base to $900(1
as scheduled in present law would aggravate an already serious actuarial imbal-
ance in the hospital insurance trust fund. Passage of .R. 1 ai d1stlmneient of
Its scheduled contribution and wage base increases would exhaust that fund in
1973. It is imperative to raise the payroll tax or the wage base or bioth or at the
very least reallocate income between the cash and hospital insurance trust funds.

Vinder the present law, the total social se(.urity c1mribllti(ii rt( 0 '5.2 -ier.(,it
each for employees and employers is scheduled to remain inl effect for 1972. How-
ever, the wage base is scheduled to increase in 1972 from $7800 to $9000. It.R. 1
would increase the wage base from 5.2 percent to 5.4 percent in 1972 and the wage
base to $10,200. The 5.2 percent rate under present law consi.sts of 4.6 percent for
cash benefits and 0.6 l)ercent for hospital insurance. The 5.4 l)ercent rate under
H.R.'l consists of 4.2 percent for cash benefits and 1.2 percent for hospital insur-
ance. The payroll t'ix is cut for the cash benefit programs because of a surplus in
the trust fund and in order to increase the hospital insurance rate without sub-
stantially increasing the combined rate for cash and hospital insurance.

Though there is some latitude in the timing and magnitude of imreases in the
contribution rate 'and wage base, the financing of the Social Security program
should not be based upon countercylical and related economic cowsi(lerationls. Once
we deviate from this principle, it is Inevitable that considerations other than the
legitimate needs of social security beneficiaries will be major factors in determin-
ing if and when changes in the law will be made. The needs of beneficiaries and
the actuarial soundness of the system should be the criteria and they should not
bo-subject to the fluctuations of economic policy. The Congress has a myriad
number of ways of influencing the economy in a desired direction al(1 thcre is no
overriding need to use the socialsecurity contribution rate for that purpose.

The large bulk of the funds for financing H.R. 1 in 1972 comes from raising the
wage base to $10,200. But postponing increases in the wage base scheduled in
Hl.R. 1 or under present law will have no Immediate impact in stimulating the
economy. The social security tax is applied to the total salary at the beginning
of the year and deductions for an individual cease when the wage bn.e is reached.
Thus, regardless of whether increases in the wage base are postponed, no signifi-
cant economic impact can result until tie fourth quarter of next year-niuch too
late for achieving the immediate economic results required.

A more effective way to Immedi itely sinu1l:f tlc c C onom;y amd "mt n ,",y [" ;-,
the hands of people who will spend it wmuld be to begin paying imlreased ibenetits
in January 1972 instead of for June 1972 as now scheduled in H.R. 1. This would
put nearly -an additional $200 million a month into immediate stimulation of tile
economy or more than one billion dollars in the first half of the year. Raising the
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benefit increase from the inadequnae 5 percent to a higher amount would, of
course, provide even greater stimulation. We believe this would be the preferable
approach because it achieves both 'anlimportant social goal and provides a more
effective, immediate impact on the economy.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Charles Stewart, presi-
dent of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute.

STATEMENT OF MR. CHARLES STEWART, PRESIDENT, MACHINERY
AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE, ACCOMPANIED BY MR. WIL-
LIAM HEALEY, STAFF COUNSEL

Mr. STEWART. Mr. Chairman, members of this distinguished com-
mittee, by name is Charles Stewart. I am the president of the Machin-
ery and Allied Products Institute and chairman of its affiliate organi-
zation, the Council for Technological Advancement. We represent the
capital goods and allied equipment industries of the United States.
I am accompanied by Mr. William Healey, staff counsel of the institute.

I think I would be remiss in a broader sense if I did not pay my
respects this morning to the passing of Dean Acheson, whose wisdom,
judgment, and contributions to public policy have been extraordinary
over the years. I think lhe might have been helpful as to the important
issues that are before you today.

I would like to commend the rules of this committee in terms of for-
bidding reading of statements. I have often wondered why Congress
let this happen for so many years. I congratulate the chairman-and
the committee on insisting on this rule even though we have to live
with a 10-minute limit.

I would like to ask that our principal statement be accepted for the
record in its entirety.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be done in all cases.
Mr. STEWART. Secondly, anticipating the testimony you have just

heard, we have prepared a. document entitled: "Cost. Price, and Prof-
itability Trends in the Manufacturing and Capital Goods Industlies,
1948-70."

I shall read a brief summary of that document shortly and I ask that
you consider it as a. supplement to the statement or, at the minimum,
for staff use.

The ChAIRMANT. I believe we can print all of this in the record and I
think in view of your interest in this matter it is justified.

So I will ask that that be done.
Mr. STEWART. Thank you, sir.
I would like to make brief comment on the reference to Chairman

Long's statement covered by a. press release of the committee on Oc-
tober 7, with regard to his concern that restoration of the investment
tax credit might "drive up" interest rates. I recognize the issue as an
important one, but in all candor it is our judgment that the contrary
would be true.

The adoption of the class life system of depreciation and reenact-
ment of the investment tax credit would enhance corporate cash flow
significantly and improve the return on investment so that business
would not be forced to go to the money market to any substantial
extent.
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Moreover, the favorable effect of new capital investment on pro-
ductivity should restrain inflation and its elements including interest
rates.

In other words, I share, at least to some degree, the chairman's
concern about the level of interest rates but we feel, and believe that
experience bears us out, that increasing the internal funds of corpora-
tions which are made up of depreciation accruals, retained earnings
and any special incentives such as the investment tax credit, will but-
tress the ability of a company to finaiice capital investments without
placing a largeburden on the money markets and thereby contribute to
holding down interest rates.

Next I should like to allude to the almost inevitable attitude of the
labor movement toward liberalization of depreciation, reinstatement
of the investment tax credit or other measures designed to strengthen
American industry, its ability to compete domestically and interna-
tionally, its ability to increase productivity and thereby dampen in-
flationaiy trends, and its ability to employ men and women and afford
wage increases of the dimensions we have been experiencing over the
last sveral years.

Contrary to the dogma which you have just listened to from the
AFL-CIO representatives labor cannot have it both ways. If its
bargaining strength and government policy enable it to force wage
rates up to a veiv high level and on a. continuing trend, labor must
become more modern and objective in thinking about what enables
business to carry such a load.

As to how we can improve the ability of our economy to offset wage
push inflation, I am baffled by the economics of the labor movement
on this subject.

I can only attribute their conclusion to what might be called
visceral antagonism toward any government action or any action by
industry itself which appears to benefit industry.

I think also that, as the Secretary of the Treasury indicated in his
testimony, we have been hampered by a contest which pits individuals
against business in terms of developing corporate tax policy.At this point I would like to read a summary of the new economic
study of MAPI to which I referred earlier:

The history of profits and prices in manufacturing during 1948-70 shows that
accelerated price inflation has normally been associated with declining profits.
This has tended to be true for the capital good Industries as well. This phe-
nomenon reflects the unsuccessful efforts of manufacturers to pass on to their
customers in the form of increased prices rapidly rising unit labor costs during
periods when wages and salaries are rising at an accelerated rate and produc-
tivity performance is poor.

As a result of poor productivity and-a rapid rise in hourly compensation since
1965, both all manufacturing and the capital goods sector have experienced
the mo.t xtended profit squeeze in the post-World War II period despite an
accelerated rise in prices.

Clearly the cost impact of increased employee earnings during this period has
substantially outweighed any benefits which would otherwise have accrued in
the form of expanded demand. This is reflected in the employee compensation
share of value added by manufacturing which has risen to its highest level in
the entire 1948-70 period.

It seems cledr in view of these developments that measures are needed to
correct the present imbalance in value-added shares. In that regard, steps to
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restore the profitability and cash flow of manufacturing to more reasonable
levels can go far toward reversing recent adverse trends In prices and
employment.

I turn now to a point not directly discussed in our written presen-
tation but one which has a substantial bearing on why this country is
in trouble at the present time with respect to its industrial plant and
its ability to compete internationally.

As you are aware, we have lost our surplus position in trade balance
in the current period and our balance-of-payments situation is in tragic
condition.

This country has been moving in the last several years steadily
toward a service-oriented economy. That is not desirable for manage-
ment or labor in a large sense. Obviously, particularly in a society
which has a very high standard of living, the demands for services
must be met. They should not be met, however, in a. manner which
preempts or circumscribes either the interest or policy of the govern-
ment toward our base of manufacturing of goods in the United States.

In meeting this trend, I don't believe that we are going to see
a drastic change politically with respect to control on excessive wage
increases except under such a temporary program as the freeze now
in effect.

I say that realistically. In addition I do not believe that the answer
to this matter lies in building a tariff wall around the United States
or engaging in other long-term restrictionist measures.

I think what we have to do in this country is to build the most mod-
ern the most viable, and the most competitive industrial base that the
United States can possibly put together. The tax proposals before this
committee are important steps in the right direction.

The prior witness oversimplified the matter by saying our problem
is that we are operating at a low level of capacity, and argued that we
don't need tax relief for corporations. Senator Fannin very properly
asked what are we going to do about the problem of operating at a low
level of capacity?

The answer is that you have to improve capital investment and you
have to.improve productivity; you have got to give business a better
competitive position with our trading partners. Then the orders will
flow, but you just can't answer the problem by saying that we have
a low rate of capacity utilization.

As a matter of fact, that point has been overworked as we indicate
in our statement, because we really don't know how to measure capac-
ity utilization in a meaningful way.

We need to remember another thing. The United States confront-
ing a catchup by competitor nations in the research and development
and technology fields. That is one of the reasons we look forward with
interest to the recommendations of the President in this area which
he has promised to send to the Congress.

I am not going ,to read the summary of our statement. It is before
you. We favor an investment credit reinstatement of at least 7
percent, preferably higher. We believe that the dates for eligibility
that are in the present bill, particularly with regard to the cut-in,
have been improved by the Ways and Means Committee. We oppose a
two-step credit. We urge continuation of the ADR depreciation system.
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We support the original proposal of DISC, as submitted by Treas-
ury, with certain modifications, as distinguished from the watered down
version in the House-passed bill.

I have already, reerred to R. & D. We commend this committee's
sense of timing in respect to prompt enactment of this legislation. We
have reason to believe that there is an additional cloud hanging over the
order boards of companies in the United States now in the form of the
question" What is the final version of this bill going to be? And I think
the chairman is to be commended for pushing this legislation.

I don't believe that in the short period of time that' has been as-
signed me I can add very much except to restate a point for emphinhsis.

American industry in the manufacturing sector has a very serious
problemm at the present time. re ,are not going to solve it by the rec-

ominendations that were offered to you by the Plrior witness.
It is absolutely mandatory that we beef up our plant and equipment

in the United States so that we can improve our productivity, so that
we can put more men to work and so that we can compete with our
friends abroad.

The answer does not lie in trade restrictionist measures in the long
run even though it may be felt that those restrictive measures can be
tolerated for a short period of time.'

With respect to the relationship between benefits to industry versus
the individual taxpayer. I think the figures offered by the Secretary
of the Treasury are dramatic when he said that over the most recent
5-year period, tax payments by individuals (mainly in the low- and
mddle-income brackets) will have been reduced by $36.4 billion while
tax payments of corporations in the same period will have actually in-
creased by $3.2 billion.

whether r those figures are precise or not the general thrust of them
is certainly accurate.

In my judgment, representing a sector of American industry which
at. least a number of major product lines is not only in a recession
but in a depression, the basic content of this legislation is absolutely
essential. It is naive to suggest that all we have to do is raise the level of
utilization of capacity in American industry and that will solve the
problem. The question is "How?"

I must confess that the prior witness also said that we need to put
more money in the pockets of the consumer. We are finding some funny
things about our traditional economic theories. Chairman Arthur
Burns said the other day that some of the theories we used to follow
are not working. For example, consumers, for a fairly long period of
time, have not been spending additional amounts of moneys that are
placed in their pockets except for the very disadvantaged people or
i)eople in old age brackets who have to spend every nickel they can get.
The balance of the consumer public is nervous, i's unhappy,.is weary,
and they are not i)uittinic their money on the line; they are not, nutting
"heir money on the line because we have not solved our economic prol)-
lems.

To repeat, I think that the reinstatement of the investment tax
credit is absolutely crucial and it ought to be at a level of at least 7
percent, preferably higher. We oppose definitely the notion of two
steps. It is going to create more problems than it solves. It is going
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to complicate the situation and create an air pocket after whatever
zoom we get from this two-step approach.

With deference to our time schedule, I will leave my oral comments
at that point.

Tile Cl, I r.Ax. Thank you very much, Mr. Stewart, you made a
very fine statement. As you can see we are trying to move along.

senator F\xININ. Mr. Stewart. your statement generally supports
the administration position. However, I would like to get the reaction
of your Institute to the section of the Job Development Cre lit which
-provides a buy America clause tied to the duration of 10 percent
surcharge? 

"

Mr. STEWVA\RT. Our organization as an organization does not have
a. formal position on that subject and related matters such is quotas
largely because we are constituted in a manner that. we have uider-
lying associations representing various product lines which have their
own views about their product lines.

We do not have an institutional position. My response to you as
'an individual, and I like to think a stuclent of the subject
for a period of time, is that I do not believe that trade restrictionist
measures will solve the M.S. trade l)roblem for the long run. I think
that as a part of a package which the President presented, industry
and Goverinent can live with that type of policy for at least a
period of time and I have one very definitely affirmative reaction to
it despite my reservations in terms of the long pull. My affirmative
reaction is that it is about time the United States began to act in the
light of its self-interests and in the light of its economic power,
even though that may be diminished as I have indicated, in terms of
international negotiations.

We threw away a real chance in the Kennedy Round to deal with
nontariff barriers; we lost our leverage at that point. And Secretary
Connally, I think. said it more bluntly than I can say it.. He said il
effect we want the world to know that the United States cannot
carry all of the burdens that we have been carrying in trade policy,
military commitments, and so forth.

He said we shocked some of our friends abroad and perhaps now
we are in better position to negotiate in order to arrive at a policy
which will make sense for the long run in the United States,
including the issue that you mentioned.

Senator FA-NNI. Don't you agree that we cannot continue work
under GATT if these inequities are carried forward?

Here we are with a very unrealistic position and then we have
the nontariff barriers added on to that with the value added taxes
and all of these others, barriers to our trade, but incentives to their
trade.

Then GATT is just out of the question, if we are going to correct
those inequities tinder this present arrangement where the voting
power is so much against us.

Mr. STEWAr. Well, I am not that pessimistic about working under
GATT. One of the things we have to learn, beyond what I have said,
is that our trading friends and partners work under GATT in a
different way than we do. I
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They take liberties with GATT. Sometimes they io jt Yih ap-
proval, sometimes they do it within a narrow technicality such as
the value added tax and how it affects trade, which they argue is
valid under GATT and yet it is a debatable question if you look at
the spirit of GA'T.

So that I am not suggesting we throw in the towel on GATT I am
suggesting that the United States should act like a grown up man
in terms of its relations and its negotiations with our foreign partners
and that we do something about these barriers.

You know some of these barriers are not even out on the table.
Try to sell a turbine to England. There is not any rule or any regu-
lation that says to an English concern you shall not buy from the
United States in the turbine field. I haven't seen one sold to Eng-
land for a long time, which is another example of the fact that we
are-I don't want to use the word too often-naive in terms of how
we handle ourselves in international negotiations on commerce.
One of the things that most pleased me about the total economic
program that was offered by the President was the fact that we
were assuming a different posture in this regard.

So I don't give up on GATT, I think GATT undoubtedly has
been a vehicle for bringing about some international agreements that
make sense. It has also been a vehicle for misuse, and a vehicle that
the United States has not very imaginatively worked under.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Stewart.
Mr. STEWART. Thank you.. It is always a privilege to appear before

this committee.
(Mr Stewart's prepared statement with attachments follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHABLES W. STEWART, PRESIDENT, MAOHINERY AND ALLIED
PRODUTSr INSTITUTE

SUMMARY

1. Increased capital investment Is required In the United States to foster nieces-
sary economic growth, to increase real personal income, and to assist in over-
coming our adverse International balance of payments.

2. Capital expenditures are showing no real growth even as America's productive
plant becomes increasingly obsolescent by comparison with those of international
competitors.

3. To accomplish badly needed growth in capital Investment, it is necessary
both to provide an incentive for such investment and to augment the supply of
capital funds.

4. To achieve these goals, we recommend adoption as a permanent part of the
Internal Revenue Code of a Job Development Tax Credit at a level, unchanging
rate of at least 7 percent, preferably higher, applicable to eligible property ac-
quired after August 15, 1971, or ordered after March 31, 1971 (comparable effec-
tive date should apply in the case of constructed property). If Congress feels, as
the Administration apparently does, that a 10 percent credit is necessary at this
time, we certainly would accept and endorse that judgment provided it does not
involve a subsequent reduction to 7 percent as recommended by the Secretary.
Achievement of these goals ailso requires retention of thq As.et Depreciation Range
(ADR) System of tax depreciation, including the 20 percent reduction in equip-
ment class lives and abolition of the reserve ratio test. We note that the House-
passed bill, H.R. 10947, accomplishes legislative adoption of ADR under a "Class
Life Depreciation System."

5. We support the proposal to encourage U.S. exports by authorizing exporters
to establish Domestic International Sales Corporations, but tax deferral should be
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available on all of a DISC's export income and not merely on so much of that in-
come as exceeds 75 percent of a 1968-1970 base-period level.

6. We endorse the President's plan to propose new tax Incentives for the pur-
pose of stimulating industrial research and development and trust that the Con-
gress will be sympathetic to this policy and fts implementation.

7. Although we do not treat these matters In detail in our statment, we do wish
to register our support for the provisions for individual tax reductions and repeal
of the excise tax on automobiles and small trucks as contained In H.R. 10947 as
passed by the House. In addition to the stimulative effect of such measures on
the economy at this time, we believe that both individual and corporate tax rates
are too high.

8. We commend the Administration's sense of timing In respect to prompt en-
actment which Is joined in by House views as reflected In its timetable and In
Senator Long's schedule announcement. It is absolutely essential to move and
enact this legislation promptly or the cloud of uncertainty will make a weak order
picture even worse.

STATEMENT

The "Machinery and Allied Products Institute, the national organization of
capital goods and allied product manufacturers, appreciates this opportunity to
present its views on H.R. 10947, the proposed Revenue Act of 1971, which relates
to the President's tax proposals of August 15, 1971, as a part of his New Economic
Program. Much of the Institute's economic research over the years has been de-
voted to problems of capital investment to which one element of the President's
tax program included in this bill-the Job Development Tax Credit-is directly
related. Accordingly, our principal concern Is with that subject. We appear in sup-
port of the Job Development Tax Credit not only in behalf of capital goods pro-
ducers but In recognition of the interests of all vsers of machinery and equipment,
including In addition to the manufacturing industries, the farmer, retail nier-
chant. etc.. who would benefit from its adoption.

Enactment of the proposed Job Development Tax Credit, of course, would con-
tinue the investment tax credit which was adopted in 1962, suspended in 1966,
reinstated in 1967, and repealed in 1969. We believe that repeal of the investment
credit was an error and Its history, including the current proposal for reinstate-
ment. argues for permanency and against the on-and-off approach. Before examin-
ing the details of the bill now before this Committee, we think it would be useful
to consider briefly the economic circumstances which demand this type of incentive
for new capital Investment.

THE NEED FOR CAPITAL INVESTMENT

There are at least five major considerations of national policy which underlie
the need for increased capital Investment in the United States at this time.

1. Economic gronoth.-If our economy Is to grow at the desired rate&--?s it must
If we are to meet the many new demands (both quantitative and qualitative) being
made on it and to provide the necessary job opportutities-a prerequisite is an
expansion of our productive capability In the form of more and improved ma-
chinery, equipment, and plant. Within this framework we must achieve maximum
employment and maximum utilization of plant and equipment.

2. Increa8C in the real incomes of workers.-If we are to afford the demands for
Increases in the buying power of workers' wages and salaries-and certainly rea-
sonable demands should be met-we must Invest In the machinery, equipment, and
plant necessary to provide the required productivity of labor. Certainly by now
we should have learned the lesson that it is a high level of productivity which Is
the source of a high and rising standard of living and which is the key to our
efforts to control Inflation.

3. Balance-of-payments oonsideraton.-If we are to overcome our adverse
trade balance and our balance-of-payments deficits, we must become more coin-
petitive. The ability to compete Is in turn based on the two factors noted above:
adequate rates of economic growth and productivity growth. As noted, Indispens-
able to both of these is the proper base of plant and equipment."

4. Enlarged burden on corporate cash flow.-We are now at a stage when, as
discussed In more detail below, industry Is encountering a serious problem of capi-

Other elements of productivity growth such as worker education and training and
research and development already receive considerable federal support.
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tal SUpl)ly. This is aggravated by the cost to business of compliance with socio-
economic programs--the merits of which we do not question-including pollution
abatement, strict safety and health standards in manufacturing facilities, p)rod-
uct safety, equal employment opportunity programs, etc.

5. Relationship of capital investment and interest rates.-We note that Chair-
man Long in his opening statement in these hearings expressed concern that the
investment tax credit would "drive up" interest. rates. It is our judgment that the
contrary is true. The adoption of the class life system of depreciation and the
investment tax credit would enhance corporate cash flow significantly so that busi-
ness would not be forced to go to the money markets. Moreover, the favorable
effect of new capital investment on productivity should restrain inflation and its
elements, including interest rates.

One can only conclude that it is fundamental that the United States achieve
and maintain the most modern technology and industrial plant in the world. It
is only in this way that we can conserve the progress we have made, protect
our national security and our international competitive position, and ensure
the highest level of job opportunities with rising incomes and stable prices.

WHERE ARE WE NOW?

The level of capital expenditures.-While a number of indicators presage a
resumption of growth in aggregate economic activity in 1971, this is not true for
capital expenditures. The most recent expectations for business capital outlays
were those reported in the September Department of Commerce-Securities and
Exchange Commission survey ; namely, an increase for 1971 to 2.2 percent (from
$79.7 billion to $81.4 billion). In real terms this would mean no increase at all.
Further, even the gain in money terms is entirely attributable to the nonmau-
facturing sector of the economy. Manufacturing anticipates a decline in outlays
(5.8 percent), following only a small rise in 1970. Broken down still further and
looked at from the point of view of orders for individual industries producing
capital goods, new orders in 1970 for machine tools, to take one case, were off 47
percent compared with 1969. Nor does the current rate of orders (on an annual
basis) suggest that the industry will have a strong forward movement in'1971.
Certain other capital goods industries also have experienced a significant down-
turn. These include steel mill equipment, textile machinery, railroad equipment.
and aerospace, which affects not only end-product manufacturers but a broad
range and substantial number of capital equipment suppliers, large and small.

The "capacity" argument.-Despite the story told by these data, it is fre-
quently said that new equipment is not necessary since our manufacturing plant
is operating at rates significantly below capacity. It is interesting to note, how-
ever, that there is little or no agreement as to the definition of capacity. To take
one example, the often-cited McGraw-Hill annual survey of business' capital
expenditure plans asks its manufacturing respondents to give their own year-
end capacity-use rates, but leaves it to them to define capacity as they see fit'
A major stumbling block in measuring and defining capacity is that the limits
of capacity are primarily economic, rather than physical. In other words, cost
normally (i.e., in peacetime) is the controlling factor, and changing economic
conditions can, over a period of time, lead to changes in economic capacity with-
out a comparable change in physical facilities.

More importantly, a figure representing the percentage of capacity utilizeation
gives no indication of the quantity of equipment in use beyond the proper eco-
nomic life for the function or service performed (i.e., that proportion which is
obsolescent). Age is one indication of obsolescence. A recent McGraw-Hill survey,
"How Modern Is American Industry ?" showed that the percentage of productive
facilities 10 years ot age or younger had actually decreased (65 percent to 56
percent) over the past four years. When compared to other leading industrial
nations our "obsolescence gap" is not only showing, it is growing. There is also
a gap in terms of the percentage of GNP accounted for by capital investment.

Further it should be pointed out that since capacity utilization is very uneven
from one industry *to another, improved cash flow can be an important factor
despite an overall low average figure for capacity utilization. In this connection.
the investment tax credit can be useful in facilitating change from a war-oriented
to a peace-oriented economy.

1'This is not to imply that the survey results are not useful for observations of changes
in capacity levels.
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Finally, it Is not only interesting but highly significant that the capacity utili-
zation figure (FRB) for 1961, the yeaT the investment tax credit was first intro-
duced, was 79 percent. Certainly on the basis of these data there is no reason
to expect that the introduction of the Job Development Tax Credit would not
be sinuilarW successful in stimulating capital investment.

THE FINANCING OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT

Assuming the need for capital investment is evident, the obvious question Is,
"Where will the money come from?" Let us look first at internally generated
funds. (See table below.)

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES OF NONFIItANCIAL CORPORATIONS AS A PERCENTAGE OF THEIR
INTERNAL FUNDS

tIn billions of dollars)

Fixed investment Internal funds (1)+(2)

(1) (2)

1947 ................................................. 16.0 12.6 127.0
1948 ------------------------------------------------ 18.2 18.7 97.3
1949 ------------------------------------------------ 17.0 19.1 89.0
1950 ..........................----------------------- 19.3 17.9 107.8
1951 ................................................. 21.4 19.9 107.5
1952 ------------------------------------------------ 22.2 21.2 104.7
1953 ------------------------------------------------ 23.8 21.1 112.8
1954 ------------------------------------------------ 23.6 23.3 101.3
1955 ------------------------------------------------ 26.6 29.2 91.1
1956 ------------------------------------------------ 31.0 28.9 107.3
1957 ------------------------------------------------ 34.1 30.6 111.4
1958 ------------------------------------------- ----- 29.8 29.5 10i. 0
1959 ------------------------------------------------ 32.8 35.0 93.7
1960-... . . ..------------------------------------------- 36.0 34.4 104.6
1961 ------------------------------------------------ 35.1 35.6 98.6
1952 ------------------------------------------------ 39.3 41.8 94.0
1963 ------------------------------------------------ 41.2 43.9 93.8
1964 ------------------------------------------------ 46.2 50.5 91.5
1965 ------------------------------------------------ 54.9 56.6 97.0
1966 ------------------------------------------------ 62.7 61.2 102.4
1967 ------------------------------------------------ 64.7 61.5 105.2
1968 ------------------------------------------------ 69.7 61.7 113.0
1969 ------------------------------------------------ 78.4 59.5 131.8
1970 ------------------------------------------------ 81.6 61.5 132.7
1971 (1st half) I---------------------------------------83.4 67.6 123.4

I Seasonally adjusted annual rate.

Note: From the Flow of Funds Accounts of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

These data are most revealing. The surge in capitAl expenditures which began
in 1965 was accompanied for that year, and for 1966 as well, by such a rapid
increase in internal funds that the ratio of the expenditures to those funds rose
only moderately. The rise was moderate also for 1967 and 1968, although for
different reasons: a slowdown in the growth of expenditures in the face of a
sidewise movement of internal funds. Only in 1969 did the ratio soar beyond the
previous range of variation, here because of soaring expenditures and a decline
in internal funds. In 1969 it spurted to 131.8 percent. In 1970 It advanced still
further to 132.7 percent. The ratio for the first half of 1971 was still well above
the pre-1969 high.

It is clear that if corporate capital investment is to be higher relative to
corporate output than in the pre-1965 period, internal corporate funds will also
have to be relatively larger, since, for a number of reasons, a greater degree of
dependence on outside capital-even if available at reasonable rates-is not
likely to occur.'

Two further points deserve emphasis in considering the necessity of enlarging
internal corporate funds. This means in addition to increased depreciation-
now accomplished in part by the newly established Asset Depreciation Range

I For a fuller discussion of this subject, see New .Norrn8 for BusfnessC apital Investmentf,
George Terborgh, MAPI, May 1970.
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System-increased corporate profits. According to Secretary Connally In testimony
before the Ways end Means Committee, 'Measured as a percentage of Oros
National Product, profits today are lower than at any time since 1038.

"During the past five years, while total wages and salaries have increased 37
percent, from $394 billion to $541 billion-a jump of $147 billion, corporate profits
have decreased over 10 percent, from $84 billion to $75 billion-a drop of $9
billion."

The Job Development Tax Credit can help greatly to accomplish the very
necessary reversal of this alarming trend. The proposed tax credit Is also a
realistic step toward compensating for the effects of the anti-capital bias of the
Tax Reform Act of 1969. We cite the testimony of Secretary Connally before
this Committee. He made thppoint that to be complete, the record must Include
the impact of the Tax Reform Act of 1909, plus the Administration's change In
depreciation regulations and the tax proposals of the New Economnic Policy. It
the impact of these measures is spread over the five ypars, 1069 through 1973.
the result is startling:

Federal income tax paymieat of individuals (mainly in the loe- aid middle-
income brackets) will have been dt duccd by $36.4 billion. Tax paymrnte of ear-
porations in the same period oill have actually increased by $3.2 billion.

Finally, before leaving this subject, we should take cognizance (if a widely
expressed point of view that the major thrust of any stimulative program should
come by means of expanding individual incomes to generate increased demand
for products and in turn stimulate production, expand employment, and Increase
prosperity. At t'he same time, to promote employment by Imnprovintg cash flow nd
thereby encouraging the expansion of corporate operations In general, and invest-
ment in particular, has been deprecatingly referred to as the "trickle down"
theory.

We would like to respond to this point by referring to a recently completed
review by the Institute of trends In cost, price, and profitability in the manu-
facturing sector over most of the post-World War II period.' A review of the
data shows, among other things, that the accelerated rise In manufacturing prm.-s
during 1965-70 was accompanied by the most extended rofit s tieez II tlw
post-World War II period.

The same reason for this phenomenon is not hard to find. Poor productivity
Performance during this period was accompanied by an accelerated expansion
in the hourly compensation of employees, and the accelerated rise in prIcts was
not sufficient to offset the resulting increase in unit labor cost.

The rapid rise in wages and salaries since 1965, together with th sharp e-
cline in profit rates, demonstrates that the cost impact of Increased earnings Ims
substantially outweighed any benefits which would otherwise have acertied in
the form of expanded demand. As a consequence, the employee compensAtion
share of total value added by the manufacturing sectorI rose to its highest level
in the entire period under review (71.7 percent In 1970) and the ronilts can bot
seen in the adverse movement of profits, prices, and employment. Clearly. mneas-
ures are needed to correct the present imbalance in value-added shares.' In that
regard, steps to restore the profitability and cosh flow of manufacturers to more
reasonable levels can go far toward reversing these adverse trends.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE JOB DEVELOPMENT TAX CREIT

We strongly endorse the Job Development Tax Credit, but at a flut rate rather
than the two-stage credit. The Institute's recommendation stands unthntagi
from that presented in our testimony before the Ways and Means Commilttee. :

Congress should adopt as a permanent part of the Internal Revenute COde a
Job Development Tax Credit at a level, unchanging rate of tioS lesn than 7 prr.
cent and preferably higher. The ADR depreciation system should be retainel as
a necessary and vital companion program.

We welcome the decision of the House of Representatives to adopt by law the
essential parts of ADR and to introduce the concept of a Clamns Life Depreciation
System. (See a later section of this statement.)

I "Cost, Price, and Profitability in the Manufacturing and Capital Oood. Industry",
1948-70." The study, based upon unpublished data of the U.S. Department of Commerce.Is currently In draft form and Is available to the Committee.

' Value added can be equated with the cost of production and Include employee compen.
sation, net Interest, depreciation, profits, and taxes.

' Passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 contributed to the imbalsnc. by trpealing the
investment tax credit while providing substantial tax relief for Individuals.
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Our reasons for favoring the flat-rate approach go to the basic philosophy of
the Investment tax credit and what in our view it should be expected to ac-
complish. In the first place, it seems fairly clear that the two-tier credit proposed
by President Nixon would create some very difficult problems on the "downside,"
that. is, with respect to orders for credit-eligible equipment when the rate of the
credit was scheduled to drop from 10 percent to 5 percent (or 7 percent under the
Administration's revised recommendation) for acquisitions after August 15,
1972.1 It will be recalled that the Administration had proposed that the reduction
take place with respect to acquisitions (and construction) after that date, except
that the full 10 percent credit should be extended to acquisitions (and construc-
tion) before February 10, 1973, if pursuant to a binding contract executed before
August 10, 1972. This six-month extension would cover with the full 10 percent
credit only those items with a lead time of 18 months (August 10, 1971 to Febru-
ary 15, 1973) or less; equipment with a longer lead time would be eligible for
only the reduced 5 percent (or 7 percent) credit. It is our conclusion, after some
study of the situation in terms of the capital goods and allied equipment manu-
facturers whom we represent, that virtually any reasonable extension of the
February 15, 1973 cutoff with respect to the 10 percent credit would still prove
inadequate because certain long lead time items would not be covered. And, more
importantly, there would almost certainly be a "vacuum" in orders for the period
immediately following the reduction in the credit as a direct consequence of the
bunching of orders and/or acquisitions just before the reduction took place.
Finally, the concept of a two-tier credit is in our judgment inconsistent with what
we think is the strong desirability of ensuring that the credit be made permanent
in nature and that industry and the general public be able to rely on this assump-
tion. In our view the experience with the 1966 suspension and the 1969 repeal- of
the credit has been dismal indeed. If it is undesirable as a matter of policy to
turn the credit on an off as economic conditions change-and we think it is-
it is in our view equally undesirable to vary the rate of the credit and for the
same reasons.

As this Committee knows, the Ways and Means Committee reached the same
conclusion on almost identical grounds (see pp. 6-7 of House Committee Report
No. 92-533).

EFFECTIVE-DATE PROVISIONS

The Administration supported the concept of providing the credit for eligible
property acquired after August 15, 1971 and also with respect to property con-
structed after that date. The Ways and Means Committee extended credit eligi-
bility to cover cases where property was ordered (or construction began) after
March 31, 1971, and acquired (or construction completed) before August 16, 1971.
This action was taken to reflect public commitments made by Secretary Connally
and ranking members of this Committee and the Ways and Means Committee
last spring that, although the Administration did not then support restoration
of the credit, if any credit were ultimately to be enacted it would cover com-
mitments made on or after April 1, 1971. For reasons of equity alone, we urged
the Ways and Means Committee to make this revision; we think that its action
in this regard was highly desirable and we continue to support it.

INVESTMENT CREDIT CARRYOVERS

The credit included in the House bill would apply, as it did under the old in-
vestment credit, with respect to only up to $25,000 in complete tax liability. Be-
yond that amount, it would apply only to 50 percent of tax liability. In addition,
the former three-year carryback and seven-year carryforward of credits-which
are used because of the 50 percent limitation-would be continued and the
carryforward would be extended to ten years in the case of pre-1971 credits.

Under these provisions, problems would be created for many taxpayers because
of what would be the normal order of priority in applying the credits--that is,
the taxpayer would apply against his tax liability credits for current-year ac-
quisitions and then, to the extent that credits could still be applied against the
50 percent limitation, the unused credits beginning with the third preceding year.
The difficulty Is that, under this approach, the requirement to start with the cur-
rent year's credit might well mean that some of the credits resulting from prior

'For purposes of this'discussion, it does nec make any significant difference whether
the reduction amounts to 3 percent or 5 percent. In either case, the effect will be the
same.

M8-8890--T-pt. 1- 18
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years' acquisitions would be lost because of the carryover time limitations. As a
consequence, taxpayers might be motivated to decrease rather than increase cur-
rent-year acquisitions of credit-eligible property in order to fully utilize their
old investment credits. In order to prevent this from happening, the House bill
provides that the taxpayer may use pre-1971 credits before applying the current
year's credits against the 50 percent limitation. Ideally, as we suggested to the
Ways and Means Committee, it might be better simply to remove the three-year
and seven-year limitations and provide that carryovers be available without any
such limitations. However, if it Is decided that some type of specific time limita-
tion on carryovers must be retained, the technique of changing the order of
priority to use old credits before current credits would appear to be responsive
to the problem.

BASIS ADJUSTMENT PROPOSAL

The Ways and Means Committee has instructed the Treasury Department and
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation staffs to study the possibility of
developing a "basis adjustment" mechanism to the investment credit for con-
sideration by the Committee and the Congress within the next two years. It will
be recalled that under an amendment offered by the distinguished Chairman of
the Finance Committee a basis adjustment-that is, a reduction in the bass of
the property, for the purpose of subsequent depreciation, to reflect the investment
credit-was added to the original investment credit as enacted in 1962. This re-
quirement caused great complexities in the mechanics of using the credit. It also
decreased the value of the credit and caused considerable difficulty in connection
with the proper accounting treatment for the credit. On the basis of this experi-
ence we oppose any contemplated new imposition of a basis adjustment require-
ment. However, we are aware of the colloquy during the House hearings involv-
ing Congressman Byrnes, Secretary Connally and Deputy Assistant Secretary
Nolan, and of the fact that such as basis adjustment requirement has been re-
lated to other possible structural reforms of the investment credit. These include
possible liberalization of useful life limitations, the limitation on tax liability,
and the recapture rules.' What is contemplated, as we understand it, Is that if
such modifications appear feasible they might be adopted in order to improve
the mechanics of the investment credit and with the end objective of making it
plain that the investment credit is to bie a permanent part of the Internal Revenue
Code. While, as noted, we are opposed to a basis adjustment per se, we strongly
favor making it clear that the investment credit is to be a permanent part of the
Code and we support any proposals which may, taken as a whole, improve the
mechanics and administration of the investment credit.

CLASS LIFE DEPRECIATION SYSTEM

The House bill includes what it terms a Class Life Depreciation System which,
in effect, incorporates most of the so-called Asset Depreciation Range (ADR)
System announced by President Nixon last January and adopted in Treasury
regulations published in June. The only change, as we understand it, that would
be made is that the modified half-year convention (referred to in the House bill as
the three-quarter year convention) permitted under the regulations would be dis-
approved and the taxpayer would be limited to depreciation not in excess of that
provided under the standard half-year convention. This would mean that his
depreciation would be limited to an amount which would result from assuming
that all assets in an account during that year were actually -placed in service on
July 1.

We assume that the adoption of the new system, and the statement by the
Ways and Means Committee that it contemplates "these elements of the ADR
system [including the repeal of the arserve ratio test] will be incorporated by the
Treasury into the class life system" indicates the Oommittee's disapproval of the
reserve ratio test as a valid measure of the depreciation to which an individual
taxpayer should be entitled. We strongly support what we construe to be this
indication of legislative disapproval of the test and we recommend that the

I Tam' Proposals Oontained in the Preaident's New Economic Policy, Hearings Before the
House Ways and ?Ieans Committee, 92nd Congress, 1st Session, Part 1 of 4 Parts, pp.
107-108.
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Finance Committee concur. Frankly, we think it might be desirable to express this
disapproval in even more explicit language so that there could not possibly be
any misunderstanding as to what is intended.

In addition, we generally support the concept of providing what amounts to
legislative approval for the ADR system (even though it would be retitled the
Class Life Depreciation System), including the critically important 20 percent
asset depreciation xange which would allow a 20 percent reduction in the previ-
ously established guideline lives and which is, in our judgment, a complementary
and necessary adjunct to the restored investment credit. With respect to the
classification system, however, we suggest that it be made clear that the Treasury
is to have the authority to make appropriate modifications in classes when desir-
able. We think, for example, that it may be desirable not only to make adjustments
from time to time as to lives in existing classes, but that new classes might be
added where appropriate. Indeed, we believe that there is a definite need for some

* new classes at the present time. For example, we think that it would be desirable
to provide separate classes (which do not currently exist in the ADR regulations)
for subsidiary assets and for leased equipment Including automatic data process-
ing equipment. Copies of recent correspondence with the Treasury Department
relating to these problems are enclosed.

Another matter of significance is to assure taxpayers that they may depreciate
pre-1971 accounts (which are not included in the ADR System under the regula-
tions) with "guideline" class lives.

____ We submit -also that it would be desirable to try to ensure that the record-keep-
ing requirements which are very detailed under the ADR regulations are held to
the minimum necessary to proper administration of-the Class Life Depreciation
System and that legislative history reflect this point.

Finally, we urge that this Committee give careful consideration to the restora-
tion of the so-called three-quarter convention if it appears possible in the light of
revenue considerations and other factors involved in this legislation.

THE PROPOSED DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION (DISC)

We endorse the Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) proposal
which is included among the tax measures recommended by the Administration.
This proposal recognizes and responds to the difficult and deteriorating trade posi-
tion of American business, a position which has resulted in significant part from
the special encouragement provided for exports by many foreign governments.

We note that the form of the proposal as included in H.R. 10947 is substantially
identical with that proposed by the Administration with the very important excep-
tion that the tax deferral extended to DISC income would cover that income only
to the extent that the DISC's (and related companies') export gross receipts for
the current year exceed 75 percent of their -average gross receipts for the base
period, 1968-1970.

We understand the motivation for trying to narrow the DISC proposal by
adoption of the "75 percent" bench mark which obviously would make a significant
reduction in its revenue cost and largely limit the benefits to increased exports.
On the other hand, the introduction of this type of bench mark test would add
considerably to the complexity of what has already been a highly complicated tax
proposal. Moreover-and of greater importance-we think that it would be grossly
unfair to those companies which, over the yeaTs, have succeeded in building up
their level of exports. For such companies, the bench mark would be quite high.
thus minimizing their opportunities for tax deferral. The company, on the other
hand, that has done relatively little in promoting its exports would receive the
maximum benefit because its bench mark, based on its export levels during the
base period 1968-1970, would be low. Thus there would be little or no reward, In
terms of the tax benefits, to those companies who have worked hard on the export
problem ovei" the years. It seems to us that for reasons of equity the base-period
incremental approach included in the House bill should be rejected. This approach,
it seems to us, also ignores the realities of the present international economic
situation. What is needed by many companies In light of present foreign com-
petition for export markets is a tax incentive not merely to increase exports but
also to enable them to sustain existing levels. We urge that this test be deleted
and that deferral be provided on all such undistributed DISC export Income. In
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this connection, in these hearings we find Secretary Connally'8 discussion of DISC
and the "incremental limitation" highly persuasive.

In addition to this basic recommendation, we have the following supplemental
suggestions:

1. DISC, like the Job Development Tax Credit, should be considered a perma-
nent part of the Internal Revenue Code.

2. The proposed limitation formulas on the amount of profit which can be
attributed to the DISC-the higher of four percent of sales or 50 percent of the
combined taxable income from manufacture in the United States and export sales
by the DISC--should be liberalized.

3. The 95 percent requirements with respect to gross receipts from export sales
activities and export assets are too high and should be lowered.

14. The sale of export services should qualify without reference to any limita-
tion that such services must be "related and subsidiary" to the selling or leasing
of export property by the DISC.

5. There should be an expedited rulings procedure under which questions con-
cerning the use of the DISC concept might be resolved quickly.

6. There should be liberlization of the rules concerning DISC investments in a
foreign manufacturing subsidiary.

7. The provisions on relationships between DISC loans and export sales should
be modified.

The detail and rationale for our recommendations concerning the specific
aspects of the DISC proposal, noted in summary form above, can be found in our
statement on this subject presented to the Committee on October 12,1970.

Finally, we hope that adoption of the DISC proposal will not foreclose future
consideration by the Committee of the need for fundamental reform in the area
of U.S. taxation of foreign source income.

THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

In annoucing his New Economic Program, President Nixon directed the Secre-
taTy of the Treasury to recommend to Congress In January new tax proposals for
stimulating research and development of new industries and new technologies to
help provide additional jobs. The theme was repeated in the President's address
to -a joint session of Congress on September 9 when lie said, "In the next 8e88ion
of Congress, I shall present new proposals... [for] tax reform to create jobs, and
new approaches toward ensuring the maximum enlistment of America's tech-
nology in meeting the challenge of peace."

Although concrete tax proposals designed to encourage research and develop-
ment are not yet before the Committee, we desire to register our support for the
concept of providing -appropriate tax incentives'for industrial research and devel-
opment. It is hard to conceive of anything more likely to create Jobs, to
improve the state of our domestic economy, and to restore our international com-
petitive position than legislation designed, in the President's words, "... to ensure
that America's enormous wealth of scientific and technological talent is used to
the fullest."

Other' provi8ions in H.R. 10947.-Understandably, this statement concentrates
on those provisions of the pending legislation to which the Institute has given
extensive study currently and over the years. We do wish, however, to register
our support for the provisions for individual tax reductions and repeal of the
excise tax on automobiles and smull trucks -as contained in H.R. 10947 as passed
by the House. In addition to the stimulative effect of such measures on the
economy at this time, we believe that both individual and corporate tax rates are
too high.

In closing we desire to reemphasize the need for prompt legislative action if
the President's legislative proposals are to achieve their goals. On this point, we
are -reassured by Chairman Long's schedule commitment in the Committee's press
release of October 7. If the proposed Job Development Tax Credit is not enacted
promptly, the proposal could tend to become counter-productive if taxpayers feel
that their reasonable- expectations concerning new tax incentives in connection
with the President's New Economic Program have not been fulfilled. Specifically
with regard to capital goods producers and users, there is already some evidence
that corporate buyers are "holding back" pending final enactment of H.R. 10947.
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MACHINERY AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE,
Washington, D.C., July 80, 1971.

Mr. JERRY L. OPPENHEIMER,
A8sooiate Tax Legi8lative Coun8el, Offioe of the Assistant Seoretary of the

Treasury for Tax Policy, Department of the Treasury, Room 4212, Main
Treasury Building, IVa8hflgtonf, D.C.

DEAR JERRY: This is in response to our telephone conversation of last week
concerning the treatment of jigs, tools, dies, and fixtures under the Asset De-
preciation Range (ADR) System. Consistent with our conversation, we have
discussed this matter Informally with a representative group of MAPI member
companies and our comments are based in major part on their reactions.

First, we should point out that there appears to be some considerable misunder-
standing in industry as to how jigs, tools, dies, and fixtures (hereinafter referred
to as "tooling" or "subsidiary assets") are to be treated for purposes of tax
depreciation under ADR. A number of companies with whom this matter has
been discussed are of the opinion that tooling can be excluded from an ADR
election, notwithstanding the "all-or-nothing" rule, on the grounds that no
"asset guideline class and period are in effect" for such assets pursuant to Section
1.167(a)-11(b) (2) (i). of final ADR regulations. No doubt this misunderstanding
persists elsewhere-and perhaps widely-throughout industry. This suggests to
us the desirability of publication by Treasury of interpretative "Questions and
Answers" concerning ADR as was done after the issuance of Depreciation Guide-
lines in 1962.

As you know, Depreciation Guidelines and Rules, Revenue Procedure (Rev.
Proc.) 62-21, as revised, provided in Class 5, Group 'one, a special guideline
class-Subsidiary Assets--to cover not only tooling but " . . . other subsidiary
assets which are commonly and properly accounted for separately from those
assets falling within the guideline classes in Group Two, Three, or Four." No
such special asset guideline class has been established under Rev. Proc. 71-25
issued in connection with the promulgation of ADR. It is our understanding that,
for purposes of ADR, such assets are to be included in the asset guideline class
in Rev. Proc. 71-25 assigned to longer-lived assets to which such subsidiary
assets are related.

We believe that special provision-similar to that in Rev. Proc. 62-21-should
be made for tooling and other subsidiary assets under the ADR System. If this
is not done, two unfortunate results seem to us inevitable:

1. Many taxpayers may not avail themselves of ADR; and,
2. Realization of those desirable ends sought to be attained by ADR and identi-

fied in President Nixon's message of January 11-increased employment, promo-
tion of economic growth, enhanced international competitiveness and greater
certainty in tax depreciation-will have been frustrated.

Under Depreciation Guidelines, Rev. Proc. 62-21, where tax depreciation on
subsidiary assets is taken "under a method of depreciation using a life expressed
in terms of years, the life shall be determined according to the facts and circum-
stances." Such lives will vary, of course, according to the nature of the business
In which such assets are employed, but for capital goods manufacturers at least
they will be considerably shorter than those of the items of production machinery
and equipment to which they relate. For any such company the inclusion of Its
subsidiary assets in an ADR guideline class of 9.5 years (12 years less 20 per-
cent) will represent a significant "stretch-out," the impact varying according
to the relative importance of subsidiary assets within the total of depreciable
assets.

We have no doubt that a requirement which would increase substantially the
depreciable lives of subsidiary assets by lumping them with related and much
longer-lived assets in a single asset guideline class will significantly affect corpo-
rate decisions to elect or not elect the use of ADR. As a consequence, it seems
probable that, in many cases, the taxpayer would be worse off If he were to elect
the use of ADR than if he were to continue under his present depreciation prac-
tice. Such a result, we feel sure, would he altogether at variance with that In-
tended by the President and the Treasury in their praiseworthy attempt to effect
a much needed liberalization of depreciation by means of ADR.

What should be done?
We suggest two alternative possibilities for the Treasury's consideration.

Perhaps the simplest solution would be to permit, at the option of the taxpayer,
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the exemption of tooling and other subsidiary assets from the ADR election.
Alternatively, there could be established under Rev. Proc. 71-25, a single, all-
purpose guideline class for "subsidiary assets," corresponding to the similar
guideline class which was added by amendment to Rev. Proc. 62-21, and with
lives thereunder ". . . determined according to the facts and circumstances."
If Treasury considers It necessary or desirable to assign useful lives by guideline
class to all depreciable assets covered by an ADR election, the adoption of this
suggestion could serve as an interim or temporary solution. Thereafter, useful
lives could be assigned to subsidiary assets, either collectively or by appropriate
clans, upon the basis of studies by the newly-established Office of Industrial
Economics.

No doubt other possible solutions will suggest themselves to the Treasury
staff. The important thing, in our judgment, is not so much the precise nature
of the solution as the fact that a solution is reached. Moreover, because fiscal
year taxpayers will be facing very soon the ADR election decision, we think
that a solution is needed promptly.

If the Institute or its staff can be of assistance in the definition of this problem
or in the search for its solution, we trust that you will not hesitate to call
upon us.

Cordially,
CHARLES I. DERR,

Senior Vice President.

MACHINERY AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE,
Wa8hington., D.C., September 3, 1971.

Mr. SEYMOUR FIEKOWSKY,
Acting Director, Offlce of Industrial Economics, Internal Revenue Service,

1111 Constitution Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. FIEKowsKY: We should like to express again and somewhat more
formally our sense of appreciation for the kindness of you and your associates at
yesterday's conference on problems connected with the treatment of subsidiary
assets and leased assets under the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) System.

Let me restate very briefly the problems confronted in these two situations by
members of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute and particularly those
companies represented at yesterday's meeting. Under ADR, subsidiary assets are
to be included In the general ADR guideline class or classes applicable to a par-
ticular taxpayer. Inasmuch as subsidiary assets have been generally written off
on the basis of all fats and circumstances under the authority of Rev. Proc.
62-21 in a considerably shorter period of time than that provided for by the
general guideline classes. to which they would now be transferred for purposes of
dep reciation, the effect Is a significant "stretch-out" in the lives of subsidiary
assets. The further result is, of course, a lessened--or no-advantage in the
election of ADR and the probability that some, and perhaps many, taxpayers will
for that reason choose not to use the ADR System.

As for leased assets, you will recall that at least two problems are presented.
Final ADR regulations (Section 1.67(a)-(11) (e) (3) (iii)) provide that "The
asset depreciation range and the asset depreciation period for eligible property
subject to a lease shall be determined without regard to the period for which
such property is leased, including any extensions or renewals of such period....
In the case of a lessor or property, unless there is an asset guideline class in effect
for lessors of such property, the asset guideline class for such property shall be
determined by reference to the activity in which such property is primarily used
by the lessee." Where a capital asset is customarily leased for use in many differ-
ing industries having different guideline lives, the result will be numerous guide-
line classes for identical items of capital equipment and, where the repair allow-
ance is elected, an equal number of differing repair allowances applicable to
identical pieces of machinery or equipment. As was pointed out yesterday, this
problem of establishing an applicable asset guideline class upon the basis of pri-
mary use by the lessee is made difficult if not, in fact, unadministrable where
equipment is leased for uses of a secret or confidential nature. Moreover. even
where an asset guideline class has been established for general purpose equip-
ment customarily leased-as in the case of asset guideline class 00.1 which covers

among other things "data processing machines"-the actual uszs to which such
equipment Is put In the hands of lessees may bear no relation whatever to those
uses contemplated in defining the basic guideline class.

All those problems sketched so briefly above, as well as others, were discussed,
as you will recall, in the course of yesterday's conference. It Is our understanding
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that your office is now considering at least the possibility of developing individual
asset guideline classes, presumably by individual user industry in the case of
subsidiary assets and by lessor industry in the case of leased asset. As we sug-
gested yesterday, the Institute is anxious to help the Office of Industrial Eco-
nomics in this effort in any way possible. We hope to provide you shortly with
some direct contacts with trade associations but as an initial reference point, we
suggest the three-volume "Encyclopedia of Associations" published by the Gale
Research Company, Book Tower, Detroit1 Michigan 48220. The Library of Con-
gress catalog number is 74-123631.

Let me conclude by reemphasizing the need for prompt Interim relief, the nec-
essity for which was underlined by the testimony of participants in yesterday's
conference. Many companies, as you know, must make immediate decisions in-
volving ADR and, in the absence of some modification of ADR rules presently
applicable to subsidiary assets and leased assets, it seems evident that many
major taxpayers are likely not to avail themselves of ADR. We believe that
yesterday's conference supports the soundness of the interim solution which we
have suggested: Pending development by the Office of Industrial Economics of
those guidelines necessary for full application of the ADR concept to subsidiary
assets and leased equipment, we recommend that companies be permitted to
exempt both classes of such assets from the "all-or-nothing" election which Is
otherwise required under the ADR System.

Once again our thanks to you and your associates for the full hearing which
you gave us yesterday.

Cordially,
CHARLES I. DFan,
Senior Vice Pre8ident.

COST, PRIOE; AND PROFITABILITY TRENDS IN THE MANUFAOTURING
AND CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRIES, 1948-70

The history of profits and prices in manufacturing during 1948-70 shows that
accelerated price inflation has normally been associated with declining profits.
This has ended to be true for the capital goods industries as well as. This phenom-
enon reflects the an8ucce8sfu efforts of manufacturers to pass on to their cus-
tomers in the form of increased prices rapidly rising unit labor costs during peri-
ods when wages and salaries are rising at an accelerated rate and productivity
performance is'poor.

As a result of poor productivity and a rapid rise in hourly compensation since
1965, both all manufacturing and the capital goods sector have experienced the
most extended profit squeeze in the post-World War II period despite an accele-
rated rise in prices. Clearly the cost impact of increased employee earnings
during this period has substantially outweighed any benefits which would other-
wise have accrued In the form of expanded demand. This is reflected in the em-
ployee compensation share of value added by manufacturing which has risen to
its highest level in the entire 1948-70 period.

It seems clear in view of these developments that measures are needed to cor-
rect the present Imbalance in value-added shares. In that regard, steps to restore
the profitability and cash flow of manufacturing to more reasonable levels can go
far toward rev ersing recent adverse trends in prices and employment.

The recent Imposition of the President's "New Economic Program" reflected in
part a growing concern over limited success in bringing inflation under better
control, a slow rate of economic expansion, and the continuation of a relatively
high rate of unemployment. In the wake of its imposition, it is timely to review
trends in major factors influencing economic growth and employment-namely;
prices, productivity, costs, and profits-comparing the recent record with that
of the earlier post-World War II period.

Accordingly, this Review focuses on these developments during the period
1948-70, confining its attention to the manufacturing sector and three manufac-
turing subgroups of particular interest to capital goods companies-machinery
except electrical, electrical machinery, and transportation equipment and ord-
nance, excluding motor vehicles.1

1 The categories are those of the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC). They are,
respectively, SIC groups 35, 30, and 37+19-371. Machinery except electrical includes
products sold primarily to the private investment sector. In contrast, electrical machinery
Includes a substantial volume of consumer durable products and products destined for the
government (defense) sector, including household appliances, communications equipment,
and electronic components. The transportation equipment and ordnance category also
includes a substantial volume of products manufactured for the defense sector, Including
aircraft, missiles, and parts.
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Our discussion is based upon unpublished value-added data' developed by
the Office of Business Economics (OBE), U.S. Department of Commerce. Value
added is, of course, the value which a particular sector of the economy (e.g.,
manufacturing) adds to goods purchased from other sectors prior to their resale.
It is equivalent to that sector's sales plus accumulation of inventory less the cost
of intermediate goods and services purchased from other sectors. Viewed in terms
of factor payments and nonfactor costs of'production, it comprises employee
compensation, net interest, depreciation, profits, and taxes.2

The availability of these data, which are shown in both current and constant
dollars, makes it possible to review changes in productivity, prices, employee
compensation, cash fioW, and profits in each of the designated industry sectors
over the period 1948-70.

RATE OF RETURN ON VALUE ADDED

Our first step will be to review trends in profitability before turning our atten-
tion to some of the factors underlying these trends. For this purpose we define
profitability as the "rate of return on value added."

Uscful1 cs8 of thd concept.-Profits as a percent of value added or the return
on value added is a useful concept. Typically, profitability is considered in rela-
tion to equity or sales. However, both of those concepts have their disadvantages.
The return on equity is influenced by the degree of capital intensity in the indus-
try in question, for example, tending to be lower in capital intensive industries
and to overstate true profitability in labor intensive Industries. It can also be
influenced by the relation of debt to equity in a particular Industry. In a period
when profits are high relative to interest rates, the return on equity tends to
be greater in industries with larger debt-equity ratios and vice versa. As for
return on sales, this is strongly influenced by the production cycle. Industries
which have a relatively short production cycle and a rapid sales turnover can
be highly profitable despite showing a low return on sales. MNany establishments
in the retail sector are highly profitable, for example, although their rate of
return on sales is typically low.

Value added, on the other hand, is a good measure of an Industry's contribu-
tion to the nation's total output, and the ratio of profits to value added is not
so strongly influenced by the nature of its operations. Accordingly, it is appro-
priate that profits be measured in terms of this particular yardstick. Further, in
avoiding the biases which are inherent in the other two measures, this measure
facilitates inter-industry comparisons.

Profitability trends in manufacturing.-Chart 18 shows after-tax profits as
a percent of value added for all manufacturing and for the three capital goods
subgroups referred to earlier.'

I Alternatively referred to as "gross product originating."
2The cost of production data are relied upon by OBE in the development of its value-

added estimates. The estimates relate solely to operations located within the United
States. The data include unincorporated enterprises which represent a negligible propor-
tion of total value added in the manufacturing sector. They are on an establishment rather
than on a company basis with the result that classifications are much "cleaner" than
they would be otherwise. £

3 The charts referred to here and on the following pages are not yet available. However,
figures underlying the charts are contained in the appendix at the end of this Review.

'Profits in the Commerce Department's value-added study comprise corporate profits
(including inventory valuation adjustment) and Income of unincorporated enterprises.
Government subsidies are subtracted. Accidental damage to fixed capital is included in
the depreciation figures. Both corporate profits and depreciation data, which are reported
on a company basis, have been converted to an establishment basis in the value-added
study to make them comparable with the other value-added data. While there are
important limitations in the resulting figures, the industry classifications are, as a result,
much "cleaner." A description of the methodology used in converting from a company
to an establishment basis is available from MAPI upon request. For a further discussion
of the value-added estimates, see "Comparison of Federal Reserve and OBE Measures of
Real Manufacturing Output, 1947-64" by Jack J. Gottsegen and Richard C. Ziemer in
The Indu8trial Cornposition of Income and Product, National Bureau of Economic Research,
1968.

The profits data are shown on a pre-tax basis in the Commerce Department series. We
developed our own estimate of after-tax profits. Profit taxes were estimated by com-
puting ratios of value-added profits to corporate profits-national income accounts (NIA)
basis-and applying them to NIA corporate profit taxes. NIA corporate profit taxes were
not shown for the three capital goods subgroups for 1969 or 1970. For these years we
computed the 1968 ratios of the estimated value-added profit tax to pre-tax value-added
profits and applied them to pre-tax value-added profits in 1969 and 1970. In the case of
transportation equipment and ordnance, which suffered pre-tax losses in both 1969 and
1970, we made separate tax estimates for those two years.
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After-tax profitability in the manufacturing sector, which approached 14 per-
cent in 1948, trended downward through 1953 despite the economic recovery
from the 1948-49 recession. This was due primarily to the increase in corporate
profit tax rates with the advent of the Korean War. Conversely, there was an
improvement in the 1954 after-tax rate of return despite the 1963-54 recession,
and this was accounted for by reduced corporate tax rates.'

After improving further in 1955 the profit rate trended downward during
1956-58, reaching its lowest level in at least a decade in the latter year and after
showing substantial recovery in 1959 it declined again in the following ,two years.
Following the introduction of the investment tax credit effective at the beginning
of 1962 and additional stimulative tax measures in 1964, the profit rate climbed
steadily as we enjoyed four years of expanding output, declining unemployment
rates,' rapidly rising productivity, and price stability. However, although the
economic expansion continued until 1969 with manufacturing output reaching a
peak in July of that year, the profit rate peaked four years earlier in 1965 and by
1969 had declined to its lowest level in the 1948-69 period. It declined substan-
tially further in 1970.

Nonclcctrical inaclhiOwry.-Although the pattern traced by nonelectrical ma-
chinery did not parallel exactly that of manufacturing, it was generally similar.
The profit rate was in a declining trend between 1949 and 1953 and after moving
generally sidewise for three years, declined further to a new low in 1958. After
showing substantial improvement in 1960, it declined again to levels somewhat
above that of 1958 during 1960-61 and then trended strongly upward to a 1965
peak. As in the case of manufacturing, the rate of return for nonelectrical ma-
chinery declined substantially between 1965 and 1970, reaching its lowest point
in the 1948-70 period in the latter year.

Electrical machinery and transportation cqu ipmCnt.-Both electrical inachin-
ery and transportation equipment and ordnance showed distinctly different pat-
terns of movement during much of the period under review. However, both
have experienced substantial declines in return on value added since the mid-
1960 Further, the profitability performance of both groups has been substand-
ard throughout the period under review when compared with that of overall
manufacturing and the machinery except electrical sector.

Profit pcrformanc.-While all manufacturing experience an average rate of
return of 9.3 percent on value added over the period and nonelectrical machinery
a return of 8.8 percent, in the case of electrical machinery the return avertiged
7.1 percent and in transportation equipment only 4.4 percent

The return on value added in electrical machinery, after declining sharply to
less than 8 percent in 1951, ranged between 6 and 8 percent during 1951-59 and
then declined further to 5 percent in 1960, approximating thnt figure during
the ensuing four years. After experiencing relatively good years in 1965-66 with
profits exceeding 8 percent of value added, the return on value added moved
into a strongly declining trend, again approximating 5 percent in 1969 and 1970.

The transportation equipment group showed the greatest volatility. The high-
est eate enjoyed was in 1950 when it exceeded 7 percent. It reached a low of
only 1 percent in 1960, trended upward during 1961-65 peaking at slightly less
than 6 percent, and has since trended strongly downward with the industry
group experiencing large losses in both 1969 and 1970. The profit experience of
this heavily defense-oriented industry would seem to suggest, parenthetically,
tmt doing buslitess writh the defense sector is considerably less profitable than
dealing with the private sector of the economy.

Sunniary.-The most conspicuous feature of Chart 1 is the poor profit per-
formance of all four groups since the mid-1960s. Three of the four saw their
rate of return peak in 1965,: while the rate rose only slightly further to a 1966
peak in the case of electric, machinery. Profitability subsequently declined to
new lows by 1970 in the ease of 'all four categories with the transportation equip-
ment and ordnance group suffering large losses in both 1969 and 1970-the only
time that any of the four sectorS' suffered losses during the period under review.

1 The corporate profits tax rates were increased in 1950 and 1951 and an excess profits
tax was imposed in 1950. The excess profits tax terminated at year-end 1953.

2The unemployment rate showed a small rise in 1963 from a sharply reduced rate in
1902 and then continued in a declining trend through 1969.

3The transportation equipment average is exclusive of 1969 and 1970 when the industry
suffered losses.
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PRICES, PRODUCTIVITY, AND PROFITS

We turn now to a discussion of trends in total value added per man-hour,'
measured in current and constant dollars. These data permit a review of changes
in prices and productivity in the industry sectors in question.

Constant dollar value added is one measure of physical output'2 and, accord-
ingly, when divided by man-hours gives us a measure of an industry's produc-
tivity. Further, by dividing current dollar by constant dollar value added, we
can derive a so-called implicit price deflator or price index for the products
of the industry category in question. The top curve of each panel in Chart 2
shows the price index for the designated industry category. The middle curve
in each panel shows value added per man-hour in current dollars, and the
bottom curve shows it in constant dollars.

It Will be seen that the rate of inflation has been substantial throughout the
1948-70 period for three of the four groups in Chart 4. The fourth group, elec-
trical machinery, shows a notably different pattern of movement which wll
be discussed in a moment.

Manufacturing prices rose at an accelerated rate in 1951, following the out-
break of the Korean War. There was also a'notable acceleration in prices dur-
ing 1956-58 and again during 1967-70. It is noteworthy that during most of
the latter two periods productivity showed only limited improvement. As a
consequence, the rising cost of labor and materials was accompanied by a sub-
stantial increase in cost per unit of output. Manufacturers strived to offset these
increases by passing them on in the form of higher prices, which accounts for
the accelerated growth in price Inflation. The price increases were not sufficient,
however, to prevent a deterioration in profitability during both periods as is clear
from Chart 1.

A similar relationship between productivity and the rate of price inflation
can be observed in the case of the machinery except electrical and transporta-
tion equipment categories That is, price increases tended to accelerate with a
slackening in the expansion of productivity. The electrical machinery group,
on the other hand, shows a nobly different pattern from the others. Prices
leveled out in 1959 and trended downward for seven years before turning up
in 1967. This rematrkl1e performance might, at first glance, be attributed to
productivity improvc-meat as constant dollarvalue added per man-hour moved
strongly upward during "JhL period. However, the unit cost benefits derived from
rising productivity werm more than offset by the decline in prices between 1959
and 1964 as indie.ted by the group's poor profit performance during these years.
It appears, in short, that the casual factor was severe price competition within
this industry sector in the early 1960s. There was a notable improvement in
profitability during 1965-66, but this was followed by another downturn as the
return on value added declined to 1964.levels in 1969 and 1970.

TRENDS IN CASH FLOW, PROFITS, AND EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION

'Having reviewed trends in prices, productivity, and profits, we turn next
to a consideration of changes in the factors making up total value added. Chart
3 shows the three major components of the total--employee compensation, cash
flow, and "other." 3 Chart 4 further divides cash flow into its two components-
depreciation and after-tax profits. All of the data are shown on a "per man-
hour" basis.

Employee compensation represents roughly two-thirds of total value added in
the case of all manufacturing, while the figure is three-fourths for the ma-
chinery group and close to nine-tenths for the transportation group. The higher

I Man-hour data are from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
2Constant dollar value added is derived by means of a so-called "double' deflation"

method. An industry's output and its purchases are deflated separately.-The latter is then
subtracted from the former to derive a constant dollar estimate of value addel. rhe
Commerce Department study showed constant dollar value added in 1958 dollars. We
converted the data to a 1948 dollar basis.

3 Employee compensation includes fringe benefits. The "other" category includes net
interest, indirect business taxes, and corporate profit taxes.
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ratios In the capital goods sectors reflect the fact that these are generally labor-
intensive industries. Cash flow absorbs roughly one-half of the remaining value
added.

flourly compensation has shown an uninterrupted Increase during the entire
1948-70 period in the case of all four groups shown in Chart 3. As is to be
expected, cash flow per man-hour is considerably more volatile. In the case of
all manufacturing, it showed a net decline between 1950 and 1953 as reduced
after-tax profits more than offset the rise in depreciation. As noted earlier,
there was an increase In corporate tax rates with the advent of the Korean War
which accounts for the decline in profits. The impact of rising taxes can readily
be seen from the large Increase in the gap between "other" vaule added and
cash flow between these two years as shown In Chart 3. The gap was substan-
tially narrowed in 1954 as corporate tax rates were reduced and after-tax profits
increased in spite of the recession of that year, accounting for the rise in cash
flow.

Between 1955 and 1958 cash flow again showed a small net decline as reduced
profits more than offset rising depreciation. The reason for the decline in profits
is not hard to find. The poor productivity performance during this period, which
has already been referred to, was accompanied by an accelerated expansion in
the hourly compensation of employees, and increased prices were not sufficient
to offset the resulting rise in unit labor cost. A shnilar phenomenon is observa-
ble between 1965 and 1970. Cah flow shows. a net decline as reduced profits
more than offset rising depreciation cost despite an accelerated growth In
depreciation over this period. Again, productivity Increased only slowly while
employee compensation rose at an accelerated rate and, again, the accelerated
rise In prices was not sufficient to offset the increase in unit costa

The pattern of movement in the-value-added components has varied con-
siderably among the three subgroups shown in Charts 3 and 4. However, it has
been similar for all three groups since the mid-1960's. They all show an acceler-
ated growth in hourly employee compensation, while productivity has been
growing at a notably slower rate. As a consequence, despite a faster rise in
prices during this period, profits per man-hour declined.1 The decline in profits
more than offset increased depreciation in the machinery except electrical and
transportation equipment categories with adverse effects for cash flow. In the
case of electrical machinery, cash flow showed only a small net gain between
1965 and 1970.

CONCLUSION

The record of the past five years has been a dismal one so far as manufactur-
ing profits are concerned. While hourly compensation of employees rose at an
accelerated rate between 1965 and 1970, productivity showed only limited improve-
ment and cost per unit of output climbed sharply with the result that profits
have been severely squeezed In spite of accelerated price increases. The profit
squeeze occurred in the fact of a continuing economic expansion which extended
well into 1969. With the continuing decline in profits per man-hour, output
finally peaked in August of that year, and a downturn in manufacturing employ-
ment began two months later.2 As a consequence, we have confronted the
unfortunate phenomenon of rapidly rising prices together with growing
unemployment.

Two observations are warranted on the basis of the above review. First,
accelerated price Increases have not been associated with rising profits. On the
contrary, setting aside 1951 when accelerating price increases were attributable
primarily to the Korean conflict, the two periods during which we have experi-
enced a notable acceleration In price increases (i.e., 1956-58 and 1965-70) have
been accompanied by severe profit squeezes.3 In both periods, the increase in
prices reflected the unsuccessful efforts of business to offset rising unit labor

L The decline in profits was even more pronounced when one considers the understate-
ment of depreciation resulting from historical-cost accounting in an inflationary economy.
See, in this connection, Underdepreciation From Inflation-A Ghost Returns, George
Terborgh, MAP. November 1969.

g Total manufacturing profits peaked In 1966 and showed a modest recovery In 1968
from substantially reduced: 1967 levels. However, they resumed their decline in 1969 and
by 1970 had reached their lowest levels in eight years.

S AJter-tax profits also declined in 1951, but this was attributable to increased tax rates,
as noted earlier.
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cost resulting from a combination of rapidly rising wages and salaries and
reduced productivity increases.

Secondly, the rapid rise in wages and salaries since 1965, which has been
accompanied by the most extended profit squeeze in the pogt-Wnrld War II
era, demonstrates that the cost impact of increased earnings has substantially
outweighed any benefits which would otherwise have accrued in the form of
expanded demand. The result of the rapid wage and salary increases has been
to raise the employee compensation share of value added to its highest level
in the entire 1948-70 period (71.7 percent in 1970) and the results can be
seen in the adverse movement of costs and profits. The efforts by manufacturers
to counter the decline in profits by raising prices and reducing labor costs
accounts in a large degree for the adverse trend in both prices and employ-
ment. Clearly, measures are needed to correct the present imbalance in value-
added shares.' In that regard, steps to restore the profitability and cash flow
of manufacturers to more reasonable levels can go far toward reversing these
adverse trends.

APPENDIX

COST, PRICE, AND PROFITABILITY TRENDS IN THE MANUFACTURING AND
CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRIES

TABLE i.-AFTER-TAX PROFITS AS A PERCENT OF VALUE ADDED, ALL MANUFACTURING AND SELECTED CAPITAL
GOODS SUBGROUPS, 1948-70

IPercent]

Transportation
Machinery, eltepi Electrical equipment and

Year All manufacturini electrical machinery ordnance 1

1948 ............................... 13.69 11.86 .8 3.52
1949 ------------------------------- 13.25 13.17 11.85 5.56
1950 ------------------------------- 13.02 11.69 11.59 7.46
1951 ------------------------------- 10.40 10.21 7.57 3.74
1952 ------------------- ----------- 9.23 9.72 8.11 3.96
1953 ------------------------------. 8.57 7.86 6.46 3.64
1954 ------------------------------- 8.94 8.75 7.82 6.63
1955 ------------------------------- 10.54 7.92 6.29 5.12
1956 -------------------------------. 9.45 0.03 6.28 3.79
1957 ------------------------------- 8.88 7.97 5.52 5.34
1958 ------------------------------- 7.44 6.01 7.11 4.65
1959 ------------------------------- 9.06 7.97 7.90 1.70
1960 ------------------------------- 8.19 6.47 5.43 1.26
1961 ------------------------------- 7.60 6.66 5.03 2.34
1962 ------------------------------ 8.34 8.20 5.23 4.88
1963 ...--------------------------- 8.54 7.80 5.32 4.33
1964 ------------------------------- 9.42 9.87 5.04 5.51
1965 ..................- o ............ 10.64 10.77 8.46 5.81
1966 ------------------------------- 10.44 10.56 8.63 5.06
1967 ------------------------------- 9.22 9.42 7.70 4.12
1968 ------------------------------- 8.30 7.75 6.37 3.76
1969 ------------------------------- 6.44 6.31 4.99
1970 ------------------------------- 5.36 5.10 4.93

I Excludes motor vehicles.
s Loss.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

1 Passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 contributed to the imbalance by repealing the
investment tax credit while providing substantial tax relief for Individuals.



TABLE 2.-CURRENT AND CONSTANT DOLLAR VALUE ADDED PER MAN-HOUR AND PRICE DEFLATORS, ALL MANUFACTURING AND SELECTED CAPITAL GOODS SUBGROUPS, 1949-70

Machinery, except electrical

Current
dollar
value

added per
man-hour

Constant
dollar
value

added per
man-hour

2.28
2.52
2.66
3.00
3.20
3.19
3.33
3.33
3.63
3.74
3.86
4.17
4.19
4.39
4.66
4.75
5.17
5.33
5.51
5.63
6.01
6.24
6.44

2.28
2.37
2.42
2.50
2.63
2.58
2.63
2.57
2.61
2.51
2.55
2.70
2.69
2.79
2.93
2.97
3.19
3.25
3.30
3.26
3.38
3.43
3.46

Electrical machinery

Price
deflator.

column
(4)+(5)
(Index,

1948-100)

100.0
106.3
109.9
120.0
121.7
123.6
126.6
129.6
139.1
149.0
151.4
154.4
155.8
157.3
159.0
159.9
162.1
164.0
167.0
172.7
177.8
181.9
186.1

Current
dollar
value

added per
man-hour

2.14
2.33
2.50
2.66
2.88
2.87
2.96
2.97
3.11
3.41
3.62
3.82
3.80
3.93
4.06
4.22
4.36
4.59
4.61
4.91
5.20
5.41
5.87

Constant
dollar
value

added per
man-hour

2.14
2.26
2.40
2.44
2.70
2.65
2.70
2.76
2.79
2.86
2.97
3.11
3.15
3.29
3.52
3.75
3.97
4.30
4.39
4.56
4.77
4.95
5.19

Price
deflator,

column
(7)+(8)
(Index,

1948.100)

100.0
103.1
104.2
109.0
106.7
108.3
109.6
107.6
111.4
119.2
121.9
122.8
120.6
119.4
115.3
112.5
109.8
106.7
105.0
107.7
109.0
109.3
113.1

Transportation equipment and ordnance'I

Current
dollar
value

added per
man-hour

2.01
2.20
2.36
2.38
2.53
2.67
2.95
3.00
3.04
3.37
3.67
3.70
3.94
4.11
4.45
4.65
5.02
5.13
5.16
5.29
4.59
5.48
5.82

Constant
dollar
value

added per
man-hour

2.01
2.12
2.23
1.98
2.13
2.24
2.44
2.42
2.22
2.32
2.46
2.44
2.57
2.67
2.87
2.98
3.16
3.19
3.10
3.08
3.21
3.09
3.13

Excludes motor vehicles. 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

Year

Current
dollar
value

added per
man-hour

Constant
dollar
value

added per
man-hour

1948.
1949.
1950 ---------
1951
1952
1953 ---------
1954 -
1955 -
1956 .......
1957 ---------
1958.
1959 .......
1960 .......
1961.
1962 .........
1963 .......
1964 .......
1965 .......
1966.
1967 .......
1968.
1969.
1970 -

Price
deflator,

column
(1)+(2)
(Index,

1948-100)

100.0
102.1
102.4
109.2,
111.8
112.6
114.5
116.5
121.9
125.9
128.6
131.1
132.1
132.2
132.3
132.4
133.6
134.4
136.4
140.4
143.7
145.8
150.1

2.30
2.44
2.61
2.85
2.93
3.04
3.15
3.39
3.51
3.69
3.78
4.05
4.16
4.27
4.51
4.70
4.97
5.19
5.35
5.49
5.89
6.05
6.32

2.30
2.39
2.55
2.61
2.62
2.70
2.75
2.91
2.88
2.93
2.94
3.09
3.15
3.23
3.41
3.55
3.72
3.86
3.92
3.91
4.10
4.15
4.21

l" .. ,acturing

(12)

Price
deflator,

column

(index,
1948=100)

100.0
103.8
105.8
120.2
118.8
119.2
120.9
124.0
136.9
145.3
149.2
151.6
153.3
153.9
155.1
156.0
158.9
160.8
165.4
171.8
174.1
177.3
185.9

i Excludes motor vehicles. Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.



TABLE 3.-EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION, CASH FLOW, AND OTHER VALUE ADDED PER MAN-HOUR, ALL MANUFACTURING AND SELECTED CAPITAL GOODS SUBGROUPS, 1948-70

All manufaduring Madnrey, except elecrical Eletrical machinery Tramporta on equipment and ordunca'

Employee Othervalue Employee Other value Employe Oter valu E Othe vale
Year compensaton Casb flow added compensation Coamfo added compemuatlon Cash flow added cmesain Cash flo added

1948 ...... L521 0.403 0.377 1.696 0.358 0.225 L.615 0.245 0.278 1.775 0.128 0.105
194------ 1.590 ;433 .416 1.776 .451 .293 1.684 .320 .325 L982 .193 .140
1950 ......... L669 .449 .493 L855 .460 .348 L698 .354 .445 1913 .244 .203
1951 ......... 1.840 .414 .600 2.055 .422 .519 1.875 .268 .517 2.051 .148 .176
1952 .........- 1.957 .404 .568 2.223 .443 .535 2.010 .308 .560 2.147 .157 .226
1953......... - 2.066 .411 .559 2.345 .396 .447 2.105 .265 .449 2.291 .159 .233
1956-----------2.160 .4nl .524 2.426 .480 .422 7-207 .336 .420 2.410 .272 .264
1955......... 2243 .559 .591 2.485 .472 .375 2.293 .303 .375 2.541 .241 .2Z0
156......... . .387 .545 .573 2.642 .537 .453 2409 .312 .380 2.i65 .201 .175
1957.......... 2.530 .568 .592 2.759 .530 .436 2.556 .392 .465 2.845 .277 .252
1958......... .2.63 .560 .585 2.918 .514 .433 2.738 .425 .461 3.105 .303 .261
195.......... 2.749 .637 .664 3.053 .626 .491 7-872 .447 .4"9 3.28W.09. in
1960.......... 2.864 .624 .671 3.145 .574 V43 7-996 .359 .444 3.4112 .225 .Z1
161 ......... 2.953 .633 .684 3.254 .629 .504 3.100 .368 .462 3.578 .277 .253
96......... . .075 .723 .715 3.386 .746 .29 3.212 .393 .453 3.741 .405 .3Q2

163......... 3.177 . .763 3.41 .714 .541 3.316 .430 .472 934 .403 .314
1964.......... 3.323 .84 .8M2 3.657 .o .625 3.441 .437 .4112 4154 .500 .370
1965.......... 3.409 .936 .844"3753 .948 .624 3454 .605 .4" 4.2X 5 .382
1%66..... 3.563 .947 -806 3.9N9 .933 .663 3.526 .619 .465 &.335 .472 .356
1967 ......... .3.73 .9v .322 4.075 .945 .613 3.712 .63 .491 4.477 . 7 .317
1968 ......... 4.W09 .946 .931 4.38 .917 .706 4.009 .624 .60 4.713 .5 .323
ISO .......... 4.264 .872 .916 4.715 .893 .646 4.21150 .53 C.971 .326 .183
197.......... 4.534 .U6 .101 4.943 .51w .631 4.56.04 .602 L20n .264 AN8

I Eh mII d w vlld !dWLkl Smaw: M&.D. omem de mme.



TABLE 4.-DEPRECIATION, AFTER-TAX PROFITS, AND TOTAL CASH FLOW PER MAN-HOUR, ALL MANUFACTURING AND SELECTED CAPITAL GOODS SUBGROUPS. 19W8-70
IDllarsl

All manufacturing Machinery, except electrical Electrical machinery Transportation equipment 2nd ordnance'

Profits Cash flow Gepreciation

0.315
. 323
.340
.297
.270
.260
.282
.358
.331
.328
.281
.367
.341
.324
.277
.401
.469
.552
.558
.506
.488
.390
.339

0.403
.433
.449
.414
.404
.411
.471
.559
.545
.568
.560
.637
.624
.633
.723
.760
.848
.936
.947
.932
.946
.872
.886

0.088
.119
.122
.116
.132
.146
.189
.208
.209
.232
.282
.293
.302
.337
.365
.344
.376
.374
.352
.414
.451
.489
.536

Profits Cash flow Depreciation

0.270
.332
.338
.306
.311
.251
.291
.264
.328
.298
.232
.333
.271
.292
.382
.370
.510
.574
.581
.531
.466
.394
.328

0.358
.451
.460
.422
.443
.396
.480
.472
.537
.533
.514
.626
.574
.629
.746
.714
.886
.948
.933
.945
.917
.883
.865

0. 055
.067
.065
.066
.074
.080
.105
.116
.122
.136
.167
.145
.152
.170
.180
.205
.217
.217
.221
.256
.293
.338
.405

Profits Cash flow Depreciation

0.190
.253
.289
.201
.233
.185
.232
.187
.195
.256
.258
.302
.208
.198
.212
.225
.220
.388
.398
.378
.331
.270
.289

0.245
.320
.354
.268
.308
.265
.336
.303
.318
.392
.425
.447
.358
.368
.393
.430
.437
.605
.619
.634
.624
.608
.694

0.058
.071
.068
.05%
.057
.061
.077
.087
.086
.097
.132
.146
.176
.181
.188
.201
.223
.231
.211
.278
.345
.363
.425

Profits Cash flow

0.071
.122
.176
.089
.100
.097
.195
.154
.115
.180
.171
.063
.050
.096
.217
.202
.277
.298
.261
.218
.210

0.128
.193
.244
.148
.157
.159
.272
.242
.201
.277
.303
.209
.225
.277
.405
.403
.500
.529
.472
.497
.555
.326
.284

I Excludes motor vehicles.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

Year Depreciation

1948......

1949 .......
1950 ......
1951 .........
1952 .........
1953 .......
1954 .......
1955 .......
1956 ---------
1957 ---------
1958 ---------
1959 ---------
1960 .......
1961 .......
1962 .......
L963 .......
1964 ---------
1965 .........
1966 .........
1967 .......
1968 .......
1969 .......
1970 ---------

0.088
.110
.109
.117
.134
.151
.189
.201
.214
. 240
.278
.271
.283
.308
.346
.359
.379
.384
.389
.426
.457
.482
.547

2 LOss.
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The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Robert Statham, tax-
ation manager of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. STATHAM, TAXATION AND FINANCE
MANAGER OF THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY PENN B. CHABROW AND LAWRENCE
M. BRAUER

Mr. STATHAM. My name is Robert R. Statham. I am taxation and
finance manager of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
With me is Mr. Penn B. Chabrow and Mr. Lawrence M. Brauer, both
tax attorneys on the staff of the national chamber.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to present the na-
tional chamber's views on H.R. 10947-the Revenue'Act of 1971. I
will summarize our statement, but it is respectfully requested that it
be placed in the record in full.

It is the view of the chamber that:
First, the job development investment credit should be enacted by

the Congress. At the same time the Congress should fully sanction
the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) system so as to end any question
of its desirability or legality. In addition, the ADR system should be
extended by legislation to include the recommendations of the Presi-
dent's Task Force on Business Taxation regarding capital cost
recovery.

We believe that the job development investment credit as proposed
by the administration should be immediately enacted into law by
the Congress. In the past we have urged meaningful depreciation re-
form in preference to an investment credit. However, the current cir-
cumstances are far different than those prevalent in 1967 and 1969. A
major effort is needed to bring about an economic recovery and pro-
vide the jobs for our country's unemployed. Both the credit and de-
preciation reform should be enacted by this Congress and made per-
manent features of the tax law.

Witlh regard to the rate of the credit, we believe there is ample
reason for the adoption of a 10 percent credit, at least.in the first year.
We further believe that the credit should be no less than 7 percent in
succeeding years. This time it should be made a permanent feature
of the tax law-rather than just a faucet to be turned on and off to spur
the economy.

In the past this, country has been able to compete with products
made by cheaper labor of other countries because American business
has had the most modern and efficient machinery and equipment. Now
we are competing with cheap labor that is using the most modern
machinery and equipment-in many cases more modern than our own.
If you adopt a tax policy that encourages the replacement of obsolete
and inefficient plant machinery and equipment, American enterprise
will outproduce its rivals, provide jobs at the highest wages on earth,
and maintain American leadership in the world marketplace.

For many years, the national chamber has urged meaningful depre-
ciation reform to insure the continued modernization of American
industry and to enable American business to compete more effectively
in world markets. We have long called for permanent improvement in
our inadequate depreciation structure that would make it comparable
to the capital cost recovery allowances of other industrialized nations.
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This country's present depreciation practices are grossly inadequate.
Although the adoption of the asset depreciation range regulations have
eased the situation, it is far from being corrected. It is imperative that
the recommendations of the President's Task Force on Business Tax-
ation be enacted into law. These recommendations include: Substitut-
ing a capital cost recovery allowance system for the present system
of deductions based on the useful life of property; eliminating the
reserve ratio test; and, allowing full recovery of cost, unreduced by
salvage value, in a period 40 percent shorter than would be allowed
under the 1962 Treasury guidelines for determining useful lives.

While the job development investment credit will have an immedi-
ate effect on the economy, the Task Force recommendations should be
adopted for their long-range permanent effect.

The Task Force included in its report a table comparing the capital
cost recovery allowances for industrial machinery and equipment in
leading industrial countries with similar allowances in the United
States. A copy of that table is attached and it is requested that it be
made a part of this testimony. The Treasury Department in its July
1971 publication on ADR expanded that table and prepared a chart,
a copy of which we have also attached to our testimony for the record.
This chart shows the aggregate cost recoveries allowable on machin-
ery and equipment for tax purposes in the United States and in 11
foreign countries. It should be noted that without the three-quarter-
year convention, eliminated by the House, the comparison would be
even more unfavorable for the United States.

A major change should be made in our capital cost recovery allow-
ance system. The job development investment credit will help, but it
is not enough to solve the entire problem. What is needed is not only
the enactment of the credit, but also a major overhaul and liberaliza-
tion of our entire depreciation system.

Secondly, the automobile excise tax should be eliminated.
In essence, our economy will receive a triple benefit from repeal of

the 7-percent automobile excise tax. First, % highly discriminatory tax
will be removed from the books. Second, the price of new cars will
drop, thereby enabling more Americans to afford new cars. And third,
the increased demand for new cars will create new jobs for unemployed
Americans in a broad range of industries. Not to be overlooked is that
the purchase of the new cars will permit the replacement of older cars
not meeting today's antipollution standards.

Third, the scheduled increases in the standard deduction and the
personal exemption should be accelerated.

In testifying before this committee on the Tax Reform Act in 1969,
we expressed support for the increase in the regular standard deduc-
tion as "the clearest way to simplify compliance with the tax laws for
a large number of taxpayers."

Congress has already made the decision to increase the personal
exemption and the standard deduction. The additional purchasing
power produced by the speedup of the tax cuts should help spur the
economy. The national chamber generally favors the acceleration of
these items.

Finally, provision for a Domestic International Sales Corporation
should be enacted into law as proposed by the administration.

Coupled with the job development investment credit and further
depreciation reform, DISC will help our serious unemployment prob-

68-333 o-71-pt. 11 6
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lem. It will encourage American business to build up export sales
and provide export facilities by using the undistributed DISC income.
The result will be the creation of new jobs for many Americans-
almost 80,000 according to one estimate.

In the bill passed by the House, the tax deferral of DISC is to be
available for export come only to the extent of 25 percent of a com-pany's average evel of export income in the base period 1968 through
1970, plus any of its current export income over this average level.

The national chamber supports the DISC concept. However, we
believe the incremental approach taken in this bill will weaken the
effectiveness of DISC.

We believe that enactment of the full DISC proposal of the admin-
istration will play a major role toward economic recovery.

It will place the American exporter in a more competitive position in
world trade.

It will provide tax deferral for domestic exporters equal to that
now available to American exporters using foreign subsidiaries.

It will allow firms that are too small to operate through foreign
subsidiaries to enter the export field.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Let me compliment you for

the fine work your organization is doing. This was a very good state-
ment you presented.

Mr. STATHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FANN. Mr. Statham, your organization recommended

that the excise tax should be eliminated. What are your thoughts
regarding keeping the excise tax on foreign autos? I say that why
should we take that 7 percent off when Germany has a 13.2-percent
rate, Japan a 10-percent tariff plus a commodity tax ranging from 15
to 40 percent, and France 13.2. Why should we take off the excise tax
on foreign cars?

Mr. STATHAM. Senator I think our position is taking the excise tax
off fully. I don't know that we have a position specifically with the
point you have raised. However, I think our position would not be
in favor of doing that. Our organization has been in favor of attempt-
ing to keep away from using tariff barriers. I think the ultimate result
ofdoing such a thing would be that other countries would retaliate
by placing similar types of barriers for American goods perhaps in
other lines.

Senator FANNIN. Th.y already have.
Mr. STATHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. Any line you talk about they have. Why don't we

get tough about it, why should we take off the 7-percent excise tax on
foreign cars when they retain all of these barriers to our shipments?

Mr. STATHAM. Senator, our position is that these other countries
should be reducing their barriers and if we go into a permanent situa-
tion of doing what you suggest-

Senator FANNiN. Why don't we get a quid pro quo, then?
Mr. STATHAM. I agree with what you are saying and I think that

perhaps in the past we have attempted at times to bluff other countries
into reducing their tariff barriers.

Senator FANNIN. I am not talking about bluffing, I am talking about
doing it, leave the 7-percent tax on and just say, fine, when yours comes
off ours comes off.
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Mr. STATHAM. This is one answer.
The CHAIRMAN. Since Senator Finnin brought up the point, might

I suggest even if they do reduce their barriers we are not going to
put more than a handful of automobiles into Germany and Japan.
Our automobiles are too big for their highways. You have to have
two consecutive parking spaces to park one of our automobiles on their
streets. And their wage rates are far below ours.

So rather than delude ourselves by thinking that we are going to
negotiate reciprocal reductions of some such things and with the result
that you only put a handful of automobiles over there anyway, why
not look after America's interests and leave the 7-percent tax on those
automobilesI Why pay $300 or $400 million to help them capture our
market, they have captured enough of it the way it is now. We should
simply say, "Look, fellows, you have got all of these tariffs and road
taxes and discrimination of every sort against our automobiles any-
how, so if it is all right with you we will leave the 7 percent on your
automobile." Don't ask them to cut theirs. You can't put automobiles
into Japan anyway. Last year we sent 150 automobiles over there.
That is probably for the American Embassy alone. As a practical
matter, don't fool around with asking them to reduce their impediments
to the American automobile. They won't take but a handful anyhow.
Simply leave the 7-percent tax on their automobiles and take it off
of ours and give us a chance to compete in our own market. You might
sell some automobiles here in this market but in theirs you aren't going
to sell but a handful.. Mr. STATHAM. Senator Long, you know my feelings. I am entirely
sympathetic with the problems of American exporters and very much
favorable td anything that would bring about greater sales of Ameri-
can automobiles. The point I am trying to make is that when you
do put up trade barriers you will have retaliation by other countries.

I think you made a good point and I don't think there is any ques-
tion about the fact that we might be put in a greater position to be
able to bargain, but I think ultimately what we are talking about is
placing ourselves in a bargaining position rather than a permanent
type of thing.

The CHAIRMAN. I am like Senator Fannin, I am not talking about
putting pne up, I am talking about not taking one down. Theirs is
10 miles higher than ours. Why take ours down? It seems to me we
would do just as well to leave the tax on theirs and take it off ours
and that would give us a chance to compete in our own market.

They have already waged war on our automobiles. They keep our
automobiles out of their market. Let's give us a little additional help
by taking the tax off of ours but not off theirs and that is where we
could save money to provide American jobs. Taking $400 million tax
off of the foreign automobile is to help provide more jobs for the
other guy over there. Why do we want to spend any more money to
provide jobs for Japanese, they, hav a labor shortage now?

Mr. STATHAM. I think American business can generally compete
with any other country as far as that is concerned. I think the answer
lies in giving American business the same opportunities that their
competitors have in other highly industrialized countries.

The CHAIRMAN. I will make you a fair proposition. I can afford to
do this, be entirely generous about this. If the Chamber of Commerce
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of the United States wants me to do it, I will vote for 100 percent
free trade in automobiles. We don't produce any in Louisiana. It is
all right with me if you can persuade the chamber of commerce to
go along with that and I will make you a Fentleman's suggestion. By
the time we get through with this you aren t going to compete success-
fully; they are going to hire those people at 10 percent of your wage
and put you out of business so fast it will make your head swim. They
are doing a good job on it now.

Mr. STATL-AH. Yes, sir; I agree with you that they are. I am con-
cerned about the fact that there has been a question brought up about
goods which are taken outside of this country and assembled and
brought back in. I think you brought up that question this morning
with regard to Mr. Biemilier's statement.

I thing a recent study by the Commerce Department shows that
about 8 percent of the goods of foreign affiliates are sold back into this
country. About half of that amount is from Canadian manufacturing
which is done, I think, with wage rates that are very close to our own.

Senator FANNIN. Well, of course, we are talking about different
programs. Consider the Mexican border. We are benefiting by jobs
on both sides of the border and money being spent in the United States.
But when you consider the jobs going to Taiwan and Korea, I don't
think that your figures would be right.

Mr. SrATHAM. That is a general statement.
Senator FANNIN. But thebig problem, as I see it, we are not going

to compete. When you say we are going to compete, when we can sell
cars to Japan.

Mr. STATHAM. I am not Suggesting that.
Senator FANNIN. You can't do it. You can't pay four times the

wages and still build a car and sell it in Japan. What we must do is
be sure that the products we can compete with can get into Japan.
You talk about a trade war; why, they have closed us out completely
and put up a wall against us. Anything that they could produce they
want to produce or if they want to build a market they go ahead and
keep our products out until they can build the market. They would not
have a car, as competitive as it is, if they had not had the American
market and American technology and all to go forward. So when you
start talking about a trade war, they won that war; that is over with.

Mr. STATHAM. Well, again, I think the ultimate result of such an
activity would be that there would be foreign barriers to other goods,
which we are selling outside of this country in competition with
other countries and, by the way, doing a good job.

Senator FANNIN. But they won't let those products into their
country. Look what we ship in there. We ship in raw materials; we
can ship in 707's and something they can't build. But you take the
computer industry; look how they are closing us out there. We shipped
many thousands of dollars of computers into Japan but they are grad-
ually building to where they will do the same things with computers
they have done with everything else. In other-words, there is no quid
pro quo with them so we have to be as tough as they are. So why
should we take the excise tax off ?

Mr. STATHAM. Well. I think you made a good point. I am not ques-
tioning that. The only thing I am trying to say is there are other
approaches.

(Mr. Statham's prepared statement with attachments follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. STATHAM
FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED. STATES

My name is Robert R. Statham. I am Taxation and Finance Manager of the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

Hr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to present the National

Chamber's views on H.R. 10947 -- the Revenue Act of 1971. This legislation contains

the President's tax proposals of August 15, 1971, as modified by the House of

Representatives,

Summary of the National Chamber's Position

The National Chamber generally supports the tax proposals embodied in

H.R. 10947, but is of the opinion that they do not go far enough to solve the

mediate and long-range needs of the nation's economy. It is the view of the

Chamber that:

1. The Job ee.-elopment investment credit should be enacted by the

Congress. At the same time the Congress should fully sanction the

Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) system so as to end any question of

its desirability or legality. ;n addition, the ADR system should be

extended by legislation to include the recomendations of the

President's Task Force on Business Taxation regarding capital cost

recovery.

2. The automobile excise tax should be eliminated.

3. Provision for a Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) shouldd

be enacted into law as proposed by the Administration.

4. The scheduled increases in the standard deduction and the personal

exemption should be accelerated.
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The Administration's Proposals

In his economic message of August 15th, the President announced a com-

bination of tax and expenditure reductions to help the economy. The tax proposals

included:

1. A job development investment credit,

2. Repeal of the automobile excise tax,

3. Legislation providing for a Domestic International Sales Corporattos

(DISC), and

4. Acceleration of the scheduled increases in the personal exemption

and standard deduction.

The total revenue reduction resulting from these proposals for fiscal

year 1972 is estimated by the Administration to be approximately $5.8 billion.

This estimate includes revenue reductions of $2.7 billion irom the job development

investment credit, $2.2 billion from the repeal of the automobile excise tax,

and $0.9 billion from the acceleration of the increi ses in the personal exemption

and standard deduction. DISC has already been reflected in the budget for fiscal

year 1972, so that it is anticipated there would be no revenue reduction beyond

that already accounted for in the Ad.iinistration's budget.

To offset the foregoing revenue reductions, the Administration indicated

that it would reduce presently planned expenditures by S4.9 billion in fiscal

year 1972. These cuts would be accomplished by deferring the effective date of

general revenue sharing for three months, reducing federal employment by 57,

postponing for six months the federal salary increase scheduled for January 1. 1972,

and delaying the effective date of the welfare reform proposal and some of the

special revenue sharin; bills variously from three months to one year. In addition,

$2 billion in new revenue would result from the 10I import surcharge now in effect.

Some have contended that the net effect of the 1969 Tax Reform Act, the

ADR and the Administration's tax proposals would result in a "windfall" for business.

This is not the case. As Secretary Connally stated in his testimony before the

Ways and Means Committee last month:

If the impact of these measures is spread over the five
years, 1969 through 1973, the result is startling: Federal income
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tax payments of individuals will have been reduced by almost
$34 billion. Tax payments on corporate profits will have declined
by slightly more than $1 billion.

For the same five-year period, with the modifications to the Administration's

proposals made by the House, Secretary Connally stated in his testimony last week

that tax payments by individuals "... will have been reduced by $36.4 billion.

Tax payments of corporations in the same period will have actually increased by

$3.2 billion."

Modifications of Administration's Proposals by the House

The House made a number of modifications in the Administration'* tax

proposals. These modifications included:

1. A one-tier 7% job development investment credit instead of the

two-tier credit proposed by the Adminittration. The one-tier credit would be

available with respect to property acquired by the taxpayer after August 15, 1971.

It would also be available for property ordered after March 31, 1971, and Acquired

before August 16, 1971.

2. Eliminating the three-quarter year convention in the ADR system provided

for by administrative action earlier this year.

3. Stepping-up the $700 personal exemption allowance that was to have

been effective in 1972 to July 1, 1971, thereby having an effective personal

exemption of $675 for 1971, as well as adopting the Administration's recounendations

to accelerate the $750 personal exemption for 1972 and to accelerate the standard

deduction to 15. of adjusted gross income up to a maximum of $2,000 for 1972. The

House also modified the minimum standard deduction.

4. Extending the excise tax repeal to the 107 tax on light-duty trucks

having a gross vehicle weight of up to 10,000 pounds, as well as repealing the 77

excise tax on passenger automobiles as proposed by the Administration. Refunds for

the automobile excise tax would be available for those purchasing cars after

August 15, 1971, and refunds for the light-duty trucks would be available to those

purchasing such trucks after September 22, 1971.

5. With regard to the DISC proposal, allowing tax deferral for export

income in the current year only to the extent of 25% of a company's average level

of export income in the years 1968 through 1970, plus any of its current export in-

come over this average level.
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According to the House, the job development investment credit would make

$1.5 billion available to businesses to expand and modernize their equipment and

facilities in 1971. This would rise to $3.9 billion in 1973. The modification

of ADR, on the other hand, offsets the initial revenue impact of the investment

credit by forestalling tax reductions that would otherwise occur. These reductions

amount to $2.1 billion in 1971, $1.7 billion in 1972, and $1.5 billion in 1973.

The individual income tax reductions proposed in the House bill are estimated

to amount to approximately $3.2 billion. This is in addition to a reduction of

$2.7 billion which occurs automatically in 1972 as a result of the Tax Reform

Act of 1969, The elimination of the automobile and light-duty truck excise taxes

is expected to reduce tax liabilities by $900 million in calendar year 1971, $2.6

billion in 1972, and $2.3 billion in 1973.

The DISC proposal is estimated to reduce tax liabilities by $100 million

in 1972 and by $200 million in 1973.

It has been suggested that business might receive some sort of windfall

from the tax bill passed by the House. It should be noted that for calendar

year 1971 individuals would be given a tax reduction of over $2 billion, while

during the same period corporate business would be paying $390 million more in

taxes. For calendar year 1972, individuals would benefit by over $5 billion

while corporations would benefit by about 41.9 billion. Business is certainly

not getting any "windfall" from these proposals.

Immediate Action is Needed

In the first half of 1971, our economy grew at a real rate of only about

3%. A major factor contributing to this inadequate rate of growth has been an

abnormally low rate of capital spending. A recent survey indicates an increase

of only about 2. this year in spending for plant and equipment.

Unemployment levels also have remained quite high. In May of this year,

it reached 6.2%. After a slight decline in June and July, the unemployment rate

rose to over the 67 level in August. Furthermore it has shown no inclination to

return to the 47. level which is generally considered to be a level of full employment.

Despite these unsatisfactory levels of employment and production, prices

have continued to rise. Over half of the increase in the GNP in the first half

of this year is attributable to price increases. Between July of 1970 and July

of this year, the consumer price index rose 4.4% and the wholesale price index
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rose 3.3%. In the first seven months of this year, this index rose 3.27, indicating

possible future rises in the consumer price index.

Our balance of payments position has also deteriorated. As of the

second quarter of this year, our deficit was over $23 billion and our balance of

trade showed a deficit of $4.2 billion,both on an annual basis.

Our economic problems have now reached major proportions. We must solve

these problems and solve them now. We must consider what is in the best interests

of the nation. A bold new approach is required. The world leadership of the United

States and its economic well-being demand a major change in tax policy -- a policy

to revitalize individual achievement and the productive forces of the country.

If the situation is as serious as the Administration and many members of Congress

say it is -- and we agree that it is serious -- then it is time for the Congress,

the Administration and the American people to work together to find a solution.

We Must !verhaul Our Capital Cost Recovery System

A nation's tax policy plays a significant role in the growth and

efficiency of its production capabilities and its ability to compete in world

markets. It is exceedingly important that the tax policy of a nation not dis-

courage the modernization and expansion of its productive facilities. The other

highly industrialized nations understand these principles and are applying them.

Their capital cost recovery systems are highly favorable to the modernization and

improvement of their productive facilities. They know the importance of being in

a favorable competitive position.

Although the other industrialized nations have high income tax rates,

their capital cost recovery allowances and capital investment incentives are much-

more favorable than ours. Even with the tax credit, we were in an unfavorable

position. The repeal of the investment credit in 1969, though perhaps advisable

at the time because of the excessive competition for investment capital, has now

placed us in an even wor.!e psition. Reenactment of the credit -- even at the

proposed rate -- will not give American industry the same level of capital cost

recovery allowances that are available to its competitors in Europe and Japan.

Last year the President's Task Force on Business Taxation included in

its report a table comparing the capital cost recovery allowances for industrial

machinery and equipment in le ding industrial countries with similar allowances

in the United States. A -opy of that table is attached and it is requested that
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it be made a part of this testimony. The Treasury Department in its July 1971

publication on ADR expanded that table and prepared a chart, a copy of which we

have also attached to our testimony. This chart shows the aggregate cost

recoveries allowable on machinery and equipment for tax purposes in the United

States and in II foreign countries. It should be noted that without the three-

quarter-year convention, eliminated by the House, the comparison would be even

more unfavorable for the United States.

A major change should be made in our capital cost recovery allowance

system..The job development investment credit will help, but it is not enough

to solve the entire problem. What is needed is not only the enactment of the credit,

but also a major overhaul and liberalization of our entire depreciation system

along the lines set forth by the Task Force. The ADR system should be given the

full sanction of the Congress to erase any possible question of its advisability

or legality, and the reserve ratio test should be eliminated.

Job Development Investment Credit

The Preuidtnt's Task Force pointed out a year after the repeal ot the

investment credit in 1969:

Congress' repeal of the investment credit was in large part
motivated by the desire to curb inflationary pressures and, although
any increase in inco e tax may have some short-range effect in this
direction, we think the long-range result of increasing the tax on
business, particularly if the increase results in curbing the growth
of the productive capacity, will be to hinder efforts to reduce
or stabilize the price level.

Confirmation of the validity of that prediction is apparent. Repeal of the in-

vestment credit without replacing it with another form of capital cost recovery

allowance contributed to our problem rather than alleviated it.

In 1969, we appeared before this committee and said that the Chamber would

acquiesce in the repeal of the investment credit if there were a firm commitment

to a tax structure which through more liberal depreciation provisions and reduced

taxes on business income, would insure the continued modernization of American

industry and enable us to compete more effectively in world markets. This plea

was made in an effort to salvage some sort of capital cost recovery allowance.

The Administration had second thoughts as to the wisdom of what was being done.

Its witnesses suggested a reduction in the corporate tax rate of two percentage

points, and indicated that it was &oing to give consideration to depreciation
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reform. The Administration was accused of recommending a windfall for business.

Congress eliminated the credit and did not reduce corporate tax rates. Business

profits dropped, a more serious inflation psychology developed, unemployment became

greater, our balance of payments position became even more unfavorable, and the

competition from foreign business became even more acute.

Let us not make the same mistakes that have been made before. Let us (
stimulate rather than stifle the mighty productive forces of Americu.a industry in

order that we may fight inflation, provide more jobs, and increase the standard

of living of the American people.

A major part of our problem has been the inability of American industry

to replace its obsolete machinery and equipment. For instance, prior to ADR

a piece of equipment which might be written off for tax purposes in the United States

in 13 years could typically be written off in 10 years or less in most of the highly

industrialized nations of the world. ADR has narrowed this portion of the problem by

allowing the United States user to depreciate such a piece of equipment in 10.4 years.

Calling your attention again to the attached chart, even with ADR it is obvious that

American business is still at a disadvantage.

The steel industry is a good example. During World War II the Japanese steel

output at its peak was only 9 million tons compared to 90 million in the United

States. In 1960 Japan's steel output was 24 million tons, in 1968 it was 74

million tons, and by 1973 it is estimated to have a steel-making capacity of

125 million tons. This compares to a current capacity of approximately 195 million

tons in the United States. Approximately two-thirds of the Japanese steel capacity

is eight years old or less. By comparison, only about one-third of the steel

manufacturing plant of the United States is less than 10 years old -- and

approximately 25% is actually obsolete.

According to a McGraw-Hill survey released at the end of last year, one-

fifth of the plant and equipment of A&erican business is over 20 years old, 567

of its facilities is 10 years old or less, and one-eighth of its facilities is

considered by business to be technologically outmoded. According to the survey,

it would cost business $144.5 billion to replace its outmoded ficilities with the

best new plants and equipment. According to a similar survey, four years before,

business had reported that 65% of its facilities were 10 years old or less, compared

to 567 in the 1970 survey. To say the least, the situation is acute, and the

trend is unfavorable.
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An example of how the investment credit can affect producti'tty in the

United States can be *eon from the apparent impact of the previous credit on a

major segment of American industry. New orders for domestically produced machine

tools, after a slight decline in orders in 1964, strongly increased until October

of 1966 when the old 7% investment credit was temporarily suspended. DurIng the

period of the suspension orders dropped more than 25%.. hen the investment.credit

was restored in 1967, orders began increasing, reaching a peak in April of 1964,

when the credit was terminated. Since the termination, now orders for nachine

tools have decreased tremendously. In the first quarter of 1971, orders Vere over

70. less than their all-time high in 1969.

Part of the key to our economic growth is increasing our producttvity.

Since World War I1, United States manufacturing productivity has increase o the

average of about 3.2%. per year. Since 1965, however, our productivity gains harte

fallen sharply below this post-war average.

Since 1965 productivity in the United States has been increAsiteg at an

average annual rate of only 2.1%. In Japan, one of our major industrial corpet-

itors, productivity durit;g this same period increased by 14.2% annually. According

to Labor Department statistics, during this period the United States had the worst

record among the major free-world nations in productivity gains.

President Nixon, in his economic nessage to Congress this year, aLatest:

Improvement in our levels of living, including "sprovr~ent
of our physical environment, depends on productivity g4ir.s. The
stakes here are high. If we could, for example, i,,r.ase tho
rate of productivity growth by only one-tenth of I percent a year,
we could produce $15 billion of additional output per year by the
end of this decade.

We believe that the job development investment credit as proposed by the

Administration should be imediately enacted into law by the Co'.gress. In the

past we have urged meaningful depreciation reform in proferenc' ro an 1.vcsrgnnr

credit. However, the current circumstances are far different from those prevalent

in 1967 and 1969. A major effort is r..ded to bring about an t,!onomic recovery

and provide the jobs for our country's unemployed. Both the credit and depreciation

reform should be enacted by this Congress and made permanent features of o',r tax laws.
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With regard to the rate of the credit, we believe there is ample reason for

the adoption of a 107. credit, at least in the first year. We further believe

that the credit should be no less than 7. in succeeding years. This time it

should be made a permanent feature of the tax 1Aw -- rather than Just a faucet

to be turned on.and off to spur the economy.

Furthermore, the credit should be nude applicable to used machinery

and equipment. If the credit is not made available for used machinery and equipment,

many small businesses, which can modernize their plants only with used equipment,

would not be encouraged to do so. Extending the credit to used equipment will also

directly facilitate the purchase by others of new equipment. With regard to

the "buy America" feature of the credit, it should apply only during the time

the 10%. surcharge is in effect. We do not believe it should apply to any period

prior to the effective date of the surcharge.

A further suggestion has to do with the minimum income tax. As you know,

the minimum tax is a flat 107. of the total of the tax preference items of the

taxpayer reduced by the sum of $30,000 and the income tax liability of the tax-

payer for the tax year, after credits. Retention of the minimum tax computation

as nov in the law, reducing the tax liability by the amount of the job development

investment credit, will have the effect of watering down the impact of the credit.

We believe that the job development investment credit should be fully

effective without being impaired by the minimum tax, and that the credit should

reduce the total of the regular income tax and the minimum tax liabilities combined.

Furthermore, we believe that the minimum tax should be included in the tax base

for application of the 50% limitation in~determining the amount of the credit

allowed for the taxable year.

In the past this country has been able to compete with products made by cheaper

labor of other countries because American business had the most modern and

efficient machinery and equipment. Now we are competing with cheap labor that is

ueLng the most modern machinery and equipment -- in many cases more modern than our

own. If you adopt a tax policy that encourages the replacement of obsolete and

inefficient plant machinery and equipment, American enterprise will outproduce its

rivals, provide jobs at the highest wages on earth, and maintain American leader-

ship in the world market place.
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Basis Adjustment

When the previous investment credit was first enacted, it contained a provision

for reducing the basis for depreciation by the amount of the credit. In the Revenue

Act of 1964. the basis adjustment provision was deleted. In its report on this Act,

this committee made the following statement with regard to the basis adjustment provision:

This provision has proved troublesome to taxpayers since
it requires a downward basis adjustment with respect to eligible
property, whether or not an investment credit is claimed for the
property. Moreover, making this adjustment has presented record-
keeping problems for taxpayers, especially in the case of early
retirements, and also severely complicated the statutory language
of the investment credit provision....

To remove the recordkeeping and accounting problems which
have arisen in connection with the basis adjustment provision and
also to provide a greater stimulus with respect to the investment
credit, the bill, both as passed by the House and as reported by
your committee, repeals this basis adjustment provision.

We believe that the bill presently under consideration should not provide

for an adjustment to basis for the investment credit, since such a provision would

have similar problems to those encountered in 1962. In addition, we concur with the

Committee on Ways and Means, in its report on H.R. 10947:

Your committee has not provided a basis adjustment mech-
anism, at this time, such as that employed in the past, in view
of your committee's concern that the investment credit provided
by the bill have as great a stimulative effect on the economy as
possible. Generally, a basis adjustment mechanism provides for
a reduction in the depreciation base of property for which an
investment credit is allowed by the amount of the credit, and it
would be necessary to provide a larger credit subject to a basis
adjustment to obtain the same overall stimulative effect.

Need for Long-Range Depreciation Reform

For many years, the National Chamber has urged meaningful depreciation

reform to insure the continued modernization of American industry and to enable

American business to compete more effectively in world markets. We have long

called for permanent improvement in our inadequate depreciation structure that

would make it comparable to the capital cost recovery allowances of other indus-

trialized nations. The United States cannot afford to fall further behind our

major competitors and still hope to recover from our precarious balance of pay-

ments position which, as of the second quarter of this year, showed a deficit of

$23.4 billion. As was stated by the President's Task Force on Business Taxation:
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... it is very much in the long-term interest of the United States
to modernize and enlarge the nation's production facilities, and
that the adoption of the capital cost recovery system for machin-
ery and equipment proposed in this report would serve to further
this end and help to put and maintain United States business on a
more competitive basis with the other industrial nations of the
Free World. The capital cost recovery system proposed would have
the additional advantage of reducing the complexities associated
with the present depreciation system cf the Federal income tax law.

We cannot afford further to handicap American business at a time when

modernization and expansion of our production facilities are so necessary. Until

the time that the United States can close the gap between the systems of capital

cost recovery used by our competitors and that which is allowed by our own taxing

system, there will be little chance for improving our trade balance.

Because of advances in technology, the American industrial community is

continually faced with a need to replace obsolete machinery and equipment. In

some cases, machinery and equipment become obsolete, from a technological stand-

point, even before they become fully operative.

This country's present depreciation practices are grossly inadequate.

Although the adoption of the Asset Depreciation Range regulations have eased the

situation, it is far from being corrected. It is imperative that the recommenda-

tions of the Task Force be enacted into law. These recommendations include:

I. Substituting a capital cost recovery allowance system for the present

system of deductions based on the useful life of property;

2. Eliminating the reserve ratio test; and,

3. Allowing full recovery of cost, unreduced by salvage value, in a

period 40% shorter than would be allowed under the 1962 Treasury

Guidelines for determining useful lives.

While the job development investment'credit will have an immed.ate effect

on the economy, the Task Force recommendations should be adopted for their long-

range permanent effect.

Reserve Ratio Test Termination

The National Chamber has urged the elimination of the reserve ratio test

since its inception. Last year, the President's Task Force on Business Taxation

recommended that:
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,..the reserve ratio test and/or any similar device be eliminated
with respect to existing facilities as well as facilities acquired
after these recommendations become effective. A reserve ratio
test, or any similar measure for compering the cost recovery period
used for tax purposes with the actual period of retention of assets
by the taxpayer, is clearly irrelevant under the conventionalized
cost recovery system we have recommended.

Even under the present depreciation system, the reserve
ratio test contributes little in determining whether the depre-
ciation allowances claimed by a taxpayer on his return are equal
to the true depreciation sustained during the taxable year....

We are convinced, therefore, that the reserve ratio test
serves no useful purpose under the present depreciation system
and should be eliminated even if our other recommendations are
not adopted.

Late in 1970, members of the National Chamber's Taxation Committee repre-

senting various industries, including airlines, automobiles, chemicals and phar-

maceuticals, electronics, food products, gas and electric companies, heavy machinery,

petroleum, railroads, retailers and steel and metal producers, distributed to their

counterparts in the other major companies of their industry questionnaires concerning

depreciation under the reserve ratio test.

Of the 101 responses received, 66.3. indicated that they used the depre-

ciation guideline lives for most of their assets. The others did not use the

guideline lives.

Among those who indicated they used the guideline lives, 917 indicated

they had or anticipated problems in passing the reserve ratio test. Eighty-seven

and one-tenth percent said they would have difficulty in passing the tabular form

of the test as provided for in Rev. Proc. 62-21, and 66.27 said they would have

difficulty in passing the test with the leeways and modifications provided for in

Rev. Proc. 65-13 -- the guideline form of the test.

Of the respondents who used depreciation guideline lives for most of their

assets, 68.67 indicated that they anticipated an extension of lives under the

guideline rules would be required due to failure to meet the reserve ratio test.

While some experienced extension of their guideline lives during the period of

1965 to 1969, the majority stated they expected an extension in the years between

1970 and 1976.
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Fifty-two and three-tenths percent of the respondents who did not use

guideline lives did not use them because they were too long; 36.4% did not use

guideline lives because the lives they used for depreciation purposes were longer

than the guideline lives and were adequate; and 11.3% used regulatory agency pro-

cedures.

Those who responded that longer than guideline lives were in use or were

adequate were queried whether they would use the guideline lives if the reserve

ratio test were eliminated. Thirty-two percent said they would and 687 said they

would not. Of those who responded they would use the guideline lives but for the

reserve ratio test, 62.5% indicated that they do not use the guideline lives

because of inability to pass the test. Twenty-five percent said they do not use

the guideline lives because of the complexity of the test.

Of those who said they could not adopt guideline lives even if the reserve

ratio test were eliminated, 94.1% based their response on the fact that there

would be no tax advantage to them to adopt the guideline lives.

The results of the questionnaire indicate that a vast majority of the

businesses using guideline lives had or anticipated trouble in passing the reserve

ratio test, in either of its forms. They also anticipated an extension of lives

under the guideline rules would be required due to their failure to meet the

reserve ratio test.

The President's Task Force indicated that there would probably be little

future revenue loss involved in the elimination of the reserve ratio test. This

was borne out by our survey. It indicated that even if lives were extended under

the guideline rules due to failure to pass the test, the estimate of reduction of

depreciation allowance resulting from the extension of such lives would be a little

over 2% of present depreciation allowances for federal income tax purposes.

The reserve ratio test should be eliminated in conjunction with the adop-

tion of the Revenue Act of 1971.

Inflation

By using more modern and efficient production facilities more goods can

be produced at a lower cost per unit. By encouraging American industry to invest

in the most modern machinery and equipment available, an effort can be made to

reduce inflation.

68-333 0-71-pt. 1- 17
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Due to inflation, American business has underdepreciated its assets. This

underdepreciation has led to an overstatement of profits and an overpayment of

taxes based on those profits.

What occurs is that a piece of equipment is often depreciated at its cost

over a long period of time. When the time comes to replace that piece of equip-

ment, the cost of replacing it has greatly increased due to inflation. As a

result, the increased cost of replacement must be paid for primarily from earnings.

For example, assume a $20,000 asset is depreciated using the straight-line

method over a period of 12 years, and an inflationary effect of 7% is compounded

annually. By the time that asset is depreciated and replaced, the cost of replace-

ment will have risen to approximately $45,000. Twenty thousand dollars of this

amount can be accounted forby depreciation, but the additional $25,000 must come

from the taxpayer's earnings or newly invested capital if this asset is to be

replaced. Had the asset been depreciated over a shorter and more realistic period

of time, the effect of inflation would have been reduced and the replacement would

cost appreciably less. This story has been repeated over and over again.

In actuality, American business has been paying taxes on its capital. In

order to lessen the effects of inflation on replacement costs, shorter and more

realistic lives should be available for use in computing depreciation.

Automobile Excise Tax

The Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965 repealed many of the manufacturers

excise taxes that were imposed as emergency measures during wartime and the de-

pression years. The Act provided for the gradual phase-out of many of the excise

taxes which were not repealed outright. One of these was the excise tax on new

automobiles. Prior to the 1965 Act the rate was 10Z. The rate was reduced immed-

iately from 10% to 7% and it was further provided that it would be gradually reduced

and expire after 1969.

When the rate had dropped to 67., the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966 restored

it to 7%, and again provided for gradual reduction until 1969 when it was slated

to be a permanent 1%. Both the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 and

the Tax Reform Act of 1969 further postponed these scheduled reductions. Then

again, last year, the Excise, Escete, and Gift Tax Adjustment*Act of 1970 postponed

the repeal until 1982 by providing that the present 7% rate be phased-out gradually.
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Consistent with its long-sa.adi.-g position, the lt.io:.,al Chamber a-.-ports

the proposed repeal of the 7* attomobile cee itex on all new passenger Zars sold

at retail after August 15th of this ycar. Repeai of this highly discrimi.iatory

tax will provide a powerful stimulus zo -r saghtng ecor.ot 7r. It ist expected that

some eight million people will 3e buying net ,. .. ob.les .n tnis country over the

next year. It has been estimated thAt each ne-, car pur- tser will save an average

of $200. Since this tax savings will be passed on to t.e automobile buyer, more

Americans will be able to afford the purchase of a new automobile , producing an

increased demand for new cars. The Ways and Means Co rnrttte estitrates that repeal

of this tax alone will save new car !i/-3rs +800 miLlicri in :alendcr -. ar 1971,

02.2 billion in 1972 and $1.9 billie.n in 19/3. Fv.vm If consumers continue to save

at the rate of 87., the spending of the balance of tn'_J tax saving.3 would provide

a powerful stimulus to our economy.

But by far the most significant effect of the repeal of this tax would

be the rippling effect on our economy as a whole. Because the manufacture of

automobiles affects so many related industries, the !,).pecte6 increased demand

would be a strong business stimulus. It has been estimated that one out of every

six businesses is automotive related. Of all the re:i.l sales in this country,

24% are related to the automotive industry. In addition, 13 million people in

the United States arc employed in jobs related ':c th.. automobile. The Adminis-

tration has estimated that this repeal wll result in 600,00') additional domestic

automobile sales and 150,000 & ccitional *obs, not counting dealer employees.

In essence, our economy will receive a triple benefit from repeal of the

77. automobile exciaL tax. First, L highly discriminatory tax will be removed front

the books. Second, the price of new cars will drop, thereby enabling more Americans

to afford new cars. And third, the increased demand for new cars will create new

jobs for unemployed Americans in a broad range of industries. Not to be overlooked

also by the environmentalists is that the purchase of the new c rs will permit the

replacement of older cars not meeting today's anti-pollution standards.

Speed-Up of Individual Income Tax Cuts

In testifying before this Committee on the Tax Reform Act in 1969, the

National Chamber expressed support for the increase in the regular standard deduc-

tion as "the clearest way to simplify compliance with the tax laws for a larga

number of taxpayers."
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Congress has already made the decision to increase the personal exemption

and the standard deduction. The additional purchasing power produced by the speed-

up of the tax cuts should spur the economy. Accordingly, the National Chamber

generally favors the acceleration of these Ltems provided, that as proposed by the

Administration, sufficient cuts are made in federal expenditures to meet the anti-

cipated revenue losses.

Domestic International SalesCor2oration (DISC)

As part of its comprehensive program to solve the economic problems pres-

ently confronting our nation, the Administration has recommended the enactment of

a special tax provision known as the Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC).

As proposed by the Administration, a DISC would be a United States corporation

engaged in the business of export sales. This corporation would be permitted to

postpone the payment of federal income tax on earnings from the sale of goods

abroad until such time as the earnings are distributed to the DISC's shareholders

or the stock of the DISC is sold.

In 1970, the House of Representatives passed the DISC proposal. In June

of that year, the National Chamber, in its statement to the Ways and Means Com-

mittee, expressing its support for the DISC concept, pointed out that United States

domiciled exporters were suffering from two major disadvantages. First, they were

not receiving the tax deferral benefits presently available to foreign subsidiaries

of United States corporations. Second, domestic exporters were often competing

against exporters in foreign countries who were given more liberal tax benefits by

foreign governments.

These two disadvantages continue to exist today. The only difference is

that now our economy is in greater need of remedial measures to promote export

sales and domestic employment. We suffer today from a 6.17. rate of unemployment

and an ever-worsening balance-of-payments deficit. As of the second quarter of

1971, this deficit was $23.4 billion on an annual basis. Even our balance of

trade has begun to show a deficit. Second quarter data indicate that our balance

of trade deficit was $4.2 billion on an annual basis.

DISC is expected to encourage exports. It has been estimated, for example,

that enactment of DISC as proposed by the Administration will provide the stimulus

to increase export sales about $1.5 billion per year. The potential for our coun-

try to increase its exports is certainly there. Although during the past five
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year our exports increased at an annual average of 7.61,, according to the Depart-

men of Commerce, the annual increase in world import demand was 9%. Furthermore,

it can be seen that our export potential is being only partially realized, in view

of the fact that exports constitute only 4. of our gross national product.

Coupled with the job development investment credit and further depreciation

reform, DISC will help our serious unemployment problem. It will provide the incentive

to American businessmen to build up export sales and provide export facilities by

using the undistributed DISC income. The result will be the creation of new jobs

for many Americans -- almost 80,000 according to one estimate.

This will help reduce the very high rate of unemployment. In this connec-

tion, we call the committee's attention to the remarks of Secretary of Commerce

Stans in his testimony before this Committee on the Trade Act of 1970:

It is incomprehensible to me that labor should find any
difficulty with the DISC proposal. The sole purpose of it is
to provide ii.centives to American companies to build their plants
in the United States and export from here to other countries
instead of bulding plants in other countries and depriving
American labor of the jobs.

The President's Task Force said that it is of utmost importance for Amer-

ican business to maintain, and, if possible, to improve its competitive position

in international trade. It pointed out that the present provisions of the tax

law "present unnecessary obstacles to American business in selling goods or ser-

vices in foreign markets," and concluded by recommending enactment of the DISC

proposal.

In the bill passed by the House, the tax deferral is to be available for

export income only to the extent of 257 of a company's average level of export

income in the base period 1968 through 1970, plus any of its current export income

over this average level.

The National Chamber supports the DISC concept. However, we believe the

incremental approach taken in this bill will weaken the effectiveness of DISC.

The President's Task Force considered the question of this incremental approach

and concluded that it was not appropriate:

The objections to an incremental approach are, however,
very great from the standpoint of both equity and administration.
For example, it would be difficult to justify the imposition of
a tax at a higher rate on a taxpayer that had an established
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export business than on a competitor just entering the export
field. Such a tax differential would have the effect of sub-
sidizing the development of the newcomer's business. The com-
plexities of a law requiring comparison between current results
and past experiences are still remembered by those who had to
cope with the excess profits tax laws of World War II and the
Korean War. The Task Force is of the view, therefore, rhat the
DISC proposal properly avoids the incremental approach.

In summary, we believe that enactment of the full DISC proposal of the

Administration will play a major role toward economic recovery. Some of its

expected advantages are:

-- It will place the American exporter in a more ccmpetitLve position

in world trade;

-- It will provide tax deferral for domestic exporters equal to that

now available to American exporters using foreign subsidiaries; and

-- It will allow firms that are too small to operate through foreign

subsidiaries to enter the export field.

Conclusion

In conclusion I wish to reiterate the position of the National Chamber

on H.R. 10947. It is the view of the Chamber that:

1. The Job development investment credit should be enacted by the

Congress without delay and made a permanent part of the tax structure.

At the same time the Congress should fully sanction the Asset Depre-

ciation Range system so as to end any question of its advisability

or legality. In addition, ADR should be extended by legislation

to include the recommendations of the President's Task Force on

Business Taxation regarding capital cost recovery, including elim-

ination of the reserve ratio test.

2. The automobile excise tax should be eliminated.

3. The Domestic International Sales Corporation proposal should be

enacted into law as proposed by the Administration.

4. The scheduled increases in the standard deduction and the personal

exemption should be accelerated.
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Attachment A

TABLE I.*--ComPauison of Cost Recovry Allowances (1) for Industrial Ma.
chiwy and Equipment in Leading Industrial Countries with Similar Allowances
in the United States

Aggregate Cot recovery slovana (percatose
Represantatlvs of cost of asset) ___
aa recovery

periods (years) Yinst taxable Fiat 3 taxable First 7 taxable
year years yars

Belgium .................... 10 (2) 20.0 (3) 48.8 89.0 (4)
Canada .................... 10 (2) 20.0 (3) 48.8 79.0
France..................... 8 (5) 31.3 (3) 67.5 94.9 (6)
Italy ....................... 6 (7) 20.0 (8) 65.0 (9) 100.0
Japan ...................... I1 (10) 34.5 (11) 56.9 81.4
Luxembourg ................ 10 (2) 28.0 (12) 60.4 101.9 (13)
Netherlands ................. 5 (14) 10.0 42.4 77.1 (15)
Sweden ..................... 5 (16) 30.0 (3) 65.7 100.0
Switzerland ................. 6% (2) 15.0 58.4 90.0
United Kingdom ............ 12 (2) 57.8 (17) 78.1 10W2.1
Western Germany........... 9 (18) 16.7 (19) 49.6 88.8 (20)
United States:

Withnvestment credit .... 13 (2) 21.7 (21) 47.9 80.1
Without investment credit. 13 (2) 7. 7 33.9 66. I

*Capltal wt recover allowances get forth on this Table weregathered by the lesk Yom &and have bNe
reviewed and approved In writing by a lewding internskoWl firn of public accountants and reviewed and
accepted by the .8. Tresry Department.

NOTES
(I) The capital coat recoveries for each of the foreign countries have been computed

on the assumption that the investment qualifies for any special allowances, invest-
ment credits, grants or deductions generally permitted. The deductions in the
United States have been determined under the double declining balance method
without regard to the limited first year allowances for rmall businesses.

(2) Double declining balance method.
(3) Full year allowp.-ce in first taxable year.
(4) Method changed to straight line in fifth taxable year. Straight line rate applied

to original coat for fifth, sixth and seventh taxable years.
(5) 250% declining balance method.
(6) Method changed to straight line in sixth taxable year.
(7) Straight li e method.
(8) Includes additional foreshortened allowance of 15%.
(9) Includes additional foreshortened allowance of 15%, 15% and 10% in firnt.

second, and third taxable years, respectively.
(10) Modified double declining balance method; 18.9% per Japanese Government

rate table, salvage value built into rate.
(11) Includes special first year allowance of 25%; allowance reduces recoverable

base cost in second and succeeding taxable years.
(12) Includes 18% allowance equivalent to 9% investment credit at effective 50%

income tax rate; credit does not reduce recoverable base cost.
(13) Method changed to straight line In fifth taxable year. Straight line rate applied

to original cost for fifth, sixth and seventh taxable years.
(14) 100% declining balancemethod.
(15) Method changed to straight line in seventh taxable year.
(16) Modified declining balance method-30% rate; accumulated cost recovery may

not be les than total of 20% of cost for each year asset is in service.
(17) Full year allowance in first taxable year; Includes 44.4% allowance equivalent

to 20% investment grant at effective 45% income tax rate; grant reduces recover-
able base cost.

(18) The average cost recovery period for machinery and equipment in Western
Germany is 8 to 10 years to which additional allowances are permitted for multiple
shift operations: 25% of allowance for two shift operations and 50% of allowance
for three shift operations. Allowances may be further Increased when plant is
located in certain areas such as Berlin, areas bordering on Iror. curtain countries,
and undeveloped areas.

The abo- e Table 1I sets forth cast recovery allowances based on an average cost
recovery period of 9 years. The double declining balance method is used. A 25%
additional allowance for twoshift operations is taken into account beginning with
the fifth year when the method is changed to straight line. The corporate deprecia-
tion rate thus computed is slightly over the maximum 20% rate permitted on a
declining balance method to reflect that:

(A) The straight line method produces more depreciation than does the double
declining balance method for certain short-lived assets; and

(B) Items of machinery and equipment costing under U.S. $200 can be expensed.
No other incentives have been taken into account.

(19) Full year allowance in first taxable year for assets acquired in first half of such year;
half year allowance for assets acquired in second half.

(20) Method changed to straight line in fifth taxable year. See (18) above.
(21) Includes 14% allowance equivalent to 7% investment credit at effective 50%

Income tax rate. Credit does not reduce recoverable base coast.
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Attachment B

AGGREGATE COST RECOVERIES ALLOWABLE FOR TAX PURPOSES IN
THE UNITED STATES AND IN ELEVEN FOREIGN COUNTRIES ON

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

% A) FIRST TAXABLE YEAR *The estimates of foreign dereciation
60 mvwre gathered by President Nixon's

Business Tax Task Force on the basis
of inquiries thru international

40 accounting offices

20 - - -,

0-

% B) THIRD TAXABLE YEAR
80

60

40 - -

20

UNITED STATES
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The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Leon Keyserling,
Former Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers.

We are pleased to welcome you here, Mr. Keyserling. For some rea-
son or other everything you say about economics always finds a respon-
sive chord with this Senator, so I am particularly pleased to have you
here.

STATEMENT OF LEON KEYSERLING, FORMER CHAIRMAN,
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS

Mr. KEYSERLINO. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
appreciate the gracious remarks of the chairman. I would like to make
one preliminary remark. Whenever I have been before this committee
during the most recent years, I have always impressed the committee
until the time when he took action.

Without being pridef ul, I would like to call this to the attention of
the committee through my prepared testimony, as there is not time to
do it orally. It might be well to make a little score card of how much
trouble the American economy, business and labor alike because I
favor neither at the expense of the other, has gotten into by persistent-
ly doing in the recent past the things which I oppose here today, as I
have done before. The same things were done and tried over and over
again, and found to be wrong, not in the philosophy of labor groups,
not in the philosophy of industry groups, not in the economic text-
books,.but in the great laboratory of the trillion-dollar American eco-
nomy in action.

Therefore, let me first summarize what I propose here today, and
than bring the facts to bear.

At this time, I think it would be very unwise to enact and investment
tax credit proposal as it now stands. I am here giving only my conclu-
sions by way of summary, then I will get to a few facts, and I will
keep within the time limit.

I am opposed to extending the investment tax credit at this time.
But as a practical man, I guess there is going to be some extension, and
insofar as it is extended, I would not grant it entirely to those who
need it least, but also to those who need it more, particularly those
engaged in building in our great cities, and I will come to the reasons
for that.

I have previously called to the attention of this committee, without
avail, the gross discrimination against that vital sector in every tax
and every subsidy and every other action we take, although we con-
tinue to identify this sector as one of our greatest national priority.

Second, I believe that all of the tax incentives granted at this time,
or stimulus granted at this time, with the exception of expanding the
investment tax credit to include housing and related construction,
should be focused upon consumption stimulus, I believe that the
consumption factor should get the entire saving achieved through the
desirable reduction in the investment tax credit.

In doing this, it is also essential to look carefully at the composition
of the personal tax cuts. The very valid question was raised, if we
want to increase consumer spending, how is it that people are saving
so much and not spending enough, so what is the use of increasing
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their after-tax incomesI The answer is, we are not looking at who has
the savings any more than we are looking at who has the income. In-
come distribution is so askew that savings are more askew. The
preponderance of the saving is being doneby the people in the top
half. The people in the middle income groups aren't saving any 0 or
7 percent, they are saving 1 or 2, and at last a third of the ppiplilation
is dissaving, they ar: borrowing more than they are spending.

So concentrating the personal tax cuts on those in the lower half
of the income structure stimulates spending much more, and therefore
helps business, and therefore helps the whole economy, very much
more than providing tax cuts for the upper-income groups.

This is utterly neglected, in general, by those who talk about the
high rate of savings. The highest rate of frozen savings was during
the great depression.

Now, let me refer to a few facts. I want to refer to the facts, be-
cause I have appreciated what the previous witnesses have said, but
they talked mostly theory. They have debated" the relative merits of
investment cuts and consumption cuts, lut they haven't looked at the
facts very much, at least not here. So very briefly, I think I can do
this in 2 or 3 minutes.

I have a chart, which shows what the. House bill would do if it were
enacted into its present form.* And here on my chart 1. I look at the
percentage increase in income after taxes. Afte- all, it isnt. the cut in
tax rates that counts, nobody spends that, they spend what they get
by virtue of the cut.

This shows that, under the House bill for the years 1971 and 1972,
the family with an income under $3,000 would get 0.6 percent increase
in its disposable income and a family with income over $50.0K( would
get over 5 percent. So there is practically no progressiveness ill it. The
whole thing is small also, and doesn't amount to much in a million
dollar economy. It is also interesting to note the family with over
$50,000 would get a higher percentage increase in its disposable in-
come than any of the families between $10,000 and $50,000, in other
words, the middle and upper middle income families.

Now it will be said, of course, that due to the mathematics of the
tax structure, if the higher income people are paying higher rates.
when you reduce taxes, they have to get more help in pelentage
terms. This begs the whole question. The question is, AVheth,.n' as a
matter of national policy, we should continue to use tax policy to give
more disposable incoine help and more dollars of income help through
tax policy to those at the top who need it least. And if we COeld not
through taxation give the most to those lower down, v which in fact we
can, then we need some policy other than tax policy to kem, p 'thse
who need help most.

In my second chart, I have done something which I think nolbdy
has done, although we have had an orgy of tax reduction since 1963.
I have taken all-of the tax legislation from 1963 through 1973. in-
cluding the House bill through 1973. And when I add it ill up. and
include this bill if enacted in the House form, the people with incomes
over $50,000 will have gotten a higher percentage increase in income
taxes than anybody lower down. It is fantastic. They havi' gotten

*Charts referred to appear on pp. 269ff.
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6 percent. Those under $3,000 have gotten 5 percent, and those in be-
tween have gotten less.

Now, an even more important way of looking at it is shown on my
chart 4 which shows the percentage distribution of tax returns and
the dollar yalue of the tax cuts. I show it all the way from 1964 to
1973, and here is the result we get when we view it all. I am talking
about the personal tax cuts.

The family under $3,000, who are 16 percent of the families, will
have gotten 7.5 percent of the total tax cuts. So they have gotten help
of less than one-half in ratio to their number.

The families above $50,000, or 0.6 percent of the population, have
gotten 0.8 percent of the cuts. So they have gotten help in excess of
their number. So if you adjust it on a numerical ratio basis, they havo
gotten more than twice as much as those below $3,000. And those in
between, on this ratio-to-numbers basis, will all have gotten more than
those in the lowest income group. This is another example of the re-
gressiveness of the cuts.

Now, another thing to be taken into consideration is that the Fed-
eral income tax structure should be made increasingly progressive, be-
cause of the nature of the total nationwide tax structure, which very
few observe.

If you look at my chart 5, it shows that, when you take all kinds
of taxes into account, the family below $2,000, which is supposed to
payl no taxes, is paying 50 percent of its income in taxes. The family
with $50,000 is paying only 45 percent, and those in between are paying
between 35 and 30 percent compared with 50 percent for those below
$2,000. When we add up the payroll taxes and excise taxes and indi-
rect taxes and State and local property taxes, we have a fantastically
unp)rogressive tax system. And this is all the more reason, since the
Federal income tax is the only progressive tax we have, that this tax
should be made more progressive when any additional action is taken.
And it has been made more nonprogressive since 1964, which inci-
dentally reverses the course of our whole previous history in this
respect.

Chart 6 shows the distribution of family income, which has a great
bearing on this. Multiperson families, 41 percent of the income for the
highest fifth, 74 percent to the highest two-fifths, 6 percent to the low
fifth, and 12 percent to the second fifth, or 18 percent to the lowest
two-thirds and 74 percent to the highest two-fifths.

I don't believe in equal income. I am against that. I am not for per-
fect income distribution. But certainly, the very unwholesome dis-
tribution now, and the extremely regressive nature of the nationwide
tax system, does not call at this time for any tax reduction, except
concentrating on those who need the help most, especially since there is
so little now for tax cutting in any event.

Now, coming over to the allocation between investment and con-
sumption. I have here on chart 7 an estimate different from that, I
think, furnished by anyone else as to the distribution between the two
in the current bill as passed by the House, because I have counted
everything. I have counted the Treasury action earlier in the year.
In the personal tax cuts, I hnve allocated some of it to the investment,
namely, the portion of the savings of those in the high income brackets
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that they invest rather than spend, et cetera. And for the years 1971-
72, taking them all into account, $4.5 billion would go to investment,
and 3.3 to consumpiton. But in 1973 and thereafter, if the House bill
were passed in its present form, .7.9 percent would go to investment
and 2.5 percent to consumption. More than 3 times as much to in-
vestment as to consumption.

Why should we avoid such action? Sure, we should have more in-
vestment in plant and machinery. But let's turn to the history rather
than to the theory. Several times since 1952, and especially since 1960,
we have been confronted with this age-old problem of how to allocate
tax cuts between investment and consumption. My chart 15 shows
exactly what has happened. It shows that every time we had a boom
in the economy, the investment grew many times as fast as the con-
sumption. Consequently, we had an economic reverse. Of course, when
the economy moved sharply downward, investment contracted. And
this has happened over and over again and this was the reason why
in 1964 I urged against piling so much of the tax reduction on the
investment side. It worked for a year, created a boom, but really in
1966 the economy began to shrink again. Now we are in the same
kind of situation today.

1 am for good profits. But the per unit return is high enough,
and since the per unit return is high enough, the reason the profits
aren't high enough and the reason the funds aren't high enough is
that the volume isn't high enough, and you do not stimulate volume
by putting in a still more favorable funding position those who are
not now in shortage of funds but rather in a gross excess of capacity
over use.

I don't believe there are many large corporations in the United
States today that can make a valid claim that it wants to make invest-
ment on grounds of the market condition, but is unable to do so be-
cause of lack of funds.

My next point is that, if this committee, or some other committee,
doesn't deal with the interest rate problem, tax policy is unavailing.
We have since 1952, through rising interest rates, and this is my chart
25, transferred $405 billion in national income out of the pockets of the
homeowner and average consumer and small businessman and govern-
mental borrowers, and even the utilities, and into the pockets of those
who lend the American people back their own savings, about which we
talk so much. That $405 billion of income transfer upward is inflation-
ary because the rising interest rates have pyramided and costs and
charges. They are unconscionable. They have stunted economic growth.
They are doing the same thing as if you transferred $405 billion of tax
reductions regressively upward. We will never get adequate economic
growth with investment tax credits favored over consumer tax benefits,
and with this gargantuan monetary burden upon growth and upon
spending power of the people. Therefore, I recommend to this com-
mittee, since everything else is neglecting it, to consider an excess
interest tax. It is a lot more logical than an excess profits tax. It is
just as easy to enact, and a workable formula could be devoted for
doing it.Finally, not to take the time of the committee excessively, I have a
number of charts on investment in housing and urban development
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which show that, in spite of the housing boom this year, it is all being
built for the upper-income groups. It is going to saturate the marketagain. When you take. ,uy longer period of time, housing and com-
merciL construction has grown only about half as fast as the economy.
Our urban areas are run down. The rate of growth in future housing
and commercial construction needs to be much higher to create jobs.
One dollar of investment credit or any kind of tax stimulus on housing
and commercial construction would have a multiplier effect 10 times as
great as an investment tax credit to General Motors.

Thank you very much for your attention.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you, Mr. Keyserling. I am going to take

your statement and your 'charts home with me tonight and spend an
hour or so studying them because I think you have made a very im-
pressive presentation and I tend to agree vith your argument.

Wouldyou be so kind as to submit to us a suggestion or two as to
how we could go about taxing excess interest? Personally, I am in-
terested in that.

Mr. KEYSERLING. I would be glad to do that if you so wish, and will
make such a suggestion availale to the chairman.*

The CHARM1fAN. Well, I would like to do something about it.
Do you agree with my argument that the last time we had the invest-

ment tax credit it tended to bring about higher interest rates and to
have the effect of business muzzling the homeowner away from the
money market to the extent-

Mr. KEYsaLiNG. Without being prideful, I think that I would par-
ticularly like to address my comment to Senator Fannin, because I
respect his views and have the same objectives as he has,- although a
different approach as to how to achieve these objectives.

Again, not being prideful, but perhaps some young assistant to this
committee, who is where I was 35 years ago, before I got on social se-
curity, to make a check of -what I said before this committee bnad other
committees about the investment tax credit in 1964 and other times. I
said it is going to do a number of things. First of all, not much of it
is going to be used, because when we are in vast overcapacity, when
business has ample funds, they are not going to use that investment
tax credit fully, and there was a big consumption gap even then. As I
said at that time, a lot of it is going to go overseas for overseas invest-
ment, making our balance-of-payments problem much worse. Because
when you have idle plant capacity of a large amount in the United
States and the Government for some perverse reason continues to give
you tax bonanzas of all kinds, you can't use it here so you send it
overseas.

I predicted that would happen, and then the balance of p. vments
got worse, generally speaking, every year. I said that is whatwould
ha ppen to it. And the situation is the same today, only in more mag-
nifled form because there is more idle plant.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HANSEN. Could I ask one question. I am sorry I didn't get

to hear your full statement, Mr. Keyserling. But your recommenda-
tion for an excise interest tax, would you recommend also a limitation
on where money could be put on deposit? I am wondering if we were to

*Mr. Keyserling subsequently submitted additional material which appears at pp. 305ff.
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restrict the interest that could be paid here in the United States would
not that encourage its flight abroad ?

,Mr. KEYSERLING. Well, first, I haven't yet responded to the study
involved in examining what kind of formula could be used. Offhand, I
would say that I do not think it would be necessary or desirable to
attempt to get into legislation prescribing and apportioning where
money should be deposited in the United States, but let me say this
as to your related question and some of the other questions raised here.

I-am for a lot of the things that are being done to improve our com-
petitive position, and also to proscribe in the short run undue compe-
tition from others, but it is not a long-range solution. In the first place,
we must remember that everything that we buy from other countries
results, broadly speaking, in things that they buy from us. Actually,
in the goods and services account, we have had a surplus 76 years out
of 77, which is a pretty good record.

In other words, trade has to move along a two-way street. But the
main thing is that we have constantly made the mistake of overem-
phasizing the relationship of our international trade and the inflow of
goods to the size of the American domestic economy. We are a tre-
mendous continental empire. Most of our markets are here, predomi-
nantly. We are not like England which has to sell to live and Japan
which has to sell to live or Scandinavian countries that have to sell
to live. Therefore, when in the name of taking care of that tail on the
elephant's behind, we plunge whole elephant into recession and de-
pression, we are giving a dollar to get a nickel. That isn't the way to
do it. Even if, through the maintenance of high interest rates, we can
gain a few billion dollars a year on our international transaction, at
the expense of a policy that helps to cause 6-percent unemployment at
home and a $70 to $100 billion production gap at home, this is a mighty,
mighty poor tradeoff.

Moreover, the American capital hasn't flown overseas because of
higher interest rates. It is flown overseas because there has been a
prolixity of capital here relative to the economy at large. It couldn't
be used here, because we weren't fully employed. If we increase public
and private consumption of American products sufficiently, we will
find that we will not be sending money overseas in such large amounts.
There is an exact correlation between the trouble in the American
economy and the increase in our balance-of-payments problem and
the flow of capital overseas. It is going overseas because it can't be
used fully here.

Ford and Chrysler don't go to France and Japai because of higher
interest rates there. They go when they believe that fundamental eco-
nomic growth conditions are better there, as they have been during
recent years.

Senator HANSE. May I say Dr. Keyserling's response leaves no
doubt in my mind as to his feelings about the importance which he
attaches to international trade, but I am sorry that he didn't give me
a yes or no answer on my question because it seems to me that while
he may feel that it has no bearing, there seems to be some in the country
who do not agree with him.

Mr. KEYsMLrNo. Excuse me, I am sorry, if you will state what you
want me to answer yes or no I will try to answer.
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Senator Hwsmn. I asked if you would favor a prohibition on the
placing of American capitil on account so as to draw interest in foreign
banks or on any foreign amount. That was my question.

I assume that, if you are to limit your rate of interest that can be
changed here and a higher rate of interest may be available elsewhere
outside of this country, I would feel there could be a flow of capital.
Do you share that feeling?

Mr. KEYsERMNr. No; I don't feel that that would greatly change
the flow of capital, because I think those am not the real reasons for
the flow. Chrysler doesn't go to Japan to get higher interest rates.
They go to get an opportunity for production and production and
investment and employment that the shortage of demand in the Amer-
ican market does not give them.

To answer your question in a few words, I would see no great objec-
tion to what you proposed if it proved needed. But I dlo not deem
what you propose to be a main approach today.

(The statements of Mr. Keyserling, and additional material sub-
mitted follows. Hearing continues on p. 314.)

SUBMISSIONS OF LEON H. KEYSEBLING

SUMMARY FOR COMMITTEE USE
Basic proposals

(1) The investment tax credit should be drastically reduced, because the
economy now needs vast direct expansion of consumption, which would more
soundly and widely stimulate investment;

,(2) Any investment tax credit enacted should be applied even more liberally
than elsewhere to housing and related commercial construction, especially in
urban areas. Despite the cutrent housing "boom" for upper-income families,
there is very little being built for the lower half of the income structure, only
a token slum clearance program, -and constant urban deterioration. These are
far higher national priorities, and would contribute far more to employment and
economic growth; than new machinery In plants which are now 25-30 percent
Idle;

(3) The net saving from reduced investment tax credit should be used entirely
to provide larger personal tax cuts to those In the lower half of the income
structure, who should also receive the tax cuts now being contemplated for
those higher up. These changes, in addition to considerations of equity, would
provide much more stimulus to employment and economic growth, because con-
sumers in the lower half of the structure spend Immediately a much higher
portion of their disposable income than others;

(4)% If the tax policy is sound, and if prices are properly restTained, there
is no economic need for an excess profits tax, but one may be highly desirable
to obtain nationwide acceptance of wage restraint by Government;

(5) Whatever may be done on the tax side economic restoration cannot be
attained, nor Inflation curbed, without reversal of the policy of right money and
extremely high interest rates, which dInce 1952 has transferred more than 150
billion dollars of national income In a regressive and inflationary manner. Con-
sideration should be given to an excess interest tax, In view of the need to
reduce Interest rates on domestic priority programs by 30-50 percent.

Supporting facts

In the House bill, the percentage increase In personal Income after taxes, for
1971 and 1972, is 0.6 percent for incomes under $3,000, and 0.5 percent for
Incomes over $50,000. Thus, the tax relief and stimulus Is pitifully small, and
hardly progressive. Those under $3,000, comprising 16.1 percent of all taxpayers
in 1969, would receive 5.3 percent of total dollars of personal tax relief, while

1Formerly Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers. Consulting economist and attorney;
President, Conference on Economic Progress.
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5.2 percent would go to incomes over $50,000, comprising only 0.6 percent of all
taxpayers. Meanwhile, in 1968 (latest available data), those under $2,000 paid
50 percent of their income in all types of Federal, state and local taxes, while
those above $50,000 paid only 45'j)ercent

To be sure, tax-cutting tends toward these percentage results. But as an orgy
of tax cutting since 1962 has moved in this direction, it is high time to help those
who need help most by progressive rather than regressive tax changes, and by
recognizing in addition the need for selective increases in Federal spending in
lieu of incontinent tax reductions. Among multiple-person families in 1969, the
highest income fifth received 41 percent of total multiple-person family income
and the highest income two-fifths 64 percent, while the lowest income fifth received
only 6 percent and the lowest income two fifths only 18 percent.

During 1971-1972, counting both the House bill and the Treasury tax conces-
sions earlier in 1971, 4.5 billion dollars would be allocated to investment, and
only 3.3 billion to consumption. Looking at the permanent effects in 1973 and
thereafter, 7.9 billion would be allocated to investment, and only 2.5 billion to
consumption. These allocations ignore all the lessons of similar errors since 1962;
if enacted, they offer no prospect for full economic restoration, but only for
repetition of the repeated cycles of inadequate economic growth, stagnation, and
recession.

A vigorous expansionary program would net less price inflation without con-
trols that a stagnant economy even with "voluntary" controls. During 1961-1966,
with the real economic growth rate 5.8 percent and unemployment down from 6.7
percent to 3.8 percent, the average annual increase in consumer prices was 1.7
percent But since then, real growth has been more than cut in half, unemploy-
ment risen to 6.0 percent, and consumer price inflation averaged annually close
to 5.0 percent

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY OF LEON H. KEYSERLING

Mr. Keyserling made these proposals for changes in the-tax bill as enacted by
the House:V,

"(1) The investment tax credit should be drastically reduced, because the
economy now needs vast direct expansion of consumption, which would more
soundly and widely stimulate investment;

"(2) The investment tax credit should be applied to housing and related com-
mercial construction, especially in urban areas, even more favorably than else-
where. Despite the current home construction 'boom' for upper-income families,
there is very little new construction for the lower half of the income structure,
only a token slum clearance program, and constant urban deterioration. These are
far higher national priorities, and would contribute far more to employment and
G.N.P., than new machinery in plants which are now 25-30 percent idle;

"(3) The net saving from reducing the size of the tax investment credit should
be used entirely to provide larger personal tax cuts to those in the lower half
of the income structure, who should also receive the tax cuts now being contem-
plated for those higher up. These changes would involve no net change in the total
tax revenues on paper, and they would- greatly increase them in actuality by pro-
moting much more stimulus to higher economic growth because consumers in the
lower half of the structure spend immediately a much higher portion of their
disposable income than others;

"(4) If tho tax policy is sound, and if prices are properly restrained, there is
no economic need for an excess profits tax, but one may be highly desirable to
obtain nationwide acceptance of wage restraint by Government;

"(5) Whatever may be done on the tax side, economic restoration cannot be
attained, nor inflation curbed, without reversal of the policy of tight money and
exremely high interest rates, which since 1952 has transferred more than 150
billion dollars of national income in a regressive and inflationary manner. Con-
gressional legislation should roll back by 30-50 percent the interest rates on the
great domestic priority programs, and bring the Federal Reserve System under
the effective control of the President and the Congress. Consideration should be
given to an excess interest tax, which is more needed than an excess profits tax;

"(6) Whatever may be done on the tax and money side, greatly increased Fed-
eral spending is needed for full economic restoration and to'meet priority needs,
focusing on more private and public consumption of goods and services. The
Federal Budget in calendar 1972 should be about 38 billion dollars higher than
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that proposed by the President for fiscal 1972. A restored Federal economy would
bring us much closer to a balanced Federal Budget."

In support of his l)rol)osed shift from more investment stimulus to more con-
sumption stimulus, Mr. Keyserling cited the following facts:

"In the House bill, the percentage increase in personal income after taxes, for
1971 and 1972, is 0.6 percent for those with incomes under $3,000, and 0.5 percent
for those with incomes over $50,000. Thus, the tax relief and stimulus is piti-
fully small, and can hardly be called progressive. Those with incomes under
$3,000, comprising 16.1 percent of all taxpayers in 1969, would receive 5.3
percent of the dollars of tax relief, while 5.2 percent would go to those with
incomes over $50,000, comprising only 0.6 percent of all taxpayers. Yet, looking
at all types of Federal, state, and local taxes, in 1968 (later comprehensive data
not available), those with incomes under $2,000 paid 50 percent of their income in
taxes, while those with incomes of $50,000 and over paid only 45 percent.

"It is no answer to point out that the mathematics of tax cutting necessarily
has these unfortunate economic and social results, for as an orgy of tax cutting
since 1962 has produced the wrong results, it is high time to help those who need
help most by selectively increased Federal spending in lieu of incontinent tax
reductions. Among multiple-person familities in 1969, the highest income fifth
received 40 percent of total multiple-person family income nad the highest in-
come two-fifths 64 percept, while the lowest income received only 6 percent and
the lowest income two-fifths only 18 percent."

Turning to the allocation between investment and consumption, Mr. Keyserling
presented these facts:

"During the period 1971-1972, counting both the House bill and the Treasury
tax concessions earlier in 1971, 4.5 billion dollars would be allocated to invest-
ment, and only 3.3 billion to consumption. Looking at the permanent effects in
1973 and thereafter, 7.9 billion would be allocated to investment, and only 2.5
billion to consumption. These allocations ignore all the lessons of similar errors
since 1962; if enacted, they offer no prospect for full economic restoration, but
only for repetition of the repeated cycles of inadequate economic growth, stagna-
tion, and recession."

Mr. Keyserling insisted that "a vigorous expansionary program would net
less price inflation without controls than a stagnant economy even with 'volun-
tary' controls, because the whole experience of the past two decades has been
that inflation rises when idle plant and manpower rise, and falls when idle plant
and manpower falls."

TESTIMONY OF LEON H. KEYSERLINO

Mr. Chairman and Members of tlihe Committee, I appreciate very much this
opportunity to appear before you again, as you consider a tax proposal designed
fundamentally to reactivate the economy toward higher real economic growth,
and toward maximum employment, production, and purclasing power. But I
am convinced that the proposal now before you. in its current form, needs vast
alteration to bring it into line with these great purposes. The composition of the
proposed tax changes in the bill as it now stands are socially unjust, and they
are also unsound in purely economic and financial terms. The total amount of
stimulus provided is also too small, and involves too limited a concept of the
appropriate role of tax policy, spending policy, and monetary policy in achieving
the needed economic restoration.

In summary, I respectfully propose that the investment tax credit as set forth
in the bill passed by the House be greatly reduced (but for practical considera-
tions, I would suggest its abandonment). I propose that the savings thus accom-
plished be translated predominantly into tax changes designed directly to en-
large after-tax consumer income and therefore consumer spending, along lines
which concentrate all of the new tax benefits upon those in the lower half of
the income structure. I propose to the extent that the investment tax credit is
retained at all (as it is almost certain to be), that it be applied at least as favor-
ably, and preferably much more favorably, to housing and related commercial
construction, especially in urban areas, as to those other sectors of the economy
to which it is now intended to apply. I propose that this Committee make such
efforts as it can, through tax legislation, to move against the socially uncon-
scionable and economically unsound high rates of interest which now persist.
through something akin to an excess interest tax, on the ground that even the
most beneficial tax changes can be counteracted by the errors of the current won-
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etary policy. I strongly insist, although this Committee does not deal directly
with Federal spending, that no program of tax and monetary change, even along
the soundest lines, can restore the U.S. economy, deal with the problem of poverty
and income maldistribution, and meet the greatest priorities of our domestic
needs, without vast increases in public spending at the Federal level.

I am absolutely convinced that the New Economic Policy of the Administra-
tion, even with the relatively slight changes in it made by the House action on
the pending tax bill, will prolong the economic stagnation, make no large reduic-
tion in Idle manpower and plant, result in progressively increased deficiency of
action toward serving our great domestic priorities across the board, and con-
tribute further to fundamental inflationary pressure which "freezes" and guide-
lines can suppress temporarily but not overcome enduringly.

I am firmly convinced that the comprehensive program, tax and otherwise,
which I propose in this testimony can and would serve to meet these towering
needs of our economy and our people, and also result in far less price inflation
In the long run.

Without being prideful, I thing that a fair check list of what I have testified
recurrently before this Committee during the past quarter century, and especially
during the past 5 to 10 years, would demonstrate, although I frequently repre-
sented a minority viewpoint and sometimes stood alone, that I was nonetheless
correct, as shown by subsequent event, to a degree justifying attention to what I
say here today.

First of all, I should like to offer my quantitative analysis of the tax bill
enacted by the House and now before you. My Chart 1 shows the percentage
tax cuts offered to various income groups, and then shows the percentage In-
crease in income after taxes which would result, first during 1971-1972, and then
permanently. Looking at the precentagle tax cuts, these range from 28.4 percent
for 1971-1972 and 42.0 percent permanently for those with income under $3,000
to 0.9 percent during 1971-1972 and 1.1 percent permanently for those with in-
comes over $50,000. But this appearance of progressiveness is entirely superficial
and misleading.

What really counts to the tax payer and to the economy is not the percentage
tax cut, but the percentage increase in income after taxes. On this basis, the per-
centage Increase In income after taxes is 0.6 percent during 1971-1972 and 0.7
percent permanently for those with Incomes under $3,000, and 0.5 percent during
1971-1972 and 0.3 percent permanently for those with incomes over $50,000.
Thus, the amount of real tax relief and stimulus to the economy is really extreme-
ly small and inadequate, and could hardly be called progressive at all. Indeed,
those with Income over $50,000 get larger percentage increases in their income
after taxes than those with income between $10,000 and $50,000.

It Is no answer to this objection to say that one would naturally expect those
high in the income structure to receive a higher percentage addition to their after-
tax incomes when tax reduction is undertaken, because their tax payments and
tax rates are so much greater than among those lower down in the Income scale.
For such a mathematical exercise has nothing whatsoever to do with the economic
and social fact that any and all changes in Federal policies at this time should
be directed to helping those lower down in the income scale much more in per-
centagp terms than those higher up in the income scale. And if this cannot be
accomplished sufficiently by tax policy, then other policies should be used, as I
shall oubsequently discuss. Tax policy is not a total tool.

This -point is made much clearer, and much more startling, by looking at my
Chart 2, which consolidates the effects of all reductions in the Federal personal
income tax structure from 1963 through 1973, with the first personal income tax
reductions taking place in 1964, and assuming enactment of the House bill in
its present form. Looking at the percentage tax cuts, they range from 89.4 per-
cent from income groups under $3,000 to 10.3 percent for income groups over
$50,000. But looking more properly tat the percentage increases 'in after-tax
incomes, these range from &.0 percent for those with income over $50,000 to only
5.0 percent for those under $3.000, 5.4 percent for those at $3,00-$5,000, 4.4 per-
cent for those at $5,000-$10,000, 4.8 percent for those at $10,000-$20,000, and 5.9
percent for those a't $20,000-$50,000. Thus, Federal income tax change subsequent
to 1953 to date has been used to distribute income upward, when it should have
been used for the opposite purpose. Moreover, as I shall subsequently show, other
forms of tax policy, ,and policies other than tax policy, have been used to distribute
income upward far more grossly than the income tax policy alone has done.
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My Chart 3 makes the same point from still a different perspective, by ex-
amining the percentages of the total tax relief, in dollar terms, going to various
Income groups under the bill as enacted by the House. During 1971-1972, those
with income under $3,000, comprising 16.1 percent of all tax payers in 1969, would
receive 5.3 percent of the dollars of tax relief, while those with incomes over
$50,000, comprising only 0.6 percent of the tax returns, would receive 5.2 percent
of the dollar relief, or an enormously higher percentage relative to their number.

Permanently, those under $3,000 would receive only 10.5 percent of the dollar.
relief, while those over $50,000 would receive 9.1 percent of the dollar relief, or
somewhere In the neighborhood of twenty times as much as the lowest income
group In ratio to their respective numbers. To take another example, those with
incomes at $10,000-$20,000 would receive, on a permanent basis, 12.0 percent
of the total dollar relief, compared with the 9.1 percent for those above $50,000,
even though the lower income group comprise about 50 times as many tax payers
on a numerical basis.

My Chart 4 develops the same analysis for the entire period 1964-1973, as-
suming enactment of the House bill in its current form. Looking at the period
as a whole, those with incomes under $3,000 would be receiving only 7.5 percent
of the dollar value of the personal tax cuts during the period 1964-1973 as a
whole. Those with incomes at $3,000-$5,000 would be receiving 12.4 percent of
the total dollar cuts, although they are considerably less numerically than those
below $3,000. Those with incomes at $5,000-$10,000 would be receiving 38.3 per-
cent of the total dollar cuts, or more than five times as much as those below
$3,000, although they are only slightly above twice as many in numerical terms.
Those with Incomes at $10,000-$20,000 would be receiving about four times as
much dollar tax cuts as those below $3,000, although they are fare less than
twice as many in numerical terms. Those with incomes of $20,000-$50,000 would
receive in the neighborhood of 25 percent more Iii dollar tax cuts than those
below $3,000 although they are not much more than one-fourth as many In nu-
merical terms. And those with incomes of $50,000 und over would be receiving
almost one-ninth as much In dollar cuts as those below $3,000, although they are
less than one-twenty-fifth asimany in numerical terms. Again I say, the mechanical
mathematics of tax cutting is no excuse for transferring incomes in the wrong
direction through the taxcutting process. Insofhr as taxcutting can go only part of
the way toward transferring income In the right direction, other methods should
be used.

This position Is further fortifiedby my Chart, 5 which shows how regressive
our nationwide tax system Is, whetW account is taken of all types of taxes, and
not merely of Federal income taxes. And this Is another unanswerable reason
why any and all changes in the Federal income tax now should be only of a
highly progressive nature; and doubly so, when the Federal income tax structure
itself has been made so much less progressive by the relentless orgy of Ill-de-
signed taxcutting since 1964. As Chart 5 shows for 1968, the latest year for which
I have comprehensive data, if one looks at Federal income taxes alone, those
with incomes under $2,000 paid only 1.2 percent of their income in taxes, while
those with $50,000, and over paid 19.8 percent. But when one looks at all types
of taxes, Federal, 'State and local, including even payroll taxes, those with In-
comes under $2,000 paid 50 percent of their income In taxes, while those with
incomes of $50,000 and over paid only 45.0 percent, and those with incomes at
$2,000-$50,000 paid taxes In ranges of only 30.0-32.8 percent of their Incomes.
Those at $4,000-$50,000 paid a smaller percentage than those at $2,000-$4,000.

My position is fortified immensely further by looking at the income distribu-
tion picture on Chart 6, 1969 being the latest year for which I have comprehen-
sive data. In that year, among multiple-person families, the highest income fifth
received 41 percent of total mutiple-family personal income and the highest in-
come two-fifths received 64 percent, while the lowest income fifth received only
6 percent and the lowest income two-fifths only 18 percent. Among unattached
indlvlduais in the same year, the highest income fifth received 51 percent and
the highest Income two-fifths 75 percent, while the lowest Income fifth received
only 3 percent and the lowest income two-fifths only 11 percent.

Thus far, I have been analyzing the tax situation in terms of Federal per-
sonal income tax policy as it bears upon the past and current gross inequalities
and inequities in the Federal Income tax structure, taking into account only the
regular tax rates and no account of opportunities for legitimate avoidance and
Illegitimate evasion on the part of the higher Income groups. Even in this lim-
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ited perspective, the situation is unconscionable, and calls for "reform" in the
true use of that word. But such reform would also contribute to economic per-
formance, and toward restoration of optimum economic growth and maximum
employment, production, and purchasing power. This is because, at least since
the end of the Korean war to date, the huge deficiency in consumer income and
spending, coupled with the propensity of consumers lower down In the income
structure to spend immediately a higher proportion and save or invest a lower
proportion of their incomes than families higher up in the income structure, has
been the predominant explanation of the entire range of economic difficulties
which we have experienced, and are still experiencing now. I shall develop this
thesis later on in detail, but first I want to turn to a separable aspect of the er-
rors embodied in Federal tax action from 1902 to date, including the current bill
as enacted by the House.

My Chart 7 depicts the allocation of the 1971 tax concession granted to in-
vestors by the U. S. Treasury earlier in 1971 as modified by the House bill in its
present form, plus the tax reductions and concessions embodied in the House
bill in its current form. I classify as allocations to investment the portion of
the personal tax cuts granted to those with incomes over $15,000 which I esti-
mate they would save for investment purposes; the investment tax credit; the
portion of the repealed auto and truck excise taxes which I estimate would be
allocated to business use of vehicles; the tax deferral by the Domestic Interna-
tional Sales Organizgtions; and the ADR system, or changes in Treasury regula-
tions as modified by the House bill. Correspondingly, I classify as allocated to
consumption the balance of the personal tax cuts, and the portion of the repeal
of the auto and truck excise taxes estimated to be used for vehicles not used for
business purposes. On this basis, for the period 1971-1972, with total tax cuts and
concessions estimated at 7.8 billion dollars, 4.5 billion are allocated to the in-
vestment function, and only 3.3 billion to the consumption function. Looking at
the permanent effects in the year 1973 and thereafter, with total tax cuts of 10.4
billion, 7.9 billion are allocated to the investment function, and only 2.5 billion
to the consumption function.

In sheer terms of economic effects, for reasons which I have already dis-
cussed fully, these allocations are utterly irresponsive to our current and fore-
seeable economic needs. In the short run, a substantial portion of the allocations
to investment will be wasted, or sent overseas or into the stock market, because
the current amount of idle plant capacity will not prompt full domestic use of
these investment tax concessions until ultimate demand in the form of private
consumer spending plus business outlays for goods and services catch up. In the
longer run, that is in 1973 and thereafter, the allocations to the investment func-
tion of more than three times as much as to the consumption function offer only
the prospect of a short and excessive investment boom, followed by the reactions
which, as I have already depicted, followed similar mistakes in the tax field
during the past decade, and also earlier;

At this point, I should stress again that I have many times, during the past
decade, made essentially the same protest against essentially the same mistakes
in tax policy, although less egregious than in the current instance. My Chart 8
runs a similar exercise for the period 1962 through 1973, a.'suming enactment of
the House bill in its current form. With 44.4 billion of total tax cuts and con-
cessioDs during this period as a whole, 15.5 billion dollars were allocated to the
investment function, and 28.8 billion dollars to the consumption function. Even
this distribution caused the recurrent development of greatly excessive idleness
of manpower and plant, accompanied by enormous deficiencies in ultimate de-
mand. This happened a sufficient number of times, and happened so clearly, that
I am hopeful that it will prompt this Committee and the Congress to avoid
the same mistake again in the form embodied in the bill passed by the House
plus the Treasury tax concessions earlier this year.

Nor is this all. The repeated tax-policy mistake allocating far too much to
the investment function and far too little to the consumption function has been
aggravated greatly by the restrictive Federal spending policy. This has added a
great 1-leficlency in ultimate demand in the form of public outlays or public
consumption to great deficiencies in ultimate demand in the form of private
consumer spending.

As I now come to the economic analysis in support of my conclusion that all
new tax policy, and other powerful economic policies, should focus upon direct
stimulation of consumption rather than direct stimulation of investment. And
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first of all in this connection, let us look at where we now stand, and what this
imports for national economic policies, including tax policy.

My Chart 9 shows that, as of August 1971, full time unemployment was 6.0
percent, while the true level of unemployment was 8.5 percent. In second quarter
1971, according to my estimates, G.N.P. was more than 17 percent, or almost 200
billion dollars, short of maximum production, based upon projection of where
we would have been by second quarter 1971 if we had maintained the maximum
goals of the Employment Act from 1953 forward.

My Chart 10 shows that, during 1966-1970, we.forfeited 547 billion dollars of
total national production through stagnation and recession, measured in 1969
dollars, and forfeited also more than 6 million man-years of employment op-
portunity. In second quarter 1971 alone, we were forfeiting 3.4 million man-
years of employment opportunity. At existing tax rates, we have since 1966
forfeited, very roughly, about 150 billion dollars of Federal, state, and local tax
collections, or enough to serve well all of those great priorities of our domestic
needs which we say we cannot afford to serve, even assuming defense outays
at current levels. During 1971-1980, the chart also shows that, if the real
economic growth rate is no better than that averaged during 1953-1970, and I see
no better prospects in view of current trends and proposed policies, we will
forfeit during this decade, measured again in 1969 dollars, more than a trillion
dollars of national production, or an average of more than 100 billion a year,
and we will forfeit also almost 22 million man-years of employment opportunity.
Equating with these, we will forfeit, at existing tax rates, very roughly, about
250 billion dollars of tax collections at all levels of government.

My Charts 11, 12, 13, and 14 depict balanced goals for the main components
of G.N.P. and for employment, as well as balanced goals for a Federal Budget
which would help to achieve the fundamental goals, and also serve the great
priorities of our domestic needs without sacrificing whatever defense outlays
are really desirable in terms of our national security and the worldwide situa-
tion. These charts also show that, with this well-rounded performance effort,
Federal spending will increase very little relative to total national production,
and that over the years we will come immensely closer to a balanced Federal
Budget than the outlandish and onerous deficits which we are now progre-ively
suffering through economic default. The purport of this phase of my testimony is
to underscore that, without a new Federal spending policy in addition to changes
in tax pohcy, we can come nowhere near achieving full economic restoration,
and certainly cannot ever begin to meet the great priorities of our domestic
need& 'The incontinent orgy of tax reduction, at the expense of almost all else,
has failed dismally for many years; if repeated through authorization of the
President's New Economic Policy, including its tax aspects, the failure will
continue.

Let us now proceed further with my analysis of why the economy has behaved
so erratically, averaged so deficient a rate of real economic growth, and spawned
so much idle manpower and plant. The core explanation, which has tremendous
bearing upon tax policy an(l pinpoints the errors in tax policy since 1962,
are depicted on my Chart 15, which runs back as far as the beginning of 1957,
that being sufficient for the purposes of my analysis here today. In each period
of so-called "boom," investment in the plant and equipment which add to
our productive capabilities ran immensely ahead of the ultimate demand for
products in the form of private consumer expenditures plus public outlays
for goods and services. When the excess plant capacity endured for so long
and became very severe, there were large cut backs in investment. This, com-
bined with the more enduring deficiencies in ultimate demand, brought on the
periods of stagnation and recession. During these periods, it was inevitable, and
in fact corrective to a degree, that the expansion performance of ultimate
demand was greater in absolute terms than the rate of investment growth.
But this corrective was never enough, and thus we never got back to maximum
production and employment and optimum economic growth. Thus, from the first
half of 1966 to the first half of 1971, while ultimate demand grew more rapidly
than investment in absolute terms, the latter grew relatively -too fast and
the former relatively too slow in terms of the requirements for satisfactory
economic restoration.

This analysis continues on my Chart 16. During 1960-1966, when the real
economic growth rate was high and the unemployment rate was reduced, the
distortions appeared which did so much damage later on. Measured in constant
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dollars, while total national production rose only 34.9 percent, private con-
sumer spending only 32.2 percent, and Government outlays for goods and
services only 38.4 percent, private investment in plant and equipment rose
60.1 percent. Thus the advance in our ability to produce was about twice
as fast as the advance in private consumer spending and Government outlays,
which together constitute ultimate demand. Supporting these disparate trends,
corporate profits in real terms rose 46 percent, and personal interest income,
used substantially for investment, rose 65.4 percent, while wages and salaries
rose only 33 percent and farm proprietors' net income only 23.6 percent. These
trends explain .the stagnation and recession -thereafter, accompanied by accel-
erating inflation for the reasons already stated.

Prom 1966 to second quarter 1971, total national production and ultimate
demand in the form of private consumer spending and public outlays rose more
rapidly than private investment in plant and equipment, and wages and salaries
rose while corporate profits declined. Farm income fell sharply. This always
happens during the "corrective" process occasioned by stagnation and reces-
sion, following relative excesses in investment and profits at the expense of
consumption and wages. But the "corrective" process has not yet gone far
enough, as must be manifest from the huge idleness of manpower and plant
even today. The footnote to my Chart 16 shows that, during the most recent
year, the total economy ha grown far too lowly and the real growth rate
in wages and salaries of 1.9 percent is blatantly out of line with the 6-7
percent real growth rate which would be required to support the necessary
real growth-rate in the total economy, to get us toward reasonably full resource
use.

Meanwhile, during this twleve-month period, investment growth was negative,
but we still have 25-30 percent idle plant. Corporate profits began to move up
again, and are now moving up more rapidly, even though business now has ample
funds to support the amount of investment needed until consumption and public
outlays catch up. It follows that, in purely economic terms, a "freeze" on wages
for a quarter of a year was entirely unsound, and doubly so without control
of investment and profits, and no equal control even of price movements.

The proper policy for the months and year ahead would be to focus on vast
increases in consumer incomes and spending, and also on Federal spending for
priority needs. This would, in line with all previous experience, reactivate private
investment and business profits to adequate or even overebullient levels.

My Charts 17 and 18 provide additional confirmation of my general thesis.
Chart 17 shows that, during 1960-1966, when the real rate of economic growth
was high and when Idleness of manpower and plant were reduced greatly,
profits after taxes and investment in plant and equipment grew enormously
more than wage rates in total manufacturing and other key sectors in the
economy. It follows that the price increases during this period, far from being
occasioned by wage rate trends, were for the most part unjustifiable, and that
such price declines as occurred in some sectors were not nearly big enough.

My Chart 18 reviews the record from 1966 to second quarter 1971, and also
during the twelve months through second quarter 1971. In total manufacturing
from 1966 to date, wage rates grew much more rapidly than profits after taxes or
investment, for reasons already stated. But coisidering the amount of idle plant
and manpower, wage rates were growing too slowly for economic restoration,
while the profits supporting investments were ample in view of the amount of
idle plant. This means that the huge price advances were unjustified in the
main. During the most recent twelve-month period reviewed, profits after taxes
grew more rapidly than wage rates, despite the fact that the investment growth
rate was negative, this last trend being entirely acceptable in view of idle plant
and manpower. Essentially, the trends in the various key sectors depicted are con-
sistent with those in total manufacturing. The main thrust of this Chart 18
is that current price levels are more than high enough to support a fantastic
rate of investment and profits if the economy is restored to reasonably full
resource use, -and that the rate of real wage advance during the most recent
year has been far below the rate needed toward this restoration.

My Charts 19, 20, and 21 depict the enormous size of the consumption de-
ficiency in second quarter 1971 (and also the size of the wage deficiency as the
main element in consumer spending). In this quarter, at an -annual rate, ac-
cording to my careful and empirical analysis, the deficiency in wages and salaries
camIe to 81.9 percent of the deficiency in consumer income before taxes, and the
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deficiency in consumer spending came to 38.6 percent of the deficiency in total
national production. The'absolute deficiency in gross private investment was also
very large, but a intjor portion of this was the deficiency in priority investments
occasioned in large measure by the restrictive policies, while the absolute de-
ficiency in plant and equipment investment was induced entirely by the de-
ficiency in ultimate demand, and would be cured entirely by the restoration of
adequate ultimate demand.

Another lopsided consequence of the emphasis upon investment at the expense
of consumption is this: It has defeated one of the very purposes sought to be
obtained, namely, promotion of higher productivity gains in the economy.

My Chart 22 shows the long-term tendency of productivity gains over the
decades to accelerate greatly 'under full resource use, but to, decline enormously
when stagnation and recession set in. The average annual rate of productivity
gains in the U.S. private economy was 4.1 percent during 1947-1953 and 3.8
percent during 1960-1960, but became very low from 1966 forward when the
contraction of the real economic growth rate set in, -and averaged annually only
0.8 percent during 1968-1970. In other words, a national policy favorble to
investment at the expense of consumption has torpedoed productivity growth.

It is also important to note the connection between the productivity issue and
the consumption-wage issue. This is shown on my Chart 2& During 1960-1966,
when the rate of real economic growth was high and unemployment was re-
duced from 5.5 percent to 3.8 percent., productivity In the total nonfarm private
economy increased at an average annual rate of 14 percent, w hle real wages
and sahry rates per hour grew at an average annual rate of only 2.7"percent
In manufacturing, the distortion was even more severe, when the figure for
productivity gains was 3.8 percent, and for wages and sales only 20 percent.
These disparities were a signal factor in the lag of consumption behind the
growth in our ability -to produce, substantially through the investment process
which helped to enlarge productivity gains. This was the prime reason for the
economic troubles which accelerated from 1966 forward and are still with us.
The tax policies prior to 1966, which aggravated the investment imbalance, must
share a lhrge part of the blame.

During 1966-1970, as the same Chart 23 shows, with the average annual rate
of real economic growth being more than cut in half, and with unemployment
increased from 3.8 percent to 4.9 percent, the average annual increase in pro-
ductivity fell to 1.2 percent, while wage and salary rate increases averaged
annually 2.7 percent In manufacturing, the figures were 1.9 percent and 2.1
percent, respectively. During this period, with the productivity gains repressed
by economic stagnation and repression, real wage grew faster than productivity
gain& But they did not grow fast enough to support the consumption expan-
sion needed for economic restoration. Wage and salary real rate gains should
increase faster than productivIty gains when there Is huge idleness of man-
power and plant.

'From second quarter 1970 to second quarter 1971, with the beginnings of
economic recovery, but in a very faint and uncertain way, the average annual
rate of productivity gains In the private economy and in manufacturing exceeded
considerably the average annual rate of real wage and salary gains on an hourly
basis. This is one of the most serious aspects of the current situation. For even
while productivity gains are even now less than they should be, the proper
method of lifting them to their full potentials is to lift real wage and salary
gains sufficiently so that consumption will expand enough for full use of plants
and manpower. With profit margins per unit where they are now, this in itself
would provide ample or even excessive investment and profits, even with the
prices in general staying where they are now.

But the New Economic Policy of the Adninistration is following the opposite
course. It is seeking to bring prloductivity gains higher, first by freezing wages,
and then by restricting them unduly, a self-defeating course even as to produc-
tivity gains, for they will not be satisfactory in an underconsuning and there-
fore sutunted economy. The Administration is also seeking to increase invest-
ment and production capabiities by favoring the investment process at the ex-
pense of consumption, and favoring high income consumers who invest as against
lower income consumers who spend all or more of their incomes for direct con-
sumnption. This is a terrible mistake.

G'he tax program. commended by the Presdent is an aspect of this mistake.
The tax bill passed recently by the House is not quite so bad, but it is not nearly



good enough. The efforts of the President to compensate for the tax reductions
by a restrictive Federa spending policy adds further to the proslcts for con-
tinued stagnation and intolerably high unemployment of manpower and plant.
Neglect of the great priorities of our domestic neet is explih'It III the Ad-
ministration's policy, and not yet sufficiently correted by the Congrsm. Amni
there are other misteak in national economic polick-s, aside front tax and
spending and wage-price policies, to which I will discuss shortly.

Despite these stark facts, we still hear it said that the New Heconinlk Pealiy
will bring about the needed expansion by restoring ('onfdldente. 'ndouhtdly.
for a few weeks, the "freeze" reoWred almost everybody's confidence, Just like
the 32-point rise in the stock market the first day after the "freteu,." But since
then, the market has declined a great deal, I think probably refleling tel un-
favorable fundamental business reports during the lIt few months, anti this
very month. Restoration of confidence requires, first of all, a large reduction of
unemployment And thiR cannot result without much more stimulative IN, dies.

Further, the belief that consumers will mwve much less and spend inticha more
when confidence Is restored ignores the distribution of saving. My earlier ('hart
0 demonstrated the intolerable maldistribution of Income in the I.H., which In-
deed has worsened during the most recent years It lIw.s worsened in ctcose.
quence of many errors in national policy, Including tax policies whose advem,
effects upon economic performance have hurt distribution far more tha t tine
mere changes in tax rates. The distribution of saving Is even worse tian the
distribution of income. qhe people in the high Income grom, in the maiM, anr
not going to increase their spending much. The people in the lower Income grmqm
are not going to be aWe to Increase their spending much. until the esmotty
picks up speed first, and unemployment is greatly reduced, and reid wage rates
and incomes go up considerably. In this connetlm, those who sy tasi4 we ihoald
put reemployment ahead of real wage-rate Inereas,:4 of those already eimoloyed.
forget that greatly increased real Incomes among those already employed Is mi
condition precedent to greatly increased employment.

But whatever we may do to correct the recent naal current tax and spending
policies, this will not be sufficient, without complete abandonment of ithe prevalent
unonetary policy of tight money and rising or fantastically high interest rates.
This policy has turned out to be an economic monstroity anl a social crime. TO
be sure, there have been some downward undulations in interest rates sinwe 1953
and during the past year; but these have beei negligible whPn Imleasuired against
previous increases. For the average faMily seeking to flinnce i homeI, aI eff-,live
7 percent rate Is hardly any better than an effective, 81 PIre'nt interest rate:
the needed interest rate is 42 percent. The so-call(e housing Ixmn today Is not
sustainable. It is saturating the market for high and inddle-Inome groups. 111d
is doing virtually nothing to clear slums or restore our cities.

As shown on my Chart 24, recurrent contractions in the growth of the money
supply, and consequently higher interest rates, have been "sutieessful" In their
contrived intent to stunt the economy and to Increase Idleness of ilant nd nuina-
power. This process In Itself, for reasons already indleatced, has greatly mel-
erated inflation. Further, an increase in the cost of Iorrowed money is an Incrasa,
in the cost of doing business or an increase in the cost of living, and Ilh of these
are inflationary by vpry definition. Utility regulatory cotnnillsslomns throtughotitIhe
nation are now jxeces arIly increasing the cost of energy for every factory wi|
home because thr t!)ities are financed largely out of bonded Indte1I4-dnetss. amn1d

their current borrowing is at 7.5-8.5 percent, where It tsed to be i-(l I.r14 nt. Tin.
same principle applies to housing.

My Chart 25 shows that the average Interest rates on total private and publish
debt more than doubled from 1952 to 1970, Involving an aggregate increase' in
interest cost of more than 400 billion dollars, Imposed upon borrowers ilth private
aid public. This is just 400 billion dollars of inflation plus Income redistribution
upward.

My Chart 26 shows that, in 1970 alone, the excess interest cost in the Federal
Budget amounted to 8.2 billion dollars. even while those who have dellibralely
increased these interest costs In the Federal Budget proclaim erroneously that tin'
increase in the Federal deficit is the main cause of Inflation. As the chart shows.
the 8.2 billion dollars excess interest cost in the Fe4leral hudget in 1970 was two
to four times as high as the outlays In the same Budget for some of the most
important of our domestic priorities which are being so severely starved.
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As my Chart 27 shows, if the economically unsound and socially vicious redis-
tribution of income upwards through rising interest rates had been abandoned
In favor of retaining the same amount of dollars toward the reduction of poverty,
we could bear the total cost of wiping out poverty completely at an annual cost

joining to only a fraction of the cost of the rising interest rates.
Meanwhile, those who want to clamp down on so-called wage inflation, contend

that interest rates should not be controlled. One has nothing to do with the other,
for whatever way be done in future about interest rates, they have been and now
are traditionally controlled by the Federal Reserve System. The only question is
for what purposes they should be controlled. The Congress should enact very
large rollbacks in the interest rates charged, at least with resIpt to the financing
of the great domestic priorities. The Federal Reserve System should be controlled
by the President and the Congress, because it is absurd to say that the money
power of the nation should be in independent hands, even while there are so
many who seek to transfer from private to public hands the making.of prices and
wages, and thus to rob our economic system of one of its prine sources of strength
and enterprise.

The question may be raised as to why I am discussing monetary policy before
this Finance Committee. In the first place, I am firmly convinced that we can-
not have an effective tax policy without considering the entire range of our
economic Iroblems, and of our national economic and social policies designed
to deal with them. In the second place, the role of tax policy, in allocating
resources and its Impacts upon income distribution, cannot be properly ap-
praised, nor the proper tax policies determined upon, without looking at the
other great national economic policies, including monetary policy, which so
profoundly affects the allocation of resources and the distribution of income.
To put this in a nutshell, our recurrent monetary and tax policies really both
represent the-mistake of watering the economic tree at the top rather than the
bottom-a policy that has been ghastly infits consequences whenever it has been
tried. In the third place, even well-shaped tax reductions would continue to be
thrown down a rat hole, so long as the current monetary policy persists in pro-
moting economic stagnation and recession, high unemployment of manpower and
plant, and the further maldistribution of income. In the fourth place, while it
Is not a very artistic proposal, I propose that this Committee give very serious
consideration to whether tax policy might not be used against the unbearably
high interest rates of today, and still in prospect. An excess interest tax is
quite as feasible, and at times quite as desirable, as an excess profits tax.

Thus far in my testimony, I have been urging more stimulation of consump-
tion and less stimulation of investment. Although not nearly all of this result
may be obtained solely'by the tax legislation before you, the main thrust of
my argument is that the investment tax credit as enacted by the House should
be reduced greatly (but for practical considerations, I would urge the desir-
ability of eliminating it entirely at this time), with the savings thus obtained
applied to the direct stimulation of consumption.

However, the bill now before this Committee could also be improved very
greatly by changing the impact of the investment tax credit itself. Two years
ago before this Committee, I poffited out the high undesirabilty, on all economic
and social grounds, of continuing through tax policy and other national eco-
nomic policies to discriminate so severely against housing and related com-
nercial construction In urban areas. Despite two years of additional experience

which have yielded additional demonstration of how right I was in 1969, the
current House bill commits the same error again. It proposes a large invest-
menit tax credit, in some instances where only a small one is needed and in most
instances where none is needed at all, and does not extend that tax credit
to investment in housing and related commercial construction, especially in urban
areas.

The utter lack of wisdom of this policy is demonstrated by my Charts M28-35.
Despite widespread misinformation to the contrary, neither the housing industry
nor the related commercial construction industry have enjoyed exorbitant nor
even adequate profits In the main; and meanwhile they have been subjected
persistently to grossly discriminatory treatment by the Federal Government
with regard to tax and subsidy policy. Time prevents me from going into these
matters lit detail, but some comment Is essential.
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My charts show that, despite the current boom in home construction for middle
and higher income families, the recent years have witnessed a very dangerous
decline in investment in housing and commercial construction, whether measured
as a percent of total national production or as a percent of gross private domestic
investment. They show that, during 1970-1980, to meet balanced goals for economic
and social development in accord with priorities already announced by the Federal
Government, investment in residential and commercial structures needs to advance
an average annual rate of 9.4 percent In real terms, contrasted with an average
annual rate of advance of 5.5 percent for G.N.P. and 4.8 percent for investment
in producers' durable equipment. They show that, n ratio to total fixed invest-
ment, investment in commercial and residental structures needs to be lifted from
34.8 percent during the first half of 1971 to 38.7 percent in 1980. They show that
housing and commercial construction have been egregiously shared out of Federal
benefit programs in the form of depreciation and depletion allowances, and in
the form of Federal subsidy programs. This was notoriously true of the so-
called Tax fleform Act of 1969; and, in its current stage in the Congressional
process, investment tax credits are contemplated for nonregulated industry and
for the utilities, but not for housing and other aspects of real estate investment.

Measured by all fair tests, the income accruing to real estate has compared
very unfavorably with that accruing to other key sectors, and these activities
have been hurt much more than other sectors by tight money and rising interest
rates. It follows conclusively that no direct controls should be imposed upon
housing and supportive real estate investment in urban areas.

Deficiencies in housing and commercial construction have accounted for a
tremendous -proportion of the deficiencies In total national production and employ-
ment during recent years, and threaten to repeat the same performance during
the years ahead unless these activities are stimulated much more greatly than they
have been to date.

It follows that whatever investment tax credits are granted by this Committee
and by the Congress should not continue to discriminate against housing and com-
mercial construction. To the contrary, aft investment tax credit for these purposes
is more desirable by far than for any of the purposes that would be abetted
by the House bill in its current form.

Throughout my testimony, I have stressed the need for expansionary measures
on all fronts--tax, spending, and monetary-far beyond any now under active con-
sideration, and almost diametrically opposed to the New Economic Policy of the
Administration. Why would such a course not add to !nflationary pressures?

The answer is that efforts to contain inflation since 1966 to date have been
based upon the so-called "trade-off," the idea that deliberately contrived idleness
of manpower and plant will reduce inflationary pressures. Strangely, the "trade-
off" is still embedded in the New Economic Policy, with its paucity of expansionary
policies on net balance. But the "trade-off" has already failed disasterously, be-
cause it is really based upon the causes of inflationary pressures during earlier
periods when the economy was running too fast in real terms, and when all of
our productive resources were greatly overstrained. The recurrent inflation since
1953, and especially since 1966, has had absolutely no causal similarity to the
inflation during either World War II or the Korean war. Thi1s new inflation has
never appeared when our resources were overstrained, but on the contrary, has
appeared and accelerated as our resources became more and more idle. The
reasons for this may be shown by a simple analogy.

An automobile burns more gas per mile, and therefore operates less efficiently,
when it is running at 90 miles an hour than when it is running at 50 miles an hour.
But is also burns more gas per mile when running at 20 miles an hour than at the
optimum speed of 50, because it is inefficient to go too slow as well as to go too
fast. In precisely the same manner, Just as tie U.S. economy growing at the forced
pace of 9 percent per year in real terms during World War II generated infla-
tionary pressure, so the U.S. economy growing at the abysmally low real annual
rate of 2 percent generates more inflationary- pressures when the economy is in
reasonably full use than at an average annual growth rate of bout 5 percent in
real terms. I have been insisting upon this since the early 1950's. based upon
empirical observation of the realities of the American economy in action. But most
of the economists have been so bound up in their textbook diagrams, or so prone to
fight the last war instead of to observe what is actually happening under their
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noes, that they perpetrated, and still perpetrate, the absolute nonsense of the so-
called "trade-off."

It follows that, unless we quickly get the economy running at the optimum
growth rate, about 7 percent a year in real terms until maximum production and
employment are restored, and about 5 percent thereafter, voluntary controls
will not stop excessive inflation, and direct controls will merely suppress it at
unbearable costs in terms of idleness of plant and manpower.

My Chart 36 brings the entire experience to light, with respect to the new
inflation and the "trade-off." It depicts fully the periods from 1052 through
second quarter 1971, selecting the main periods characterized by low or declin-
ing plant and manpower use and high or rising plant and manpower use. It demon-
strates an inverse rather than a positive correlation between these trends and
the amount of price inflation. To take only the most striking examples: During
1958-1966, when the real rate of economic growth averaged annually 4.0 percent,
and when unempolyment was reduced from 6.8 percent to 3.8 percent, the average
annual increases were 1.5 percent for consumer prices, 0.7 percent for wholesale
prices, and 0.6 percent for industrial prices. But during 1966-1970, when the
average annual rate of real economic growth was reduced to 2.3 percent and when
unemployment rose from 3.8 -percent to 4.9 percent, the average annual inflation
was 4.6 percent for consumer prices, 2.6 percent for wholesale, and 2.8 percent
for Industrial. During the twelve-month period from second quarter 1970 to
second quater 1971, when the real economic growth was only 2.4 percent, or not
enough to work down the idleness of plant, and when unemployment rose from less
than 5 percent to about 6 percent, consumer prices adavnced 4.4 percent, wholesale
rose 3.4 percent, and industrial rose 3.7 percent.

These incontestable figures render ridiculous the presistent claim that run-
away inflation as late as early 1971, and indeed up to the "freeze," was due
to mistakes made by not increasing taxes in 1966 when Vietnam spending in-
creased. For at that very time in 1966, the rate of economic growth was already
declining, and sharply increased taxes would merely have accelerated the proc-
ess which has been going on since then. Nor do I see the logic of most of the
economists who today assert that increased taxes in 1966 would have stopped
the inflation which occurred in 1969-1971, when they are now admitting that
fiscal restraints do not get at the new type of inflation. And if these economists
do believe that fiscal restraints are the main break against inflation, which is
their reason for blaming the most recent inflation on what was done or not
done in 1966, why then have most of them argued for tax reductions from 1969
forward, in the face of rising inflation? The contradiction which characterizes
what is going on now explains the complete misdirection of current thought and
action.

Viewing the entire experience from 1953 to date, these two things are clearly
irrefutable, as I stated at the outset: Fir8t, if we now use fiscal and monetary
policies, and the wide range of other public policies of a traditional nature, to
speed up to the maximum the rate of employment and production, we would
achieve without any direct control whatsoever, and even without voluntary
Guidelines, the very reasonable degree of price stability which we achieved
several times since 1952 when we moved in these directions. Second,i f we do
not follow this course, whatever kind of so-called controls we are likely to
get cannot suppress for long the resurgence of the new type of inflation, and we
will agaih get the worst of all possible worlds by all sensible tests.

My policy conclusions are quite thoroughly revealed by what I have thus far
said, but I will now summarize them.

(1) The current tax bill as enacted by the House should be drastically re-
vised. The investment tax credit should be substantially reduced, and indeed
I believe it an unwise proposal in its entirety. As a practical matter, since
some investment tax credit appears certain, it should be granted to housing and
commercial construction, especially in urban areas, at least as favorably and
preferably more favorably than its application to other forms of investment.
The savings which would be achieved by reducing the investment tax credit
should be used entirely to provide personal tax benefits to those in the lower
half of the income tax structure, and benefits for those in the lower half should
also be substituted for the tax benefits now being contemplated for those in
the upper half of the structure. These changes would involve no net change in the
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total tax take on paper, and they would greatly increase the tax take in actuality
by promoting a much real higher rate of real economic growth;

(2) Whatever may be in the range of practical action on the tax: side, Federal
spending should be greatly increased, to a calendar 1972 level about 38 billion
dollars above the level proposed originally in the President's original Fiscal
1972 Budget (measurement in fiscal 1972 dollars).- This is required toward full
economic restoration by the end of 1972 at the latest. With such full restoration,
the ratio of Federal spending to total national production is estimated at 22.8
percent in calendar 1972 contrasted with 20.5 percent estimated for fiscal 1972
under the President's program for the economy and the Budget. But the vast
increases in total national production would set us toward that balanced Bud-
get which economic stagnation cannot possibly achieve. In addition, much of
the increased Federal spending could be covered by lifting some of the personal
tax rates in the high income brackets and some of the corporate tax rates which
were excessively reduced during the 1960's, and by closing the worst loopholes;

(3) The policy of tight money and extremely high interest rates should be
drastically reversed by Congressional legislation. Interest rates applicable to
the great domestic priority programs should be jlled back 30-50 percent. The
Federal Reserve System should be brought under the effective control of the
President and the Congress. Consideration should be given to an excess interest
tax, in view of the proven reluctance to achieve the needed remedies through

-_.tther methods;
(4) Both the wage-price "freeze" and the policies now indicated to follow it

are extremely repressive of the consumption expansion required .for economic
restoration, and are also highly inequitable. As economic stagnation generates
more inflationary pressures than a full economy, and because the temporary sup-
pression of inflation through controls is not a substitute for more solid and
enduring remedies, we would be better off if neither the "freeze" nor "voluntary"
controls had been brought into the picture, and if all efforts had been concen-
trated upon full economic restoration instead of resorting to extremely inadequate
efforts in this direction. But since some economic controls are on the way after
the "freeze," wage rate gains should be related to the gains in" productivity
registered when the economy was in full use, plus partial allowance for cost
of living adjustments not yet achieved, plus full allowance for any further cost
of living advances. Prices in the main should be held stable, because in general
per unit profit margins are now large enough to cover the policy I suggest and to
promote levels of investments and profits sufficient to be compatible with any
levels of ultimate demand which are actually achieved;

(5) Profit control is best effectuated through tax policy. I have indicated
the desirable tax policy. Although an excess profits has some undesirable aspects.
it should be enacted if any kind of "tough" wage and price restraints are put
into effect, in order to make the whole public feel that its treatment is fair and
equitable;

(6) The necessary expansion of consumer spending cannot come entirely
through Federal tax and spending policies. Social security benefits should be
increased greatly, with the increases financed through progressive taxation. A
universal system of welfare should promptly be enacted, more liberal than that
proposed by the Administration. Enlarged Federal aid should be extended to the
cities, with appropriate priority strings. Much greater efforts are necessary to
restore the farm and rural situation; replace obsolete transportation systems;
deal with pollution problems; and bring educational health, and housing facilities
and services into line with goals vigorously announced but never pursued;

(7) The confusion of helter-skelter and improvised Federal policies and pro-
grams should be replaced with a unified national economic and social policy and
program under the Employment Act of 1940. The first step toward this is
development of a long-range U.S. Economic and Social Performance Budget by the
Councllof Economic Advisers, and promulgation of it by the President through his
Econonlic Report to the Congress under the Employment Act of 1946. As I have
described this Performance Budget in detail to this Committee and to others
on many occasions, it seems unnecessary for me to do so again at this time.

Xg~in, I thank the Committee for this opportunity to be heard, ai[d hope that
my testimony will be of use to it in its momentous deliberations and decisions.
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Chart 3
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Chart 4
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Chrt
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Chat (16

SHARE OF FAMILIES IN TOTAL FAMILY INCOME
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Data: Bureau of the Census.

1953

LOWEST SECOND MIDDLE FOURTH FIFTH

FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH

1969 5



ALLOCATION OF 1971 TAX CUTS-
BETWEEN INVESTMENT AND CONSUMPTION

(Billions of Dollars)
EFFECTS 1971-19721 PERMANENT EFFECTS,1973 AND THEREAFTER

nraol Awrog)

Estimated Allocation Estimated Allocation

Total Tax
Cuts

IC14

To Investment To Consumption

ADAt

DIsc&

Tm

Ta

-/HMoem Bill (HR 10947) and Asset Depreciation Range (ADR)System promulgated by the Treasury Department.

2Ailocation to investment based an portion of cuts for those with income over $15.000,which they would save; remainder allocated to consumption.

-V Allocation between Investment and consumption based on business or nonbusiness use of vehicles.

!/Tax deferral by Domestic Internatiocal Sales Corporations (DISCs).

§JTreasry regulations as modified by the House Bill.
Note:Components may not odd exactly totols, owing to rounding

2.5

MIS

I
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Chart

ALLOCATION OF TAX CUTS, 1962-1973
BETWEEN INVESTMENT AND CONSUMPTION

(Billions of Dollars)

Total Tax Cuts

44.4

Estimated
Allocation

to Investment

Estimated
Allocation

to Consumption

Investment
Tax Credit,
ADR System,
and Other Tax
Concessions to
Investors

Corporate Tax
Cuts and Reforms

Excise
TOX
cuts '

Personal
TdA
cuts
and
Tax
Reforms'-/

288

-1 Allocation to investment based on estimated saving by those with high incomes.
•/Allocatlon to conLJmption based on amount estimated to be passed on to purchasers of goods for nonbusiness use.

NoteComponents may not add to total owing to rounding.
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Chart q

BASIC U.S. ECONOMIC TRENDS1953- 2nd Q 1971
- *~~~~~~E*J~~~IJ~ "AaJF*~i~~M~Ni 1ifL 2II

View of New

Average Annual Growth Rates of GNP. in Constant Dollars Technol
and Labor

Force Grwtth

Allowing forPerioed of Restoration
Limited War: Reoatoof Close to

Post Korean War Full Resowce After
Use Reloratlo of

class tond Full Resource
Z 6.5% Us

Unemployment as Percent of Civilian Labor Force !/

(Millions of Unemployed In Parentheses)

Y(7.219 1% ov

8(1% 6 (5.2) (42) .8R A. ) -6 -1 +'/ (4.7) .. .6.3% I:i...!:| ,

0.6 \

1953 1957 1960 1963 1966 1968 1969 1970 Augus
1971

TrueUnemployment

Concealed
Unemploymed

Full-time
Equivalent of
Part-time Unermp

Full-time
Unemployment

I I

Production"Gop"As Percent of Maximum Productl m

(Billions of 1969 Dollars in Parentheses)

(718)
10.3%

(96.9)9.7%
(117.0)11.2%

(44.0)
7.0%

(197.7)

-/In deriving these percentagesthe Civilian Labor Force is estimated as the officially reported Civilian Labor Force

augmented by concealed unemployment.Thus,some of the percentage figures on full-time unemployment vary very slightly

from the off icol reportswhich do not take account of the augmented labor force. Full-time unemployment of 2.9% and

true unemployment of 4.1% would be consistent with maxi mum employment. All data relate to persons 16 years of age

and older Components may not odd to total,owing to rounding.

Basic Data: Dept.of Commerce; Dept. of Labor

1

AMA

I
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COSTS OF DEFICIENT ECONOMIC GROWTH
U.S.ECONOMY, 1960-1970 AND 1971-1980

(dollar Items In billkomn of 1969 dollars

Total National
Producfton

(GNP)

1960-1966:$557.9
1966- 1970: '547.

2019711 197.7

Mofn-yeosof
Emplayn*0nt

1960-196621.1MIllim
1966-1970. 6.1 Million

20 1971: .4 Million

PMMseslCoasuaphe

1960-1966:$285.4
1966-1970: 2254

201971: 76

GvilutIly for
OA sad Sesyic

1960-1966:$1252
1966-1970, 136.1

20 19n1: SU
Privae Buminess Investment k Family Income Wages a wd S rles Ulewpm-ord Beie ss

(lncl.Net Foreig) m- so i bcme

1960-1966:$147.3 1960-1966: $5,733 1960-1966: $361.4 1960-1966:$48.5
1966-1970: 183.5 1966-1970: 4,569 1966-1970: 295.3 1966-1970: 35.9

20 1971: 603 20 1971: 1,294 to 1971: 889 20 1971: 12.6

Total National Man-yeors of Personal Co"ssW kmlW 0'0 11Y for
Production Employnent,' Expenditures Goods ad So vices

(GNP)

1971-1980:$1,072.1 1971-1980:2L6 Million 1971-1980:$697.6 1971-19W0. $1147
1980: 204.1 1980: 2.6 Million 1980: 139.5 90: 22.6

PrivateBusine Inemt Averoge Family Income Wages and Solaries VirpocolhdWsle8 s
(IncL NetFin) a Pkm ielacom

1971-1980: $259.0 1971-1980: $12,330 1971-1980: $576.0 1971-1980: $502
1980:. 42.0 1980: 2v267 1980: 109.9 1960: 9.0

L/ All deficits are calculated from a1953 bose,in that growth rotes since thea hoave oWoed feg et oIm
Quarterly deficits ore shown at annual rates
Based upon true level of unempoym A, including full-time uner4*m enM.full-t4Ae equivalent of pwt- tim,
unwnpoymwnt, and concealed unemployment (nonparticipation In civilian w lorce)dv tosacaty yE
job opportunity.\
These deficits are proected from a1970 bsewriting off the Cumulative deficit-. 1953-1 Mt

Basic Data: Dept o Cornnerce; Dept. of Lobor

I 1960-1
-T--
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Chart l

GOALS FOR THE U.S.ECONOMY,1975 8 1980
PROJECTED FROM LEVELS IN 2ndQ 1971

(Dollars Items in Billions of 1969 Dollars)W Low Economic Optimum Economic
Growth Projection Growth Projection

EMPLOYMENT TRUE UNEMPLOYMENT TOTAL PRODUCTION
(In Millions of Man-Years) (In Milliuns of Man -Years) I r_, . , Up

0. 1975 1980 1

Up
17.6 Down Down

3.1 2.8
Up

FULL-TIME REPORTED
UNEMPLOYMENT

9.8 1975 1980 "440.7'

15.31.10

Down Down 216.27 2.2 2.0

1975 1980 197 1980

CONSUMER SPENDING PRIVATE BUSINESS GOVT OUTLAYS FOR
INVESTMENT GOODS AND SERVICES
(Inc Net Foreign) . (Colendar Years)

Up Up FEDERAL
$356 8 $136.0 Up

Up U $90.2
$82.7 Up $

1975 1980 1975 1980

Up
$151.9 STATE AND LOCAL

'RESIDENTIAL

2173 STRUCTURES Up
Up p $61.8

Up $41.5 Up
862 $28.1 $29.7

24.0r 3 6 23.7J ..
IQTh IQRO 1975 1980 1975 1980
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Chart 1

THE GOALS FOR 1972 AND 1980 MAINTAIN BALANCE
OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE RESPONSIBILITIES

COPNET d GN

$1021.6 $1052.6

Low Optimum
1972
Goil

$1365.0

231.3

3286

1589.1 -Total GNP

964. _Private Consumer
Outlays

273.3

3-5-1 2:

Low Optimum
1980
Goal

Private Business ell
- Investment

(including net foreign)

Public Outlays
-atoll levels for

goods and services!

0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - Total GNP

K. :

59.6 6.7 Private Consumer 2
Outlays

3.8 174 167 17.2 Private Business
- Investment

(including net foreign)
Public Outlays

202 -at all levels for
= __ • goods and services

Low Optimum
1972
Goal

Low Optimum
1980Goal

J/Pubic outlays ore of such high priority that they ore projected Identically for the lower and
higher GNP goals for 1972,with modifications of other goals accordingly.

-E

1970
Actual

1970
Actual

$928.1

590.1

133.5

.204.5

-I-,;" •

Low Optimum
1980
Goal

L-
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Chart 1;

GOALS FOR A FEDERAL BUDGET, 1972 AND 1980,
GEARED TO ECONOMIC GROWTH 8 PRIORITY NEEDS

1972, fiscal year; goals for 1972 and 1980, calendar years

All figures in fiscal 1972 dollars 1I/

ALL FEDERAL OUTLAYS

Total Per % of
Expend. Capita GNP

Year (811$) () (%)

1972g/ 229.232 108.16 2Q47

1972 267.300 1270.26 22,78

1980 406,700 1717.47 2296

NATIONAL DEFENSE,
SPACE TECHNOLOGY, a
ALL INTERNATIONAL

Total Per % of
Expend Capito GNP

Year (oil ) ($) (%)

1972- J 84.695 399-63 7.56

1972 106.900 50791 9.11

1980 157.900 666.88 892

ALL DOMESTIC
PROGRAMS

Total Per % of
Expend. Capita GNP

Year (Bil. $) (C) (%)

1972?J 1-4.537 682.00 1291

1972 160.400 76235 13.67

1980 248.800 1050.59 14.05

RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL HOUSING AND AGRICULTURE; AND
INSURANCE COMMUNITY NATURAL RESOURCES

DEVELOPMENT

Total Per % of Total Per % of Total Per % of
Expend. Ca pito GNP Expend. Capita GNP Expend. Ca pita GNPYear (Bll. $) ($) (%) Year (Bil $1 ($) (%) Year ($il $) ($) (%)

1972. 49.012 231.26 438 1972 -J 4.495 21.21 OAO 1972 2 1 10.047 47.41 0.90

1972 50.100 238.14 427 1972 11.700 55.83 1.00 1972 11.300 53.5 0.96

1980 90.400 381.95 5.11 1980 14.100 59.70 0.80 1980 20.000 85.17 1.14

EDUCATION HEALTH SERVICES
AND RESEARCH

MA

Total Per % of Total Per % of
Expend. Capita GNP Expend. Capita GNP

Year (Bil. $) ($) (%) Yojr (Bil. $) ($) (%) Year

19722/ 6.344 29.93 0.57 1972 2 16.010 75.54 1.43 1972 -

1972 6.500 31.13 0.56 1972 17.600 83.50 1.50 1972

1980 12900 54A4 0.73 1972 26.600 112.39 1.50 1980

-/Dollars of purchasing power apparently assumed In President's fiscal 1972 Budget.
?/Admlnlstratlon's Proposed Budget as of Jan.29,1971.

Projections by Leon H.Keyserling

POWER PROGRAMS
AND WELFARE

SERVICES

Total Per %
Expend. Capita GN
(ail.$) ($) (0

14.191 6696 1.2

25.800 122.53 2.2

30.400 128.20 1.7;

of
'P

7

2
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C.-hert III

TOWARD A FEDERAL BUDGET CONSISTENT
WITH MAXIMUM EMPLOYMENT AND THE
PRIORITIES OF NATIONAL PUBLIC NEEDS

-All Figures in Billions of Fiscal 1972 Dollars 1'
406.7

No -lntersf/ S

267.3
229.2

'-General Government
' Veterans

Income Security I
Labor and Welfare
Housing and Community

Development

Commerce and Trunsport
Agriculture and Naturalisoresol

-Internotional Affairs
and Finonce

DNeional Defense and
Space Technology

1971 1972 1972 1980
Estimated Proposed "' Goal Goal

Fiscal Years Calendar Years

BURDEN OF FEDERAL OUTLAYS IN A
FULLY GROWING ECONOMY WOULD BE

WELL WITHIN OUR MEANS

(1966-1971 Fiscal Years;
1972 8 1980: Calendar Years.)

(UNIFIED BUDGET)

22.8% 23.0%
20.6% 20.5% 2.8 230

1966-1971 1972 1972 1980
Av. Annual Proposed Goal Goal

_ Actual

(1966-1971 Fiscal Years,

424% 1972 8 198. Calendar Years)

383%
33.7%

21.4%

1966-1971 1972 1972 1980
Av. Annual Est. Goal Goal

Actual
.L/Dollars of the purchasing power assumed in the President's Fiscal 1972 Budget.
.i/As of Budget Message of Jan. 29,1971.
1 Including education and health services.

!-/Ls government share of government employees' retirement contributions.

-/Includlng contingencies, civilian and military pay Increases, and revenue shoring.

•/Les interest paid to trust funds
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Chart k5-

INVESTMENT IN PLANT AND EQUIPMENT WAS
DEFICIENT. 1954-IST HALF 1971 AS A WHOLE
,or-oooli,

90 ______________ AVERAGE ANNUAL
so - sesames Needed DEFICIENCY

Actual 1954-1970
70-- Billions of 1969 Dollars
50 -

2:30 F- Deficiency

0[ $7.0

1953'54'55 '56 '57 '58 '59 '60 '61 '62 '63'64 65 '67 '66 '69 '70

BUT INVESTMENT IN MEANS OF PRODUCTION
AT TIMES OUTRAN DEMAND;

HENCE INVESTMENT CUTS AND RECESSIONS
Investment in Plant and Equipment

Ultimate Demand: Total Private Consumption Expenditures Plus Total Public Outlays For Goods and Services

Ist 3 Qtrs.'55- 3rdQtr.'57- Ist Half'59- Ist Half'60- Ist Half'61- Ilt Holf'66-
Ist 3 Qtrs.'57 3rdQtr.'58 lIt Half'60 lst Half '61 lit Half t6 Ist Half '71"Boom" "Recession" "Boom" "Recession" "Boom" "Slowdown

and
Recession'

Up 13.5% 11.22.,

2.%2.2% 2.%1.7% 1

5.3%

Down
210%

AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF CHANGE
In Uniform Dollars
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Chart I to

COMPARATIVE GROWTH IN VARIOUS ASPECTS OF
U.S. ECONOMY 1960-2Q 1971

Total Percentage Changes.in Constant Dollars

TOTAL NATIONAL PRIVATE CONSUMER GOV'T OUTLAYS FOR
PRODUCTION(GANJP) SPENDING GOODS AND SERVICES

Up Up Up
34.9% 32.2% Up 33.4%/ U p122/ 17.7% Up

E 1:1:2.22 % 8.4%

1960- 1966- 1960- 1966- 1960" 1966-
1966 201971- /  1966 201971 1966 201971

PRIVATE BUSINESS PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATE PROFITS
INVESTMENT IN PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (a IVA)

(INC.NET FOREIGN) Up
Up 60.1% Up

48.1% 46.0%

1966- Up 196620 1971 5. 1% 20 197 1

1960- Down 1960- 1966- 2 1960"
1966 4.1% 1966 2Q 1971 1966 0

24.4%

PERSONAL INTEREST PERSONAL DIVIDEND TRANSFER
INCOME INCOME PAYMENTS Up

Up 741%
65.4%N IOM

Up 
UUUp 41.% 32.2%26.0%

No Change .....

207 36
1960- 1966- 1960- 1966- 1960- 1966-
1966 201971 1966 20 1971 1966 201971

WAGES AND SALARIES LABOR INCOME FARM PROPRIETORS'
NET INCOME

Up Up
353.0% Up 34.1I% Up Up

198% 20.7% 235.6% 196

1960- 1966-. 1960- 1966- 1960- ,N
1966 201971-J  1966 20 1971 1966 I:

Down
• ,1.8%

1
/Growth from 201970-201971 is 2.4%.

-/Growth from 2Q 1970-201971 is minus 2.9%.
Source: Dept. of Commerce, Of fice of Business Economics

--- Growth from 20 1970-20 1971 Is 1. 1%.
-4"Growth from 2Q 1970-20 1971 Is 1.9%.
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Chart 17

PRICE, PROFIT, INVESTMENTAND WAGE TRENDS
1960-1966

(Total Percentage Change.1960-1966)
Prices _/1 Profits After Taxes J ME Investment In Plant and Equipment0/

103.6%

TOTAL
MANUFACTURING

151.9%

ELECTRICAL
MACHINERY

I 157.1%

FURNITURE

77.3%

J19% E9

U Wage Rates4 /

110.3%

19.6%

2=n%
PETROLEUM CHEMICALS

REFINING AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
-----------... .. .. .. .. -- - --------.. .... ..... ..... ....

57.4% 16%

IRON AND STEEL

71.7%

A 56.7%19.4%

FOOD AND
KINDRED PRODUCTS

MOTOR VEHICLES
AND EQUIPMENT

..................................

APPAREL

IJ Data: U.S. Dept. of Labor, wholesale commodity price Indexes.

Data: Federal Trade Commisslon-Securities and Exchange Commission.

Data: U.S. Dept. of Commerce.

-4/ Data: U.S. Dept of Labor; Bureau of Statistics; Average hourly earnings of production workers.
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Chart (

PRICE, PROFIT, INVESTMENT, AND WAGE TRENDS
1966 -2Q1971 AND 2Q1970 - 2Q 1971

Total Percentage Change. 1966-201971

(Percentage Change 201970-2Q 1971 in Parentheses)

fl Prics
1"I Profits After Toxesi [ Investment in Plant and Equipment;./ Wage Rateei/

(49)(77%)4"14iI(6.6%) 1'.: (7.1%)
5" 0.9% (4.9%) 50.4%

(3.7%)11.%

15.4% (7.0%) (6)(6.3%) (-3.1%).9%
10.2% 8.3% 9.5% 90% 1(.% -,%

TOTAL REFINING CHEMICALS
MANUFACTURING PETROLEUM AND ALLIED PRODUCTS

S6.7% (7.1% 26.8%

" ° "° (4.3%) (4741" ( 6. 8%)

.- 14.4%
(-13.3%) (-16.8%)

ELECTRICAL MOTOR VEHICLES
MACHINERY IRON AND STEEL AND EQUIPMENT

(5.8%) (14.6%) (76%/) .'%(4.2%)

' [ 1.% (-57%) , 29%) 9. z o30.(2.9%) 25.7% 5. 22 .2%,
18.7%, (2.5%) I-3I = * .2.

1 3.0% IIM

-7.9%

(45.2%)

FURNITURE FOOD AND APPAREL
KINDRED PRODUCTS

-LDoata:US. Dept.of Labor,wholesole commodity price indexes.

?-/Doto'Federol Trade Commission-Securities and Exchange Commission.
1'/Dato:U.S Dept. of Commerce.

-'Doto:U.S. Dept. of Labor; Bureau of Statistics; Average hourly earnings of production workers.
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Chart )

THE GROWTH IN CONSUMER SPENDING
HAS BEEN MUCH TOO SLOW, 1960-2Q 1971

(Average Annual Rates of Change,Constant Dollars)

Needed Rate of Growth Actual Rate of Growth -

4.8%

4.3% 4.2%

3.4%
3.2%

1960- 1960- 1960- 1966- 2Q01970-
1970 1970 1966 1970 20 1971

AND THE LAG IN CONSUMER SPENDING
DOMINATES THE TOTAL GAP IN GNP

(Average Annual Deficiency in Billions of 1969 Dollars)

1960-1966 1966- 1970 201971
(onn rote)

.V~ ec~Eprilue 47-6 45.1 7.

Deiiec inP ivae7 .

636.7

.t. Private Invetet ll
,.~ (100. Not Foreign)-i 27.6

9600

Deticiencyin In 109.4

Ocod and Sarvceei

(ADefi eAncy In Total 61.1
Notn(nol Production'

.,.., (aSP5.

197.7

I/cornponents do not odd to total due to rounding.
?/More than half the investment deficiency in recent years has

been due to inadequate residential construction
Basic Data: Dept. of Commerceofo ice of Business Econ.omics
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Chart "&CI

INADEQUATE CONSUMPTION GROWTH STEMS
FROM INADEQUATE INCOME GROWTH

Average Annual Rates of Change in Constant Dollars

M Total Private Consumer Spending [-1 Total Personal Income After Taxes

5.1%

THE PRIVATE CONSUMPTION DEFICIENCY OF
$475 BILLION, 1960-1970, REFLECTED
A $728 BILLION INCOME DEFICIENCY

Billions of 1969 Dollars

Excess
Deficiency In in Consumer -

Private Interest
Consumption Payments 1/

$12

Deficiency in
Personal
Outlays

Deficiency in Deficiency in Deficiency+ Consumer - Consumer Income + in Taxes Paid -

Saving After Taxes by Consumers

I/Also includes personal transfer payments to foreigners, which is a minimal amount.

Deficiency in
Consumer Income
Before Taxes
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Chart ;I

DEFICIENCIES IN WAGES AND SALARIES
ARE LARGE SHARE OF DEFICIENCIES IN

TOTAL CONSUMER INCOMES BEFORE TAXES
Billions of 1969 Dollars

1953- 1953- 1960-
1970 1960 1970 2Q 1971

Ann.Ave, Ann-Ave. AnnAve. 1963 1965 1967 1970 Ann.Rateli........
23.3

Deficiency in
4Woges and

9 55. 5 6 Salaries

1,2 . . .88.7

F32 1 !!.!
10.7 598 --9.6

662- T 65.7 65.4

22.1

Deficiencyin
S---- 19.4 Other

. 1 Consumer
# Incomes

Deficiencyin
Total

108.3 Consumer
Incomes
Before Taxes

08-333 O-71-pt. 1-20
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Chart 2

LONG-TERM TRENDS IN PRODUCTIVITY
U.S. PRIVATE ECONOMY, 1910-1970'

Average Annual Rate of Growth in Output per Man-hour
for the Entire Private Economy

/AO/C.AT/N4 6&, L r 4CCrL( RT/NG PRODUCTIVTy
6ROWT-wi*T TrRrNO

3.1 %

2.4%

05% "'.'
1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1955- 1960- 1966-
1920 1930 1940 1955 1960 1966 1970

6 I I *

INICAMTAIN$ TAT XCESIVECONOMIC SL ACKINTERFERES
WIr/HTE TRU PROoUCT/V/Tyrr OWTH-RTE TEN

A 1o

38%

2.6%

1 6%
2.0%

nRy-

1947-1953 1953-1960 1960-1966 1966-1970 1966-1967 1967-1968 1968-1970
Period of Period of Recestions, Period of Period of Period of Period of Period of

High Econovoe Very Low Economic Reosonably Hi19h Eitremely Low Very Low Economrc Restored Stoqation
Growth ond Growth, ond Increaoos Economic Economic Growth Economic 8 Recession

Reorobly Full Ecoomic Stock Growth,but Still Growth Growth
Resource Ue Substontial

Economic Slock

J/1970 preliminary.
Source: Dept. of Labor estimates relating to man-hours worked (Establishment basis)

'Xaqt

I A 0/_

5)Qo*/
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Chart

THE LAG IN WAGES AND SALARIES
BEHIND PRODUCTIVITY GAINS. 1960-2nd Q 1971

(Average Annual Increases, Constant Dollars)

4.0%

2.3% 2.4%

1960-11970 1960-1966 1966-1970 20 1970-201971

Output Wages Output Wages Output Wages Output Wages

and and and andSalaries Salaries Salaries Salaries

PER MAN-HOUR PER MAN-HOUR PER MAN-HOUR PER MAN-HOUR

1960-1970 1960-1966 1966-1970 201970-21971

3.8%3.0%27%

1.24%

Output Wages Output Wages Output Wages Output Wages
and and and and

Salaries Salaries Salaries Salaries

PER MAN-HOUR PER MAN-HOUR PER MAN-HOUR PER MAN-HOUR

PRODUTIVII-K'WAES a ........II

Basic Data: Dept. of Commerce; Dept. of Labor
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Chart - M

COMPARATIVE TRENDS IN GNR, PRICES. AND
NON-FEDERALLY HELD MONEY SUPPLY1955-1970

Up gUU
Up 47

* Up * lUp Up?8
Up 2 8%

1958

1958- 1959- 1960- 196 962- 1963- 1964- 1965- 1966- 1967- 1968.
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

I AA *3 *,CPI

Up
3.5% UUp

Up 28%

f Up HH
1955- 1955.
1970 1956

(onrove.)

Up2.9%

Up Up
16% Up Up Up Up 17%

1956- 1957- 1958" 1959- 1960- 1961- 1962- 1963-
1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

Up

54%

Up
4,2%

up
28%

"1 21

1964- 1965- 1966- 1967- 1968- 1969-
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Up3,1%

Up GRO T , I NO ,-F ,DEA .L ,N S

.Up
38%

H96Up
II%

Up
Up 37%

30%

F9 Up1
1.4%I

199 ti l

Up Up
45% 4,6%r-"'

Up
22%

H

6 & 74%

Up
31%

H

I I I ' I I 1 , .. .. I I A I -

1955- 1955- LJ 1957- 1958- M.J 1960- 1961- 1962- 1963- 1964- 1965- 1966- 1967- 1968- 1969-
1970 1956 1958 1959 Down 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

(annoy..) 0.7% 0.6%

l/Growth 201970-201971 is 2.4%.
Z'/Growth 201970-20197is 4.4%,
-&VGrowth 2Q 1970-201971 is 69%.
Data: oDeptof Commerce; Dept of Labor; Federal Reserve System

Up
34%

15 95
;970 19

(ann.ave.)
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Chart 25

AVERAGE INTEREST RATES ON TOTAL
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEBT, 1952- 19701-

Calendar Years

COMPUTED AVERAGE INTEREST RATE
01Parrant

1952'53',4 '55 '56 '57 '58 '59 *60 %1 '62 '63 '64 '65 %66 '67 68 '69 '70

PERCENTAGE
INCREASE

UP
110.1

UP
4.5%

Ax Annual Total
Increase Increase

1952-1970

TOTAL PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COST
OF RISING INTEREST RATES, 1953-1970'/

Calendar Years

TOTAL DOLLAR COST
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEBT OF RISING INTEREST RATES

.-V 1970 estimated.
Dota US.Treasury and Oepartment of Commerce,Office of Business Economics

195253V50 6 57 U'5960'61 2 3 '6465 ' % %'70
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Chart 2 (a

EXCESS INTEREST COSTS IN THE FEDERAL
BUDGET 1962-1970 CONTRASTED WITH OTHER

COSTS RELEVANT TO THE
WAR AGAINST POVERTY"j

Millions of Current Dollars

EXCESS INTEREST
COSTS/N TIE

FEDERAL BUDGET

Annual Average 1970
1962 -1970

.... ................... °........ .............

BUDGET OUTLAYS
FOR HOUSING AND

COMMUNITYDEVELOPMENT

$4.495
$2,039

Annual Average 19729/
1962 - 1972

BUDGET 01/TIAYS
FOR EDUCATION

Annual Average

1962 -1972

!! BUDGET OUTLAYS
FORPUBLIC ASSISTANCE

AND WELFARE
SERVICES

$11,727

$5,219

Annual Average 1972 2/
1962-1972

BUDGET OUTLAYS
FOR MEAL T SERVICES

AND RESEARCH

Annual Average 1972 2?
1962 -1972

..........................................

BUDGET OUTLAYS

FOR MANPOWER
PROGRAMS

$1,260

Annual Average
1962-1972

1972 SJ

iI-interest colt,colondor years; budget outlays, fiscal years.
?/Proposed In fiscal 1972 Budget.

19722-/
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Chart 27

THE BURDEN OF $407.3 BILLION IN'
EXCESS INTEREST COSTS, 1953-1970

UPON THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
Calendar Years

Excess Interest Cost Per Family of Four Excess Interest Cost Per Capita-Note Different Scole I
$8,357.16 $2,089.29

$1,308.36$2.0

. . $30772 $6ZL4 $76.93

1953 1960 1970 1953-70 1953 1960 1970 1953-'To
"otal Total

HOW $22.6 BILLION A YEAR, 1953-1970
-EQUAL TO ANNUAL EXCESS INTEREST-

MIGHT HAVE RELIEVED POVERTY
Families Families Families

With Incomes Under With Incomes Under With Incomes Under
$ 4,00011 $ 3,000 ! $2,0001

11.5 Million In 1969) (4.8 Million In 1969t (2,4 Million in 1969)
$2,391

$1,706

$22.6 Billion $22.6 Billion $1,125 $ 22.6 Billion
More a Year More a Year More a Year
Received Received Received
By These Families By These Families By These Families
Would Have Meanl Would Hove Meant Would Hove Meant
$ 3,021 More $ 4,743 More $ 9,385 More
For Each Family For Each Family For Each Family

Average Income Average Income Average Income
of These Families of These Families of These Families

In 1969 in 1969 in 1969

'/Includes families with r., Income and income loss.
Note: Family and Income data from Bureau of the Census.



ROLE OF
IN

HOUSING AND COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
THE NATIONAL ECONOMY,1947- st NfL WII

(New Construction as Percentage of Major Economic Aggregates)

AAS PERCENT OF GNPI

(Note Diffeenff Scle)

Source Dept. of Comn;,we, Office of Business Economics. Survey of Current Business
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Chort,,'q

COMPARATIVE GROWTH RATES.1960-1971 -q
%s- I a nt U dollars

Average Annual Rates of Change

GNP

6 .0 -
2.9 9 C)

I'

PRODUCERS'
DURABLE EQUIPMENT

6.0%

PERSONAL
CONSUMPTION
EXPENDITURES

Ci 1°1o)
4.2%

" I

NEW PLANT
a EQUIPMENT

EXPENDITURES

PRIVATE
DOMESTIC
INVESTMENT!'

NONRESIDENTIAL
STRUCTURES

GOVERNMENT
PURCHASES OF

GOODS 8 SERVICES

RESIDENTIAL
AND COMMERCIAL
STRUCTURES/

!/Gross private investment, including net foreign 3.).,%.CO.3 *v).

&/Residentlal structures alone,-l.q%C Io%10

Basic Data: Dept. of Cornmerce,Off ice of Business Economics
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Chart 3 0

BALANCED GOALS FOR THE ECONOMY1970-1980
1969 Dollars

Average Annual Rates of Growth

PRIVATE DOMESTIC
INVESTMENT

NONRESIDENTIAL
STRUCTURES

GOVT PURCHASES
OF GOODS 8
SERVICES

5.6%

RESIDENTIAL
AND COMMERCIAL
STRUCTURES

0-4%

!/Residential structures alone, 10.b%e

GNP

TOTAL
FIXED

INVESTMENT

PERSONAL
CONSUMPTION
EXPENDITURES

5.0%

PRODUCERS'
DURABLE

EQUIPMENT

(.7%

4.8%
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Chart 3 1

INVESTMENT: TOTAL FIXED;
PRODUCERS' DURABLE EQUIPMENT;AND

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES
Billions of 1969 Dollars -

(Ratio to Total Fixed Investment in Parentheses)

TOTAL FIXED

INVESTMENT

86.6

- I970ACTUAL -/ 11-71 ki t
TOTAL FIXED PRODUCERS' RESIDENTIAL
INVESTMENT DURABLE AND COMMERCIAL

EQUIPMENT STRUCTURES126.0 /130.1

(51.3 %)~1.264-.7 / *

37.9

,980GoA L
PRODUCERS' RESIDENTIAL

TOTAL FIXED DURABLE AND COMMERCIAL
INVESTMENT EQUIPMENT STRUCTURES

(43.0%) (38.7 %)
240.0 103.3 92.8

L777Z1

Basic Data: Dept. of Commerce, Office of Business Economics

1961 ACTUAL 
PRODUCERS'
DURABLE

EQUIPMENT

RESIDENTIAL
AND COMMERCIAL
STRUCTURES
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Chart '3 ,

VALUE OF DEPRECIATION AND DEPLETION.1968"'
IN VARIOUS SECTORS OF U.S. ECONOMY

In Billions of Dollars
(% of Total in Parentheses)

ALL INDUSTRIES

(100.0%)

MANUFACTURING

(475%)
2"531

TRANSPORTATION.
COMMUNICATION,

ELEC.. GAS & SANITARY
SERVICES

(A3.1%)

WHOLESALE SERVICES REAL ESTATE
& RETAIL
TRADE

(7.8%) (6.2%) (4.S%)3 . 9 3 .1 2 .4ME M =
MINING

(3.q%)
1.9

CONTRACT
CONSTRUCTION

(2.6,%)
I."LI

ALL OTHER

('3.q%)
:1.0

-/As express In corporate Income tax returns. 1968 latest available year

Source: Treasury Dept.
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Chart 33

% DISTRIBUTION OF NET FEDERAL EXPENDITURES
FOR SUBSIDY PROGRAMSFY 1965-1972

(Millions of Current Dollars In Parentheses)

($I, aI9)
100%

1965 -1972.
(Annual Average)

($6,597)
100%

1965

($6.892)
100%

1967

i 1--

100%

1969

100%
($11,187)

100%

Source:Dept.ofCommercS. tof). C-o.a ' c, j ,< '\ ". ,u-S ,
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Chart "

RATES OF RETURN a OTHER FINANCIAL RATIOS
ALL CORPORATIONS IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES,967 '

NET INCOME9/PER INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
FI I AS A PERCENTAGE OF NET WORTH'

( o 9.V

All Monufocturin Construction
Industries

Trade Mining Public 4
, Finance a

Utilities-' Insurance

INET INCOME-?/STATED ON BOOKS OF ACCOUNT
AS PERCENTAGE OF NET WORTHTL S

8- 1".3

All Manufacturing Construction Trade Mining Public. Flwnce Agriculture Peal Etate
industries Utilitle.4w IrsuJranceLON TEMDB

(Note Different ScOe)

3 8.%
12. 15.C I 12

21. 1

All Manufacturing Construction Trade Mining Public 4 FinanceB
Indutries UtilltiesV

-
Insurance

Agriculture RealEatute

I/Latest year available. i,,,. u c t-A,

9/Net income after Federal Income tax.

&"Stockholder equity.
4Includlng transportation.

Cn.C C\rCQ\C1 uk ! Y. u. CNC%,', -

Source: Treasury Dept., Internal Revenue Service, Stotistics of Income, 1961 Corporation Income Tax Returns

Agriculture Real Estate

.us
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Chart .35"

DEFICITS IN HOME AND COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
1961-I969AND PROJECTED 1971-1980

(All Dollar Figures in Billions of 1969 Dollars)
(Note Different Scale in Each Box)

CONSTRUCTION DEFICIT I-

1961-1969_2 $375 1971-198023
$6.6 $4

$4.2 $29.6

$15.9
$Q.6

1961 1969 1961-1969 1961-1969 1971 1980 1971-1980 1971-1980

RESULTANT GNP LOSS/
1961-1969 $75.0 1971-1980 591.2

1961 1969 1961-19 9 i961l-1.69 1971 1980 1971-1!90 19 Jln
------------------------- ------- Q ai------ L-------

RESULTANT MAN-YEARS OF WORK LOST°- /

1961-1969 6.6 (Millions) 1971-1980 41.51.2 5.3~4.
0.1

1961 1969 1961-1969 199) 169 1971 1980 1971-1980 1971-1980
FEDERAL REVENUES Lost6/

1961-1969 $15.0 1971-1980 $1182
$2.7 $16.8

$6.4$0.219119691_1ri;rFr9FA 1969 196H6 19H6 1971 1980 1971-1980 191I180
------------- ---- --------------------------.. [A,% AfL -T mn

STATE AND LOCAL PROPERTY TAXES LOSTY-
1961-1969 $2.2 1971-1980 $27.8

$0.7 $5.9

o.o $0,3

1961 1969 19ql1-169 I961969 - 1971 1980 IP1-1980 1971-19

.- /For 1961-1969 Inclusivedeficits measure actual performance against estimated needed performance in terms
of model for total economy. For 1971-1980 inclusive,deficits measure projection of 1960-1969 performance
against projection of needed performance.
-&/Actual overage annual growth 1.7%;needed,4.9%,or some as actual for total economy.

-/Projection of 1961-1969 performance, 1.7%; needed. 7.4%, or much greater than needed growth
rate of 5.0% for total economy.
A/Bosed on multiplier of 2.0.

- Bosed on yearly ratio of GNP to employment. Projections involve 3.0% overage annual
Increase In productivity.
-/Equols 20% of GNP loss.
?-/Assumes property tax loss is 2% of construction deficit,cumulated.
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Chart -1

RELATIVE TRENDS IN ECONOMIC GROWTH
UNEMPLOYMENT, & PRICES,'1952- 2Q 1971

--I
Consumer Prices Wholesale Prices M Industrial Prices

46% 4.4%

2.6% 2,5% 2 5% *22% . 28%

1.1% I 15% 15% m1

-0.2%

1952-1955 1955-1958 1956--1958 1958-1966 1966-1970 2nd Q 1970-

Average Annual Rates of Change 2nd0 1971

Total National Production in Constant Dollars, Average Annual Rates of Change
Industrial Production, Average Annual Rates of Change

M]]] unemployment as Percent of Civilian Labor Force.Annual Averages*

66%

4.6% 49% % 5.4% 55%

21% 24%

08%

-071/10%

-32%

1952-1955 1955-1958 1956-1958 1958-1966 1966-1970. 2nd 0 1970-
2ndQ 1971

* These annual averages (as differentiated from the annual rates of change)are based on full-time officially
reported unemployment measured against the officially reported Civilian Labor Force.

Source: Dept. of Labor, Dept. of Commerce, a Federal Reserve System
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WASHINGTON, D.C., October 21, 1971.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. .Snate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR RUSSELL: I am sending you herewith two letters, one relating to the
l)roblem of an excess interest tax, and the longer one containing suggestions
for amending H.R. 10947 to deal more favorably with investment in housing
and related commercial construction.

Fully aware of how busy you are now, I nonetheless hope that you may be
able to give these two matters your consideration, as both seem to me very
important.

With all good wishes,
Very sincerely yours,

LEON H. KEYSERLING,
Consulting Econom'ist and Attorney at Lav.

Enclosure.

WASHINGTON, D.C., October 22, 1971.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR RUSSELL: This is in response to your request, when I testified at the
hearings before the Senate Finance Committee on H.R. 10947, that I make some
suggestion with respect to an excess interest tax.

The problem, as you know, is extremely difficult and complex, and preparation
of definitive recommendations would require much more technical study than I
have been able to undertake since your request to me. But the formula which I
have thus far come up with would require that net interest received as income
(interest received less interest paid) be taxed separately at a specified excess
interest tax rate, insofar as such net interest exceeds the interest rate during a
stated base year for the type of borrowing involved. The net interest below this
figure would be taxed in the usual manner. Thus, if the interest rate in the base
year were 6 percent and the actual interest rate charged were 8 percent, the
excess interest tax rate would apply to the amount of net interest received in
excess of 6 percent. To illustrate the complexity of the problem, the determination
of the amount of net interest received and the excess interest tax thereon would
have to be made separately, by those preparing their tax returns, for each type
of borrowing.

Presumably, with respect to publicly-issued securities, instead of imposition
of an excess Interest tax, the legislation would need to provide definitively that
the interest rate charged should not be above that in the base year (or, if the
90 percent excess interest tax referred to below were in effect, not above the rate
which would yield the amount resulting from the base year rate plus 10 percent
of the amount of excess interest).

As to choice of the appropriate base year, that is a matter of judgment. I am
enclosing a tabulation which shows bond yields and interest rates, 1929-1970 on
11 different types of obligations, and during 1953-1970 on three additional types.
As a personal preference, I would like to go back as far as 1952, when the high
interest rate policy got going in earnest, or at least to 1955 or 1960. But this
would not seem practical. As a practical matter, ,I would suggest 1966 as the base
year, that being five years before 1971; in 1966, although in my view interest
rates were too high, they were enough lower than 1971 to make it worthwhile to
push them back to that rate. It appears that the legislation would have to provide
that the interest rate in the base year should be as determined by the agencies
set forth respectively in the footnote on page 265 of the tables transmitted
herewith.

There is also the question as to what the excess interest tax rate should be on
the excess net interest as determined. Theoretically, it should be 100 percent, but
that might not be practical for a number of reasons. I, therefore, suggest a rate
of 90 percent. The practical consequence of this proposal would be to push Interest
rates back to about 10 percent above the 1966 levels.

68-338 0-71-pt. 1- 21
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There is no doubt in my mind that some of your technical assistants can im-
prove upon my suggestion, and work it out in detail. It may be that 'the whole
matter 'is so complex and thorny that no proposal would have any chance of
enactment; certainly, it would stir up an immense 'amount of objection. But it
might be worthwhile 'to try ,something, which would have value as an indication
that 'there is a determination to do something about the subject.

As an alternative to legislating the 'foregoing proposal, or some alternative to
It, the selected specific proposal might be inserted in 'the Report of the Senate
Finance Committee, as a guideline to those who determine Interest rates. The
Report might also indicate intent at a later date 'to back up the proposal with
legislation, if a satisfactory voluntary response to It is not made manifest over
the next year or two. This procedure would seem entirely appropriate, especially
in view of 'the guidelines now in evolution on wages and prices, and the possi-
bilities that the Executive Branch may even develop guidelines on interest rates.
Why not then the Congress also, in view of the two decades of default on the part
of the Executive Branch znd 'the Federal 'Reserve Systen?

Many 'thanks for the opportunity you have accorded me to make suggestions to
you on this matter of vital importance.

'With all good wishes,
Very sincerely yours,

'LEON H. KEYSERLING.
Enclosure.



TABLE C-57.-BOND YIELDS AND INTEREST RATES, 1929-70

[Percent per annum]

U.S. Government securities Corporate bonds (Moody's) High-grade Average rate
municipal on short-term Prime com-

3-menth bonds bank loans mercial Federal FHA net,
Treasury 9-12 month 3-5 year Taxable (Standard to business- paper, 4-6 Reserve Bank home mort.

Year or month bills ' issues 2 issues 3 bonds 4 Aaa Baa & Poor's) selected cities months discount rate gage yields 5

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

(6) ...........................................(6)
1.402
. 8 79 ------- ------ -- -------------- -------------
.515 --------------- 2.66
.256 --------------- 2.12 -
.137 -------------- 1.29
.143 --------------- 1.11...........
.447 --------------- 1.40
.053 -----------------. 53...........
.023 ------------------. 59
.014 ------------------. 50
.103 ------------------. 73
.326 --------------- 1.46 2.46
.373 0.75 1.34 2.47
.375 .79 1.33 2.48
.375 .81 1.18 2.37
.375 .82 1.16 2.19
.594 .88 1.32 2.25

1.040 1.14 1.62 2.44
1.102 1.14 1.43 2.31
1.218 1.26 1.50 2.32
1.552 1.73 1.93 2.57
1.766 1.81 2.13 2.68
1.931 2.07 2.56 2.94
.953 .92 1.82 2.55

1.753 1.89 2.50 2.84
2.658 2.83 3.12 3.08
3.267 3.53 3.62 3.47
1.839 2.09 2.90 3.43
3.405 4.11 4.33 4.08

4.73
4.55
4.58
5.01
4.49
4.00
3.60
3.24
3.26
3.19
3.01
2.84
2.77
2.83
2.73
2.72
2.62
2.53
2.61
2.82
2.66
2.62
2.86
2.96
3.20
2.90
3.06
3.36
3.89
3.79
4.38

5.90
5.90
7.62
9.30
7.76
6.32
5.75
4.77
5.03
5.80
4.96
4.75
4.33
4.28
3.91
3.61
3.29
3.05
3.24
3.47
3.42
3.24
3.41
3.52
3.74
3.51
3.53
3.88
4.71
4.73
5.05

4.27
4.07
4.01
4.65
4.71
4.03
3.40
3.07
3.10
2.91
2.76
2.50
2.10
2.36
2.06
1.86
1.67
1.64
2.01
2.40
2.21
1.98
2.00
2.19
2.72
2.37
2.53
2.93
3.60
3.56
3.95

(7)
(7)
(7)
(7)
(7)
(7)
(7)(7)
(7)

(7)
2.1
2.1
2.02.2
2.6
2.4
2.2
2.1
2.71
2.5

2.68
2.69
3.113.49
3.69
3. 61
3.70
4.20
4.62
4.34
5.00

5.17
3.04
2.12
2.82
2.56
1.54
1.50
1.50
1.33
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.100

81.00
81.00
81.00
S1.00
1.00
1.34
1.50
1.59
1.75
1.75
1.99
1.60
1.89
2.77
3.12
2.15
3.36

-,,,

4. 34
4.17
4.21
4. 29
4. 61
4. 26
4.64
4.79
5.42
5. 49
5.71

1929-
1930.
1931 -----------------------
1932 -----------------------
1933 -----------------------
1934.
1935 -----------------------
1936 -----------------------
1937 -----------------------
1938-
1939-
1940 -----------------------
194 1 -----------------------
19 42 ---------------- -------
1943_
1944 -----------------------
1945_ -
1946_
1947 -----------------------
1948_
1949--
1950 -----------------------
19 51 ---------------- -------
1952 -----------------------
1953 -----------------------
1954 -----------------------
1955 -----------------------
1956 ....
1957 -----------------------
1958 -----------------------
1959 -----------------------



TABLE C-57.-BOND YIELDS AND INTEREST RATES, 1929-70--Continued

[Percent per annum]

U.S. Government securities Corporate bonds (Moody's) High-grade Average rate
municipal on short-term Prime com-

3-month bonds bank loans mercial Federal FHA new
Treasury 9-12 month 3-5 year Taxable (Standard to business- paper, 4-6 Reserve Bank home mort-

Year or month bills I issues 2 issues 3  
bonds4 Aaa Baa & Poor's) selected cities months discount rate gage yields'

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

1960 ---------------------- 2.928 3.55 \3.99 4.02 4.41 5.19 3.73 5.16 3.85 3.53 6.18
1961 ---------------------- 2.378 2.91 3.60 3.90 4.35 5.08 3.46 4.97 2.97 3.00 5.80
1962 ---------------------- 2.778 3.02 3.57 3.95 4.33 5.02 3.18 5.00 3.26 3.00 5.61
1963 --------------------- 3.157 3.28 3.72 4.00 4.26 4.86 3.23 5.01 3.55 3.23 5.47
1964 ---------------------- 3.549 3.76 4.06 4.15 4.40 4.83 3.22 4.99 3.97 3.55 5.45
1965 ---------------------- 3 954 4.09 4.22 4.21 4.49 4.87 3.27 5.06 4.38 4.04 5.46
1966 --------------------- 4.881 5.17 5.16 4.65 5.13 5.67 3.82 6.00 5.55 4.50 6.29
1967 ---------------------- 4.321 4.84 5.07 4.85 5.51 6.23 3.98 "06.00 5.10 4.19 6.55
1968 ---------------------- 5.339 5.62 5.59 5.26 6.18 6.94 4.51 6.68 5.90 5.17 7.33
1969 ---------------------- 6.677 7.06 6.85 6.12 7.03 7.81 5.81 8.21 7.83 5.87 8.19
1970 ---------------------- 6.458 6.90 7.37 6.58 8.04 9.11 6.51 8.48 7.72 5.95 9.05

' Rate on new issues within period. Issues were tax exempt prior to Mar. 1, 1941, and full taxable
thereafter. For the period 1934-37, series includes issues with maturities of more than 3 months.

2 Certificates of indebtedness and selected note and bond issues (fully taxable).3 Selected note and bond issues. Issues were partially tax exempt prior to 1941, and fully taxable
thereafter.

4 First issued in 1941. Series includes bonds which are neither due nor callable before a given
number of years as follows: April 1953 to date, 10 years; April 1952-March 1953, 12 years; October
1941-March 1952, 15 years.

5 Data for 1st of the month, based on the maximum permissible interest rate (8 percent beginning
Dec. 2, 1970). Through July 1961, computed on 25-year mortgages paid in 12 years and thereafter,
30-year mortgages prepaid in 15 years.

6 Treasury bills were first issued in December 1929 and were issued irregularly In 1930.

Not available on same basis as for 1939 and subsequent years.
8 From Oct. 30, 1942, to Apr. 24, 1946, a preferential rate of 0.50 percent was in effect for ad-

vances secured by Government securities maturing in 1 year or less.
9 Beginning 1959, series revised to exclude loans to nonbank financial institutions.
10 Beginning February 1967, series revised to incorporate changes in coverage, in the sample of

reporting banks, and in the reporting period (shifted to the middle month of the quarter).

Note: Yields and rates computed for New York City except for short-term bank loans.

Source: Cols. (1)-(4), Treasury Department; cols. (5)-(6), Moody's Investor's Service; col. (7),
Standard & Poor's Corp.; cols. (8)-(10), Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; col.
(11), Federal Housing Administration.
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Industrial Dividend yields,
Public corporate preferred

Year utilities bonds stocks

1953 ------------------------------------------------------------ 3.45 3.30 4.27
1954 ------------------------------------------------------------ 3.15 3.09 4.02
1955 ----------------------------------------------------------- 3.22 3.19 4.01
1956 - . . . . ..------------------------------------------------------ 3.54 3.50 4.25
1957 ----------------------------------- ------------------- 4.18 4.1? 4.63
1958 ------------------------------------------------------------ 4.10 3.98 4.45
1959 ------------------------------------------------------------ 4.70 4.51 4.69
1960 ------------------------------------------------------------- 4.69 4.59 4.75
1961 ------------------------------------------------------------ 4.57 4.54 4.66
1962 ------------------------------------------------------------ 4.51 4.47 4.50
1963 ------------------------------------------------------------ 4.41 4.42 4.30
1964 ------------------------------------------------------------ 4.53 4.52 4.32
1965 ------------------------------------------------------------ 4.60 4.61 4.33
1966 ----------------------.------------------------------------- 5.36 5.30 4.97
1967 ------------------------------------------------------ 5.81 5.74 5.34
1968 ------------------------------------------------------------ 6.49 6.41 5.78
1969 ------------------------------------------------------------ 7.49 7.25 6.41
1970 ------------------------------------------------------------ 8.67 8.26 7.22

Source: Public utility and independent corporate bonds, Moody's preferred stocks, Standard and Poor's.

WASHINGTON, D.C., October 21, 1971.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Con mittee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR RUSSELL: In my testimony before the Senate Finance Committee on H.R.
10947, I urged that the 'House Bill be amended to overcome the great discrimina-
tion against investment in housing and essentially -related commercial construc-
tion, and hell) restore these activities to their vital role in the total employment
picture, in overcoming substandard housing conditions, and in urban renewal.
In substantiation of my recommendation, I set forth before the Finance Com-
mittee the following facts, which 1 summarize below :

During the first half of 1971, investment in housing and commercial construc-
tion represented a smaller ratio to 'G.N.P. than in any year from 1947 through
1905, and smaller in ratio to gross private investment than in any year from 1947
through 1964 (see my Chart 28 p. 296).

From 1960 to 1971, the actual rate of investment in non-residential structures
averaged annually only 0.6 percent, and in residential and commercial structures
only 2.1 percent, compared with 3.0 percent for G.N.P. and 3.1 percent in new
plant and equipment (see my Chart 29 p. 297).

Yet, in accord with balanced projections for economic development from 1970
to 1980, the average annual rate of growth should be 6.1 percent for non-residen-
'tial structures, and 9.4 percent for residential and commercial structures, com-
pared with 5.5 percent for G.N.P. and 4.8 percent for producers' durable
equipment (see my Chart 30 p. 298).

Investment in residential and commercial structures fell from 41.7 percent of
total fixed investment in 1961 to 34.8 percent in first half 1971, and needs to rise
to 38.7 percent by 1980 (see my Chart 31 p. 299).

In 1968 (later comprehensive data not available), the value of depreciation and
depletion allowance granted to real estate was only 3.8 percent of -the total; the
value granted to manufacturing came to 47.5 percent of the total (see my Chart
32 p. 300).

During 1965-1972, looking at all net Federal expenditures for subsidy programs,
the amount made available to housing averaged annually only 10.5 percent of the
total, while the amount made available to agriculture came to 52.3 percent, and
to air transportation and maritime, 17.8 percent (see my Chart 33, p. 301).

In 1967 (later comprehensive data not available), net income per internal
revenue code as a percentage of net worth, came to only 4.3 percent for real
estate, compared with 7.7 percent for all industry, 9.0 percent for manufacturing,
and 6.4 percent for finance and insurance (see my Chart 34, p. 302).

I have estimated that, during 1961-1969, the deficit in investment in housing
and commercial construction totaled 37.5 billion dollars, resulting with its
multiplier effect in a loss of 75 billion in G.N.P., a loss of 6.6 million man-years
of employment opportuntiy, a loss of 15.0 billion dollars in Federal revenues,
and a loss of 2.2 billion dollars in state and local property taxes.

If nothing much is done to provide more stimulus to such investment, I esti-
mate that the deficit during 1971-1980 will aggregate 295.6 billion dollars, result-
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ing in a G.N.P. loss of 591.2 billion dollars, a loss of 41.5 million man-years of
employment opportunity, a loss of 118.2 billion in Federal revenues, and of 27.8
billion In state and local property taxes (see my Chart 35, p. 303).

Others might arrive at considerably different estimates. Be this as it nmy, it is
absolutely clear that properly stimulated investment in housing and commercial
construction would solve one third to one half of the total job addition problem
of achievement and maintenance of maximum nationwide employment, produc-
tion, and purchasing power during the decade ahead.

The so-called boom in housing construction during the first seven months of
1971 was highly misleading and very temporary. Actually, the rate of housing
starts during this period was barely higher than 1950, when the population was
much smaller and the need much less. The poor record during most of the inter-
vening years has created a vast cumulative deficit, with almost no inroads upon
unsatisfactory housing, and further urban deterlorattion. Moreover, the rate even
during the first seven months of 1971 was very far below the needed average
annual rate during the decade ahead (see my Chart 36, p. 312).

Beyond all this, the housing "boom" during the first seven months of 1971 was
but one more example of the recurrent temporary saturation of housing for fam-
ilies above the middle income structure, with very little being built for those
lower down. In consequence, there has already set in since July 1971 a foreboding
decline In housing starts.

I should add that the tax burden on real estate Is extraordinarily heavy, and
rising rapidly. in 1970, taking into account both income taxes and all other
taxes, the tax burden on real estate as a percent of the industry's gross product
(volume of economic activity occurring in an industry) was 33.6 percent, com-
pared with 26.2 percent for all U.,S. industries (G.N.P.) and 23.4 percent for all
manufacturing (see my Chart 37 p. 313).

It should be borne In mind -that, in addition to the examples provided above
relating to tax benefits and subsidies, there have been manifold other discrimina-
tions against housing and commercial construction. This sector was not accorded
benefits in the vast Treasury concessions to the Investment process early in 1971.
The length-of-life provisions of Treasury Regulations are unduly unfavorable to
these sectors, as against plant and equipment investment. Although it is not
feasible at this time to suggest, much less to enact, thorough remedial action, the
following proposals are suggested for consideration by the 'Senate Finance Com-
mittee in re H.R. 10947. These suggestions are entirely in accord with those made
available to the Finance 'Committee by Alan J. B. Aronsohn, testifying as Counsel
to the National Realty Committee, 'Inc., an organization with which I have been
working on this technical phase of the problems covered more generally in my
current letter.

RECOMMENDATION 1

The Job Development Investment 'Credit should be extended to the construction
of new buildings. The compelling reasons for this are amply developed in the
foregoing parts of this letter. The appropriate language toward this end would be
to amend Section 104, Definition of Section 38 Property, of H.R. 10947, as
follows:

Insert a new paragraph (b) after paragraph (a) of Section 104 as follows:
(b) REAL PROPERTY.-
(1) Section 48(a) (1) (B) (relating to the ,definition of tangible property

which qualifies as section 38 property) is amended to read as follows:
"(B) other tangible property, l)ut only if such property-

"(i) is used as an integral part of manufacturing, production, or
extraction or of furnishing transportation, communications, elec-
trical energy, gas, water, or sewage disposal services, or

"(ii) constitutes a resea-rch or storage facility used in connection
with any of the activities referred to in clause (i), or

"(lii) is a building and its structural components, or" [new
material]

(2) The last sentence of section 48(a) (1) is amended by striking out "4"
and inserting in lieu thereof "3".

[The succeeding paragraphs of 'Section '104 would be redesignated (c)
through (e).]

RECOMMENDATION 2

If rental real property is not excluded from the definition of investment
property under Sections 57(b) and 163(d), the reference to "reimbursed
amounts" should be deleted from Section 304(a) of H.R. 10947.
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This is desirable because reimbursements by a tenant of expenses incurred
by a landlord do not diminish the activity of the landlord in connection with
the management of the property subject to a lease, and is relevant only in
connection with the determination of whether or not the property is to be
treated as "net leased" by reason of the "guarantee of return" test.

RECOMMENDATION 3

It is recommended that a statement in the report of the Finance Committee
clarify the Congressional intent with respect to the treatment of interest in-
curred during construction. It is respectively submitted that such a clarification
might be in substance along these lines:

"In its study of Section 304(a) of the House Bill, it was called to the
Committee's attention that the regulations proposed by the Treasury relat-
ing to excess investment interest include in proposed regulation Section
1.57-2(b) (1) (iv) a 'statement that 'If the taxpayer intends to hold prop-
erty as rn investment by leasing such property under a net lease (as
defined in sec. 1.57-3), the resulting construction interest is an investment
interest expense.' The Committee feels that this statement and following
statements in the proposed regulations which purport to treat interest paid
or accrued on indebtednesses incurred or continued in the construction of
property as investment interest do not reflect the intention of Congress in
the enactment of Sections 57(b) (2) (D) and 163(d) (3) (D) and, therefore,
it is requesting the Treasury Department to amend its proposed regu-
lations with respect to construction interest to make it clear that interest
incurred during the construction of property slall not constitute invest-
,uent interest expense."

RECOMMENDATION 4

It is suggested that the Senate Finance Committee iReport request that the
Treasury include real estate property 'in the new Class Life Depreciation System
proposed by Section 110 of I.R. 10947, together with a request ,that the Treasury
reexamine useful life for buildings now provided in Bulletin F and the 1962
Guidelines with a view towards reducing such life toward more reasonable capital
cost recovery periods. Suggested language toward this end is as follows:

"During the Committee's consideration of depreciation and useful lives,
its attention was called to the useful lives prescribed for real estate under
Bulletin F and the 19W2 Guidelines -program and the fact -that real estate
was omitted from the ADR System. The Committee believes that real estate
should be 'included in the Class Life System, ani it 'is joining 'the House
in requesting the Treasury Departmnen't to undertake a review of the useful
lives accorded various 'types of real property. In this connection, the Com-
mittee 'believes that the useful lives generally accorded to real estate under
Bulletin F and tile 1962 Guidelines exceed reasonable capital cost recovery
periods for investments in real property, and that tile amendments to the
recapture rules contained in Section 1250 of the Code, as amended by the
1969 Tax Reform Act, more than suffice to protect the public revenues from
any potential abuses which might result from shortening the useful lives
accorded to real property."

As I have already stated, the details of the four foregoing recommendations,
and 'the specific language relating to themi, 'were developed by Mr. Alan J. B.
Aronsohn, to whom I lave referred above, and the reasons for them are much
more fully developed in his testimony before the Senate Finance Committee.
However, I concur in these recommendations, representing as they do a joint
effort by many groups to remedy 'the situation which I have described In the
body of 'this letter.

I am very rlluctant to intrude upon the heavy work-load of the Finance Com-
mittee by offering this letter and the recommendations contained therein. But
it is my intense conviction tlat 'the situation which I describe requires redress
in the national interest, and that action by Congress in accord with the rec-
onlmendations offered herein would 'tremendously increase the effectiveness of
the currently pending legislation as a Job Developmnwt measure. In addition,
such action would hel) to meet more effectively some of our most urgent domestic
priority needs.

With all good wishes,
Very sincerely yours,

LEON H. KEYSErLING.
Enclosure.
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The ChAimRMN. The next witness is Mr. Norman B. Ture, economic
consultant of Washington, D.C.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN B. TURE, ECONOMIC CONSULTANT,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

'Mr. TURE. I am Norman B. Ture, economic consultant., with offices
at 1100 Connecticut Avenue, l)istrict of Columbia, and in Reston.
Va. My testimony today represents my own views although I cer-
tainly would like to believe that my past and present clients would
associate themselves with them.

I would like to request that my prepared statement be included in
the record and I will briefly summarize it.

Tho CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Mr. TiIRE. I al)preciate the o1)p)ortunity to appear before the com-

mittee and to present my views on certain features of I-l.R. 10947, the
Revenue Act of 1971. I have focused my testimony on a number of
issues which have been raised concerning the job development credit,
the ADR, and repeal of the auto and excise taxes. I think much of the
discussion that we have heard since the bill was received by the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means has focused on the short-run consequences
of the enactment or modification. While I believe that enactment of
the bill in your hands will surely ha.ve some significant effects for the
short run, I would respectfully submit to the committee that the
proper focus of retention is not on the short-run effects but rather
on the long-term impact of the legislative proposals before you.

I think the questions. which should be asked w ith respect to each of
the provisions of the proposed legislation is whether it will, over time,
contribute to a freer and more efficient economy with a steadier and
more rapid advance in productivity?

The reason why I feel this is because in conjunction with a stable
monetary policy these are the requirements for continuing sustained
increases in real income for far more stable price levels and for im-
proving the competitive position of the United States in world
markets.

In examining" some of the issues which have been raised about and
by the bill, I believe this committee would 1)e well served by review of
economic developments in the United States in the recent past.

In my prepared statement I have specifically spelled out. in some
detail several of the salient features of the mild recession of 1969-70
and of the relatively weak recovery so far this year. Rather than go
into all of that detail let ine simply regard what I consider to be some
of its principal features. What this record shows is the weakness of the
economic recovery to date is attributable almost entirely to the soft-
ness in the business sector of the U. S. economy. It is ;a striking fact
that profits after tax in the second quarter of this year were the smallest
fraction of gross corporate )roduct. That is, the value added generated
in the corporate sector of the economy in the entire post-war period.

There are some who object to this measure -because they say deprecia-
tion allowances provided by provision of the tax law often are artificial
and artifically depressed recorded profits. In order to avoid any sort
of ambiguity on that score I think it is useful to look at corporate cash
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flow defined now as profits after tax plus capital consumption allow-
ance.

In the second quarter of 1971 corporate cash flow was lower at an
annual rate, lower than any post-year other than the excess profits tax
years of 1951, 1954 and the recession years 1958 and 1960-61.

As a fraction of the cash of the gross product originating in the cor-
porate sector and, in other words, corporate cash flow, profits plus de-
preciation and other capital consumption allowances were in the first
half of the year at an extremely depressed rate.

As one might expect from looking at these data, there has been very
little recovery of business investments so far this year and the official
survey forecast for the remainder of this year and going into next year
is for a very mild increase in total capital outlays in the American
economy.

I think it is instructive to try to find the source of the weakness in
the corporate sector and so far as I can see that weakness lies in the very
substantial increase in business income tax liabilities which were pro-
vided by the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

That legislation included among it vet.-y important and substantial
provision of the laudible purpose of correcting abuses but the plain,
simple fact is it has very substantially increased the burden on busi-
ness taxpayers. It is estimated by the Treasury that in the current tax-
able year 1971 the results of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 increased busi-
ness tax liabilities by $4.2 billion.

While the business sector of the U. S. economy was in serious dif-
ficulties as a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, and the recession of
1969-70, while the recovery so far has been extremely weak, in sharp
contrast if we look at the household sector of the IT. S. economy we find
that it held up very well indeed during the mild recession of 1969-70
and the household sector has realized most of the gains from the re-
covery to date.

For example, from the second quarter of 1970 to the second quarter
of this year, personal disposal income, that is, income after tax, has
increased by 8 percent. Personal savings has gone up by 12.4 percent.
Personal consumption outlays have risen by 7.7 percent. Personal
consumption expenditures for durables have increased by 11.1 percent.

Against this background I think it is useful to examine some of the
major criticisms which have been directed against the bill before you.

Chief among these are the following: First, that the proposed tax
changes are unduly biased in favor of business. Second, the credit
ADC provisions of the bill will not generate any significant increase
in capital outlays in the short run and will not contribute to faster
economic recovery. And, third, that larger individual tax reduction
will stimulate strong increase in consumption expenditures and would
be more effective ii the short run in promoting economic recovery.

Let me begin with the first contention. H.R. 10974 is biased in favor
of business.

I think the contrary is clearly true. The Tax Reform Act of 1969
and the present taxable bill heavily weight tax reductions in favor of
nonbusiness individual taxpayers for the years 1969 through 1973.
Nonbusiness taxpayers will realize tax savings aggregating $35.3
billion.
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For the same years business taxpayers, corporate and unincor-
porated alike, will realize net tax savings of $4.8 billion, less than
one-seventh of those of nonbusiness taxpayers.

Moreover, these revenue estimates do not take into account any off-
setting revenue increases, which I believe will occur primarily from
the business sector, which will result over time by virtue of the ex-
)ansion of production potential in rsponse to the AI)R and the

job development credit provisions in the bill.
The second major criticism of the bill before you is that the credit

and the ADR will not increase investment, it will be ineffectual in this
respect. On the contrary, I am confident that the ADR, once uncer-
tainty over its status is removed by enactment of the bill, and job de-
velopment credit will encourage a significant near-term increase in
capital goods, orders, and production.

I would estimate that increase might, very well be of the order of
$5 to $7 billion in the first fully applicable taxable year. Neither
economic theory nor the historical records support the contentioll
that business will be unresponisive to these provisions in the bill
before you. The assertion that virtually no additional investment
will occur assumes that business has zero price response to changes
in the effective price of capital goods. That is, that the price elasticity
of capital goods in the business sector is virtually zero. There are no
zero price elasticities anyl)lace in the U.S. economy.

Reference is made to the low capacity utilization as an argument
on behalf of the contention that the ADR and the job development
credit will have no significant effect in the near term on investment,
let me point out, as has been suggested earlier today, that the capacity
utilization rate numbers are extremely ambiguous in concept. When
the survey goes out to the businessman there are no directions to him
as to what he should or should not include in his capacity. If a man
shoved against the wall a machine which may be brought back into
production under extraordinary demands, that is included in his
capacity and necessarily the present capacity utilization rate. I think
this is on the whole and entirely inconsequential observation, it is
analogous to say that a housewife will not buy more cans of soup say
when the price of those cans of soup is reduced because she already
has some in her larder. If in fact that is a correct characterization of
the situation, chain store and grocery store managers for years past
have been managing their firms on the basis of a great misconception.

,Let me go on that, however. The ADR and job development credit
provision of the bill should not be characterized as windfull for busi-
ness. On the contrary, extending and broadening the general economic
recovery, which has been underway since the end of last year, requires
vigorous growth in profits, cash flow and investment. The required
increase in investment will not be forthcoming unless businesses profit
anticipation are improved. Curtailment of or failure to enact the
ADR and the job development credit provisions of the bill, both of
those provisions, will adversely effect actual and expected business
net earnings and cash flow and will adversely as well effect business
anticipation of future profits. They will, as such developments would
as a consequence, significantly curb the growth in business invest-
ment.
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Another factor which I think the committee ought to give very
careful consideration to is the very high probability in my judgment
that developments under Phase 2 will dampen the profit recovery
which usually accompanies a movement out of recession. The ADR
and the proposed credit, I believe, are both needed to provide favor-
able anticipation for expansion of private capital formation. But
more important than short run gains from the ADR and job develop-
ment credit is a contribution which these provisions will make in the
long run to accelerating the increase in productivity and real earn-
ings upon which depend the solutions to both our domestic and inter-
national economic problems.

"rhe reason why our balance-of-payments situation has been deteri-
orating over the last several years is because of the more rapid advance
in productivity abroad than in the United States. This is not to say
that productivity has not increased in the United States, though the
rate of that increase has been slowing in recent years. It is to say that
the rate of increase in productivity in a number of countries abroad,
including our principal trading partners, has been materially more
rapid than in the United States.

A third criticism that is opposed to the bill before you is that it pro-
Irides inadequate stimulus, tax stimulus for additional consumption.
In my view further tax stimulus for consumption should have an
extremely low priority in tax policy at this point in time. For one
thing, as I have pointed out, consumption outlays have been rising
very strongly. The increase in consumption expenditures for durables
is at a very nearly record rate.

Secondly, the record shows a rapid gain in disposable income and
personal savings and suggests that consumption increases have not
been unduly constrained by insufficient increases in after-tax incomes.

Third, and I think this is most important, contrary to a widely held
impression, consuner-oriented income tax cuts have little short-term
impact on consumption expenditures.

If you look at our experience under the surcharge enacted in 1968
and repealed by the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, what
you will find is the following: Upon enactment of the surcharge con-
sumption, personal consumption exl)enditu res were not reduced nor
was the rate of their growth significantly curbed. On the contrary, there
was a significant reduction in personal savings. After the repeal of the
surcharge, consumption outlays did not spurt ahead. What happened
was that savings increased materially. There is no evidence and very
little theory, indeed, to support the view that individual tax reductions
have any significant effect. on the rate of expansion or consumption
outlays in the short run. To base tax policy at this point in time on
surmise, to the contrary, I think, will be a gross error.

Moreover, further tax cuts for consumers at this time would mis-
takenly focus tax policy on the short run rather than on the long pull,
on the principal policy'objective which should be before us; that is, on
more rapid and steadier increase in productivity.

Let me turn -to our international trade situation and the implica-
tions of the ADR and the job development credit. thereto. I am confi-
dent that the enactment of the bill with both of those provisions in-
eluded, at least the present effective rate, will contribute significantly
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to improving our balance of trade over the long run by accelerating the
rate of productivity advanced in the United States. The United States
tax systems burdens the returns to capital formation very heavily, in-
deed. Wre tax returns to capital; we tax capital formation in the United
States more heavily than we do cigarettes.

The Secretary of the Treasury presented to you the extremely
interesting analysis the other day showing that the effect of U.S. taxa-
tion as compared with that of our principal trading partners is that
the company's capital in the United States is materially higher than
it is among our principal trading partners.

There are some additional data which have been referred to in the
testimony so far this morning. President Nixon's Task Force on Busi-
ness Taxation, on which I was privileged to serve, compiled informa-
tion showing capital recovery allowances on a typical piece of indus-
trial machinery at the end of the first, third and seventh taxable years
in the United States and in a number of other countries and that table
and charts thereto are included in the business task force report. But
what that showed, of course. we lagged very far behind that of all of
our principal competitors the law as of 1970. I have arranged to have
that table and those charts updated and they are included in my pre-
pared testimony.

What they show is that with the enactment of both the ADR and the
job development credit, the U S. taxpayer's relative portion compared
to that of his competitor in these other countries would be materially
improved. The gap between the U.S. businessman and his competitor
abroad would be narrowed but among many of our principal trading
partners we would still lag very far behind. If we eliminate either one,
either the ADR or the job development credit, that gap becomes sub-
stantially wider.

The bill before you will go far to abate the tax disadvantages of
U.S. compared to business abroad. It would by that token reduce incen-
tive for U.S. business to locate those facilities abroad without the
imposition of artificial constraints on international capital flows. It
would for the very same reason have a significant effect on slowing the
export of U.S. jobs.

Incidentally, let me call to your attention that the contention that
U.S. jobs were being exported abroad is almost a universal one, it goes
through every stage of our business cycle, and it seems to be voiced
irrespective of what the absolute facts of the case may be.

When the unemployment rate in the United States just a few years
ago was 31/2 percent the same contention was being offered to tax pol-
icy committees of the Congress.

One brief word, if I may, on the automobile excise and light truck
excise repeal. These measures are long overdue. These excises are the
very prototype of bad taxes. They have severe and adverse effects il
misallocating resources among industries, misallocating labor and
capital, depressing the incomes of those employed in the industries
producing the taxed articles. The repeal of the excise would improve
the allocation of production resources in the U.S. economy, it would
increase employment, output, and earnings of the autoinobile industry,
and it would bring car prices more closer into line with the actual
factor cost of producing automobiles in the United States. It will do
so both in the short and in the long run.
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One of the major criticisms that has been directed against the
repeal of these excises comes from the environmentalists. It seems to
me they are entirely on the wrong track. If indeed their argument
is correct,, what we ought to do is increase the excise on automobiles.
We ought to increase it to where automobile production comes to a
virtual halt in this country. Then we will eliminate, certainly, the
problem of air pollution generated by the use of automobiles hi the
Nation.

In the process, of course, we would be imposing an enormous
burden on tens and hundreds of millions of Americans. The automobile
industry is a much maligned industry in the United States. But let
me point out to you that it has over its history provided cheap aind
flexible transportation service to more people than any other industry
anyplace else in the world in the history of man. I think the industry
certainly deserves the support of tax policy rather than a punitive
approach. The industry and the oil industry in the United States are
making material strides toward curbing pollution generated by the
use of automobiles. Trax policy to support those efforts would be whole-
some. Repeal of the automobile excise strikes me as anl entirely whole-
some step.
The CRAIRMAN. I just want to ask one question. Can you explain to

me what is ithe point in taking the tax off foreign automobiles?
Mr. Tumu,. WTell, I have been listening to the discussion so far this

morning on this point with great, interest. I would suggest the follow-
ing. If you were to rel)eal the excise with respect to domestically
produced automobiles and leave it on with respect to foreign produced
imported automobiles, you would have in effect a selective excise on
imports. This would be tantamount to having an incremental tariff
on automobile imports.

I hadn't chosen to get into the subject of trade policy in general. On
the whole my position is that of very liberal free trade but it seems
to ine that the proposition that has been suggested by Senator Fannin
and yourself, sir, is one that should be taken up in the larger context
of foreign trade policy.

I point out that in the near term at any rate so long as the 10 percent
surcharge remains in effect, the repeal of the automobile excise stillleaves a 10 l)ercent diffelenial against the foreign car. You may very

well look ahead to the time when the surcharge is eliminated and it
seems to me it, is quite aplropriate to take this matter up in connection
with a large number of other matters of foreign trade policy.

The Cin\IR-M.xN. Well, it seems to me that in reducing and taking the
tax off of foreign automobiles we are making a $400 million investment
in losing jobs for Americans. If we think in terms of people that we
are doing business with in the automobile area, mainly Japan, Ger-
many, United Kingdom and France, just a, quick tabulation of that
indicates that they have tariff barriers sky high on what we are sending
theml anyhow. How on earth could they complain if we had our barriers
in line with theirs?

Mr. TURE. I have no argument with you on that, point, sir, and I
think that your point that you made earlier that, we are not likely
through any, even the most hard-nosed negotiations with our trading
1)artners to start selling a great many American l)roduced automobiles
broad, I think that point, is well taken, but it is not necessarily the
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automobile we are interested in selling abroad, it is our produced
products. We realize in order to be able to import we imust export. The
same thing is true of our trading partners.

The CIIAIRM;AN. They don't. seem to share the same views as far as
automobiles are concerned.

Mr. TuIE. Yes, sir. May I add gratuitously this suggestion. The
point was raised by Senator Fannin earlier this morning, that is to
say, if we really wished to use tax policy as an effective instrument
with respect to our international trade situation we might very well
want rather than to select l)articlar taxes on particular products, we
might very well want to take a more general approach. I would suggest
a wholesome, unbiased and objective evaluation of the value added
taxes with border tax (adjustments would very well pay.

The CHAIRMAr.\N. Let's just understand each other. I can afford to
be a statesman about liquidating that industry. We have too little of
it in Louisiana, I can afford to take the broad statesmanlike view on
that and say the good of the Nation requires this. I would assume if
we look at the people we have been trading with, for example, the
logical tradeoff would be for ius to sell them more soybeans. When
we do that we are trading off five dollar jobs for two dollar jobs.

Mr. Tum;,. We do indeed sell, a substantial portion of our exports do
consist of agricultural products but not anywhere near 100 percent
of them. We do export a substantial amount of manufactured items as
well and, nevertheless, there is much it seems to ine, Senator, in the
point that you are raising and my response to that would be really to
examine this issue in the 'broader context of trade policy generally, the
whole posture of our present negotiations with our trading partners,
with our competitors abroad, rather than on a highly selective basis.

People in the automobile industry are estimating' that the repeal
of the excise with the 10 percent surcharge in place for some indefinite
period of time, presumably a short period of tune, will result in a very
substantial increase in output and employment in the automobile in-
dustry. Surely there would be a larger increase in that output and
employment if we maintained on top of the present 10 percent sir.
charge the 7 percent excise on the imports.

(Mr. Ture's prepared statement with attachments follows. Hearing
continues on p. 333.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NORMAN B. TuRs, ECONOMIC CONSULTANT,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

I am Norman B. Ture, an economic consultant with offices at 1100 Connecticut
Avenue, Washington, D.C. and Reston, Virginia.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Committee and to )resent
my views on certain features of H.R. 10947, the Revenue Act of 1971. The bill
includes a number of features which will contribute in important ways to In-
creasing the productivity of the U.S, economy an(l therefore, over time, to en-
hancing the real sources of strength of the U.S. economy (ionestic.ally and iliter-
nationally. The Committee on Finance is to be commended for proml)tly taking
up this legislation, as are the Committee on Ways and Means and the House of
Representatives for their prompt and constructive response to P'resident Nixon's
legislative proposals.

This Committee will, of course, wish to review the bill carefully and to amend
it when the need and opportunities for improvement become .appi~arent. At the
same time, the Committee is aware, I am sure, that the effective (late provisions,
particularly those pertaining to the tax reductions for individuals, impose a
heavy burden on the Senate for quick action. Any tax bill as diverse in content
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as H.R. 10947 affords abundant opportunities for modifications. Hopefully, only
the most substantively urgent will detain the Committee at this time; there should
be ample opportunity for refinements next year.

While quick action is highly desirable, the tax changes proposed in the bill
should not be evaluated in terms of their short-run impact on the economy. There
is no economic emergency-nor was there one in recent months--which com-
mends the bill before this Committee; neither this bill nor the other elements of
the President's New Economic Policy will instantly cure our economy's ailments.
The question which should be asked with respect to each provision of the pro-
posed legislation is, in my judgment, whether it will over time contribute to a
freer and more efficient economy with a steadier and more rapid advance in
productivity. The focus of public policy should be on the long pull, not on quick
solutions to transitory problems. That focus, to repeat, should be on freeing up
our markets and on more rapidly advancing our productivity. In conjunction
with a stable monetary policy, these are the requirements for continuing and sus-
tained Increases in real income, for a far more stable price level. and for im-
proving the competitive l)osition of the United States in world markets. The
provisions of H.R. 10947, therefore, should be evaluated as at least initial steps
toward more effective public economic policy to support solid and enduring prog-
ress of the U.S. economy.

I wish to focus my testimony on some of the issues which have been raised
concerning the Job Development Credit, the ADR, and the repeal of the auto
excise, provisions of the bill which I heartily endorse. Permit me to preface my
discussion by some comments on developments in the U.S. economy during the
recent past.

I. THE ECONOMIC SETTING

The U.S. economy entered a recession phase in the last quarter of 1969. It
turned the corner in to a recovery phase a year later, in the last quarter of
1970. Measured in terms of changes in real GNP, output, employment, and
income. the recession was extremely mild by historical standards; in the same
terms, the recovery to date has been somewhat less vigorous than other recoveries
in the postwar era.

It is instructive to look beyond the aggregates, however. In every major sector
the economy but one, substantial strength has been evident during the past year.
Thus, from the second quarter of 1970 through the second quarter of 1971,

Gross national product rose by 7.6 percent.
Personal income increased by 6.3 percent.
Disposable personal income increased by 8.0 percent.
Personal saving increased by 12.4 percent.
Personal consumption outlays increased by 7.7 percent.
Personal consumption expenditures for durables increased by 11.1 percent.
Total new construction rose 16.8 percent between July 1970 and July 1971;

nonfarm residential construction increased 45.6 percent in this period.
Total civilian employment in September 1971 was about one million greater

than a year earlier.
Federal expenditures rose 6.2 percent.
State and local expenditures increased 13.6 percent.

On the other hand,
Corporate profits after tax, while increasing 6.8 percent over the second

quarter of 1970, were lower in the second quarter of this year than in any
of the years 1965-69,

Producers' durable equipment outlays (nonfarm) increased by only 2.8
percent,

Plant and equipment outlays rose by only 1.3 percent and prior to the
President's August 15 proposals were expected to increase by only 2.2 percent
for 1971 over 1970.

While the price level had continued to rise, the increase was markedly slower:
from July 1970 to July 1971, the Consumer Price Index increased 4.4 percent,
compared with a 5.9 percent increase for 1970 over 1969.

It is clear, even from this very summary review, that only private business
capital formation was lagging behind the general recovery under way over the
past year. Contrary to the widespread allegation, consumers were not keeping
their wallets and pocketbooks closed, nor does the evidence suggest that con-
sumption increases were constrained by too sluggish growth in disposable income.

{68-333 O-71-pt. 1-22
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In the business sector, on the other hand, a quite different picture is seen. Here,
business spending for new production facilities has increased very little-indeed,
allowing for price increases, private nonresidential fixed investment in the first
half of 1971 was significantly lower than in the first half of 1970 and markedly
lower than in 1969.

The reason is not hard to find; after-tax profits fell off sharply in 1969 and
1970, in large part because of the repeal of the investment tax credit and other
business-tax increasing provisions of the rTax Reform Act of 1969. The Treasury
estimates, for example, that the 1969 measures taken together will increase busi-
ness tax liabilities by $4.2 billion in 1971.

The effects of these actions are to be seen in the official data published by the
Office of Business Economics in the Department of Commerce. Corporate after-
tax profits plummeted from $43.8 billion in 1968 to $36.4 billion in 1970, a red u-
tion of about 17 percent. During the same period, on the other hand, comlpensa-
tion of corporate employees rose from $291.8 billion to $366 )illion, an increase
of over 25 percent.

In 1970, after-tax corporate profits were only 6.7 percent of the gross value
pl)roduct produced by corporations, the smallest fraction of gross corporate prod-
uct in the entire postwar period. Moreover, the modest pl)rofit recovery in the first
half of 1971 resulted in virtually no increase in the after-tax profit share of gross
corporate product. In contrast, compensation of corporate employees accounted
for 67.6 percent of corporate gross product in 1970, up from 64.8 percent in 1968:
this share was virtually mnc'% mged in the flarst half of this year.

Some critics of the Job De,°elopmnent Credit and the ADR challenge these prof-
its statistics, claiming that profits as measured in the national income accounts
tre depressed by "artificial" depreciation allowances. To eliminate any possibility
of understanding profits because of overstatement of depreciation, one may in-
stead look at corporate cash flow, i.e., after-tax profits plus depreciation allow-
ances. Much the same picture emerges: corporate cash flow as a share of gross
corporate pro(Iuct was 17.1 percent in 1970 and 17.3 percent iii 1969, down from
18.4 percent In 1968. In fact, with the excel)tion of the four years 1951-54, cash
flow was a smaller share of gross corporate product in 1970 than il any other
postwar year. The four lower years, it should. be noted, were those in which time
Korean excess profits tax was in effect. To be sure, corporate cash flow has ill-
cresed in the first half of 1971, but as a share of gross corporate l)roduct it re-
imains significantly below the )ostwar average. Moreover, it is lower tlian ill any
postwar year, except the excess profits tax years and the 1958, 1960-61 recession
years. Compensation of employees. on the other hand, though a slightly smaller
share in the first half of 1971 than in 1970, was nevertheless equal to the 1969
share and higher than any other postwar year except 1946.

The soft spot in the U.S. economy, clearly, is the corporate sector and business
spending for production facilities. A significant part of the explanation for this
softness, in the face of a widespread expansion of total spending in other sectors.
lies in the substantial shift in Federal income tax liabilities from individuals to
business effected by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. While many of the TRA ineas-
ures were enacted for the laudable purpose of correcting abuses, the plain fact
remains that they have substantially increased business tax burdens, reduced
profitability, and impaired incentives to expand and modernize production facili-
ties. The consequence has 'leen -a siarp drol) in tie growth of private capital
formation since 1968.

Tile irony il these developments is that many of those who most vociferously
demanded these increases in business and who now most shrilly oppose the Job
Development Investment Credit and tile ADR are tile very one-s who in fact bear
the heaviest burdens from tie 1969 tax increases. It is a simple truth. verified by
all of the history of milakind, -that no economy is better off with less than with
more capital and that the smaller the amount of capital with which labor is eum-
ployed, the less productive is that labor and the lower are its real earnings.
And the response of the business sector to the 1969 business tax increases verifies
another siml)le truth: if you increase 'the tax burdens oil the returns to capital,
you will slow the rate of capital formation. Thus, the precipitate slowing of pri-
vate investment has not only cut into the profits of cal)ital goods lproductrs -
it hlas also cost tens of thousands of employees their jobs and slowed the advance
of labor productivity and real earnings relative to time advances that otherwise
would have been realized.
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II. SOME ISSUES

Numerous issues have been raised by President Nixon's August 15 tax pro-
posals. Chief among these are the contentions that (1) the ,proposed tax changes
are unduly biased in favor of business, i.e., the Job Development Credit on
tol) of the ADR affords an excessive reduction in business tax liabilities rela-
tive to the proposed reductions for individuals; (2) the credit and ADR will
not generate any significant increase in capital outlays in the short run and
therefore will not contribute to faster economic recovery because corporations
will hoard their tax savings or pay then out in dividends; and (3) larger
individual tax reductions would stimulate a strong increase in consumption
expenditures and would be more effective in the short run in promoting economic
recovery.

A. The "pro-biusiess bias" in H.R. 10947
The contention that the President's tax proposals and the .provisions of H.R.

10947 are heavily biased in favor of business appears to rest in large part on
a highly suspect and incomplete fiscal arithmetic. Critics of the bill add up
the estimated income tax reductions, including the ADR without the % year
convention, which the bill )rovides for individuals and corporations over the
years 1971-73 and find that the latter exceed the former 1)y close to $5 billion.
Q.E.D.; the bill is biased in favor of )usiness.

This arithmetic is deficient for several reasons. First, it ignores the fact that
the lion's share of tle estimated tax savings from the repeal of the auto and
truck excises is allocable to individuals. Secondly, it overlooks the shift in tax
liabilities effected by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. And third, none of the estimates
take into account the effects on tax liabilities of the potential expansion in per-
sonal and business income attributable to the ADR and Job Development Credit.

Let us reararnge the Treasury and Ways and Means Committee revenue esti-
mates and show the net changes in tax liabilities from the 1969 Act and H.R.
10947, as in the following table. We find that corporate and individual business
tax liabilities were increased for calendar years 1969, 1970, and 1971 and with
the provisions of H.R. 10947 will decrease in 1972 and 1973. Taking the five
years together, business tax liabilities are reduced by $4.8 billion. Nonbusiness
taxpayers, on the other hand, realized about $1.4 billion in tax reductions In
1970 and these tax reductions increase to very sizeable amounts, under the
TRA and House bill, in 1971 through 1973. For the five years 1969-73, nonbusi-
ness tax liabilities are reduced by a total of $35.3 billion.

TABLE 1.-ESTIMATED CHANGES IN BUSINESS AND NONBUSINESS TAX LIABILITIES, CALENDAR YEARS 1969-73

[Billions of dollars]

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Total

Business taxpayers:
Investment credit --------------- 0.9 2.5 1.6 -3.6 -3.9 -2.5
Reform I ---------------------------------- 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 4.6
ADR ------------------------------------------------- -. 7 -1.7 -2.5 -4.9
Excise ------------------------------------------ -. 3 -. 8 -. 7 -1.7
DISC -------------------------------------------------------------- -. 1 -. 2 -. 3

Total . ..---------------------- .9 3.5 1.7 -5.0 -6.0 -4.8
Nonbusiness taxpayers:

Relief ------------------------------------- -1.4 -6.6 -11.3 -11.9 -31.2
Excise ------------------------------------------------ -. 7 -1.8 -1.6 -4.1

Total -----------.------------------ --- -1.4 -7.3 -13.1 -13.5 -35.3

i Does not include increase in individual business tax liabilities from TRA reform measures.
Note.- Columns and rows may not add to totals due to rounding.
Source: Statement submitted by Secretary Connally to the Committee on Ways and Means, Sept. 8, 1971, p. 12, and

report of the Committee on Ways and Means on the Revenue Act of 1971, Sept. 20, 1971, p. 12.

It is difficult to believe that any objective exarination of these estimates would
support the contention that H.R. 10947 unduly favors business taxpayers. The
colnbined effect of the Tax Reforme Act of 1969 and II.R. 10947 affords more than
seven times as much tax savings to nonbusiness taxpayers as it provides for
business taxpayers. Indeed, a fair appraisal of these estimates in the light of re-
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cent and current development suggests, if anything, that the balance of tax
reductions in the present bill should be redressed in favor of business taxpayers,
if the total revenue loss is to be held to the amount in the bill.

All of these estimates are based on the assumption that the rate of expansion
of economic activity will not be affected by the provisions of h.R. 10947. Given
the relatively short-term projection, only through 1973, of these estimates, this
is a reasonable assuml)tion. For the longer term, however, the more rapid in-
creases in private capital formation which will be made possible by the Job De-
velopment Credit and the ADR imply a larger increase in production potential
than would otherwise occur. For the longer run, then, more rapid expansion of
economic activity will result from these provisions. The larger flow of business
and household incomes will generate, at any given tax rates, revenue increases
which will offset some part of the revenue losses which are currently projected.
A substantial part of those incremental revenues will represent increases in busi-
ness tax liabilities. For the long term, then, the imbalance in the tax savings in
H.R. 10947 in favor of nonbusiness taxpayers is even more pronounced than the
table shows.

B. Effectiveness of the Job Development Credit and the ADR
Arguments over the arithmetic of the tax savings in tile bill, however, only

obscure the major thrust of the proposed legislation. There is little sense, inl my
judgment, in merely adding up dollars of tax reduction for nonbusiness and
business taxpayers and in measuring equity or inequity as tile difference between
the two. If you do so, the score card tells you that 11.1t. 10947 doesn't come close
to evening up tile "inequity" against business in the 1969 Act; nonbusiness tax-
payers remain far ahead of business in their tax savings from the '69 Act and
the provisions of the present bill. But what counts is not this arithmletic but
tile benefits for all sectors of the economy afforded by tile ADR and the proposed
credit in alleviating somewhat the present heavy tax bias against the returns to
capital and capital formation.

The ADF (once uncertainty over its status is removed by enactment of H.R.
10947) and the Job Development Credit should certainly encourage a significant
increase in capital goods orders and production in the very near term. The bulk
of deliveries of these new production facilities, however, should be expected to
show up in the official statistics on capital outlays only with a lag of 12 to 18
months. But the flow of new orders and the response of capital goods producers
thereto will quickly be revealed in the measured increases in employment, pro-
duction, and income in the capital goods industry.

Some critics of the ADR and the Job Development Credit assert that these
measures will have little or no effect on investment but will merely swell cor-
porate cash hoarding. No evidence is provided to support this assertion other
than to point to the current capacity utilization rates which are certainly quite
low.

In evaluating this assertion, it is important first to bear in mind the ambiguity
in the measure of production capacity. Many of the respondents to the capacity
utilization surveys include in "capacity" machinery and equipment that is woe-
fully obsolete and inefficient, that is seldom used, and that is brought into pro-
duction only when production is running at extraordinary rates. Including these
facilities, of course, unrealistically depresses the measure of the utilization rate.

A more fundamental flaw in the critics' argument, however, is the implicit and
erroneous assumption that business is completely unresponsive to changes in the
effective price of production facilities in making investment decisions. Both the
proposed credit and the ADR should be viewed as reducing the net (of tax) price
to business for using capital facilities in their production processes. To assert
that enactment of these provisions will have no effect on investment is to say that
the price elasticity of business demand for capital goods is zero. That this assertion
is utterly incorrect is clearly shown by the response of machine tool orders, to
take a simple example, to the suspension, reinstatement, and repeal of the invest-
ment tax credit. Indeed, tile assertion is equivalent to claiming that housewives
will not buy, say, more cans of soup when their price is reduced because they
already have some cans of soi,.p in their larders. If this is true, a great many
grocery stores have been operating oil the basis of a misconception for many years
past.

The historical record affords no evidence to support the claim that the pro-
posed credit and the ADR will not promptly stimulate investment but will merely
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increase corporate cash hoards or flow out promptly in additional dividends. On
the contrary, the record shows that business has quickly responded to improve-
inents ill the tax treatment of capital recovery.

Extending and broadening the general economic recovery cannot be assured
without vigorous growth in profits, cash flow, and investment. Further strong
expansion il output, eml)loyment, and real earnings will require substantial
i, .reases in the stock of production facilities. But the required investment will
not be forthcoming unless business can confidently anticipate a strong increase
in profitability. Enactment of the Job) Development Credit and the ADR pro-
visions in H.R. 10947 will contribute materially to structuring favorable expec-
tations. Any significant curtailment of, or failure to enact, these provisions,
on the other hand, would certainly crimnip the expansion of business net earnings
and cash flow, thereby materially and adversely affecting business anticipations
and curbing the growth in business investment. The consequence would be
significantly smaller gains in employment, wages, and output and retardation
of the return to full employment.

An important but uncertain element of the business outlook and in the prospects
for renewed expansion of investment is the Phase II program for wages and
prices. It is likely to be some time before the policy guides are firmly set and
operating, but I think it is realistic to assume that in practice, they will more
vigorously curb price rises than increases in wage rates. If this assumption is
borne out by actual developments, the result wili be a damper oi the profit
recovery which typically occurs in the normal pattern of recovery from a reces-
sion. As I noted earlier, the profit recovery so far this year has been weak. It is
further burdened by the implementation of Phase II wage-price policy, as I be-
lieve it is likely to be, the increase in profits may very well be inadequate to
sustain the expectations that would warrant any substantial growth in invest-
ment during the coming year.

Viewed in this context, enactment of both the ADR and the job Development
Credit-at effective rates no lower than in H.R. 10947-is critical to providing
the favorable anticipations required for expansion of private capital formation.
Neither provision, inl its present form, is itself likely to be adequate to the Job;
both are needed. And to repeat the pace of business investment in new plant and
equipment is likely to be a critical determinant of the scope, vigor, and dura-
bility of economic recovery during the coming year.

Significant as the short-term gains in employment, output, and earnings in the
capital goods industries will be, the more important aspect of the ADR and Job
Development Credit will be their contribution over the longer term in increasing
productivity and real earnings. Increasing productivity is the prerequisite for
more rapid increases being dissipated in higher prices or increased unemploy-
ment. Accelerating the advance in productivity is also the basic source for long-
term improvement in our balance of payments situation-realignment of the
dollar with other currencies today will offer no effective solution for tomorrow
if our production costs continue to increase relative to those of foreign producers.
Moreover, 1)roductivity 'advances are the only uniltinate source for the real financ-
ing of the expanding public programs we are urged to adopt in efforts to solve
social and economic problems .

It is in this context, I submit, that this Committee and the Congress should
evaluate the provisionss of H.R. 10947. The Job Development Credit and ADR may
not alone be enough to assure an adequate acceleration in productivity advance
which is basic to making progress towards solution of our domestic and inter-
national problems. But these tax measures are at the least important first
steps. Surely we would be ill advised to reject or dilute their contribution to
greater )roductivity on the basis of rhetoric about "trickle down" or "tax breaks
for business" or unfounded assertions about their ineffectuality.

C. More Stimu1lus for Consumption
Some critics of the AI)R and Job Development Credit assert that what is needed

is not more investment but more stimulus for consumption expenditures. This
assertion is based on visceral preference, not analysis. The record shows that the
household sector of the economy held up very well through the mild recession
of 1969-70 and has realized the lion's share of the gains from the recovery date.
In fact, this year's second quarter increase in disposable personal income was
more than 86 percent of the total increase in GNP in that quarter. As I pointed
out earlier, consumption outlays have increased strongly, particularly for dur-
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ables. And the high personal saving rate over the past year certainly does not
suggest that increases in consumption expenditures are being curbed by insuffli-
cient increases in disposable income.

To repeat, it is not the household sector and consumption which accounts for
any inadequacy in the pace of economic recovery. It is, rather, the fact that busi-
ness income and investment vere hit hard by the Tax Reform Act of 1969 and the
ensuing recession, -and that recovery in the business sector has been weak.

Would additional income tax reductions for consumers quickly increase con-
sumption expenditures? Both economic theory and the historical record argue
that the short-run impact of such tax cuts on consumption is very small, indeed.
The principal effect of the 10 percent income tax surcharge of 1968 was to cut
the personal saving rate, not to curb expenditure increases. The principal effect
of the expiration of the surcharge to date has been to increase the personal
saving rate, not to spur more rapid gains in consumption outlays. As a short-
term measure for accelerating economic recovery, personal income tax reduction
aimed at increasing consumption outlays offers little promise.

Moreover, tax cuts aimed at stimulating a more rapid rise in consumption ex-
penditures would represent an ill-founded focus only on the near term. To re-
peat, the urgently required focus is on the long run, on a more rapid and steadier
increase in productivity. The principal initiative for productivity-increasing
measures lies in the business sector. To activate that initiatives the more favorable
tax climate which will be afforded by the ADR and the Job I)evelopment Credit is
an important and constructive feature of public policy

AAA. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

I alluded above to the contribution which the ADR and Job Development
Credit will make to easing our balance of payments difficulties by accelerating
the advance of productivity in the United States. Lest too much be claimed in
this respect, let me state at the outset that it would be foolish to anticipate any
quick and complete redress in our balance of trade for the enactment of these
provisions. Indeed, there are no easy measures for promptly erasing our trade
deficit and for generating a large trade surplus. To repeat again, the policy
focus here must be on the longer term.

The reason is simple. Our international trade position depends fundamentally
on real factors, on our real productio.i advantages relative to those of our
trading partners. The deterioration of our trade balance reflects fundamentally
the more rapid gains in productive efficiency abroad than in the United States
over the past two decades. The slower pace of productivity advance in the
United States than in many of the other industrial nations was reported in the
lead story of the Wall Street Journal on October 6, 1971. which showed that
for the period 1965-70, the U.S. lagged far behind Japan, the Netherlands,
Sweden, France, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom in the average yearly
gain in output per man-hour.

Many factors, of course, enter into the determination of the rate of advance
of productivity, and there is a temptation to claim too much for one or another
of these factors. Whatever its relative importance, however, there is no doubt that
the rate of growth of the stock of production facilities relative to the rate of
growth of employment is one such factor. Similarly, there can be little doubt that
retarding the growth of capital formation will slow the advance in productivity
and that speeding up additions to the stock of capital will enhance productivity
gains. And while many factors also enter into business decisions about the amount
of additional production facilities to be purchased, tax considerations surely play
an important role.

Secretary Connally presented to the Committee last week some important
and revealing information concerning the impact of taxes on the cost of capital
in the United States and abroad. As these data show, the 1.S. tax system burdens
the returns to capital and capital formation more heavily than do the tax systems
of other major industrial nations. In themselves, these data do not fully account
for the adverse developments in our trade balance, but they strongly urge that
at least in this connection, tax changes such as the ADR and the Job Development
Credit will contribute importantly to increasing U.S. productivity and in time to
improving our international trade position.

A vivid picture of the tax disadvantage of U.S. business relative to businesses
in other industrial nations was presented in the 1970 Report of President Nixon's
Task Force on Business Taxation on which I was privileged to serve. Table II
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and Chart A in that report show the proportion of the cost of industrial machinery
and equipment recoverable at the end of the first, the third, and the seventh year
under U.S. and other nations' tax laws. It should be stressed that in the case of
the U.S., the proportions shown are, with few exceptions, the maximum amounts
actually allowed, whereas in the case of most of the other countries the indicated
proportions are those prescribed by statute from which substantial exceptions
favorable to the taxpayer are very often made.

The following tables and charts update the materials in the Task Force Report.

TABLE II.-COMPARISON OF COST RECOVERY ALLOWANCES FOR INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT IN
LEADING INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES WITH SIMILAR ALLOWANCES IN THE UNITED STATES

Aggregate cost recovery allowances
Representative (percentage of cost of assets)cost recovery

periods 1st taxable 1st 3 taxable 1st 7 taxable
(years) year years years

Belgium --------------.------------------ ------- 310 4 20.0 48.8 589.0
Canadao ------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  310 4 23.0 56.1 90.9
F r a n c e --------------------------------. . ---. . . . . . 7 8 1 5 .6 6 0 .1 8 9 2 .2
Italy --------------..------------------ ..---- ..--- .- '96 1o 20.0 1165.0 100.0
Japan ---------------------- _.------------------- ' 1 11 1334.5 56.9 81.4
Luxembourg ------.---------------------------- 3 10 1428.0 60.4 94.4
Netherlands ----------------.---------------------- 9 5 10.0 50.0 100.0
Sweden ------------------------------------------ 155 440.0 75.7 110.0
Switzerland ------------.------------------------ 3636 15.0 58.4 90.0
United Kingdom -------------------------- --- 8 1680.0 1188.8 1796.4
Western Germany --------.---------------------- IS9 1916.7 49.6 20 F8. 8
United States:

With investment credit ------------------------- 13 2121.7 47.9 80.1
Without investment credit ----------------------- 3 13 7.7 33.9 66.1
Proposed legislation -with ADR and investment

credit -----.-------------------------------- 22 10 , 2123.5 54.7 88.5

'The capital cost recoveries for each of the foreign countries have been computed on the assumption that the invest-
ment qualifies for any special allowances, investment credits, grants, or deductions generally permitted. The deductions
in the United States have been determined under the double declining balance method without regard to the limited
1st-year allowances for small businesses.

2 Capital cost recovery allowances set forth on this table are based on those published in September 1970 by the Presi-
dent's Task Force on Business Taxation. The amounts set forth in that report have been reviewed and, where appropriate,
updated by a leading international firm of public accountants.

3 Double declining balance method.
4 Full-year allowance in first taxable year.
Method changed to straight line in 5th taxable year. Straight-line rate applied to original cost for 5th, 6th, and 7th

taxable years.
6 The aggregate cost recovery allowances are determined by using 115 percent of original cost.
7 250 percent declining balance method.
8 Method changed to straight line in 7th taxable year. Straight-line rate applied to original cost in such year.
9 Straight-line method.
8o Includes additional foreshortened allowance of 15 percent.
"Includes additional foreshortened allowance of 15 percent, 15 percent and 10 percent in 1st, 2d, and 3d taxable year,

respectively.
12 Modified double declining balance method; 18.9 percent per Japanese Government rate table, salvage value built

into rate.
13 Includes special 1st year allowance of 25 percent; allowance reduces recoverable base cost in 2d and succeeding

taxable years.
4 Includes 18-percent allowance equivalent to 9-percent investment credit at effective 50-percent income tax rate;

credit does not reduce recoverable base cost.
is Modified declining balance method-30-percent rate plus additional 10-percent allowance in 1st taxable year (such

additional allowance does not reduce recoverable cost); accumulated cost recovery may not be less than 20 percent of
cost for each year asset is in service.

16 80-percent allowance in 1st taxable year.
1725-percent each year of remaining unrecovered cost.
is The average cost recovery period for machinery and equipment in Western Germany is 8 to 10 years to which additional

allowances are permitted for multiple shift operations: 25 percent of allowance for 2-shift operations and 50 percent of
allowance for 3-shift operations. Allowances may be further increased when plant is located in certain areas such as Berlin,
areas bordering on Iron Curtain countries, and undeveloped areas.

1u Full-year allowance in 1st taxable year for assets acquired in 1st half of such year; half-year allowance for assets
acquired in 2d half.

20 Method changed to straight line in 5th taxable year. (See (17) above.)
21 Includes 14-percent allowance equivalent to 7-percent investment credit at effective 50-percent income tax rate.

Credit does not reduce recoverable base cost.
22 13-year recovery period reduced by 20 percent and rounded to nearest / year. Double declining balance method.
Note: The above table I sets forth cost recovery allowances based on an average cost recovery period of 9 years. The

double declining balance method is used. A 25-percent additional allowance for 2-shift operations is taken into account
beginning with the 5th year when the method is changed to straight line. The corporate depreciation rate thus computed
is slightly over the maximum 20-percent-rate permitted on a declining balance method to reflect that: (A) the straight-line
method produces more depreciation than does the double declining balance method for certain short-lived assets; and
(B) items of machinery and equipment costing under U.S. $200 can be expensed. No other incentives have been taken into
account.
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Comparing the second bar in the chart with the fourth and following bars,
it is readily seen that under present law, U.S. cost recovery allowances for tax
purposes are far less generous than those in any of the other nations shown.
The enactment of the proposed Job Development Credit by itself would still
leave the U.S. business taxpayer behind his counterpart in the United Kingdom,
Sweden, Japan, Luxembourg, and Canada at the end of the first year, and
behind his counterpart in these countries and in Italy, Belgium, Germany,
France, Switzerland, and the Netherlands at the end of the third and the
seventh years.

Enactment of both the credit at no less than the effective rate In H.R. 10947
and ADR would materially improve the U.S. business taxpayer's relative posi-
tion. At the end of the first taxable year, he would still fall behind his competitor
in the United Kingdom, Sweden, Japan, and Luxembourg, would be about in
the same position as his counterpart in Canada, and ahead of those in the other
countries. By the end of the third taxable year, the U.S. taxpayer's relative
position would change; his competitors In the U.K., Sweden, Japan, Luxem-
bourg, Canada, Italy, France and Switzerland would be ahead, but the gap
would be narrower. At the end of the seventh year, the U.S. business taxpayer
would pull ahead of the Japanese firm, would still be about on a par with his
Belgium, German, and Swiss competitors, and hebind his counterpart in the
other nations. But, again, his situation compared with the business taxpayer in
the U.K., Sweden, Luxembourg, Canada, Italy, France, and the Netherlands
would be materially better than under present law or under either the ADR or
the Credit by itself.

H.R. 10947 would go far toward abating the tax disadvantage of U.S. busi-
nesses abroad. The bill would materially reduce the incentives confronting U.S.
business to locate facilities abroad, without artificial constraints on the flow
of capital resources. It would contribute, therefore, to arresting the supposed
export of U.S. jobs. Most important, by somewhat abating the existing tax bias
again capital and capital formation, it would contribute significantly to accel-
erating productivity gains by exl)anding and modernizing U.S. production
facilities and to improving the long-run competitive position of American indus-
try in International markets.

IV. ELIMINATION OF THE 7 PERCENT EXCISE ON AUTOMOnILES

The proposal to repeal the 7 percent excise on automobiles, effective August
15, 1971, would accelerate the elimination of this tax, now scheduled to be
reduced in stages and finally eliminated over the next 10 years. The proposal
to repeal the 10 percent excise on light trucks, effective September 23, 1971,
goes beyond present law under which the tax is scheduled to be reduced to 5
percent in 1977. The existing statute, thus, clearly reflects the judgment of the
Congress that the auto excise, a vestigial appendix of the World War II tax
system, should be removed. The surgery is long overdue.

The present automobile excise is the very prototype of tax which virtually all
tax experts, economists, consumers, labor, and businesses regard as abhorrent.
It interferes with consumers' exercise of their preference by differentially in-
creasing the price of the taxed product relative to other goods and services. It
thereby reduces sales and output of the product below the levels that would
otherwise prevail. It therefore reduces employment of labor and capital in the
companies producing the product and lowers the real incomes of those supplying
these production inputs. In short, it arbitrarily distorts the market's allocation
of resources, involving losses for consumers, labor, capital-the entire economy.

The automobile excise is an especially bad tax because of the magnitude of its
impact. A differential excise on a product or service to which a very small part
of household budgets is allocated and to the production of which relatively few
resources are allocated is bad enough in principle and in fact for the particular
households and production services it affects, but it may be of little moment for
the economy as a whole. The automobile excise, by contrast, involves massive
interference with the efficient operation of the economy by virtue of the very
magnitude of the auto industry. The tax raises the price of transportation serv-
ices to tens of millions of consumers, it restricts the growth in real earnings of
hundreds of thousands of workers, and it adversely impacts on the allocation
of hundreds of millions of dollars of capital. Quite apart from any favorable
short-run Impact it may have on employment, output, and income, therefore, re-
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peal of the excise should be hailed as a significant improvement in the Federal
tax structure.

What should we expect from the proposed elimination of the excise In the
short run?

In the near term, repeal of the automobile excise should result in a prompt
and brisk increase in U.S. car sales and production. It should, therefore, mean
an important near term increase in employment in the industry and in the in-
dustries supplying automobile manufacturers.

The repeal of the excise, taken by itself, represents a 7 percent price reduc-
tion, assuming car manufacturers pass the full amount of the tax savings along
to dealers and car buyers. A price reduction of this magnitude will probably
result in roughly 700,000 additional U.S. cars produced and sold in 1972. This
increase in production implies additional employment of 175,000 persons. Repeal
of the excise should also improve the competitive position of U.S.-produced cars
in the world market and at home.

When account is taken of the surcharge on imported cars, the excise repeal
results not merely in a cut in the price of U.S. cars relative to all other goods
and services but also relative to the prices of the closest sul)stitute for U.S. auto-
mobiles. At present. U.S.-produced cars carry the 7 percent excise while ml-
ported cars pay a 31/ percent duty plus the excise, or a total of 101/2 percent.
After the repeal. the price of U.S.-produced cars will fall by 7 percent, while the
surcharge oil imported cars will rise, in the near terms, to 10 percent. all il-
crease Ill price differential of 6 percent. Buyers' substitution of U.S. makes for
foreign cars should significantly increase production, income, and employment in
the U.S. auto industry in the near term.

U.S. car makers' profits should certainly be expected to increase as a result
of the excise repeal. Moreover, the anticipation of expanded sales, production.
and profits should lead V.S. car producers to amlend their present investment
plans to the benefit of the producers of the capital goods and facilities used in auto
production and their employees. And over the longer term, investment, employ-
inent, and income in the automotive industry should be larger than other wise,
while prices should be lower, more closely approximating factor costs of
production.

These favorable effects on car manufacturers' and suppliers' profits and oil
the level of activity il the associated capital goods industries do not characterize
tle excess repeal as a tax break for business. A substantial part of every dollar
of additional value added ill the industry will go to increasing payrolls. Surely,
the critics of the excise repeal cannot claim it is pro-business merely because
profits will increase consequent to an increase in production.

Some enthusiasts for vigorous environmental control measures have added their
voices to the criticism of the proposed repeal, viewing the automobile as a major
air pollution source. But if limiting the number of automobiles il use by lilpoIs-
ing an excise on their purchase is a good environmental control measure, why
don't these critics call for a, say, 50 percent or 75 percent excise on autos?
Why not use the taxing power to reduce the number of cars il use by a third. a
lalf or three quarters?

The answer is clear: the losses ill iumian well-being from any substantial
nonnarket curtailment of the consumption of automobile transportation services
would greatly exceed the gains il terms of a purer, more pleasing elvironment.
For. despite the complaints of environmentalists al(l Naderites. tile U.S. auto
industry has served the public enormously well by making low-cost, highly
flexible transportation service available to the vast majority of the population.
The answer to the pollution problem is not to be found in retaining the auto-
mobile excise. Rather it lies in the continuing progress by the industry Ii the
development of emission control systems and by the petroleum industry ill the
development of better fuel. These efforts should be encouraged by public policy.

V. CONCLUSION

The Job Development Credit. the ADR, and the repeal of the auto excise in
H.R. 10947 should be viewed as initial steps toward providing a tax climate more
nearly consonant with the requirements for advances in the productivity of our
human and capital resources and for the freedom of our markets. Whatever their
immediate effects in increasing employment, output and real incomes. these pro-
visions of the bill will contribute materially over the long run to increasing the
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efficiency of resource allocation, to expanding our I)roduetion potential, and to
strengthening our international trading position. These are the considerations
which should be given greatest weight in evaluation of the bill before this
committee.

The ChAIR1IAN. Well, thank you very much for your well-con-
sidered statement here.

We will be back here at 2:30.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the hearing was recessed until 2:30 p.m.,

the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

The ChAIRMIAN. The hearing will come to order.
The Chair has had a request on the part of a witness who has an

airplane reservation this afternoon and would like to testify as soon
as possible. I would like to ask if there are other people who have a
similar problems among the witnesses.

We will call Mr. John Roche, president of the American Iron and
Steel Institute.

We are pleased to see you here, Mr. Roche. I hope that your prob-
lems that existed the last time you were here have been moderated --
somewhat since that time.

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. ROCHE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN IRON AND
STEEL INSTITUTE; ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM LOWE, VICE
PRESIDENT, INLAND STEEL CO.

Mr. Rocim. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I particularly appreciate your reference to the last time we were

here and your understanding of our problems, and as a result of the
hearing before this committee and other factors that have taken place,
I think our situation is a little bit better than it was when we were
last here.

I appreciate particularly the courtesy you have extended to ine and
to the gentleman who is with me, Mr. William Lowe, who is vice pres-
ident of the Inland Steel Co., and chairman of the taxation committee
of the institute.

In the interest of time, I know you have a time problem, I will ask
that my prepared statement be made part of the record, Mr. Chair-
man, and I will briefly go over it in terms of some of the highlights.

The ChAIRM11AN. Yes, it will be included in the record.
Mr. RociuE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The steel industry strongly favors H.R. 10947 and we believe it is

important that the Nation's current economic problems be dealt "
decisively eind promptly. We hope that there will be favorable action
on this matter by this committee and that the overall program will be
adopted by the Senate.

I am skipping through this paper as I move along, Mr. Chairman.
We make reference to the removal of the 7-percent excise tax on

automobiles and certain trucks, and on this point I want to say that
we endorse completely the approach that was taken here by you this
morning, Mr. Chairman, and by Senator Fannin in this general area
of problems identified with importation and whether or not the re-
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moval should be across the board to apply to import as well as to
domestically produced automobiles, and from our point of view, since
the prime objective of this overall economic program of the admini-
stration and the Congress is to improve our own economy and to in-
crease lobs in this country, we believe that this matter has to be looked
at in die light in which you two gentlemen have viewed it here this
morning.

I make some quotes on pages 3, 4, 5, and 6 in my paper identified
with the President's task force and business taxation.

I will simply move over to page 6 and give one quote there that I
think is meaningful and it is a kind of wrapup of all overall situations
and the quotation reads:

"All the countries referred to," and there are many of 'them re-
ferred to in the report, the industrialized nations, "have deliberately
focused their tax policies on affording a tax climate favorable to
private investment in plantand equipment."

_- We think that that essentially covers our overall approach on this
question of the investment tax credit. We think it is absolutely vital to
the program that the administration has in mind and that the business
community, at least from our point of view, has in mind that the
7-percent Investment tax credit be passed by the Senate.

I want to make a. few comments starting on page 7 identified with,
in our own industry, where it. comments that the total earnings of all
companies dropped from over $1 billion in 1966 to only a little over
$500 million in 1970. I further comment that the market for the steel
industry of the United States is essentially a domestic market, and I
come over to page 8, the paragraph in the middle of page 8, and I
want to particularly stress this, Mr. Chairman, where I say the foreign-
produced steel continues to enjoy a substantial price advantage in the
U.S. market which cannot be overcome by domestic producers, despite
the fact that efficiency in our own industries, measured by tons of
product per man-hour, is better than that of any foreign steel'industry,

and the plain fact is that our employment costs per man-hours and
our unit labor costs are so much greater than our foreign competition
that we are unable to meet their prices.

Now, the comment was made here this morning, Mr. Chairman, of
course, testimony by the representative from the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, and joined in by implication, at least, by some of the
members of the committee, that the great factor of obsolescence in
the American steel industry has to be met and that this is one of the
reasons that the investment tax credit is so important.

I am not discounting at all the importance of the importance of the
investment tax credit but I do want to point out that this matter of
obsolescence in the steel industry has been overworked, not by the firms
of the industry, but ,mnhappily by many of those who are not too
much interested in the steel industry prospering in the United States.

I can say without reservation, Mr. Chairman, that the technology of
the domestic steel industry in the United States matches any in the
world, including the Japanese. We have been spending billions of dol-
lars every year for the past 10 years and we have brought our plant
up to date. It is modern and up to date and it is one of these things
that admittedly 15 to 20 years ago, there was a problem. We had a
catchup matter to take care of but. we haven't taken care of it.
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On the matter of employment costs, however, as you have indicated
in some of your comments this morning related to the automotive in-
dustry, and you know the same disparity applies to the domestic steel
industry, there is this matter--this is a matter we cannot cope with
and the 15-percent increase which became effective under the new labor
a agreement was negotiated in August of this year, and, of course, it
just further compounds the problem.

But I do want to stress and make as clear as I can to the members
of this committee and to any of the press that may be represented here,
the technology is not a problem in the domestic steel industry. Our
plant is up to date. We have done all of the things within our power
to do. There are some that we cannot deal with, and these are outside
of the borders of the United States.

Now, in summary, Mr. Chairman, we would urge that the 10-per-
cent import surcharge be maintained until the administration has
accomplished the changes in international monetary and trade policies
that it is seeking, and we would also urge the elimination of the annual
tax credit ceiling of 50 percent of tax liability.

If the objecti-e is truly to stimulate investment in new machinery
and equipment throughout the economy, it makes little sense to
dampen possible capital expenditures by those whose taxable income
is depressed for any given year.

We would further recommend that the investment credit be made
applicable to expenditures for environmental improvement facilities,
in addition to the 5-year capital recovery, rather than the either/or
election provided for in the House bill, and we recommend that the
benefits of the investment credit not be reduced by application of the
10-percent minimum tax enacted in 1969.

Finally, we sugo'est that the bill be amended to permit unused
credit to carry forward to succeeding years to be deducted before
application of the current year's credit.

H.R. 10947 provides that this practice with respect to pre-1970 tax
credit carried forwarded, but not with respect to future tax credit.
We urge that uniform practices be permitted in all such cases.

The steel industry, as well as industry in general, commends the
inclusion in 10947 of both the job development tax credit and the AI)R
system for reduction of depreciable liens and we believe that it is
essential that both be enacted so that capital recovery allowances in this
country will be more in line with those allowed in other industrialized
nations.

That is a brief statement of our overall paper, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRNAN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Roche.
I would like to ask you some questions about this matter hut I

think in view of the fact we are goig to be around here for some time
this afternoon, I will withhold at this tine. I think your statement is
very clear and a very good statement of your position.

Senator BmENNm'ETr. I am not going to pursue questioning either, but
when Mr. Roche makes the flat statement the steel industry caught
up with the technology of the world, lie should come out to the Geneva
plant and realize that it, is fighting for its life with technology that
hasn't changed much since it was built in 1945.

If United States Steel would like to tell us it is going to come out
there and bring that up to the very latest modern technology, I would
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be happy, and until it does, I will go on saying that one of the benefits
of the tax credit 7-percent investment credit, is the hope that plants
like this can be brought up in line with modern technology.

Mr. RocJIE. Senator, I am not going to differ with that statement.
I am talking about the steel industry in general in the United States.
It is a big industry. There are many companies in it.

I am sure that if Mr. Gott were sitting here, he would not claim that
every one of his plants throughout the country is modern and up to
date in the fashion in which he would like it, but I am saying in the
overall, related to the great majority of the production that is pro-
duced by the plants in this country-and one of my associates just
tells me $18 billion is a pretty good sized industry-then it seems to
me that we are well on the road to having gotten over the hump that
we have been sitting on our hands and not doing anything about
modernizing plants.

Senator BENNE'I-r. Well, this is a pretty good 'argument; dont throw
it away.

Mr. ROCHE. No.
Senator BENNEI'T. That is all I want to say.
Mr. ROCHE. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Just one comment. I do want to commend Mr.

Roche on a very fine statement, and the encouraging part. about you,"
statement to me was that you do feel the 10-percent surcharge should
be retained until after we have satisfactory changes in the interna-
tional monetary and trade policy.

I want to emphasize that that trade policy-I don't know whether
you read the comments in the paper this morning about a speech by
Fred J. Borch, board chairman of the General Electric Co.?

Mr. RociJE. No, sir; I didn't.
Senator FANNIN. Yesterday he referred to the reevaluation of the

dollar.
Mr. Borch said lie was amused by the hue and cry on both sides of

both oceans of the imposition of what some called the trade wall of
the 10-percent surcharge.

It absolutely fascinates me as a manufacturer who has spent many years
trying to scale the import tax walls of the other countries where the rates of
their border tax ranges from 11 percent in Germany to 23 percent in France, and
where for electrical appliances and TV imports reached 20 percent in Japan up
to 36% percent in England.

Have you had a similar experience?
Mr. Rocim. Quite similar. We have said many times we couldn't

give a ton of steel away in Japan. We can't get any steel in Japan and
the border taxes and the entry l)ermit system that exists in many
European countries are deliberately designed to see to it that no steel
gets in from the United States.

I am not talking about what goes on anong the six in terms of the
Conmon Market itself, but in terms of our moving any steel abroad.
The barriers are so much higher than the surcharge, and even the
surcharge in its application is not understood too well, because in
many of our product lines, as it works out in its al)plication, it is only
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3,4, 5 percent, and not 10 percent that the public generally believes is
true. So that the great clamor that is put up about the unfairness of
the imposition, it seems to me they protest a little too loudly.

Senator FANNIN. I agree with you wholeheartedly and, like the
automobile surcharge application, it is not 10 on 31/2, but you feel
both in the steel industry and the automobile industry that by the
trade barriers we are facing and our available market has resulted in
a boom in Japan.

Mr. ROCHE. No question about it, in our judgment. I join with Mr.
Borch's statement.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you. And I feel this way about the 7-per-
cent excise tax on cars. As far as imports are concerned, I think there
isn't any reason why we shouldn't utilize some tool to help us recover
a market we have lost because of their use of tools far more powerful
than the excise tax.

Mr. ROCHE. This is true. That is why I join 100 percent, Senator,
in what you have been saying with respect to the 7 percent, and also
the same comments made by the chairman.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. I don't have a question, but I would like to observe

for our good friends from the steel institute that, as you have so many
times done yourself, if we would figure the cost of insurance and freight
and discount to sales that have resulted directly from foreign-aid
programs under Public Law 480, we would have had a trade deficit
in a lot more than the last year or what may appear in this year, or
a number of years.

Mr. ROCHE. I agree completely. As I stated in the paper, through
8 months the deficit in steel was $1.4 billion and this figure could be
multiplied many times over, if not many times over, but could be
increased if we went to the calculation.

Senator HANSEN. On our trade balances?
Mr. ROCHE. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. ROCHE. Thank you.
(Mr. Roche's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN P. ROCHE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL
INSTITUTE

My name is John P. Roche. I am president of the American Iron and Steel
Institute, an association of 67 domestic steel companies representing approxi-
mately 95 percent of American raw steel production. I am pleased to be here
today to discuss with you the general views of the steel industry concerning the
Revenue Act of 1971 as adopted last week by the House. Our industry is indeed
gratified by your prompt consideration of this important measure. The steel in-
dustry strongly favors H.R. 10947, for we believe it important that this nation's
current economic problems be dealt with decisively and promptly.

As enunciated by the President and reaffirmed by the House Ways and Means
Committee report, the current economic needs of the nation are: to bring infla-
tion under control, to reduce unemployment, to stimulate economic growth, to
restore a reasonable balance to international payments, and to modernize our
nation's productive facilities. The steel industry subscribes to these objectives.
Prompt approval by the Senate of the Revenue Act of 1971 will constitute a very
major step toward achievement of these important objectives.

We recognize the stated need to stimulate additional consumer expenditures
and therefore the desirability of speeding up personal exemptions and increas-
ing standard deductions as set forth in this bill,

68- "-R.R 0-71 -pt. 1-23
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We also hope that the elimination of the 7% excise tax on autos and certain
trucks will stimulate the sale of domestic vehicles. This could mean more steel
sales to Detroit. But the steel industry and steelworkers would not be the only
beneficiaries. There would be more jobs for auto-workers and for those who work
in the plants of all their suppliers.

While there are rather wide variations in the participation in export sales by
individual steel companies, we do support any appropriate measures, such as the
D.I.S.C. )rovisions of the bill, that will encourage increases in this nation's
export sales and thereby hell) to alleviate the balance of payments problem.

Of particular interest to industry generally is the Job Development Invest-
ment Credit.

Although -the steel industry and its employees would certainly benefit from the
job development tax credit, we believe that it is of far greater importance to em-
plasize that the major advantages of enacting the tax credit would accrue to the
economy as a whole.

We believe that functioning of the credit will create jobs, and jobs are sorely
needed in our economy today.

Perhaps the best way of examining the basis for this expectation is to look
at the nation's economic experience during the 1960's when the investment credit
was in operation much of the time. The investment credit was, of course, pro-
posed during the Kennedy Administration as an incentive for stimulating invest-
ment in new machinery and equipment.

As Is generally recognized, the last decade was a period of prolonged eco-
nomic growth for America. The growing productivity and volume of produc-
tion within the economy provided more jobs, more government revenue, higher
wages to eml)loyees and iml)roved profits for industry. A substantial portion
of this growth resulted from increased investment in more efficient tools of pro-
duction, which in turn resulted from the more favorable climate for such invest-
ment brought about at least in part by the investment credit.

The impact of the investment credit during the 1960's was studied by the
President's Task Force on Business Taxation. Their recent Report pointed out
that the share of real GNP allocated to real private investment in production
facilities rose "in the years 1964-1966 following the enactment of the invest-
ment credit and the del)reciation revision in 1962."

This Report concluded that "our own country's experience during the recent
past when we did furnish tax incentives to capital investment, and the experience
of our l)rincipal competitors all suggest that such incentives do significantly
enc-ourage the development of the )roductive capacity of a nation."

Improving and expanding our nation's productive capacity, in turn, creates
new and better jobs in several ways. People must be employed to supply all of
the parts and supplies directly or indirectly going into the new machinery and
equipment, and other people are then employed to build and install it. New jobs
are created for still other people who operate these new tools of production
once they are in place, for those who supply the raw materials which these new
tools consume in the production process, and for those who transport and distrib-
ute the resulting finished products. When all of these people spend their in-
comes, additional new jobs are created throughout the economy. The incomes
flowing from all of these new jobs, of course, generate tax revenues which far
more than offset the tax st of the investment credit.

'If we 'are to sustain a high level of employment In this country, investment in
modern and efficient facilities must be continued at a very high level during the
1970's, since perhaps as many as 20 million new jobs will need to be created
and several times that number of jobs will need to be upgraded. Further, the
cost of creating new j'bs and of upgrading existing jobs has been constantly
on the increase.

Since investlents in new tools of production are only undertaken when it
appears economically attractive to do so. it seems clear that the greater the
incentive for such investment, the better will be our nation's chances of achieving
and sustaining maximum employment during the 1970's.

A second major advantage accruing to the economy as a whole from enact-
ment of this tax credit, would be a material improvement in this nation's inter-
national competitiveness.
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An incentive such as the investment credit is required if U.S. business firms
are to be placed on better footing with foreign competitors-. With the prospect
of this nation's first annual trade deficit in modern times, with the recent ne-
cessity to remove the dollar from the gold standard and to impose a 10% sur-
chlarge on many imports, and with foreign producers in many industries having
a much greater proportion of modern equipment and much lower production
costs than producers in this country, there is little doubt that the need to im-
prove our international competitiveness is equally as great today-if not great-
er-than it was in 1962. Improved productivity is absolutely essential to meet-
Ing foreign competition, and improved productivity stems largely from more
capital spending which. in turn. for machinery and equipment under United
States rules compares unfavorably with the recovery allowed by al1 other in-
dustrialized nations--particularly during the first few years ,after a capital ex-
penditure is made This report also points out that "... all the countries referred
to have deliberately focused their tax policies on affording . . . a tax climate
favorable to private investment in plant and equipment."

In our own Industry, total earnings of al companies dropped from over one
billion dollars in 1966, to only a little over 500 million dollars in 1970. We sell
primarily to a domestic economy whose consumption of our product has been
growing relatively slowly, at an average of only 2 percent per annum over the
past fifteen years.

Our domestic markets have absorbed rapidly increasing quantities of foreign
steel. In the year 1968, 18 million tons of foreign products entered the United
States, as compared to only 5Y2z million tons, five years earlier. This growth was
reduced in part by the three-year voluntary limitation Japanese iand European
steel. In the year 1968, 18 million tons of foreign product entered the United
tempting to improve and extend through 1974. But the high level of imports that
remains still constitutes a formidable obstacle to our industry's well-being. For
example, the deficit in steel trade the first eight months of this year was nearly
$1.4 billion.

Foreign-produced steel continues to enjoy a substantial price advantage in the
U.S. market which cannot be overcome by domestic producers. Despite the fact
that efficiency of our industry measured by tons of product per man-hour is
better than that of any foreign steel industry, the plain fact is that our employ-
ment costs per man-hour and our unit labor costs are so much greater than our
foreign competition, that we are unable to meet their prices. As an example, unit
labor costs in Japan are about one-quarter, and those in Western Europe are
about one-half of ours. We are also adversely affected by the remission of
value added taxes on exports by other countries, their barriers to imports, and
their sales in our markets at less than home market prices. We believe the dif-
ference between foreign steel employment costs and ours eventually will narrow,
to some extent, but for an Interim period, the built-in advantage of foreign steel
poses a major threat to the well-being of our industry and to the nation gen-
erally, because of steel's vital role in this nation's economy and national
security.

For these reasons, we strongly urge that the 10% import surcharge to which I
have already, referred, be maintained until the Administration has accom-
plished the changes in international monetary and trade policy it is seeking.

In summary, Mr. Chairman:
Because of the high level of capital investment which will continue to be needed

in our economy, we suggest certain modifications to the provisions of II.R. 10947.
First, we urge the elimination of the annual tax credit ceiling of 50% of the
tax liability. If the objective is truly to stimulate investment in new machinery
and equipment throughout the economy, it makes little sense to dampen pos-
sible capital expenditures by those whose taxable income is depressed for any
given year.

Our second recommendation is that the investment credit be made applicable
to expenditures for environmental improvement facilities in addition to the five-
year capital recovery, rather than the either/or election provided for in H.R.
10947. Such expenditures benefit society in general, divert available funds from
more productive uses, and seldom produce revenues to offset the higher operating
costs.
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Third, we recommend that the benefits of the investment credit not be reduced
by application of the 10% minimum tax enacted in 1969. Finally, we suggest that
the bill be amended to permit unused credits carried forward to succeeding
years to be deducted before application of the current year's credit. H.R. 10947
provides for this practice with respect to pre-1970 tax credits. We urge that uni-
form practices be permitted in all such cases.

The steel industry, as well as industry in general, commends the inclusion in
H.R. 10947 of both the job development tax credit and the ADR system for reduc-
tion of depreciable lives. It is essential that both be enacted so that capital re-
covery allowances in this country will be more in line with those allowed in other
industrialized nations.

The ChAIRMA-,,. As I had indicated, I will now call out of order
Mr. John Waltersdorf, in view of his transportation problem.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. WALTERSDORF, TRUSTEE, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF WHOLESALER DISTRIBUTORS

Mr. WALTERSDORF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is John M. XValtersdorf and I am appearing here today

as a trustee of the National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors.
You should also know that I am a distributor and am president of
Tristate Electric Supply Co. of Hagerstown, Md., where, I might
add, we have an 11-percent unemployment rate right now. We dis-
tribute electrical supplies and equipment, and I am also immediate
past president of the National Association of Electrical Distributors.

The National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors is composed
of 77 national commodity line associations, which in turn are com-
prised of 26,000 merchant wholesale establishments. Our members
purchase, break bulk, sell, deliver and extend credit. Approximately
50 percent of our sales are to retail establishments and dealers for
resale and the other 50 percent are to industrial, commercial, institu-
tional, and professional business users. In 1970 merchant wholesaler
sales totaled nearly $250 billion.

The opportunity afforded to appear here today is greatly appreci-
ated. I am testifying because the portion of the House-passed Reve-
nue Act of 1971, H.R. 10947, dealing with the investment tax credit,
is deficient in its ability to produce new jobs. It virtually ignores that
sector of the economy which holds the largest potential number of
new jobs-the distribution and services sector.

Over past decades the majority of jobs were located in industries
known as the producing industries-manufacturing, farming, mining,
and construction. But due to mechanization, automation, and new
techniques, all four of these production industries have made phe-
nomenal progress-in every field except the expansion of employment
opportunities.

In mining, for example, there are 621,000 jobs in 1971-Survey of
Current Business, Office of Business Economics, U.S. Department of
Commerce, August 1971-compared with 672,000-Handbook of Labor
Statistics, 1970, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor-10 years ago, a decrease of 8 percent.
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In manufacturing, there are 18.6 million jobs today compared with
16.3 million in 1961-a job increase of only 14.1 percent. Yet in the
production sector as a whole, jobs actually decreased 1.2 from 26.7
million to 26.4 million. In marked contrast, jobs in the distribution
and services sector increased 37.4 percent from '25.6 million to 35.2 mail-
lion. The Government., in seeking ways to encourage business employ-
ment opportunities growth through the use of tax incentives must
not overlook the vast potential for new jobs in the distribution and
services sector of the economy because that is where the largst mm-
ber of new job opportunities lie.

Wholesale distribution needs help to create jobs sooner than they
would normally evolve. The need for new jobs is here today-but the
means, that is capital, in the form of retained earnings is not. New
jobs, therefore, must await formulation of required capital before ex-
pansion can take place.

While this growth potential is recognized, the Departmient of Com-
merce in its U.S. Industrial Outlook of 1971 gave recognition to the
wholesalers' lack of working capital. There is a dire need for tax
measures to permit the distribution and service industries, which are
primarily composed of smaller business enterprises, to retain more
capital in order to expand and adequately serve a growing nation and
to provide the employment opportune i ties which are so desperately
needed.

It should be remembered that in a manufacturing plant a new mod-
ern machine will reduce three jobs to two, or possibly to one. As this
machine becomes more efficient, its products must transit through the
channels of distribution to the final consumer. In many categories of
merchandise the products must be serviced.

There is need to review just how investment credit, when limited
to depreciable personal assets, affects different segments of the business
community. The Internal Revenue Service in its publication, "Cor-
porate Income Tax Returns, 1968," indicates that for the wholesale
idustry, there was an investment credit of $51.2 million. This is for an
industry which had sales totaling $206.6 billion and assets of $70.8
billion. The same publication indicates that transportation industry
had total receipts of $51 billion, total assets of $75.2 billion and re-
ceived an investment credit of $187.4 million.

Manufacturers had sales of $640.7 billion, total assets of $495 billion
and received an investment credit of $1.3 billion. Also, corporations
which provide electric, gas aid sanitary services bad total receipts
of $33.2 billion, assets of $101.3 billion and received an investment
credit of $281.1 million.

Thus, it is evident that a tax credit limited to investment in depreci-
able personal assets has little stimulating effect on wholesale distribu
tion. Such limited applictaion will have little impact on this industry's
capacity to provide new jobs. We believe this is also true of retailing
and the service industries.

No group is more aware of the on-again/off-again nature of the
investment credit concept than are the members of this committee.
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Twice it has been suspended, and is now proposed again. Heat up the
economy; slow down the economy; enact investment tax credit; sus-
pend investment tax credit-but always limit the benefits to the pro-
duction sector of the economy, and deny them to the distribution and
service industry.

We recommend a tax adjustment based on the aggregate increase
in investment in inventories and accounts receivable. In order to limit
revenue loss, we suggest that this credit be limited to 20 percent of the
taxable income or $40,000, whichever is the lesser. The credit would
be available to all business, to corporations, partnerships, and pro-
prietorships, engaged in every type of endeavor. Enactment would
provide an increase in the available after-tax capital to finance and
accelerate new jobs in the wholesaling industry.

The thrust of our proposal is contained in legislation now pending
before this committee. I refer to S. 2165 introduced by Senator Griffin,
a member of this committee. 'We believe the principles are sound.

Under the concept of a tax adjustment for an aggregate increase
in inventory and accounts receivable, a 3-year moving average is rec-
ommended. The tax adjustment would be allowed on the increase over
the previous 3-year average. For example, if a wholesaler-distributor
increases his inventory and receivables in 1972, he would not receive a
tax credit unless his average level of inventory and receivables for
the years 1970, 1971, and 1972, is higher than his average inventory
and receivables for the years 1969, 1970, and 1971. The tax adjustment
would be computed on the difference between the two averages.

We believe that because the distribution and service industries are
made up, to a very large extent, of smaller business enterprises, the
tax adjustment proposed in S. 2165 will result in the production of
hundreds of thousands of new jobs which otherwise would not develop
for some years. We believe this can be accomplished with minimum
revenue loss. Further, we believe that the accelerated production of
these new job opportunities is worth the revenue loss; and that a maxi-
mum number of jobs can be created by timely aid that will assist the
distribution and service industries to retain the capital required to
expand.

Your consideration of these views will be appreciated.
On behalf of the wholesale distribution industry, may I express

again our thanks for the time afforded us here today.
The CHAIRAAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Waltersdorf's prepared statement with attachments follow:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN M. WALTERSDORF, TRUSTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF WHOLESALER-DISTRIBUTORS

My name is John M. Waltersdorf and I am appearing here today as a Trustee
of the National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors. You should also know
that I am a distributor and am President of Tristate Electric Supply Company
of Hagerstown, Maryland, a firm which distributes electrical supplies and equip-
ment. I am also immediate past President of the National Association of Electrical
Distributors.
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The National Association of Wholesaler-Iistributors is composed of 77 na-
tional commodity line a9sociations, which in turn are comprised of 26,000 mer-
chant wholesale establishments. Our members purchase, break bulk, sell, deliver
and extend credit. Approximately 50% of our sales are to retail establishments
and dealers for resale and the other 50% are to industrial, commercial, institu-
tional and professional business users. Ili 1970 merchant wholesaler sales totaled
nearly 250 billions of dollars.

The opportunity afforded to appear here today is greatly appreciated. I am
testifying because the portion of the House passed Revenue Act of 1971, HR
10947, dealing with the Investment Tax Credit, is deficient in its ability to pro-
duce new jobs. It virtualy ignores that sector of the economy which holds the
largest potential number of new jobs-the Distribution and Services sector.

Over past decades the majority of jobs were located in industries known as
the producing industries-manufacturing, farming, mining and construction.
But due to mechanization, automation, and new techniques, all four of these
production industries have made phenomenal progrcss-in every field except the
expansion of employment opportunities. In mining, for example, there are 621,-
0002 jobs in 1971 compared with 672,000 2 ten years ago, a decrease of 8%. In
manufacturing, there are 18.6' million jobs today compared with 16.3 2 million
in 1961-a job increase of 14.1%. Yet in the production sector as a whole, jobs
actually decreased 1.2% from 26.72 million to 26.41 million. In marked contrast,
jobs in the distribution and services sector increased 37.4% from 25.6 2 million
to 35.2 ' million.

The segment of distribution and services which I represent-wholesale dis-
tribution-has 3.9 million employees today compared with 3 million in 1961. This
is a job expansion rate of 30%. or more than double that of manufacturing for
the same period.

As our economy and our society continues to develop, an ever expanding por-
tion of our gainfully employed citizens will be engaged in distributing and
servicing the goods which are produced. The August 1971 Survey of Current Busi-
ness, published by the Department of Commerce, indicates that when government
workers are excluded 57% of all gainfully employed persons are employed in
the distribution and services segment, and only 43% in production. Some econ-
omists have predicted that by 1985, 2 out of every 3 gainfully employed persons
will be in distribution and services.

It will take only one-third of our workers to produce all our needs for goods
... for food, clothing, shelter, transportation vechicles. recreation supplies,
radios, TV's, household appliances, furniture. etc. The economy has gradually
evolved from one of production to one of distribution and service. This evolve-
ment is of course a great tribute to the genius that has characterized our pro-
duction industries.

Fortunately or unfortunately, this vast improvement in technology has sub-
stantially reduced the ratio of job ol)portunities that are available in produc-
tion. The government, in seeking ways to encourage business growth through the
use of tax incentives, must not overlook the vast potential for new jobs in the
distribution and service sectors of the economy because that is where the largest
number of new jobs lies. Wholesale distribution needs help to create jobs sooner
than they would normally evolve. The need for new jobs is here today-but the
means, that is capital, in the form of retained earnings is not. New jobs, there-
fore, must await formulation of required capitall before expansion can take
place.

Wholesale distribution is almost entirely composed of smaller business enter-
prises. Over 90% of all wholesaler-distributor firms would be classified as small
business under any definition that is commonly used. It lacks access to capital
markets-public markets-as sources of capital necessary for expansion.

The U.S. Department of Commerce projection of emnlploymnent for our industry
is five million persons by 1980 which would require the addition of 125,000 new

Survey of Current Business, Office of Business Economics, U.S. Dept of Commerce,
August, 1971.

2 Handbook of Labor Statistic8, 1970, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Dept. of Labor.
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jobs each year on the average. That same projection estimates that sales by
merchant wholesalers, which as I said were nearly $250 Billion in 1970, will
increase to $344 Billion in 1975 and $470 Billion by 1980. A tremendous growth
rate for the decade of the 70's.

While this growth potential is recognized. the Department of Commerce in its
U.S. Industrial Outlook of 1971 gave recognition to the wholesalers' lack of
working capital. There is a dire need for tax measures to permit the distribution
and service industries. which are primarily coml)osed of smaller business enter-
prises, to retain more capital in order to expand and adequately serve a growing
nation and to provide the eml)loyment opportunities which are so desperately
needed. It should be remembered that in a manufacturing plant a new modern
machine will reduce three jobs to two. or possibly to one. As this machine be-
comes more efficient, its products must transit through the channels of distribu-
tion to the final consumer. In many categories of merchandise the products must
be serviced.

There is need to review Just how investment credit, when limited to depreciable
personal assets, affects different segments of the business community. The In-
ternal Revenue Service in its publication "Corporate Income Tax Returns, 1968",
indicates that for the wholesale industry, there was an investment credit of $51.2
Million. This is for an industry which had sales totaling $206.6 Billion and assets
of $70.8 Billion. The same publication indicates that the transportation industry
had total receipts of $51 Billion, total assets of $75.2 Billion and received an
investment credit of $187.4 Million. Manufacturers had sales of $640.7 Billion,
total assets of $495 Billion and received an investment credit of $1.3 Billion. Also,
corporations which provide electric, gas and sanitary services had total receipts
of $33.2 Billion, assets of $101.3 Billion and received an investment credit of
$281.1 Million.

The percentage relationship of the investment credit to total receipts, net
income, and total assets for selected industries is given in the following table.
The table is based on Internal Revenue Service statistics.

1968 RATIO OF CORPORATION INVESTMENT CREDIT TO ITEMS LISTED

[in percent

Total Net Total
receipts income assets

Manufacturing --------------------------.------------------------ 0.20 2.77 0.26
Transportation, communications, electric, gas, and sanitary services ---- .56 5.51 .26
Wholesale trade -------------------------------------------------. 20 1.03 .07

Thus it is evident that a tax credit limited to investment in depreciable per-
sonal assets has little stimulating effect on wholesale distribution. Such limited
application would have little impact on this industry's capacity to provide new
jobs. We believe this is also true of retailing and the service industries.

No group is more aware of the on-again off-again nature of the investment
credit concept than are the Members of this Committee. Twice it has been sus-
pended, and is now proposed again. Heat up the economy; slow down the econ-
omy; enact investment tax credit; suspend investment tax credit . .. but al-
ways limit the benefits to the production sector of the economy, and deny them to
the distribution and service industry.

Accordingly we wish to recommend to this Committee an addition to the Bill
now pending in order to extend its benefits to the distribution and service indus-
try, as it is in these industries that the greatest number of new job opportunities
await.

We recommend a tax adjustment based on the aggregate increase in invest-
ment in inventories and accounts receivable. In order to limit revenue loss, we
suggest that this credit be limited to 20% of the taxable income or $40,000, which-
ever is the lesser. The credit would be available to all business, to corporations,
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partnerships and proprietorships, engaged in every type of endeavor. Enactment
would provide an increase in the available after-tax capital to finance and accel-
erate jobs.

The thrust of our proposal is contained in legislation now pending before this
Conunittee. I refer to S. 2165. We believe the principles are sound.

Under the concept of a tax adjustment for an aggregate increase in inventory
and accounts receivable, a three year moving average is recommended. The tax
adjustment would be allowed on the increase over the previous three year aver-
age. For example, if a wholesaler-distributor increases his Inventory and receiv-
ables in 1972, he would not receive a tax credit unless his average level of inven-
tory and receivables for the years 1970, 1971 and 1972 is higher than his average
inventory and receivables for the years 1969, 1970, and 1971. The tax adjustment
would be computed on the difference between the two averages.

In the past, it has been stated that some wholesalers might abuse the purpose
of the tax adjustment by making large purchases of inventories immediately at
the end of the tax year. This argument is spurious. Carrying inventory costs
money. It is estimated that it costs 20, to 350 per year to carry $1.00 of merchan.
dise in inventory. Moreover, distribution is analogous to a pipeline. Goods, from
the moment of production, are in a part of that pipeline until they are placed in
the hands of the ultimate user. Goods are going into or out of inventories
throughout the distribution process. When the wholesaler-distributor purchases
from the manufacturer, the manufacturer's inventory is decreased, and the whole-
saler's inventory is increased. When the wholesaler sells to his customer, the
wholesaler's Inventory Is decreased and his customer's inventory is Increased.

Our suggestion to provide a tax adjustment meaningful to the distribution in-
dustry may be met with the response that the itax credit legislation under con-
sideration is basically aimed at increasing productivity of our producers to
enable them to better compete in the export trade. But how much of the invest-
ment tax credit will really be channeled into lowering costs of goods produced
for export? Ever since enactment of the tax credit, all classes of investments In
depreciable personal assets have been eligible. The electric utility which serves
Washington, D.C. had no exports but derived significant benefits from the credit.
The railroads which hauled products for both foreign and domestic consump-
tion received it. The value of the tax credit granted to manufacturers had no
dividing line between those investments made to produce for export or for domes-
tic consumption. It certainly cannot be said that the tax credit was, or is now
being, primarily tailored to expand exports.

In 194, the then President of NAW, John Robertson, wrote to President John-
-son suggesting an extension of the investment credit concept to inventory and

accounts receivable. Replying for President Johnson in a letter dated June 10,
1964, Mr. Ralph A. Dungan, Special Assistant to the President, indicated that "at
current income levels (1964) a tax credit for net increases in inventories and
receivables would probably lose upwards of three-quarters of a billion dollars of
revenue annually". We are not able to make an estimate of revenue loss due to
enactment of our proposal but inasmuch as the tax adjustment is restricted to a
deduction of 20% on taxable income, or $40,000 whichever is the lesser for any
single business, the revenue loss would be limited.

We believe that because the distribution and service industries are made up,
to a very large extent, of smaller business enterprises, the tax adjustment pro-
posed in S 2165 will result in the production of hundreds of thousands of new jobs
which otherwise would not develop for some years. We believe this can be ac-
complished with minimum revenue loss. Further, we believe that the accelerated
production of these jobs is worth the revenue loss; and that a maximum number
of jobs can be created by timely aid that will assist the distribution and service
industries to retain the capital required to expand.

Your consideration of these views will be appreciated.
On behalf of the wholesale distribution industry, may I express again our

thanks for the time afforded us here today.
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U.S. INDUSTRIAL

OUTLOOK 1971
Wholesale Trade

Merchant wholesalers' sales in 1971 are ex-
pected to reach $265 billion, an increase of bet-
ter than 7 percent over 1970. Wholesalers of
durable goods are expected to increase sales 9
percent, and nondurable goods wholesalers'
sales will increase 7 percent.

The year 1970 was disappointing for most
wholesalers. Sales increases averaged only about
4 percent, and many wholesalers experienced
declines. Since wholesalers function as interme-
diaries between producers and users of goods,
they were affected by most of the major eco-
nomic problems which beset the economy in
1970. Industrial wholesalers were hurt by aero-
space and defense cutbacks and lagging con-
struction. Wholesalers of consumer goods felt
the impact of decreased residential construction
and consumer spending.

Continuing a 1969 trend, increased operating
expenses again contributed to lower profits.
The profit shrinkage problem is one of the most
serious concerns of the industry, since funds
for capital expansion are usually internally
generated from profts. As a result, there will
probably be little expansion of wholesalers'
plant and equipment in 1971.
Employment Costs Increase

Although total wholesale employment in-
creased only 2 percent in 1970, wage and salary
costs increased almost 6 percent. Wage in-
creases have averaged about 4 percent per year
since 1960. Even though the rate of hiring was
lower in 1970, competent personnel were diffi-
cult to find. Turnover among warehousemen,
equipment operators and other semiskilled
labor was a problem. There is also an industry-
wide shortage of experienced salesmen, and
many wholesalers had to initiate training pro-
grams. Since wholesale trade hourly rates are
now on a par with average manufacturing
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rates, wage increases should be more moderate
in 1971.

Inventory Developments of Importance

Despite lower sales in 1970, wholesalers'
workload and handling costs increased. Because
of the prevailing tight money situation, custom-
ers resorted to ordering smaller quantities with
increased frequency. Billing values and dollars
per unit order were therefore down. Invento-
ry-sales ratios reached decade-high levels for a
majority of wholesale industries. Wholesalers
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Table 1.-Wholesale Trade Employment Trends 1963-70

Annual average in thousands

Average
annual

Percent percent
increase increase

SIC Industry 1963 1967 1968 1969 1970 1 1969 70 1963- 70

60 Wholesale trade . .3,104 3,525 3,611 3,738 :3,826 2 2
501 Motor vehicles and automotive eqUip-

ment 236.1 274.5 289.1 306.3 :127.5 7 3
502 Drugs. chemicals ISS.4 214.6 219.3 226.9 2:14.7 3 2
63 Dry goods, apparel --. 131 .8 143.6 146.3 14. .6 150.3 1 1
504 Groceries -. . ..... 485.4 526.5 5:12.8 54:3.8 548.1 1 -1
505 Farm products. 91.7 94.1 96.5 93.8 n.a. n.a. n.a.
506 Electrical goods ------ 234.1 276.7 289.7 304.9 33:3.6 9 4
507 Ilard%sare, plumbing, heating equip-

ment, supplies-_. 144.2 158.6 163.5 169.9 170.7 0 2
508 Machinery, equipment, supplies. 526.8 664.2 696.1 730.8 7:19.1 1 3
509 Miscellaneous %holesalers .. ....... 1,056.0 1,166.5 1,177.5 1,21:3.3 1,2:12.6 2 2

I Estimated by BDC.
n a. - not available.
S source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Note: Employment data above are for all wholesale

found that minimal profits obtain from small
orders, as paperwork, processing, and transpor-
tation costs increased significantly.

Wholesalers have attempted to cut back on
inventories by pruning out low-turnover goods
and ordering less from suppliers. However, be-
cause of the proliferation of commodity lines
and customer service requirements, this tactic
has been less than successful. Pressure on gross
margins finally forced wholesalers to initiate a
minimum-order policy and to charge premium
amounts for such minimums in an attempt to
recover breakeven costs on processing and han-
dling. Significantly, in analyzing orders to de-
termine minimum charges, wholesalers found
that in some lines 10 percent of their sales may
have been marginal.

Perhaps the most important long-term inven-
tory trend which developed over the last few
years is the maintenance and storage of cus-
tomer inventory by wholesalers. Major cus-
tomer industries, including retailers, and com-
mercial industrial businesses, have reduced in-
ventory holdings and are now keeping backup
stock in distributor warehouses. Wholesalers
have thus far performed this service for only
the largest customers. However, the practice
reinforces strongly the time and place utilities
which wholesalers perform.

The coming decade will continue the prolifer-
ation of consumer and industrial goods coming
into the market. Even the largest retailers and

trades, while sales data in this chapter are for merchant
wholesalers only. In the 1967 Census of Business, merchant
wholesalers accounted for 69 percent of wholsale trade
eniplo, meant.

industrial companies may find it prohibitively
expensive to maintain full inventories in an
ever-broadening product universe. Thus, whole-
salers have the possibility of increasing sales
and service income considerably by filling gaps
in customer inventories. There is the strong
possibility that customer inventory mainte-
nance will lead to rack jobber type service by
wholesalers, where wholesalers would be com-
pletely responsible for replacement needs for
certain customer commodity lines, which would
further strengthen distributor ties to custom-
ers. The implications of this trend to wholesal-
ers are less product specialization because
profit potential will force the addition of new
lines, and considerable additions to storage fa-
cilities and materials handling equipment.

Working Capital Shortage
Wholesalers' working capital-the difference

between current income and spending-was
critically short in 1970. Manufacturers cut both
the time period and the discount allowable for
cash payment. Wholesalers were also forced to
cut back on customer cash discounts. In the
tight money climate of 1970, wholesalers' cus-
tomers found il. cheaper to forego discounts
than borrow.

Accounts receivable increased significantly
over previous years. Even the largest compa-
nies fell behind in payments to distributors.
Collection periods on sales, which in former
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years averaged 25 to 35 days, increased in
many kinds of wholesale business to 60 days
and more. Factor charges or bank loans to
cover wholesalers' accounts receivable carried a
minimum interest rate of 9 percent, but money
for this purpose was -n most cases scalce. Who-
lesalers stepped tip collection efforts, and put
smaller troublesome accounts on C.O.D. type
payment, However, a majority of wholesalers
resorted to service charge, on late accounts
(usually 1 to I1'_, percent per month on
accounts in excess of 15-60 days) as the most
efficient solution to the accounts receivable
problem.

Service charges were instituted strictly as a
protective measure, but were adopted by a ma-
jority of the distribution industry in 1970.
Since service charges did not seem to hurt sales
in a not-outstanding year nor drive customers
to alternate sources of supply, thev will proba-
bly be f), cmanent. Application and use of serv-
ice charges in distribution markets, while not
widely used yet by manufacturers, indicates
wholesaler's dominance in those markets.

Transportation Crisis
Factory deliveries were again slow in 1970.

Shipping delays were caused by the transpota-
tion system rather than production bottleneci-s.
A survey taken by the National Association of
Wholesaler-Distributors in 1970 revealed that
almost all distributors rely completely on
common carriers for incoming shipments, and
that better than 90 percent of distributors re-
ported using motor carriers in shipments to
their customers. More than 75 percent of who-
lesalers reported that more than one carrier
handled their shipments enroute. Mo,-eover, less
than truckload shipments are held in carrier
warehouses until sufficient goods are accumu-
lated by the carrier for shipment.

It is in trans-shipment of goods from carrier
to carrier that significant concealed damage
losses are usually incurred. The ICC has rule(]
that freight bills must be paid within 7 days.
Damage claims made against carriers may,
however, remain open indefinitely. Almost all
wholesalers reported that they had damage
claims in 1969. In some cases, distributors have
had to go to cotrt for settlement of long out-
standing claims.

Early in 1970. carriers arbitrarily ruled that
henceforth they would be responsible for only

Table 2.-Merchant Wholesalers' Inventory/
Sales Ratios for Selected Years

percentl

SIC
code Industry 1960 1965 19701

50 Merchant wholesalers, total-- 121 116 125
Durable goods -. ..- 162 149 163

501 Motor vehicles and autono-
tive equipment 180 181 148

506 Flectrical goods- 156 142 177
5097 Furniture, home furnishings_ 145 152 164

507 hardware, plumbing, heating
equipment - 185 174 186

5098 Lumber, construction equip-
ment ... 101 103 110

508 Machinery, equipment and
supplies .. ... 184 164 188

5091 Metals, metalwork -....... 191 165 171
Nondurable goods ------....- 91 90 94

504 Groceries - .......... 57 58 55
5095 Beer, wine, spirits 104 93 98
502 Drugs, chemicals. 124 124 130

5095 Paper, paper products---- 108 100 111

I Estimated by BI)C.
Sources: Bureau of the Census and BDC.

one-third of all damage claims since there were

three parties (shipper, carrier, receiver) in-

volved. After this move by carriers, claim pay-

ments stretched out over longer periods and

became even harder to collect. As a result,

the National Association of Wholesaler-

Distributors entered an antitrust suit in Fed-
eral District Court against the American

Trucking Association, alleging conspiracy be-

tween the Association and its members 1i1 the
adoption of the new damage claims policy. The

ICC claimed jurisdiction in the case and has

been considering it since late summer. The ICC

will hold hearings on the case in 1971.
Meanwhile, the NAW has asked the ICC to

establish a time limit for claim payment and

that interest be paid on unsettled claims. Dis-

tributors have lost millions of dollars in con-
cealed damage, and the pending decision will

affect both the transport and distribution in-

dustrics for years to come. The NAW has

)romised to keep the case before the courts and

to seek legislative relief for damage losses.

Prospects for 1971 Brighten

The easing of the money situation, increased

residential and commercial construction, and

consumer spending should boost wholesalers'
sales for 1971. Wholesale price increases for all

commodities averaged tinder 3 percent for

1970, while industrial commodity prices in-
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creased almost 4 percent. More moderate price
increases hoped for in 1971 will decrease some
of the cost pressure on wholesalers and contrib-
ute to significant real sales gains.

Many of the cost-effective measures used in
1970 by wholesalers will contribute to higher
unit sales in 1971. With more money available
at lower cost, the time outstanding for accounts
receivable should decrease to more normal peri-
ods. Although profits are expected to rise with
sales increases, the profits squeeze will remain
with wholesalers. Price competition from man-
ufacturers, employment costs, inventory prolif-
eration and the capital expansion requirements
of the industry will affect future profits.

Expansion Foreseen In Coming Decade
Merchant wholesalers are expected to in-

crease sales to $344 billion by 1975 and $470
billion by 1980, a growth rate averaging 7 per-
cent a year for the decade of the seventies. Du-
rable goods wholesalers' sales will increase at a
rate greater than 7 percent per year, an-I non-
durable goods wholesalers' sales at aboiit a 6
percent rate. Both rates are at least 1 percen-
tage point higher than comparable growth
rates achieved in the 1960's.

Future sales growth wiil come from in-
creased merger activity, territorial and product
line expansion. Continuing a trend started in
the late 1960's, vertical integration-whereby
one company handles a product from manufac-
turing through distribution to the ultimate con-
sumer-will probably increase in the 1970's.
Retailers will integrate with manufacturers to
obtain more product control. Manufacturers
will merge vertically or open their own retail

outlets to expand sales. Wholesalers seem to be
integrating in both directions.

Territorial expansion by wholesalers should
be considerably enhanced by a Supreme Court
decision which invalidated the practice by some
manufacturers of setting up exclusive territo-
ries for distribution of their products. The
Court ruled that a manufacturer may select its
customers and sell only to selected dealers, but
that once title to goods has passed from the
manufacturer to distributor, the manufacturer
cannot prevent the distributor from competing
in other territories. Such restriction by manu-
facturers is now considered a violation of the
Sherman Act. Probably the greatest barrier to
geographic expansion by distributors-manu-
facturers' selective territorial policies-has
thus been removed. Territorial expansion by
wholesalers, possibly in the form of horizontal
mergers, should therefore increase in the
1970's.

Reversing a trend which developed strongly
in the 1960's, wholesalers are moving away
from specialization. Even though many whole-
salers continue to retain specialized line titles,
they have been forced to broaden product bases.
The introduction of thousands of new products
along with the fragmentation of consumer mar-
kets has resulted in a proliferation of commod-
ity lines. In order to maintain profits and serve
customers in new markets, wholesalers will find
it necessary to continue to broaden product dis-
tribution.

Because of this trend, wholesalers will more
and more adopt a systems approach to filling
customers' needs. In the markets of the 1970's,
competition will require that a distributor have

Table 3.-Wholesale Trade Failure Trends for Selected Years

1960 1965 1969

Liabilities Liabilities Liabilities
Industry Number [$1,0001 Number f$1,0001 Number 1$1,000

Total wholesale trade ---------------------------------- 1,473 107,156 1,355 144,361 842 172,287
Focd and farm products ----------------------------- 321 29,318 275 27,276 199 39,442
A pparel --- ----------------- ---------- ------ - 46 3,513 37 3,142 28 4,825
D ry goods ------------------------------------- 35 1,403 39 3,157 28 7,163
Lumber, building materials, hardware. ------ ------- 184 14,040 183 17,542 73 7,811
Chemical and drugs ---------------- ------------- 45 1,626 43 2,569 30 2,985
Motor vehicles and auto equipment 116 7,404 114 6.634 66 9,059
Electrical goods .. ....- ---------------------- ..... 83 7,537 78 7,392 49 13,286
Furniture and rurnishings ........... ......- ....-- . 79 6,176 63 4,101 37 7,194
Machinery, equipment and supplies ---.-------- ------ 221 12,298 221 27,231 140 M?,330
M iscellaneous ---------- _. . . . . . . .... 343 23,841 302 45,317 192 68,192

Source: Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., business economics department.
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Wholesale Trade: Trends and Projections 1963-80

[in millions of dollars except as noted

Percent
SIC change
code Industry 1963 1967 1968 1969 1970 I 1969-70

50 (part) Merchant wholesalers total ------------------ 160,578 205,187 219,943 236,711 247,200 4
Durable goods, total ------------ -68,696 90,447 100,012 109,569 111,800 2

501 M(,tor vehicles, automotive equipment.... 10,477 14,195 16,696 18,485 20,150 9
506 Electrical goods ----------------------- 10,248 14,112 14,969 15,753 15,600 -1
5097 Furniture, home furnishings ------------- 3,957 4,440 4,905 5,418 5,370 -1
E07 Hardware, plumbing, heating equipment,

Supplies .................. ............ 7,159 8,875 9,804 10,756 10,650 - 1
5098 Lumber, construction materials ----------- 9,202 8,614 10,427 11,764 10,820 -8
508 Machinery, equipment, supplies ---------- 17,162 23,836 25,466 28,075 28,630 2
5091 M etals, metalwork - - -.. . ------------- 6,364 9,692 10,998 11,780 12,840 9

Nondurable goods, total -------- --- 91,882 114,740 119,930 127,142 135,400 6
504 Groceries- .-.--.-------- ------------- 32,436 41,287 44,131 47,786 50,800 6
56095 Beer, wine, spirits ----------------------- 8,369 10,427 11,088 11,909 12,750 7
502 Drugs, chemicals --------------- 6,209 8,074 8,830 9,377 9,750 4
5094 Tobacco- ..-- _------------------------- 4,762 5,357 5,612 5,745 6,030 5
503 Dry gods, apparel --------------------- 7,407 9,772 10,271 10,158 10,360 2
5096 Paper, paper products _----------------- 4,837 6,236 6,707 7,294 7,460 2
505 Faim products ------------- _--------- 13,130 14,542 13,364 13,371 14,170 6

Percent Percent Percent
SIC change change change
Code Industry 1971 1 1970-71 1975 1 1970-75* 1980 ' 1970-80'

60(part) Merchant wholesalers total ------------------ 265,190 7 344,000 7 470,000 7
Durable goods, total --------- - .- 121,790 9 163,500 7 231,700 7

501 Motor vehicles, automotive equipment .... 22,170 10 32,500 10 52,300 10
506 Electrical goods ---------------------- 17,050 9 22,500 7 31,600 7
5097 Furniture, home furnishings ------------- 5,750 7 7,490 7 10,270 7
607 Hardware, plumbing, heating equipment,

supplies -------------------------.. --- 11,340 7 14,390 6 19,400 6
5098 Lumber, construction materials ----------- 11,900 10 13,800 5 17,600 5
508 Machinery, equipment, supplies ......... 30,640 7 42,080 8 61,800 8
5091 Metals, metalwork ---------------------- 13,740 7 18,350 7 26,200 7

Nondurable goods, total ............. 143,400 6 180,500 6 238,300 6
504 Groceries ----------------------------- 54,000 6 69,100 6 93,300 6
5C95 Peer, wine, spirits ---------------------- 13,520 6 17,130 6 23,040 6
562 Drugs, chemicals ---------------------- 10,340 6 13,430 6 18,140 6
5094 Tobacco ------------------------------ 6,330 5 7,340 4 8,930 4
5C3 Dry goods, apparel --------------------- 10,880 5 13,220 5 16,900 5
5696 Paper, paper products ------------------- 7,890 6 10,030 6 13.500 6
505 Farm products ......................... 14,460 2 15,650 2 17,300 2

1 Estimated by BDC. Sources: Bureau of the Census and BDC.
*Compound annual rate of growth.

the ability to sell more than products to custom-
qrs. The distributor will have to provide more
service to customers and become more involved
in the marketing of customer products. The in-
tegration and maintenance of customer inven-
tories with wholesalers' stocks is an indication
of this trend. There will be a continued drive
by'customers to free capital tied up in the dis-
tribution system, thus shifting more and more
inventory responsibility to distributors.

Emphasis on Strong Management
For distributors, the emphasis and direction

in the 1970's will be better management rather
than technology. It will take several years to
utilize properly the technological developments

of the 1960's. The computer is utilized by large
distributors at present primarily for payroll
and inventory purposes. Computer penetration
of distribution markets will double or triple in
the 1970's. It has been estimated that the top 5
to 7 percent of wholesalers presently own or
rent computers. This percentage will increase
in the 1970's to include at least the top 20 per-
cent of wholesalers.

Not only will the number of companies using
computers increase, but the purposes for which
computers are used will also increase. Distribu-
tors will utilize the computer in market analy-
sis and sales strategy to tie in with a total
systems approach to fulfilling cu)stomer needs.
Simulation models will be used to forecast mar-
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kets and to provide alternatives for marketing
and management decisions.

It will become increasingly necessary to coor-
dinate transportation of goods with storage fa-
cilities and customer requirements. Increased
shipping rates and distribution handling costs
will require much better transport utilization in
the 1970's. A computer order processing tech-
nique which automatically reorders low stock
items from suppliers, selects carriers and deliv-
ery routes, and pinpoints delays or bottlenecks
may be the most efficient solution to the trans-
port problem. Such computer systems will be
used by the profit-minded distributor of the
1970's. It has been estimated by the president
of one of the largest integrated retail corpora-
tions that while at present only 20 percent of
consumer goods are affected by the computer,
in the seventies that figure should rise to 90 or
95 percent.

Inventory requirements (including customer
stocking) and increased product lines will ne-
cessitate large increases in warehouse facilities.
Efficient use of transportation requires larger
shipments. The distribution warehouse of the
1970's can be expected to increase in vertical as
well as horizontal space. New materials han-
dling equipment including "stacker" cranes, au-
tomatic conveyor systems and larger fork lifts

facilitate the most efficient use of warehouse
space.

More Standardization a Necessity
A recent study of a food chain warehouse

revealed that there were over 2,400 different
sizes and shapes of shipping cartons stocked.
Only 18 percent of carton sizes were used two
to nine times, and I percent of the cartons were
used 20 times or more. This condition is proba-
bly representative of most distributors' ware-
house inventory situation.

Because of the concealed damage problem
and increased shipping rates, common carriers,
distributors, and manufacturers must move to-
ward standardization of shipping cartons. Con-
cealed damages will be lowered considerably if
containerization-the complete sealing of a
shipment at the factory-were used extensively
by manufacturers. Consolidation in shipping,
which requires unitization and containeriza-
tion, results in lower unit rates and better de-
liveries. Since distributors rely heavily on com-
mercial carriers for delivery of goods, and will
continue to do so in the 1970's, unitization and
standardization of shipping must be part of
distribution management's systems approach
to problem solving and cost cutting in the
1970's.-Robert Jaxel, Consumer Products and
Services Division.
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The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Edwin A. Locke, Jr., presi-
dent, American Paper Institute.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN A. LOCKE, JR., PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
PAPER INSTITUTE, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM 3. STEINMETZ,
VICE PRESIDENT AND TREASURER OF THE AMERICAN CAN CO.
AND CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN PAPER INSTITUTE'S FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE, AND THOMAS R. LONG, ASSISTANT
COMPTROLLER OF WESTVACO AND CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN
PAPER INSTITUTE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAX AFFAIRS

Mr. LOCKE. Mr. Chairman, I have with me Mr. William J. Stein-
metz, vice president and trasurer of the American Can Co., and chair-
man of the American Paper Institute's Financial Management Com-
mittee; and on my left is Mr. Thomas R. Long, assistant comptroller
of Westvaco and chairman of our tax division.

In the statement which we have submitted to the committee, Mr.
Chairman, we have sketched the case history of the paper industry
in the last 10 years. We have presented facts and figures to show the
great similarity between the situation in 1962 and the one we face
today. We have shown that in response to stagnant conditions in 1962,
the U.S. Treasury significantly liberalized the depreciation rules and
the Congress passed the first investment tax credit.

In the ensuing 4 years, capital investment in the paper industry
more than doubled. Employment increased by 50,000 people. Produc-
tivity, cash flow, profits, income taxes, and dividends all expanded ap-
preciably. Today, without an investment credit, with employment on
dead center, with profit margins at postwar lows, and with increasing
technological obsolescence in our industry, we are faced with more and
greater problems than in 1962.Capital expenditures for pollution abatement are substantial and
bring no financial return. In fact, such facilities cost money to operate.

The industry's debt ratio is considerably higher than, and its liquid-
ity ratio considerably lower than in 1962, leaving much less room
for additional financing, and inflation has greatly increased costs of
all kinds and has been more urgent than ever in the installation of
the most modern and efficient production facilities.

With this serious and difficult situation confronting us, we have
stressed in our statement the essentiality of both the asset deprecia-
tion system and the job development tax credit.

We have recommended that the tax credit. be set at 10 percent in
order to enhance both our domestic efficiency and our international
competitiveness. As pointed out by Secretary Connally, a long-term
credit of 10 percent plus the new depreciation system would only
bring us into the range of the capital costs of our competitors abroad.

I have heard it said, Mr. Chairman, that the rules of the tax credit
should be such as to reduce the depreciable basis of the property in-
volved. We submit that the effect of this would be in considerable part
to take away with one hand what the other hand had given, and also
to cause substantial administrative complexity. We see no virtue or
validity in the idea.
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We have referred to our large current expenditures for pollution
abatement and the fact that they are no return assets. The Tax Reform
Act of 1969 rightly recognizes the need for differential tax treatment
of such assets by providing 5-year rapid amortization for them but the
same law denies the use of any investment tax credit for assets so
amortized.

We recommend, therefore, that the law be amended to remove this
prohibition and thus enable more mills to continue in operation and
more jobs to be saved.

As for DISC, we recommend that the proposal put forward by the
administration should be the one approved rather than the incremen-
tal approach passed by the House.

The paper industry has achieved a great expansion of its exports in
the last decade and is now struggling to hold its gains. The incremen-
tal limitation will provide scant aid in this respect quite aside from
the administrative complexities in competitive inequities it would
cause.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I should like to say a word or two
about a chart we have just prepared at the American Paper Institute,
and which I believe has been distributed with our statement. With your
consent, I should like to place it in the record.

The paper industry is a capital intensive industry and in order to
stay efficient as well as to meet the growth needs of the economy, it in-
vests large sums each year. Recently, the industry capital expendi-
tures for pollution abatement-and these are expenditures, I repeat,
from which there will be no financial return-have increased substan-
tially to the point where in 1971 they will total some $234 million or
19 percent of our companies' total expenditures.

In future years, as the chart shows, pollution expenditures will rise
to still higher levels. This means, of course, that the industry will have
that much left to invest in new production machinery and equipment.

The top line on this chart, which is in red, shows what these invest-
ments for other than pollution abatement were in 1970 and what they
are estimated to be in 1971.

The very disturbing aspect of this red line is that it drops so sharply
in 1971, by some 33 percent, to be exact, and by a. much larger amount
than the increase in the capital expenditures for pollution abatement.

We believe that the data presented on this chart show dramatically
the need by the paper industry for assistance in the area of capital
expenditures.

The ADR system and tax credit are vital to keeping the industry
modern and efficient, and together with the DISC proposal are vital
to putting the American paper industry exports on a reasonable com-
petitive basis with -those of other countries.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to present our
views.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator CURs. I am not sure I got the point of what you were sug-

gesting that we repeal, which was in the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
Mr. LOCKE. The Tax Reform Act of 1969, Senator, says, that those

facilities for pollution abatement on which 5-year amortization is
granted are ineligible or denied any tax credit treatment. In other

68-383 0-71-pt. 1-24,
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words, if you amortize it over 5 years, you can't apply to it the in-
come tax credit.

Senator CURTIS. There was no credit in force at that time?
Mr. LocKE. There was but it was terminated by that law.
Mr. STEINmETz. The point is that there were special benefits for

pollution equipment. They were created in the 1969 law, which in fact
terminated the tax credit, for everybody. Under the House proposed
bill. There is no longer a differential or special encouragement for
pollution abatement equipment. They would get the same benefits as
other equipment.

Senator CURTIS. Does the House bill directly take away or deny
the investment credit to equipment that is for pollution abatement?

Mr. IOCKE. The House bill gives us a choice, you can take one or
the other.

Senator CURTIS. I see. Does any part of this hinge on the question of
whether or not the equipment might be classified as real estate?

Mr. LOCKE. I believe I am correct in saying that it applies pri-
marily to machinery and equipment and their foundations, that type
of thing.

Mr. STEINMETZ. Special structures would qualify but not real es-
tate per se.

Senator CURTIS. Special structures?
Mr. STEINMETZ. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Is it your understanding that special structures in

the House bill qualify for the investment credit.?
Mr. STEINMETZ. Yes, sir. The concept, we understand, is that the

person who builds a pollution abatement facility has a choice of either
the investment credit or the 5-year amortization, but that in effect
puts him on a parity with other investment, other competing in-
vesments. In effect, there is no special benefit for pollution equipment
which in effect is a no-return asset and which was deemed important
to encourage in the 1969 act.

Mr. LOCKE. Senator, these expenditures for pollution abatement
are getting to be very substantial, as I pointed out. They are 19 per-
cent of our total capital expenditures in 1971. Next year they will be
about 25 percent.

Senator CURTIS. I have had the same question raised with respect to
agricultural equipment and facilities, some of which by simple defini-
tion might be classified as buildings or real estate, but actually they
are more in the nature of equipment in order for agriculture to meet
the requirements of pollution abatement in reference to feed lots and
barnyard lots and the like, and I am interested in this point.

Mr. LOCKE. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Locke, I wondered about the chart that shows

such a drop in capital expenditures and I am certainly anxious for
us to do what we can to entice industry to do more in this country and
try to increase employment and for every other reason to have the
investment made here. I noticed in your chart investments going
down. Does that mean that more is being imported in this country?
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What about the imports percentagewise, have they increased
greatly ?

Mr. LOCKE. No, sir; we cannot complain about imports.
'Senator FANNIN. That is the problem?
Mr. LOCKE. No. There are some minor problems but we can say, at

least, that we are not troubled by any Japanese imports.
Senator FANNIN. That is fine. How about the Canadian problem?
Mr. LOCKE. With Canada there are some minor problems of print-

ing and writing papers coming in, but this is partly a matter of
classification.

Senator FANNIN. It is difficult from the chart to tell what the trend
had been before.

Mr. LOCKE. The trend was fairly flat before and the total capital
expenditures of this industry have been between $1.4 billion, and $1.5
billion for the last 3 or 4 years.

Senator FANNIN. Then your pollution abatement capital expend-
itures have mostly been on old plants?

Mr. LOCKE. That is where the most difficult problems and the most
expensive problems occur.

Senator FANNIN. I can understand.
You show 20-percent )ollution abatement as a percent of the total

capital expenditures. That is taking care of problems you had on some
of the plants that had been in production for some time?

Mr. LOCKE. Yes, sir; and including such very few new plants as are
being built, but they are comparatively few.

Senator FANNIN. Isn't there an increase in paper and allied products
sales, a tremendous increase?

Mr. LOCKE. This year they will be up between 2 and 3 percent in
physical terms, real dollars, from last year. That is a very small
increase.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, very much.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, may I?
The CIIAIRAIAN. Yes.
Senator HANSEN. Do you support the DISC concept?
Mr. LOCKE. Yes.
Senator HANSEN. Do you favor the administration's proposals or the

DISC provision as passed in the House measure.
Mr. LOCKE. We favor the administration's proposals, Senator.
Senator HANSEN. Can you indicate what impact the incremental lim-

itations imposed on DISC in the House bill would have on your
industry?
Mr. LOCKE. In my opinion, Senator. the House approach would have

very little impact. The benefits are so small that they are not really
significant enough to spur our companies on to do as much as they
well might along this line.

Senator HANSEN. Thank you very much.
The CHAi-MAN. Thank you very much, sir.
(Mr. Locke's prepared statement with attachments follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWIN A. LOOKE, JR., PRESIDENT, AMERICAN PAPER
INSTITUTE

I am Edwin A. Locke, Jr., president of the American Paper Institute. The In-
stitute represents the pulp, paper, und paperbroad producers who comprise one
of the nation's ten largest Industries.

I have with me Mr. William J. Steinmetz, Vice President and Treasurer of the
American Can Company and chairman of the American Paper Institute's Finan-
cial Management Committee, and Mr. Thomas R. Long, Assistant Comptroller
of Westvaco and Chairman of our Subcommittee on Tax Affairs.

We are grateful for this opportunity to testify. We trust that by providing your
Committee with certain background information on the paper industry we can
make clear to you the great significance to our industry of the Job Development
Tax Credit combined with depreciation reform and of meaningful Domestic In-
ternational Sales Corporation legislation.

JOB DEVELOPMENT TAX CREDIT AND DEPRECIATION REFORM

The products of the American paper industry are an essential part of mod-
ern living and are used in virtually every segment of the economy. In the last
year and a half, despite problems of inflation and recession, we have been op-
erating at, or close to 90% of capacity; in fact, during the entire post-war period
we have seldom dropped below 85% on an annual basis. We employ Some 700,000
people on a remarkably steady year-round basis. We have had -a long-term
growth rate of between 4 and 4 % a year, moderately above that of the real GNP.
We are also a capital intensive industry, requiring constant investment in more
efficient equipment and machinery in order to meet growing demands at reason-
able cost and to maintain our competitiveness in the international marketplace.

,With these characteristics as background, we think it is instructive to look
at the experience of the last 10 years. Back in 1962, faced with a stagnant econ-
omy, the Congress passed the original 7% investment tax credit legislation. In
the same year, the Treasury Department liberalized the depreciation rules
through the issuance of Revenue Procedure 62-21. In the case of the paper in-
dustry this Procedure 62-21 shortened depreciable lives for pulp and paper mak-
ing machinery to 16 years from the previous 22 years, a 27% reduction. Although
these shortened lives were considerably longer than the 12 years the paper indus-
try had then recommended, based on an extensive study of actual useful life
experience and of accelerating rates of technological obsolescence, they were a
distinct step forward in tax policy and proved of real help to the industry in
efficiently meeting the demands for its products.

In the next four years, that is, from 1963 to 1966 inclusive, the paper indus-
try's capital expenditures, which since 1958 had been growing rather slowly,
suddenly more than doubled from $660 million to $1,430,000,000. At one and
the same time we were able to increase the efficiency of existing facilities and
to add considerably to new capacity. Other results were similarly impressive.
Employment increased by 50,000 people. Productivity, cash flow, profits, income
taxes, dividends, and return on net worth also went up.

In our view there can hardly be any question that these large investments
and the good results flowing from them would not have taken place, indeed
would not have been possible, to anywhere near the same extent without the aid
of the liberalized depreciation rules and the investment credit.

Now in 1971 we have a situation similar in many ways to what existed in
1962. We have no investment credit. Capital expenditures in the paper industry
are at present actually falling and, according to government forecast, will be
down 26% in 1971 from 1970. Employment has been static since 1968 and pro-
ductivity has not improved luch. Profits declined 25% in 1970 from 1969, and
in the first half of 1971 declined another 25%. Based on experience in the first
half of this year, dividends in 1971 will show the first year-to-year decline since
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1958. The industry's financial return, whether based on sales, net worth, or
total investment, will be at its lowest level in the postwar period.

There are also some differences between 1971 and the early and middle 60's.
An important one is that capital expenditures for pollution abatement in the pa-
per industry are now running at 19% of total capital expenditures, and next year
will approach 25%. The Industry is dedicated to improving the quality of the
environment, but Its programs to this end require large cash expenditures. This
means that a large part of the industry's cash flow, which would otherwise be
available for modernization and expansion, must be applied to these socially
desirable but financially non-productive purposes.

Another key difference is that today the Industry's debt ratio is considerably
higher and its liquidity considerably lower than in 1962, leaving much less lee-
way for borrowing to help finance new capital expenditures.

Still another difference is that inflation has added substantially to the costs
of labor, materials, services, and money, and thus to the costs of simply replacing
existing equipment. Inflation makes more urgent than ever the provision of the
most modern and efficient machines.

In short, the paper Industry is more in need than it was in 1962 of a realistic
depreciation policy as represented by the ADR System, together with meaningful
tax credits. We believe that the investment in modern facilities which such
measures would help so importantly to bring about are vital to controlling costs,
checking inflation and maintaining our competitive position in world trade.

We are gratified that the House has legislatively confirmed the ADR System.
We support, as well, the House's action to provide a Job Development Tax
Credit, but we respectfully suggest for your consideration two significant changes:

(a) To enhance our domestic efficiency and our international competitive-
ness by increasing the investment credit to 10% from the 7% provided in
the House bill. As Secretary Connally pointed out in his testimony before this
Committee last week, a 7% Job Development Credit and the new depreciation
system will not put U.S. manufacturers on an equal footing with competitors
abroad. As he stated, "It would take a long-term credit of at least 10%, plus
the depreciation changes, to bring us into their range of capital costs."

(b) To help finance the very large pollution abatement expenditures with
which the industry is now faced, repealing the language of the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 that denies the investment tax credit to pollution abatement
equipment certified for rapid amortization. The Congress, by providing for
rapid amortization of pollution control equipment and facilities, rightly rec-
ognized the need for a differential tax treatment for them. That treatment
should continue after a broadly applied tax credit is instituted. By lessening
the immediate financial burden of pollution control facilities more mills will
be able to continue in operation and more jobs will be saved.

Finally, we would like to emphasize the importance to the paper industry of
a sound, stable and permanent tax credit. An on-again, off-again approach is not
conducive to encouraging large capital expenditures which must be planned for
and executed over a period of years.

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION (DISC)

In June last year we wrote the Chairman of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, when that Committee was considering the original DISC proposal, and
expressed our strong support for it. We pointed out that the paper industry's ex-
ports had been growing at a vigorous pace over the preceding 10 years. In the
case of linerboard, which is the industry's largest single export product, for-
eign sales now represent about 15% of national production. In 1970 we expe-
rienced further increases in exports, with the total exceeding $1,100,000,000. So
far in 1971 our exports are down slightly.

In our letter we also pointed out that our exporting companies are selling
abroad against steadily growing competition from other countries, which on the
whole provide their exporters with much greater tax advantages than are avail-
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able to U.S. producers. Furthermore, we said, the production capacity of our
competitors, particularly Canada and Sweden, is growing at a considerably faster
rate than the capacity of the American industry.

Today we are more strongly convinced than ever that if we are to maintain
our export growth, or indeed even to stay at present levels, we need tax Incen-
tives for export as embodied in the President's original DISC proposal. As Sec-
retary Connally put it so well in his testimony before this Committee last week:

"From a balance (f payment standpoint, it is as important to maintain a dol-
lar of existing export sales against loss as It is to increase export sales by one
dollar".

The incremental limitation of I)ISC as passed by the House of Represent-
atives would do little -to further the growth of export sales or to retain the
level already achieved. The incentive to keep manufacturing, and the jobs that
go with it, In the United States would be small indeed. The administrative com-
plexities for both government and industry would be considerable. The inequities
among competing exporters would be sizeable because the veteran exporter that
maintained a substantial level of exports could defer taxes on only one-eighth of
his profits while the newcomer could defer taxes on one-half of his profits. And
to the paper industry, which has achieved a great expansion of its exports in
the last decade and is now struggling to hold its gains, the incremental approach
would offer scant aid.

Mr. Chairman, it is for these reasons that we respectfully urge that your Com-
mittee reject the incremental approach and adopt the DISC proposal as proposed
by the Administration.

Thank you for your consideration, Mr. Chairman, in allowing us to present
our views to your distinguished Committee.

JOB DEVEOPMENT TAX CREDIT AND DEPRECIATION REFORM

1. In 1962, in an economic situation similar to today, institution of a tax
credit and depreciation reform spurred a four-year increase in paper industry
capital investment, productivity, cash flow, jobs, profits, income taxes, dividends,
and return on net worth.

2. Today, environmental demands, the paper industry's higher debt ratio
and lower liquidity, and inflated costs of labor, materials, services and money
make a realistic depreciation policy and meaningful tax credits even more
urgently needed.

3. The American Paper Institute recommends two changes in the House-
passed Job Development Tax Credit:

(a) Increase the credit from 7% to 10% to lielp make U.S. manufacturers
more efficient at home and on a more equal footing with competitors abroad.

(b) Repeal language in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 that denies the tax
credit to pollution abatement equipment certified for rapid amortization.
Differential tax treatment for this equipment is badly needed and should
continue.

4. The Tax Credit should be stable and permanent-not on-again, off-again.

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION (DISC)

The Senate should adopt the DISC proposall as put forward by the Adminis-
tration, rather than the incremental approach passed by the House. The incre-
mental limitation would do little to increase export sales, retain export levels
already achieved, and keep manufacturing jobs in the United States. The incre-
mental system would be complex to administer. The inequities between compet-
ing exporters would be sizable. And for the paper industry. which has achieved
a great expansion of its exports in the last decade and is now struggling to hold
its gains, scant aid could be expected from the DISC proposal in the form passed
by the House.
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PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
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Source: Pollution Abatement Capital Expenditures, 1969-1972: Notional
Council of the Paper Industry for Air and Stream Improvement. American Paper Institute

1973-1975: Forecast byNCAI and American Paper Institute October 13, 1971

Other Capital Expenditures: Paper and Allied Products Industry
Totals reported by Office of Business Economics (U.S. Dep't
of Commerce) - Securities and Exchange Commission less

hICAST data.
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The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Milo G. Coerper, German-
American Chamber of Commerce, Inc.

STATEMENT OF MILO G. COERPER, GERMAN-AMERICAN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC.

Mr. COERPER. M\r. Chairman, I will get through my statement as
quickly as possible. I will only hit the high points.

My name is Milo G. Coerper. I am a partner of the law firm of
Coudert Bros. and the Washington counsel for the German-American
Chamber of Commerce. I am making this statement on your invitation
on behalf of the chamber. The chamber was incorporated in the State
of New York in 1947. It is registered under the Foreign Agent's Regis-
tration Act because it receives some of its financial support from
abroad. It is a binational organization of 952 members, consisting of
478 United States members and 474 German members, thus represent-
ing businessmen from the two largest trading nations in the world.
One of its primary concerns is the fostering of two-way trade between
the United States and Germany. Its members are as interested in
exports from the United States to Germany as they are in exports from
Germany to the United States.

We want to make clear that we are not critical of the job develop-
ment credit concept, as such-only the aspect of it which discriminates
against "foreign produced property." We are aware of the exemption
granted to the President "in the public interest" in H.R. 10947 and the
guidelines set out for the President in this regard in the accompanying
House report.

Notwithstanding, we continue to believe this discriminatory provi-
sion unsound for the following reasons:

1. The U.S. machinery interests do not need this special protection-
given at the expense of other domestic interests.

2. This special protection is not in the economic interest of a great
number of U.S. workers and companies.

3. This special protection if granted would be in violation of U.S.
international legal commitments.

U.S. machinery imports consist mainly of tailor-made and highly
specialized equipment with the greatest p roductivity effect. An exclu-
sion of such imports from the proposed job development credit would
either deprive numerous domestic industries (textiles, printing,
apparel, furniture and others), relying on such import machinery from
the benefits of the investment stimulus or force them to make 'Invest-
ment decisions of a second or third best choice.

It cannot be the administration's aim to support one U.S. industry,
that is, machinery, at the expense of other industries. These other in-
dustries are facing even stronger competition from abroad and their
foreign competition can buy the most modern equipment wherever
available on the world market, some of them even at lower cost than
before, due to the revaluation of their currencies. In addition, these
other industries, as a result of the surcharge, already face the increased
costs of imported machinery contracted for months ago.

The U.S. machinery industry does not need such a preference. It is
not losing out to foreign competition in its domestic market, nor does
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it show a bad record with regard to exports. In 1969, as revealed by
U.S. survey figures and trade staitstics, not more than 4.6 percent of
the overall domestic demand for machinery was met by imports (ap-
prOXimately 1.6 percent of which came from Canada and 1 percent
from Germany). This compares with la market share of imported ma-
chinery into Germany of 20 percent. As to the balance of trade, it
should be kept in mind that U.S. machinery exports exceeded imports
in 1-70 by $5.1 billion.

It would be paradoxical if the United States-the biggest machin-
ery producer in the world and the leading exporter with approxi-
mately $8 billion in machiri-,v exports and having itself one of the
lowest import percentages of machinery in the world-resorted to a
new policy of discriminating specifically against machinery imports.

It should be mentioned, of course, that there is imported machinery
Competing directly with corresponding lines of production in the
United States. It can hardly be said that such competing German
machinery, with a burden of about. 19 precent revaluation during the
last 2 years, domestic wage and price increases parallel to those of U.S.
industry, and considerably longer periods of delivery, will have any
advantages in the U.S. market. The additional import surcharge of 10
percent on top of normal tariffs for machine tools and textile machin-
ery, which are already higher than the corresponding EEC tariffs,
provides ample additional protection. A 10-percent or 7-percent tax
credit which could result in as much as a 20-percent or 14-percent tax
saving granted to domestic interests but not to foreign produced prop-
erty in addition to the revaluation, the normal duty and the import
surcharge is totally unjustifiable.

The shiftover from foreign produced machinery to domestic ma-
chinery, stimulated by this preference, will adversely affect a number
of domestic jobs and companies. This will be the case as regards U.S.
dealers and sales and service personnel connected with the importation
of machinery, as well as those workers and companies directly af-
fected by the resulting break in continuity of service and supply of
foreign parts for already installed foreign made machinery in U.S.
plants.

As admitted in the explanatory material accompanying the Presi-
dent's address:

The limitation on the credit for machinery and equipment which is predomi-
nantly produced abroad will create a preference in favor of U.S. produced ma-
chinery and equipment.

We respectfully suggest that such preference is in violation of arti-
cle III, paragraphs 1, 2, and 4 of the General Agreement in Tariffs
and Trade (GATT). Under the terms of those provisions, all the con-
tracting parties recognized that internal taxes and other internal
charges, laws, regulations, and requirements affecting the purchase of
products should not be applied to imported products so as to afford
protection to domestic production.

Congressman Sam M. Gibbons, in his dissenting views to House Re-
port No. 92-533. concurred in the above expressed views as follows:

Finally, the "Buly Akmerican" provision of the proposed investment
tax credit, which would icemain in effect as long as the temporary 10-
percent import surcharge remains, is clea-.rly in violation of the intent
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of section 3 of the General Agreements on Tariff and Trade (GATT).
The committee has authorized the President to suspend this and allow
the tax credit for imported machinery, but only in certain very lim-
ited circumstances. T1ils change does not eliminate the extremely un-
desirable effects of the "Buy American" provision on some American
industries which use imported raw materials and on our relations with
the other trading nations of the world * * *.

Of the greatest importance to both United States and German inter-
ests, as well as to all major-trading nations, is the longstanding and
widely recognized policy that once an imported product is past the
Customs barrier, it should receive the same treatment as domestic prod-
ucts. This concept, known as "national treatment," has been written
into bilateral treaties even long before the existence of GAVT and is
written into the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation
between the United States and Germany signed on October 29, 1954-
(TIAS No. 3593).

Article XVI, paragraph 1, of that treaty provides:
Products of either party shall be accorded, within the territories of the other

party, national treatment and most-favored-nation treatment in all matters
affecting internal taxation, sale, distribution, storage and use.

Article XXV, paragraph 1, of that treaty provides:
The terni "national treatment" means treatment accorded within the terri-

tories of a party upon terns no less favorable than the treatment accorded
therein, in like situations to nationals, companies, products, vessels, or other
objects as the case nmay be, of such Party.

By the very admission of the administration, quoted above, imports
of German produced machinery and equipment are not receiving na-
tional treatment ini the United States.

We do not believe that this committee would want. a. treaty commit-
ment violated if there were any possibility to avoid such action. We
further believe that it would not want to put the President in such a.
position.

In view of the above arguments, we respectfully urge this committee
to remove in toto the discrimination against foreign produced prop-
erty. However, if this committee desires to maintain the exemption
granted to the President in HR. 10947, then we respectfully suggest
that paragraph (C) at the bott,)m of page 7 of H.R. 10947 be amended
by adding at the end thereof the following sentence:

The President shall find that the application of subparagraph (A) is not in
the public interest if lie finds that such al)pli(tltaion is in violation of a U.S.
treaty commitment.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me and the German-American
Chamber of Commerce this opportunity to be heard.

The CHAIRI[AN. I appreciate your right, to come in here. You are
registered under the Foreign Agents Act to testify for your clients,
against what this Nation feels it must do to protect the Jobs of
American workers. As you know, you and I have had some difference
of opinion during this last year.

Mr. COERPEm. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMIAN. You were sending me resolutions by the American

Bar Association saying we had no right to protect the rights of jobs
of American workers. My attitude toward your position was that you
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weren't speaking for the American Bar Association, you were speak-
ing for your clients, and I still feel that way.

Mr. COERPII. I wrote you a long letter explaining my position, Sena-
tor Lon, and I thought it was a full explanation.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are entitled to your position. I am frank
to tell you that nothing impresses me less than to have some fellow
go and get himself on some committee, some subcommittee, the Chain-
ber of Commerce Committee or something else, and use it as a front.

It was typical of that connittee, when we were put out of busi-
ness down in New Orleans with all the imports and hear some fellow
who is a freight expediter gets himself appointed chairman of the
Subcommittee on Foreign Trade for the New Orleans Chamber of
Commerce, and then the next thing you know, I get a resolution say-
ing that the New Orleans Chamber of Commerce is wildly opposed
to all limitations on all exports, that we are putting them out of
business down there.

If you submit that to the average member of the chamber of com-
merce it wouldn't reflect his views for a moment, and at the time
you get yourself appointed chairman of the Subcommittee of the
American Bar Association and run through some sort of resolution
which reflects the interest of your clients in Germany and proceed
to suggest that we sacrifice a great number of American jobs in this
country. If the ranki and file of the American Bar knew what the
effect of the resolution was I don't think they would be supporting
it at all.

Mr. COERPER. I would be very happy if you would put your letter
to the American Bar Association oin this sul)ject in the record. And
also put my letter to you on the subject in the record. I have them
before me.

I think I pointed out to you that we are a rather large law firm
and represent a large number of people, not only foreign interests;
that I have represented many people who wanted to change the law
from a protectionist point of view, as well as from a liberal point
of view, that I was on the committee of the bar association long
before the question of quota legislation came before the Congress, and
that I did not initiate that action but was asked to participate in it.

The CHAIRMTAN. I will be glad to put your letter in the record as
well as my letter.

(The letters referred to follow:)
U.S. SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
lVa8h ington, D.C., February 26, 1971.

Mr. WILLIAM REECE SMITH, Jr.,
Secretary, American Bar Association,
Exchange National Bank Building.
Tampa, Fla.

DEAR 'MR. SMITIT: Thank you for your letter of February 15 informing me
that the American Bar Association has adopted a resolution to the effect that
the Import quota provisions of last year's TradeAct of 1970 were inconristent
with the International legal obligations of the United States under the General
Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

I found your position most tenuous on legal grounds for the following
reasons:

1. The Congress of the United States has never approved the GATT as a
treaty obligation or otherwise;
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2. Under Section 8 of Article 1 of the Constitution, the Congress has the power
"to lay and collect taxes, duties, imports, and excises .... " and "to regulate com-
merce with foreign nations... ;"

3. The GATT provisions themselves (Article XII) permit a country to impose
quotas if It is suffering from balance of payments problems or In order to stop
a decline in its International reserves; and

4. The quota provisions of H.R. 18970 were most flexible and would not have
gone into effect;

(a) If the President deemed them not to be in the national Interest;
(b) If the President determined there was no market disruption caused by

the Imports;
(c) If the President entered into voluntary agreements with foreign coun-

tries; and
(d) If the President deemed there to be insufficient domestic supply of

the imported article.
Your position appears to suggest that the Congress, which has the plenary

authority to regulate foreign trade, could not exercise its constitutional author-
ity because of an executive agreement ,ever approved by the Congress. That is
a very strange position for the American Bar Association to be taking, and, if
applied to other areas where the Constitution specifically delegates authority to
the Congress, such as its power to declare war, it would mean that the Congress
could not act if the executive branch had entered into an agreement with a for-
eign government, without the approval of Congress, in an area outside of the
authority delegated to the President.

I do not think your position would hold up in any court of law.
Being surprised at the legal position your Association holds on this issue,

I checked into the makeup of your Committee on "Tariffs, Customs and the
GATT" and discovered that its Chairman, Milo G. Coerper, has been registered
since June 15, 1967, as a foreign agent for the German American Chamber of
Commerce which receives a considerable part of its financial support from
abroad. Mr. Coerper provided our Committee with a statement on behalf of his
client, the German American Chamber of Commerce, opposing the Trade Act
of 1970. He may well be a fine lawyer for the well-known international law firm- -
Coudert Brothers-(which is also registered under the Foreign Agents Registr:L-
tion Act), but you can hardly say he is a disinterested party in the matter of
tariffs, customs and GATT. I do not question his integrity at all, but just his
objective on this issue, and the Constitutional soundness of your resolution.
Would you kindly send me a list of the other members of the Committee on
Tariffs, Customs, and the GATT, and their principal affiliations.

With every good wish, I am
Sincerely,

RUSSELL B. LONG, Chairman.

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,

Chicago, Ill., May 3, 1971.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairmn, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Your letter of February 26, 1971, addressed to the Secre-
tary of the American Bar Association and dealing with the Association's position
on Import quota legislation, has been referred to me for reply.

I trust that you have subsequently received the letter of March 15, 1971 (a
copy of which I attach) which the Secretary addressed to yxu on this subject
and that the corrected resolution which he enclosed makes unnecessary a
response by me to Items (1) through (4) of your letter.

I have two comments concerning your request for a list of the members of
the Association's Committee on Tariffs, Customs and the GATT and the "prin-
cipal affiliations" of those members.

First: The Issue the American Bar As,,sociation is seeking to bring to your
attention is that import quota legislation like H.R. 18970 appears to conflict
with the obligations of the United States under the GATT. I respectfully submit
that the Identity and affiliations of our committee members are no more relevant
to that issue than are the identity and affiliations of the individuals whose re-
search and advice contributed to your letter of February 26, 1971.

Second: Your questions suggest a misunderstanding on your part of the
deliberative processes by which the resolution was adopted by the American Bar
Association.
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That process was as follows: Two committees of this Section (namely, our
Committee on Tariff, Customs and the GATT and our Comittee on Commercial
Treaties) studied the question of H.R. 18970 and the obligations of the United
States under the GATT. The study report of those committees and their proposed
resolution was submitted to the Council of this Section, which recommended a
revised resolution to the Board of Governors of the Association. The Board of
Governors revised the resolution further and recommended it for adoption to the
House of Delegates of the American Bar Association, which adopted the Board
of Governors' resolution. The various forms of resolution were actively consid-
ered at every level of the process, Including debate on the floor of the House of
Delegates.

In response to your request for a list of the members of our first-named com-
mittee and their "affiliations," I therefore enclose such lists with respect to both
of the above-named committees, 'the Council of this Section, and the Board of
Governors of the Association. You will appreciate ,that lawyers join the American
Bar Association as individuals, not as representatives of organizations, and con-
sequently are usually shown on our records only by name and address. I have,
however, searched other directories available to me for firm and company af-
filiations, with the result shown, I also enclose a list of the members of the
House of Delegates, but in view of their considerable number (295) I have not
attempted to determie their affiliations.

Please note that I have listed the entire membership of each deliberative body
and have not attempted to delete the names of those who (as was the case of
Judge Wilkey and Mr. Stevenson of our Council) abstained, because of official
position or otherwise, from the deliberation.

Yours truly,
EWELL E. MURPHY, Jr.,

Chairman, Section of International and Comparative Law,
American Bar Association.

COUDERT BROTHERS,
ONE FARRAGUT SQUARE SOUTH,

Washington, D.C., Mai 19, 1971.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Recently I received a copy of Mr. Murphy's letter to you
of May 3, 1971 regarding the ABA Resolution on import quota provisions, along
with a copy of your letter to the Secretary of the ABA of February 26, 1971.

Coincidentally, I had the pleasure of chatting with Mr. Eberhard P. Deutsch on
Saturday, May 1, 1971 at the meeting of the Council of the ,Section of International
and CGomparative Law, ABA, held here in Washington. Mr. Deutsch informed me
that you were somewhat disturbed by the ABA Resolution and suggested that
I drop in to see you regarding same.

I thought it more appropriate to write and let you decide whether you Would
like to onfer with me in this matter. In the meantime, my article has appeared
in the April 1971 issue of The International Lawyer on the same subject and I
am taking the liberty of forwarding a reprint of that article to you herewith.

In response to your letter to Mr. Smith of February 26, 1971, I would first
like to respectfully suggest that the Resolution does not challenge H.R. 18970
on Constitutional grounds, but only on the grounds of its possible conflict with
existing international legal obligations. As you and I well know, the United
States may commit itself to international legal obligations which in no way
restrict the United States Congress. As stated in my article on page 257:

Quite clearly, Congress may enact legislation violative of the GAT
obligations which will be enforceable in the United States-even though a
breach 'of an international obligation.

You also appreciate that, even though the Senate may not like It, the United
States through the Executive may enter into international legal obligations out-
side of the treaty-making p)wer of the United States Constitution and, as you
point out, that is what was done in the case of GATT.

Thus, I respectfully submit that all of the points raised In your letter of
February 26, 1971 do not make the ABA's position "most tenuous on legal
grounds" because we admit all of the points you have made in your said letter
and still feel it appropriate to suggest to both the Executive and tl~e Congress
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that they keep in mind the international legal obligations assumed by the United
States under the GATT.

I would like to respond to your suggestion that you question my "objectivity
on this issue" in view of the fact that one of my clients is the German American
Chamber of Commerce. For your information, I personally represent a number
of other clients, some of whom have sought measures to restrict injurious and
dumped imports into the United States under various statutory procedures
available for this purpose. I am a lawyer, Senator Long, who advocates the
positions of his clients, and 1 do not "belong" to any one client.

Certainly you, as a lawyer, appreciate that a lawyer can act as an advocate
of a client's point of view and also, quite independently, participate in an objective
manner in the deliberations of a professional Association on the same subject
matter. This is what I very sincerely attempted to do in this case.

If you read my article, I feel you will conclude that it is most objective in that
I have pointed out how difficult it is for domestic industry to get relief under
presently existing legislation. In fact, a number of my so-called "liberal" friends
have felt the article too "protectionist."

Finally, I might add that I did not initiate the ABA action in this area. My
Committee was approached by the Committee on Commercial Treaties and asked
to participate in the study which led to the ABA Resolution. Quite naturally, we
did so.

If you feel it would be worth while to discuss this matter further with me, I
would be very happy to meet with you.

Most sincerely,
MILO G. COERPER.

Senostor FANNIN. I compliment you on the statement that cer-
tainly represents your client's position. I don't understand your figures
on the people you represent. It seems to me that your representation
is strictly one from the standpoint of Germany, from the standpoint
of exports and not from the standpoint of what is happening in our
international trade.

I believe in a two-way street. You indicated by your first state-
ment, that you may also have interests In having the two-way street
but I don't feel your statement does this.

The third item here that special protection would be in violation
of the U.S. international legal commitments under GATT. I am sure
that you realize that GATT has never been approved by the Congress.

Mr. COERPER.. I realize that it is not a treaty, yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. I am sure you are aware that the European eco-

nomic community will not consider a bid from a U.S. producer on
heavy electrical equipment.

Mr. COERPEIR. Well, Senator, I addressed myself to this problem in
an article which I sent to Senator Long which I think was quite an
objective article on the whole question. I think I summed up by saying
it was my hope that the Congress would be a little more aware of
our international legal obligations, but I also said that perhaps the
Executive should be more aggressive in pursuing our international
legal rights. They are doing so now.

Since we have had this tremendous problem, you have a 19 percent
reevaluation in the German mark and a 10 percent import surcharge.
That is 29 percent more right there on any product coming into the
United States from Germany.
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We are not complaining here about burdens at the border. I think
the United States could well consider what they want to do at the
border. What we are complaining about here primarily is discrimina-
tion-once something comes inside the United States which, of course,
is a violation of a treaty and not only of the GATT.

Also, I would like to point out that even under GATT, article 23,
the United States could have been doing a number of things to those
people who are primarily violating the GAT, which is not Germany.

In fact, there was a study made by the GATT on nontariff barriers
in 1968 and the Office of Ambassador Roth at the time, made a study
of such nontariff barriers and this study was submitted to the Con-
gressional Record by Senator Muskie on March 7, 1968.

From that study it will be seen Germany appears to have the fewest
number of nontariff barriers in the world, including the United States.

Senator FANNIN. I certainly would agree that most every industrial-
ized nation has had great advantage over the United States as far as
GATT is concerned. But that doesn't exclude the inequity involved
in our trade relationship with Germany.

I think it is a very serious problem and the dollar volume that
has been affected with the automotive shipments.

Mr. COERPER. Senator, believe me, I understand this problem. I don't
think you solve it by reacting to violations of international agree-
ments by other people, by v iolating them yourself without using the
procedures that are available under those agreements.

If the administration were so inclined, we could take a number of
tremendous actions against these people that are violating GATT. In
fact, they have recently started to do this.

You realize the tough position taken on textiles and now it looks
like the Japanese Government is finally going to come around and
negotiate. Those people aren't going to negotiate until they are put
against the wall, and they can be put against the wall under the pro-
cedures that are already set forth in these agreements.

Senator FANNIN. Look at the delays in bringing administrative ac-
tion such as the anti-dumping laws and other existing statutes, started.

Recently, we have brought more actions but what has happended?
We certainly haven't had the results.

Mr. COERPER. You have had the results under the anti-dumping law.
I know something about that.

Senator FANNIN. Our competitors practically built up an empire
of manufacturing, of commodities coming into the United States be-
fore anything was ever done.

Mr. (OERPER. Well, this is something that should be taken up with
the Executive. They should probably act more aggressively.

Senator FANNIN. Still in your statement you are throwing it all
back on Qir shoulders whereas I think there is a great responsibility on
our trading partners.

Mr. COERPER. Well, I think we dropped the ball on that when we
were negotiating during the Kennedy round. We should have been
tougher at that time.
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Senator FANNIN. Yes. But now you are asking us to relax.
Mr. COERPER. I am, of course, speaking to you as a representative

of the German-American Chamber of Commerce, but I am also an
American lawyer. I am not an economist. I am primarily interested in
the way we handle these things procedurally. I think we are going
about it in the wrong way. I think if we make agreements we should
keep them, but we should require those people to keep them too. When
they violate them, I think we should use the remedies under the
agreement to correct the violation.

Senator FANNIN. If we look at the violations that have occured year
after year, I agree we haven't been as tough as we should have been,
but we shouldn't have to be, this is a two-way street.

Mr. COERPER. Well, I think that you have to be in some cases.
Senator FANNIN. Evidentily that is why we are having these sessions

at the present time.
Mr. COERPER. But I really do feel that with the revaluation of the

German mark, which they have accomplished long before anyone
forced them to, 2 years ago, 19 percent there, a 10-percent import
surcharge, that is 29 percent, and I don't see why they have to be dis-
criminated against further on the job development credit, particularly
when it violates the treaty commitment we have with them.

It seems to me that as of this point they are under a big enough
burden and I don't see why you want to give machinery the special
privilege. I don't know why they should have any more special posi-
tion than any other industry in the United States, and that is what
they are getting under this particular discrimination.

Senator FANNIN. If Germany goes to a 15-percent value added tax,
why shouldn't we have some reaction on our side?

Mr. COERPER. I think you should have reaction, but I think it should
be applied across-the-board and you have in the import surcharge.
People don't like the import surcharge but-

Senator FANNIN. You are not in disagreement with the import
surcharge?

Mr. COERPER. Let me say this: Nobody likes it, but everyone has
recognized that something was necessary.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me get this matter straight about the GATT. In-
sofar as you and others who have tried to suggest to us that we are
legally bound by this as international law by this General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade, especially for the Congress, I could not disagree
more.

This is, as far as we are concerned, and as far as I, personally, am
concerned, a mere executive agreement. I have some doubts about the
capacity of one President to bind the next President, or for that matter,
even to bind himself against, changing his mind about this type of
thing.

But as far as a President, by a mere executive agreement binding
the Congress, I almost feel like laughing.
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Wlhen we pass a lawv alld put- it il i lie stat te hook-, with il' siiliatiire
of ti le residents, or if we finad it nlecessaryv to overiide, a Presidential
veto and pit it on there wititolt the Ih'e;si(lent's signature, that is the
law, and that, is what. is hi n li ng on us. The tact that sol e liresi( llt
'a v have signed some executive agreelitent that he proposes to hin(l

himself to, doesit hind this congresss for a ilnoiellt if, we doll't aoree.
Mr. () 1Elti'H.: That is ab)solltelv correct, Senator, and if I May I

will (111ote froni ily letter to0 you oi' this sub ject.
In response t) your let icr to Mr. Sailh ()f Fehruutry 26. 1971. 1 would ftirther

like to respectfully suggest that the resolution do s not challenge 11.1t. 1S970 on
constitutional grounds hut only on the ground of its possible conflict with existing
international legal obligations. As you and I well ki"a, the United States may
commit itself to international legal obligations which in no way restrict the
United St-ates Congress. As stated in my article onl page 257. "Quite clearly, Con-
gress may enact legislation violative of the G1ATT olligations which will )e
enforceable in the United States even though a )reach of n international obli-
gation." You also alpreciate that eveni though the Seniate may n(t. like it, the
United States thru()gh the lExecutive. may enter into international obligations
outside of the treaty-making power of the I inite(l Stales (Constitution. And. as you
point out. that is what was done in the case ouf (GATT.

Tvat is correct. Tie .S. Government cal enter into all international
agreement without getting the al)proval of tle Senate, in which Case
it is not called a treaty, or they call (lter into an international agree-
ment and have it. ratified by {Ihe Senate, ill which case it is called a
treaty. In either case, the U.S. ('ong'ess may then pass a law directly
contrary to that, international agreement or teat ,v. and that, is l)ifd
ing in the JlUnited States. There is no question about that. It is binding
in a. ..S. court. But, this ieaiis that, the St ate l)epartn elt tlhen has
an international problem. and tnler international I law if Yout have, a
treaty, as we (10 with (Germany. they can take it to thie Int ernatioial
Court of Ju+stice and they ar)itrate it an( the Unliite(d States can be
forced to pay (l nages ot'r violating the international agreement.

The (.'1lAmILN\x. You and I know if yon don't l ike what happens in
the International Comt-f of Just ice. they have ani appeal to the Security
Council and if you want to look after vour interest, like the other guy
looks after his, you veto it.

If that was France sitting there and France, found their ecoonmic
interests were involved and we wvon a, case before the International
Court of Justice, and we said, "Here is what, You must do, we now
have a. judgment in the international Court of Justice. If you don't
like it you appeal it and go to the Security Council." France had a
Member sitting there and lie vetoed it, and that, is the end of it. Any-
body would do that except us.

We might be foolish enough to take it. on the chin blut nobody
else would. They would say, "This involves our interests, veto it." Th!;
Russians did it so mativ times that we lost. count ai(d we quit )ringing
things u ) to the Security Council thathey ol)j('ted( to. kno\vin thait
they wolld veto it, not for fear of it bit t'r certain ity.

638-333-71-1t. 1-25
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M r. (C ,..:((rI I tlhilk it was an 11"I lgisillalln who sail we havxe t,\Vo
slandnlrls --ole n, ci\'iliz(,el Stallilard andi one Io'm tiae otlws. )oes that
Invaie we sihold( lose oil P st a liha rds.

The (i.lH.\m.\x. 'Yot know flhnt 11o one takes 'ases to f lie I i eir!ta-
tiolo ] ( Iourt o1 Justice all ot'e.

A[r. (oE'RPEUl,. A lot. of tlle t alllt, go there because it doesiitt have,
Compulsory j uI tisdict iol.

'le (1 .IIni.xx. I\Iost, of, theil don't bolther to g-o there aii d'ow.
Il. (a"Irw,:I. I thi nk1 we o,'-mtt f o1ol1io tle agreeiitelit s we make

and follow theil in a ver tol,,l maillier am litilize tile procedures
within those ao'reeiveilts to ('et what ave wait rat her thani goi l,,u around
savillg, you broke it, so we are ,ole .to break it T!l!t doesn't o-vt ls
al V wi ere.

The { exlAerie'ce fll t I have hlad ( withI these (GAT'll
matters is well our Euiol)ea-o Ii l'a li V a pa rtners fi l( it: is to their ad -
vantage, as the' did ill tile (bli ikei War, thoey go albed and ln'eak it.

Mr. (Corl-IWr. I tlink we related ill tile (C'iiekei Wari and we ,tl pel
fHe Volkswageoi tru(cks and ili(, Gerimaii braly I'ront cinigV iito
t I e _( 1ited States.

i Tile thA y A oil let me tlake Ill ytat ei tyt \aoil 'all it (It)ae
Yours. WIhen they f il mit t fo their aI(dvaI tqare, they violate thle ( A' VlI ,

nld they have (tlone it iiiaiiv tiiiies. Illey violate it atd we sit al'oltili
tn1( take about a ear arguilg about tile Ia't t hev !have violated it and,

eventialla \V e saV, w reate "ol , to have to reta liate so we tae somt
icli on agaiit tieir Volkswagno' r Soile l'wIeign produced ' rs over

there. f1-1 that had been thimeim, il ev would liave 'ctel the ntext- lax to
retaliate.
When Soihelodv "I'ts in violation ()I* thte G TT, VyT 1o1r l r('oeuIrse

is (as a ln'a'lticnl uiatter to retaliate. And stp puo. e it does l iol ate ( lie
GATT but lie takes ,somie action that is cotl-rainy to x'oli' e(,oionlic ill-
telest, Wit t ( o o'l (1o You ret aliate. It is lie ,sale tIhoing'.

If we violate the (IATT. tlhev go 'Ind retaliate, if tlte\' feel it is ill
their iittelC't to (10 So, alt(l if' we doi't violate t lie (G\TT, t hev will
etaliate, allw vxy, if the 1 feel it is ill th eir matio01al i,,tere.t to (1oo.

Ill the last, a lI 'sis it doesn't niiike a l ifl'ere'e wx whether ie'u nre
v'iolati V or in t violation tile (GATT, and a f'a i as wNhat I hat tea . I
recal tile (lav when I )ea ilsk am11 (owa I ere and talked albout iiat
being iittertat.iolal Iw nd all that sort of t WliQ'. We are bound
1y the 1]1 ws that we etlact. We are 1)o1id 1 w lie i leaties fat xxwe rati I',
None of 11s oi1 this co1ittee or those of 1s in ( ,,ilo',2ess are not lore-
closed, we are not bolittd 1v sonle executixe a greelelw 1t tr011 ).s,1im" a
law tat sa x's what xxe vtit it to sax'.

'Mr. ('o alqo 'i- of a Iieatx to 'ol, Souialot. asioe 110111 tlu
( .ATT, a trea ty lef'eeu h(e Iliued hlt es amid (e11ulix'.

The (I.x . w will take a look at it. li ahak Youi x'e'Y Iflih.
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\Ir. ( >iEyI'El. 101ti11 you1, sin I ;tappe('hlt thle op)1)01 tImitl Y to he

Mi'. Coerpe''s )iepuredt Siat enient with aIt t ii(il ent s f 1 lows '

1 9iWAIEI 'i.VE I 1Nmi 01'o 0 (". Cl,:l'ICII, oN 1 I IA LI' OF THlE G ERM AN AM EI*ULANN
('IIA NI El 01' ( O-MMEIICI, I NC.

SVUMIMIAllY OF PiUlNC(IIPAL POIlNITS

The (h inaln Amleriean Ci(hamlber (ot' ('on nlerce. 1IIc.. re'omil 111(11ds thle (Ii all li-
tin it f the tlisp'iin111tloll aga inlst foreign11 pidu (d~l prIop~er'ty from the Jo1 Di vel-
opuient- C redit lrovision of 11.11. 1(1947 A~ir' th e fllowing lea sols:

thle expens11e of other dlomiestic inlt('rests5.
2.Tis -piali 1 iotectioi is niot ini t1W (('ini in 111 ltere'tst of1 a great lnumber' of'

1 .S. NvOI'kers and1i 'omni es.

X. Thisj Special p rotec'tion)1 if gran lted w~'ould bei iii violiat ion of 1'. . inIternIati onlI

Mr. Chima n an101id (list ilngl ished mnielrs of the ( 40 ii Itee01 ( ilm Fhu v Mly
nalime, is Mlii) (;. ( oeri'mr. I a Ia a l't ner i the Im v firi Il)Of C otidert B rothIers 11101

thle Watsh ingto 0111 iIs('i for ihe(' Ger1111 I Ainiore'a 1handIei 111u'(f ('olnimelce. I 0111

1 er NA-11s incorp'iorateid ill the Ski I e of Newx York ili 1947i. It is r'gistvered unlder thei
Fo reigni Agents' flegist ration Ac't Iev u''lst' it r'( I'vei ysm il' of its 11101 lia11 Suppiort
froi abroad. It is a hi-noat boilI Olganli zat 1ii o 95i2 miellil('s. conlis t iig (i ' 471S
UnIited. States IlillmerS aiil] 47-1 Germ~an mItembier-', thls rep resejit ing loii lIess-n)('1i
fromli the two la rg('st t raing IIi nai on', ill the wo rid. On li'of its, primaoury ' interns
is the fosering of two-way t rade lI I' ii tile 1I"iite ((i Sttes a nd ("criliaily. Its
lliwer ale as i nter'esteid in e'xporit s from It'1 I'iited States' to ( erioa Iy as the'y

(' Ii(ep a her sit'lihly to lwi ps'i't inii t vi tii l'm ' iiih111' gaul ins *elfnrig if y

de wirtiosoilig the illit proo'a wic o'lie e -( hes il'Pllinl'Y d lIo'iI nl fl-il11li
t'Il'e pth fiwg ofel'oi'cineek it lo ril h pit fv5wO

1*8. 'in'er'.t.i111l elier filitl't' t s ib 1(1 iy''. thie s1 i n iu 1 to eati r f g iven a

Wie wapits tof mat iit'r iiltt we ilIf.l't' t ia ~ h o DvlpetCei

3. etb is such(---ly te wsol t if f gr it dwould h dipiil m 'ha 11101111 ofV5 111111 -i

public in11111 t Iin i'hl'M. IIt aI n 1'1't'Siwi'lit iie 'I'm- l~iil jPlelidi'y i 'to 111--

N'oi iths I(sttding. wIt cot('ll 0) hi''ie liv thi iiis oi t i e'l in Iiit n unsoiundiel

fo1111v ('ftllowing reasiowllns':it'10'jlsfrAi''Im~s ml liyh'ieie

o. his splllIa l lastting bais itW in IlNN 1411vil't' tp it' or ai'~ltt t')iltt ithe Ov' l
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illetliodl and( lUse the Iiiost, iiiiiile and m11(sphist ieited vquipnilent avitliilde.
u s. iil cliv iiey ivi t s consist lila iiily Ofi talmlor-ni e anid h ighily special ied

((illiiiieiit NVitl the l gieat Iest, prodcltivit y et. ( (1) Ani exclIusioni of such Im-
ports5 froili tilt, li'pr05vI I Oh D evelopmnit C( cl it would vitli'i deprtive ll1illie'0115
(Illlest IC iiclist rie4 (t ext miles. prilit ing. lippa ivi. tlilitur ande111 others ) relyinhg

oill such lImpj ort inia liiery froml tile beliiits Of thle ilii~est mill . -tHIIIII1IIs or force
t1(111 to mai~ke lI v('5t iItIvt de(cisjions of it secolid or third best (ho~le.c.02

It cliii t b1) e thle Adlllll iitralltioljll il IiI to )J iit(it T .iint.Ih I Is
itiiohiiei'y. ait Ite ('xlH'15 (if other industries,1C5 The'se Other industries are file-
Iing ('1vil si rollger ('0llll)(ti t in front allllrid and thir foreign complete ition vain
loly the lilost. illodern Chilimeli('lt wherever- av~ailabl)1e ()il thle wOrld Iliarket, some of
I ieit Cvvi lit 10mvi' cost Mll i I etorv,' due I o the revaluation of their currencies.

lII aid(ditioni. t~w, iie01hiei' indusies I s. 18i resiilt i)f the surchiarge, already fa ce
the ilncrellsed cOsts of illipOrt ed 11illci nery Colt rawtedl for mon01t s algo.

The U~.8. mnachi ilery industry iltes nu~t lied, such a1 iieferelnce. It, 18 1101

Oujl~(it, to forvigii comp het-2ii(-nlliin its domestic ma11rket, nor does it shui Ii
111( record with regard to vXI()olS. (8) 1ii 1969ll, as revealledl by 17. S. sulrve(y
IIu es anid triade sttistics. 1101 iiiore t0ilili -1.61"' of the O)verall (lu-'tic demani id

for Iliachinlery Was illet by Iilliport.s (apjprox iiately I .1%r of which vcaluev from
Cailitdlt and I (4, froni (ini y ) Th is comnpa res with li a arket share of im-
por1ted 11111cliillery inlti o Gerniimy of 20t)(4- As t-o the bl ante of trade. it should he
kept ill minid Iitat S I llichilery exIII ilS exceededI uiports ill 19)70 by :-.1 111l -
lion1 Dollars. 14)

It wo-ii'd be paradoxical if' Ite Uited Stattts-4the biggest iliiry p~roducer
ill the world .111d( thle leading export er With a pproxiimat ely S Bill ion 1)1)111IS inl
In11(1 aily exports 'iIlci hatvinig it self onle o1f t ii lowest- impor~it I(pceintaIge"s Iif

11 licinlery ill the wo1rld -- resi rt ed to a ew 'ic'y (If disc ritni ot inrg specitically
agoainlst hillachliery impihort s.

IYVHt I lot di leCtH ly ithi co)rre .ls ilidi1lg lim- oi~if pirodution Iill I the Un iitedl Sat es. It
call har1 dly be said that such ('illellIrt I l - ermioIi machIluery. with aI burden (t'
0111)111 1 K revlu iatliill luril lg the ]list twvo yea rs, (Ilui'ti hWaige a111d price
ilicica ses parallel to It. 11 f il.IS. im list ry. ( 5) and1( collsiderab' y Ioiigrei l eriods1
Wi delivery. will ha ye alliy ;ilo gsill tlie '. S. ma rkiet. The adli tiono I iii-
pim- Surhari~ige iif 1014f oii Ifq i( cf nolrmal 1tarntfis for iunuclil te tciols anil text ile
11lllaelle'ry, which a re :1llready higI' Cr than thev corresilil tig EE' tilriffs. ]Ii-)
vi des amp 111'111(1timilll pirotiction1. A 10%I/ (r 71/ to \ iciit which culli rl''iIt
ill w15 imuchl as a 21('' or1 14%/ tax so vitlg i) grntvi ito ciiiinest ic interests but Iti
to fiireigl poduced lIliewrty in addition tci the l'eva Ilint ion. tile nIl-rill1llfluty
'I1n1 the hilliori surcharge is I otlilly illljastitlille.

SPEItAL PROTE'FCTiION NOT IN ECciNiMIC I NT'i'nsls OFI MANY U.S. WOR~iKERdS

Ile( sli I t -cvcr frcin loreigil1 pli 'duced Iliochlliery toi dolllic Itlilacill iciy, stiiii-
Iii auid 1by thiis plreferenlce, wvill mcversehy aiffect, a jiitlllli t i(Illle."ti It'js nild
comllieiui'. This will lie thle case as5 i'Cgii is IU.S. chdve'5 ales andc service
llersillel. milL iectfec with thle import ation ill cd llia0hilltry. as wel s tilose woriker's
aMid (01I10 s liC di Ic ly a Ifecteci by the recstin lg 1brea k llilt niiuiity o~f service
m1111 supply utI foireignI parts for already Insta lied forcigiiiin tIeud Ili aililery ill
U.S. plants.

VIOI.ATinN OF' INN'I'IA'ioNAI. LEGAL ('OMM TiM ENI

As aidiiiitt illii tilie 'Expla natoriy lat erial" acc'unlipaliiiylg Ite P residential's
'Idd(1 1'('55 fliImiit atio 101ul tile credit. for iluac'hill('ry ani ilC ill Ipilnilt which is
I reilOmil lilntly proiducei til100 ci will c'rcuft ft 1cc fc~rcmicC Ill Cavi\I)I ()f Uniiitedi Sta:t es
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We resl evtfully suggest Ihat. sc11 preference iS in vioitiol of Arti(,h,, 111.
I'aragraplis 1, 2 and 4 of the (lenr l Agreenient on Tariffs and Trale t(ATT[).
Under lie terms of those provisions, all the contracting parties recognized that
iliteriti taxes ald other inlternal charges, lhs, 'eguttiols ll[ rejuirieii ntts
affecting the purchase of products should iiot be applied to imported products
so s to afford protection to domestic production.

Congressinan San M. Gibbons, in his Dissenting Views to I House Repiort No.
)2 --53, concurred in the above expressed views as follows

"Finally, the 'Buy American' provision of the proposed inivestmeit. tax cre(lit.
which would remalin in effect s, log as the 'temporary' 10 lj'iceiL import sur-
charge remains, is clearly in violation of the intent of Section 3 of the General
Agreements on Tariff aid Trade (GATT). The committeee his authorized the
presidentt to suspend this ald allow the tax credit for imlported inachiiiery, but

only in certain very limited circumstances. This change does not eliminate the
extremely tundeirtable effects of the 'Buy American' provision on some Ameri-
cli illdustries vlhich use imported raw materials and on our relations with the
other trading nations of the world .. "

li t his conneciio , we wouhl also like to refer to the rvel testlinoiy of
Professor Richard N. Gm rdner, a Member of th President's ('oimmissioii oil
International Trade and Investment Policy, before the Committee on Foreig
Affairs of the House of Representatives, placed ill the (Jon rcVsiolma lMecord of
October 4, 1)71 (81,700) by Senator Steveinson. Therein, lProfessor Gardner (as
did the Williams Cominission Report) recommended the reduction and eventual
elimination of all non-tariff barriers hy others as wvell as the Inited States.
Professor Gardner referred specifleally to the desirability (Of intermtionally
igreell rules which Would event ally eliminate discrimination ill favor of do-

illestic suppliers. iHe then stated: "It this connection, the decision taken on
August 15 to tie the investment (redlit to eXlenllitures for equipment pro(luced
ithe U Ili fed States is a most unlfortunate Step.'

Of the greul test, imp1ortaice to I(th IU.S. amid Ger'ml an interests. os well is to
il m1 lior-tradimig" 11 tiolls, is the hlg-stIli(ling ll(11 wi(lely rev, gniz(l(l policy that

on(e 1111 imported ol uct is llst- tile ('ust) lll' ' itiel. it Sblulil re:,iive tIle salli
ratillel iSf I as l(nlsti(c ll'(odu('is. This v(l('iept. lillowli wis "llatiolla trcuatl(n1."'

Iml5 beell wriltel into ll-late('al tre:ities even long i(efrore lie exist(,ne of uA'l'T
.i111d is w riIt lm int4 I t h Trea t y (If Frilldshi p, ( 'oiil erc(', Ill (1 aviga ti()I bet Nw('lI
the I'liited St :l1 (:lel l Ge 111y signed 01 ( )ctober 2), 1954 (ITIAS No. 3593).

Article XVI, I'ar grapll 1. of thlt Treaty provides ' Products of either party
shall be o(.comd(, withi lhe tII u'lm'oies oif tlhe (other',t .. natiomel fr'etmill
:1141 ililost-fale(Il-Iliatioll fr'nilllilt ill 411] matter 'ls ntffe tillg internall ta/xationl,

s ile, (tistriblltio , storage (lll use."
Artich' XXV. l'ilrngrIlph 1. oIf that Treaty Ilnlitles. "'TI('l tlil nationall treat-

Ill tI' imen S [I'atllent I Ir(dle(ld within the territories,. of a. I Party lp(n t1 11s 1n0
l(ss favor;Ile thail tile Irc atlilit ll(,(.oldel therchli, ill like sit11tiolls, to nationals,
(i(lll ), Ili(es. Iiro(lict . v'sels. ori ()th11cr olbef-ts as t 'oas, lilay hIe. (f such P'rty."
B/y ie very (lllissi(m of tilie A(llinistnli I, 01 t oted above. Imports of (lermal :I
pro(duced lilachinery aid ((liplient arc o 1 .4- (4\ i ug "nota i(1(l Ith.i-at ielit" il I Ihe
United States.

We (d o it 14 (,li(ve thathis ('oininit! veo woul d ant a Treaty commitment vio-
loitot it' there weire ;lily lpo,'4illility to n\--dd 'Iu t ill. We( fillrthr hllevv thait
it Nvollld l ot ilit If pli tll ( resr .h~iden in ll , i l po(sit~io .

((ONI('(I,1 ON

In view (of the a 1(1e a1 rgumelits, we respetiftitly urge this (ommiitt teeto t(l remove
;1 Ioto le (lisl-i li i1ii on ailist foreign phluie'(1 1)ro(erty. Ilovevr. if thi,
1Iolilili t (l e.,z.'rest (' if iltl i ti l t hxe tiona llll (,(1) to the te(,lei(f in MI.R.
!i147, then N\e rn-,lec'flhi lt' n-0 l H int1iral.ralph (C') at lte I,(,ifOmi (of Palge 7
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of ILK VOI1)! 1 I", am intiold Iv, w;od g at Ih cen 1( Ilerecf lie ticlitwitig senltp eet
-Thoe I iesiitiidcil in ttuIhat t aplic atijon ot' slibplrcgrapil ( A is; Ino( i thle
puilic ililere;t if' lit lucius8 thai1 suich apiplicationi is ill N\'iotici Icf a U.S. 'lrevctv

!'iiThan v*ol, Mri. CIiairiiiaii. for giving thea (4criciai Aiierbcali ('liiiler of- (Ctan-

111'.1-coicii' thsopoi
2
Ni ytob

1. Aiiiit'x A giv'es dtAilei figures for .. icieiy iliijorts in 19701 as to
ilig "rups andi( su~pplying (011111 it". "el stt is!ics taiinit Show the high specializa-

Siou of tile iihorls ini lice iii(lcielV tielti.
2. As ani exanipde cit this we quotte froi a Ittni dactedl Seiitiher 7, P)7 1 at!-

dIressted to P resideti Ni xoni by All.. ( ieli,, l. Vie Prtesideni o f Ainerica n Scllaf-
lior:t Cortp.., Cliiit t' o i Iiw~ MO :;ilit -Ia olrlii to remain emnpictiiv at hni
and to steil tilie rising title of textile infllliolts. ini ji'iiticiilar frtcii tihe Far EaIst.
the textilt' iic(Ilistriy in Aijicc has over 1 l p ;ast years heavily invested ini the
hiest lirtdcil n Icools and textile iciachinery available ini the Vorl MIarkot. Ii
c'alendtair year 1970. the textile iiiduist ry, as a whlel, inivested 53(0 million, dollars
in ie 1w 1)1,1111 andu eqi lllelit. Of ll- I'I in mnnt., s520(0(t3f.1 4 was sZpentI on ft weig1
illitehi 1 ery Ill m hielly 50k" ur fall outlys for' ioiernizcltic c anld expantisioni.

"Ii 1971, acecordinug to a i muiit Iniduoeethlul based on thew first toquairtecrs,
iilipcfts of foreign textile niachiittry Nvill a iniuntcI to $32011J00M) (if at pn'ijeed
Sttal of $49,0)0,000 for ntew plant and e'(iiilieft. Thlis is (15%/( of the tot al.

"Virtually alt this icao-linery is produt-ed in Europe. It sells ait higher pi rices
than. ('olipa rtde doiiie equitiiieiit, if avail able. The Aiiceu textile industry
is iiot buying, Europeani inachinei'y oil price, but strictly (ii the merits of its
t'ci'lolotgic:il11( dvii ct'iieiit aiid lce ro I'l 1 lce.

"Wh i le A iicerica 1 text-ile mlachiiiery lci'tccis; Ihav e ii' t lii;vested t heiri ea in-
iugs in resea rehi anit thevelopncent to thle extIM Eu iiliean irin ~s have (dine, and
while thle Aiviricanll prtlucors have faihIt to att rct young talent to their trade,
European. textilet iicachliiery develiclir; have gained t'oiisiderahie t celutlological
knowvhowx amud expeutrieince iii this particular tield(.

"With lowt'r prowls. and lceiicg (leiid the bet civuall pi'udic'iti, toos iii
ho world, the textile inudust ry wvil iot, cotinueia to iiioderiiize nd~ expand( as,,

1p1lanted. 7hiereforiet' it wvil I not (levelotp a tdditioiialI jobs foir Ainericans as iut entitt
ill ytuir lprograi.

-Eu rtiot'aii textile, ichiiies eicc ie teSlx tile inil Is to produce better quality
yarn, anii, fabrics;, at ici wer coshv a fact which cit lie proven in every MIl
opeatinig ct)Iiliaralle equpincilt side-Ity-side.

"'The texil iiist ry in t li ; country employs abut t in illioc people (9-1-1)1)
to lie exact ). Less than 2.7,000 t'iiplo-yees (of the tex til it achinery industry, In
co'traist. pr1oduce't text ile' pi'tiessi il, ('(9111 iment . C onsecquently, thle uc1iori ty Ii-
steci tiotf thlie majority Of iceoiV cle ould heiicfit fJ7011 your lteasutre."'

AithI er t'xaliill is ltce prinitinug anid pae iljlp Jcc't'sintg traicith with 824.0OO
elnii ltvet's anti 3:,001 siiial and cii tiiedi Ilili-sizeti en teljcni ses. Thii i idlustry reclies
st roiigl~ly oi l "1ceciat i zed in at'inciy inp oited fri a Gei'ninU, such as ''sRetfe
itt! tr pi'ess prin t ing incihiitts''. LeAtteri prcess pirintinig holds 40 '( of the iiia r-ket
amiut is usati li- nalurcxi"iiWtly 25001) wiiig shops. Thle denial (Wf the tax (retlit
for iiww ijivestiints; iii iipo 'ted Inailaeiii\t\-fli d tisinill iate a'tgin st this
iittltstiy muid idvei'sely affect its (((Bllet itive position,
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1. A111eix It a ive; list (i' the lrket sh'tres of iilmriled machinery as to
sulbgroul)s fori 11T. thle lal t ear 1it which ucensus I i.gutiyc are a able. A
twir of I 1 the figures in tie Annial Survey of Almifat urers (enerat Statistic.;
for Iniustrinl CIlrol0 ( l1nd Iidustry for 1 196 ald tlie U. S. I"oreisai Trade Sta-
tistics fo. 1969 indiates that also in 1961) th import ,1hare of the U.S. market
is ii'ti (y 4.11. Accordingly, it (e.n he lssmlid t 100 signilietuit. hligex
have take I jlNe as to the per(Ita.e; of the dinTe'ent tYPQ5 of machinery.

-t. The rlo rt in Annex C hi de'ihhs I coiparisn o 1 m1clhinery exports and
impoi ts of the Il ogest suppliers of tilol.hiliery to the World inlarket, pointing out
lie lead ing' rol( of " lie S.ohs t's li 'lh iwod by (ieli'inanly.

As to ito M iYia (it gories, t, Uniteod Stttaes are Iea(lig ii exports of
foiundry equipmeit, loconiotives, eniginies, coOmpressors, pumps, ventilation air
condlitioning ald refrigeration e(qluipl(ot, co(01.tructioni inachiiiery, mining ma-
hinetry. oil hld ejuiplient, agricultmral machinery, tractors, c'heinical plants,

I oists ad rallies. otlice llachin(ey, 0111 nit('5s, washing and dry cleaning iou-
chilies and lO\we'0 tinnsitissii.iis. With regard to I, . exports to Germany, office
maachi nery and1(1 data pl' oe;siiig equilment 11i) l\lli ). otll s r('ion hllachulii-
eAy is:; Million). ina.liiiie Aools .211 lillioti) . valve, littiiigs and lp s (.$32
Million) head the list of ma('hi Jery.

5. .he hiiige of lutoiiiiery prices is to U.S. and Geranaa indices in per-
Vel ige is:

196 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

United States: Wholesale pica-mdex: Machinery aQ eu malit 1.0 -3.7 1 4.8 3. 1 -44.5 4. 3
Germany: Producer prce-ndex !-4. 5 12.8 . -i-U i 4. 8 9.5

See 1lie helow oilulatioIi

_ACTV'IAL ,AIA:,H:'T (NO, PI EHIO,: NTIALI n P M*I.I('N r TA\ ('IIII-U P TO) 24 ) .: 'I:N

SAV NO

Tie iilvi(t of the lo lreenit invesvt lionl credt oni e 'lises ol" Fort'egli r din'd
prop1 ertyV

United
States Foreign

Selling p ice 100,009 80,000
Tax saved by depreciation S0 percent -- 50.000 -40,000

Total 50.000 40,000
Less investment credit which is deductble fhon tax hiatilty - 10, 000

Net ct to customer. 40,000 40,600

Thus, the fobreigl pr'ducer is foneced to sell at a 2W .l dis'Oli ii in h lte United
Stltes to iieet. the ! ol th ii .S. .l. ollltl' too" idenitical doiiextic I.S.
o'qlip)ilit -, ais ai l' ,sll' t ' lrlt'ee l'eelial tax ciedit. (I ltt (t I i;' a oi" a 701 tax
Wot, ithv l'onqiw Il lld.vr wmvild iw( fmmco b, seil atl a woo, di ,mmnt. I



ANNEX A.--U.S. IMPORTS OF NONELECTRICAL MACHINERY BY COM77MODITY GROUPS AND COUNTRIES, :970

IValues in thousands of dollars

Share of
groups

Comimodity groups Total percentt)

Metalworking machine tools-
Rolting mills machinery anI equipment... ..
Industro3l process furnaces and ovens ......
Foundry machinery - .............
Mechanical measuring devices - -
Woodworking machinery and machiiery for working plastic

materials
Precision tools, measuring instruments, and industrial tools
Welding machines and equipment.
Locomotives
Internal combustion ongines(exce,')t automobile 3nd aircraft)-
Steam engines and t' .rnines -- ... ......... .... .-_-
Other prime movers ............................
Air and gas compressors- . . .
Fluid power pumps .. ..
Ventilating dnd air-conuitioning equipment-
Refrigerating machinery ....
Construction machinery ..
Machinery for building materials and for the ceraic and glass

industries - .. .

158,472
26. 752
3,771
1.0- 

0

14,029
20.040

2,347
8

390,992
32.841

7,291
53,670
24,806
3&, 666
61,445
62,048

27,426

Wast
Garmany Fr.n n

5.6 55, 573
.9 12,164
.1 1,460

0 284

.5 5,323
.7 3,042
.1 1, 354

0
L3.9 66.545
1.2 1.435
.2 210

1.9 9.428
.9 5,530

1.4 2,104
2.2 2.830
2.2 it196
1.0 7,299

4,442
624
237

Of which-

United
I tily Kingdo;si

11, 44b
1, 914

5i

24. 885
1, 3o5

332

23 44 277 237 11

55
10

3

5,763
34
23

1,600
588
251

7
7, 517

1.043

1.724
1,290

33

6, 166
433
23

5,599
401
36

30,686
5,922

1,402

675
2,610

413

131,884
4,869

938
5, 905
6, 162

509
2.329
5, 100

5,333

Switzerland

13,495
518
30

Canada

10,314
4,690

924

CAD

17. 960
2,311

201

52

433
4, 520

42

45, 59
7,339
3,812
6,146
3,035
5,925
9.633
4,942

352

247
1,177

12

1.650
3. 157

45 4
2,71

341
114
315
583

3, 038

375
8

109. 327
13.665
1,418

14,166
5.371

28,732
2,160

19,681

392 4.791



Machinery lot rocessing rubber anJ ptatic';.. 6, 41?
Ottield machinery- ..... ..
Farm machinery.17b,634
Dary and m.k products M hinery ........... 390
Tractors.............175. 481
Food produits machinery (including packaginR machtn,) 55, 478
Apparatus and machinery lot the chemical and allied ndu s tnted.. 14.041
Scales and balan ce...2.606
Cranes. hoits, conveying and materials handling equipment 91.331
Pulp and paper machinery ............................ . 8
Printing macher........... ...... ...... 54.74S
Office machine........... 503.744
Textile m aachineryh..................... 2. 052
Sewing machnes n.............. .. 113. 336
Commercial laundry equipment . 6. OZ3
Machinery for the shoe and leather industries.............7.66?
Automatic merchandising machine;...................... 2, 684
Fire ighting equipment.................
Valves and httling;4 95.............49 361
Power transmission equipment ....... ................. 26. 723
Bearings ........ 77. 836
Sates and vaults................................ .1, 81
Miscellaneous machin-ry ........... ............. 167. 557

Total ............. . 816.,105

Share o countries (percent) .. 0............................. 1 00.

2.4 a 1 9, tI3+

2

2 301,0,?

3.5 1.61h

2.0 16,912
1.9 29 86S

17.9 79.1 S2
8.3 9,(jI
4.0 13. %.
.2 2. m
.3 3, 4)1.1 171

1.8 6.061
.9

2.8 9.47
.1 6

6.0 48.634

t00 78.,405

2 .5

4. 73l
65'

.. 7,691
1.432

3

493

16.069
24.80W

129

49

8121.001

5.111

88. 961i

3. 2

37
16.4333,44

190

1.3211 5.tt1
9 43931
1 21.140p Z.Ct4

1.804

+• 5, 857

329

5 11.664

199.144

7.1

3. 0

47,344
6.6m

1$3
12.918

5, b69
8.721.33+ 547

27.61s16.69-
730
617
102

3.2925,3%
6,734

228
19. 2

14.2

.3

20.063
2.176

10.621
14

35,211

S-231

Including mining machinery. Source U.S Forein oIlade Staists Sad VD)MACoVA lrtioi.

4.. 249" 2$.W8

16 $4.219
3.192 5IL8W

3D4 3.624
319 2"4

2. al 32.679
30. 2~.~2 to. 2"I 460 2.412
6, .66,. 677

28,19 2.374.1.l 3.667
49 0.. 1, 516

0 516

2W2
1765

15.5(17
4.n2q
1.701

14S.061t. I'll
56.6013

192
12lI

766

S. 406

1.464
17.624.
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SUPPLY Of" !rNOfMCII CAL MACHIkY Io ITHE USA. 96y

loar arthourat In riiilior'

Para:uct iPouP

un rlf ti b if . . ..

M ' t c fi{.J il h rfator£ b.. ....
Pr1 I.,hn tok~i tl rnet.. .g.ito. t . adiiu

trail to4t . .... ... . ..... ........
Wel .r t 104sthf~5 and e IMpriiet..... i.. .

I.OCbNIICiS ...............
11e1141 ¢C4ibustip n regines (erce; autonile

aOW att ) ....- ... . .. . ..
Steam engines arid turbins,........
Other Prime mol,,s.............
Ai Arid &ieis cmps.., ...............
fluid POAtl punips".. .. ,. ...........

Ve.ititilsarid aiu-wIjtaoAni$ q~pe
Rets g, rarwit. r twiac irmey ........ ...........

ktaCiisrfiry for buling materials and for the camc c
anIlassInduliesI ............ . ......

MUc .eAiry fIor proesi ng rubber n d V PlSM1.-....
Minin mac4lyn.... .................
Firm60 maly......................
farm machinery .................
Dairy and ulk products machinery ...............
Tracto s....................................
foOd prolucts mi ty (includig: packagingmachines).... .. .. ... . . . . . .. .

Apparatus ar d machinery for the chirtcal and
allied indust ies.....................

Sales and balances..
Cranes, hoists. covering and mitesals i hlfdl|ng

equipment.........................
Pulp and paper ruainery .................
Parting machinery ..........................
Office ,nachines-.....................
Ttile macAinery................
Se~irg m"Acines" ....................
Commercial laundry equipnierit.,............
Muahinery for the shoe and leakther industies.,.,
Automatic merchancising machines ................
Fire fighting equipment..........................
Valves and fittings.......... ..............
Power transmission equipment ..................
Bearings..........................
Safes andvluts............-- ............
Misllaneous machinery................

Total ..........................

$~a.prnt.zits bp~.rti Imports

1? 4

Z44. 7

?o 79?7
.,I3,9

$71.6
I, 9 8.8I
I, 0 I. 4
?. 8

1.619.3

119.3
351.4

660.1
7,976.1

?, 1i648

.4 7
11

494
91.9

0. 6

M5. 3

cis.6

174.5

164.6
549.1

654,1
(.16

170.4
751.3

6(*. 6

955.4 1%A. 1

819.5 173.2
115.8 17.9

7. 173.454.5.8

915.9663.0
116.7199.6
35.3

261.2
19.3

7, 513.7
1.255.9
1, .3

79.5
1,271.7

247.381.8

10,0.5
133.7

31.0
31.0
5.9

49.9
8.9

133.1
110.9
89.3
?. .....

164.8

120 s
.,7

1. 3

lrterr~at lrTlg4.fl
sJpplw (peiceri)

1. J11..7275 (

OM.8

8.0 2??.A

16.5

0

?74.6
13.6

51.7
3,6

71.3
7$.5

7, 7'?, 5

I 78 1

4,51.8

I4 17.9

15.1 43.9
". 4 33?. 7

3. 1

.6

0

11.2
1.4

.7
.9

1.1

36.0
I1

219.3 2.9W. 1 7.4

i . 0 i.63. 7.4

38.1 83.4 4.

7.5 653.8 1.1
7.7 2 15.1 7.1

40.3
45.8
45.8106.7

145.6
78.3
3.1
6.3
7.

70.8
13.7
51.5

1,916.45(r9. 8
Wm6&. 1

97?. 1
614.9
16.0
171.7

35.7
213.5

2.396.,4
1,153.7
1. 264. '

116.4 1,23.3

40.90?.6 5,151.7 1,700.0 37,350.9

7. 1
9.08. 1

11.6
21.6
47.7
1.8

17.6
1.0
.9

1.2
4.5
9.5

4.6

I Definitions of census data and foreign trade data are not completely harmonized.
I '(iuding bookkeeping machines and electronic computes.,
Source: Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures 197 and foreign Trade Statistics 19%7. Compliation of the

VDMA.
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At4tX C

MACHIikY IMPORTS A1%) IXPORIS Or W|ISIR' Ilo I()JSlAL COUNtRiLS, 1 5 70

lift .. ,411(onsC, Otll$, 11

Of t% ... .h

¥¢P I1415 e; l5is #~S[,:{ im,9po {W lt t fts[i.{,tlls mpol5ls t t ,,t5is ~

19C6 I. M '5 I £.d1I Iks i 11,137 t, i I" , I' 4, ?,: 1 . -718 00 i .l 8 .4t, 1lS~S 914 31? 11i 13i 3 i~ 1,s' 74 .,Lt, IS 1, 774W 6
1S47 Q? -~I $1? 1,99 !7A 1,.01 4,h?V 1. ?9 ?It: C !, 6 919 1,78 46
I VA . 13 A7 7?6 1 ? 9 Is 7 ( 1 .f i,71 5 ;161 , 4 1 7778 719 I11 1M 179 43
1%9 . 15. IV ? 914 ?433 6£ ,6 , hil 5 (,IV,1t48 3''.") 917 IS4 7 03) 61.0
19c.0 .. . 19, VO 3j, 7.16 1.96 ?, 3 14,'91 I, W . 6 tI11 3,944 2,171 (44

'The (u.,uM.i.,. 1 would Illke to pl,1 ill tli. record at this point (.x-tol'ptsfrolin a IIan! ) llet. irelpared yurilF"(!.r].g'.zutt u

Tariar ndTrade Anal yzing i . ternatitnal law .\Sl. . of flu'
Problem."
(The excerpts referred to follow :)

Tilt , I;NIIAI. IAwuI:I.;xilNi , ON TAhItis ANI) .Ti: (MA'TTr

6AVr AN IE T!I t: I BINATIONAL . HAul,: OiANIZATION

Tie collapse of internatioisai trade iii the 1930's aid the resuliluug pIlitical
uutid tn~jolle eflfetts led olnte world leaders ti tvowlile that IIttW i|%ntertiatool
'vouIoilllle instlutitols were emielfltd for bilternitilonal (.oiseerat 1n1fll illterrltt loil

trade aid jIa)melntis matters. ''The ultillt, goals envisagecd for such Iiislitltlulls
were the prevention of woar ad the establishllnent of it jllst sysell of ecoollUllt'
'elhlt illus.

DJtrlllg World War 11 preiarationJs were mIderway for the establishlllnt rf
these isttutIons. Tle Bretton W s ls 'oferelwe itl V.44 resulted il tilt- ellrg-
Nice of tile Interuatioztutl Monetary Finid (1IF) tid the Internationtal lailk
for Reecostrutlon and Development (IIItRD). l1tli It wits recognized that anl
iIttilational orgizaiolln to regulate trade was a necessary comiplemnent to tle
IMF and tile 1111D. During the war years, the U.S. State Department had lore-
pared a1 draft carter of an International Trade Orgalizationj.'

At tihe first session of tlhe United Niations, tile Economile and Social Couneil
resiovied that a confervue to draft a charter for till ITO should be called. Four
(,oferehlees were held. Tile last of these conferences was )eld In lhvaa froum
Noveunber 21, 1147 to March 24. 1948.

The I'T Mnever caine into being. Many of Its provisions were coitsidere1 ttoo
extreme. They would have amounted to a virtual delegation of congressional
lariff setting and trade regulatig powers under the Coinstitutlon to the xe.n-
live.

To fill the gap caused by the death of the ITO, Inany of tei classes Ill tile
drafts of the ITO charter were taken and put into a document called the Gel-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

The basic GATT agreement was completed i 1947 but It has never been
submitted to the Conlgress for Its study and approval. It Is beilg observed by
he UnIlted States through a "protocol of provisional appllcatioil."
The "protocol of provisional application" stated that the eight governments

who signed it would undertake "liot later than November 15, 1947, to apply
provisionally on and after January 1, 1948:

1 The Bretton Woods Conference resolved: "Complete attainment of * imposes
and objectives (of the IMF) 16 cannot be achieved through the Instrumentality of the
rund alone; * 5 *" and recommended that the government seek agreement "to reduce
obstacles to international trade and In other ways promote mutually advantageous Inter-
national commercial relations * * "

2U.S. tate Department Document'2411, December 1945.
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(a) Partis I and III of the Genral Agr-vsnvt!ut on 'Jarlijo andl 'Nue. altd
(M) Plart I1 of thiat Agrmvtiitl to tle fullest extent iO wConsit-cn1 with

existing legisliatlon." I
This protocol is still in effect, although the ( A'JI' hts (titn aewmtled a nUtmdsr

of tis itil daffete d by other protocols, lituding snjv, thit are Iot it fore
themselves. Thus, the iisle treaty lIt a contduix Wtt. of Ilnstruiuntltt. alllyllig wil)
differwt, rigor to different countries.1

III spite of tile filct that 6XIV hats nev'r Wilet sjcsi-aliy allroved Iy
the U.S. Congress ax a trealy or otlierwise, the exitlive br inch td spkvs.
oen I ti to view ( ATT as "thn 1 ." 1h11,t, awr tl" t'O*It.Itss e''elflt's
taking alliy action to protett a do.itstle itltr, lilt -,: xettiVe twimlally rtisihitlts
It oti lilt,"h ttiutonal c tinititetts" of t tiltetl ties. lt is mi,; clear how.
ever. that the vt cutive branch dt unds th l 4ilme. resiM'et fair tidlhet l,'g to "tltthr-
natioinalu commitments" from other sigitalories of lit .Agrvtteitt l It det.'h iuis
of IteIt.

For txatple. Joui htbas import 1tlils oilW D SCumvodilets without any thlttlltg
of m-rlts itijury ; JBritati ilnjaoid it "trmirlx" 0oi itiii,-rt). i'd i "itloort delo:'4(
sclitelie," Ilt violation of (.VITG : tT:h(lie ('otittital ':,r- ibal'hte ettred listo
"sslal comtanerchil arratngementts" on i ,itrits fruli,-Aitl t.e.rfOtlilt 1, lit 1 viola-
lion of ( AT' MFIN principle.s aitl its Counnul :jI:1 hi0 11- t-ti i~ y s -i;:niii-
a:ltly mort Irolt.tilonist tlant tlitt rt-vious lindlvhIi, u tu:izry ,ricd :5s on
amriiltlral liniirt s, anhllher violttion f (;A'I'T pri, 1ic ,,l *t vof orf ilt
liainig, the 'Utited States JtsI da it nothtig tit ti.'.;,.uto inv,,mtliation' o r to
retaliate gaiutst these, viohlatiolx of GAI" prinell.o,.

'te GAAT was born more than 20 years igot t a tlm. i w. e I:ttropi and
Japan were In ruins and the United States cotimdetel) i.It, w ate world trade
as well as other matters. In the year In whtchG A'T'''',ts negotliated. I '; hIt,,
Unittl States had a $10 billion tnde surplus. The nttO ne of j'tty U.S. othati'ls
at that Hiniw its one of redlistrIbuting tile weltitlt. V V 4 I:,t(kd oil , anolnit loio,.
Marshall plan aild program and litter on it teelh'-a; ,As i-e progrtiit. US.
officials were worried about the so-called "dollh,,4vzat t u i|tg (bat foreign
eounttrits did not have enough dollars to laurch-te nted-ed ilmoortf;. t Is Ntante-
whit titdertstanablttbe that under tlQS ('lrCm,, tfdrnstwes. GAT'M would cotitailt
certain provision designed to favor Eutirol eant -'-imaries nit J',uo..

Conditions lit 1970 are vastly different frot' 'at, s In 1t47. At this ohit. the
GAT' should be redniwn to take out the 1uiE? 'littbh, provis ' s whloia ,-etww-
ally dlserhitntte against certain countric-s, viijily the Ctttd, States, titl it)

put i tnew l provisions to cope with new t*4,dtl';1oi%: it the worid, a-,ollollly,

MOST-I.AVORED-.A'-TIO TREVATMENT

Nondiscrhnlnation Is Inteled to be 9he ( rdilial l'rilwilde of A'fT. V' is
etbodleld in article I. What you give to tine you give to tll. 'p'his principle, is
ained at making anathema (litsrlinhuati/ry bl1,' tt',al tride ageie ltu t prefer-
eitt.s, and special commercial relationslillm.

3 The eight signatures. sore with reservations, were itAustralia. Belgium, f'anada. Frauce.
Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Uitti Kng'Iozn. and , r,. ['flted State:.

I For example, the GA'PV ' provisionx re'giarding sut, ih s m u py to ioiie coutntrlea., hut not
to others. Given the fundamental principle of GAT'T- nondl erhnlaation--has tean com.
promised tby numerous exceptions in reeent years. T'he OAT'T lrivisiogt hove not jlre-
vented the widespread use of nontariff barriers in recent years as substitutes for tariff
protect ion.

6'rhe prospect of "retaliation" against U.S. exports If the United States applied "uni-
lateral" restrictions to foreign Imports, was discussed by Secretary of State Dean Ittisk
before the Committee on Finanee in these terms:

"Retaliation would simply be what is permitted by the rules of the game as that game
is now practiced by some seventy countries accounting for about 85 percent of world trade.
I refer, of course, to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade-the GA'Pr.

"The GATp In essentially a code of conduct for fairplay In international trade.,The
United sates played a major role In its negotiation In 1047. Like wan' of the great
Initiatives of the early post-World War 1I days. It reflected a conviction that there must
surely be a better way to organize man 's affairs than had been the case In the preceding
decades of self-centered nationalism. In the area of international trade Ilicy. the GA''
represents an attempt to prevent a repetition of sone of the econoile Mluners o the 1930"s.

'The OA'P' does this by establishing a lugal /ratacwork for the stability of trade con-
cessions negotiated In good faith among sovereign countries. We accord others accegi to
our market In return for the right of our exporters to sell in their markets. If we Impair
the access we have agreed to give others, two courses of aet ion are available tnder the
GA'IT. We ourselves can offer reductions of our Import barriers on other products equiva-
lent In trade value to the Impaired concession or the foreign country can withdraw
concessions affecting the equivalent trade value of American exports In the foreign market.
This may sound a bit complicated-the lcgal language of the GA1Tl Is much more com.
plicated-but the Idea is clear. It is retallation-by agreement among all parties In
advance that restrictive action by one party entities the aggrieved party, as a matter of
legal right, to compensatory action." [ nuphaslus supplied.JI
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1h.eer, the GATT sauctiis the departure from uiCiuoditluitil MFN Sreat.
nient In the asct, of Cusloiims niio ns aund free trade ar(as (article XXIV), rer.
tait extceptions in artlich XIV, and the existein-e of certain refereitees it
article 1, irurgunil 2. The ,e "etions' effectively alw Eur(oli'tmll 'ountries
to depart frum MFN treatment when It suites their eommervial iterests.

The UinitedS tiates generally observes the untonditionlI MPN irlinciple al-
though it re eut years the Unitd 8t4atoes has eoinwronilsed tat its rigid adher-
elie to tlis GATT7r riluiple.6 This Il lt articulrly evident i blithe V.. rqtst
for a(IA'J P ,wait'er tin the United 8tates-Camidian automobile lact and tile
Presideatiul l sIuim Imllt'lueltsl it favor of ai tsstein of sliecil ",lenertilli'd tariff
irtre tts' for lem, deveiled countries.

()tint of the provisiviis ,(if article XXIV i detnllilig cutsmllis i1i1140iH W%%*i shlnt
slel foratlliolis were reqilired to "Inlltiate trade between Itilt parties" by
a*iJlilutiuslilig rtgutlitiNs of Vouslllr-( oitlisiibtitially tll trade betWeell (til-
mlituenl territories of the uniiol." I fact, however, this was violated it 1952
when thersix Eiurojtwas istions KA tupthe itr'ilwsi ( 'tI and Steel ('olnslutlly
to pool resource of coal, steel, iron ore, and seral, In i single market without
Iliflrall frontier barri.rs. The GAI'IP cotiidterd this project t limited to one
sett.or of tilt economy 11d therefore not .tivered by tihe irovisitin rgheltig tio
cistomis unions. evertheless, in light of tile tfct that tie EC,8C would have
liatcil aigri-ed to by the six with or without (JA'I' tupprovll, the GATtV granted it
waivtr.

France, West (ermany, Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg, and Tile Netherlands
signed lit 18I5 the Treaty of Rlome, establishing the European ]Ecoomie (:ou-
munify, a commuson market agreement. Tite legal question of whether tile toine
Treaty is uowtistent with article XXIV of the GA' lutas ever twen s etthd but
is -Iovilusly atiadele. Hice tile coiniion market of Europe was e.stahllsited it

IltMS, other Inulwitlant. trade blocs have also leveloled. The outer countries of
Euroix established the' European Free Trade Asso.hiation in t1959. The tco triestit South Ainerlea signed the Montevideo Treatyi IliXt1,.ereating,,thi,' Iatin
Amterican Free Trade Areai (LAPTA), a free trale isoeliatlon among thie South
American count rides. A oinilnon market aiioig the t(,ltril Aimeri.ium toulitries
is in existence and now at Punte del Este agreement has been reaeled to integrate
the 'enilral Anerican (OimnonOl Market ind the ILatin American Free Trade Are s
into a iLatin American coiimon iimarket. Japnn it ;errently considerilg tite
estilishsinwt of a free trade are or comnmion market wiflh Austriilia oidl New
VAh1inld I which sll ulady have a free t rlde area between tIUIselves) 111il1g
thlat It will later Intide ('allad tidnt! tfli Unled Slates.

There are aill.tariff preferences,. "reverse preferet-ies" Plitt! slieSI I ,tlcn.
ianricil srrangeinitssproutingt ui all over lhe world.

Tin Asia, Australia las unilaterally violated 'MV%'X by granting preferences to
less develolped countries. There is growing stlinentt ot i tlacille F re Trade .Area
among .*ipii. Alixtrali, and New Zealand. The British (''oniiouiweiflh lre'fer -

end,'e systell vlohttes tle .IF. lrincile. In short, there are very few count rles
If ily, who oliserve inon(dito lm M N Itreitlinent, without ex.eptlons.

1iMt, the Irollem is that the exceptions re growing nil(1 tltreat(utf to intk lwtho
MFN" Innelple a t ioc-kery. Tite ]C hls special preferences for its 19 former
Africn (,olonhs whi(h Jit turn give "reverse preferenees" to EV good'q. The
iF1( hats c(eltided or l il tle i)ro'Se of tIegotlatitig tlse'rliniliuitory coinmereil
arrangement willG r''ece. Turkey. Israel, 9.alin. Tiutisia. avid .Moroeo. A11lali-
ca.llis for ininbershilp wlih tlte .olmnunity ire Iiong .otisidered for AuslIrit,

Vor 140 years. unil 1024. the t|nlted States adhered to a "conditional" most.favored.

nation principle, under which we would extend thrift and other trade beneilta necotinted

with one party t4 another, only it fthp latter offered reciprocal benefits. Under "conditional"
NIPN. no country would Let a "free ritte." The major considerationsit n t'4e 1.9. decision to
change to an "uncndlttonal" .MN principle were:

A By 1023 International commercial relatIonst were dominated b tariff rate and
regulations, whereas previously tariffs were of relatively minor Inmportanee as com.
pared with the right to trade at all. Bilateral negotliatlo; with such trading partners
were etimberwome and tlilmeconsunlnt g.

B. The united Stateg land become a major manufacturing nation and sught
immunity fromw dleriminat!on by other colntrlex in order to coinpiete abroad for

mlarkel !
(C. Under the 'ariff Act of 11122. Ith- President was authorized to Impos e a(h-

tionnl duties on the whole or on any pirt of the commerce of any country which
discriminated against American conneree. Consistency. therefore, requiredl that we
inot initiate diseroilunaitory rates.



Stai.I . e.-~it rlitalit. mid i tlari..All thi, iuislv'. Ba iiw ea mlvt' 1IIO tI
itway fro,:ii.'t P.

'fairifY pro1 ei.t-i; a~s~~~us u leart Lsdneaeimr, ad yo O swhuli i i"' deI.,u1v
wfortl ' siiijs is ii':iv c veit ti a hs.s ist e .oryt,4silt qsi14.0 1114.lat' iliiiaitioSr
tlhe Iv~s (lvt~'~j*e4( t iw rloepi. itshltv, the pr~twipile to(f uoaadl -riiietioon ki lociga
olo%trved l jean isitvart, it ts.0 ho it~4I

It t-oaareres lut; ? %.%-kvA l\ i, ,is' the :~ wirId a it t neat loss.lit. w'ltl. notere aced
llt)F4 t ritiIl. prti.wet 4 lee* '.r P $ulep,; ire ltldig ivoir.srjsma t ~ n-ft-ia
I ralt sth,46.1 -. 1101feh 1,01us I a ,jf e l. i.tfr asjdii.1bI,,-~thvre~aeu
4,115Uts.. 'I'te I '01"'d J~ ~s~*t .'e lsi'1n;- a. frees hush la treati ",it SoNeril
Ali laail ~ .a.f m t vit1- 4k 11111,1 !v aeii*s.'to( it s at t ris(for tivu i lt up tilat- 'ssrtd list
1*4.11046IjeI I vpf('a '111r(eI-ol.te%,*' Imvoeastivi sdy eeajejHrvte it- su ri fil JII i t
is!titr v4asti!ries lit rv,;1#,nWi tudt hit s. 1'.' h iri t h e~a1.1it it s t'imi.I i f1li t- s I.iw

tiftm ctilvtd (N, i. ). it it i li iie. ci, -avort- eetl.Iries, eeas r hu ito teimi i rmeis' Is..,
I i IU.t'tio ~ VWas 44hilto it s .tiil too stiffi.r trooustail iheremly ipwINrfimllie.
toory itaItart! 41f Oiesv r s mi oi.l ,s. 'Thfa ct sii s lo4 atitt re aaileit imlait

uI'.l~~ fuij~ i t ci fiva~e UI.N. . 41~. l t' s.

I .VIIIW14-N*. %Ii\s c ele iu )aii

An 14 ld* a acits ot hih 'AT T I;. r jn l io'*-Q urte lotstli 11mu sl4iaj ta t:4114
to?,eusIIN sli 4df.,leaaamd lasrler Lii x adjiasl jaelat

lit liv, uOA'I1' ;eo.Vliouas 11l mlisIi*5eiiul lotler taxes have Iti
aterjs'vted t4. perit ftphe :date (if 'imitlreet lutu-" (sti-hites value iidtl or(i

~~~~~tl tre r aiv n lborlsand Ulths Imposition (of su ii i s o 11il bolrts, but
to~ (Ilet~'iliiii'. it'll 1,vatitfit for "din-et (taxes." sii am USit-oeota ~xes.

TAX 8hIFTING ASSUMPiTIONS IN ('ATY

The ts ii! Irt r tax adjaiisatit fiory andl jriact fre Is lbased l M t-h is lp-
I5l ic flint "ludjrect tauxesi" are alw~ay stid wiholly siiftel forward into. tit iail

t~.of :1; 'oittl. 111and that "direct tsixes" are always mid w ~holly -shifted Imwk-
W~Idto flt- wfia jts orf lroialinet la.
The t'illss itwtlefil it'! el iiniirveet and iidirtv taxes ton ltlat-lusis tof their presided

dityfreo. it.s im-1reliv.f t ~i.htgeiereihly *IeeJt4'd two geiierit ion aigo, is 1now
V'ie.t''s'tited All leixes tnll uashuasssatr.' intrm.asiigly thought of as costs.
%%-ilttl.it';aIg' efevts 111141 (Ilfiervintial utlusttsdepending onl their form, lbut.lin
(Sin %*t), ('f ti'i t er eoaut4 I tlug ia ost wbich idatist Ixe recoivered fromt tiastoiners
or Mls~ewt,, supply m urclres Itif the ('teriise Is to survive. indirect taxes. at
ltii litt 1-w slia'iirun. art, part fealty abstnlisd lby tite-meuiiftieturer ttejiet'liiag
eapos in'010. " et.of eilttit ion Ii Idhs etirkets, mid Ili ftle imirket.4 for his ratw
uaauttsritt.. DIIN, ea XtS, eSjwvic11 ilt"e Corpoorate l Ifitometax, aire shifted forward
titO ivI jiv ithe 11pr)oduti mold toto ljisitmiers to tilt-extentMthimiazrket cocadi-
t imis )I:()W. Well knlown twonasnafsts and fisceat exper-ts tiroutilegetber lit a svm-
jeausilaa. oIaI.K11zed by Ibe K~wretariv-Gnreal of tit'(- trgsatiflzatiec for Voaal
('oejtreadtismn i nl I eveilopnent Ili Sviembser IH . reachedii(-ifollowving i(Sit-

veltt'iois. (10 "Ii jractile., indlrecit lixes aretacit feailty shifted lIto loroeliti
jorlees . ." -mnd. (2) "Certain dirvet.t (axe, tand parlticultarly (t(,e corporate irtifit;
tax. may liee partilly sifted Into lerodiuct Irivs : uslt bough tit(he degree of Shliftihag
atasay vttry from count ry to cvtmatryv,

I~ulae''~aaaaopltoa~ with target ritvs of return lintamil nd1 will piass-minsall
v'osts, laileitlaig temi;. In tto Olit- jrie t sratettare of their products to thet extent tllsa!
pifeeelastieity of ttcaiteini ntilt-jaitanket will permit. rfhes, niodt-ritteonomnie
thlcoy Slgge.'4as' that the d (it i on lit the GAIVf reittimet of directtill(d int'lirect
feies Is still exta'lejiad cabitreary ussiaaitlon which does not stand tlhe test of
eotaaiie reality. Tfi(, usiais and Imbiestry Advisory t'ominittie of the OECJ,')
( IIJAC) lii it rejitont ou i (ie problems of tax shift ing slsited :"linat strongly conm-
jotitlve Shita iltile jtnles oitusanble-cand lenveti taedegree of (ta- shiftng-
aire stlbstecntially determlaaed by ti(-i.arket iw lin sltort (lie GArIv1r on border
tit xus iare iaaot 41tradie nt ral."

Actuallyv, the dlistintiton between "iet and "laadlrect' (tixes Is Itself some-
wheat, arbiltretry anal eijwsirp. to be hissed more 011lgprevaiilfing practice Mhan onl
reason. The disthintilon Is, Ii Met, not made explicit lit flt' (A't ' lrovisloiis., heist
flows from Initerpretations (of, mi ampaentints to. various provisloas. Vor ex-
amlple. v'slue added taxes. Itacordlaig to O"A1Jv1 elahilflif (tioare' (otisfierei to It(e
lildri tttix("'. However, valtiv ode lutxes fall on boals costs stid proliltso #f tite
toroilucer ( value added beitag defil s as the differeaaie between the value of at
firm's tuiatlas a 1111salesi a taa to tile extent that they fall onl profits how ciar



liv letKy tri ittti uhihit fr (ittita jortifils tux lit 'tvol ? Corjormti profits tiu-s srt.,
violNhimttloiv G;IV fo~dr ti 'u t fail~ir icustirt-ly oillit- jrutdutvr. JAgully, if
r4trirat tit tl3i*wt-rrt :tvi . rives Astiuh1 fil). thu tt ilt- extenit, tbuft talx Te(11l(
u11111 1S :ltlutte Iiarm-11MAIiit'dulingatuid usoi, they could stImuutoejrive Ili-
vretaa.&s. VFor ieximlil.3e. thre Is tit)OVtIdt-I)t.'t (ldit 0e1erjM14riIt'tIX 1u11011151 II PKA.
le-d to lorlt'e rn'iis.

Thi' 4 ai ~j~iiIn U A'1' tmlhs'i lit 1) htrdr Neuvs stisi htahsidivii, 1inialy 313r-
tiih'? . I, 1th1dXVI. are driii from lihe Haim ~uCharter of te(10s .t'i he
prvitii~ia*i% werv t titzzitvts tillhttr ait compJr~iise ( forexamle, sartitelt XV*I or
iWtol't.*dthjto 1111144 fois reIIIau?1my i tnstruus i.Iatural t ride t reaithos, lItchudhltg
t-1%)stCilhy lit- ' 3 iti.* Slt It.*-Cit atdzart-ihrtmK313 i rmidt' i1rt'admisis o, (f list- mid-

T lte~''he'hictk off pretIN.' ir vitucttratfesi Iliii ul~aottthe border tax prob.-

'I'liere it; 114-0I1111114-dMt11 utffthe (iATI wih tit dals (xt113hiv(A Mit h order
taxi-s *indIf;IS ti. tIdar thait the provibimis of GUA'I'T 'w ieh do cover bordt-rtx
atw1up-ivoei s vnotltthe lprnhiet of cart-fully rv'lamed t Iheory. tor of exgiit-dmte
iusti ed i Ii iv uit'tllshe(of 1' cvhIvt.' utagte.

Wvt Me 3ress'eat (;A'11' liiesignt was drwn i i u mre than two (leefides
iwt~4, lwi hi'sislo i of 1.'.rth'r lIaNvs i tos t appear tot lit-'t a ifjor ono. L&vt'Is (fit
Indi ret tat- is were tuich l lowr. IUder t 1em, ('rteliltsit'mo . (verlyllug s iple
mid SI it.'jajig LD.li8litloi' itiiit taix hifti lf.g s'euueih iitAepit ible. mid soirteodt
*'N3iulig jisotivvs were Invorimmrati'd Ili very gemiusr terns i'thouit M'eIrhing3
ti 1 fllftI i I sll.

IMP IORTf "LQUALIZlAiON" *1AliK:4~

Itfirdt'r tolixN1ojuolt 11311115 4)3lilImport Asid. I.e.,.lImport tequallyaimat aOntiurgevs.
arort imlititt'uidtI~l(r Ar ie pIf id 131I II ohf tit,e GATT'i, hut (.133forO'idirtet tfixe'5."
Art'te If ($'has'(lb of ('ojttsod'.Iprovidt-s that Its tfeins shall mot j'rei'enttanly
voultritt lug jarty from Imp~oshing harge-s 'eiiivaleW if)to ill iuiteriml tax fll-i
ltIm t20ol1%Itelit ly witilsIIhe rinvslumns af pa rag~ralll 2IorArticlte IInitre-speit
off I Ia'114-dolllt.'. t iiprodu~ct oit Il rvsj'ttiof On131article'ffrom whii h te Inporited
p Ia illIf(t lils Nt'en Ii111iauutct Aie i prodiii-ed lit wIIolt tit- lit j'irt". ill.,; t'xvmp13-
tionl of Iidit tad(fxe's gives it ( ;,Arr'iblessing to tOll! Euuopt'un jrat let'ffailt.ii
jiosilig "vi3111 1i'4tiouJ" charg-s iat tilte borde-r. Art fete Ill ( Nat 11,1131 'riat 133ti
osf Ilm-eri111l 1f44\1tilt *and(1itgiihlt 101) proides 4Ili pa r ritljilt 12 tltorO tat
"prtit (i f tit(-territoiry ofan13iy (9)11 Odlng 3party lImported 3t 130 tteritory
firi( ~j3 o~ wsr coarm1 '1(thIilg JEir11'shall 13t1liv' siulijet 1, diret13'or Itidiree? ly. lt
liti1irt3tl taxes (r it- ueir lutt-riumll t11111gt's of o13113'lIllnext-ess of those 11 jipled,
dli-t-4-tly or iutlireetiy, to like (aDiutst it' iroit-I s." Ti)ls article Is appatret'Itly being,
ltZmirOe(I by Eurlijtt-m ui )111riv' ~q u tw lvhImpoistb tisteimbiilory 03'ro(sf it-sI'S lflii't
ha r-gi-1rA ri eon cml (111S..1Jlipal~l 11 at 114'r al~t'tso150lsvrllult(- al':3galinst Anlk1'Ji-
(-:liIicar, thIroughtivi ta' x 1 i 3'1 i.

EXPORi~T ICmItVIT-S

ArI'1t'1 XVI, 1filbpted In 1915" t-lt'is ith thit'(-ilest ion of border tax adijut.
littlitis faor ex~a rts inthet-fobllowing teritus:

Tfhe tNi-m11ulioll of 3Jl(expor1ted prolil tfrojl ut ll Is 01 lI~t's )oiile by Owa
liike p3rodtu(t WIR('J (let Iut'd for (laolust 14'('(D351i31jt i, or thle 3remissiaon for
sm111 du(lteS (or taxes Inl 211101111t5 iHot iIl extcessof timfse mWilli h ave fncerited
sht) 13nt) i'(- seemed to be as subsn~idy.

Tlijlf Article (0t111115 1311m1ny' igule t(rilns wileh neted ('1lriCZat loll. For ('X11I1tjile,
iw'hit Is uteaut hby "boriue Iby the( like' product, wheti(I'stliJed for domestic con.-
sluiiptlon" tor "retuissloii of sitl(li tlhts o01' a(fiXs ilIn1101till not Ini excess (of
those widli have it'accrued"? 'Thelse terms sevti to btill1 attempt to aplply t~he
"(it'stfIlinitloll l-D'Ipt'i)I"'to IniIrtet taxes, 1l"It tileit'3eflln1g of hidilreet tft\x&'a b:.ehf
Is not lit all ~e-r."

7 49 Stt.8910(09363). Efectlve 31:iy 14,1. 163.
6 For example. the meaning of llnkling tile Import charge at tlie border with "chbtrge "

appiled. direcly, or Indirect ly, to like doinwi lrodlt"is~'I not defined.
4 91ibstpriniplie stnteH that lllterllftionlhy traded((1 tommoitlem should L.- fKubhfavt to .ra

specithed taxes of (the i ij ortinjig titiltry 331)11 exemplJt (frontsiilar t*INt!Bof TU.4.iexportinig
country In order to avld It (1u1)1e taxation. Tile princtiple t'oitrastm w~ithu (a) the i~u
principle ats applied to other forins of taxation on trousmetlons, (b) Income : laiIaccording to source of Inconmc. fir donihellp or residence of the taxpayer, 11114(et properly
taxes linpoised aicordiing to tile sittis of the taxable object.
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11(k)ow, (e rlit'iiitim, jg Itiriith.ullivl d ii \Vurkilig ' Party ltelwu whih listed
it itii.der (if r jiueties tiawr led to Ne 5t- l.ll 1hi ' . ii'sil lle. e t'i h r -
i111slon Of t lrtvt ltst. or bo-1 111welfare ditirgtv #in |lit1rltl r. t.t'i-tierditl
ollllerlolrm.4s tild "(liI textliiiitiit3I3Ilfl t-tiic of tt.ittl gimils.H ,,f aiztlrv. ir
taxts. oilier ili1ii1 t. rg.s IIi tjialhito t'lt wi Ih Ii%%lltlirll isr or tlllref-l tax, +.
4.1'd104 fit stle or fir rol Itio filll th + utI imt U oI$ i stoil for iitvrill 'sssiiiljl
1114111. Thtlle 11ltliitill (if lolil.lhves 11.1,1 11l ipft!.) 111141 il+I [l, ,,0111,till.10

lwhsw werem o1t fllly tljretviied ly.v litoe l'ilttd .$lsill. They. ill ,IT.'t ist riitiltljed
lilt- ltliroljiileowtl tr1*ist to llpotm. Ibord.r tNes oti llliilmsrt ilil lbit'llit, ilrevt
Ilxes till exittrts 1 list irortlault, owllh lheir virvluu tidtld oir .tioii l titrit'iv'er 1

ill tih. l ll fortles mill elrly fifth.++ It is ot .S '.iirtlslii4li..111 '.$m . atrde t li,'it.l
we.i're v tliilg to llt',orlot i tio existilng tillilereilll jirtlr it* -. ti losrd'r tu ix tliulll-
i1t'liis lillt d he (. Ow T I'lr e. There ere t uit In ri-r li,,hl'iunolit 1 liter-
millil trliihl tiill slordter ix silx ljllu Sti,1 , swlvhit t Illt1 le wv.i,' lavo Iill

tit- rllige fir 442-4 I lot-l lt llitl lmltedl to llrimmlll l -t.li tit il e .g,,,l latild +-

1iitl4 pen oilly I tll'tet14ifewjilitijis. Tile 1,11Vd 81'1.. tlll It $l1 l1llili
Irltle o surlisli 14i 17 which limist l ,ve l au aili eelrt'i el ur l(i.tbtillirs'
13it ide-S.

ill lt filllure 10 itl)h tlhe letitlveSt 4f (x, l4Il i ill-. ,t-ii.' ll*d "liI-
dre! tax" relhsult Ill 1.4,4 frt,n the ge'it-'rl lsrtlbit io ilgahis.t exiirt iull.
Shihs Wihl t ImIlli g a Swevllc pro ibtbl6.3ll3 agiiii-I reluolillg "Idirct i ."
Will; I InllijOr ldoluider. Plle United Stites by tht time Ind ri Into t-erlous hul nl-e
tfit IayinlellS dfmcultles. Western Juroj. e hld lx-woe l jrtlrt irius "1hlrd forv.."

tIvilig away Collllltrtial adVAlligs to liros erol Eurolpe fo(r tlie sake #if their
ownl Iternal IaX IltinIlIonlIatioIl Oinj!'lv was fa iWbPII lme lfld costly inove.. In
w'illh vgltge IMilIth'll objectlives u ,t-welgled eles3r iniiiu'rel:al ('s+IslsderatIlouis.

HAIANCi.-O-PAY MENiTH SAFEGUA'.RDS

Bllallne-of-lmytnletss ts lslderatilos have exerted a ndi will CItntit e tit exert
a powerfull inltluenlce oti major countries' dispo(sitlons t deal with trade nittvttrs.
Recent. history shows that imintrles will adopit whatever ineasures they deein
necessary to p)rottet. their blmiuee of )imynients Irrespective of GAIV. TheiBritish

ilnlms'd nit imlort delitsit scheine to control Inlwort. a niid prlor to that they and
the Ouitiadlans adopted i niport sureliarges to protect their baliance of payments.
The French subsidized their exlports even beyond what the Inequitable GATT
rules allow. lit developed as well as the less develtIped countries quaitrtllttlve re-
striethons and licensing arrangements are legion.

Tile GATT recgnizes th iit eniber countries i iay have to protect their loula.ne
of payments and International reserve positions and to this endi Article XII

0 Point 5 of the report adopted on November 19. 19tlo. dealing with subsidies states):
"The following detailed list of measures which are considered as forms of export sub-

sidles by a number of contracting parties was referred to In the proposal submiltted by the
Government of France. and the question was rabied whether It wnis clear flat these
measures could not be maintained If the provisions of the first sentence of paragraph 4
of Article XVI were to become fully operative:

"(a) Currency retention schemes or itiy similar practices which Involve a bonus oil
exports or re-exports:

6(b) The provision by governments of direct subsidies to exporters;
"(c) ,The remission. calculated in relation to exports, of direct taxes or social welfare

charges on Industrial or commercial enterprises:
"(d) 'he exemption, In respect of exported goods. of charges or taxes, etier than

charges in connexion with Importation or Indirect taxes levied at one (or several Itages
on the same goods If sold for Internl consumption: or tie payment, In reopeet of exlwrte4l
goods, of amounts exceeding those effectively levied at one or several stages on these goods
In the form of Indirect taxes or of charges In connexion with Importation or in both forms :

"(e) In respect of deliveries by governments or governmental agencies of imported raw
materials for export business on different terms than for domestic business, the chargig
of prices below world prices:

"(f) In respect of government export credit guarantees. the charging of premiluns at
rates which are manifestly Inadequate to cover the long-term operating costs anl Itissoes
of the credit Insurance institutions:
export credits at rates below those which they have to pay in order to obtain the funds,'(g) The grant by governments (or special Institutions controlled by g.overnnunts) of
export credits at rates below those which they have to pay In order to obtain the funds
so employed;

"(It) the government bearing all or part of the costs Incurred by exporters In obtaiinng
credit.

"The Working party agreed that this list should not be considered exhaustive or to
limit In any way the generality of the provisions of paragraph 4 of Article XVI. It nisted
that the governments prepared'to acceptt(le declaration contalyIed In Annex A agreed that.
for the purpose of that declaration, these practices generally are to be considered ns
subsidies In the sense of Article XVI:4 or are covered by (e Atrticles of Agreement of tle
International Monetary Fund The representatives of governments which were not
prepared to accept that declaration were not able to sub.crifie at this juncture to a precise
interpretation of the term 'subsidies.' but had no objection to the above Interpretation
being accepted by the future parties to that declaration for the purposes of Its application."



!~i*1oi ilt, W-4, iof (at jt)**tiE:tt* rost rievia;4 (11104*% i - Emort *djllv.4 or lilt-
t.ar .u4'..:~ii''! totllaa4swetunt'r (aXP' rumles at i 14*llie-~tf ily ments ad-

ju.t ,~.utuii~h ea~'a' hiitaort t1.t ar ite, fliii rigltlt1ditt ijElt- uwrr mtfil tilv,
fatrt' -f litter jra.'iioouit 41f I te IA w"1 tieh are iiiore livexlisle. Idueiling ztvitiiile
soqitifil ousEn ali~ ls is .it'l~o3lit1t1%%-lilthe 11 1 iial nl~it'4N of OAtlvrto elbti-
tia ii. ajau) as :viit t rade Ilroteve eivle.

It is aIm) diliel'UiIttiit '11teraidtWhy, If qu4titt; ate S3110t jed by GAT'rIt s ia
liiit111ce 41f inly4O1'it's lisp Vt1,th tilted tl ttSuite? ouil lop ietilatig vithlr theL
ietit-r or the tirit of tihe atrvemem i~t itIt isi opw quotais for bl'thee tat In.vitietits
rteo-41115 4 t i"I''Itiantat has lt it N stAreds)-aduailntrtia ja4et u.The
1 iititl d Stlt hs i.,eriemed idetiv'lt slit its nlimce ii'f t I h'tIi every year

1ia4 A, wh1%11 II t e 4) I'Nt'&liiE, tud its literimtieisil.rverve p..sitioas a;de'.
tertoarrt-i l' Thtah. is would ailstar lit fully ju-st ify tite*jiiit'atioizi of
Articele X11 quistas foor the l'ijitei States. Niviiltr ctiitries lint 0"A111'shouldi fave
tiltt ilEt- ick V( ft lexil.iltIi ttArtlel.' XII. ant l t-vt'Idt whether quotas shiatid lop
tile only revourho available to a country suffering fromn chronic bale oftpy
Iivitt' prolemtts. lintweing Ehis issue, (lhe member countries should consider that
lin recent years many tiautrles have ntot liesiltated ito lisp' whatever tieatis they
die't'id its '~uryEorestoire t'ijutiiilorium niIotwitlihstmtiing the T T.~~~[

CONC'LU'SION

lintatuber tofareas tit-' Ehi s delelent mind diserlmiinaitory. Its exet'pi..sits
to unconditional NIPS treatumt favor commton markets and free trade atreas,
and tbrt'tttn to loreak iltu the trading world Ito coiijetitit'e regional bloc,lRe-
en il i Icral coimnercial arrangements Involving Etle 1Europtean Conmmon Market

and1( other cotuiries tdo not eve cii p tt Juistify' their i'xist~iice under article
XXI V. The I ''nited Staes euld gradhuallIy topectne Isolated ats a trading nation
If It coiitliiues to *tdlere to ia policy of elie-iuraging other nations to join regional
trade blues which tviolate NIPS prIniieples, twhilie estchewhIg U.. partliitionlit
such *rrtgemnts under tile theory of "anultilateraiisuj."

Thto(GATT' treatment tfit sulridic-s and import charges tlls riinlnate against
countries rekyitig prlneljn'tly oil one form tito tax strieture-dlrect or lut(ouip
taxes-itt favor of other countries whose revenues aret-lerived front a different
system-sueltias value added taxes.

iThe GATTr safeguard onbItliweof jpaymenits Is alnt anhronisinmtid Is ineonl-
sistent with other p~rintciples In GA'J'1. Furthermore, lin recent years major coun-
tries such its England atid France hat'e posed liniport restrictions for balance
of jpaytti'us reny'om it complete disdain of GATT! printclples.

The (Kii,17 dueF. not even jpretend( to I* a guidelelin agricultural trade whichl is
itaiw hieavtily eonrohled and sublsidiz.ed, especially lit the 1Eurolwaii Commniity.

Ili Nhort, .,a presently constituted, the GATTV1 is not a guide to fair trade. Its
rules tire aften itempiitahle and outdated. It was; written alt a time wihelltithe
1,1111(41stattes held it virtual mmoopoly over piroduciton anttd t and when the
re4t of the world suffered front t inl aute shortage of dollars. Trade at that tinte

wqf)ainly her ween unirelaited parties titt armts lengib itnt m, iactins. Today, t ratde
I.; itteretisitigly beoit a ovement, of goods within a mnultinational business
complex. Tfio drafters of GATT! ma~y not have forsevintall thle postwar economies
u11141l*-t ructural, changes. But no one can claim that world coilit iong have not
changed sufficiently to require a new look at thle (ATT. It Is the view of the
staff thiat tile GATT should be redrawn to provide for prInciples of fair anmd free
trade before thle Congress approves Its provisions.

The CITA1RBMA-.. The next w~itnesi will be Mr. lerhe, B. Cohn.
chairman, Policy C'ommittee on Cost of M.%oney and axese, 1..disnu
Electric Institute.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT B. COHN, CHAIRMAN, POLICY COMMIT-
TEE ON COST OF MONEY AND TAXES, EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

Nit. ('oui.. I:.r( 1hairmntt and mieinbeis of this distinguiishied coti-
Inittee, I ain appearing here today on behalf of the Ei.dison Electri i-
stituite, which ls the principal t:'ade or'gantization for the Nation's



electrit' utilities. Its ]16 Inu-iilers - 1,r 16 l ilt It I t li ,,.,lti-I rt&'rs of
i l6 eht' rie ellstolliers in thll(t I IIit d St ate.,.

I Iave tiled a rather leligthy statelelit0. which I tl el"l: will lbe
incor'ratein(td ill full tit, e r'ord. 'l 'o towi-vt hle it, illit. nif Il e( I niI-
Illittee, I willellel y stlilliabrize Ief.htl t , hI Wo pri!cipa 'lp if ,made
ill theS statement lld n, if I llav. I wou11l like to 11(141 "1 Il"4fword on it
Proposal nade yesterdfly by Ne' tllator Ma gl ii, which wold atte'iet, electric ility industry iln a very Sigiti it way.

le two jirlct pi )otiitt ade Iii 0111' t tellielt r ale t4 )lir I. iri'-t,
that tle rgultae. I electric ittility industry should Ie 't , mIItill tit-
saut, way as all other taxiyers.as to as*tm ilnvest wen t :IX ,'i'dit nadt,
avlitille ,

."e(i(l. to Illge that the class life (leecvizlit 1) . ';tem a1illi *itzed ill
tile House bill, which rle,wttset a long-overd u rie'tfor1111 ill the allow-
alle for (lepreeit ionllshuldn ot1Il nt lly Irl !or'restrili\ ti hn tile
A I1{ systemi adopted by tile T'el alirv Ial ier this .'efr.

As the coitlluittee kn(oW. the ]o b:ill allows a 7-perCent iitox creditt
to taxpiavers generally but oily a -t-lr((lv t l'lredit to reffil:tteul elec-
tric utilities.

We urge that electric utilities be treated equally with all other
taxpayers for the following reasons:

First. it is th basic general p'ilciple of busilnes taxalt i,: to provide
1,,usiness taxpayers similarly situated with equal t'eattiIt. It is ,e,,n-
erally thougzhtto be unfair to mako available tax advint auv )(to, ,,
taxuayer which are not equally available to oth~ers.

scpondl. the objectives to ;e obtained by tle investnit .ivilit will.
we submit, be lx.st attained by allowing the full credit to electric
utilities. Reducing the cost of )rodivilc, elictrip onwe'r will help lower
thie cost of manufactured goods and will help combat inflation.

The availability of the full tax credit to electric utilities will stimu-
late capital investment to as wreat or greater extent than would be
the case of anv other taxpayers.

The electie utilities do have large areas for discretilmary invest-
ment. discretion in terms of whether to make tle investment and when
to make it.

Possibh examples ar, the .( it( er,,I ,r011i(lill tr of distri!utio l ine
whih. in many ,parts of the 'olult r.Y are not r'eqlirl. T I _flss in ou1.
1'artg of hlip eolitry tle are, r fit am'de a.,s lirllyv dv. irald.. iluih i n
a011 1 Where tlere is discretion on tihe)art of the utility to make the ill-
v("4il1(qlt or not.

Gei(eraliv. the aestlh(tic (luality of utility facilities ,cal) I' i improved
if there is'an incentive to do so. There i.s'a financial ineentive in ad-
dition to whatever other incentive there might Iv. The provision of
the two-way need to improve, agrain. is an area of somelegi e of some
d iseretion.

So far as the tax credit. is being proposed to help the financing of
new ,'anital facilities, there is a greater need for capital in the electric
utility industry than. perhaps. any other in the country. and the avail-
abilityv of the 'credit in the full amount made available to other tax-
payers will lp! considerably to ease ile p',sslies on tile capitall
IIa Irkets.
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l'hle I lir r tst is tht a s111hler citedit for eletri' lii Iit ics will
1111(1f rly Iju1jtli,. th lmn ill their e'oll'iet 1 'Witll taxltyer swho itiv
Ito reeive tile full credit.

TIh ooil indlustry will r eveive tli, full erdit, If it Slimild, biut ill
oil itllust'ry is anindtustryv with which we tIre comPeting .uilte in-ell-
sive.V ill i111 art j fIa (itf liet, i olt'iV for s.pIe)healit tlls uillsneS. If web
41t) no0 get, tlie, filll ,edit, w, wi ll 1e Iji .vij d ice (nm l litjlttiliol
with the oil industry.

Alotelite (XilliiJh of st,. ,.oll)et itioll is what is alled, ilidtist -ial
uiff-gviratiol. In 11% palits oft lie otlity a'v lg i11.#twdiltldlstr i'ywill pro-
vidt its own gertelle1ral lou facilities if it belie v.s tilt it is Imlore cono i.
their r itidUSll'thti will reeive iwe flll c.redit. If we (io )not. we will
Stiller collpetitively wlell we o r to ,onvillce other indist 'ies th ait we
4an se.ll power l' irre 'ltleaply thtlln they call plodluet it withli lt lust
of I heir own fa'ivil ti's.

'I'llis isIlt afll illsignilic'alit ite'l. IndllstrHilI sel f-geirit iol alliolilnt-
id to something on th(e order of 19 million kilowatts ad there was
I'o0duved ill tih last 1'2 nilontlis for wilic.h we have figure , es. 0 billion
kilowatlt' .- s by ii st n ial .I self-gelielitt o1t.

A (litlerent, treatment inIdler II14* tax erdit will en-ourage indus-
trial self-genleration to build thi(, stalhe le ss elieient Ilant in order to
(1t :iin tllhe fill credit. This. we believe, c'volld lead otol0isali'otatlill o f

tlltlll re, 1rces atud it will Ialso. bv enlolI'turgillg tile bilding of a
ha rge nulllmlbe.r of suulel.r ulits., aldd*to .the poIllitjol problem.

I'lie Hoise of Representtati tes in their report did(lrecogniize the ill-
asint clmlt n!etition."and I tii /ty gavej, Solmit tr ro llitioll to the

n of ge-al faine.- tat I have been atteniptinlg to submtil.
The House. concluded that, th proposed dill'erence it tle aloinott of

Clre(lit, which I am sure y'ou llentlemen recall, was 7 percent. as igri i t
3 p('retill the I)lst, that that (Iilereslea shoul(1 lbe k lstite, but theywenlit onlN pail way, and wesubmit that fairness and equity, rNeuire
t hilt, the sane prcentage be available to all taxpayers.

I'he second inajol IXjlt ilai(le ill ou1' statement is to irge that tie
v'lasSi life de)reeiation sysell athllor'ized ill tie Hou.e bill Should be
11O Illoro restrictive t ha t he ADIt system e regulation adopted by tile
'l'reasurv earlier this year, for the following reasons:

First, tlhe ADI? system rel)re:emits a long-over(lue a'id higly desira-
ble reform in tllh alllow\'ance of (lel'e.iation. an a reti in which tihe
llite(l States has lagged Iehind most olier countries to the detrii-
nlt of our competitive position i international trade.
Seeold, th A])R sVsteieli ws prl)Opsed to provide sipl)lern tn(m itor

certain basis for computing a reasonable allowance for wear, tear,
and o0bsohscence. It was also proposed to rtecognize that cltan{ging
lclnologieal, social, and economiecconditions greatly reduce '16 lsa-
fill lives of Inachinerv' and e l) ient.. Boih of these .!,c. important
aii(l hllitly desirable objectives. They are in no way lessened or
ellangel by the adopt ion of the tax credit.

Tird, we urge-that the first year (olvention authorized in ihe
A 1)1R systvill be reinstate(I. The filst year convention does not in any
way iu'reasp tie deI r vl)eciajon allowances l)enritted over tile life of a
particular piece of projlerty. All it does is deal with the timing of the
N'apital recovery.
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SS'voild. t ret-mV ill Olee in ti1 l'ut vem.'r wiI I l Ihc id.vuilarl lie!l)ftil
ill jwiing ii)illetdiate stimulation when it. is lost. needed.

l'hird , tio ii r 't t ll ,ll tl li o I ll d tes lr , \;,t. s'lt~ 'l illillfi ,a tio ll

a11 l ce ll a inlt v ..
,?.

I wolhtl li'' to ,i J bllol size a j )iilt thal. tz ltsbet lhila(o Ib . o 3 1W (ithe
Milter wit blesses and ninle Ierla', ilt, strongly and per'uaii ely by
Lt, ct £ry (ollllt I ly, and that. is that the o tIubItat iof t he 7-I xl*it*

(loldit.tnd M)R, including tile full firs.i vCyr eioliw.1ition, will still
leave us behind most other iidl(I-trial latiosl.s of t h world in respect
to ,.a11)ital cost. CO''rv .

Secretary Colall." inelmled a charl, in llis -iatt.mnent which I think
lws tohat. lik persuasively.
. woullike to make one other point. alou(. DR and that. is, if it

iS to Il modified t, fll. I would like to IlrZe that the coin1tlltip'e rjt-

5tlt'-ial consideration to allowing the .\)R system to Io efreetive with-
out an iv modification for at leA the yealr 1971.

Ihe AJ)H system was ir Iirojmsed it t le Nrflnllfg of til tyear:
wheI filial r gmlalilt iOlns werl',adolted l l1 ulne. tlt-% -IwreV \V 'itii 'viesVof
the fir.At of the year. American I usilei', wi tol(f in the early Iai of
the year that, it could ilv on the availahilitv of .Al)DR for 19 n 11(1to
plaii accordingly. It. ha(ldone 5 in hitls planning, in the pay-
iuent of est inated taxi's, and in its I)lailiiing with i'Slwkt to casi flow

and financing.
We submit that the (Congre.s should nlot as late ai (),ctober or No-

vember of this year, elianlut these rulei on whi,. t .kluicalu I'iiiesz
hall bee relying on a retroactive basis. If t lIwre is tohe i i0t1 odifiia-
tion of tih 'AI)R system, we urge that it be ef,'etive ovl\" after the
close of the taxabloQear.

LAst, I should like to say a iver'yIrief word about tlie lposai lmde
ye-Sterday by Se.nato 0 1M agnuson.

As we understand that propo.sll. it would be to add a rider to the
bill under consideration by this committee to take hack 90 peent of
th investment (Credit itiade available to the taxpavinlV ;eglelt of the
electric utility industry, and to make the pro'e(ds av'ailaldle to a new
Federal agency to engage in research and(I ,elol)ilient on electric it il-
ity technology.

We thinlklthis proposed allienldinent Slould Iv. rejected for at lea-t
the following reason. And 1 sa lparentheticallv I have not hadt an
opportunity since the matter first caime ul) yesterday to consult with
any of my associates at the Edison El.ctric Institule, but I ant .lure
that the :easoms that I will submit, at this timhe are th reaS-nOs which
they will join, and they may b, able to think of inan" others.

First, the proposal is a hovel, far-reaching and fiighly controver-
sial one. We submit that it. should be the subject of an "independentl
hearing to explore fully all of its asl)ec(ts, including alternatives1 being
developed within the in(h. 

tr.#

Second, the proposal would give us tie invest e .'t crledit with the
one hand and take it. away with the other. 'P'his is not vqual teatlmenl
wilth other taxl)aers, which I have tied to s.-g ht we t Iuiuk we ought
to ceive. In addition, it would prejtdi'e om conipet it ve position a s
against ti, oil industry. indlustrial self-gelleratiol, l"and any others
with whom we com)ete who would receive the full credit without any
drawback of 90 percent.



'lltird, it w~ollild l t Ft-ti'dvil t hi,.e1 iu.i. iutor r-ttch t, tile
tfulnlof $1(! l(sillio it x \',.ti ll'mi it gh a l,'d4!ereI Il Hoard, whii,'n wnlId
Ie dealingg withIi ,stai v' , ll tilt leviliol(gy of .'t'tlrival lpowei', with
1)0j 'ep'etat toll Wimlt'v,\'e frolll nllVf1itt ill Ii tel.ctn'i utility
inldlustr.

lFort hr ile 1 J)I'(JIMb1,,(Ittt s Ito IT V-4'4'lit lug 2n 1 ii l ) ip l .nl i l l lioll.
oif 0O ttInniltil 2 ieit ir, Wlit Iitt g0oitllg tillft-rtt tilt& al)ppopriatlionls

1'ift i,p lio' to titis I .l n. al. t li'' aJppitlld toi I X' 1 itgeuren d itIn ' '-
nnt that if anything like tills ver to b4 doln, tilt, oost rnoilT i In!

!.oriim i'ltllly yI all ,44ginnlts of tht utility industry and by all of their
vustotolers. tldl",1d, ti lo is what 1 I ttt(h etdtl tE. tohaw ite tI I1O\iled
il lS'.;,,1tor M2iglN s)IIS original legislative proposal.

T1 IpOpo (IAI'rider would llave tl) ,4 eh,.thlst,.ad, of imlosittg tle
ttinrdeli-olyh1 Oii Oll se ngntiit of the illintnry tIe taxpaVil-lg electric

Iil i litit's, n0d only t thi r cl istonlit-.-:.

For all of tlnt,.,A 1-1518 , W0 t1nlgtW lliiit litt' l .)0ti( rider not 1b'a(lpt d.
(,'ienthelle, I very n1111c01 apprci.litt,, yoir ,.cot'tsy of giving us t his

opportunity to J 4l'elIt otr views.1, 1111C you.
Senaitor Jxxvxr'. (presiding). Any qlue'stionls?
Senator FANNI.x. It, lnns Xn V repol-t'el that son: regulated colj)a-

I ties, which have pI'eviously recei v'tI it :-l)'ret'lt Credit. were ill omlll-
petition with Companies entitled to the 7-percent credit. would d you
provide tie extent of thE' competition9

MIr. (oix. Yes, sit'. Soie of the areas of competition I have referred
to. For example, competition for Splice heating with the oil industry.
which, in the past received 7.-percent credit, whereas the electric
utility receive only 3-percent credit.

I have referred also to industrial self-generation, in wlich virtually
Y 'ery industrial taxpayer has ivv'eived the 7-percent credit, when :t

builds a generating ftaility to take care of its own needs. If we want
to build a generating facility and try to sell power, in the past we
Ive received only31 ,pernceit.

Senitol' FASXIIN. Al electrical company that has its own communi-
(.ations system, I am thinking about out Vest in areas where there are
long distiances involved, I know that some of them have their own
communications systems. What percentage depreciation would thney
receive oil those communications systems ?

3r'. Coiux. Stennator, I ant not 100-percent sire of myv ground. I think
the answer is, under the past investment credit, they would have
gotten 7 percent on what is regarded as nonutility property. I an not
sure of that.

Senator FAxxx. That was one of the problems that has been
brought to my attention, that they were receiving 7 percent, and still
the utility tht. is in competition, tile telephone compatly, would receive
:1 w Hreent or -t l)€.rcenlt.
; 3'. nCorx. T|ree. percent; that is right.

Senator FANxrNx. That was one of the questions.
Mi. Coix . That is rih ht. M understanding is that tile telephone

industn'' has raised simifar poits to the one tliat I have raise(l, and I
th ink, enator, that you have stated precisely what their argu 11 t
WVIS.
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Stu1tor FANNIN .'lTatik you.
Senator BNNI? I woufl like to aisk on~e iquest ion.
Floi ere-41d, veun %oil s~vuppyis with illformat ion t s (to the 1:uuouill

(of ilotiev t he private elect tic tmiditry1is1now jputtinug itito remeitivl,

Mr. Coms. Yesfill.; we will ho glind to supply 5(1110 flgure8.
I wold like to sav, preflniinluilh., In.w%11%of4explanaition, that lli

is iou t anelsy figure to igirt'witll; ptv'4m in lle4'-auM'btit#efarct of ftlh-
niat1ter i. I know inl 111V own coiujmity thatk we halve Spent ninny s,,il-
lions of (d4llar1S ito l11i t i(1apoweri'llanit vl wa "s really ill, e* j H'l1_
iiit'ittiil jpowt-'1'jllittWe Iinve 1111 tittilatged l Iat It oslrt5'it'll am Ide.

halve at iiii livbeen ll t1-redl to tl -.111111t bIw' e.wiltvi1 1111 (i.eleloi l-
lilt. III' l ire I litilefitgures t hat Il'Q .giell % iubitted l M l ta
kiml of (Iltetioili is askedb~. uiiad we will lie glad ito slibinut that.

Senahtor1' Hi:NNIT.xr1Itik if we mv re oinig to vonlsider the alli'l.
a11ieuto taw~hji'h. you obj.t l tat it wotildl Ive itefid for us to know him,
li11ech t1i"IMeV, i ivaivils going into this areaiill wh .i tt&lie nv
woullld Ibe applied if tlle Mag.u1'to ll1viettlllht Were adopted.

Mr*. (oliN. Yes: We will he glad to slhilit 11111t , Setiator B1plennt.
I hud a.prpl-ts tw"other -tings. if 1I11ay.

111-1d it ilt) Iv. the elect i''c itilit v inidust rv 1has14' iot been ill the nau
fat tiinlatlnis lThev lihv tV 10' 111 illmi (rt mIred thir ow'()%'t eqimilpulit
Its lils. for example. theile pphonle itiitst I.

ITraiditioiiallv. tile elet't ric ittility iittlustrv has h;ot been inlthe tau
fact uring luisiness. '~e have not manufactured t heir own Peqmnpinlent
as hais. for Qmalilelt. thle telephone imtdttst ry.

Ira11lit itimiav lle, eil aive on researvh tmd devehopmnenlt to) rodihce-4
I it tM'1 anld more effect ire eqi I pint iu I .w. en c-arr4.111imd outby Owh
1teianu1 fact ivers and lils I wel ill fured into ft he wire Of t heir ' qit i I'
nient. iThpeeis a very llb.-t tli jl ehaummge 1 kingplace t. altilet' ile4ti
t iti IitI v ill( I w-trv is focukiwmari t) nmr e *11( 1 (lpinI to geitt inIg in toI)t lip I -p
%41*Ii ttiian development it-elf. 1lliausili il e tuitouits that are vif
. pvid 1and thle m'a isiti of thle kinld of m1olier timht Setialm o rilv41
u.i propo()FUg I)l'rto i (lisI ul.i U miO 114411111;lt tisitlerti io. bInt therej

are oher wvs wlihil Illt'iiiLh lf-r o0)0-Vt'l to 1 jreciwir I hat. l
major thliif Iwoutldl like' to SI I mtSenator Magins Prhi(,l i
that we womld like thee oppjort tillit v (to uteI that pr'oposal (111 its own
inl inldependet he 1(arings Itid t& 1e1at. to indicate what it isI bhtt is Isvring
proposed it.; ;it alternat ire waty to (dial withI the problems.

Senaitr m. Ar Tuik 'u
"'Flie ('m~ntA.You made a verve tint' statement,0 Mr. C ohn.. I wolild

like to atsk voul one thing. H ow etmeb i'sit, going to 'o4 to do till of
this? What'is filie cst? Do you haiveia 'I'realsimrv est imiate of what it
Would cost to do what yott are-Pa'iking uts to (if)?

Mr. Cojux. I am afraid I don't know t hit. I believe thle cost involved
ini reinstating the first year convent ion (los appear. inlSveretary ('ow
1als's sStatement. &4

Thle C.iwx I am toldl by onep of I l th ue s of 0111' staff. after I
asked the question, that the fires is s*2.1 billion to do thlat .

*See ilter. p. 391 ff.



NOw. that smi(ls like a pilot of thiigs that I know of. It would soiid
great 1n11til sotebodly hands you tht pri.e tag for it. $2.1 million is- al
awful lot of 1tiionty.

Mr. (otlx. Wit'i reference to the grltlemals, answer I would have
,M011W1 ( ,,tiolt its to whether that isant at'ellrat figure. It i.s Iard for
li to belit've it is. I don't know whether it tends to lope .. billion a 'Year
orl billion overs .ol)i period of time.

The CIlA1CMANN.x. I a1m told hy the stafr thlt tlh ti ltttlli tavailal)le
to th01 1is it wvoitld start out costing $4,1l0 million revenue .loss for the
first year and then would gildually scale down over a period of years.
The initial cost is $-,1OO million a year to (to Whlt yOu art ask ,,ing.
'lhat is a very heavy blow on our revenue.

Mr. ('oltt.. It is v'ery dillicult for me ito believe t hat that is correct,
hut I alpIprciato th opportunity to suutit wait we believe to bpe the
a appropriate figures, Se Iators.

Tih C .Ir.13. .. I am told that is actually the treasuryy estimate. If
o1 are il) here with something that cosis $ 0( million, I would be

happy to vote for it, but when it gets to be $2,1" million that sounds
like a ve y foridablh, expen.-e for us to add to this bill.

Mr. C',l.,. We will take - million.
The ('l .tA.x. Ve will S1l(ly it and ,ee w tll we can do.
Thank you so much.
(Tho following letter was submitted by Mr. Cohn in isponse to the

Chairman's request and a previous request by Senator Bennett:)

AMEIi.CAN ELECTRIC POWER SFJVICE COaRPORATION,
Nr York. N.Y., October 18. 1971.11011., bSt I . .LONG,

('1.airma, ,s flte Fitance c(ouili 1ce9
Ne-nate Ofice Building, Washinglon, D.C.

)iR.l S:N.A10 LONG: Ill tie eotrse o f imy itj.,earance tiefor tl tnate
Fitmtice ('uiunitteeti ll WVedltie:4dn1y, Oth''t( 1 1,r i:1. yorll iequstc.d tAtll I flrnikh
iilfornltt ion( Oli the reveut, o ses which niilht lot associated with pl laiNls I
IMade ill my testiniony: and Senator Bennett requested that I stitwy infornia-
lllt relating to researot amid (eveloumet eXl tllt'reS of the led.rie utillts

Industry. This letter Is Inttended to sup)ply the Information requested.
I. The two princilal iropusIls I urged in ny testimony were (i) hat the

regutated electric ulity fldistry shouldhbe given eqtal trealmtent to that of all
other taxliaYvrs with resipet to the percentage of the Investment credit nade
available, and (Ii) that th'- first year convention included in tthe AI Systenm
retulatiimn Irinitlgate t.p -tler this year Ise tierntiitted to stan(--ft least for tile
year 1971.

lit the eo'xp of our c(loquy, I had ld]erstood Your questIOn On associated
revenue -osses to relate t(, the first of these iroposals all). tll;refore, I had some
difficulty itn understanding your staff representative's comment that there inigtt
le a $2.1 Ilillon revenue ioss invoh'et. i stuslect tlhe xplanaltill Is 1h1tlitha had
In mind the second of my proposals.

It any event. to cover both lpointls, ] ion E-tric Institt-l has mta(hitl
analysis of each and its best estimates are as follows:

I I I The e illa ted IrVellte loss associtited w th eqtal treatineit for t he regii-
llted etv.trie utilities ln terns (if Iticreaslig the 4, credit maltd , atvatbte tit
eectrie ttilitles in the 11ouse bill to lte 7% nmde available to taxpayers gen-
erally would e about $2-'n1 million for the fiscal year 19T1-1972.If the '.t- e. 11'er, liso to iorovite t!ual treattneiit for the.other rthted

tilitih.es for whomti oy-y -tI hit. lietii provdetiIfi lilt, llo04' hill. this would
involve some a dd I itional revelllelIossiutll we do not have thet b.loslc lift1'l1tillon
to formultes any e.tincite-, in th. reslp'ct. i
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(2) The House action in nullifying the first year convention under the ADIl
System lrolnulaiuted by tite "T'reastiry lh-jartlticnit I. 'sthiiautt-dil I tl Ilt,,'

oitlilt to Isrodutle i t reveal i, ilu tf ii l,*-' I Illltn for tiMe ar !i He t.-
Ilistiltollit'll Of tie first year t 'involltltl fir till ti iyt els for IN- yin r 1it

toiil, tn thal 1 111 , mllIV v it l tulttlulosi illnI' m Itallistslllt.
Hlo -ever, sie tht' lir.-t yvar co l ' ito unsi Iino \vas y iure!.m-.,; liet.sitil| sjiretia-

1il allowed over bh. lirt0 hreofdel.tb:ille Isjutiross, %%wlts , tild lt, fil!ly sIfYi.toI

t ext-v, pt fort he ltrit filsr) lu nri tirea r.s
WWI-ile lhInitiall reveut, losssItis lilvedl- -1 in ruitalit Ory ili It-I a-o (iotlie . .evsnil

sr(ljoNril-ls very hirme, it does st-eit to its0 11tlilt- e essellillle st'tll i wVhtllr
tlther or Iloth liroitnq alt sliold ble dolled I' i'hieve fair inl t-llitta, le lat,
Imetal. If -s, andtil r ev e i! l-' . % \t% ' rlaitied as 41 1 111 jior It 44h. 11 11 il,
(if io!r'k, lit, r-tsiVeed by i her Ilil lleat i'siio. 'hl.% k( l t-tlli I. if It Wl'te It
Ise tinhnldd Ithat fair il ad viiltablh I atl'ainll rutqliire. I l ilt -(lhe I t-vin o, isf
li t tax credit ilide availabletiioldhe the- Mint ofor till taxlia.yers, it t\h ) Itobe a
relatively sliple waiter to nehieve such equal trealnliltt without any revlnUe
loss whatever by merely adjusting the percentage to be used.

2. Th E ldison hlea-itelc s illute hits pireared it n tileniirlnailia l , ttll fsntri
the information requested by i8eulltor ]enniett relating to research Iand develop-
Ulietit exlttndilturvs; li the i'eati of elecrlc utility technolsshly. A '. t4,) 4f %it, i t
i.lwira talu Is entlt it.

It is ly unlerstanllilng that Seliator ennt requested sch ilftnilaltin ftti-
consideration in connection with Senator Niaglnson's proposed rider to the bill
before tle ('mnhnit tee. This proposed rider would take hack lo , ,(of the new
investment redit Iuade ava ihlsit- to tlhet tax-l'inylg seglient t lielthe ectric
utility illtluIrsty an1 ki e it aviilAble ti a new Federal i t9 ial l14e lcll
tgeney to enlgaig- in rt..arch ind develthlment on telcetric ittilliy t techislogy.

As I itleatedl in lily tesltlinity, we belleve that the proposed rider should lit-
rejtwted for at Ieast (lit following res(ol n:

(1) The proposal Is a novel, far-reaching and highly controversial one. It
should be the subject of an Independent hearing which will provide ail olqlortuiiity
for all those affected and Interested to explore fully all of the issues raised-
and to present ollei'itliveS ltei tv (ltevt'oswsld by tlit' hudthz-1ry. s( vio-f ih -h ar'
discussed in the enclosed memonndum.

(2) The effect of the proposal would be to make available the investment
credit to the electric utility industry with one hand and to take it away with
the other. This would further Increase the disparity of treatment with other tax-
payers who would be receiving the full credit ,.nd would further prejudlec the
competitive position of the electric utility induszy as against the oil Industry,
industrial self-generation, the owners of on-site generation and others receiving
the full credit with whom the electric utility Industry is competing.

(3) The proposal would put the Federal Goverument into the research busi-
ness-initially to the extent of $300 million a year--through a Federal board
which would not even have representation by the industry most directly affected.

(4) The proposal has the effect of creating an appropriation of $300 million a
year without going through the appropriations process.

(5) Prior to this proposal, there appe ars to have been general agreement that,
if there were to be any Federal tax imposed to raise fuudsi for electric utility
research and development, any such tax should be imposed and borne equally by
all segments of the electric utility industry and by all of their customers. The pro-
posed rider would have the effect of Imposing the burden only on one segment of
the Industry-the tax-paying electric utilities--and only their customers would
bear the burden.

For all of these reasons, we urge that the proposed rider not be adopted.
If there Is any further Information the Committee would like to have, we

would, of course, be glad to supply it.
Since the information relating to research and development expenditures was

requested by Senator Bennett, I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of this
letter to him.

Sincerely yours,
HERBERT I. ConN.

FLE'hWIC UTILITY lIESE.-RCU AND D tVEJoPMENT

Traditionally, much of the Industry's research effort has beei carried oit by
electrical equipment manufacturers. This research, much of it competitively
motivated, is ultimately paid for by electric power organizations In the purchase
price of equipment.



lit the early itw6's a s'larate rtstar.i1 activity %\Is establiSd u illthe ]l k,
Eleitrlc Jistltutc, piunclpal trade a station of thidUstlu y's Iit\',-ir-iied
6egmtant, This action w'ats liasilI upon tht, follo\vig major olitileatitwt,*

(a) A continuing and draattl upwatrd trend In ti. dnald for ehlirh. t'terig.
(b) Indication tf the nte4 for Intreasingly vigorotiit, venttltlly lialligcd rt,-

search activities aimed tit protetIoun and intlproventint of the, eaviroinlilt.
(t) The above %-wo osideratlons it eoitl[lilttlullItlentilled a third: th l-lved

for research it areas such sit new methods of itower genieratitn whih'l by their
tnture exceeded lie R&D capabilitIes and Initiatives of tihequlln! iturn ntutt-
facturerx.

lromnt I)(1 to 11170, ex, laaltitur',s for revitrdii tiroighi hetl oEIl 're-tarcd
pl'graitti Ierti-a d li. y a factor of It-i.I u ring that lsamlet 1 ,t',. t-t' idiltg tO
SirVeys V oaulvttt'd lly tw Federl Power ('l,,iiailssi, atttlzal Wi II UD l~eidI-
tures by Peclrt netility c'nipittiles tnd EEl antited to ala~rtxinl tely $15
millIo. Al estimated atdditilial $105 mll1n \as being lit-lit anmally Ily
leading electrical tulIIM-ItnItIlufacturers on It& I)I etI it\' IIv,,.Iv .. ially
ideiitIlie With elec.t.r utility etluilivltt. The resutlting total .4111110I t&l)
exleiilltture of aoqproxtitately $10l miltliou Is estimated to lit the current level.

Il lI95, lhe Eietl rie leseareh ('outell \,a, orgailA'd1. ('Co ,itoed of rt'ep'.
-itlailvts. tf iinv'stor.oviied lld goverlinvilt power .rganlza ,i, the 'ilitell

provides lle means for couoperatively stimulla lllg ald promoti lng elt vLie tathllty
reseat t rh on a broad scale.

Withlit the- past year, the number of research programs itiig slitlisored
ati/or sUpporttd by lilt E l research effort has ht'eased hby a third to a
total of Aixty. 'l'he total estimated cost of these projects Is $ tml!li.'m. Alilroxi-
Inately one-fourtl of the projects now Involv, .EMC solnsor.-ila alld Sd ,ort.
Included In the present effort are major research prograills in -,uclk Importanit
areas as air pollutlom, thermal effects of cooling water discharge, underground
transmission, liquid metal fast breeder reactor development andI nvest--at ion
of other new mtitlits of generation such its thernmuclear futsion and magil nt4-
hydrodynamics (Mill)). currentlynt, Individual companies are pursuig an
expanded program of Independently sponsored research, lit addition to expendti-
tures slpeclIlctaIly Identified as R&D, substantial amlmlits are being spent for( tie
installation of experimental or lrst-of-a-klnd equipment.

Planning activities Initiated during the past year will lit the near future lead
to unprecedented expansion of the electric utility industry research progrant. Two
task forces of the Electric Research Council are conducting in-depth analyses of
Industry R&D goals and financing. Ani R&D goals group has Identified research
goals, priorities, timetables and cost estimates to the year 2000. Concurrently. a
finance task force has been devising an administrative and financial plan for
meeting Industry R&D needs. The R&D Goals Task Force has recommended
annual research expenditures averaging $1.12 billion over the next 29 years. Their
report has been accepted by the Electric Research Council as a Ienchmark in
planning an expanded industry R&D effort. It is the consensus of industry leaders
that Immediate steps must be taken toward the program outlined in the report.

Moving toward an expanded program the investor-owned segment of the Indus-
try has made commitments to date for more than $200 million to assist in build-
ing a liquid metal fast breeder reactor demonstration plant. Additiolally, having
provided funds to permit;, continued operation of the Fermi-I reactor during 1971,
a second solicitation hr.s been initiated to contribute funds to lprmit Fermi-I
operation and evaluation from 1972 through 1977. Further, suggested member
contributions to EEl? research program have been increased by nearly 90%
within the past year.

Senator CURITs. I want to ask one question. How much added ac-
tivity would be promoted in the regulated industries with the 7-
l)ercent investment credit as compared with four?

Mr. Cmix. We think, Senator, it would -e very signiiieaint.
As you know, the itvestmenit t credit has beei up several tillies. We

have appeared in the last, and I think when the credit first itllet u1)
find the question that you ju.st put was first raised, specific figfrelts wP'e
put into the record in terms of what you thought the 7-percent credit
would do in the way of inducing th9 constructlon of facilities which
would not otherwise be luilt as atinst the ,t-)ercent credit.

G8-333--I1-lpt. 1-27
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Oil tile top of IOy l.ead I Would slv it would do at least twivke ii.
ltiell. It is a diiiut thing to give precise figures.

Solnator ('rns.. ])o t he S, regulatory bod ies let yoti use the money for
exiilisiolt or (io thely require yo l to pass it through to the customer?

Mr. ('oji x. This would ten( to vary ill difren tp j)alls of the colin-
try. Il evell if it. is l)i54.l l tlroughi, the Ia..s'-lhrough is byIt o Iliillis
autonatle, 1 1ad it would still lhav' t elect 1(ill tile lipluit-tost io
which iny wtilit y will take into I acolnt il ldecIding whether or not to
bilId a failhitv, which is ill thel alea of its discretiol. That, is. if the
I elvnt t'redt isI allowed to tilie helct.ric ittlitet tell tile oele'tit-to-

cosl ratio, the ixed cliargvs, will colle down signifitantly and this will
uilike it possible to Ilild facilities to jusltify a facility Ott would not

otherwise oe jtitifi(d.
''heP ('IM .t.Nx. a'limnk iou very much, Mr. ('olin.
.Mr. ('oiux. h'llank you, sir.
( Mi. ('ol's prepared Statemient follows :)

lPITARII) STATMN-ENT OF" I|:11WRT I. COHNIN O iIEHIAIF"OF' IoSON ]FI.ltIRlC
INSTITUTE

.Nly inme is Ih-rlot-rt It. 'oin. I am al Exevutive V ' v' l'resitlt( of Aierian
letriv lh.ower s'vice Corlooration and Chairmaii of i heEdisonu l'.ctrie In-

siltllte's Comittee oll Cost of Money itid ''axes. 'h.is stitempiit is lhlbmited (sit
Itoealf of Edison l'.etrlc Insltitte. wlich is the1 prinllal tradeii a. Lwhitlil ,of
lthe motion's iIvesor-ownedd electric utility comlounies. Its 196 minember rm-
Iaicl. serve inore tha. three-quarters of all elee.ic customers in the Uited
S t IIt es.

In ruspnsf tor the Prtsident's propomll of August 15 for a itnew tax .redit.
similar to the Investment credit repealed In 1969. the lHouse has passed a
bill (11.1. 1947) provIding for restoration of the lnvestmvnit credit. For most
taxpayersf the lcrtdit Is 7% of the cost of qualifying property. Under the House
bill a 7c4 credit is available to .ome regulated companies, but for others, includ-
Ing electric utilities, the credit is only 4%.

The Edisou E:lec.tric Institute fully supports the restoration of the(, Investment
crtdit, blut urges that the ciedit lb 1tsma( applicable for electric utility prolprty
lit the sam lier.entage its for the property of all other taxpayers.

We :lso support thos provisions of 1i.t.. 101017 which txpre., sly a utiorize.
Treasury Deplartmlenlt regulations relating to ia class life dtprechtllh s ystemnlll
bUlt we urge thl iti .,System, which represents a long overdue reform in th(
allowances for deprecition, sond notl be more restriltve than the t-Aslset It-jirt-
clalion llRalge Sys t- regulations iromilgathd earlhr this year by the Treatsury
D)epa rt ment.

I. TIIE INVI.;SI.M riNT ( iLr WIr L L wII.. i :IER TET OhllJIf.vI OF i T i I:N'
ViACNtJMII PI PROiIAM ANDir n 61l.Y III .E

"I'li, Presidentbsha proijsdseiladoptionl f i tax (-redit to e14(lturagev .pital

expenditures ad ll rtby sthmlate employment aid eonomie growth 11l( lilt-

prove Iroductivity. Imroving productivity will in turn have anti-inflathonary
effect.s., a.s well as making Aminvlcan goods more competitive in world markets.
Oir previous experience withte lit-962 andi 1917 investment redit esirly

demonstrates that such a credit will materially help in achieving those olijtiles.
As a result of the 1902 mid 1967 invest mnt credit programs, l.roduetivi' fa.ilitit',
of oir country were io(ltriftcd andI expanded, and flit, uemploym nt raft,
I ropptd.'

I{te strti loll of the invest lliilt credit will stimulate epitall ivestmnit. wi!l
help to hold down the pri-es of goods and services. will lesstn the competitive
advantage (of tile greater tax lncentives provided by other Industrial nations to
stimulate exlorts, and will help to Improve our balance of trade.

The graph aplwaring at page 0 of the Ious R Bej ort on Ii.1t. 10947 (I.II. Refs. No.f2-533) Is dramatic evidence of the past effect of the Investen t credit In stimulating
Invet ent In new production faclitlh.s.



A ivimwriry redittik it i t\ votlef-tionfrom restorai on forft(,, lIi\vjt titt'it
c'rpelt will soon it- fsegt .v by te greatior ltx Yield wltt'1i will result from flit,'
teouiuititigrowthii lroduved.

VtIti~I.ITa aIN TIM.SAMC?: 1t(tit .NTAOG: AS TO ALL m,111i:11 1.\PxI'A'tS

Tiht- investm~entt credit for elevtrie utility prolierty should Ise ttlit*' samne rote
its IthatI for a itofher I t x Imyers.

.1. l'eelwitt cla jilicall loIt' tite MIUC(ti.ltiJrD'iealoc l(if (l ulW iitIics fix (of

A liativ ezieraI principle tof lousiness taxation Iis to provide taxipayers wiitht
equal tremnt idIt Iis generally unfair to make avaihibh'k tax advntagesm to one
taxpatyer wbich are%( not equally available to others. This is ipir~tiilarly' true
where, its ere, lthe cibjetri vi's of at In x invttive would best he met through etpinti
treatment and where uinequal treatmnent woul mifalrly and materially is-
erlitinate 'agai nsttilo(- Indust ry engaged litcoml it iton within another w~hiu'hi is
treted t moreIIII*favoruibly.

We Iu'hik that equal Itrealtent requiires Ititwitse(of flit- s2liltt i Kt-lliagi'llivist-
mclii credit 1tinder I lemsme condkiiii o ru tt'alltaxpaiyers.

1t. Thee )objf dir. x of flee icereximet cruTCdititrlil t llaim-d byl allowing flhe hell

The objectives sou:'ltt to beo achieved through restorat iofr heItinvestmnti
credit, will ibe attained. fit tt least lit;gruit ait 'oastir.. through thle a vaililoility for
tlti' full vit t-fl electric ittilit'es as t hrirghi it.-;availability tit. other lot itesv,-.
. Tuhe ll Cr( ii 1to21lerif) eeililics tri11 r thfe e fit lol mmIiecief eeleI arudf eoolx

and help to eouccbut iflatil.
Taxes are .anitoperatiuig Cexe itilt evulletrh it ility andi must lit, e elected lit

lit- rate cizrgt'd for its service. Dower' taxes tt power comliaillivs. whe(thevr iv-
lli'ccd as aitredluution lit tax exiovitse oi-i tfixed charges. miean it lower (-fistf
PIT-P-y to t he-ir cist oters.

'iT'e availlaility of tit aitdiltitt Supply of iowivost electric eui'tgy hlats c..,,-
tributed fit atvery material way too tie(-ldevelopmen'lt of tie Aiticrivait eaatoiy ts
Oli itst jlom"htltive itkithe iwiitiuI.Electriflicit Ulonjoivieles titcliof tilt, ititus
for risitig i t-vei.of lit'odluttivity.'Thte ititontil Interest lIitiitlitetitinflit t-'sit-
ipetiority f ou ltv-ectric Imlm'er * indust ty sugg -is t i ht every pi)*4sii.eei~tie
ntt-nt shltetlI Ie iflordled to It or. t i le Very least. thait it should not ihe -mhJecied
to tilt, burden tif dliserhlnaitory taxationi.

Iltcattst'for bight labor costs,.lthe ability of Amerivan manufactured odstit
compt it wt~orld markets depends (to a1Siguilhit extent on hlo energy costs fol.
operating miotdern jidanti-t d vequipment. fThe atvailability (of fltfull ivistctntt
vtilit to tile eletric futility Industry will lower the( costs of Ainerk-ain igumlterit og

ati taliinssinnfacilities and thtus Itohi down eiiergy costs tit donitt-stic ,,i1imt-

1"l'ct ic it lgIy isallt u'svllt iltIoulld servicee -whtose' co.-,t i I factor litiilie.
(inst of living to tit(, Amterican oulic. ('lienper select tic energy will. tltt'lvfiore. ilsen1

'lTl(- icerct-hilit feelcittrwill stineibueecapitaVl (FptflillI('5bit c''ii eoftiili. x-
1to(a8 great or to a greater extent that# linthie case of ucs oleoter laorpfcif'r$.

''llt- Howse lull, like prior Investment credit legislation, providves certain utiili-
jties with a lower pe-rcentage credit titan other taxpayers. T1htis has apparently been

donle(oi lie prtise thatt tile investment credit. Is inot ias much. aistilt mt-iit lye for
regulateud utilities lot.iiitse, it i.1 said, they must, Ill filly eveMi, provide C111ui1:1l
facilities to)litert the needs of their custottiers.

WVe sithtttit. that titls app-roach i I. first, unfair fit principle aiid. ,-evestid. (at-
iontoug ittIiits Iasic premise.

It tmay well he that the degree of the Incentive provided by thle Investm1ent
credit may vary depending on the particular Industry Intvolved. Butl lie fact is
thcat nto otlher incdcusry and nto otlher taxrpay~er hare ben subjected to any1 such
test relatincg the pereentlage of thee credit to the deftree of the iticelitire thought

4to be proridedl. We subimit that It Is clearly unfair to attempt to app~ly ally sucht
test In thle case of only onte category of tatxpayer-thte regulated utilities.
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moreover, wtw sitiloi that tile lnasic prvlll:,- t111t tist, capital 4111slit1dig of It'dt -
lated uttitieai Is liot illaterhlliy lffevitel y tatx illti' iiles in t e 'uomlmis.

It is true that tlttrlc utilities itiust huild th ess+entiaul facilities lil'tct to
lsel the requiareae-is tS tf their tustomlers, tint it is also a fitct that they hit'e it
very siglllicatnt tarta for d.liietiolnary Investincnl whieh will lo dt-depeult'lt. in
largo, hIrt, till the avalhittllity ot-altil lt antil evialuitlll of ltI (osts1 ald
l't'1'alts of such inves'llltst. Some1' fithem-t' dlkTet una ry Jtlldat'Wlttts relate to
thillllg ulltuind Some rellte to wh ,ter i particular 'alsita llnvestlttit will lo tl-made
at, all. 'llown s it whst, itad hsaavnt ig its isni d lh its althe hiitenilvel littre of lilt,
elvetric utility industry, the itinounts of diieretllinary i'apltal Invest itat which
can Ie iltleeei d by i tIax erditart very large hidetld.

in tt-terltining whether anld wtheI. slh llsert ithllary calital t.ilatultlitires
art, Justhilissle, ait ijr CosideItltl i tIhll fixed chit ,'lRlget whilth will l . :sss'ialted
with t filnew lFedlt llt. federal liome ttxs is lv 'lgemtl'rully rerti-sentetl .iit,
.,% of tm-1h fixed elithrges. ltehlloi it lllc iti taxes tiIligh ava liltlltity of
the Investmtent credilt will rtducto tile fxel clisrgets of lnew projects ati Jikt
many, which would not otlaerwist lot, built, ets-snouasthilly justllialbte.

ti0l,. objetlive of th invest lent l crtlit I to assist In n provihu11 required -alial.
Ti& is particularly alitl-lcalih Iu itthe east-' ofth. electric utility Inldustry. 'r'hert,
Is probably no other single industry il t.e coutitry whlic has grelter need t)
aiecumulltt ealltli for iutvest latent. litt I he ra (if letlriot f litihs. li e klt'rveltge
of required capital ivestlelnt suijilietd by Intermlly g-,nerated cash has letsn
decreasing sigtilhant ly.

1Baviroumientatl quality retquiremlients a are lietc-isisid izuworea ad114 lir't rtl'I uut.
This hats inathe it ltecess'.Vry to Invest s .sul sta itl it1,tnts f cvalital ll matll-
produtive pllution control faellites. Coistrol ofI la e nVirotlItneltal effTcts ot
the energy conversion process requires very ai-ge inv,-etmnt ls in precipitators
and other ash disposal systents, higher stacks for ltter atmusosphserie dislerazioi,
systells such its hiltg cootlig towers to untinlze the discharge of waste, heat to
the attiullt's waters, Itnd tcoiplex and expensive systeils for controlling rattl4.
active eimissions fromn nuclear generating lolanits.

1Electrie utilities are also being called upon to make sulstantial Investments
it facilities to improve environmental aesthetics. For example, traasmisiosi n
facilities are being redesigned and more and ior (listribution facilities tre
being put underground.

Electric utilities are now spending about $1,000,000.000 it year for capital
Investment and expenses associated with air and water pollution control and
on the aesthetics of their systeinas.

Any increase in the internal generation of cash for capital investment, such
as through the investment credit, will relieve the great iressurvis on the t aiital
inarhets, will facilitate even the non-discretionary capital Investment require-
ments and is bound to te helpfutit to the economy.

C. A sinaller credit 1o1 rlctrio ,tilitics than for othcr t.rpuxiyrs iillti ftirli
affect the coswptitire position of electric uttilitics

An investment credit for electric utilities lit a smaller percentage than that
available to other taxpayers would seriously and adversely affect existing cons-
petit iye relationships.
The 7% credit would be available to the oil industry. The oil industry a.tI

the electric utility Industry are intense competitors in the residential and eon-
mercial space-heating market. It would be unfair-and highly prejudicill to
electric utilities in this competition-to ge electric utilities anything less tn
the full credit given to the oil industry.

Another example of the unfairness of such treatment is the effect on the
competition of electric utilities with Industry self-generation. Large nmnufac-
turing companies have the option, often exercised, of producing their own ele'-
tric power instead of purchasing it from electric utilities. By the end of Junse
1971, non-utility industries had installed some 19.3 million kilowatts of self-
generating capacity. Industrial self-generation in the 12 months ending June
1971 amounted to 100.1 billion kilowatt hours.

There have been, historically, continuing efforts by electric utilities to sell
power to supply the increased requirements of companies which have been gen-
erating their own energy, and to replace industrial self-generation. The full 7%
Investment credit will be available for new self-generation plant and equipment
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of the nonutility industry. The (difference between a % credit and a i; credit
\olildl hive a signilcant effect on tile ononlics ofi a non-ut ility's lurcha.,,e of
iew generating equipment as compared with purchasing Its expandedd elwt rie

energy requirements from an elpetrie utility.
A smaller Investment credit for electric utilities than for nonutility Industry

will thus clearly and unfairly prejudice electric utilities ili their efforts to comn-
bat indust rIal self-geterat ion.

Electric utilities also comp e with on-site generation, to serve, for example,
large housing projects and large ofltlo buildings. Some owners of such projects
have been generating the energy needIs of tile l)rojtq't and its tenantts with oil-site
generation facilities fueled with gas or oil. Such generating facilities are eliglile
for the 7% erelit. The difference between a 7% credit and a 4' credit afftets tile
economics of oil-site generation versus purchasing tile energy requirements for
the project front an electric utility,

The nlet result of a smaller percentage credit for electric utilities than for non.
utility taxpayers would be to encourage the latter to generate their own energy
from smaller, less efficient facilities to obtain the benefits of the full tax credit
and thus to produce a misallocation of national resources and, Incidentally, to
multiply the problems of air and water pollution control-consequences which tire
certainly not In the national Interest.

Tihe House Report expressly recognized that "the regulated eompaies atre
encountering increased competition from other regulated comilutiles and, In the
case of many of their profoucts, front unregulated companies as well"; and that
"sone regulated companies which previously received tie :-lreent credit...
are in substantial competition with companies eligible under prior law for the
full 7-percent credit"; and concluded that "it was appropriate to lessen the
difference between tile credit allowable for public utilities and for taxpayers
generally" and to make certain other changes "to equalize tile treatment of
regulated companies in substantial competition with each other". (11.11. Rep.
No. 92-533, at p. 24)

But, while the House recognized the existence of such competition and the
unfairness of unequal treatment of competitors, I.1. 10947 goes only part way
to achieve equal treatment. We submit that fairness and equity requires that
the same percentage be applicable to all taxpayers.

II. IF TIIER ARE ITO BE PROVISIONS IN TIlE .LEGISLATION JIELATING TO TIIF TREAT-
M1ENT OF TE INVESTMENT CRMEIT IN DMERMINNG TInE COST OF SERVICE FOR
JATEMAKING PURPOSES, SUCH PROVISIONS SlO L M NOT BE ANY MORE RESTRICTIVE
TItAXN TOSE IN 1.1R. 10947

II.R. 10947 places certain limitations on the availability of the restored in-
vestment credit for the property of regulated utilities. These limitations relate
to the treatment of the credit in determining cost of service for ratemaklig
pu rp es.
'Phe- availability of the invetient credit to all other taxpayers is in no way

(ondltloned on any requirements relating to the accounting or pricing to be
followed to reflect such credit. We submit that no such provisions Ahould be
asswciated with the availability of the credit to regulated utilities. In such
event, the accounting and ratemaking of tile regulated utilities would be a,
required by the regulatory agencies having Jurisdiction.
If. nevertheless , the Congress determines that such provisions are to be in.

eluded, we urge that they not be any more restrictive than thee in H.R. 10947.
The provi lonms li H.R. 10947 provide some flexibillty, rather thmn a rigid rule.

and this provide some deference, and permit some accommodation, to tile dif-
fering accounting and ratemaking requirements of the various regulatory
agencies throughout the country.

IV. IT WOUID BE CONTRARY TO TIE OBJECTIVES OF TIl, INVESTMENT CREDIT TO IE-
DIUCE THE BASIS OF PROPERTiy E.IGIlI.E FOR TIlE CREDIT

The Revenue Act of 1962. which first provided for the investment credit,
required a reduction in lasis equal to the amount of the credit. This provision
was repealed by the Revenue Act of 1961. The reasons for the repeal given In tile
House, and Senate Conmmittee Reports were first, that the reduction In basis
severely restricted the incentive effect of the Investment credit: second, that It
had( proved troublesome since, it required a downward basis adjustment with
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resl t ti ellgihl proiterty, whether or not Investuit- credit was cl aimed for
the lrox rty; anid, third, that the basis adju't.mnt had preetld illicllt
record-keepitig problems, eslpecially little case tif early retirement.

I'revious expterit-ltc- with a basis reduction thus etstulslited that it presided
tecnhubi lroblens as wl ,s sharply reduclig the stinulltive effect of ithe
credit ill tit eOllolly.

'Ph House Itelmrt o l 11,11. 1017 stile.,I thal Itprovison Is not made f(or a
Iaiss reilet ionl it view of the concern of tit( Wiys ilild t Meas Commit t thal
tIth, credit have as great a stimulative effect (oiltle (olomilly as JIm,-sible. and tt
slii a reduction I basis i s genterally in the amount of the credit. it would be
licvslslry to provide a larger i'redit to olitalil the same overall stimulative
effet. 1I.. fe. Xo. 2 533,i at p. 30)

If basis were reduced by the amount of the crt,. the tlt-iet-tax rcduetiml. tver
the tax life of lhe property would, with a -I federal Inome tax rote. ie #only
slightly more than half of the benefit without any reduction In basis.

We submit that It wouldhlie illhsory-and contrary to the prlinllal ,,lljettives
of flh investment credit. proiosal-to l)rovidt for a credit equal to 7r' of the
cost of tile prolperty, and then in effect to eut tei credit in half hy requiring that
the lbasisi f the property be reduced by the amount of tfli (,redlt.

V. Til" C'IASS LIE D)EI'IIECIATION SYSTEM SYSO'I.I) NOT lI" MORE FI.STRICTIVE TIAN
Til TIFA8URY I)DEPARTM WENT'S AItR SYSTEM IF(i.ATIONS

On January 11. 1971 the Administration announced a new system of depreela-
lion called the Asset Depreciation Range ,-ystei CADR System"). After hear-
ings and extensive comments, th ADR Systom was embodied i regulations
p~ronulgated by hli Treasury Department on June 22. 1971.

The ADU Systein represents a long overdue and highly desirable reform In the
allowance of (lepreiation-oan area in which the lUnited States has lagged !behind
most other Industrial countries in the world to tilt sul,.tantial detriment of our
competItive position In International trade. The System was plr lpostlf by tile
Treasury Department. after consultation with the leaders of til, Congressional
tax-writing committees. (1) to provide a simpler and more certain Iasis for
computing a "reasonable allowance" for wear and tear and obsolescene, and
t2) in recognition of changing technological. stx.lal and economle conditions. to
authorize the use of shorter lives in making such computation. These are both
highly (esiralile and Important objectives and their desirability and importance
would in tno way be lessenedltIy reason of tie adoljtion of tile inventmett credit.

The ,lent features of the ADR , ystem are: (I) I rmissile lives for ,oitn-
laling depreciltion rates ranging from 20( shorter t 20%t 2tInger than tflip guide -

line lives establish in 1062 :12) ellinialilon of the iih-e.riicized reserve ratio
test ider the guidelines (lelreciation rules (3) il annual repair allowance
emual to a percentage, of tle cost of ljrlperty. will the lfl rcetltage varylin for
different sideline hlsses of projorty: and 4) two optional form,- of ; "'modi-
fled half-year convention" for taking depreclatin on propertyy III the year in
which It is placed In service.

It is Important. to empnhasize that. under tile ADII .ystem. tho total delreci-
atlon deductions allowable over the life of the- IProlterty are the ,taiit' no matter
what life is chos.n frolm the permissible range of lives, and is tile samtle a, tle
total depreciation deductions with guideline llves or oflher lives previon.tly tu .d
byv the taxpayer. The otly different caused by varying tie life Is In the timing
of tlhe (lepreciation deductions.

IT.R. 10947 authorizes a delreelation system. called the (.lass life delireci:ition
.ystem. wilch it; similar to the ADR Systel. exmelt lhait botlh forms( of tlhe mod-
Ified hlalf-year convention or. contained it the regulations are elimina tel.

A. iLl?. 109.7 should be amended to proride for both ftrms of the mn'liflcd half-
ycitr con rention

Under one of the optional forms of tlhe modified first-year convention in the
Treasury Department regulations, all property placed in service during tit-, first
half of the taxable year is treated as be ing Ihaeed In service onthe first (lay of
the taxable year, and all property placed it service during the seeomld half of
ti( taxable year is treated as placed iln service on tle first. (lay of the (,seeo1id
Ialt of tile taxaloe year. 'lder the secaid optional form of the nodifh 4d half-
.voar convention, all prnlerty placed i service, durtingtitlhe taxable year i treated



ats loving jpliied lit serv'ive foni it-first diiy 4f liht- m-ct4tt tjtiztrle i'of lilt ali
Y'el 1

.Notiher o h~'tp isiorat~aa a~eaI'djr'i ti eit .n ~i~
able' over Imhe'lifet'iffthe' property. Tihe' nitdlfiud Jut I year e'ovet't in simiaj.y per-
mittts avelaraili tof ia piordi t of lite tiut at de'jureeii Iilm dietiNi i'ia for the
property.

As ortiujht (tltu ill Ii'e 1aa'-ier Mlta'sr1t 4 ~ of thet- 're-sideiT'itaN1i.k Forc e om
lisit-~SP ia xation I'ia1llaI, ipneSo.a *ia ioli rost r'tovris or ntat-'hietry i d
illjiillivilu ill tthe(' lifeal Statu.. have Iteen s.ignifit-itty si..w'r Own lit iiher
idausti'li lize il il ls of lbe w'i-d. The' Tii.lk Force lRepo~rt state..; iaj]m 0:

-bt) eiln~irilsntuatwvait altow~in-ts faor upitil vost recotvery. lit- ' arly yt'a t-
at-,. of aout .a. va'ry Important stli'eflit'- arlt h e hl a x lunmit thstoom -uter casha is
freed for the ljuurjaose ioflit- e husines's, itarudig furl htr -ajuital Iiava'tmeu. AS
mat ters now staud. the 1Unitted $thaS 1appa'IIIIr Is)giVVa'Sigilii-ilt tly JleOs t'iajui:1A.-S
tim a uh utit ii t,i to wi'ighltiig vtioajul v ost retiovt'ry lieuvily lit favoor oftit '4
eairly yea rs."

U'ea Milltttait(-.110,slitu11tenh ig (of )uitliiae live's re'tommmi'tdtoby O il- Task
F'orce, the Fletd Statites ot reeovea-y allowance lit l itfirst ye'ar wootilatbe tu dili-
Stntilly It.." fthan allfowanlcvs permitted Ill felloit (of I' 411elmafatigua maisI-S
trial n lations "with i ieb tomnjuunsoit wits fnaimid Olt.. at;Ip. *-Is . Tien' lmrt states:

,111y the end of filhe,,evemltia yea riad. tof eour-se, by that timae only tuna yea r
would remain under our proposal for it 401 ptrenf ra'duttimuua of :ani as-unaad
IbIrlaeia-year recovery pa'riad) United *States v'eust ree4uva'ry 1z10altiautes still wiuil
nlot hb'ejivaale-it to those of thie United Kiuagduuau, France, lDuxeualuuura. swa-dvi
lad Italy" lilt 1). 2)

The ADR 'Systema nodiltid half-year Coaave'nt ion Is dasi ialul'. riot ontly to4tliia've
thei iaaortfailt objaetives (of incarease'd Simpilicity ilitt d erflaihaty. lut alsi.t# help
narrow the(-gap) between cajuitil cost recova'ries Ilil I ii171ited Staltes anlti t iti
otber Industrtilat ions lint(he'first ye'ar tof thlta rolierys life'. Stat- I air-i -yeatr
convention will (to 1n111h1to Imuprove' the coaaajnattive potsitihtn of our intutstFit's Iii
r'latio-on to those of otetr Industrial nations. atitalt-lt, our luzlante' of t rade'.
The ADRIISystem modified half-year teouveititun will ailsotlit-I.lilitte itait-diata'
generation) of capital for futhter jlamaut inlvestmlelt'nfit ilth' lia whela It is live'tea
to stimulate otur preset) sluggish economy.

Accordibngly, we urge that the bill lie amnendead to permit hothIt alta'rtii vi' forms
oif the muoiied half-year convention cont~aied lin tthe Alih System rv'gulittions.

1. The ADII System Ifoilip( 4 ditalf-II( (1*' (li tion Shouild loc (uartuiluble for at
lcust Ili#,,tax'able year P9 TI

When tihe Treasury Depa rtmnent anaaounaid tit(' Al )I System iezarly this year,
it stated that the new p rovisions would apply to property jlaved lit service ion or
after Jainuary 1, 1971. The Treasury Depa rtment regulations loriulgauiedoi
June 422. 1971, so p~rovide. Taxpa~yers were told that they could rely on the avail-
ability of ftip ADII System for 1971 and that they could plan accordinglyy 3

rrnxpamyers have, lin fact. miade' payments. of 1971 invonac tax and have taken
other action tit reliance onl the Treasury D)epartment stateentzas that- lilt" A1)1
Sy stem. Including tlip modified half-year convent ion, would lie appoicaioha'Its Imrp-
erty placed lit service onl or after January 1. 1971." If the 'Coitir'tss finllfy
decides to repeal the moadified half-year 'onivenltionl (if tht', ADi System. we
submit tbat fairness to the taxpayer would require. at tie least, that ally such
repeval should not he eftiv'fle withi respect to projua'rty placed lit %trviov it i
1971. and1( certainly not with respect to lroluert3ly laed lin service lin 11171 on
or lritor to the date onl which the bill becomes law.

B. The prorisions of H.lR. 109-17 rclullini to t he etas* life fjol-ecuiotiona Kystorm
shiouldl riot in any~ crent be fur th1 (rerilaenesl

As has bieen Indicatedl, the ADR System wius a long ova'rdiue reform to achieve
the hlighlly desirabule objectives ot providing a slimpller and mo~rece rtaint basis
for computing a reasonable allowance for depreciation andl(of reecuugnizitag thtat

I See. for example. Secretary Connally'sa ddreiog befiure thi annualiimeetim: g ilte U.S.
will hanve been mstiantial iderpa-mentg of estimated taxeg with sutustatdl effect oil
Chamnber of Commerce on April 2-4. 16~71.

sThim. It the first rear motvent ion fit effectiv-ely rfpeuul('(laft uf .January 1. 1971, there
tlie tainvbaer'x caAh poition and financing jlans Iueeuazv(of the' taxpauyer'reliance oiltflip
effectiveness of the .ADR regiflattmtu. for thte year 197 1.
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('lllt1ilig -Aw tlwido;' , .$iat uzl d wollOinoleo(lIitbiaol are uiuterlal.y shortening
the ustfIul lives of telrtreviatle prolw.rty. NtiIth(r of thctc ojectiv(s wrill be
further. ed by the ircsteent ercilit.

It i trite thalt titA )H $st 'm--aloIIg with the Itvtiuit ertedlt-will
Illso lie h ellful i i ll11l1rovilig our omptltite jxsim.io n luilternatloiu.-l t ratdi.
But it is ldear that the restored ll ituest niet credit will not hring the speed of

l('olr vaplal (us( recoveri.es til to the level of those of other l lIustrialized itatioIs
with which we vt'iopett. The ttodttst shorteling of lives permitted unetlr the class
life leltrt-claion isitem. nd the repair allownwtce. will litlli to redre.s tilis
1ililtllleo. 1ut t.vell til' i tlmitiatit Of Iof lth tiat' hADI SystemI. iluelulditg iht
first, yar e(aivemlIut,l atid the Investmluent crelit will still leave us behind inost
titlhr ihdusrinl lutlons of the world Ili this resli.ct.'

A'eordingly, wt summit. tihe th life delredattion system Iprowisloisl it 11.11.
1091T7 should not lie ltvivt{ Ili a way whith would ftirther slow (owll t'alitzal
ro.t revoivery : iny amenlulient of theso provisions should b ill the (lirectiol of
iaetelrn t Ilug i :i jital cost rer'overles.
The CtIAtA. 01'. Out next witneIIS will be Mr. William J. Lehrfeld,

vOllWttl, M (oto' & E(luiellUt Mannufactilrers A s oeiation.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM 1. LEHRFELD, COUNSEL, THE MOTOR &
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. TfI-r.. . Thank von, Mr. Chairman.
My nvame iQ William .1. Lehrfeld, and I am a tax attorney with the

Wan.hiugton firm of A.rent. Fox, Kintnler. Plotkin. 'k Kalm, and we
are vout ,el for the M[fotor & Eqipment M'anufacturer. .qsovialtion.
knowil in t), udult IV as MEMA.

I believe T amt lhe last witness today. so when the committee Con-
siders title IV, the last will in factbe first.

MEMA is an organization of about 500 manufacturers of automo-
tive, truck, and off-highway vehicle parts, equipment, chemicals, ac-
ceoe.. a:id tools. Tiev rejreellt lro(ll'ers, of virtually ever. piece
of equipment that is employed in1, on1, or ill Connection with both tax-
able and nontaxable motor vehicles.

I might. say for the benefit of the Chair that I am not a member of
the x('ise tx committee of the ])ar asQo(.iation, a tax-exempt orga-
nization, so there i.s no interest there. I am here today to urge the
committee to amend section 4061 (6) of the Code to remove the 8-per-
cent exci.se tax on trucl parts.

Senator CURTIS. On what?
M\r. Irnm-:LD. On truck parts. At the present time, the Reventle

Act of 1971 repeals the 7-preent excise tax on autoilol)ileS a nd the
10-percent. excise tax on family or farm l)ickulps, but it retains tie
8-percent tax on all truck l)arts, both those for the family pickul) as
well as for the heavier, over-the-road truck.

We understand the basis for the House action repealing the pickup
truck tax was that many farm families used the family pickup as a
means of personal transportation and in order to provide compara-
bility between the automobile which one family can afford and the
family pickup which is the substitute for the'automobile, that tax
should be repealed.

Tles light trucks should be exempted irom the Federal excise tax.
But in its present form all of the parts, the replacement parts for the
existing family and farm pickup trucks are going to remain subject

3 See Table I of Secretary Connally's Statement before this Committee on October 7. 1971.
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to tax. In order to keep these trucks on the road, lower income families,
trvinig to maintain their older trucks rather than buying newer trucks,
will be paying the Federal excise tax on their parts anld accessories.

In 19615, the automobile tpaits was repealed 1y this Congress as part
of its general tax reductioi in teile exclw tax. Oine of the reasons for
retaining tle tax on truck pails was that the Treasury Department
PeTl)W1sentative, Mr. Surrey, told this colmlittee that the parts tax was
retained to prevent t ile avoidance of the 10-percent tax on trucks.
'I1reastiiv was fearful that, trucks would h be1-;Oldi ll a stripped-down
condition, and. therefore, people would buy their parts tax free if
they remove til truck pallrts tax and put them on tile trucks that they

were supposedl payingg 10 percent on.
If you repeal tihe 10-percent, tax on light t trucks, there doesn't s.eml

to be any tax avoidant motive that can be conistent in this regard.
Second. in 1965 truck palrs tax receipts were added to tle ilighway

,lrust- Fund. At tihts l' eiit, time, we estimate that the truck parts
tax, all truck parts tax, is about 1 lX'rTV(Ilt of all Highway T''rust
Fund revenues amd the parts for the family pickup and tile light truck
represmt, less than 1 percent. of the Highway Trust. Fund, and as a
consequence represent less than 1 percent of the total tax reduction
thus far voted by the House.

We are talkiig about potential revenue loss of about ,35 million.
In an administrative vein, at. the present time the statute exempts

so-called interchangeable parts antd accessories, that is, those parts
suitable for ust, anid ordinarily used on both automobiles and trucks.
Unfortunately, in the 6 years since that standard was enacted the
Internal Revenue Service has issued no regulations.

In the past year and a half, since the Tax Reform Act was emncted,
there are almost. 40 different. sets of regulations issued in connection
with private foundation. Yet. when you are dealing with taxpayers,
the people who are manufacturimr the parts and accessories for the
automobiles and truck after-market, have gone 6 years without any
regulations. We have no idea what the concept. of "suitable for use and
ordinarily u~sd" means ini connection with its application of the pres-
ent law. As a scmsequeuce you will find many reveme agents coming
into a, business establisliment. and retroactively assessing tax on tle
grou(1 that. the part the manufacturer is sellihtg is jiot an automobile
part. but it is a truck part. lie hias to, in effect, try to trace dowii his
entire aftermarket and determine what u.s is a sufficient use to con-
vivace the agents thatI he is, in fact, selling an automobile part.

Senator ('UrTIS. How much revenue is involved?
Mr. I HIJFELU. If we limit the repeal to trucks of 10,000 pounls or

less. we estimate between $30 million and $40 million revenue. The en-
tire truck palt tax for all trucks is approximately $80 million a year.

Senator CURTIs..And there is no tax on automobile parts?
Mr. Lmmy.JD. No; and, supposedly. there is no tax on intercimuage-

able parts. But without regulations 'we have no way of knowving
whether, in fact, a manufacturer is justified in not charging' a tax
because even if lie doesn't make a profit the Federl excise tax can
be im)osed and a. deficiency asserted. Excise tax deficiencies come
Oit of, in effect, his capital, if he is not making suflicient mone.v.
unlike any come tax dIiciency.

I believe the argument offered for the repeal of the light-duty
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10,0(0-polnld I)anel truck or pickupl truck justice t her ieal otf the
tax Oi lpalts and we ull(lel'stand th only coISldeIatioll that th lheRv.
ene Service or lrvasur l)epartment.lbusis im l10y one of dollars
of rev'eltio lost. But, we aIlre dealing withIt an ittn, emsidering" all of
t01 revenues that. are inr', red in tht le',lstwlt, excise tax rpel , l1 t
reptrsells l's than I perctwlt of tie total tlx redlutioln thlus farp)ropIosed.

Senator CunI('s. You are having I roulhe distinguishing It, ween
interclingeable parts on alt omolleh,.A and trv(cks., Itw alout I,tweelt
ieavv trucks and light . trucks ?

36%'. I, nn-It'l.n. We have remtniended to the stall, and they have
o(r language, a1t est. tat is one called "Suitable forI [' s." Iln holier
words, if it, fits the panel truck, then it, would Im exelnlpt, rfegardle's
of whether it. is ustd ill ll automobile, a light'-duty truck, heavy-duthty
truck, or. for example., an olrthle-higlhway vehil.

If the de'siign is such that it, cti be used then it would be exempt
and you would not. have to trace through your aftermarket to fiid
out whether or not it. i. used on a light truck or heavyv truck. his,
of course, would increase completition between manufaeilurers wcause
if an individual truckowner has the. capability to clo. betweell
products on the basis of their design that, will enh:uice the free ilmarket
and. as a consequence, b(i a much greater assistance to the economy.

The ClAIR3uAn. ' Thank you very muntch, sill.
(Mr. Lehr-feld's preparedt statement. follows:)

PII:PAIIID STATEMENT OY WvII.i.iAM J. L IIRuLI), CouNsr., ON BIAF.r OF THlE
MOi oRu & EQUIPM I.NT MANUFACTURIQIS ASSOCIATION

I. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

()in lIhalf of ite 31otor & Equipment Manufacturers Associatlon (MEMA). I
woilui lid.e to express ouir sincere appreciation for the opportunity to appear
liefor'e this (' olliitt'e firingg its st(dy of the 1resilent's revenue anl tax piro-
jitisids.

31EMA is compovd of over 50) manufacturers of automotive and tru'k lmartq.
equipment. lIhemlkl'is. "'essirles. aui d toils, with lants located throughout the
United States. Its membership is e-prlsed of the producers of virtually every
iiiete of qliJanient thiat is employed lit, Oi, or l tcolnnevtiol with, serving till
forms of taxable motor vehicles. 8$a inembers sell the alftermirket oily.,'.soike
sell original euhlmnent only. while most sell boti channels. Aftermarket siles are

hlie sales af rella-ement arts to warelhouse (istributotrs, whole.4lers, emotional
aco't' .. M'rvi'e sales divisions o#f ear and truck niata iMet iturers. ld, ill the ease
(if truek parts, hr0..hs Irlllg leet slciatldsts. It Is these sales that are most
linitndiately affteted lby the excise taxes I will discuss today.

As you know. original equilnent sale. of parts to motor vehicle Inanufac-
turers are exempt from excise taxes liecause thi manufacturers catim lilby these
Items taX free oin an exemption certificate if thie inrt is to Ie used iln the further
ilnufacttre of a sulseqluently taxed automotive or truck chassis or ly. Fur-
ther, due to a it95 Act of Congress. automobile parts are exempt from excise
taxes. Yet. till excise tax of Sf,8%- Is still Imposedl upon all truck parts by 1-1(01 (b)
of the internal Revenue ('ode. I am here today to urge tids Cmnmittee o Flailve
to amend .1(is ( i(of the ('ode so is to exclude fr',m ltil. sope of tit .5% excise
tax those parts suitalle for ise oil vehicles having at gross vehicle wetkiht, of
10(H pounds or ltss. As. amended. that section f -1061 (ti) (2)] Jwould provide:

"No tax shall Ibe Imposed nder this sulbsection fleets ally part or accessory
which is suitable for use on or In connection with. or as a component part of.
any article emnerated in sul!seetion (a ) (2) or i otuse trailer."

S~lneo sullasec(-tn (a (2) has been amended lay II.R. 10-17 to Include within its
seope light-duty trucks, the above wording for 1 4(111 (10)(2) will clearly exclude

anirt s for such trucks from the excise hx.



STUMNTOF~ T11r MOORtl A; EqIPI'i'5NT MANI.TiACTURMAS5 ASSOI)UA1I-N

SUMM ARY (it' 1111NL SPA!. MtI NTS

I. list roil itory stalctempt caliss fo~r ziiientini't of i t5 UW (III o tot~ i iersiss

0). -Vs solistioss CNIENA stiliaprts the Ilouve bill, 11.1t. 11147, isnul Its
repeal of lit- MCA excise tax ils lIght dthiy tritek. We turge, as at corollary to lihts
assiasure. Shat the s'xvlst tax till paurls for sucth light-duty t rkirli also bei rep~eat ed.

:1. Priuor to "'Vise 1',xvirt.e Tax Hitulstitio Act tof 111115. I ritek ansd sstowslet
itarts were treated its at unit fors exeh'i' tax pu~rposes. That Act reisitived tlihe
tax on ail iosssol siit parts yet reta! ted lbhe same tax ilS 11-1trk r 111.%

1. ()ite- exjdassustlois for flist- retentlois of lilht- truck parts ta x was th iatI It lore-
velisti'tt aoldaltee (of 1the 10S' i'Ntim. aux $tit s new uks. I1.1t. 1 s7isegsltw% til
just itleitt lois for thte, tax tot 11lit .duty truck paurts s.lice It rejsenls tile ifs' W\t
till llsht'ldusy ts'swks,

iThe retentilon of fi t, trtuck parts tax was itisto jssss Itd as at "user *'ha rge&,
M Sir sitsteiseist ,flows t hati tis *lutitit loil has not Validity Whent applied 140
j.;stts for lgissiluty trucks,

6, PTe listeilisl iteveu'Isuu Seviwe lilts p~rovied no atulde~l ties for deS 'si-niw-
wlises ta pa rt- Iard euirly at Ilgiss-diuy t ruck jInt --- is Suit abile fill- u1SP o1 a111s
atittomfit-ii (aul(, therefore, niot taxable). ('oigre'u'ssonai actilons will vorsrect (Illhis
situaitlont.

7. TVile Excisp T1ax Rtedluction Act 4f 19671 saved conssumsers upwards ofr thrve
qIilariers of at Illion dollars by repevaling flit-' exei-se tax oni aittoissobilo parts.
'I'le removal of tis saute Sax oil ipars for lglsr-duty trucks will1 also result ill
,islistas usa) consumer savings.

S. "'lisere are- otlier slegsillcit tit comsondu reasoiss which Justify flt- 1971 repeal
of t lsie exicise Sax oit parts for litghlt-dtity t ruckz

11. isa. 111111. As tASMIt iBY Till: tiotSi:

iiTheI'.~' on (h'toberi H. lvasi'4 it, iersioss of fhlit essuie Art off 1971 Ilit-
cdudeit lit that mneasuire. 11.1t. ltli.W. I-. a prtovisions for Ilse repeald of t ie( 10%,
exthi' tax oils stew trucks haial1sg a g~ross v'ellcle %veIt oif under 1.MM Jmmusds
4 -eti alied "light -dul y Itruck-s". ridi.. provision eomsplisesits. another provisicen
(if 11.1t. P11.147 wh ich riepeals tse 7('C excise tax On passenger auitomiobiles.

Th'le report oif tile 4'ossisisit tee fols Waiy". lud .1i-aits nsct'ijes ityling 11.1t. 1(1!14'7
t'xplahsln thei repe'al of thse excise taxes ats follows

''sisidiented unditerthIle (hisis-j''h witls resjeevl to reasons fet'r flie- hill.
Sit e exce ta on I I X( I I IIll am, inuelsiles is ret'jalsed ililss bill 1111th to ).rl-t-

vide a stlltidsts for the 11.0111m.se of ears ansd Icactius of te jls tillus i's
expected tit ereatei. lit :,dtl t lois C tigressi lilts prevtouisly cosivitsded illost excise
ttuxe. -.u10 ats th 411.'ci' oail hsese atusitijaiihs. a re uiidet's l s-hli tcaus~e
theiiy Inteirfere witltiIlie fredacisto eocun.-uiises'es ct. IlndIjl'jsed previe ajjjS.v
1h#e tax toot Iiht-dty t rucks is i-cpa(11(4 bicuatic too to xittbstai1iA #I( y/ft v',

io dicjdtuals. as* a too anx of pervxoltal [sic] Irtlllnxpita~ti#'Il comparabfle to 11ec
fIsc ( f1* osm nyu varxi'N tlsisclt As suppllud I

WeI tare Ini 'ompijletet mxgieemnst with ftSlie, useS least akemslay Ifti( 11411.1 li d comistieid
tit- WitYs allo( Me'alis C oisilttee for reettgniizing t hat lighst-duity trucks shotild
receive tite aaie excise tax I reatialeit as piasSessger -i s

I1Iwlvv'flt-e ehliinilois of flit-- excise tax t new lIght-duty trucks and flit,'
rastionalie given for thil, itwassure Inivlate fihat tit( Cosigres sitecumd go fil(- stepn
further toward eqjuilzing tii(- excls tax treatmientl (of ligist-duty truck ciwisers
a11n( tle owners tof pas.s.ejisger sutismolies. TIhat fuirtbler step., whicls we tirge
thil, 'om ilt tltee oils Finisue to) tike. Is flit repeal of flt* (S excise tasx otil parts
for liglit-disty trucks. Since lit, similar tax exists (oil parts for automsobiles. re'-
ioitai'tit w t'e tat.\ onl lIght-duty Itruck parts will litirt thlat owners (of such
trucks-Ilse farmers and other Indvduals referred to Ity tite Hoeuse- get thei
51555W ('x('l54 tax tretlmenit *15 thei owners (of juasseuiger autecusolilies.

Tw~o things ar e har frost flit-' hangtiage used lit the( Coissilttee report aid from
tht- House repeal oif ft(s- excI-se taxes oni lilgt-dssly Stuckhs as,. well at. tl atitto-

I H.R. Rep. No..r533,9241 Cong., 1,,t 51 (197 1).
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nmeleles. Ir rs. t )evet t lie eowitervs e4fa#It1 e hit-les wui4lft I r I?% #ol I'll W 14'1itel144 Inc
3louljwes sshld tireve 'ilhe -mmit, 111N. '1m.idulu1114h.* tevvilm. At I of941 -1
mi t nout, that light iduy Irueis ore used--wheber yIcy 1ars.littliv'iolwas
owig.t-e1Ilit re'riezitoleal,.istilts. tor wlntever--ftsilsvi~eston:al IIlcj'rlt eler,
Poses. S. iuIO il s i e vai se, t hre Isi no loingr any jutiltatio ftor ltje i ln

ilt, e cwier? of tit ittyvet' of jkrtelal I raiL'ujortio hell 'le'lgltl t I ciiil
lilt t'X.i..se Tx tht is Iimotee eImm lo. iowiters titimet her 1av io t c4'irms'.tutrims.~

Ia t ion veliieh, giccn~~lisI Ctirainly, t tbe oxe tclii not lntittcc111 1thisili.
table result Irman ltaction wicth Is aimed aitt ieviuacg prity.

The reason this Invoituitabtle situation will exist. unlessth;ile truck parts et-14M
tax sect ion ( I 1WOO I. is ihldIsiprimarily hisicral alltI dile 1j it-favi ilsi,
until11the fRevenue Act of 1171, congress s itidei't iulstineilmo um eeni tclis
usedl for personal treinsportatioteiloms andci other types tit t rucks,

MI. 4XViN TAX lIWUCTION AUAI t' 10115.

A brief review fthttie rece-nt history off ()to truck parts tax lit Pi 'inspres-t it
will tantrilnte to tll utaderstancling oitwhly that tax setion sh Alould n11 ot-
amntlced to exlude ligit-dilly truck liarts.

Prior to 1Wt,5 there had hoecit no (llstlnt'tion male lit theo excise tax truiwawiit
of automobile ptirts and truck parts. li falet, parts for tenthi tyits ssitisr 'e.
iticles were lumped thgetller Iin £40631 (it) of tile Codle as -auttouoleile and truck
parts" and subjected to nit S,8,'exci', tax. ltIn tI's, the Coligrem;sstA sedPuhlile
Law 8944 (Thle Bxcise Tax Reduiction Act of IWO11 which extensively revised the
unitirt' excise ta structure. As it part (if this revision, the excise tax co cimIstcb
parts was repealed). Thle excise, tax on Ituck parts, however, wats retained.

IV. TAX AVOIDANCE IisoA)tV

A spokesmnI for the Johnson administration explained. lit 11415, that thet tax
oil truck parts was retaini' to pre-vent the avoidance tit the W0 e- xcise tax ti
new trucks." The fear was that elimiinating tile tax oil truck replacement parts
while retaining the 101r,1 tax oil new~ trucks mould lorovide Ildividuals with tan
opportunity to avoid tile 10% tax by selling new trucks stripped of parts, wbich
parts could be purchased on thle afternlarket free of tax and then lital11led.
Whether such devious tax avoidance semues would have Indeed occurred Is
questionable but, lit any event, In no longer ail l imlotalt issue lit so far its
replacement parts for light-duty trucks are concterled. Thle IHouse ver-iton oof the
Revenue Act of 19T1 negates this tax avoidanice justification by rtgeuthoeg flu
10% t or-ieisct tici i .14cc Iigtitilgi truck#. Thltre Iii 310 inventive (,or tax aivteodhlame
ftor tite purtchatses of light-dutty trucks hcate there Is n110 hineuwr ally tax I41
lot, avoidedi. Therefore, the 8c (excise tax onl lM t or suhlltruis tculmtlI eejustil.
fied today by tile tax avoidance theory ats a nece-ssa4ry lack-stop to the( tax fill,
posed tin new lighit- duty trucks.

The( only other justification given lit U-1115tfer tile retet'ion of tile trucli parts
tax wits that It ctoiititu~ted at 05cr crge. Tiloveing thle case. tile reveniles
f romltheIt(,t X Were c~insigllet to t heI' highway t rust fid.

Il1 describing the( tax as a user charge, tile (ongrest;ws attempting to make
certain that tile chief ters of a tilricular governinlelltul serv'iet--liltils caset ile
Interstate Highway SystemJ-wtould pay tlilir fair share of tile cost of providing
tilat service. There is 3no question that tis I,% a v'zaldiciplhle (of talxation11ow.
ever, since (the house )tit#; 110w recogl-ed that iglht-duty truck,,atre like *11110-
flobles lit that they are pierstoeln trainspoirationi veictlei, there Is no ) rt'ater jui.
thentitol for ehairging thep owners of thiese liartlciiiar vehticles for their 1134- of tile
highways than there Is for so charging autenlohlle (owners. Ili)fi, atitoiiie
fewilers pay no us,;er charge liltilhe fornm of n excise tax ti thit( mlihato(act re-
lohelnet l arts; Ilighlit-doty truck lewilers sliould eicjtay tiet(- efre.'dceictfroml~ tax.

It It; oibvions thatiltthe truc-k hurts tax. 3as it i-wr ella rge, wats Intenided to make
the hetavy duty tractors and1( truck t railer.4 pay their fakir hidare (it the(* addhttimlla
ecost of heavier pavement anid other designi features znt-4ovi lt crry thel. tese

98tateuuent of Asistant Secretary Surrey before Committee on Finance. 11.9. $ealate,
JTune 8. 1965. reprerli n ILerlhtive Tllstory of 11.1t, S371. f59th Ceengress. Tbe UEcisev
Tax Rieduction Act of 10115. Pudle l.aw fr9-44," prejucreo] cy Staff of Joincu(ornitict'oi
Internal Revenue Taxation,.jp. 3411.



tar tit chlef users of the Ittermlite highmiay s Nct.la. Yet, tile excise taxi l all
truck arts aipics, It its proK-ut form, to ot only the:.e heavy duty over-the-
hi&hlaay traetors al truck trailers butf the light duty trucks ns well. li 11.11.
1IM7, the llousto has OW v4wrtg1ni.etl that valid and Important distihctions vai
amil do 1'tI ie unde III the e ei tax treatmotet of -trucks". In Irti'ular. tile
Iloum,, has determttie t hat trucks of a certain weight elass (10.000 pounds gross
vehicle weight or bllow) art, it; as persoal transportation vehicles 5nd should
lie treated diffe-rently for excise tax pburpom.s than those other vehicles which
colie withintlie stope of tie uerie terit "truck".

li the fat',e of this reco toition that not till arat'k , (-e prolwr objects for tile new
truck exise tax (|ettKause of siguititalut differences i their sIYe, weight and use),
It t-t-IlS hard to Justify gill a cro-s thlibt,rW t excis tax for tall Irot k replitae -

lil'lt itrls. The arguments for breaking downa the truck. " category Into light-
duty trucks and all other trucks for the purs.4-tis of the new truck excise tax
bihve Just asi llUel lOrt' lld vilility when applied to the !cose of the ti n\ tx
toit trutk l irts.

It Its lre.'.nt formt, lhe truck parts excise tax, as a uit er charge, i akes no
ditintilon between tactuittl truck isge of the interstate highway systeltmid
the levying of taxes to my for that system. The tax Is impostud uponi all truck
parts, whether they are sold to heavy users. hItartial users. oll-users, or any
degree in litween. Unless 11.11. 10117 Is antendt-d to include a todfleation of tie
truck harts exclse tax. the farmer who uses a light-duty plck-up truck will, in
effect, be told by the Cotagress that the new truck lie purchases will not be taxed
biteaue it is a vehicle used for Persial transloortatlon jpurpozes. But if lie h as
an I tciLdenit onl the way home froln the dealer and must replace is front
lhadlight, that replavt'naeaat part will be taxed (though It would not te if It were
Gor a car) because he is no lomger driviiig it lersomitl trasixortation vehicle. he
Is driving a 'truck" and everybody knows that trucks, tas tile chief users of the
Ititersiate highway system, lutimt help Itay for that s.tyvtt.

Til i,or farmer will be emfusedt at best, lie may never have setqn an Inter-
state highway system. All he knows is that (a) hir iew pickup truck is not
iublject to all excise tax bev'alse it Is a "lwrsoital transportation" vehicle; (b) tile
"lrsunal traii.asportation" vehicle his ntightbor drives is all automobile *,te) when
is neigh1or buys a replacement part (brake Alaoes, for example) for his per-

soial trat.-portation vehicle. no excise tax Is levitd ; but id) when he (the farmer)
hiuys brake shoes for its own livr-onaal transportation vehicle, lie gets socked
with till excise tax charged,

The farmers atand other individuals, referred to in the Houe report, who
must use their light.duty trucks us nt means of family trausliortation should nuot
ti pealizedt by a tax which t er ; igments of our society do not have to pay
mtieroly Itecau.se they are able-perhaps because they are more a!lhtet--tto soe
an a utomobile as their mew of ersomil tni ransrtatimn.

If tile House intetted for ligh-duty truck owners to :4-chleve parity with
automobile owners for excise tax lurposes (and it seens that this was tie
intent), It has failed (pwrhalis thfrough oversight) to accomplish Its purpose.
This (omittteoil Finuace can rentedy the situ lou azd .ee that ltirity is
achileved.

If the House merely intenmith to give the farmers mid other indviitlumals who
own light-duty trucks a ljtrtial excise tax lbreak--mid not make them "elual"
to automobile owners--we urge this Comnmittee to go mie step further aid give
this particular group of clasuamers the adthit n':al etonutoicli It'nefits that repeal
of thae excise tax oil parts for light-duty trucks will provide.

V1. CURRENT LCK 01 ADMINISTRATIVI GUIDELINErS

It should be noted at this poInt that although Cmigress lre.seutly excludes
from excise tax those l rts wach are "sultable for uie" (and ordinarily used)
on automobiles, it has been virtually impossible for the Interna itRevenue Service,
and manufacturers as well, to make clear-cut determinations as to whether or
not many light-duty truck lparts are "suitable for use" oi automobiles. In thme
six years since The Excise Tax lReductiona Act of 195, the Internal Revenue
Service hans not publislhcd any regulatio;is to assist manufacturers of Inter-
clanugeable parts which fit both passenger ears and trucks. Guidelines are par-
ticularly Importantt in the case of light-duty truck parts: yet, we are no closer
today In kntowing what those guidelines are Itan we were when parts "suitable
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for iit Iand ortldlittrily u.t- ton uttoul'iles were inoexemjd from exti.e tax
In 196I5.

'T'his Ctigre eaui relieve tile jolight of munufacturers of lIghl-utty trtuck
pIarts-who live i fear of ti after-the-fact adverse ruing by tie .I.S.-and
lit tile same1 t ttle (.11se tile adllminist rative burtlden iti. lo lt+lion the Service by
extending the parts exemptioin to Inc.lude pirl suitable for use oit llghtldluly1 ractks.

VII. CONSl1"t 1AVIu s VFROM Till: TAX AMI.NIMI.NT

Tills 'tn4ll1in||iet,( oiln Inaneehas exlrjw.ctd ilt alohlhig ctnern thalt the mio-
noitole benefits reutlting froin the Rtevenue Act of 1971 nst flow prlnarily to
llusllt., xt tile ,xioellsie of tile ctsllln er, but thatt lhe etoIsumlltr rcet ive Ills
fair share.int this regard, there Is Ino question that lihe primary lnellhiiary oif
tl repeal f tlhe , excil.e tax oi llghlt-ily iruck parts will b lhe cotxtisumer.

Muist product lnalnufauturers, antd aluftilrti-rst of lautoitlle lrlducls aore
no excetjltioi, utllire a three to live stp ilistrillu~.t t'systen for marketing their
diverse products. Tih various distribution channels lt eavih step, il tcollptting
prlevs to customers, mark tip their total coasts iiiellditty ltxts. Tile S%. excise
tax ol truck parts, sinct It Is leased oin the mianuifacturer's selling price Is
lkyranilhed through uact step of (lie, multichtanel distributlon prwe,.s. A ntltil-
Ilier effect is tcreatled for tlhe exv.w tax ant( tie ultimat tlonsuler oftenels
ilt laystg. s part of tilt-IIal price. tlte equivaleltl 'f iree to four times ilt
original tax.
Thus. for example.lthe repeal of tle attonobille parts tax lit 1165 cost the

Treasury$224 million It revenues but, when niultilied through tile atllomnotive
ltti'riiarktet di.,tribltillon syste.l stved e, tulrs #lflt tit ittlio Ia ris :1 *'st limlitld

three lltartrs of i billion dollars. ly the saltlW lrindple.. c,,nsiers of light-dity
truck parts will save upwards of trt tlues the amouiit of revenue that will
be lost to the Trasury by repeal of this tax on lght-duty truck airts.

In IIO. tilt -truck paris taxi ltced kS-I million ill federal wv ,tiei. lit thai
aue iyear, over So(t of domestic truck sales were for vehhicls of O.N) limill

gr,,ss vehicle weight or below. While it is not acurate ito say that O% of the
excise ax revenues are attributable to owners of light-duty trucks (tile tax Is
Iot, olly Ilased oil the cost of tile irt lut also the amounts derived depllnd upiOl
frequency of repair and replacement), It Is fair to say that a substantial lPortion
of these exclse revenues are paid by owners of light-duty trucks. Asuming l ithat
stch cot.ulers ae outlited for $60 million of tile $.4 million collected, tlie cost
it) the ftdenl coffers of reptealing the portion of (le tax that applies to light-dill
truck parts will be $60 million while (lie amounts saved by the ultimate cosuer
wiii be In excess of I1) million. lHinination of tile lightt-duty truek Imrts tax will
convey substantial et onomc benefits to consumers, and the tax does not, from a
revenue standpoint. have the impact on tie govern ll!ntl's flianees that the tax
on aunto urts had Iti 1965 or that tie el*al of tile automobile tax will have to-
day. We subliit to this Committee tlint the tIetfils to tie consumer are well
worth the cost to the governmtent.

viii. FIRTIIVR E 'ONOMIC JUSTIFICATION FOR AMENDING TilE TRUCK PARtS TAX

The tax on automobile parts was repealed in 195 according to the Tax (om-
mittee reports, on lhe ground, that, like lhe other selective excise taxe.s which
were then repIealh, such a tax :

1. placed discrilinatory tax burdens oil the consumers and prodticere of
the taxed lproluets:

2. tended to rce-duce sale and therefore reduced Income., and Jobs In tlhe
industries which produced the taxed goods:
3. resulted in arbitrary and undesirable distortions in tile allocation of

resources thus Interfering with (lie free play of fhe competitive market;
4. placed arbitrary tax burdens oii firms depending for their requirements

oi taxed Items:
5. tended to di.scourage the use of lhe most advanced and efficient machines

or other products: and
6. Introduced distortions lit markets for final goods and services.

We are convincM lihat each of these reasons applies witlh equal force to the
tax on light-duty truck parts it tile context of today's economic pleture and the
President's tax program.
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1. Vue exric i. i i ( (-i s lf dloiefjDCAho IstCi ib d l iformie olul ',ui if,pi.
Mirs jiriitiil'i for IjoII itiliy tof leteesa icfU

(Ont, 4f tIto'many ,o*it-ltie fieittre (of Mo. 14IN 1.4 11:Is ht I! e'.it titesdlilt
ItilleN tiie 'frtmt end tnid tilt .. lito'e vist o ~it (i ti It .I tltlt It .Il t
re'.jevinii ' i mrki-h-vthjmllit; it) 41o114t4tiet ' t sof iodltig I Iml-z' itIt ttillUM%:v

'Ilmrs1ideut'sNew lE.'outile hi'lvy rett-c4 s tiithm bifiv't h i'ectie Is
twonlit $IIIiv git i. tl~ sboati hve a t Oitn dket ilk tredwtil IIIo' tait'for
4.1e1lt tett foitilltIonneedt, tht(-Prestideitat-w.-imn others. tmit 1111t. 111117IT [ms
; dop41sld ailtillvei lyetW elliitl ftormt in 1: lit ie f oirmu of ns lhve~iiisvii wx en ed
it. We mn-'reit sk t a1 cit eti rlinmctat illtttleJVIe' tot V.11111111imez-1v oitt . littit-' form
oft ; d~sertiintaitory' c\'i'ets . lop remtvedi.

Poe1.. liftrlis N Ir ip e* thit-#'# IfO1guum4off 411141 tv0 '#of'itfit II-r us mel .ml rpis

~AmoI Jer mtlivo t le fht fea t it Ib1e4'tl til 1111-:-40 rlick pa insk hamt Ines
ntre ih-s. wideb'hlit 111m113re*sttts,tre iii ,ie:sl ry f4r tit-t'si(ety #of til t riviti.
publte. It eat) bet, ite lierailly, i ix oti mify. The teillty (of e;e Ii ' id l 1lid t
dino'y rej.1ec'enont are fitltors which )rtit! y eflt-vtthe Ntft'ty te auvkt'

4of imly imoitor vehicle. Ase Initvlttttls, uel o.unrWe ar1t.t'llalt aet(if IOe
htill 14 willliev (if ster k t.s ls-s andtdrum% ftor ote.t'swhich iums( lit-re-

)aeed peri, ot-.4dlcelly Ito Inllt'.".soft-ty fir tilt, operwt r f it lip vhldit-l s well us
tiller o the highly. And yaet, rej'itioitnt ,'a t'.orlight-tltIritis'. wit-11

nri t't' uSV1111(t th fit fe eoiittiii of thet'se t riks as auttnioldhie 4.ht eenolet pa "rls
arts W0 autoiles (untiperihajes eves. m11ore hnjipsor111toot tohet11111111o, ' -sfttv

iuve Ito ecl1Tr' tilt* disinceentive ';totheir ljairchiist, oftatll Steervent et-dme tax. The
tsrit-t, of safe-ty eqipiit'nt to tlt,, etIIsllller cam 1p I he atterililsig hfa'a..r wieili n
ctehsmller is t-iiiidvttrWtlt, e Imdzse tif it -4fety dt-vive. If we ar11'11 tooelo.4,1ru11e

tervt't ve ausiztezante.ruther 1111111rveiial uweiliteeliele. tizitot lt-jiese tlt.'
zsifety (of air ighayis, thle isriet-' aeentiv'e of nal) ex(Ise 1t41-N util iilZlI-dlty
truck parts wilt Ilo of grent iAstzmce.

The C CMJIAN.S. That, then, concluded'; 0111 hearing for today. ~Te
committee i s cidudtll to c'ontinuie lhearings on 11.11. 10.1 1 at 10)
o covk tomorrow mlornin tg. W~e will stand in recce s.

(W'ru1)ohi, at. 4:-10 p.m., the committee' adjoutrnecd, to VeconOiteht
lit it) t.t.. ol 1hursdaN votober 14, 1971.)


